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LECTURE ON THE STUDY OF
BOTANY IN SCHOOLS.

[Delivered before the Alameda Teachers' Institute, Sep-

tember 6th, 1878.]

BY E. W. HILGARD,

[Prof, of Agriculture, University of California. J

I.

I desire to present to you some consid-

erations on the subject of botany from two

points of view ; first, as to the intrinsic

importance of the study of this branch of

natural science in the public schools ; sec-

ond, as to the mode of instruction therein.

The tendency of our youth to leave the

country, and especially the farm, for the

city and its clerkships ;
their apparent in-

disposition to embrace the pursuit of either

the farmer or the mechanic, is one of the

standing complaints of our time, while it

deprives the country of much of its most

ambitious material, and compels our farm-

ers to make up the deficiency of hands

for the harvesting of crops out of the

ranks of the Chinamen. It overcrowds

our cities with ill-paid and half-occupied

suppliants for small places, whose compe-
tition with the youth of the cities is, be-

yond doubt, a most potent cause of hood-

lumism.

What is the cause of this state of things,

and what is its remedy ? Asking this ques-

tion of an old farmer, some- time ago, he

replied :

"
It is plain enough—the rascals

don't like hard work, and they run away
from it !" In one sense this is doubtless

true, and yet I think it does not state the

case fairly. What draws the boys to the

cities is not so much an expected exemp-
tion from work, but the supposed greater

opportunities for intellectual and social

enjoyment ;
and what they run away from

is what has appeared to them to be a

round of unintelligent drudgery.

Now if this were the true state of the

case, who could blame the boys for their

preference } Say w^hat you will about the

nobility of labor, you will never convince

mankind, in the future any more than in

the past, that mere mechanical toil, such

as can be performed by animals or ma-

chinery, is to be held the peer of that

which requires the exercise of the intellect.

All labor is honorable when induced by
honorable purpose ; but it is not more

honorable, or honest, when it exercises

nothing but the muscle, as demagogues
would have us believe. The greatest

honor, and in a measure the greatest pe-

cuniary reward, always has been, and al-

ways will be allotted by mankind to intel-

ligent and to intellectual labor.

It is passing strange that the labors of

the farm should ever be accounted unin-

telligent drudgery, for in no pursuit is a

constant exercise of knowledge, discretion,

and sound judgment more constantly call-

ed for, and nowhere is there more room

for improvement by much use of brains.

And if it is true that our boys do not ap-

preciate that fact, I think it is not they

who are chiefly to blame. They judge by

what they are made to see and feel on the

home farm. If life there is not made

pleasant and attractive, and if in addi-

tion they are told by their parents (as is

but too generally done), that ''they can

learn at home all they need to know about

farming," and that in getting an education

they had better look after something else,

parents need not wonder that their sons

do not come back to the farm. Yet this

class of parents is the most apt to indulge

in cheap denunciation of the agricultural

colleges for not inducing their boys to

become farmers
;
and they say it is be-

cause they are not put to work in the field,

and thus
"
get out of the notion." As if

putting a boy's nose to the grindstone

could make him love it ! And it is diffi-

cult to see why, of all professional schools,

the agricultural colleges should be saddled

with the responsibility and remedy of an
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evil which is much too deep-seated to be

reached by such feeble means, and for

the existence of which they certainly are

not responsible. It will never be reached

until there shall have been a change in

the right direction, both on the home

farm and in the district school. It is es-

pecially in the latter that you, as teachers,

can exert a most beneficent influence.

All children come to you ;
I can teach

only the few who choose to come.

If you teach your scholars at an early

age to see the "spiritual in nature," if you

show them that the surroundings that to

them seem so commonplace and uninter-

esting, have been, and are, the objects of

the highest intellectual efforts of man, and

that the most ordinary occupations on the

farm deal with facts and principles of the

most complex nature and of the widest

importance, you at once elevate in their

eyes the dignity of their pursuit, and open
to them sources of enjoyment that the

denizens of cities vainly long for.

In my view, instruction in the rudi-

ments of natural science should, espe-

cially in country schools, take precedence

in point of time of all else. A child of

ve or six years will, as a rule, learn

what can be taught by objective demon-

stration, much more readily than a youth

f fifteen, who has never had his atten-

tion directed to the observation of natural

phenomena, and to reasoning thereon ;

because, at the later age, the tendency is

rather to the speculative use of the mind.

Witness the eminent success of the kin-

dergarten system of instruction, by which

the perceptive faculties are exercised and

trained at the age when they are keenest.

But instead of following out the indi-

cations of nature, the usual routine of our

hools, handed down to us from the olden

times when material objects were held to

be beneath the notice of the educated, re-

verses the natural order, and emphatically

puts the
"
cart before the horse," by forcing

the mysteries of intricate arithmetical prob-

lems and grammar, the recondite meta-

physics of language, upon the immature

mind of the child, who can at most mem-
orize but not understand them.

The fearful waste of mental and physical

effort thus applied to unsuitable subjects,

unconnected with the child's daily experi-

ence and interests, is afterwards repeated

when the sentimental youth of sixteen is

compelled to bring himself down to the

first elements of natural science.

This is all wrong ;
but it is easier to

recognize the evil than to set it right.

Still, that recognition is the first and nec-

essary step. After that, it is usual to look

after the law governing the school course.

But you will find that that law, especially

in California, prescribes just what is

wanted in the way of natural science

teaching. Clearly the fault of the non-

efFicacy of the law lies somewhere between

the parents and the teachers.

Of the former I have already spoken,

from one point of view. They themselves

fail to appreciate, as a rule, the needs of

their children in this direction
;
and too

frequently, in the desire for a "
practical

"

education, forget that which is really the

most practical of all, if they desire

their boys to be satisfied to remain in the

country. Above all, they are too fre-

quently unwilling to devote an adequate

amount of time to the serious business of

preparation for life
; thinking that if the

"three R's" were enough for them, they

should be so for their children likewise. But

far too many are unnecessarily ambitious

to render their children self-supporting

early in life, and thus stunt their oppor-

tunity for education and greater future suc-

cess and usefulness.

As for the teachers, I think they are

similarly at fault, in that they do not give

themselves sufficient time to be well pre-

pared for their responsible duties. It is

an axiom that no one can be successful as
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a teacher if at the end of his course he

has taught all he knows, even to the best

of his pupils. In other words, his knowl-

edge of the subjects taught should he high

above that which he expects his pupils to at-

tain under his guidance. He must not

only be a living text-book, but a great

deal more than the text-book—he must

be able to amplify and illustrate the latter

from his own knowledge, if he would in-

spire that confidence, respect, and inter-

est that are so essential in making willing

and enthusiastic learners. I mean no

reflection upon this body when I say

that herein lies the greatest obstacle to

the efficient execution of the beneficent

law providing for instruction in natural

science. In no department of human

knowledge is mere text-book knowledge

so utterly inadequate for instruction, as in

objective science ;
for its study incites the

mind of the pupil to ask a thousand ques-

tions on every-day matters that nothing

but thorough knowledge on the part of the

teacher will enable him to answer. To
fail in this is conclusively fatal to his utility

in investing the pupil's surroundings with

that higher interest, the want of which

impels him to seek the distractions of the

city. To do this you must be your own

text-book, at least as regards all principles

and prominent facts, and the knowledge
of how to use them in actual observation,

and to reason upon them. Unless this is

the case, unless the study of objects finds

an interpreter outside of the text-book, in

the teacher and in the objects themselves,

there is but one other subject that will be

found more wearisome than the charming

science of botany : to wit, chemistry.

I now desire to call your especial atten-

tion to the adaptiveness of the study of

botany, for the accomplishment of the ob-

ject alluded to at the outset. Agriculture

deals with plants, and hence the science

treating of plants, in all their relations

naturally should claim the first attention,
j

Moreover, the subject is naturally attrac-

tive to every child—I might almost say, to

every human being. Some are inclined

to claim the first place in the schools for

zoology. But the study of zoology in-

volves inconveniences in several respects ;

among these, killing of, and more or less

cruelty to, animals, and the difficulty and

expense in making and preserving collec-

tions. I think it should, in its details at

least, be reserved for a later period than

botany. Plants are accessible to all coun-

try schools, and interesting additions to

the native flora can easily be made from

gardens without trouble or expense.

There is no difficulty either in making
or preserving collections

;
and the study

cultivates the pupil's sense of the beauti-

ful in a direction which, at a later time of

life, will find its high uses in the embellish-

ment of homes.

[concluded next month.]

THE YOUNG TEACHER.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

[National City, San Diego County.]

CHAPTER v.

A VISIT rO TWO SCHOOLS.

Frank rode along for some Lime, and

about ten o'clock he came to a small

white-washed school-house, situated upon
a bare knoll by the side of the road. No
other house was in sight, but some horses

were staked near by ; and, as Frank rode

up to the school-house, he found that it

was occupied by a school-mistress and

five children, who were seated on a rough

wooden bench, facing the door.

The school mistress invited Frank to

take a seat on a box near her, and con-

versed very pleasantly with him for half

an hour.
" Do not let me interrupt your classes,"

said Frank, glancing at the five urchins

who had been watching them with ten

curious eyes.
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"Oh ! you do'nt hinder me," said the

school-ma'am ;

"
I hardly know how to

fill up my time till three o'clock, so I al-

ways like to have visitors. The first spell-

ing-class may recite if they are ready."

The two larger boys rose, and leaving

the three smaller boys a couple of steps

behind them, handed their one worn spell-

ing-book to the school-mistress.

"Disinterestedness," said the teacher.

The one at the head of the class said

that that was the second word.
" Never mind that," said the teacher,

"you can spell it if you try."

But the boy knew that he could not, so

after three ineffectual trials the word was

passed to the other lad.

"
Disinterestedness.

"
D-i-s dis, i-n in,

disin, t-e-r ter, disinter, e-s-t est, disinter-

est, e-d ed, disinterested, n-e double s,

disinterestedness," said No. 2, who had

studied that word.

PVank thought of the " House that Jack

built," and when the school-mistress said

that she had a great deal of trouble to make

the pupils pronounce each syllable prop-

erly, Frank could readily believe it.

"But don't you think." said he, mis-

chievously, "that it would be an improve-
ment to pronounce each syllable before

spelling it } Thus : incomprehensibility ;

in, i-n in, com, c-o-m com, incom, pre, p-r-e

pre, incompre, hen, h-e-n hen, incompre-

hen, si, s i si, incomprehensi, bil, b-i-1 bil, in-

comprehensibil, i, i i, incomprehensibili,

ty, ty t-y, incomprehensibility .""

As Frank thought his horse was now

rested, he bade the school-ma'am good-

day, and, mounting his horse, he rode

away before she could make up her mind

whether Frank was in earnest or not.

Frank was about three hours in cross-

ing the mountain range on the east, and it

was two o'clock when he reached the next

school-house. He had eaten his lunch on

the road, and thought he would visit the

school while his horse was grazing. So, tak-

ing off the saddle and he tied his

rope, and
bridle,

horse to a bush with a long

started for the school- house.

There was a hurried busde within the

school house, and Frank heard the mis-

tress say,
" Now a visitor is coming, chil-

dren, so you must be good and keep very

still, so that he will think you are all

good."

The school-house was a fine building
—

at least every Pike in the settlement would

have told you so
;
and as you may some

time need a receipt to make one like it, I

will tell you how. Take some scantlings

(not too heavy ones, or they will not sag

enough), and lay them as nearly horizon-

tal as you can with the unaided eye, prop-

ping them up with round stones. Be very

carefyl not to put them too close together,

as that would waste the lumber. Cover

the tops of these scantlings with green

rough boards, nailing down every third or

fourth one. Nail some refuse rough lum-

ber perpendicularish to the floor all the

way round it. Cut a big hole for a door

at one corner, and two places for windows

most anywhere. Be sure not to have

both windows on the same side of the

house, as those half-crazy, scientific folks

say they should be placed. Cover the

house with shakes instead of shingles, as

they save roofing boards, nails, and work

(a very important item); and, when the

rains come, they leak better. Take the

lumber that is left, and make the seats

and a small blackboard. Make the black-

board out of pitch-pine, and paint it once

with raw oil and uncut lampblack. Don't

make any seat for the school-teacher.
" That would be offering a premium for

laziness," as one trustee told me.

[I told him I always carried a nice cushioned

rocking-chair for my school-room uf3.

But it is in the making of the seats that

they show their genius. The benches are

made of rough boards, to discourage the

pupil from moving around too much.
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The seat is either level or higher at the

back than at the front. The height may
be anywhere about two feet, but must not

be less than twenty inches. This will pre-

vent the children's feet from making a

noise by shuffling along the floor. These

should never be fastened to the floor, as

the nails might make holes in the floor
;

then they want to move the seats when

they have a dance, you know. The desks

should be high enough to reach anywhere

from the chin to six or eight inches be-

low. The shelf-board should tip the same

way that the top of the desk does, for the

sake of symmetry, and if does not reach

quite to the back of the desk so much

the better for the makers of the slate-

pencils and the ink.

But enough; you have all seen, such

school-houses and such school furniture in

other counties than San Diego, and I

much fear you will continue to see them,

since so many of our teachers do not con-

sider these things to be an essential part

of their preparation for teaching. Double

the number of questions and the credits

given on Thebry and Practice, and let the

extra part be devoted to such things as the

proper construction of school-houses and

furniture, and these modern inquisitions

would soon flee from the land.

Frank could not help smiling when he

overheard the remark of the school-mis-

tress, and as he reached the door and

heard her sav,
" The class in numbers will

recite," he thought that the class in num-

bers must be her brag class.

Fellow-teacher, did you ever have a

brag class .?
— one that you delighted to

hear when visitors were present.^
— one

that you felt did you and your teaching

credit .?

After Frank was seated, the school-mis-

Ires proceeded, with her class, to thor-

oughly investigate the numbers from i

to 6, according to the Grube method.

• You have been enlightened as to the

Grube method.? Oh! yes. From San

Jose as a central burner, the beams of the

Grube metho(l have been thrown, by our

polished county institute reflectors, into the

remotest corners of our noble State.

The theory of the Grube method is per-

fect. Nature, who is imperfect, must be

subdued and trained to the Grube method.

It is a shame that Nature should present to

the young child more than one tree, one

bird, or one hand at a time. By the

Grube plan, each number is exhausted

in turn. To be sure, no one ever did

learn arithmetic in this way, but that is no

sign that one might not if he could only

live long enough.

Miss N. teaches reading according to

the Grube method. A-x, ax, no longer

tells the child the first word of McGuffey's

Primer. The different sounds of a must

be explained, the different forms must be

shown, and the child required to repro-

duce these sounds and forms. After ex-

hausting a, X will be attacked
;

its equiva-

lent ks will be learned
;

its history will be

traced, and its signification as a Roman
character hinted at. The iron will then

receive attention, and mining, transporta-

tion, converting into steel and casting will

engage the youthful mind. How it is

shaped and the names of the parts will be

told, and G. W.'s hatchet (ax-|-et= little

ax) will be flourished before the moral

nature of the child. The handle of the ax

may then be taken up in a similar man-

ner. Each pupil will be required to bring

an ax to school, etc., until the ax is thor-

oughly exhausted. What matter if, after

several terms, (as is often the case) the

child is still unable to read the simplest

stories ! He will know some words thor-

oughly, and his mind will be so much im-

proved.

But let us return to Frank and the

school-mistress. Frank heard the children

add, subtract, multiply and divide the

numbers from one to six, inclusive; but
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saw them do nothing that an average six-

year-old child might not learn to do in a

few minutes.
" We take the number seven next

month," said the school-mistress to Frank.

"How long have you taught this class ?"

inquired Frank.
"
Nearly five months," was the reply.

Frank made a mental calculation :

6 : lOO : : 5 months : 83J months. 83J

months-i-6=i4, nearly.
" So this seven-year-old boy will be just

of age when he can calculate up to 100,"

said Frank, gravely.
"
Oh, they go along much faster when

they get to twenty," said the mistress,

blushing.
" But don't you fear," said Frank,

"
that

some parent might put one of your pupils

a month or two ahead of the others some

night ?
"

The school-mistress was offended. "Oh,
if you think more of advancing the pupils

than of cultivating their minds, I have

nothing to say."
" But according to your own showing, it

takes five years to carr\^ the pupils as far

as the number twenty. Now five years of

six months each represents the entire

school life of many of our country pupils.

Can we afford, then, to take a method like

this for actual use ? The school law says

it is two years' work; but in the country
our terms are but little more than half the

city year, and the pupils forget much dur-

ing vacation."
"

It does take a great deal of time every

day," admitted the teacher;
" and I have

to assist them very often on what I thought
was thoroughly learned before."

"
I think," said Frank,

"
that method is

best which follows Nature most closely,

which takes the least time in the end,

which encourages the pupil to do the

most work with the least help, and which

supposes the pupil to have some few brains to

start with. Now, I do not think the Grube

method fulfils any of these conditions.

To describe this method by a word, I

should call it 'piddling:
"

Having thus freed his mind, Frank

rose, and expressing his regrets that he

had to go, mounted his horse and rode on.

Just before dark he reached the foot of

the Palomar Mountains, (wild pigeon

place) where he was to stop for the night.

The next day he arrived at Mountain

District, and finding the house of Mr.

Brown, he presented the letter which Mr.

Root had given him to Squire Brown, as

he was called in Mountain District.

A HYMN
[For the Dedication of the New High School Building at

Cleveland, Ohio.]

BY MRS. REBECCA D. RICKOFF.

Who reared so firm and true these stately walls

Uplifting to the sky ? Who sunk, so deep,

The broad foundation -stones on which they

stand ?

'Twas Labor—he, of strong and helpful hands,

And slow and steady might. He piled the stones,

He set the beams, and placed the architrave,

And wide he "spread the roof above them."

Art

With Labor wrought, and with her skill touched,

here

And there, the task on which he toiled, and made

The useful beautiful. And Science, calm

And clear-eyed, stood as mentor and kept watch

That lair proportion in all parts should'give

Endurance to each pillar, arch, and beam.

And added strength and grandeur to the whole
;

That every wise contrivance known to health

Should enter into all the generous plan ;

That noble windows high and wide be framed

To let the golden glory of the heavens

Flood all the ample rooms. And mightier still,

The powers of water, air, and fire she bound

To do her will—the wild and roaring winds

From Erie's chilly waste of waters blown

To temper with a kind and genial heat.

And send them, balmy as the breath of June,

And rich with health-sustaining power, to fan

The student's cheek and feed his busy brain.

And Liberty, the while, kept vigilant guard

That every door should open free and wide.

To let her grateful children all come in.
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They come, the earnest-hearted and the strong;

Education, on the threshold, waiting stands,—
Education, mightiest 'mong the mighty powers,
Born of heaven when stars of genius shone

Nurtured at the breast of Sweet Humanity,

Strong with a glorious, ever-growing strength ;

A Hercules to whom the sun-god. Light,

Has given the golden cup to guide his course

Across the ocean of the vast unknown.
An immortal Hercules whose power is gained
In vict'ries over ignorance and wrong ;

Kingliest of Kings, high bearing in his hand

The bloss'ming given him by Truth,

And wearing on his brow the laurel crown

That grave Experience has bound for him.

The light of love is in his gentle eye.

Sweet words of help and cheer are on his lips,

While from his tongue, the precepts of the wise

And mandates kind, in varied accents, fall.

He takes the children to his loving heart.

And gently leads them upward to the hills

Where Wisdom dwells—Wisdom whose ways are

ways
Of pleasantness, and all whose paths are peace.

They come, the earnest young, with warm,

glad hearts,

High hopes and brave resolves
;

with motives

•pure;
With young ambition's pride, and faith of youth,

They come, and on for years they still shall

come.

The hope and promise of our land, the pride

Of every heart—here shall they congregate

When we are mould'ring in our graves. These

walls

Grown dim with dust of years, mysterious

With stains of time shall still reverberate

The student's busy hum and joyous strains

Of songs we ne'er shall hear. Here shall they

learn

The things we long to know
;
here study hist'ry

Yet unwritten and read poets yet unborn
;

Here, strange, new A^onders of philosophy

Shall see, of which we cannot even dream.

The young, the earnest-hearted, and the true,

God's blessings on them now and through the

years

To come. Be dedicated, O ye walls 1

And ye, O ample rooms and gracious halls.

Ye welc'ming doors, and lofty windows kind.

Ye shelt'ring roof and heavenward -pointing

tower.
Be dedicated even to the end.
Unto the noblest service of the young.—Ohio Educatiottal Monthly.

THE RECITATION CARD.

BY WILLIAM WHITE,

[Teacher of Mathematics in the San Francisco

Boys' High School.]

The advantages of the system employed

in connection with these cards are as fol-

lows :

1st. No mark whatever is required for

a perfect recitation.

2nd. A single mark, or figure, only, is

required to denote a recitation, falling be-

low the perfect standard.

3rd. No calculation is necessary to de-

termine a pupil's standing at the end of

the month, the last mark recorded indi-

cating that standing.

4th. Each card may be used five months.

The system of marking is based on the

principle of deduction of credits from the

perfect standard. If a pupil's recitation is

perfect, no deduction being necessary, his

standing is denoted by his last mark, or,

if his card is blank, by 100.

The figures in the column at the left are

tens
;
those in the line above, units. The

number of any square may be at once de-

termined by observing the tens at the left

and the units above that square. (See in

diagram the square for 81.)

Instead of the mark for recording reci-

tations used in the diagram, the figure i

may be used in the left hand upper corner

of the square during the first month ;
the

figure 2, in the right hand upper corner,

during the second month : the figure 3 for

the third month
;
and so on.

As it is necessarjy for all the pupils to

recite the same number of times during

the month, on each occasion that all have

recited, record that fact on a special blank

card kept in the pack for that purpose

alone. When the class have completed

the required number of recitations, the

record of the month is closed.

The writer has used five packages of
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these cards for as many classes

during the past two months, and

finds the practical working of

the system satisfactory in every

respect.

[The following explanation is

printed on the back of each card,

and serves as a brief and definite

explanation of the system :
]

Standard, lOO. (Any lower

Standard, if preferred.) Credits

are deducted from pupil's last

standing for Imperfect Recita-

tions. No mark whatever for a

Perfect Recitation. The num-

ber of any square may be de-

termined by observing the tens

at the left, and the units above

that square. First Recitation,

one credit lost
; mark, 99. Sec-

ond Recitation, two credits lost ;

mark, 97. Remaining Marks

for the month, 96, 93, 92, 90,

89, 85, 84, 81. Standing for

Month, 81.

When all have recited once, record that

fact on one of the cards kept for that pur-

pose alone.

Shuffle the cards, and mark all a second

time
;
and so on.

Record absence at bottom of card as in-

dicated.

When Recitations are made up, cancel

absent marks, and credit above.

For second month, use figure 2 in right

hand upper corner of the square, for third

month 3, and soon.

Bottom Line for Recording Absences.

WHITE'S RECITATION CARD. EXPLANATION BY MODEL
10 Recitations, lo Credits each.

(If preferred, 20 Recitations, 5 Credits each.)
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top of all held- coffee-pot and frying-pan,

with basins, knives, forks and spoons in

pairs. The whole was secured with a half-

inch lash-rope. A small ax and a plant

portfolio were tied on so as to be readily

detached when wanted. Altogether, the

load was about one hundred and fifty

pounds.

Our first day's journey from an initial

camp a few miles out from Eureka was

along a good road around Humboldt Bay to

Areata, and onward five miles, to where a

brook adds its mite to the waters of Mad
River. Eyes, looking forward to a feast

of wild beauty and newness beyond,

scarcely noted the marks of invading civil-

ization, in the form of houses and fields

and devastated forests. We rejoiced

that they were but marks between

which the tangled growth of salal, the

deceptive salmon berry, snowy ceano-

thus, purple spiraea, and fragrant azalea

fringed the redwood and spruce mantle

of the mountains. Nature's repair-

ing, where woodsmen had cut pieces

out of this mantle, excited the enthus-

iasm of practical B, who declared that

blackberry patches stood at the head

of all patchwork. It cannot be denied

that the berries were good with fried

rabbits.

The next day we crossed Mad River,

and followed the Orleans Bar trail over

a high ridge to the North Fork. The de-

scent, precipitous in spite of zigzags, would

have been regarded impassable by a valley

horse ; but Ebenezer made nothing of go-

ing perpendicularly down a yard at a

plunge, and the way he "
saddle-bagged

"

over large fallen trees called out our ad-

miration. Another quality, not so admi-

Phlox adsurgens.

Viola cuneata.

Linnata horealis.

rable, began to develop : he seemed deaf

to all ordinary admonitions to increase his

speed beyond a very slow walk. A lucky

thought struck B.

**He evidently expects to be addressed

as a scientific gentleman : Gaultheria shal-

lon, Vancouveria hexandra," etc.

I cannot help thinking there was more
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in the manner of delivery than in the

matter. B's accent and emphasis were

startlingly peculiar. At the first word Eb-

enezer's ears twitched; then a wave of mo-

tion, increasing under the succeeding

words, traveled backward and downward,

till an actual trot rattled pan and coffee-

pot.

There were trout and quail with our tea

and cakes that evening, but poor Ebenezer

found not a single available plant under

the huge redwoods.

Sympathy for our hungry companion
aroused us early, and after a five o'clock

cup of coffee, we climbed slowly up through
the forest. Gradually the redwoods, which

possessed the lower ground, gave place to

the Douglass spruce, which, with a frill of

ceanothus and manzanita, encircled the

bare summit. In places there were chest-

nut oaks, with trunks as straight as those of

their cone-bearing companions. The

shade-loving rhododendron sent down fra-

grance from pink bouquets held safely

above our eager reaching by crooked

black branches, whose homely nakedness

give little promise to the upward tracing

eye of their crowning beauty. The small-

leaved huckleberry tried to hide in its

fern-like sprays pink berries, too pretty to

eat. Beneath these tree-like shrubs, chi-

maphila
—the Prince's pine of the East—

with its whorls of serrated leaves and pretty

waxen flowers, the modest whipplea and

the fern-like vancouveria, relieved the gray

of the forest carpet. Curious leafless root

parasites sent up spikes of flowers unlike

any we had ever seen before. Indeed, one

species, all unconscious of the fact, exhib-

ited its petals for the first time to a botan-

ist. The tantalizing muffled call of the

spruce grouse from his lofty perch was the

only evidence of animal life. An eastern

bound fog gave heavy toll to the spruce

boughs, which dropped part of their gains

upon us, so that, by the time we reached the

open prairie at the summit, we were quite

wet. The discomfort of blistered feet and

the luxury of wood and water determined a

halt for the remainder of the day. A pack
train of mules, with loads of wool, a Swede

on foot and his wife on horseback, a fam-

ily of Hoopa Indians and a solitary horse-

man were the passers-by. Keeping up a

roaring fire, safely putting away plant

treasures and cooking occupied our time.

We decided that quail pot-pie is better in

a wilderness than in a city.

The clearness of the next day revealed

—what was fog-veiled before—a prairie of

several square miles, beyond which a black

forest reached down to the ocean. Our

trail soon entered what seemed to be a

meadow of tufted grass, with occasionally

a plume of minute white blossoms
;
but

the grass-like leaves were as tough as those

of yucca. A man who overtook us said it

was wild grass, and that the locality was

Wild Grass Prairie—a senseless name,

though easier spoken than Xerophyllum te-

nax, the botanical name. From this high

open ground we had a fine view of the

snow-covered Trinity Mountains on the

east. We went down between the spruce

spires and redwood columns to Redwood

Creek, a stream of greater volume than its

modest name indicates. A family of

Hoopas resting on the opposite bank were

amused at our grimaces and exclamations

as, in our efforts to stand up against the

current, sharp stones hurt our tender feet.

The head of the family proudly exhibited

soles which were certainly proof against

such impressions as we were smarting un-

der.

For several miles the road led down

creek
; first, several hundred feet up over

a lateral divide, down which an arm of

prairie reached from the main summit ;

then down among redwoods, where moist-

ure -
loving clayto;iias and cardamines

showed pink and white along mossy
banks. Just below the mouth of a fine

trout stream the upland prairie sweeps
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clean down a precipitous southern slope to

the creek. Here a " stock man," who

lives in a split -board but comfortable

looking house, pointed out our trail—a

yellow line crooking upwards along the

green face of the mountain. Twenty min-

utes of rest, made complete by a few excit-

ing bear stories—I think nine of the sub-

jects were slain—prepared us for the final

effort of the day. Our camp was by a

spring near the summit. Here w^e found

a purple geranium well worth the attention

of florists.

All the next day we followed a crooked

divide, from the bare back of which we
looked across forest-filled valleys to other

mountain backs, where, on the higher

humps, snow drifts glinted between the

black trunks of protecting firs. On the

northern and eastern horizons white clouds

blended with the peaks of the Siskiyou and

Trinity Mountains. Sometimes, where

there was a depression, the flanking forests

met
;
in other places, advance guards of

spruce pushed up, under cover of w^estern

spurs, and fairly hooded the highest

points. In beautiful flower gardens, laid

out with Nature's perfect taste, there were

purple geraniums, blue and purple lark-

spurs, orange wall flowers, violet collinsias,

salmon-colored collomias, scarlet catch-

flies, and Nuttall's snow-white gilia. That

evening it was unanimously decided that

the spruce grouse is the prince of game
birds.

Our next camp was in Hoopa Valley,

on the muddy Trinity. There was much

climbing up and down, mostly through
dense forests, where the black barberry

—
absurdly called the Oregon grape

—tantal-

ized us with clusters of fully-grown but un-

ripe fruit. A slip from a boulder resulted

in a plunge bath that delayed us on the

banks of a beautiful stream, which B. ex-

plored with hook and line while I, hung up
to dry, as it were, examined the plant-

finds, and admired the white plumes of

goat's-beard which waved from an over-

hanging bank. Spikenard and St. John's-

wort, near relatives of the eastern species,

were here met for the first time. We en-

tered the valley at the lower end, and in

an evening and a morning traversed its six

miles of length. The orchards, well-built

houses, barns and fences of the dispossessed

settlers look prematurely old under fifteen

years of savage neglect. No wonder this

beautiful and fertile valley, with its many
mountain brooks, early attracted the ener-

getic pioneers, who soon erected a grist-

mill and a saw-mill— now dismantled—
and made themselves independent of dis-

tant civilization.

We traveled two days up the river, pass-

ing many stock ranches. Gradually the

spruce forests gave place to oak and wil-

low pine, which, with the rigid ceanothus,

sparsely covered the mountains. We be-

gan to feel the hot breath of the sun-burned

interior.
.
The withering early flowers and

the ill-scented tar weeds made us long for

luxuriance like that of the Lower Trinity

forests, where the grand Washington lilies

breathed perfume from purple -spotted

w^iite flowers. So one morning w-e fol-

lowed the faint trace of an old Indian trail

up the steep eastern face of the mountain

which lies between the South Fork and

Willow Creek. It was nearly noon when

we rested under a willow pine, where 1

took an inventory of the trees, shrubs and

herbs growing in sight, all of which might
have grown in similar groups on the foot-

hills of the Sierra. Within twenty minutes

we entered a spruce grove at the head of a

westward - bound brook, where we made

the woods ring with shouts of delight at

the discovery of the trailing phlox, the

most charming of all its tribe, whose ever-

green stems and pink flowers fairly car-

peted the ground. Not one of the thirty

or more species of shrubs and herbs which

I found in this grove has ever been found

vet withingrowing in the Sierra Nevada
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less than half a mile away we had seen

plants of the Sierra Nevada types only.

Farther on, and higher, we found the

charming little Linnx^a borealis, swinging

its tiny twin bells in cool moist beds but

recently vacated by snow drifts. That

night we enjoyed the most delightful of

camp homes. At the base of a sandstone

cliff; overgrown with white flowering se-

dum, there was a little meadow of the rare

veiny cupped mountain clover, enclosed,

but for an outlook to the south, by spruce

and oak. Here B added to our plant

treasures the one-flowered clintonia, which

he found growing by the spring.

The following day we crossed Willow

Creek, and ascended the high mountain

ridge which separates it from Redwood

Creek. The forest floor was studded with

parasites, which evidently grew upon the

roots of spruce. I counted eight species,

belonging to three widely differing orders.

Two, belonging to a division of the heath

family, and an orchidaceous plant were

new to the State. One, which might be

mistaken for a pine cone, is a relative of

the Eastern broom-rapes. Along the sum-

mit, in thickety depressions, there were

scarlet catchflierwith stems four feet long,

red and yellow columbines, huge troxi-

mons, and overgrown large
-
flowering

chickweeds. Pentstemons of every shade

from purple to blue, gilias and collinsias

beautified the higher grounds. On a cean-

othus covered hump we found a beautiful

red honeysuckle. In one place there were

a few sugar pines. Beautiful shield terns

and a low creeping ceanothus possessed a

rocky point. A little farther on a bunch

of violets attracted my attention just as B
called out:

" Did you see these pansies ?
"

We had discovered a new species, marked

by yellow-spurred and violet-streaked pet-

als. It was late when we lit our camp fire

on the forest edge just under the open brow
of the mountain. B was preparing a bed
of spruce boughs, and I was watching the

browning cakes, when the low -spoken
words: "See that deer!" caused me to

turn just as an andered silhouette appeared
in the western sky between black tree

trunks. The temptation was too great.
There was a tragedy that evening, and—
venison steaks for breakfast. Nor were we

sorry that the excess of meat was accepta-
ble to the drivers of a passing pack train.

Three days from that evening we en-

tered Eureka enriched by over a hundred

species of plants not found in the Bay
counties, many of which were rare or of

new forms.

We spent a week in the forest luxuriance

along Humboldt Bay, and up the Fresh-

water. On Elk River and along the Bay
south of Eureka ihe common purple fox-

glove has run wild to such an extent that

one farmer called it
*' a very bad weed."

The following list of trophies will be in-

teresting to botanists :

NEW SPECIES,

Named by Dr. Asa Gray.
Vi'o/a cuneaia ; Newherrya spicaia ; Col-

linsia Rattanii; Pentstetnon Rattariii.

SPECIES NEW TO THIS STATE OR RARE.

Viola Nuttallii, Pursh.; V. Hallii, Gray ;

Lepidiwji Virginicum ; Lonicera ciliosa Poir.

{not of Muhlenberg); Wyethia amplexicaulis ,

Torr.; Monotropa hypopitys, L.; Newberrya
congesla, Torr. ; Phlox adsurge?is, 'lorr. ;

Veronica Scutellatta, L.; V. sej'pylUfolia, L.;

Asclepias Fremonli, Torr. ; Corallorhiza

Alerlensiana, Bong.

PUTTING OUT THE TEACHER.

BY S, S. BOYNTON.

One afternoon late in the fall Squire

Camp and old man Parsons were standing
at the depot talking about our school,

when Camp said :

" Them boys ought to be licked till

they'd behave themselves."
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"But they're too much for any teacher

we've tried yet," replied Parsons.

" Can't we get some one able to handle

them ?
"

asked Camp.
" We've tried four already," was the

answer.
" Hubbard thought he could

teach any school in the State
;
Baker said

he could whip all the boys in school
;

Spaulding said teaching the Coal Pit

school would be just fun for him
;
and

Jones was certain he could run the school;

but all four of them either got put out or

whipped by the boys. So you see we

have no teacher as yet."
" What makes them so bad this year ?

"

asked Camp, who, by the way, had been

away for about two months.

"Well," said Parsons, "they don't want

any school till after Christmas, and I

guess they won't have it."

Just as he said that a red-headed man,
with a broken nose, steps up and says :

"
Gentleman, I heard what you said

about that school, and if I can't run the

thing for you, then my name ain't Smith,"

Camp looked sorter curious at Parsons,

and then at Mr. Smith, for he didn't much

resemble most school teachers, and then

he said :

" You can handle the boys, you think ?"

" Sure I can, and if I don't bring them

to time, I'll pay you a month's wages for

a new teacher."
" I'm willing," said Parsons.
" So am I, then," cried Camp.

"To-day is Friday," said Mr. Smith,

and I'll be here early Monday morning,

on the down train."

"What do you think of him.?" says

Camp, after the train left that Smith was

going on.
" Think the boys have met their

match," was old Parsons* answer.

Little Ben Camp heard all that had

been said, and us boys asked him nigh

a hundred questions about the new

teacher; but Ben wasn't old enough to be

a good judge, so we waited till Monday
mornin', and then all of us were early at

the school house to see what kind of a

man we had to put out, for we were de-

termined to serve him just the same as the

others.

We had our plans all laid. We were to

pretend to get into a scuffle, and when

the teacher came down where we were—
next to the door—we were all to pitch onto

him and put him out doors.

Squire Camp came over to the school

house with Smith Monday morning, and

said :

"
Now, boys, this man is going to teach

the school if he has to whip every boy

here, so mind what you do,"

Then he gave Smith the door-key, and

told him to go ahead and do the best he

could.

Jim Camp, Bill Jones, Dave Hickman

and I were the biggest boys in school, and

thought ourselves able to put out any man
in New York; but in case we failed, all

the other boys were to help,

W^hen Squire Camp left the room, Jim
kinder snickered, and Bill shook his fist at

the new teacher.

Mr. Smith went to the door with the

Squire, and shut it after he went out, and

as he came along back Dave Hickman

punched me in the side, and whispered :

" Now for fun."

When Smith got back to the desk, he

said :

"
Now, boys, get out your books and go

to work."

We didn't do much, but he paid no

attention, and took a paper and com-

menced to read.
" That's pretty good," whispered one of

the Nelson boys to me;
** I wonder if he

don't mean to set us some lessons."

Smith didn't look round any, so we be-

gan to have some fun. Dave and Bill

went to making pictures on their slates. 1

wrote a note to Dora Parsons, and give it
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to Sal Jones to hand to her; but Sal opened

it, and read it herself. Pretty soon Bill Jones

stuck a pin in Dave, and Dave yelled out :

"
Quit that !

"

The teacher looked up sorter smilin',

and said:

"
Now, boys, go slow I

"

In a little while Jim Camp and I got

into a kind of tussle over a big red apple

Jim was going to eat.

Smith laid his paper down, and said :

"
Boys, if you don't go slow, you'll get

hurt."

Just then Bill Jones made a pass at

John Nelson, and hit him in the ribs.

Smith jumped up, and pulling his coat

off, said :

"Young man, if you want to hit any

one, hit me."

Bill winked at Jim, and said he would if

he was near enough.
"Then I'll get near enough," cried

Smith, and down he came right for Bill.

Just as he passed Jim and I, we made a

grab for him, thinkin' to pitch him out

doors; but he whirled round, and in a sec-

ond Jim and I were down on the floor,

with a black eye apiece. I guess lightning

never knocked a man down quicker nor

he did.

Just as we got up, Bill Jones went over

backwards, and spilt a bottle of ink all

over his head and face. Jim tried to hit

the teacher, but missed, and Smith hit him
in the nose, and sent him over into Dora's

dinner pail or basket, that had a lot of

pumpkin pie in it. The pie stuck in Jim's

hair, and when he got up he looked

mighty funny with his head covered with

the inside of the pie.

Dave got a lick in the jaw that made it

sore for a week. My nose ran against his

fist and commenced to bleed, and Bill's

other eye put on mournin'.

We were all mad by this time, and

every boy in school—except two or three

little ones—tried to help put him out.

2

Jim got a kick on the shins that most

made him swear. John Nelson went over

backwards, and sat down in the water

pail. Dave tried to catch Smith's arm,

but Lord ! he might as well have tried to

hold a mule's hind leg, for he got landed

about half way across the school house.

The way Bill Jones and I got it was a cau-

tion, for he hit so quick we couldn't

dodge, and our eyes, noses and jaws got

pounded so they were sore for a fortnight.

The girls run, and tried to get out, but

the door was locked.

The fight didn't last over two minutes,

but it seemed a week. When it was over,

we got back into our seats as well as we

could, and feeling as mean as though we

had been caught stealing chickens.

Smith went back to his place, and put

on his coat, looking as cool as a grave stun

in December. All he said was:
"
Boys, I told you to go slow."

We didn't say a word, but just looked at

each other, and if we hadn't been so lame

and sore, we would have laughed to see

how funny some of us looked. The ink

had made Bill's face as streaked as an In-

dian's on the war path, and Jim's hair was

still full of pumpkin pie. My nose bled

all over my shirt front, for Smith wouldn'

let any one leave the room till dinner

time. Then he sent the girls and the lit-

tle boys home. We thought we could go,

too; but the derned old sinner locked the

door again, and picking up two of our din-

ner buckets, went to his seat, and com-

menced eating our pie and doughnuts.

Maybe we were not mad ! Why, we could

have swallowed that feller, if we hadn't

been afraid of him.

Well, we sot there and waited till about

three o'clock, and then he said :

"
Now, boys, you'll have a new teacher

likely, but if I hear of any trouble, I'll

come back and help him run this institu-

tion."

Then he unlocked the door, and told us
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to go home.

in making tracks, and

We didn't lose much time

that's the last we

ever saw of him at the Coal Pit school.

He left on the afternoon train, and we

never heard of him for pretty nigh a year.

Cured our school, though, for the next

teacher didn't have a bit of trouble.

Bill Jones saw Smith once afterwards

down to New York, and what do you
think he was doing ?

"Teachin', I suppose," was my answer

to the old man who related this incident.

Teachin' ? You don't think he was a

school teacher, do you ? Nary a bit ! He
was an out and out prize fighter, and Bill

saw him in the ring giving a fellow fits that

was twice as big as he was. No, sir; we
could have put out any teacher in York

State; but a prize fighter cured us for good
of that kind of business.

This incident was told to me in very

nearly the language given. The old man
who told it laughed as heartily as we did

at his oft-repeated story of "
Putting Out

the Teacher."

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

The Ne-w Year.

We know our readers will pardon us a

little sentiment as we stand on this threshold

of a new year. For to this Journal, as well

as to the busy, bustling, hurrying, and throng-

ing world around, and to each wayfarer there-

in, the bells of January proclaim a new

year.

The past we know—the present is in our

grasp
—God only knows what the future has

for us in store.

Two years of journalistic existence have

passed happily. We have had our trials and

obstacles. Many for whose advantage we
have labored have not always appreciated

our endeavors. Others have been anxious

only for their own selfish advancement, and

obhvious of the general improvement of their

profession. But on the whole, our work has

become known and approved.
The teachers of the Pacific States appear

to value this Journal ;
and they have

shown their approbation in the most sensi-

ble and substantial fashion.

We realize, as we pause for a moment's

survey of the field of educational litera-

ture, that our enterprise is still young and

comparatively unknown. We see around

us men who have grown gray in the cause,

and journals that number their age by many

years. Wisdom and power has come to

them not in a day, so we can hope for full

strength and complete influence only with

the maturity of years.

Not that the Journal, even in its infancy,

is weak, or its words on educational sub-

jects, unheeded. This would be far from

true. But our aspirations are high ; our

ambition far-reaching. We aim to have

this Journal represent the highest thought

and the best culture of the educational pro-

fession in our own peculiar field ; we hope

to lead the van in the march of educational

improvement ; we shall ever seek to be a

bulwark against the assaults of those inimi-

cal to our system of popular education ;
and

every teacher in all this broad land, shall find

in us a devoted and active friend All the

ability with which we are endowed is con-

secrated to the cause of education. We do

not hesitate to call it a noble cause, and our

profession the noblest and most unselfish on

earth.

As we stand on the threshold To-day and

peer into the darkness of To-morrow, then
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do the many kind words of appreciation and

cheer, the constantly increasing deeds of

encouragement and support, prove a fair

promise of a prosperous year to be numbered

1879-

Notes on the Examination Ques-
tion ScandaL

The Comfnitte aftd its Labors.

The Investigating Committee of the San

Francisco Board of Education, consisting of

Chairman John W. Taylor and Messrs. J. F.

Sullivan, Jos. S. Bacon, J. A. Laven, and J.

J. Mountain, have now been in session one

month. During this time they have exam-

ined more than one hundred witnesses.

Their labors have been arduous and unre-

mitting. Mr. Taylor has frequently been

compelled
" to play amateur detective

" and

hunt up unwilling witnesses in neighboring

counties, and compel them to testify. Mr.

Bacon and Mr. Sullivan have not missed an

evening at the examination, and have shown

the greatest zeal and acumen in forcing a

full disclosure of fraud.

As the regular salary of members of the

Board of Education is a large amount of

public and private abuse, with the additional

privilege of being the butt of the clumsy
and would-be wit of every embryo Twain or

Bailey, we believe the teachers, at least of

this community, should acknowledge and

appreciate their unselfish devotion to the

cause of education

This Committee for a month past have

devoted fully one -half their time to school

matters. Some of them are business men,

engaged in extensive mercantile operations.

Their own private affairs have been more or

less neglected for the public good. We
think it would well become the daily press,

who make the proud claim of being the

conservators of the interests of the people,

to recognize these unrewarded labors, and

occasionally, at least, say a kind word of

appreciation to call the attention of the peo-

ple to these, its faithful servants.

The Evidence.

Though the investigation is not yet con-

cluded, the evidence thus far adduced shows

that the traffic in examination questions has

gone on, more or less extensively, for seven

years. There is no proof of fraud of this

kind prior to that time.

It is proved that San Francisco has been

the center of the corruption ;
that the man

Ewald is the master-villain who has made a

business of trading on the necessities of

poor girls by tempting them to secure by
fraud the means of support ;

that this cun-

ning rogue has worked not directly, but

through cleverly selected, unscrupulous

tools
;

that about twejity-five teachers have

secured certificates through the instrument-

ality of this man Ewald or his agents ;
and

that in most instances two hundred dollars

was the price paid by these examinees for an

advance copy of the questions. These are

all the facts to which there is any evidence,

circumstantial or otherwise.

One of the most astonishing features of

this investigation is the testimony of some

witnesses, notably many of the weaker sex.

Perjury is an ugly word—but the fact itself

is more hideous still. It almost made our

hair rise in amazement and horror to see

refined-looking young women, not out of

their teens, get on the witness-stand and

swear to palpable falsehoods. In fact, it is

a sad commentary on the morality of our

age to see such reckless disregard for truth,

such brazen effrontery, and such nonchalant

indifference to the solemnity of the occasion

and the sacred character of their oath.

We admire, by contrast, the honesty of

those few persons who confessed their guilt,

and threw themselves on the mercy of their

judges.

In regard to what some ofthe Witnesses said.

The Committee, in their very praise-wor-

thy efforts to probe this whole vile business

to the bottom, allowed considerable latitude,

both in the testimony and in the examination

of witnesses.

Base advantage was, in some instances,

taken by designing and little-minded men to

introduce irrelevant matter as testimony, and

under the apparent sanctity of an oath to cast

a slur on abler and more fortunate men than

themselves.

One Theodore Bradley, formerly Principal

of the Boys' High School in this city, who

was dismissed from that position some three
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years ago, appeared upon the witness-stand

and gave some exceedingly curious testi-

mony. Mr. Bradley's present profession is

the practice of the law, but if the evidence

given by him before the Committee is to be

taken as a sample of his legal knowledge and

ability, we should not advise any friend of

ours to consult him in any important mat-

ter. Both the manner and matter of his

evidence warrant us in believing that he

was actuated by personal spite against two

of our ablest Grammar Masters. Mr. Brad-

ley stated that one of the two had asked him

some questions just prior to his examination,

and had afterward told him that these very

questions were among those propounded.

Upon this simple fact Mr. Bradley has built

the astonishing hypothesis that the teacher

had previously secured the questions. It

had apparently no weight with Mr. Bradley
that the gentlemen was and is one of the

most cultured men on this coast, competent

especially as a fine classical scholar and

linguist, and scarcely less proficient in the

belles-lettres and mathematics. Nor did he

stop to think that no man, if guilty of so

grave a professional breach, would be likely

to make Mr. Bradley his confidante.

Mr. Bradley attempted to implicate the sec-

ond Grammar Master on even slighter and

more frivolous grounds. In this case his sole

testimony was that the teacher had fraudulent-

ly obtained his certificate, because he (Brad-

ley) had conversed with him just previous to

examination and found him (in his judgment)

very deficient. Now Mr. Bradley did not

show, nor even pretend, that this conver-

sation was in the nature of an examination,

either oral or written. The result, how-

ever, was •' an impression
"

in Mr. Brad-

ley's mind ;
and on this evidence, important

and conclusive probably because it origin-

ated in Mr. Bradley's gigantic intellect, he

attempted to cast a slur on a gentleman who

personally and professionally stands far

above his traducer in the estimation of his

associates. We cannot but conclude that

failure in life has soured Mr. Bradley, and

that he regards with envy the good fortune

of better men.

Another piece of irrelevant testimony was

given by Mr. Joseph O'Connor. He took

occasion, on the stand, to repeat a former

criticism on the State Board of Examina-

tion, in regard to the action of that body in

raising the certificate of Mrs. Sull:van, from

a third to a first grade.

First. Mr. O'Connor's testimony had no

connection whatever with the sale of ex-

amination questions.

Second. The State Board, in raising the

number of credits on the papers sent them,
acted strictly within the law.

Third. They were following the prece-

dents set them ever since the organization of

a State Board in California.

It is the duty of the State Board care-

fully to examine all papers sent them, and to

mark accordingly. This they have always
done. Some papers have been raised and

others lowered from the marks already cred-

ited on them. We know that the papers
from some counties require cutting down ;

from others raising. Common sense will

justify this practice, even if there were no

authority for it in law. We see no reason

why the City Board of Examination of San

Francisco should have any especial priv-

ileges in this matter, nor why Mr. Joseph
O'Connor should consider himself the es-

pecial representative of that Board to cham-

pion its cause against the State Board, by

introducing the case of Mrs. Sullivan's cer-

tificate into this investigation.

The Problem still Unsolved.

Though the evidence has conclusively
shown the man Ewald to be the chief agent,

yet the main problem, who furnished these

qnestions ? is still shrouded in mystery.
And we venture the assertion that the in-

vestigation will not do much towards solving
this problem. Of the parties who have the

power neither is likely to answer that ques-

tion, and the investigation has not pro-

gressed one iota in this important direction.

Speculation has been active on this point ;

and educational men, the press, and the

people have all indulged in more or less

probable theories. We are surprised at the

direction which some of these opinions take.

People who know nothing of the history of

education in this State for the past three

years, may be pardoned for a suspicion of

the State office of Public Instruction. But
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those who have in any way been concerned

in educational affairs, and who have become

cognizant of the character and merit of Dr.

Carr and his deputy, stamp themselves as

either ignorant or unprincipled, in attempt-

ing to insinuate the complicity of either in

these frauds. We are not partisans of the

present state educational administration ;

but we emphatically denounce them as either

fools or knaves, perhaps a little of both,

who are engaged in cunningly disseminating
the rumor that the State Office is, in any way,

responsible for these frauds.

We are fully justified in using this strong

language, inasmuch as the evidence, as

brought out on the examination, completely
exonerates the State Office from even the

faintest suspicion of complicity.

Who furnished Ewald with the questions,

no man knows. But all fair-minded inquir-

ers must conclude, from the evidence, that

the State Office did not.

It was testifi.ed by a score of witnesses that

the examination questions came to hand in

San Francisco seldom more than a week be-

fore the examinations
; sometimes they came

but three or four days before ; sometimes

only the evening before
;

and sometimes

they failed to come to hand at all, though

they had been already contracted for in San
Francisco.

It was further proven that the questions
were dispatched from the State Office to the

different county superintendents fully two

weeks before examination. Taking these

facts together, they form a strong link of

circumstantial evidence tending to exonerate

every one in the State Office.

For, this business appears to have been a

profitable one, and to have been carried on
for years. The sooner the questions were
sent to the market the more they were worth
and the surer the sale. The irregularity of

their receipt, the fact of their occasional non-

receipt prove that only some outsider—some
one who probably received the questions

regularly, but not always at the same time,
and who therefore had not full command
over them, is the guilty party.

The Attitude of the Press and of the Public.

A person not a teacher, who has followed

the investigation in the daily papers, will be

sure to arrive at a very erroneous idea of the

extent to which this iniquity has been car-

ried. He would conclude that the fraud has

been common, and that a very considerable

portion of the school department of this

City and State hold certificates obtained by

improper means.
'

The daily press, ap-

parently with a view to make the matter as

sensational as possible, has originated and

spread abroad this unfounded impression.

We take this occasion to denounce it em-

phatically as utterly false and unfounded.

We have followed the investigation closely;

we have heard the evidence of the witnesses

as it fell from their lips, and we can posi-

tively assert that there is no foundation what-

ever for the exaggerated and sensational

light which the press has thrown over a

matter already sufficiently evil.

It is proven that there are undoubtedl)

persons in our professional ranks who have

not earned a place there. But the same evi-

dence which discloses this much, shows that

the total number of these fraudulent teach-

ers is very small. The entire number

against whom there is the slightest evi-

dence, or even a reasonable suspicion, does

not exceed forty, which is just three-fourths

of one per cent, of the teaching force in

California.

From a close personal and professional

acquaintance of over thirteen years with our

teachers, an acquaintance embracing an in-

timate knowledge of many hundreds of our

profession, we can proudly declare that we

know the rank and file to be composed of

cultured, high-minded men and intelligent,

virtuous women. Our profession need not

be ashamed to be compared with a like

number of men and women in any sphere
or occupation in life. In refinement and

intelligence they will be found their equals ;

in industry and morality certainly not their

inferiors.

Living, as we do, in a period of abnormal

excitement, the wonder is not that the school

department has shared in the tendency to

evil pervading every occupation and plane
of life, but that the evil should be confined

within such narrow limits.

We desire again, here, very earnestly to

emphasize these propositions :
— the great
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body of our teachers are pure ; there is no

taint of fraud about them
; they secured

the evidences of their competency to teach

by hard and honest labor ; they are morally
above suspicion ;

the women are virtuous,

the men honest ; and, finally, in the con

scientious discharge of their dailyduties, they
are fitting models for both young and old.

Immediate Action calledfor by the Evidence.

A serious and imperative duty now de-

volves on the State Board of Examination.

They must show their abhorrence of this

fraud, and their determination to keep pure
the professional ranks, by revoking the cer-

tificate of every person against whom rea-

sonable evidence of fraud has been adduced.

Where there is any doubt as to the manner
in which a certificate has been secured, or

where a strong doubt of the holder's com-

petency exists, the State Board should in-

sist upon a re-examination.

What Legislation is necessary to prevent
Fraud in the Future.

The suggestions we are about to make
commend themselves to the careful con-

sideration of the teachers and educa-

tional men of this State. They are of

primary importance. While no immedi-

ate action on them is possible, they
should be thoroughly and carefully consid-

ered and discussed. If found practicable
and in the interests of a high standard of

education, they should be endorsed by the

great body of our teachers. At institutes,

by means of educational associations,

through the press, and by daily individual

effort, public sentiment should be educated

so that within a year they may be incor-

porated in our school law. If our teachers

will but unite, harmonize in sentiment and

action, as they certainly have common in-

terests, we know they can secure these much
needed changes.

First The law requiring the issue of di-

plomas upon first-grade county certificates

should be stricken from the statute-book.

Second. All certificates should be made
valid for life, /. ^., no further examination

should be required after a certificate has

once been obtained. No high-grade certifi-

cates should, however, be granted on those

of a lower grade.

Third. No high-grade certificate should

be granted to persons having no experience
in teaching, unless such persons are gradu-
ates of a normal school or university.

Fourth. County boards of examination

should be authorized to make out their own

questions, and grant certificates valid within

the limits of their own county ;
but cer-

tificates of one county should not be grant-
ed on those of another.

Fifth. The State Board of Examination

should be ambulatory—it should hold four

sessions annually, at different points in the

State, giving due notice. It should grant
State certificates of different grades valid for

life.

Sixth. In all our large cities, at least,

graduation from a normal school or college
should be a pre-requisite for a position.

This may not be a matter for legislative

enactment, but a wise custom will give it all

the force of law.

Seventh. The law should recognize that

the teacher of many years' experience and
the mere tyro occupy a different plane. Ex-

perience in teaching should entitle the ap-

plicant for a certificate to an increased num-
ber of credits in Theory and Practice of

Teaching, over the beginner.
We commend these suggestions to the

teachers of the State. And if these or sim-

ilar cnanges are made in our school law, if

increased vigilance is secured by our school

officers, if a higher standard of scholarship
and efficiency is insisted on from those in

the profession, as well as from those enter-

ing it, and if our ranks are cleared of those

who now incumber them and retard the

progress of our public school system, the

result of this examination question scandal,
will be good rather than evil.

Aekno^A^ledgements.

Our thanks are due Superintendents E. S.

Campbell of Tehama, O. E. Graves of Sut-

ter, and Prof. S. S. Boynton of Butte, for

lists of subscribers sent us in this last

month. We have heard from all and concern-

ing all these gentlemen before, and always
to their credit. Mr. Boynton no longer

teaches, but still feels a deep interest in ed-

ucation.
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SCIENCE RECORD
This Record is under the editorial charge

of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.—[Editor Journal.]

Investigations into the phenomena attending

thunder-storms have been made in France, Swe-

den, and Norway, covering a space of five years,

and the results tend to explode the generally ac-

cepted theory of *< heat " or «< sheet
"

lightning.

Scarcely a single instance was recorded in the

time mentioned in which it could not be shown

that the so-called heat-lightning was simply the

reflection of lightning so far distant that the

thunder was inaudible, or possibly refracted

above the observer's ear. We call the attention

of teachers who have always taught the old theory

in our physical geographies to these results.

The year 1878 has been memorable for its sci-

entific discoveries. A few months ago it was an-

nounced that oxygen, hydrogen, and some other

gases had been solidified. Now we learn that

Prof. Norman Lockyer has succeeded in accom-

plishing what the ancient alchemists vainly en-

deavored to perform after centuries of effort.

According to the I>ondon News he has made co-

balt from nickel and strontium from calcium, all

of which substances have heretofore been consid-

ered as simple elements. His process, as exhib-

ited in the presence of a small party of scientific

men, was as follows : By the aid of a powerful
voltaic current, he volatilized copper within a

glass tube and then dissolved the deposit in

hydrochloric acid, after which, he showed by
means of the spectroscope, that the solution con-

tained no longer copper, but another metal cal-

cium, which, as is well known, is the base of

marble. The experiment was repeated with

several other metals with a similar result, each

time the spectroscope indicated a metal not at

first used. If these experiments are reliable our

entire system of chemistry will require revision.

This discovery is so startling that, from the

chemical stand-point, it is difficult to limit its

future possibilities. As the matter now stands

either one element can be changed into another,

or our whole system of spectrum analysis is fal-

lacious. One must give way. And, in either

case, a remodeling of our "chemistries seems

necessary.

A singular specimen of meteoric iron has been

found in the Mohave Desert. It resembles steel,

has some free gold on its surface, is not mag-

netic, and successfully resists the various acid

baths. It defies the best cold-chisels, and thus

far has not been broken or chipped under the

heaviest blows. It proves to be one of the hard-

est alloys known, and if it could be imitated

would be of great value in the arfs.

The views of Pasteur, that the alcoholic fer-

mentation produced by ordinary yeast is simply

an exaggeration of the normal action of all or-

ganic cells in the absence of oxygen, are con-

firmed by the experiments of Muntz. According
to his researches upon the formation of alcohol

in the cells of growing plants, he finds that,

when confined in an atmosphere of nitrogen, or

any gas not containing oxygen, the presence of

alcohol can be invariably detected, even after

only a few hours' exposure, while none appeared
in similar plants not thus treated.

P6rez has studied the causes of the humming
of insects, and finds it is due to two causes, par-

ticularly among the hymenoptera and diptera.

The seat of the true hum is found in the articu-

lation of the wing, the other vibrations are pro-

duced by the friction of the wings against the

air. Tne low mellow hum of the sphinx-moth,

so common in our gardens about sunset in the

summer, is caused by the rustling of the wings

by the air only, and not by any basilary beating.

The same is true of the dragon-fly.

Dr. J. S. Meyer, of Virginia City, Nevada,

claims that he has discovered the "lost art"

known to the Egyptians, of tempering copper so

as to produce an edge which will cut like steel.

About twelve days ago one of the men on the

schooner Granger picked up a stone about the

size of two fists on the beach near Port Town-

send. Attached to this were two stems of

kelp about forty feet long. On examination it

was found that this rock had formed over

what we shall call a "mussel," leaving the

front portion of the shell which encases that bi-

valve exposed. This kelp had grown to such a

size that, by the motion of the waves, the rock

had become detached from the bottom of the

sea, and was, with the kelp, washed ashore.

The shell over which the rock has formed is

about the size of an average clamshell, and re
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sembles it very much. At will this animal

opens its shell, protrudes its head, and goes

through all sorts of motions. It was purchased

by Jack Levy of this city, and is now on exhibi-

tion at his cigar-stand in a glass case. Its only

food since being captured has been salt water,

on which it seems to have thrived very well.

Men who have lived on salt water all their lives

state that they never saw nor heard tell of so

curious an animal before.—\_Seattle (
W. T.) In-

telligence}-, Dec. 6th.

A most remarkable discovery has recently been

made in the Sierra Madre Mountains, about tifty

miles northeast of this city. It appears to be

a snow-white, resinous substance, softer and

lighter than chalk, and burns with great bril-

liancy till utterly consumed, leaving no ashes.

The discoverer states that there is a whole

mountain of this strange substance, and fears

some wretch may set it on fire and burn up the

range. Specimens were shown here to-day, and

excited great interest.— [Los Angeles paper,
Dec 20th.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

While a dense fog prevailed in the English
Channel, on the evening of November 25th, the
bark Moel Eilian struck the steamship Pommer-
ania, of the Hamburg-American line, and in

about twenty minutes the steamer sank. Mean-
while six boats had been launched and immedi-

ately filled with passengers and sailors, one be-

ing so overloaded that it went to the bottom at

once. One hundred and seventy-two of the pas-
sengers and crew were saved by the steamer

Glengarry, which came to the rescue.

Colonel B. Hammer has been elected Presi-

dent of the Swiss Confederation for 1879, ^"^^ Dr.
E. Weltie Vice-President.

A terrible famine prevails at Mogador, Moroc-

co, the deaths numbering twenty-five daily.

Mahmoud Damad Pasha has been appointed
Governor of Tripoli, in Barbary, which is equiv-
alent to banishment.

On Monday, December 2d, a spirited battle

took place in Peiwar Pass, between a large army
of Afghans and a British force under the com-
mand of General Roberts. The Afghans were

completely routed, and lost a large number of

men and fifteen cannon. The results of this vic-

tory are that a large number of the Ameer's sub-

jects are detached from their allegiance. Jellala-
bad was evacuated, and the road to Cabul is

open.

A diplomatic campaign is about to be com-
menced with England by Russia in regard to

Afghanistan.

The British Parliament was convened on the
loth of December. The course of the Govern-
ment in making war upon the Ameer of Afghan-
istan was the chief subject of debate. On divis-

ion, the Government was sustained, though by a
smaller majority than anticipated.

Princess Alice, second daughter of Queen Vic-

toria, and Grand Duchess of Hesse, died on the

14th of December, of diphtheria, aged 36 years.

Roumania has formally annexed the Dobruds-
cha, proclaiming liberty and equality for Mo-
hammedans and Christians.

The Argentine States and Chile have settled

their territorial differences.

The Swiss Government will not receive another

Papal Nuncio.

During the recent famine in China 7,000,000
of people died — 5,000,000 in the province of

Shausi.

The Russians have decided to leave 50,000
men in Bulgaria.

The Emperor of Japan has returned to the

capital from his long provincial tour.

The Turkish Ministry has been dismissed and
new Ministers appointed.

The Sarmatian, with the Marquis of Lome
and Princess Louise on board, arrived at Halifax

Saturday, November 30th.

The suspension of the West of England Bank,
with its headquarters at Bristol and having forty-
nine agencies, is announced.

Duke de Guiche was married on December
loth in Paris to Mile, de Rothschild.

Russia's expenditures during 1877 amounted
to 1,014,000,000 roubles.

Congress assembled on the 3d of December.
There were many members absent in either

house. The only notable event was an exciting
debate on the practical disenfranchisement of the

negro vote in many sections of the South, by
means of intimidation and fraud. Senator Blaine
of Maine delivered an eloquent and masterly ora-

tion on the subject. He was answered by Sena-
tors Thurman, Bayard and Lamar.

A military Court of Inquiry has been appointed
to inquire into the conduct of Major Reno at the

battle of Little Big Horn, where Custer was
killed.

Milton S. Latham brings from Europe valuable

privileges in regard to the systems of electrical

light.

Mrs. Tilton has been finally excommunicated
from Beecher's church.

The seizure by the Chilean authorities of the

American ship Devonshire, while loading guano,
is likely to lead to serious complications between
Chile and the United States.

U. S. Senator Sargent has been ill for several

months past, with some pulmonary complaint.
He was sufficiently recovered on the 14th of De-
cember to leave Washington for a trip to the

Bermuda Islands, where he will probably spend
the winter.
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By the burning of a lunatic asylum near Salt

Lake recently two female inmates lost their lives.

Census Superintendent Walker, in his annual

report, says that since the census of 1870 the in-

crease of population of the Northwestern States

has been enormous, while the South and East '

remain unchanged.
In the late municipal election at Los Angeles,

CaL, the Workingmen elected their entire ticket,

except three Councilmen.

Wade Hampton's leg was amputated on De-
cember 14th, and he was also elected to the

United States Senate by the South Carolina Leg-
islature.

The United States Treasurer expects to have
on the 1st of January $135,000,000 in coin, with

which to resume specie payments. In the mean-

while, resumption has practically begun, as gold
is now being paid for currency over the counters

of the Eastern banks.

Senator Blaine's resolution to appoint a com-
mittee to investigate the alleged intimidation

and fraud in the South at the recent State elec-

tion was adopted by the Senate, and the com-
mittee appointed.

Five members of the House of Representatives
have died since Congress convened, and several

others are very ill.

There is great want and destitution among
the laboring classes of England and Scotland

this winter. Trade is stagnant, hundreds of

factories are closed, and thousands of operatives
are thrown out of employment. There is more

suffering among the poor than has existed for

many years.

Bayard Taylor, United States Minister to Ger-

many, poet, traveler, and writer of fiction, died

at Berlin, December 20th.

The most remarkable spell of cold weather
since 1850-51 has prevailed for nearly three

weeks in California.

The Russian Mission at Cabul has been offi-

cially withdrawn.

The students at the Universities in St. Peters-

burg are causing 'the (Government considerable

trouble. It has been necessary to call out the

troops. Trouble is also expected with the Nihil-

ists.

The English have thus far carried all before

them in Afghanistan. They have captured Jel-

lalabad, and are now less than a hundred miles
from Cabul. The Ameer, Shere Ali, has left his

capital, and is reported a fugitive in Russian
Turkistan. It is said that England will place
the Ameer's son, Yakoob Khan, on his father's

throne.

PersonaL
Mr. Edison keeps on inventing. His latest

improvements with the telephone have been

adopted in England by Mr. Colman, member of

Parliament, who, it seems, supports a private
wire between his home at Norwich and London,
the distance being one hundred and fifteen miles.

He carries on a telephonic conversation between
the two places in even a low tone, if accounts arc

to be believed. It is slated further that Mr.
Edison has invented an improvement by which a

whisper communicated to the telephone can be

heard a distance of fourteen feet from the re-

ceiver at the other end, so that he hopes soon to

make the general conversation of one room audi-

ble in another room hundreds of miles away.

Mrs. Mary Heister Clymer, who was lost in

the ' Pomerania "
disaster, recently, was the only

sister of Hon Heister Clymer, member of Con-

gress from the Berks District of Pennsylvania.
She was on her way to Europe, to educate her

four children, two of whom suffered their moth-
er's fate.

In Richardson's " Primer of American Litera-

ture
"

it is mentioned that Hannah Adams' •' His-

tory of New England
" was the first standard

book written liy a New England woman
; but its

merit does not leave this fact as its only distinc-

tion. A jocose observation of Washington Ir-

ving about himself is also given in the same

book, viz., that in England he attracted atten-

tion because Englishmen were surprised to see

an American with a quill in his hand and not on

his head.

As it was conjectured, the late Mr. Christo-

pher R. Robert of this city, did leave a bequest
in his will for Robert College, at Constantino-

ple. One-fifth of his estate, after several deduc-

tions for the benefit of his wife and others, is to

go to the endowment fund of the College. How
much the estate will realize does not appear.

—
Weekly.

It is understood that Colonel John Hay and
Mr. John J. Nicolay, who were the faithful and
able secretaries of Abraham Lincoln, are pre-

paring a life of that remarkable man.

King Alfonso of Spain is reported to have said

to General Grant :
" General and savior of your

country, Spain is proud to meet you on her soil,

.for Spain is the country of warriors, and you
are the greatest of the age !"

M. Hippolyte Adolphe Taine, the distinguished
French author, who was on the 14th of Novem-
ber elected a member of the French Academy,
and is therefore now one of the "immortals," is

best known to the English speaking public by
his •'

History of English Literature," which is

perhaps the best work on that subject that has
been published. His style is conspicuous for

brilliancy. He is now in his fifty-second year.
For five years he was connected with the Normal
School of Paris, and since 1864 has been Pro-

fessor of the History and ^Esthetics of Arts in

the School of Fine Arts.— Weekly.

It is related of the late Dr. Petermann, that

when Behm, the editor of the Geographical Year-

Book, was married, he caused a skillful silver-

smith to make for a wedding present a globe to

serve as a butter-dish. The upper half was a

cover. Upon this globe a map of all the earth
was carefully engraved, the diameter of the dish

being about four inches. To enhance the deli-
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cacy of the idea, the route which the young
couple would take on their wedding tour was

carefully set down, and the names of the places

engraved where they were to tarry.

The Duke of Cumberland, son of the ex-King
of Hanover, and a descendant of George I of

England, was married to the Princess Thyra of

Denmark, a sister of the Princess of Wales, on
the 2ist of December.

Educational.

The Iowa Normal Monthly is responsible for

the following:
" The Grundy County Republican

affirms that in a district in that county a lady re-

ceived $140 for teaching a school in which there
was but one pupil enrolled. This reminds us of
the man who elected himself director, then rented
his dwelling house to the district, charged for

the fuel, and hired his wife to teach the school,
which consisted of only his own children." Wc
know of an instance in this State where a male
teacher received $75 per month for teaching
three pupils, one of whom was a young lady of

eighteen, and the other two very young Spanish
children, who understood but a few words of

English. The result is as might have been ex-

pected. We await cards and cake.

Cornelius A. Gower has been elected State

Superintendent of Michigan ; James P. Slade is

Hon. S. M. Etter's successor in Illinois
; R. D,

Shannon has been re-elected by a large majority
in Missouri

;
and James H. Smart has been elect-

ed for the third time in Indiana.

Prof. Asa Gray has been elected a correspond-
ing member of the French Academy, receiving
32 out of 40 votes.

To offset a recent decision of the Hon. S. M.
Etter, State Superintendent of Illinois, that a
teacher has no jurisdiction over pupils going to

or from the school premises, we have a Supreme
Court decision that the jurisdiction of the teacher
is absolute in school, the parents' at home, and
teachers' and parents" concurrent between school
and home.— Ohio Educational Monthly .

There are four State Teachers' Associations in

Missouri.

The Massachusetts Teachers' Association will

meet in Worcester, the first session being on the

26th of December. One of the exercises an-

nounced in the programme is " Education in

Paris," by the Hon. John D. Philbrick,

Sewing is now taught to more than 1,000

girls in the primary and intermediate depart-
ments of the public schools of Providence, R. I.

The boarding around system is still practiced
to some extent in Canada.

A shop has been established in connection
"

with Swarthmore College, Penn,^ in which prac-
tical mechanics are taught. This college has
also an excellent normal department.
The American educational exhibit at Paris re-

ceived 117 awards out of a total to American
exhibitors of 750. Of these 26 are gold medals,
or equivalent diplomas ; 42 are silver medals, or

equivalent diplomas ; 24 are bronze medals, and

25 are honorable mentions. This is an admira-
ble showing for an exhibit which occupied a

space of only 23 by 25 feet.

Several reunions of teachers were held during
the Paris Exposition at the Sorbonne. At one of

these M. Berger, Inspector of Primary Schools in

Paris, delivered a lecture in which he praised

very highly American reading books, M. Ber-

ger was one of the delegates sent by the French
Government to examine the educational depart-
ments of our Centennial Exposition, and therefore

is a competent judge in the matter.—Pennsyl-
vania School Journal.
The professors and instructors of Yale College

have had their salaries reduced, at their own
suggestion, five per cent. There are 96 faculty
instructors and lecturers. The number of stu-

dents is 950.

At Oberlin, Ohio, some eight or ten of the

students have been of late engaged in a little

clandestine courting. After investigation six

were expelled, and others will probably be.

There are about 800 students at Oberlin, of

whom some 250 are ladies.—Virginia School

yournal.

Christopher R. Roberts, of New York, the

founder of Roberts College, near Constantinople,
died in Paris on December 3d.

The appropriations for the support of the pub-
lic schools of New York city for the year 1879
are $3,584,000.

Mass meetings in the interest of education are

being held throughout the State of Ohio.

Five hundred women enter the University of

London this fall.

The present enrollment of the public schools

of England is about 2,500,000. The average ,

cost of tuition is $8.64, which is met from four

sources: the public treasury; "school pence,"

paid by parents who can afford to pay ;
the

" local rates," in cases of children between five

and thirteen years of age whose parents are too

poor to pay; and finally, voluntary contributions.

A school of technical education is to be estab-

lished at Bradford, England, at an estimated

cost 01 $100,000 for the building.

In regard to near-sightedness of children, the

examinations of Drs. Loring and Derby, of New
York, included 2,265 pupils in the public schools

of New York, over 4,000 in Russia, and over

3,000 in Germany. In the American cases myo-
pia rose from less than four per cent, at six

years to 26 per cent, at 21 years. In Russian

cases it rose from ii to 44 per cent., and in Ger-

many from 10 to the enormous amount of 63 per
cent. These statistics differ but little from those

made previously by Prout and Mathewson, of

Brooklyn, and by Cheatham, Ayres, Callan and

o\h^'c%.— Chicago Weekly.

A Dayton, Ohio, journal says that some boys
of the Intermediate School one evening after

school took hold of a comrade and said they
would throw him down stairs. He held to the

balusters, and they pulled his feet, trying to
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frighten him. He begged them to desist, but

they only laughed. When they did let go, how-

ever, he fainted, and had to be carried to his

home. He did not seem to be much hurt at first,

but the next morning he complained of a severe

pain in the side. A physician was called, and

upon examination said that the boy had been
strained and was injured internally. Inflamma-
tion set in, and after suffering untold agonies for

a few days, he died. Should not some lessons

on gentleness and respect for the rights of com-

panions be given in our schools ?

ART AND LITERATURE.

This department is under the editorial

charge of H. P. Carlton, to whom all com-

munications relating thereto must be ad-

dressed.—[Editor Journal.]

i We were very sorry when we heard that Roos

& May's Picture Rooms and Art Gallery were to

be closed and the pictures to be sold under the

hammer. They have been a center of attraction

for several years to all lovers of art, and very

many of the best canvasses produced by our local

artists, as well as importations from the Atlantic

cities and from Europe, have, by their enterprise

and liberality, first gladdened our hearts in

their show-rooms and gallery. We very much

reg»et that circumstances compel them to retire

from the business.

The School of Design of this city has closed

its Summer Session. The pictures of the pu-

pils
—the year's work—are now being arranged

on the walls for exhibition, which will take

place about 20th of December.

There have been ninety pupils in the class

this term, and the display in the rooms will show
with what earnestness and fidelity they have

worked. It is extremely gratifying to see what
an amount of artistic spirit, taste, and skill has

been developed by this Art School in our city.

We are assured by first-class judges that it is

.not at all behind the similar schools in our East-

and much older cities, and that we have no

'reason to be ashamed of its results. Not only
has much respectable latent ability been brought
out and wonderfully quickened, but talent

that we feel certain will rank as first-class has

been discovered or greatly strengthened in this

school. It is true the born genius for art will not

remain hidden forever, whether there be a school

within his reach or not
; but when the school

once exists by the generosity of a few devoted

lovers of art, then genius, that lay concealed,

will be drawn out by its light, and warmth, and

fostering care.

SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

The rooms were opened to the public on the

20th of December. The walls were completely
covered with the work of the pupils. We no-

ticed the work of some of the old pupils
—recent

work, we think—some excellent heads from

casts by Mr. Carlson
;

also specimens by Miss

Stevens. Some by J. E. Steuart were remarka-

bly good. A new feature in this term work is the

introduction of living models and portraits of the

Old Scissors-grinder, the Tin-foil Picker, and

other notables about town, by Misses Chitten-

den and Foster, and Mr. Carlson, and others—
are very fine. Designs (original) from given

subjects have given pupils with imagination a

good opportunity to distinguish themselves, and

the first stanza of Poe's "Raven," by Mrs.

Hoffman, "A Rainy Day." and <' Sunshine," by
Miss H. B. Foster; also "Alert" and "A
Rest," by Carlson; *«A Rest," anonymous;

"Waiting," by Harrison;" are good evidences

of ability in designing—exceptionably good, we

think.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

Find by a simple equation a number

whose square exceeds its square root by

14.

(i.) Let A'2::=: the number ; then jf-^—x
= 14 ;

add x to by both numbers, and

subtract 16 from both numbers.

(2.) x^— 16= 0:— 2
; or,

(3.) (^V^f 4) (A- + 2) (x
— 2)=X— 2

This equation (2.) will be satisfied by any
value of .V that makes x— 2= 0. Hence
x=2 is a correct value of x in the equa-

tion

[We publish in this number a solution of

the problem sent to us last May by Mr,
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T. S. Price, and a solution given which

seems to be wrong, and was questioned by

Mr. Parsons. We publish to elicit dis-

cussion.

If a more satisfactory solution is sub-

mitted we shall be happy to publish it.]

In the right-angled triangle represented,

there are given the lines a and b, each

drawn from the vertex of one of the acute

angles to the middle point of the oppo-

site side. To determine the triangle

Let X ^ \ the altitude.

y =: J the base.

(X^ 4- A i2 bA(\\ (Pythagorean\X -f- 4^ ^MW demonstration)

4 J»;2
!

j,2
_ ^2 (2) Multiply (i) by

' ^ /
(4) and result is

,1 o o / \ Subtract (2)

4 ^2_j_ y^^a^ (2) from (3).

I 5^2
-_

4^2 ^2

y2 ^^ 4^2— ^2

15

y =^4<^2
2 Substitute this

^ value in (2).

^5

15

In New England Journal of Education^ October

loth, 1878.

*' A carpenter has a plank one foot wide,

22 37-72 feet long, and 2% inches thick; and he

wishes to make a box whose width shall be

twice its height, and whose length shall be twice

its width, Required the contents of the box."

The area of the plank is 3,242 square

inches. From the notation above, we have

the equation :

28x2-|-70x=:3,i92;

and reducing, 2x2-|-5x=228 ;
from which

the value of x=r9^ inches.

The contents of the box will be, in

cubic inches, 9JX 19X38=6,859, or near-

ly four cubic feet.

Oct. 2 2d, 1878. C. B. TowLE.

NOTES, QUERIES AND SOLU-
TIONS.

Editor School and Home Journal
—

Dear Sir .• I think the following figure

will show why a degree of latitude is

longer at the poles than at the equator.

Let NP EF K be the figure which

bounds the earth. It is made up of the

segments of three circles, whose centers

^re at y, x and c, c being the center of the

earth. P is the north pole, and SP the

south pole. NP BG is the circle which

bounds the north pole ;
its center is at x,

its radius is 3,662 miles, y is the center

of ihe circle which bounds the south pole.

aEFd is the circle which bounds the

eartti at the equator ;
its radius 3,949

miles.

Now NP, a degree of the larger circle,

is longer than EFa, a degree of the smaller

circle. NP is o/er 69 and EF over 68

miles.

In this illustration we have supposed

the earth to be bounded by circles
;
but

this is not correct, as P E S K is an ellipse;

yet considering it made up of segments of

circles answers our purpose.
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m
In again looking over the figures, 1 find

mistake anl an omission : The distance

E should be 3,962 and not 3,949, and

CP should be 3,949, or rather, xP should

be 3,978, or xC=29.
L. Van Fossen.

^p Will some one oblige a number of

teachers by answering the following ques-

tion, which is mentioned in
" Hotze's First

Lessons in Physics," included in the lesson

on the
" Pressure of Air." Explain the ac-

tion of the "Thief." A Teacher.

I^fe Answer.—The "Thief of the wine-cel-

lar" is a long, tube-like vessel open at

both ends. When used, one end is in-

serted through an opening: in the wine-

cask, thus partly filling the thief
;

the up-

per end is then closed with the finger and

the thief withdrawn, bringing with it nearly

all the wine that entered. The opening at

the lower end must be small enough for

I
the adhesiveness and cohesiveness of the

lower liquid surface to resist any little dis-

turbance in the equilibrium of the fluid.

'

This will suffice if the inquirer is satisfied

with the explanations given in text-books

of similar phenomena. V. R.

I
MORE THAN TWO CROPS A SEASON.

The following letter was received a short

time asro, and bv us referred to Prof. Hil-

gard. We publish both the letter and an-

swer, and think they will prove of gen-

eral interest to all readers of the Jour-
nal :

—
[Editor.

Mariposa, Cal., Oct. 21, 1878.

Ed. Journal : There are a lot of peach-

trees on Pratt's ranch, in this county, that

have borne a second crop of peaches this

year, and some that seem to have borne a

third crop. This seems to me to be a

rather singular fact, and I would like to

have some of your botanical readers to ex-

plain it.

I will send you a few of the peaches.

They came on the trees along in August,

without any sign of bloom. The stones

are extremely small in proportion to the

size of the peach, and have no kernel.

The first crop on the trees that have borne

these peaches were very fine large peaches.

The first of the second crop were nearly

as large as a hen-egg, and very finely fla-

vored. W. H. Larew.

Answer.—The bearing of more than

one crop of fruit is caused, of course, by
the effect of a growing season so much

longer than that to which the peach has been

accustomed for a long time in the Eastern

States. As native California stock comes

into bearing, the tendency to bear more

than once in a season will probably dimin-

ish more and more, partly by adaptation

to the climate, partly by "natural selec-

tion," the trees so overstraining themselves

succumbing soonest. There are some-

times, however, local causes for this an-

omaly ;
for instance, it may proceed from

an excess of irrigation at a critical time,

when trees generally are disposed to make

a
" second growth." It is also influenced

by the nature of the soil, e. g., is more

likely to happen in a calcareous soil than

in one of an acid character.

As for the supposed absence of flowers

in the production of the second crop,

there is doubtless a misapprehension as to
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that, or rather, a failure to observe closely.

It is a rule with a great many plants, and

an occasional habit with a goodly num-

ber, that while the spring bloom has large

and conspicuous petals, the flowers pro-

duced in summer are either destitute of

these, or have them greatly reduced in

size. Among such
"
cleistogamous flow-

ers
"

is the summer bloom of the com-

mon violet, which almost alone bears the

seed, but is rarely noticed from the entire

absence of the petals, the bud in fact never

opening. The peanut acts similarly in

many cases, and so do garden beans at

times. I have never heard of this
"

cleis-

togamism
"
being noticed in peach-trees

before, and would be glad to receive speci-

mens should the phenomenon recur.

E. W. HiLGARD.

University of Cal, Dec. 9th, 1878.

The following juvenile effort is trans-

mitted to us by Prof. W. E. Price, of San

Francisco, who represents it as the unaided

production of an eight-year-old boy in the

Hayes Valley School in that city. The

subject is

SCHOOL.

School is most generally kept by school-

marms, which I like when they don't lick

too much. My papa says he likes school-

marms now better than when he was a

boy. I think so too, cause they can't lick

him now spose. I knew a school-marm

once, but she got married, which my
mamma says they all do it if they get a

chance, and she aint a school-marm any

more. School keeps all the year cept 4th

July, Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year. Thats all I know about school

ceptin certificats cost about one hundred

dollars apiece.

We are pleased to announce that Deputy

Superintendent D. C. Stone will prepare for

each number of the Journal, commencing
with the February issue, suggestive ques-

tions in arithmetic and grammar for the

different grammar and primary grades.

We shall publish questions in the other

branches also of the school course, prepared

by teachers of high standing.

The Proposed Article in the New
State Constitution Relative

to Kdueation.

AMENDiME^fT No. ^^2 2.

Introduced by Committee on Education,

December 14th, 1878, read, laid on table,

and ordered printed.

RELATIVE TO EDUCATION.

Article IX.

EDUCATION.

Section i. A general diffusion of

knowledge and intelligence being essen-

tial to the preservation of the rights and

liberties of the people, the Legislature

shall encourage, by all suitable means, the

promotion of intellectual, scientific, moral,

and agricultural improvement.
Sec 2. A Superintendent of Public

Instruction shall, at the first gubernatorial

election after the adoption of this Consti-

tution, and every four years thereafter, be

elected by the qualified voters of the State.

He shall receive a salary equal to that of

the Secretary of State, and shall enter

upon the duties of his office on the first

Monday of January next after his election.

Sec 3. A Superintendent of Schools

for each county shall be elected by the

qualified voters thereof at the first guber-

natorial election, and every four years

thereafter ; provided, that the Legislature

may authorize two or more counties to

unite and elect one Superintendent for all

the counties so uniting.

Sec 4. The proceeds of all lands that

have been or may be granted by the United

States to this State for the support of com-

mon schools which may be, or may have

been, sold or disposed of, and the five

hundred thousand acres of land granted

to the new States under an Act of Con-
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gress distributing the proceeds of the pub-

He lands among the several States of the

Union, approved a. d. one thousand eight

hundred and forty-one, and all estates of

deceased persons who may have died with-

out leaving a will or heir, and also such

per cent, as may be granted, or have been

granted, by Congress on the sale of lands

in this State, shall be and remain a per-

petual fund, the interest of which, to-

gether with all the rents of the unsold

lands, and such other means as the Legis-

lature may provide, shall be inviolably ap-

piopriated to the support of common
schools throughout the State, subject to

the provisions of section six of this article.

Sec 5. The Legislature shall provide

for a system of common schools by which

a free school shall be kept up and sup-

ported in each district at least six months

in every year, after the first year, in which

a school has been established ;
and any

school district neglecting to keep up and

support such a school shall be deprived of

its proportion of the interest of the public

fund during such neglect.

Sec 6. The public school system shall

include primary and grammar schools,

and such high schools, evening schools,

normal schools, and technical schools, as

may be established by the Legislature, or

by municipal or district authority ; but the

entire, revenue derived from the State

School Fund, and the State school tax,

shall be applied exclusively to the support

, of primary and grammar schools.

p
Sec 7. A State Board of Education,

consisting of two members from each

Congressional District, shall be elected by
the qualified voters of the district at the

first gubernatorial election after the adop-
tion of this Constitution, who shall hold

I their office for the term of four years, and

enter upon the duties thereof on the first

Monday of January next after their elec-

tion
; proroided, that such members first so

elected shall be divided into two equal

classes—each class consisting of one mem-
ber from each district—and that the first

class shall go out of office at the expiration

of two years from the commencement of

their term of office
;
and at each general

biennial election, after such gubernatorial

election, one member of such Board shall

be elected from each Congressional dis-

trict, so that one-half thereof shall be

elected biennially. The Superintendent

of Public Instruction shall be ex-offiicio a

member of such Board, and President

thereof.

Sec 8. The State Board of Education

shall recommend a series of text-books

for adoption by the local Boards of Edu-

cation, or by the Boards of Supervisors

and County Superintendents of the several

counties where such local Boards do not

exist, but such recommendation shall not

be compulsory. After the adoption of a

series of text-books by said Boards, or any
of them, such books must be continued in

use not less than four years. The State

Board of Education shall also have con-

trol of the examination of teachers and

the granting of certificates. They shall

grant such further powers and perform

such further duties as may be prescribed

by law.

Sec 9. No public money shall ever

be appropriated for the support of any sec-

tarian or denominational school, or any
school not under the exclusive control of

the officers of the public schools.

Sec 10. The University of California

shall constitute a public trust, and its or-

ganization and government shall be per-

petually continued in their existing form

and character, subject only to such legis-

lative control as may be necessar)' to

insure compliance with the terms of its

endowments, and of the several Acts of

the Legislature of this State, and of the

Congress of the United States, donating

lands or money for its support. It shall

be entirely independent of all political or
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sectarian influences, and kept free there-

from in the appointment of its Regents
and in the administration of its affairs.

THE MEETING OF THE STATE
ASSOCIATION OF

TEACHERS.

The State Association will hold the

meeting for 1879 in Camron Hall, Oak-

land, on Thursday, January 2, 1879.

The General Association will meet in

Camron Building, opposite the City Hall,

Fourteenth street, Oakland.

The Primary Section will meet in Cam-

ron Hall, and the Superintendents' and

Grammar Sections will meet in rooms in

the Cit\' Hall, at i :^o p. m., Jan. 2, and at

9 o'clock A. M., Jan. 3.

John Swett is Chairman of the Gram-

mar ani Ungraded School Section
; Mrs.

Aurelia Griffith, of the Primary Section
;

and J. C. Gilson, of the Superintendents'

Section.

Mr. Gilson sends us the following pro-

gramme of his section :

To the County and City Superintendents of

California :

As Chairman of the Superintendents'

Section of the State Teachers' Association

of California, I have taken the liberty to

outline a programme for the ensuing meet-

ing, and to appoint certain persons to open
the proposed discussions. It is hoped
that the Superintendents designated will

have the kindess to take the parts allotted

them, and that all will come prepared for

a mutual interchange of views on the

subjects to be considered. Since questions

of vital importance to the educational in-

terests of the State are to be discussed,

and since the views expressed and enter-

tained by this Section may have an im-

portant bearing on future legislative action,

it is desirable to have as large an attend-

ance and as full an expression of opinion
as possible.

PROGRAMME.
Thursday, Jan. 2, 1879.

What is the best system for the Examina-

tion of Teachers }

s E. T. Blackmer, Superintendent of San

Diego County.

Discussion.

Should the next Legislature declare all

existing certificates and diplomas, granted

by State, City, and County Boards of Cali-

fornia, void, and provide for a re-examina-

tion .?

S. M. Augustine, Superintendent of Marin

County.

Discussion.

Friday.

What is the best system of book-keep-

ing and plan of office-work for Superin-

tendents "i

Add. C. Hinkson,Superintendent of Sac-

ramento.

Discussion.

How can school visits by the County Su-

perintendents be made most effective

and beneficial to the schools ?

G. P. Hartley, Superintendent of San

Mateo County.

Discussion.

How should the State School Fund be

apportioned t

T. H. Steel, Superintendent of Yuba

County.

Discussion.

The following subjects among others

have been suggested for discussion, and

will be taken up if time permits :

How best to prevent constant changes
of teachers in country schools.

Ought special apportionment bills be

allowed ?

The wants of our teachers, patrons, and

pupils.

Is the Library Fund properly expended .?

Any change in the programme can be

made in accordance with the pleasure of

the Section. Respectfully submitted,

J. C. Gilson,
Chairman of Supts' Section.
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SUMMER INSTITUTES.

TEHAMA COUNTY.

Tehama County has never before had so en-

thusiastic and interesting an Institute as the one

whose sessions were held during the third week

in November. Thirty-five teachers were in regu-

lar attendance. Superintendent E. S. Campbell

presided with ease and dignity. Edward

Sweeny was elected Secretary, and Miss Emma

Sample Assistant Secretary.

Superintendent Campbell delivered his open-

ing address, in which he welcomed the members,

and gave a review of school matters in this

county for the past ten years, together with some

well timed remarks on the subject of teaching.

Prof. Van Fossen followed, with lessons on

the globe.

The subject of word analysis was then taken

up by Edward Sweeny, in which he illustrated

his method of teaching this branch. Several

members joined in the discussion on this subject.

Prof. McCoy delivered a short address on the

importance of teaching word analysis.

The following subjects were discussed :
'* Per-

centage," by Mr. Stiles;
<«
History," by Mr.

Bowers; "Oral Grammar," by Miss Eckhert;

"Reading," by Mrs. Vincent; "Physiology,"

by Mr. Dennis
, "Analysis in Grammar," by

Prof. McCoy; "Free-hand Drawing," by Miss

Hattie Muth; "
Fractions," J. K. Rector;

" Pen-

manship," by Miss Fleming.
Miss Garwood appeared and introduced a

class from her department, to illustrate her man-

ner of teaching primary arithmetic.

Mrs. Stevens took up "Mental Arithmetic,"

and gave her method of teaching it.

Miss Pryor appeared and illustrated her meth-

od of teaching music to primary scholars. Mr.

Rigel also made some remarks on this subject.

Miss Sample introduced a class from her de-

partment, and showed her method of teaching

object lessons by taking them through a recita-

tion.

After a recess of ten minutes, Mr. McKillop

appeared before the Institute, and gave his

views on the subject of " Natural History."

G. H. Longenecker spoke on "School Govern-

iment," and Prof. Van Fossen on " School Li-

jbraries and Apparatus."

Interesting evening lectures were given by

^Prof. E. S. Gans and Mrs. Jeanne C. Carr, who
jwas present during the sessions of the Institute,

ad who spoke in her usual delightful and in-

»ting fashion.

3

Educational Intelligence
FROM

STATES AND COUNTIES.

CALIFORNIA.

ALAMED.\ COUNTY.

There were fifty-five applicants at the teach-

ers' examination on the nth Dec, only seven

being males.

The closing Musical, given at Mills' Sem-

inary on Dec. 13th, was very fine. Some ex-

quisite gems from Bellini, Mendelssohn, and

Liszt, etc., were rendered.

A treat similar to the above was also enjoyed
at Miss Poston's graduating exercises in Oakland.

A subscription has been taken up in Alameda
in aid of the Cosmopolitan School, whose funds

are running low.

The pupils of Berkeley Gymasiran^ve an in-

vitation party recently in the large school-room.

Prof. Hilgard has a botanical garden at the

University.
OBITUARY.

This county and the teaching profession of

the Coast have lost an estimable lady and one of

their best teachers by th2 death of Mrs. Veit, nee

Mary E. Lynch .

Mrs. Veit was a native of Danville, Province

of Quebec, Canada, and at the time of her death

was 33 years of age. She graduated from the

Montreal Normal School at a very early age,

and immsdiately commanced teaching, first in

Canada, then in various parts of the United

States, and for the last five years in Lincoln

District, Alameda CounLy, California. She re-

turned home to Canada about three years ago
and was married, but returned with her husband

to California last year, and resumed her position

in Lincoln District. She was a cultured and

capable woman, who impressed all who came in

contact with her very favorably. She was always
a great favorite ivith her pupils and with the

trustees, and it was at their earnest desire that

she again took charge of the Lincoln school.

She leaves a husband and two brothers in this

State, who, with many sincere friends, mourn

her loss.

Miss M. F. Dickinson, for some years a popu-
lar teacher in Contra CostaCounty, has taken up
her residence in Oakland.

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY.

The Walnut Creek public school -house has

been enlarged this summer, securing many con-

veniences that been much needed.
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An entertainment was recently given in Grange

Hall, at Point of Fisheries, to procure an organ

for the benefit of the school and hall use. The

exercises, literary, musical, dramatic, etc., were

a success.

The Martinez public school opened in Novem-

ber with Mr. Manzer, late of Alameda district,

as Principal of Grammar Department.

SAN MATEO COUNTY.

The teachers and children of Redwood are en-

joying a four weeks' recreation.

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY.

Scott's Valley school seems to be in a very

flourishing condition. Miss E. L. Richards is

characterized by a local writer as one of the

best teachers in the State. Mr. Carter, one of

the patrons of the school, has opened his heart

and his purse, and made a donation to the school

—a fund—to be distributed in prizes : one for

best declamation, one for singing, (solo) and one

for composition. Three pupils have just re-

ceived the first instalment of the fund—$1.50
—

four bits each—and they were made happy.
Visitors to the school say that the stimulus

which these prizes have created in these de-

partments is simply astonishing. The prize

singing, declamation and composition have been

the theme of Scott's Valley for weeks. " How
shines a good deed in a naughty world,"

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

We see, by San Jose papers, that the Kennedy
brothers, of the High School, are shining in a

new role—the drama- -winning fresh laurels in

the play of Evadne.

At the recent examination on Dec. 12th, twelve

of the applicants dropped out on the the second

day. They stranded upon the Grammar paper.

Quite a large number made no effort to obtain a

first-grade certificate. They were required to

take an oath that they had not seen the questions
in advance.

A tramp has sent a public school-teacher in

San Jose twenty dollars as a Christmas present
to her children, for kindness shown him two

years ago.

Thirty of the Normal pupils, who were board-

ing themselves, were treated to a Thanksgiving
dinner by the Congregational ladies' table.

STANISLAUS COUNTY.

MODESTO, Dec. 1st, 1878.

Editor School and Home Journal : In

looking through the pages of the Journal, we
have not, as yet, seen any report from Stanislaus.

Nevertheless, the quiet, efficient labor of our

Superintendent is working a new era in the

schools of the county. Supt. Robinson is con-

stantly visiting and examining the schools,

which has the effect of arousing the energies of

teachers and pupils. There is not anything

that stimulates the indolent teacher so much as

the frequent visits of an efficient superintendent.

The County Institute that convened on the

20th ult. was pronounced the best, and the

teachers, as a body, the most intelligent, that

ever assembled on a similar occasion in the

county. The Journal was indorsed, as being

worthy of the confidence and patronage of the

teachers of the county and State.

The Institute convened on November 20th.

Supt. W. H. Robinson presided. V, E. Bangs

was elected Vice-President ;
W. B. Howard,

Secretary; Miss Ella Lewis, Assistant Secretary,

Addresses were delivered by the following :

Supt. Robinson, on the "Profession of Teach-

ing
" and " The Metric System

" and " Classifi-

cation and Grading;"
'«
Reading," by W. W.

Granger ;

"
Spelling," by V. E. Bangs ;

*' Lan-

guage," by Mrs. Edward Walden
;
and W. \V.

Westley, on "
Writing." These are but a few

of the interesting addresses delivered at this ses-

sion, which continued three days,

SOLANO COUNTY,

Our old and staunch friend, Mark Sickals,

whom we always credited with a large share of

old-fashioned common-sense, has developed a new

vein of sound wisdom recently. He has '<been

and gone and done it
"—

got married—taking one

of his old (young, we- mean) pupils from Dixon,

for housekeeper. He trained her for years in

the way she should go— mentally. Now,

"Mark, the perfect man," she takes a turn at

training. This step will not detract from his

reputation, which develops steadily in the right

direction. He has a good school, with a class

I
well up in the advance grade, about ready for a

I high school course, which, unfortunately for

them, they cannot get in the district of an unin-

l corporated town,
*

O. J. Willis, formerly in the Vallejo schools,

is teaching at Oak Daledistrict, Pleasant Valley,

Benicia Seminary, under the charge of Mrs,

Mary Atkins Lynch, is fast regaining the popu-

larity it had under the old regime. It is filling

up rapidly, having nearly forty boarders, and a

considerable number of applicants for the new

year.

Miss Addie Daniels' pupils gave an entertain-
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l^^ai

ment at the Shiloh Church, Bird's Landing, which

was a success creditable to both teacher and

pupils.

Mr. F. M. Righter has been teaching in Tre-

mont district, and has had a large school—about

sixty pupils enrolled. He has been five years in

the county, repeatedly engaged at one hundred

dollars per month, which is good evidence of

ability and good work. They may not be able

to keep him forever at that price, as merit will

be recognized in time.

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY.

Mr. M. J. Griffin is teaching in Washington

district, Elliott Township. Mr. G. has had the

school five years in succession. The patrons

know their man and wisely hold on to • him.

M. G. has been more fortunate than most teach-

crs in the country. He teaches two schools, and

so loses no time. He has not had a vacation of

any length in the last five years. His summer

school is in Columbia district. He has about

jtwenty-five pupils in this district and thirty-five

his winter school, in Washington district,

[n each he has an advanced class, and makes

bookkeeping a specialty in each school. The

pupils carry on a regular business, as in any

commercial school, with a bank account and

market and stock reports, exchange, etc., etc.,

making payments by checks, drafts, currency,

and coin, and keeping accurate accounts in all

transactions. This practical business element

uroduced by Mr. G. into his schools is an ex-

cellent feature that ought to be extended. If

other teachers would stay five years in a district

and carry out a similar plan it might add to their

popularity.

MENDOCINO COUNTY.

A vote will be taken in Big River district to

lise money for school purposes.

Mr. John Doonerhas taught the school in Men-

Idocino

the last summer. The Beacon gives him

ks best wishes on leaving, which argues suc-

cess, and from what we know of him we can al-

biost guarantee success wherever he teaches.

At the examination held Nov. 29th, fourteen

JRpplicants appeared, but at the last, Dec. nth,

bnly four. Did they get frightened?

YUBA COUNTY.

Thirteen out of sixteen applicants at the recent

camination for teachers obtained certificates-

receiving third grade, eight second grade,

'ue first grade.

MARIN COUNTY.

San Geronimo School has closed. Miss B. has

proved herself a thorough and succeessful teacher.

The discipline of the school has been excellent

and progress commendable.

There were six applicants at the last examina-

tion.

BUTTE COUNTY.

Supt. Wood declined to hold another examina-

tion on the nth Dec.

SHASTA COUNTY.

Not a single applicant succeeded at the ex-

amination held Nov. 29th. That is evidence

that the stolen questions did not get so far north.

MERCED COUNTY.

The public school in Jefferson district—books,

furnituie, etc.—were destroyed by an incendiary

fire on Dec. 12th.

SUTTER COUNTY.

There were but five applicants at the last ex-

amination.

NEVADA.

Prof. D. R. Sessions, President of the State

University at Elko, was the successful candidate

for State Superintendent of Public Instruction at

the recent election.

T. B. Janes was, on November 1st, elected

Superintendent of Storey County, including the

Virginia City and Gold Hill schools.

The Virginia City High School, of which

Prof. D. A. Ewing is principal, is better attended

and in better working condition than ever before.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

[Semi-Annual Examination, Dec. nth— Ques-

tions prepared by the State Board

of Examination.]

GRAMMAR.

I. For what are compound personal

pronouns used .=" (5 cr.) X^- What nouns

take es to form the plural .? (5 cr.) 3

Conjugate the verb rule negatively and in

the indicative mood, perfect tense, passive

voice. (10 cr.) 4. Point out all the errors

in the following sentences : He has not

studied like we did
;
Since you were here,

I went to walk ever)- day ; He dont mind
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me, but I will be sorry to punish him ;

Roses smell sweetly. (lo cr.) 5. When
must that be used instead of who or which ?

(10 cr.) 6. What does the present indi-

cative denote as regards time? (10 cr.)

7. Methinks you ought to beware of such

false friends. Parse methinks, ought, and

beware, (10 cr.) 8. What U meant by

one word governing another? (10 cr.)

9 In order to conjugate a verb, what

parts must be known? (5 cr.) 19. What

kind of a noun is committee P June ?

(5cr.) II. Write a sentence, having for

its predicate the passive potential, present,

third, plural form of the verb see. (20 cr.)

ARITHMETIC

(100 credits, 5 cr. each.)

1. Explain in full why f of "f=i3"-
2. What sum, put at simple interest, at 7-J

per cent, per annum, will amount in 3

years, 4 months, to 2,500 dollars? 3. Find

the greatest common division of 195, 285,

and 315, and give the reasoning. 4. From
16 ten-thousandths, take 27 millionths, and

multiply the difference by 20.5. 5. A
commission merchant sold 500 pieces of

cloth for $30 apiece, and paid the owner

$14,700 ; what was the rate of his com-

mission? 6. How much will it cost to

carpet a parlor 18 feet square, with carpet-

ing f of a yard wide, at $1.50 per yard?

7. What is the difference between the

market value and the par value of capi-

tal ? Between a dividend and an assess-

ment ? 8. Two men start from the same

point, and one travels 52 miles north, and

the other 39 west, how far apart? 9. If

eight men cut 84 cords of wood in 12

days, working 7 hours a day, how many
men will cut 150 cords in 10 days, work- ,

ing 5 hours a day? 10. Find the greatest

common divisor of 42,875.

SPELLING.

(50 words, 2 credits each.)

gratitude selecting citadel

absence humanity tendency

peculiar

continual

hypocrisy

incorporated

cultivation

equivalent

vigorously

chevalier

weapons
Celtic

rehabilitate

telephone

burglarious

current

forces

I. Reduce

key-stone

collapse

duplicity

ornament

inhabitants

appointment

premeditated

blasphemous
venomous

plaguy
massacre

jeopardy

believed

obligatory

liability

ALGEBRA.

(50 credits.)

ay a x"^

vocabulary

perversity

employment
different

European

ugliness

absolution

diffuse

conceits

obsequious

diaphragm

adjunct

as3orting

derocrate

, and
xy

i—x {i-xy (i+^r)'
to fractions having the least common de-

nominator. (5 cr.) 2. Divide x^ — ^^- by
2
.r4

x-\-—-. (5 cr.) 3. Solve the following

equation: (^r
—

f) (x + 3 )_(;t-— 5 )

(•^-{-3)= 9f. (10 cr.) 4. The interest

on
|.

of a certain capital at 5 per cent, plus

the interest on l of it at 6 per cent, is

equal to $840. Required the capital. (10

cr.) 5. Find the difference of ^2 and

V^
2 7

(10 cr.). 6. The base of a right-

angled triangle plus 5 is equal to the hy-

pothenuse, and the perpendicular plus 10 is

equal to the hypothenuse. What are the

sides? (10 cr.)

VOCAL MUSIC

(25 credits.)

I. Explain the use of leger lines. 2.

Name and illustrate the different rests. 3.

Give the signature of the scales of D Ma-

jor and E Major. 5. What do points or

dots indicate when they are placed over

notes? 5. Explain the terms forte, for-

tissimo, da capo.
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NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(50 credits.)

I . Given a tumbler, a basin of water and

a cork float, a piece of paper to cover the

top of the tumbler, using all or portions

of this apparatus ; what experiments would

you show to a class, illustrating what prin-

ciples .'* (10 cr.) 2. Explain as to a class

of pupils, the construction and action of

the air-pump. (10 cr.) 3. Give the evi-

dence that sound is propagated through

the air by vibratory motion, (ro cr.) 4.

What are laws of regular reflection of

light .' Where is the image caused by re-

flection from a plane mirror.? (10 cr.)

5. Explain the construction of the Leyden

jar and its action as a condenser of elec-

tricity.

PHYSIOLOGY.

(50 credits.)

I. In what animals is the digestric ma-

chinery the most simple } In what is it

the most complicated.? 2. Through what

vessels is the blood sent from the heart,

and in what do these vessels terminate .?

3. Explain how sound may be heard by

deaf persons. 4. Give three general rules

for the preservation of sight. 5. Mention

three different services performed by the

skin. 6. Mention any hygienic laws for

the care of the skin. 7. Why do ill-ven-

tilated rooms produce headache .'' 8. Men-

tion any disinfectants which you know, and

those most useful in the sick-room. 9.

and 10. Describe the brain and spinal

marroiv.

NATURAL HISTORY.

(50 credits.)

I. Explain the terms larva, pupa, chr}'s-

[alis, complete metamorphosis. 2. State

ithe resemblances and differences between

^Ireptiles and birds. 3. Name and give an

account of the simplest organism known.

4. What substances constitute the princi-

pal food of plants .? How do ordinary ten-

drils act.? /C5, Of what advantage is it to a

plant to climb .' Explain the general struc-

ture of a leaf.

BOOK NOTICES.

i

Words, and How to Put Them Together.
By Harlan H. Ballard, Principal of the Lenox

High School, Massachusetts. New York : D.

Appleton & Co.

This is a little book on language, of eighty-one
pages, which, as the author says in his Preface,
«« will not rival any book now in use." It is in

many respects a very valuable little text-book
for young children, inasmuch as it teaches the
structure and use of our language, and dispenses
to a great extent with the technicalities of gram-
mar. In its main idea, i. <r., teaching the uses
of words before their names, it much resembles
Swinton's "Word Primer," but the development
of the idea and the manner of presenting it are

entirely original.
Teachers will do well to secure and examine a

copy of this book. We think it will prove of

material assistance to them in giving oral in-

struction in language.

A Complete Intellectual Arithmetic By
James B. Thomson, LL. D., Author of the New
Mathematical Series. New York : Clark &
Maynard.
This is an excellent book of its kind

;
but we

cannot say we believe in its kind. We think the

day has gone by when ^'Intellectual Arithmetics"
are required for school use. Every argument in

favor of the benefits of the mental discipline of

this so-called study will apply with ten-fold

force to its incorporation 'with written arithmetic.
In short, the good teacher will always give his

classes a thorough drill in oral exercises before

beginning written work
;
and the perfect text-

book on written arithmetic will include what is

here termed the "Intellectual Arithmetic."
As a book of its kind it is excellent—in fact,

we have never seen a better. Among other

principles there is a clear exposition of the metric

system, with tables and illustrations and numer-
ous examples.

Valhalla, the Myths of Norseland. A Saga
in Twelve Parts. By Julia Clinton Jones.
San Francisco : Printed by Edward Bosqui
&Co,
There is scarcely a person, in our day, of av-

erage common school education, that has not a

tolerably correct conception of ancient Grecian
and Roman mythology. A faint glimmer of the

inner meaning of these beautiful fables has

reached even the general reader, and made them
all the more attractive. An indication of the

influence wielded by the Roman race over the

fortunes of mankind for two thousand years, is

the thralldom in which language and literature

have been held by the adherence to Roman
thought and Roman tradition.

This is the more remarkable when we learn
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the more beautiful imagery, and the grander and
far more charming myths in which is veiled the

religion of the Norsemen.
The book before us is a poem in twelve

parts, descriptive of the entire religion of the

Norsemen, It is more than this : it goes be-

neath the mere letter of the fable, and shows
the inner significance- discloses the hidden

spirit of each myth. Mrs. Jones, the author-

ess, comes to her task full of enthusiasm
and love for her subject. She gives us no mere
translation from the German or Norwegian, or

any other language, but an original poem. Her
versification is smooth, and in parts soars to the

grandeur and sublimity of the Saga.
On the whole, this is the clearest and best ex-

position ot the Northern mythology which we
have seen, and as such we can recommend it to

our readers.

Harpers' Half-Hour Series. English litera-

ture Primers
;

Classical Period. By Eugene
Lawrence, Author of ''Historical Studies," etc.

This is a sketch of the middle period of English
literature, from Milton to Gibbon, or from the
accession of James I., 1625, to about the close
of our Revolutionary struggle, or 1790. This

period includes a brilliant array of poets, his-

torians, philosophers, and constitutes the Au-
gustan Age of English Literature. This little

volume gives the names and sketches of the
writers of this time, and is exceedingly con-
venient for students, or for any one, as it can be
carried in the pocket.

A Primer of American Literature. By
Charles F. Richardson. Boston : Houghton,
Osgood & Co. San Francisco : A. L. Ban-
croft & Co.

This small and neat volume of one hundred
and seventeen pages is both fresh and compre-
hensive. We have read it with great care, and
can with confidence recommend it for the use
of young teachers and advanced classes. It is a

happy thought to mark the literary periods by
our great wars, Mr, Richardson has a faculty
of terse expression, and often describes an au-
thor's style with perfect fidelity in a word or sen-

tence. We are sorry that he gives Joaquin Miller

nearly a page, whilst Thos, Buchanan Read and
"H, H," among poets, and Mrs, Whitney, Mrs.
Burnett, Dr. Holland, and other widely known
prose writers are hardly more than mentioned.
Should a new edition be called for we hope the

proportion of space given to different authors
will be more carefully studied.

Common School Question-Book. A General
Review of Common School Studies. By Asa
H. Craig. C. W. Hagar, Plattsburg, New
York, General Agent. H. P. Carlton, 508
Clay St., San Francisco, Agent for California.

283 pp. Price $1.50.
This is a book containing several thousand

questions and answers on the principal branches
of the school course. It is the most exhaustive
work of the kind we have seen. It is suitable

fpr teachers preparing for examinations, and also

for weekly and monthly class-drills. We are
not over fond of cramming for examinations of

any kind, but we are much inclined to think that

any kind of cram, good or bad, is decidedly
preferable to buying examination questions

—as

has, to some slight extent, been the custom here

lately.

Annotated Poems of Standard English
Authors, including Goldsmith's "Traveller,"
Gray's

"
Elegy," Goldsmith's " Deserted Vil-

lage," Scott's "Lady of the Lake." Edited

by the Rev. E. T. Stevens and the Rev. D.
Morris, Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott &
Co. San Francisco : Billings, Harbourne &
Co.

It was a wise man who said " of the making
of books there is no end." And there are few,
indeed, of which it can be said that they have

any call to be, or subserve any useful or noble

purpose after being called into existence. These
little books belong to the favored few. The idea
of their publication was an excellent one. As
the name implies, we have here familiar, stand-
ard English poems, with copious notes and ex-

planations. These notes are brief and well-

worded, so as to biing them within the compre-
hension of young readers. A biographical sketch
of the author is prefixed to each volume. We
can recommend these books for general use in

first-grade schools in both city and country.
They will prove of great service, not only in the

study of literature and language, but as an aid
to acquiring a readiness in parsing and analysis.
The books are well-printed in large clear type,

strongly bound in a sort of linen paper; and the
smallness of the price (20 and 25 cents per vol-

ume) brings them within the reach of all.

A Practical and Historical Grammar of
the French Language. By Charles Heron
Wall. With an Introduction by E. Littr6,
Member of the French Academy. New York:

Harper & Bros. San Francisco : Payot, Up-
ham & Co.

This is without doubt the most comprehensive
and exhaustive French grammar for English
students that has ever come before us. The
author seems to have completely succeeded in

his endeavors to furnish a grammar which should
at once be perfectly practical, and which would

give the student full information as to the deri-

vation and formation of French words, particu-

larly as many of the rules of gender are referred

to their root-words in Latin. The history of the

French language in the first part is excellent,
the rules for pronunciation clear and systematic,
and the syntactical part contains very many
novel and interesting points. It is at the same
time easy, and all the illustrations are taken
from the best authors. When M. Littre, the

author of the celebrated French dictionary, en-

dorses this work as warmly as he does in his in-

troduction, we feel sure that there is no need for

any further recommendation on our part to insure

to Mr. Wall's new grammar a favorable reception

among earnest students of the French language.
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The Family Library of British Poetry.
From Chaucer to the present time {1350-1878.)
Edited by James T. Fields and Edwin P.

Whipple. Boston : Houghton, Osgood & Co.

San Francisco : A. Roman & Co.

This is a magnificent collection of poetry, em-

bracing the choicest selections from the works of

every poet since the "
Morning Star of English

Poetry" sang sweet songs, to the more didactic,

though no less melodious numbers of the Poet

Laureate of our own day.
The character of this work is indicated by the

names of the editors and publishers. The high
culture, refined taste and eminent literary ability

of Mr. Fields have given him an international

reputation, and Mr. Whipple's rank as a writer

is of scarcely inferior note. We notice in the

work they have jointly prepared, precisely what

might have been expected from their standing in

the social and literary world. In no way can we
more fully and accurately show the design and

scope of this work than by making a few quota-
tions from the editors' Introduction. They say :

*« In this " Family Library of the British Poets "

the editors have kept steadily in view the idea of

the family—the best and happiest result of civili-

zation. They have tried to exclude everything
which might not be read with profit and delight

by the fireside, and at the same time to enlarge
the scope of fireside conversation and enjoyment.

They have endeavored to present a view of

English poetry from the fourteenth to the nine-

teenth century which would afford pleasure in

itself, and also kindle the desire in appreciative
readers to explore for themselves the treasures

which now lie almost buried in a thousand vol-

umes. * * * The first consideration which

presses on the editors of such a work as the pres-
ent is the absolute worth of the highest poetry
as a means of mental, moral and religious cul-

ture.
* * Plant in the growing mind this seed

of the highest poetry, make the boy and girl

thoroughly enthusiastic for grand sentiments and
ideas as expressed through the imaginations of

^creative spirits, and a large portion of the work
education is done

;
for a passion for what is

true, beautiful and good comes to the aid of

formal ethics, and enforces what morality merely
* * The editors take satisfaction in

le prominence they have given to such poets as

Ihaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson,
Jeaumont and Fletcher, Milton, etc., etc.

* *

every case where a poet of the first rank has

5n cited, care has been taken to consult the

»t editions within our reach. As to the " occa-
"
poems found in all collections, we have

leavored to get at the true text, but may some-
have failed. It is said, for example, that

sm so familiar as "The Burial of Sir John
has never been correctly printed in the

5d States except in Cheever's small volume

flections, published nearly half a century
"Auld Robin Grey," the most pathetic and
lar of songs, was so altered, first by the

)ress, and afterwards by collectors of songs,
;ven Palgrave seemed to have been ignorant
lyric as it was originally written when he

printed it in his excellent " Golden Treasury."
It would appear that Burns' lines on Bannock-
burn could not be misprinted, yet there are two
versions of it, and the poorer version is that
which is often accepted.

'

In some instances, we see that entire poems
are given, as, for example, Pope's

'« Rape of the

Lock," Thomson's "The Castle of Indolence,"
Goldsmith's "Traveller," etc., etc.; in others,
the choicest passages are reproduced.

There is a niche for this book by every fire-

side and in every school library; for after several

hours' ramble among its treasures, we can en-
dorse a quotation made by the editors, that its

effect will be

"To heal and cleanse, not madden or pollute."

Books Received.

We have received the following books, reviews of which
will appear in our next number :

FROM A. ROMAN & CO.

Thk Europeans. By Henry James, Jr. Boston :

Houghton, Osgood & Co.

The Vision ok Echard. By John O. Whittier. Bos-

ton : Houghton, Osgood & Co.

Hygiene of the Brain. By Dr. L. M. Holbrook.

New York : Holbrook & Co.

Just How. My Mrs. A. I). T. Whitney. Houghton,

Osgood iS: Lo.

Catalogue of Books. Published by Houghton, Os-

good & Co. Boston and New York.

FROM PAYOT, UPHAM it CO.

Shakespeare's Hamlet. Edited with Notes, by WiU
liam J. Rolfe, A. M. New York : Harper & Bros.

The Romance of a Back Street. By F\ W. Rob-
inson.

The Ceramic Art. By Jennie J. Young. Harper &
Bros.

Shakespeark'r Tragkdy UK Hamlet. Edited by Wil-

liam J. Rolfe. Harper & Bros.

FROM A. L. BANCROFT Os: CO.

How TO Read. By Amelie V. Petit. S. R. Wells ^c

Co., New York.

Graded Exercises in F^nglish Grammar. Published

by the author, N. C. Parshall, Rochester, N, Y. Price, in

boards, 6oc.
;
in cloth, 75c.

FROM I-. M I [(;kr, new YORK.

Steiger's Ei Directory for 1878.

F^ROM 1 . ..wU.i:rT & CO, NEW YORK.

One Hundred Choice Selections. Nos. 15 and 16.

FROM THE AUTHOR, T. S. DENISON,
The Metropolitan Block Chicago.

School and Social Drama. Comprising Eighteen

Plays. Short plays suitable for representation at school

exhibitions and in home entertainments.

FROM SOWER, POTT & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

Examples of Practical Spblling Lessons, by Ocu-

lar, instead of Oral Dictation. By W. G. Waring
and W. S. Schofield.
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SCHOOL REPORTS.
Reports of Commissioner of Education. Parts I

and 11. For 1876. From Hon. John Eaton, U. S. Com-
missioner of Education.

Sixth Annual Report of the Public Schools of
British Columbia. For I876-77. From Hon. John Jes-

sop, Superintendent of Education.

Twenty-Third Annual Report of the Schools of
San Francisco. For 1877-78. From Hon. A. L. Mann,
Superintendent.

Annual Report of the City Superintendent of
Schools of the City of New York. For 1877. From
Hon. Henry Kiddle.

Annual Report oe the Board of Regents of the
University of California. For 1877-78.
Contributions to the History of Medical Educa-

tion in the United States. 1776-1876. By N. S Da-

vis, A. M., M. -D. From Hon. John Eaton, U. S. Commis-
sioner of Education.

LITERARY NOTES.

Articles for Teachers in the Jan-
uary Magazines.

Harper.—England's Great Seaport ; A Chap-
ter in the History of Ants

; Rambles in the

South of France.

It is dificult to make any selection from a pub-
lication every article in which commends itself

to intelligent men and women.
Jcrii/ier.—Old Maryland Manners

; Hazing ;

The Mountain Lakes of California.

What we say about Harper's will apply equally
to this fine publication.

Appleton's —The Eighteenth Century ;
Ele-

phant Catching ; The Dietetic Use of Wines.
This magazine has assumed a new dress, is no

longer illustrated, admits only articles of the

highest literary merit and interest- -in a word, is

so greatly improved that it takes a front rank in

American magazine literature.

The Popular Science Monthly.—There are,
besides the usual able editorials, fifteen exceL
lent articles in this great scientific periodical,

embracing contributions by Tyndall, E. S.

Morse, Joseph LeConte, George J. Romans,
George lies, and Carl Vogt.

It is impossible to select any two, or three, or

five of these articles, as especially adapted for

teachers. Every person of cultivated tastes, of

a progressive bent of mind, should be a con-

stant reader of The Popular Science; and, on

examination, we are confident every such person
will be.

The Atlantic Monthly.—Aspects of American

Life ; Round the W^orld at the Paris Exposition ;

Is Universal Suff"rage a Failure ? Americanisms.

This periodical continues the example, par ex-

cellence, of the most classic American magazine
literature. It commends itself to every refined

taste and every cultured mind.

St. Nicholas.— The Christmas number of this

magnificent juvenile is beyond praise.

We are certainly not exaggerating when we
declare it without an equal in its field of juvenile

literature. It would be unjust to select a few

articles where there are so many of superior

merit. If SI. Nicholas circulated to the extent

of a million instead of one hundred thousand

copies, it would be vastly better for our Ameri-

can youth. Every reader of the Journal should

see this January number.

Harper's Weekly and Bazar.—It is necessary

only to repeat, here, what we have so often said

before, that the high and pure literary standard,
and the strong Americanizing tendency of both

these periodicals, recommend them strongly to

the conscientious and patriotic teacher.

The Christian Union and The Independent .
—

These are model publications. Truly moral and

religious in every line, there is nothing namby-

pamby or morbidly sentimental about either of

them. They are weeklies, furnishing an aston-

ishing quantity of matter, all of the best qual-

ity. Their editorials are distinguished by vigor
and a rare command of the English tongue.

The attention of our readers is called to

our Book Notices. In this and succeeding
numbers considerable space will be given to

a review of new publications. As our read-

ers see in other columns of the Journal,
we are in constant receipt of many excellent

publications, indirectly, as well as directly

educational in character. We propose to

make our reviews something besides general

panegyrics of authors and publishers. Books
will be carefully examined, and an impartial

review given with such ability as is at our

command.

The attention of our readers is called to

our Publishers' Notes. The advertise-

ments and business announcements in the

Journal increase in interest and value to

teachers, with each successive issue.

Business houses of established rank find

it to their advantage to advertise with us
;

and teachers will be equally benefited by

making their acquaintance.
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Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women.
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Professor of Clinical Surgery.
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THE REGULAR SESSION
In this Institution commences on the first Monday in June, and continues five months.

A. J. BOWIE, M.D.,
Emeritus Professor of Surgery.

HENRY GIBBONS. M D.,
Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine

and Clinical Medicine.

L. C. LANE, M.D.,
Professor of Surgery.

C. N. ELLINWOOD, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology.

ADOLPH BARKAN, M.D..
Professor of Ophthalmology and Othology.

J. H. WYTHE. M.D.
Professor of Microscopy and Histology.

THE INTERMEDIATE COURSE
Begins the second week in January, and ends May ist. Lectures, Clinics, Demonstrations and Dis-
sections fully occupy the Student. Terms, $25.00 for the Course, to be credited to all Students

attending the following Regular Course.
Clinics, during both the Regular and Intermediate Courses, are held daily at either City and

County Hospital, U. S. Marine Hospital, or Morse Dispensary. No extra charge.
Material for Dissection is abundant.

FEES.
Fees for all Lectures and Clinics during the Intermediate and Regular Term $130 00
Matriculation Ticket 5 00
Demonstrator's Ticket 10 00
Graduation Fee 40 00

For Announcement or further information, address

HENRY GIBBONS, Jr., M.D., Dean of the Faculty,
SAX rUANCISCO.

F. DEWING & CO. SOLEK AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST

Subscription Edition (Ninth). Printed from the Original Plates. Edited by PitOF.

Thomas Spkxckk Baynes, LL.D., assisted by 360 Contributors. Illustrated

with Wood Engravings, Steel Piatt s, and Colored Maps.

The Ninth Edition of tliis Work, now in course of publication, will be greatly stiperior in every respect to any
of the previous Kditions. In the literary department the Editor has spared uo effort iu < btaininj? the Kervices of
the most distiu},niiBhed write r-', whose names are a sufficient guarantee for the authority of their work ; while the
Publisher-, on their part, have endeavored to produce the book in a style which they hope will give general satis-

I

faction.
An entirely new type has been employed, and the text is profusely illustrated with Wood Engravings, and where

necessary, the Work is further illustrated by means of Steel Plates and Colored Maps. The reader is also assisted by
the addition of shoulder-notes and marginal references to the longer articles.

The Editor has taken every insans in his power to secure the assistance of the most competent writers in Amer-
ica for tliose articles iu the Work that treat of American subjects and institutions, so that the Ninth Edition may
be regarded to some extent as the joint production of writers on both sides of the Atlantic.

'J he entire Work will be completed in about twenty-one volumes of 8O0 pages each. The first eight volumes are
now ready, and the Publishers expect to issue the succeeding ones at intervals of about four months.

As conclu.sive evidence that this is the Only Genuine Edition of the. lEnci/clopcedia Britannica, we
•ubjoin the following letter from the tdinburgh publishers, MESSRS. A. & C. BLACK :

EniNBUHGH, 1st Oct., 1878.

We beg to state that the volumes of the Enci/dopa'din Urifnnnira, Ninth Edition, bearing the name of

SAMUEL L. HALfj on the title pa^e, are printed by us from the Original flates of the English Edition;
and that they are supplied by us to Messrs. Chas Serihner's Sons, New York, for subscription sale in the
United States and Canada. Any alterations that may be made in the plates are in tiie way of necessary correction or

errata, and are made under the supervision of the Editor. The plates of both the English and Subscription Editions
are the same. A. k C. BLACK.

It will be seen, therefore, that the Subscription Edition, f-mall quarto, now offered to the American Ptiblic, is

printed in Edinburgh, from the ORIGINAL STEREOTYPE PLATES of the English Edition. By this means the
most perfect accuracy of reproduction is guaranteed— a result of the greatest importance in a work of this kind, and
trhich cannot otherwise be attained.

PRICES AND STYLES OF BINDING.
Kjibrary Hieather, MInrbled £dKea, per volume 8C <>*>

Half IMuroccu, M:urbled KdseB, " T «0

(Hair

Russia, Ited SdiEes, " 8 OO
fi^=- PAYABLE UPON THE DELIVERY OF EACH VOLUME.

Correspondence Solicited. Teachers and others wanted to act as Agents,

F. DEWING 3l CO., 207 Dupont St., San Francisco.



Through the Dark Continent ;

AFRICA

OR.

THE SOURCES OF THE NILE.
AROUND THE GREAT LAKES OF EQUATORIAL AFRICA,

AND

DOWN THE LIVINGSTONE RIVER TO THE ATLANTIC OCEAN.

By HENRY M. STANLEY.
WITH 10 MAPS AND 149 XLLUSTBATIONS.

Since the first of modern travellers

attempted to solve the great problem
of the source of the Nile, no work on
Africa has appeared equal in interest
or importance to Mr. Stanley's fascin-

ating narrative of his journey through
the Dark Continent. An achieve-
ment involving dangers, hardships,
and suffering such as few men could
survive to relate, his exploration of the
River Congo from its source to its

mouth, through the territory of hostile
and barbarous tribes, in spite of appal-
ling physical hindrances, and in the
face of obstacles which at times threat-
ened the destruction of the entire party,
must be regarded as a wonderful exhi-
bition of sagacity, courage and endur-
ance. Apart from its romantic side,
Mr. Stanley's journey was of the

highest importance from a scientific

point of view. He traversed vast re-

gions never before trodden by the foot

of civilized man, solved a geographical
problem second only in interest to that

of the Nile, and opened a way for civi-

lization and Christianity into the very
heart of the African Continent. His
narrative is one of extraordinary inter-

est and novelty, full of incident and

adventure, and replete with information. Although a story of actual occurrences, it reads like a

product of the imagination, so marvellous were his experiences among the wild dwellers along the

banks of the great river whose unknown source he traced. No one who takes up this work will be

willing to intermit the perusal of its fascinating pages until the last leaf of the second volume is turned.

The work is splendidly and profusely illustrated, from sketches and photographs by the author,

showing the scenery and people along his route, and many of his surprising adventures. It is also

furnished with carefully engraved maps.

SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION OlSTLY.
It will be delivered to Subscribers at $5.GO per Vol. in Cloth, $6.00

per Vol. in Sheep, and $7.50 per Vol. in Half Morocco,
payable on delivery.

Lady or Gentleman Teachers or other intelligent persons could profitably use their spare hours

in taking orders for it.

A. ROMAN & CO., II Montgomery St.

(Lick House Block,) SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Agents for the Pacific States and Territories.
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throughout this Coast, and is recommended by all the leading physicians.
On account of the reputation attained by MYERS' KOUMISS numerous per-
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LECTURE ON THE STUDY OF
BOTANY IN SCHOOLS.

(Delivered before the Alameda Teachers' Institute, Sep-

tember 6th, 1878.]

BY E. W. HILGARD,

lof. i)( Agriciihiue, Iniversity of California.]

II.

IKOM JAMARV .\().
|

I

I icu sxuids and suggestions as to

methods of teaching botany, and I

have done. I rej^eat that, first of all, you

should l)e able to be your own text-book ;

but I tlo not mean to imply thereby that

you must know by sight or name every

plant you see. That would be asking im-

pos.sibilities of most teachers : and besides,

the idea of finding out something that the

teacher does no/ know, adds greatly to the

zest with which the children will under-

take to identify plants unknown to you.

In this you should aid them by sugges-

tions as to resemblances to or diversities

from well-known plants. The mistake too

frequently made by those who undertake

to teach botany somewhat in detail, is that

they j)resent to the ])upil as the ultimate

object of the study, the ability to determine

the name of any j)lant they may see, by the

aid of some artificial key in the text- book.

Now it is just this key business that so fre-

quently makes botany a wearine.ss to th j

learner ;
who is apt to think that when he

knows the name, he has nothing more to

learn about the plant ;
while yet he is con-

scious that he has added to his mind's
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store little that is worth retaining. All

keys, including the Linnaean system, should

be used yen- sparingly ; the learning of

names should /o//ozc, and not precede, the

knowledge of the plant's structure and

natural resemblances ;
and the determina-

tion of the names of plants by the aid of

some natural system alone, should never

occupy any serious amount of time, and

that should be at a late stage of the course.

Vou will naturally ask how it is possible

to study the structure of plants successfully

in large classes ;
for every one who has

tried it knows that when one and the same

flower, for example, is given to each mem-
ber of a class to analyze, the majority will

not know what to do, and sit idly, or breed-

ing mischief, while you are busy explain-

ing to the dull ones. It might be done if

you had large diagrams illustrating the

structure of each plant ;
and by then call-

ing upon the scholars, by lot, to explain

the several parts, as a proof that each one

of them had seen them in the natural

flower. But such diagrams can be bought

only in ver}' limited variety, are expensive,

and clumsy to handle while exercises are

going on.

I present you here with a simple solu-

tion of this problem, which I, with many
teachers, have long proved in practice,

and find to be exceedingly satisfactor}- in

securing the attention of the pupils, in

holding each one to constant responsi-

bility, in compelling discussion, and thus

imparting solid knowledge. It is by

the aid of the magic lantern, and of slides

currently prepared both hv teachers and pu-

pils, by drawing on gla.ss, instead of paper
or blackboard, the object to be demon-

strated.

The lantern need not be expensive.

Vou can get fair instruments from fifteen

dollars upwards ;
the one 1 prefer even to

more costly ones is before you,
"

]\Iarcy's

Sciopticon,*' requiring only a coal oil

lamp to run it, costs about forty-five dol-

I

lars. The light is sufiiciently intense to

i allow you to admit enough daylight to

'

insure order and for taking of notes
; you

I

can darken what window you want with

I cheap screens made of light slat frames

I

covered with domestic, and that with two

j

coats of black paint.

j

Now as for the slides, you cannot afibrd

to buy them at from sixty to seventy-five

cents apiece ;
if you could you would not

get just what you want once in ten times.

Here are those I use, on common photo-

graphic "quarter plates," costing three dol-

lars per gross. These are covered with a

thin film of a varnish, which enables you
to draw on them with pencil or ink, but

leaves them transparent. You can draw

on them ofi"-hand, or you can trace on

them any figure from a book on which

you lay them, merely in outline or in de-

tail, as you please. When in practice I

have sometimes drawn four or five such

plates within half an hour before lecture
;

not perfect as compared with an elaborate

drawing or photograph, but greatly better

than an ofT-hand blackboard figure from

the hands of ninety-nine out of a hun-

dred of us. Moreover, you can preserve

the plate, while you must wipe out the

blackboard figure. Above all, the rapid-

ity with which you can use and change
these plates in the course of your demon-

stration or recitation, to conform to any
train of argument or questions which may
arise, and the fact that you place before

the class at any time only the figures of

immediate consequence, instead of a dis-

tracting display of wall-diagrams, adds

vastly to the cogency and intelligibility of

your instruction. I have here in these

three drawers, containing about nine hun-

dred plates, illustrated answers, ready at a

moment's notice, to any questions likely

to be asked by any of my classes.

Even if the teacher himself, then, had

to draw the plates, he would do better

;

than by giving a similar amount of trouble
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to the blackboard. But he will find the

pupils themselves willing to take a great

deal of this work off his hands, as a mat-

ter of choice, partly because of the greater

zest and interest this mode of instruction

imj)arts to study, partly through a \&xy

pardonable ambition to have their handi-

work used in the instruction of their fel-

low-pupils. Thus, when a plant or other

object has been examined or analyzed, the

cjuesiion as to who has best understood

and seen the important points, and can

re|)roduce them, becomes a matter of com-

petition between the members of the class,

and will appear and be judged before the

whole school. These are powerful and

legitimate mcentives, which you will find

ver}- helpful in every way. Pupils will

lake plates home to do their best on

them ; no one will ever forget what he

lias once tried to draw
;
and you will thus

u:radually accumulate a highly useful set of

illustrations for your course, with a trifling

expense for glass and varnish. It is need-

less to say that poor or otherwise useless

figures may be taken off the plate with

the varnish film that bears them, say with

I little lye ; the plates may then be used

over again, as good as new.

In many cases you can do excellently

well by mounting the objects themselves ;

such as ferns and leaves, to show their

form and outline
;

leaf skeletons, of which

your young ladies will furnish you an

;il)undance
;
the wings, antennx' and legs

'>f insects ; sections of various kinds of

woods, and also of herbaceous stems, of

which the calla lily, as you see here, fur-

nishes the means of showing even the

elementary cells, and is an admirable ex-

ample of the structure of endogens.
As regards the prei)aration of plates,

those who desire to |)ursue the subject

into its finer details had best procure
the

"
Sciopticon Manual" which accom-

panies Marcy's instruments, but may be

obtained at the price of
fifty cents, of the

publisher, L. Marcy, Philadelphia. The

following directions are all that will be

needed by the teacher, who only desires

to use the process as a means of instruc-

tion.

The glass plates (which should be se-

lected as free from bubbles and striae as

possible) almost always have a convex and

a concave side, which may be found by

sighting. Always use the cmicave side for

the drawing.

The varnish is i)rej)ared thus : in a pint

of strongest alcohol dissolve about one-

fifth of an ounce of gum sandarach, and

about fifteen drops of Canada balsam,

which renders the film less liable to

peel oft". When all is dissolved, filter

through paper, and keep in a tightly

corked bottle. In preparing the plates,

it is convenient to have two equallized

(six or eight ounce) vials, with a small

funnel fitting the neck of either. The

plates having been first well cleaned by

soaking and washing in weak lye, and

rinsing and drying with a clean towel,

take one between the thumb and fore-

finger of the right hand, and warm it

evenly over a lamp-chimney or alcohol

lamp, until the film of moisture first

formed is dissipated, and a little higher.

Then quickly pour on from one of the

vials, filled with varnish, about a table-

spoonful of the latter ; let it spread over

the surface of the glass, without touching

your thumb (which would make the liquid

run down over your hand), then let the

varnish grain oft" from one of the far cor-

ners of the plate into the funnel previously

placed in the neck of the empty vial.

The plate will dry in a few seconds, and

is then ready for the pencil. If parts of

it should appear milky, a little warming
will clear them

;
but it is best to heat the

plate sufficiently at the outset. About one

hundred and fifty })lates can be prepared
in an hour by an expert operator. Should

the film be brittle, so as to crack under the
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touch of a pointed pen, add a little more

Canada balsam ;
if too soft, too much of

the latter has been used.

It is generally best to draw or trace in

pencil first, and then ink, on a white back-

ground, with a fine "crow-quill
"

or other

steel pen, with best India ink, thickened a

little with gum arable, if necessary. Prac-

tice will soon teach the right measure—
good ink is of first importance. Common
black ink may also be used, however.

Transparent colors for coloring figures

may also be obtained.

The finished plates are best mounted so

as to cover the face of the varnished plate,

first, with a "
mat,"* then with another glass

plate. The edges are then covered with

paper slips,
"
binders," pasted over. They

are conveniently and cheaply kept in boxes

or drawers partitioned for the length of the

plates, and loose wooden blanks, with la-

bels on the edge, used to classify them

within each tier.

OUR ''GODLESS" COMMON
SCHOOLS.

BY A. L. MANX,

[Superintendent of San Francisco.]

At the recent dedication of the new St.

Ignatius College in San Francisco, the Rev.

FatHer Rooney, in the course of an able

and eloquent address, said :

" In educa-

tion, as in other things, the Church and

the world are at war
; but the Church will,

in the end, prove the conqueror, and will

endure to see the burial of the public

frchool system amid the plaudits of the de-

scendants of its ardent admirers."

The Rev. Father bases this tremendous

prophecy upon the statement that the pub-
lic schools train the mind alone to the ex-

clusion of the moral faculties, and thus,

to use his own words, are producing a

race of "intellectual demons." According
to him. the soul must be cared for bv the

inculcation of religious dogmas, not only at

Church, in the Sunday-school, and by the

parental fireside, but also amid the daily

lessons recited at school ; and in order

that this may be done properly, the Church

must take charge of the school, and "
Chris-

tian Doctrine
"
must be a principal topic

in the course of study.

To this, which is not the American, but

rather the Spanish or Italian idea, what I

have said before seems to me a sufficient

reply. I will repeat, however, that it is a

practical impossibility to separate entirely

mind-training from soul- training. For

purposes of scientific training we may
divide the faculties of the human mind

into memory, reason, feeling, and will
;

but no such exact separation occurs in the

constitution of the mind itself. The mind

is one, and acts with its full powers in its

various manifestations, and every mental

movement partakes of the qualities of

every other, so that when we reason we

also remember, and will to do with at-

tendant pain or pleasure. So the cultiva-

tion of the intellect necessarily aff"ects the

moral character. It is a matter of the

commonest observation that men of fine

education are not prone to the grosser

crimes and vices. A cultivated robber or

even a refined drunkard is a subject of

remark, and is looked upon as a curious

exception. A man learns, as he extends

his acquaintance with the universe, that

immorality is a contradiction of its order,

that crime is unnatural, and vice illogical

and out of keeping with the inevitable

march ot events. "The undevout astron-

omer is mad ;" the educated defaulter is

shamefully conscious that he is a '' non

sequilur," and the drunken philosopher

knows that he is playing the fool.

But apart from this moral light reflected

from mere intellectual knowledge, the pub-

lic schools pour a luminous flood directly

upon the hearts of children. What can be

more elevating than honest, faithful labor }
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To labor is to pray, and even "
faith without

works is dead.
"

Hear these organ tones of Carlyle :

"
All

true work is sacred ; in all true work,

were it but true hand-labor, there is some-

thini^ of divineness. Labor, wide as the

earth, has its summit in heaven. Sweat

of the brow, and up from that to sweat of

the brain, sweat of the iieart,

'

which in-

cludes all Kepler calculations, Newton

meditations, all sciences, all spoken epics,

ill acted heroism, martyrdoms up to that

•

agony of bloody sweat
'

which all men
hue called divine ! Oh, brother, if this

; Aorship," then I say the more

j)ity lor worship ; for this is the noblest

thing yet discovered under God's sky.'*

The constant, faithful, conscientious

discharge of every obligation to one's self,

ones companions, and superiors
—this is

the ever repeated lesson of the public

school-room, and this, when continued

through all the years covered by the pub-

lic school course, never did, and never

will produce an "
intellectual demon."

How many high school or even grammar
school graduates are to be found among
the outcasts of society.^ How many West-

Pointers have been dishonored men ? The

))ublic school will place the products of its

training beside the disciples of the Church,

and will not shrink from the comparison.
Vet these criticisms of religious teachers

(by no means confined to those professing

the Roman Catholic faith), have their use

and should be thoughtfully heeded by the

friends of free public education. As long

as the present divisions of opinion in re-

ligious matters continue, and they will un-

ciuestionably outlast our time, Americans

will tolerate no sectarianism in their pub-
lic schools. jNIoreover, members of dif-

ferent sects, even of the tenacious Roman

I'hurch, will be guided by their own good

>ense, to send their children to the com-

mon school, that they may take on the

speech and manner of a citizen of a great

country, and not be cast in the narrow-

mould of some peculiar clan or sect.

The present and the immediate future is

secure and certain. It becomes us, then, to

take suggestions from e/ery source, and to

weigh calmly and with even temper every

objection to the common schools.

1 hope that this subject of moral training

will receive more attention in our meet-

ings and educational journals, and that

every teacher will try to raise the standard

of his school in this respect, and from his

earnest thought and careful experiment

bring forth something for the good of

his fellow-laborers and our noble cause.

How to strengthen and improve the moral

character of our pupils is well worth our

thoughtful care ; for, as Matthew Arnold

says, '(^Conduct is three-fourths of human

life, while culture is the other
fourth.)*

HISTORY IN OUR COMMON
SCHOOLS.

liv J. M. (;ri-:(;orv, ll.d., Illinois.

It is told of Beecher that he once gave

this recipe for making good coffee:
" Find

out how they make it at the restaurant,

and don't do it that way." So perhaps

one may give the rule for teaching history

by saying :

" Find out how they teach it

in the common schools, and do not teach

it that way."' There, are, doubtless, res-

taurants which make good coffee, and

common schools which teach history effi-

ciently ; ))ut the rule, it is to be feared, is

poor coffee and bad teaching.

The importance of the study of history

is admitted. It has the two characteristics

of a useful study : it affords good mental

exercise, and it gives useful knowledge.

Properly taught, it brings into play not

only the memory, but also the judgment
of the connection of events

;
the causes of

human successes and failures, and the

moral qualides of the actions of men and

of nations. The knowledge it gives them,
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when vividly impressed, is thought inspir-

ing, and useful in our daily estimates of

men and events. In the hands of a skill-

ful teacher, few studies can be made so

useful or interesting ; but, as commonly
pursued, none are so tiresome or useless.

In place of the vivid pictures of great peo-

ples and great men struggling, suffering

and triumphing by turns
; building cities,

settling States, forming governments, con-

quering enemies, developing industries,

extending commerce, and growing great

or sinking into weakness through the

presence oi lack of heroism, wisdom

and justice, there is too often the dull

memorizing, or attempts to memorize,
some poor, dry abridgment—a meaning-
less and lifeless string of dates and events

half told.

First Mistake.—The first mistake made

by most teachers in teaching history comes

from not discriminating the differences be-

tween history and the other common studies,

such as arithmetic and grammar. In these

latter branches the facts and principles to

be studied lie in the text-books them-

selves. The real numbers and operations

are in the arithmetic which the pupil holds

in hand; the real words and sentences to

be analvzed are in his grammar. The

problems to be thought out, the demands

upon the judgment and the reasoning fac-

ulty, are there in the book, and cannot be

evaded. The exercise of the memory can-

not be substituted for that of the judgment.

Thought is imperative. But history is the

description of scenes and events not pres-

ent, and which demand at the outset an

exercise of the imagination to bring them

before the mind. They involve relations

of time and place which can only be

learned by a careful study of their chro-

nology and geography. They require

often an explanation of old customs and

usages, and a study of contemporary
events and people. To be valuable, his-

torv must be vivid. The reader or student

must, as much as possible, live over the

events, and be, as it were, an eye-witness

of the scenes. Especially must he com-

prehend the motives and feelings of the

real actors, and make his own judgment
of their wisdom and justice. Nothing af

all this is accomplished, or even attem})ted.

by the ordinary text-books or teachers.

A lesson of so many pages in some mere
"
outline,"' as it is called, is assigned the

class, and nothing is demanded exce})t the

rehearsal of the lesson, often only selected

parts of it, giving some leading events and

dates—a sort of an abridgment of an

abridgment. The pupil is invited, if not

compelled, to substitute an act of memory
for an exercise of thought and reason.

No problem demands solution. No

thinking is required beyond the simple

understanding of the words. Occasional

questions are perhaps asked on the geog-

raphy and chronology involved, confined

usually to the query:
" Where or when did

this event occur }
"

Can one wonder that

histoi-}' thus taught is one of the idlest and

most fruitless studies in our common
schools }

Second Mistake.—The second and }>er-

haps the fundamental error of the com-

mon school teacher of history is the lack

of the needful preparation. Misled, it

may be, by the fact that one who has mas-

tered a given text-book in grammar or

arithmetic can give lessons in it, the

teacher concludes that a knowledge of the

text-book used for the history lesson is all

that is needed to give the proper instruc-

tion. But this is as if one were to attempt

to give lessons from a work on grammar,

having only the table of contents before

him. Our little school histories are scarce-

ly more than a table of contents of his-

tory proper. It seems palpable that a

teacher of history must know history. He
must know, with some proper fullness,

the events which the text-book mentions

in brief. He must be able to restore, with
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its proper details, color and circumstances,

the i)icture of which the text-book gives

the most meagre outline. He must sup-

ply, or show the pupil how to supply, the

ii;eographical and chronological environ-

ment of the historic fact stated, and must

thus call into exercise the critical, historical

judgment in determining both the truth of

evenis. and their real character and siirnifi-

cance.

The i)Ossession ol this full knowledge

implies much reading and study, more

|)crhaps than most of our common school

•eachers can be exi)ected to have done.

lUii the necessity remains the same. No

knowledge, no good teaching. Let the

teacher feel this, and he will perhaps com-

mand the time to master the history of our

own country. Let him. at least, do this,

or cease to pretend to teach history.
—

Xe7(' Kni*lafui yournal of Education.

1879.

HV FLORA M. SHEARER.

Now from a hundred steeples crash the bells
;

'Tis midnight, and the waking city hears

That joyous clangor, which to some foretells

A new year better than all former years :

To others but a dull infinitude

Of hours and days that pass without event :

Hmjity of pleasure, void of any good.
And rather as a curse than blessing sent.

r>ut hark, the bells have ceased, how still the

hour I

The glad, the sorrowful alike forget

Their bliss or torture : oh, thou mighty Povv'r,

Who all the stars hast in their courses set,

Smile down benignant on the sleeping earth.

And grant M?> New Year an auspicious birth.

l^xcKi.i.ExcE is never granted to man but
|

as the reward of labor. It argues no small I

^trength of mind to persevere in habits

of industry without the pleasure of per- |

ceiving those advances which proceed so

slowly as to escape observation.

INTEREST BY CAUSE AND
EFFECT.

BV DR. T. H. ROSE.

The great value and simplicity of intro-

ducing vertical line cancellation, and the

principle of cause and effect in working
all examples in interest, cannot be over-

looked by teachers. The method is so

vastly superior to all others, that to be

known secures its immediate adoption.

It is as great an improvement upon the

usual book methods as the sewing-machine

is an improvement on the old hand meth-

ods of sewing. Any one, no matter how

young, provided he is conversant with the

fundamental rules of arithmetic, can learn

it in an hour.

To illustrate, I will j)resent a variety of

examples, beginning with the most simple.

I. Interest on $200 for 2 years at 10

per cent, per year '1

E. %x

C.P^
\i yr.
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the sides of a vertical line, the cause in

each couplet standing opposite to its legit-

imate effect, on the principle of conjoined

proportion in some of the older arith-

metics.

This I call the statement of the exam-

ple, and just below may be arranged the

figures for cancellation. Thus, in the

above example, lOO cancels against 200,

leaving 2 in the place of the latter. The

product of the remaining figures on the

right gives 2 X 2 X 10= 40, the answer.

2. Interest on
$50^^^^^

for ten months

at 6 per cent, per year ?

S
101

)

E.
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Explanation.
—As the time must always

be in years, we reduce i year, 2 months,

:\nd 12 days, and find 432 days, or -||| of

I year.

Thus far we have only used yearly per-

centage ; but, as in California, interest is

usually computed by the month, it will be

necessary in such cases to write down the

monthly percentage with 1 2 at the right

below it.

6. Interest on $150 for S months at i

per cent, per month ?

K

C
I

}
T-

luo ( V
\2

12

100

150

>! I 2 A)IS.

Explanation.
— This example tlilfers in

iis working only in the 1 2 at the right, as

the interest for a year must be 12 times

that for a month.

7. Interest $50-5- for i year and 8

months at i^ per cent, per month?

C.
($1

(I yr.

•20

luo

12

\Q

5
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will IJ^ times, 1 2 times -^^'q,
and on $1 50

it will be 150 times that.

10. Interest on 50 cents for two years,

6 months, and 6 days at i^ per cent, per

month ?

I Principal.

906 Years.

^
) Rate per rear.

12
)

^ -

2

360
2

100

$22.65 -"J'^-f-

Analysis.—The interest on $1 for i year

is 12 times
-^y^,

and for ^^^ of a year it

will be 1^-6 times that, and on i a dollar

it will be
-J

as much. Hence the answer.

II. Interest on $350,888 for 72 days at

4^ per cent, per year.-*

$350,888
360 72

2 9
100

$3,158 A?is.

To show how beautifully this rule works

all kinds of interest examples, I will now

give some anomalous examples, which,

though not met with in business life, are

yet interesting and useful for practice.

12. Interest of $500 for i hour at 10 per

cent, per year 1

$500 Principal.

> 7me in years.
360
24

100 Raie.

$0.0057-!- 7ni.

Note.—In getting time less than a day,

first put down i day, or
-^\-^

of a year :

an hour is
-^-^

of that.

13. Interest on $100,000 for 20 min-

utes at 2\ per cent, per month .'

I
$100,000 Principal.

360
24
60
2

100

I

20

5

12

Tiine m years.

Rate per year.

$1 15 Int.

Note.— 3 (jQ
of a year is a day, -^-^

of

that is an hour, f g-
of that is 20 minutes.

14. Interest on $500 for i hour and 20

minutes at 2J per cent, per second .''

360
24
60
2

100

^500 Principal.

80

7 1me in rears.

I

^ Rate per year.

I

^4 1

360 J

$60,000 /;//.

Analysis.
—The interest on $1 for i year

is 360 X 24X 60 X 60 X iVtT'
and for |^

X 2 T X 3 6"o
^^ a y^a^ ^^'^^^ ^^ ^^ product

of the 2 sets of numbers
;
and on $500 it

will be 500 times as much. Hence the

answer.

I have now given examples enough
to illustrate the improved method of

working interest. As will be seen by

intelligent teachers, it may be applied

to the most complicated examples with

the same facility as to simpler ones. I

took a large class of pupils, averaging

twelve years of age, who understood well

the four fundamental rules and had practiced

cancellation. In one week they were able

to do the above examples, and a thousand

more like them, in a very few moments of

time. No man could give them an inter-

est question they could not quickly solve.

A teacher one day visiting my school

gave them the following question :

What will be the interest on $1,000,000

in 30 seconds at 5 per cent, per minute ?

Of course, he could work it mentally in

this way : thirty seconds is one-half a

minute, and at 5 per cent, per minute it

would be 3^ per cent, for 30 seconds.

That is, if the interest on $1 for 30 sec-

onds is 2J cents, on $1,000,000 it will be

one million times 2J cents, which is $25,-

000.
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Hut the children, proud of cancellation,

put it on the board in this shape, and gave

him the answer in about the time he had

it l>v his mental method.

360
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leaved sort are so small in all our com-

mon examples that it is best to get Nature

to expand and explain the plan of their

parts by the process of germination.

After the plant has started a little the

seed-leaf will be found sUll buried for

the most part in the seed. But its base

is thrust out, and from it has started the

growing plant. The first leaf is but a

thin white scale or wrapper clasping the

stem. The next above it is larger, and

perhaps tinged with green. The next is

larger still, till by a regular gradation we

come to perfect leaves. A very different

arrangement is this from that of the young

plants studied before. Here we can draw

no such sharp lines of difference between

the enwrapping leaf in the seed and the

others within it. But still for convenience

sake we count this first one the seed-leaf.

Now the name seed-leaf has served our

needs very well so far ; but as seed-leaves

are not the only leaves we find in seeds,

and. as we shall have need henceforward

to speak more exactly of these matters,

we shall be obliged to learn one or two

hard words. So we will call a seed-leaf a

cotyledon. That seems to be the best that

the kind botanists can do for us in the

shape of a name. Presently we shall

find that plants which spring from seeds

with one cotyledon differ in the plan of

their structure, and in manner of growth

from plants that grow from seeds having

two cotyledons. So we shall need names

for these two sorts of seeds and of plants.

Seeds with one cotyledon are monocoiyle-

donous seeds, and the plants that grow

from them are monocotyJedojious plants.

Those with two cotyledons are dicotyledon-

ous seeds and plants. All seed-bearing

plants belong in the one or the other of

these two grand divisions.

Kote.—It the pupils discover nothing

save what the teacher has seen and under-

stands, let him beware and mend his

wavs. His teaching is wrons. If. on the

other hand, he finds himself beset and

perplexed with all manner of strange

things and inexplicable questions, let him

thank God and take courage. These

things are the proofs of success. If the

hard questions do not yield to reasonable

study, make note of them, and lay them

honestly aside, as nuts to be cracked by

and by, when wider knowledge and ob-

servation can be brought to bear. Just

here there will most likely turn up orange-

pips or almonds with two or more em-

bryos in one seed, and each with its own

cotyledons ;
or pine-seeds whose one em-

bryo has from four to twelve cotyledons.

THE YOUNG TEACHER.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

[National City, San Diego County.]

CHAPTER VI.

THE WAYS OF YE DIRECTORS—A LETTER.

''So you are a school-teacher," said

Squire Brown in very much the same tone

of mingled wonder and pity that he might
have used had he said,

"
so you are an out-

cast."

"
Ves, sir, said P>ank ;"

"
I believe the

letter explains how I heard of your want-

ing a teacher, and your offer to the one

who passed the -best examination."

''Hem ! yes, I believe I do remember

writing something of the kind. But we

desired to have a first-grade teacher this

term."
"

I have a first-grade certificate," said

Frank."
"
Yes, but we expected an older man—

one with experience. Of course, you will

not expect to get the wages we mentioned

in our letter."

"
I certainly do expect to get the wages

mentioned, or I shall not teach," said

Frank. " What you offered is not as much
as many a day laborer receives. If you
want good work done you must give good

pay."
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" But you make more at such wages

than I do with my farm."
"

I ought to make more," said Frank
;

" but I do not think that you make less

than a teatfher does. Count all that you

raise on your farm and you would find

that you get almost double what I ask.

True, we do not work as many hours a

day, and sometimes not so many days in

a week, but then we are out of employ-

ment a good part of the year ;
our ex-

penses are in proportion ;
our comforts

are not so great in many ways, and oft-

times parents make it so that we have

many discomforts unknown to farmers."

"Well," said Mr. Brown, somewhat

hastily, "we will go and see Mr. Jones

and Mr. Smith to-morrow, and see what

they say. I am one of three, you know."

F>ank thought that if the other two were

like this one that he should not desire to

stay in that district.

Here a rap at the door interrupted the

conversation
; and, as Squire Brown

opened the door, a very tall thin man,

followed by a very short stout man, came

in. Both favored Frank with a stare, and

after they were seated, looked at Squire

Brown with solemn, inquiring faces.

Squire Brown reseated himself, and said,

looking towards FVank,
" This young man

wants to teach our school. Then to Frank,
" Mr. Smith and Jones are the other direc-

tors that I spoke to you about."

Frank bowed, and looked at Messrs.

Smith and Jones with new interest.

After a somewhat prolonged silence, Mr.

Smith slowly changed the position of his

long legs, and remarked. "
I thought ye'd

sent to San Dieger fur a teacher. Squire."
'*

I did, and they sent me this young

man," said the Squire.

The Squire's voice indicated distrust,

and Messrs. Smith and Jones took warning.
"

I suppose he has a certificate." said

Mr. Jones, in a tone that implied some

doubt in the matter.

" Oh ! yes. He comes well certified
;

but he wants too much wages," said Squire

Brown.
"
Ain't fifty dollars and board enough

for him ?" said Mr. Smith, in a horrified

surprise.
"
Yes, ain't that enough and to spare :"'

echoed Mr. Jones.
"

I rather thought it was too much, see-

ing this was Mr. Dare's first school," said

the Squire.
" But he thinks he can't teach

fur less, so I dun'-no what we better do

about it."

"
If you think it too much you need not

pay it," said Frank, ha.stily.
"

I had the

offer of a school at the last place I staid,

and it will not discommode me in the

least to return there to-morrow."

Now it is a well known fact of human
nature that the more one person wants

a thing, the more another person will

value that thing.

They really wanted a teacher in Mount-

ain district, and, though the Squire sup-

posed that Frank might be cheapened by
a little judicious bullying, they intended

to hire him from the first. And now.

when they discovered that another district

might take him from them thev chanG;-etl

their tone.

"I am in favor," said Squire l^rown.

"of giving our young friend a chance ;

and, after all, it is best to be generous in

matters of education."

"I agree with you, Squire Brown." said

I\Ir. Smith
;

"
so, if Jones is agreed, we

will consider ]Mr. Dare as hired.'"

Mr. Jones here suggested that it would

be as well to settle about the board first,

as that was to be a i)art of the wages.

Frank asked what board was worth in

^Mountain district.

After some hesitation, all agreed that

twenty dollars a month was a fair price.
" Then why not say that seventy dollars

per month, and let me look for my own
board ?" said. Frank, feeling as if he could
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not board with them if there was 3nv other

place.

This was so obviously fair that no one

could object, though it could plainly be

seen that it was intended Frank should

board with one of the directors.

'• We must think about getting some

seats and things," said Mr. Smith.
'•

True, I will walk over to the school-

house with IMr. Dare in the morning, and

he can tell us what he wants," said Squire

Brown.

The next morning Frank set out with

Squire Brown for the school-house, w'hich

was a mile distant. On the way Frank

learned that he would probably have seven

pupils
—each of the directors sending two,

and Mrs. Gray, who lived opposite the

school-house, the other one. Plve boys

and two girls, the girls being Smith's part

of the school.
'* Mrs. Gray's boy will be your best

scholar, I reckon, said the Squire.
" He

hasn"[ been to school much, but his

mother teaches him at home, and Mrs.

Gray's a right smart woman."
• As they approached Mrs. Gray's house

Frank saw that it was a neat white-washed

cottage, surrounded by a small fruit-gar-

den.

if you couldn't make yourself contented

at my house," said the Squire,
"
perhaps

Mrs. Gray might board you, though she

ain't got but three rooms in the house"

They called at the house, and Frank

was pleased with the lady and her bright

little boy, Harry, who was reading by the

open door. After they had been there a

few minutes. Squire Brown was called out

to see a passing neighbor, and Frank took

the opportunity to ask Mrs. Gray if she

would board him.

Mrs. Gray pleaded lack of room and

plainness of living ;
but Frank said that

he was used to very plain living, and that

he took up very little room, and talked

so pleasantly that she finally consented

that he should try his luck with them for a

while, as she expressed it.

Seeing Frank glance toward a small

reed-organ that was in the room, Mrs.

Gray inquired if he could j^Jay on that

instrument.

Frank replied that he had studied music

for three or four years.

"Then," said Mrs. Gray, if you will

give my boy Harry lessons 1 will only

charge you half the usual price for board."

Here Squire Brown returned, and he

and Frank went across the road to the

small school-house, that stood opposite

Mrs. Gray's cottage. And what a school-

house ! One small window faced a bro-

ken-down door, while loose boards and

great holes in the roof gave an abundance

of ventilation to the pupils. No desks,

no benches, no ceiling, and almost no

floor !

Frank looked around in dismay. An
old shed, in much the same condition as

the school-house, stood just back of it.

Frank learned that the shed and the house

had been purchased for ten dollars from

a former settler. He was also told that he

could use the lumber in the shed to fix up
the school-house, before the school started.

•'I think," said Frank, "you wull have

to get a load of lumber from San Diego,

tear down both these buildings, and build

anew^ in another place. You can get the

lumber from there in two days, and then

by making a bee on Saturday we can be

ready for Monday."
This was linally agreed to, and they se-

lected a pretty knoll, surrounded by a

grove of trees, on which to' put the school-

house.

The lumber was brought, and the neigh-

bors gathered on Saturday and put to-

gether quite a respectable-looking school-

house.

They were surprised at Frank's wanting

both windows on one side of the house
;

and thought that the amount of black-
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board room was far too much for seven

])upils.

But it was in making the desks that

Frank had the most trouble. Frank had

sent for inch -and -a- quarter lumber to

make the desks with. It took a little less

than two hundred and
fifty feet of lumber

to make the eight desks and two back

seats that Frank wanted. Part of this

lumber (seventy feet) was a foot wide, and

the rest was fourteen inches. The former

he used for the seats and shelves, the lat-

er for the tops, back, and sides. He
made the seats thirteen, fourteen, and fif-

teen inches high on the front, and one

inch lower on the back of the seat. The

back was then put at such a slant as to

make a right-angle with the seat. The

l')p of the desk was ten inches higher

ihan the seat in front of it, the part of

the top next to the back being one inch

iiigher. The front of the shelf he placed

about three inches from the top, and gave

the shelf a slant of twenty degrees towards

the back, so that it touched the back of

the seat about fifteen* inches from the

:!oor. This way of placing the shelves

^ave more room inside, greater strength

10 the desk, and prevented the falling out

of books, so frequent in the so-called

patent desks. For ink-wells, he bored a

iiole in the proper place with an inch bit,

and putting a common small bottle pardy

up the hole from the under side, he fas-

tened a small block of proper shape, un-

der the bottle, to the back of the seat.

From a receipt that had been given liim

he prepared his own slating to cover the

blackboard, and for an experiment, he

prepared some of a finer kind, and cov-

red the tops of four of the desks with it,

^o that the smaller pupils might have a

>late constantly before them. (He after-

wards slated the inside covers of their read-

ers, so that they might have a place to write

mis-spelled words, etc.)

Bv Saturdav evening he had the school-
'

G

house ready for occupation, and, as he had

planned it all himself, he could not but be

satisfied with it.

j

While he was at supper, Saturday even-

;
ing, he received a letter from Prof. Root,

I asking him to tell him by letter how Mr.

; Osgood had taught him the meaning of

I

the local and other geographical names.

Frank, after much thought, answered the

I

letter thus :

Mr. Root—Dear Sir : In reply to your
;

letter, I have concluded to send you a copy
'

of Mr. Osgood's lecture on Geography
I

names that he had us write a report of.

We had pursued a plan similar to that he

points out, and we take a great deal of in-

terest in gathering the meanings from the

Dictionary and other sources.

Hoping this will be what you want, I am
Yours truly, Frank Dare.

Mountain District.

GEOGRAPHY NAMES.

A great many teachers, as well as pupils,

omit what seems to me one of the most

pleasant things in the study of geography.
I refer to the meaning of the names of

places, rivers, etc., many of which are

condensed histories, better than Swinton's,

or minjature descriptions that are small

poems. Let us make a rude attempt to

classify some of these names. Many are

named according to their direction from

the people giving the names, for the

most part. Thus we have :

North Cape, Sea, River, and Channel
;

North(h)umber-land, Nor-way, Nor-folk,

Nor-wood, Nor-ton, Nor-wich (town),

Nort-hampton, Nor-man-dy (land), Del

Norte, Pekin (north capital), etc.

East Sea, River, and Cape ; Essex (East

Saxony), Canton (large east town), Asia

(east), Austria (eastern), Easton, F^astport,

etc.

South Sea, or Zuyder Zee, Suther-land,

Sut-ton, Deccan (south), Australasia (south-

east), Nankin (south capital), Sussex (South

Saxony), Suf-folk, etc.

West Point, Westmore(moor)land, West-
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phalia (land), Wessex (West Saxony), Ara-

bia (western), Gaul (west), Galway (west-

\vay), Wales (west), Ireland (west-land),

Europe (west), Cornwall, etc.

The colors are much used in naming

places. We find a Black Sea, River, ^lount-

ain, and Hills ;
a Negro and a Niger river,

besides Mo?t/e -
negro and Negro -pont

(bridge), Dublin (black -pool), Kara

(black) sea, Tuscaloosa (black-warrior),

Soudan (black's land), and perhaps Cape
Sable (sand.?). Blue is a favorite name

for mountains and lakes, and one author-

ity says that Yangtse kiang= Blue river.

Green bay and mountains, Cape Verde

and Vermont, Greenville, Greenwich

(town), and a host of names, are as sug-

gestive in one way as are in another way
the Red Sea, Rivers, Mountains, Lakes, and

Bluff; the Colorado, Baton Rouge (red

stick), Rhode (red or rose) Island ;
Sen-

eca (red), Vermillion, etc. Brown is

found in Brownsville and a host of other

towns ;
while the yellow soil names the

Yellow Sea, the Yellowstone, and Hoang
Ho (yellow river). Orange has a few rep-

resentatives like the Orange River and Re-

public, and our own town of Orange.

Kansas, Arkansas, Minnesota, and other

names of rivers, suggest the condition of

the waters as they were in earlier days as

well as now. White and snow can hardly

be separated in many of our names. We
have a White Sea, White River, and White

Mountains, Cape Blanco and Mt. Blanc,

Sierra Nevada and Snow Mountains, Cau-

casus (white) Mountains and Chile (white

with snow), Albuquerque (white oak), Bel-

grade (white town), and the Dhawala-

giri.

Very many places are named after dis-

coverers, reigning monarchs, and other

great men, as Hudson's Bay and River,

Behring's Sea and Strait, Georgia, Vir-

ginia, Bolivia, many of the mountains and

towns of this State, etc.

The Spaniards and other Catholics are

very fond of naming places after saints,

over one hundred places in the southern

part of this State being so named. Even

Satan himself is not neglected, but has

a fine mountain close to his favorite St.

Francis-co.

After some days spent in looking up
the easier names, a few of the suffixes

should be learned, and names having like

suffixes placed together.

The suffix land is perhaps the best to

begin with. Names like /^r^land, Green-

land, Oak\2iXid, and New-found-land are

plain to every one. Names like .SV(9/-land,

England, Finland, Lapland, and Maryland
are not much harder

;
but with others he

may need help. Let us see what the prob-

able meanings of some of these others are.

Aland means water-land
;

Cleveland is

cliff-land : Cumberland, land of hollows ;

Gottland, God's-land
; Heligoland, holy-

land
; Holland, low-land

; Island, eye-

land
; Jutland, giant's-land ; Netherland,

lower-land
; Poland, flat-land

;
Sunder-

land, parted-land ; Switzerland, land of

Cantons
; Zealand, sea-land ;

Terra del

Fuego, land of fire
; Finisterre, land's

end
;
Terre Haute, high land

;
and ]\Ied-

iterranean, mid-land, might be spoken

of, as well as some other endings, mean-

ing land. Stan is one of these, and is

found in A/ghan-\s\.2ir]., Belooch-istan, Hin-

doo-stan, Turk-istan, Kafir-istan (infidel's

land), Koord-istan (fierce), and others.

The endings -a, -ia, -y, and others mean

land or country, and are found in Abys-
sinia (mixed race), Algeria (the island),

Arabia, Austria, Australia, China (middle

nation), Circassia (cut-off-head), Ethiopia

(burnt face), Germany (warriors), Pata-

gonia (clumsy foot), Prussia (next to Rus-

sia), Liberia (free state), and in the names

of many of our States, counties, and other

places. Astor\2i is a bit of history, and so

is Nova Scotia (New Scotland), lasmamz.,

and Alexandria..

The ending -ton or -town may be taken
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next in order ;
then -burg, -boro, etc., and

not forgetting -Chester or -caster (fort,),

and -polis (a city), as in Annapolis, Cop-

peropolis, Indianapolis, Constantinople,

and metropolis.

Now he should make alphabetical lists

of the seas, islands, rivers, towns, coun-

tries, etc., mentioned in his geography,

and copy them neatly in a little blank

book. Two special miscellaneous lists,

also, should be made—one of California

names and one of the local names of his

county. Then, as fast as he finds the

meanings of these names, they can be

written down, and the more important of

them memorized.

The appropriateness of many of the

names will be recognized, and the seem-

ing inappropriateness of others will puzzle

him. Greenland will require explana-

tion
;

Labrador (plow land) will look

strange to him, and Biscay (a forest) a blun.

der. But he will feel pleased with Him-

alaya (abode of snows), Etna (furnace),

Popocatapetl (Mt. of smoke), the Naze

(nose). Missouri (big muddy), and many
other such names. He will be surprised

to learn how many names of rivers mean

"water," "river," or some "quality" of

the river. For example, Indus, Oxus,

Ouse, Douro, Duna, Pruth, Ocmulgee,
mean simply

"
water, or river." Dwina

means double river
; Don, deep, low river ;

Mississippi and Atchafalaya, long river
;

Irawaddy, great river
; Nebraska, shallow

water
; Niobraza, running water ; Trent,

winding river ; Thames, broad water ;

Shannon, old river, and dozens of others

have similar meanings.

I would urge upon teachers the collec-

tion of lists of words in the way I have

named, and especially of those local

names, the remembrance of whose mean-

ing, in many cases, is fading away, and

will soon be forever lost, if you do not

now find and preserve them.

At Countv Institutes there is a fine

chance of comparing lists and learning

new words. Surely this kind of work

should be pleasant and profitable to us as

teachers.

HIGH SCHOOLS AND THEIR
WORK.

BY W. W. AXDERSOX,

[Principal of the Santa Cruz High School.]

It is not the intention of this article to

show that high schools are a necessary

part of our public school system. We
have a State University, and unless the

funds of that institution are to be misap-

propriated and squandered in doing very

inefficiently work of an elementar\' char-

acter, there must be a grade of schools

throughout the State to do the work of

preparation for the University.

Dr. McLellan says : "In every national

system worthy of the name, the State has

provided a well organized system of high

schools. In fact, where education is re-

garded as a national duty, all treatment of

the question must have reference not to

one class of the community, but to all—
not to the elementar)' schools only, but

to the high schools and the universities

also—the entire series of institutions be-

ing adapted to all classes of the people,

and forming a united and harmonious

whole. No objection can be urged

against provision for higher education by
the State that will not tell with equal force

against provision for primary education."

Huxley says : "No system of public ed-

ucation is worthy the name of national

unless it creates a great educational ladder,
•

with one end in the gutter and the other

in the university.'

It is sheer nonsense to talk about high

schools being blurs on the public school

system, and to allege that the teaching of

languages is contrary to Americanism.

The facts are all the other way. In the old

colonies, or in the majority of them,
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which first led tlie way in providing for

the education of the masses, ample pro-

visions were from the first made for an

extended high school course, and these

States have been amply repaid for the

generous fostering care they thus gave to

instruction in the
" dead languages," and

cognate subjects. The outcry against

schools for secondar}' education is
" un-

American." If permitted to prevail it

would do much to lower the position of

the working classes, and to center all in-

telligence, and, therefore, all power, in the

kinds of the few. But this is not the

point aimed at in this article.

Assuming high schools as a necessary

part of a school system, the question arises

at once, what is their duty ?

In the first place, they are, or should be,

a connecting link between the schools

for primary education and the univer-

sity. Primary education is here used in

its wider sense, including the work of

the three grades of our public schools.

As well may we expect the scholar to pass

from the second grade to the high school,

and master the subjects there taught, as to

expect a young man of meager attain-

ments to successfully master a university

course. If a university or college is go-

ing to do legitimate work, and confer its

''degrees" only on those who have read

extensively and thoroughly, it must insist

on thorough preparation on the part of

its matriculants. That preparation is one

duty of the high school, and nowhere else

can it be done so effectually and so eco-

nomically.

In a properly organized system of high

schools, comparatively few would enter

the University. The great majority of

them would enter life as mechanics,

farmers, teachers, or as workers in some i

other useful and honorable sphere. The
|

greater breadth of view, the wider range
of knowledge they acquire in the high

.school, will alwavs be of service in

"the struggle of life." Wherever a high

school worthy the name exists, it is well

patronized. This fact is more forcible

than volumes of political sophistry di-

rected against these schools. Nor are the

scholars who attend them, by any means,

exclusively the children of the rich.

Many of them are maintained there by
the sacrifices of toiling parents who, know-

ing they cannot give their children money
and lands, cheerfully give them an edu-

cation, that will be more beneficial than

riches possibly could be. This want, once

felt, must be supplied. The grammar
school cannot do it, for when it is made to

supply the want, it becomes a high school.

In California are hundreds of industrious

children who gladly push their studies,

when opportunity offers, far beyond the

limits of a grammar school, and their num-
ber will constantly increase. Our high
schools can and must supply their wants.

A third duty of our high schools should

be to supply the necessary literary training

to those intending to teach. It should be

their duty ; but so long as the present

style of questions prevails at teachers" ex-

aminations, so long will high schools

either fail to meet the wants ot this

class, or utterly fail to do their own legit-

imate work in a proper manner. When
the examiners set questions that will test

scholarship and power of thought, and

not such as merely test memory and

power of guessing, aspirants to the teach-

ers' ranks will gladly avail themselves of

the advantages high schools afford.

How are these duties to be performed "i

In the first place, let there be adopted a

standard for admission to the high schools,

and let that standard be uniform through-
out the State. This would require a cen-

tral board of examiners. The State Board

of Examination could be assigned that

duty. In that case, however, no teacher

in any grammar school would be eligible

to a seat on the Board. Some reofulations
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would also be necessary as to the establish-

ment of high schools. The influence of

iliese "examinations would be felt in the

^qammar schools. Every teacher in that

L^rade of schools, realizing that his pupils

were to be brought to a certain extent

into competition with those of all the other

schools in the State, would strive to excel.

It would give a healthy and much needed

stimulus to the schools. Professedly all

our grammar schools are doing the same

work, but the fact is that they are not.

In some, one subject is neglected ;
in an-

other, it is something else that is pushed

aside. One teacher rides one hobby, an-

other mounts the opposite one. Every

principal knows that, while we claim to

have graded schools, it is often ^ puzzle to

know where to place pupils received from

another district. The entrance examina- 1

tion to the high schools would not cure the

evil entirely, but it would do much towards

curing it. . It would lift the whole system

of primary schools many degrees, and give

them a healthy impulse that would work

wonders. This is no idle statement. The

plan has been tried.

In the second place, there should be

carefully prepared courses of study laid

down. Some may suppose that what suits

one locality will not suit another. A little

consideration will however show that that

supposition is erroneous. These courses

of study should be what are required for

matriculation in the State University in its

various departments, and should also cor-

respond with the non-professional subjects

required for a teacher's certificate, and the

writer thinks this should be the minimum

required for a second-class certificate.

The subjects for this non -
professional

examination would, of course, be mate-

rially changed, so that a teacher's certifi-

cate would be some guarantee of scholar-

ship and well-developed mental powers.
In the third place, in order to secure

better results and more uniformiiv in the

amount of work done, there should be

some central authority to examine the

senior classes of the high schools, and on

the result of examination alone, to grant

diplomas of graduation. If the State Uni-

versity could be induced to take charge of

this examination, it would be entirely re-

moved from interference of interested par-

ties. By making these diplomas of high

school graduation the only means of ob-

taining admission to the Freshman Class,

the University could raise her standard

rapidly, and would at the same time ob-

tain classes that would start with something
like even attainments.

In the fourth place, there should be an

inspector, perhaps two of them, whose sole

duty should be to examine carefully at

least once a year, every high school in the

State, and give that impetus to the masters

and scholars that only personal contact

can impart. The written examinations,

of course, would be the real test of thor-

oughness and progress.

By some such plan, before reaching the

age of eighteen, the required legal age.

those intending to teach would have ac-

quired a much broader development, and

at the same time one much more thor-

ough, than now required of them. Since

it can easily be done, and is actually done,

even under present difficulties, before they

reach the age at which they can get a cer-

tificate of qualification, why should it not

be demanded ? If any are too indolent,

or too dull to acquire such an educadon,

they are unfit for the teacher's chair. Let

them try something else. They should

not, as "blind leaders of the blind," be

allowed to circumscribe the child's mental

vision by their own narrowness and empti-

ness.

It may be urged that all schools cannot

do the same work ;
that the large schools

with a dozen or more teachers would

eclipse the smaller ones. That objection

will not lie. The writer is no egotist, but
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he is willing that the large schools should

wear all the laurels they can win because

they are large. If by better methods and

more careful and deeper study other teach-

ers surpass him, then he will strive to drink

as deep as they at the same fountain.

This scheme is not propounded as the

best that can be adopted. Some one else

can undoubtedly improve on it. It is

suggested as a great improvement on the

present plan under which every high
school does "that which is right in its

own eyes." Moreover, as already inti-

mated, it is not an untried plan. Its

main features are now in successful opera-

tion on this continent. The tone and

strength that have been thereby given to the

whole educational machinery, the wonder-

ful improvement in teaching power on the

part of those in the profession, the extra-

ordinary advancement that all grades of

schools have made, and the firmness of

footing the high schools have acquired,

show clearly the wisdom of those who

originated and so successfully worked it

out. The increased intelligence and the

greater ability that will be acquired to

grapple with political and social problems,

will far more than compensate for the out-

lay incurred.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT,

To Our Subscribers,

We return our warmest thanks to our sub-

scribers for the prompt manner in which sub-

scriptions for 1879 are being renewed.

The business department of the Journal
has now assumed such proportions that it

requires the entire time of one person. Sub-

scribers who do not receive the Journal
regularly, who have any complaints to make,
or who have business communications of any
kind whatsoever, will please address Mr. H.
P. Garltox, who will hereafter have exclu-

sive charge of the business of the Journal.
All letters addressed to him will receive

prompt attention. Other communications,

general correspondence on educational top-

ics, articles for publication, and books for

review must be sent to the Editor.

We again desire to thank our friends for

the many favors received at their hands.

We trust they will not "
weary of well-doing."

We consider the success of the Journal
due mainly to the substantial assistance

given it by the ablest teachers of California.

Men, some of whom we met personally, for

the first time, but a few weeks ago, have

been for two years numbered among our

staunchest friends. We trust for an earnest

and active continuance of their interest.

The welfare of the public schools of Cali-

fornia imperatively demand an intelligent

and outspoken advocate. The enemies of

our system are numerous and bitter. Its

friends should be devoted and determined.

As long as this Journal is issued from the

press, so long will it fight with all the ability

at its command, all the influence it can wield,

and all the means within its owner's pos-

session for our common schools and their

teachers.

For these reasons we again appeal to our

friends for renewed efforts. Let every sub-

scriber endeavor to obtain at least one new
name. Let our list be doubled within this

year. The State Board of Education has

authorized the District Clerk to subscribe

for the Journal for the School Library.

Let each teacher see that his trustees sub-

scribe : and we shall endeavor to so im-
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prove the Journal that children and trus-

tees and parents will all be glad to read

each successive number.

We want, at least, twenty thousand sub-

scribers ; and teachers may rest assured,

that, whenever that circulation is attained,

a great power for the educational advance-

ment of our people will be created ;
and

no foe of civil and religious liberty shall

raise his voice or hand against our schools

without finding in us a rampart against which

all his fury shall prove impotent.

To Superintendents Concerning
Institutes.

We have the means at hand to supply

superintendents with Institute lecturers and

instructors. If timely notice is given us,

we can send them several of the ablest prin-

cipals of the State, men who have an almost

national reputation.

We will state here that there is no charge
connected with this to either the super-

intendent or to the lecturer sent. We
bring superintendents and experienced teach-

ers in communication with one another

purely from a desire to advance the educa-

tional standard of our profession, and benefit

our people. Last year we had fully fifteen

applications, and were unable to attend to

more than five or six. So, we desire timely
notice this year, and then mutual satisfaction

will be the result.

Cause of the Hard Times.

Some of our educational contemporaries
are much exercised over the problem

" What
causes the present hard times ?"

Barnes' Monthly suggests dishonesty as

the cause ; the Educational Weekly appa-
renth inclines to the belief that it is the
" sun spots."

We beg to suggest that it is laziness.

True, laziness is neitlier more nor less than

I form of dishonesty. A lazy people is neces-

sarily dishonest. The terms are interchange-
able and synonymous.
To us it appears that the one great evil of

our day and land is the laziness of the peo-

ple.

Our children are lazy. They do not so

often complain that their lessons are too long,
but they too often fail to study and learn

them. They expect their teachers " to ex-

plain
"
everything, so that they need not, by

thought and concentrated effort, search out

truth for themselves. They are willing to

remain in school as long as no great amount
of work is required of them ; and when they

graduate they hope and expect to enter on

some "
light and profitable employment."

Our parents are lazy. They are too lazy
to train their children themselves in those

duties which only a parent can fulfill. They
should teach their offspring lessons of relig-

ion and morality ;
but they expect one-half

hour per week in the Sabbath school will

save them the labor. The manners of their

children should be their especial charge, but

they delegate this duty to teachers, or, too

often, to street companions. They set their

children an example of laziness by their in-

sane anxiety to acquire sudden riches with-

out giving a proper equivalent of labor there-

for. Children are imitative
; they soon learn

that something is often obtained for noth-

ing
—

though that acquisition involves the loss

of self-respect, of honesty, and of regard for

the right of others.

Our legislators are lazy. They are very
anxious " to serve the people," which, trans-

lated into the vernacular, means doing noth-

ing at a large salary. No wonder that a

taste of office so often unfits men for honest

labor. Office means to the majority, idle-

ness. It does not mean study of the prin-

ciples of political economy or the laws of

government. As a class, our legislators are

too lazy to learn. Is it strange, then, that

such law-makers will call ninety cents a

dollar ? We protest, it is not dishonesty
but pure laziness that makes many men ad-

vocate a depreciated or an irredeemable cur-

rency.

Our teachers are lazy. They talk too
,

much, because talk fills in time, and it is

easier than teaching. They know, or have,
at least, a vague impression, that telling is

not teaching ;
but as long as "

pay-day
"

comes round regularly, and they are retained

in their positions, they go on in the same

old fashion. True, they are willing to em-
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brace every new theory or system of teach-

ing if it promises to save work ; but they

never fail to abandon it as soon as they learn

that any method to be efficient requires

knowledge and labor.

So it is in every plane and sphere of life.

The laborer is dissatisfied with his hours of

work ; the capitalist with his rates of inter-

est ;
the speculator with the slowness with

which his investment doubles or quadruples

itself ; the politician with his tardy honors ;

and each with his special lot in life. Every-

body wants something, but scarcely one is

willing to pay therefor its due equivalent of

labor. People grumble, but will not work.

So the world waits for the brave St. George
who shall rid the times of this great modern

dragon, Laziness.

Notes on Examination Question
Matters.

Progress of the Investigaiioii.

The first heat of the investigation has

passed, and matters now proceed more

slowly. The Committee 'have been earnest

and unremitting in their efforts ; but, as we

predicted last month, the query. Who fur-

nished Ewald the questions ? is still shroud-

ed in mystery. The fact that Ewald was en-

gaged in the sale has at length been estab-

lished ;
and we await the action of the au-

thorities against him.

Unfortunately, the framers of our laws

never contemplated such an infringement as

the sale of examination questions, so they

neglected to specify it as -even a misde-

meanor. The only hold on the man Ewald

is, that with the usual audacity of the suc-

cessful rogue, he denied all knowledge of

this sale of examination questions
—

posi-

tively denied ever having sold or even seen

any prior to examinations.

There is sufficient evidence in the hands

of the Committee to show that the man com-

mitted perjury ;
and for that crime, we trust,

he will be held accountable.

Influence of the Scandal on the Public.

One of the most remarkable features of

this scandal is its influence on the public

mind.

The full publication of the proceedings

of the Committee of Investigation, and the

strictures thereon by the daily press, are

mainly responsible for the feelings and opin-

ions of the people. But the daily press

know little or nothing of educational de-

tails : too often, editors and reporters are

the not-altogether unwilling dupes of inter-

ested or prejudiced parties. Hence, it is

not remarkable that so many wild opinions

and absurd theories are afloat to "
prevent

future fraud" and to punish the present per-

petrators.

A peculiar circumstance in this digraceful

scandal is its strange effect on the minds of

ordinarily calm and sensible men. They
have lost their heads

; self-control and judg-

ment are thrown to the winds
;
and with a

wild cry of "Reform ! honesty !" they ad-

vocate the destruction of a system of writ-

ten examinations for teachers, which is the

proudest contribution of California to the

educational development of the American

people.

Our System of Written Examinations for
Teachers' Certificates.

Barbarism and brute force may destroy in

an hour what the culture and refinement of

centuries have built up. So the only logical

system of ascertaining the scholastic fitness

of those who desire to enter the teachers'

ranks, bids fair to be destroyed in the pres-

ent excited state of the popular mind.

Newspaper editors, superintendents, and

teachers themselves appear to forget the

real object of a teachers' examination.

It is not, as they suppose and constantly as-

sert, to make teachers ;
still less to ascertain

who is endowed with the God-given attributes

of the true educator. No examination can

do this : normal schools and universities

even are powerless to this end ; only that

great training-school, practical experience in

the class-room and among children, can ever

demonstrate a man or woman's fitness for

the teacher's sphere.
A written examination can test but one

thing, and we have no other guage with

which to accomplish the same result
;
that

is, the amount of knowledge or information

at the command of the would-be teacher.

And these remarks brings us to oar next

point.
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On the Cha7'acterof our Examinatiofi Ques-
tions.

We have seen many examinations—per-

haps as many as sixty. These examinations

have extended over fourteen years of active

life. They embraced every variety of ques-
tions to which teachers were subjected, or

such as are periodically given the pupils ofour

schools. And we defy contradiction when
we assert that the set of examination ques-
tions was never printed, which was not

abused and denounced as absurd by a con-

siderable portion of the community.
There is not an ignorant girl of sixteen,

who has ever failed at an examination, who
does not emphatically declare the papers

composed of " catch
"

questions. And the

friends of the hundred such girls are but

too ready to rush to the local paper, and

complain of the injustice of asking such
" absurd questions

"
as,

"
Explain the trans-

formations of a frog," or " Give the number
of boards that can be sawed from a tree one

hundred and twenty feet high, etc., etc."

Our deliberate judgment of the questions
used for the examination of teachers in this

State, for the past ten years, is that, as a

whole, they are reasonable
; their greatest

fault is that they are too elementary in char-

acter and flood the profession with imma-
ture and unqualified teachers. They aie

not so difficult or searching as questions
used in other States

; and are utterly un-

worthy of comparison with the lowest-class

papers used to examine teachers in Canada.
But if they were as absurd as their extremest

critics assert, they would still be truer tests

of scholarship than the hap-hazard methods
of former years. We cannot condemn in too

strong language the utterly senseless " bal-

derdash " which is being talked, written,
and published on this subject of writ-

ten examinations. It is objected to on the

ground that it opens the door to fraud. Is

there one-half the opportunity for fraud that

would exist if every Board of Trustees
examined the applicants for its school .?

Or, if another prevalent and favored sug-
gestion is adopted (that of oral examina-

tion), imagine the universal howl of "
par-

tiality and unfairness "
that would go up

from every corner of California ! Everv

unsuccessful candidate would complain, and

perhaps with good reason, that his particular

questions had been more difficult than those

given the successful candidates. But, -posi-

tively, these theories are not worthy serious

consideration and discussion. Our system

may be faulty, but it is the best yet invented.

Other States in the Union are adopting it,

and making it the source from whence to sup-

plement their supply of trained teachers.

We are surprised that so many teachers

are found to join in this of cry
" absurd ques-

tions. If they are "absurd" it is because

of their elementary character, and because

they afford means for under-educated and

immature boys and girls to enter a profes-
sion that requires superior culture and train-

ed effort. Evidence to this point that should

be conclusive to every unprejudiced reader, is

! the fact that there are now in California two
teachers for every one place. For the best

interests of our profession, for the protec-
tion of the little ones confided to our

charge, and for the safety and prosperity of

future generations of American freemen, we
shall ever advocate and favor the mainte-

nance of a high moral and intellectual

standard for admission to the teachers'

ranks.

And we hold it at least probable that there

is the greater certainty in getting good men
and women when we place our educational

standard so high as to admit only the wise

and cultured. A learned and refined man

may be bad, an ignorant and coarse man is

almost sure to be.

The Remedy, in Brief.

After consultation with many leading teach-

ers, we make the following suggestions. Our
readers are requested, if they so desire, to

comment thereon. Correspondence is so-

licited :

First. Abolish all City and County Boards

of Examination.

Second. Organize a State Board of Ex-

amination, to hold at least three sessions,

annually, in different parts of the State.

These examinations should be both oral and
written

;
and no set of questions should ever

I

be used twice.

Third. The Normal School should be re-

, organized by the abolition of its Preparatory
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Department, and additional Normal and train-

ing schools should be established throughout
the State. A graduate of a Normal School

should be required to pass an examina-

tion before the State Board before obtain-

ing a certificate, but the Normal School train-

ing should be credited him in his examina-

tion. Experience in teaching, or graduation
from a Normal School or University should

be worth at least one-tenth the total number

of credits to the applicant for a certificate.

Conclusion. Our suggestions are few and

brief. They are substantially the same as

made by us before. Where they are modi-

fied or added to, it has been after considera-

ble thought and investigation. We are satis-

fied that no radical changes in our system
are necessary, that the few alterations sug-

gested will prove beneficial in the selection

of teachers, and that they will effectually pre-

vent future frauds.

Interview with Superintendent
Fred. M, Campbell of

Oakland.

An Oakland Ti'ibune reporter recently had

an interview v/ith Superintendent Campbell
of that city, on the subject of teachers' ex-

aminations. This is a topic of great im-

portance to teachers ;
and Mr. Campbell's

prominent position and eminent ability in-

vest the following expression of his opin-

ions with peculiar interest. The extracts

are from the account of the interview as

published in the Tribune. The letter fol-

lowing the interview is a short reply to some

strictures by the Rev. L. Hamilton of Oak-

land on school matters. Mr. Campbell's
letter has the true ring in it : his utterances

are fearless and pointed, and show that in

this hour of their need the teachers of the

State have found a Max.
We see some excellent ideas in Mr. Camp-

bell's suggestions, but likewise some serious

objections. In another column we give our

views on this subject.
—

[Ed,. Journal.]

Reporter Oakland Tribune.— * * *
Well,

to begin with, 1 will repeat my first question.

Do you approve of the written examination sys-

tem ?

NOT A FAIR TEST.

Campbell.—Emphatically no, I do not. Writ-

ten examinations as conducted in this State are

not a fair test of the qualifications of candidates

to teach.

Reporter.
—Will you please state your reasons

for that opinion ? How, and in what way do

they constitute an unfair test ? In other words,

how do they work ?

Campbell.—In this way : for illustration, sup-

pose a lady teacher of considerable experience

and marked success comes to California from—
say Chicago. Comes here to reap the benetit of

a change of climate
;
recommended to do so by

her physician. She is an accomplished lady of

wide culture, and of ten or twelve years' experi-

ence in the Chicago primaries. Arrived here,

and applying for examination, she is confronted

with a written examination cunningly prepared

on twenty-two different subjects, the technicali-

ties of which she has long since neglected. She

must answer the far-fetched questions right then

and there. Of course, she can't ;
and although

her ability to teach may be evident to the exam-

iners, she can get no certificate. Right by her

side is a girl fresh from a high school, or per-

haps from the State Normal School, freshly

drilled on the very topics on which the ques-

tions are based, and she answers the questions

correctly. Although w^ithout experience, and

perhaps too young to teach, she gets the cer-

tificate. The examiners have no discretion. If

they had any discretion in such a case, how dif-

ferent the result would be !

Reporter.
— I dare say this is not an uncommon

case ?

Campbell.—By no means uncommon. The

fact is the system is unfair and unsatisfactory in

every way.

Reporter.
—Have you thought of any plan to

remedy this state of things ?

HOW THE EVIL MAY BE REMEDIED.

Campbell.
—Yes, I have ;

and I am glad you

asked this question. The subject ought to be

ventilated, and I am willing to have the plan I

have on my mind subjected to the most careful

scrutiny. I have naturally given the subject

much thought. . To meet the state of things in-

dicated in the suppositious illustration I have

given, I v>'ould have the written examination

system entirely abrogated by the power that

created it, and in its place I would have a com-

mission appointed to examine candidates and

grant State certificates. This commission I

would have consist of three men appointed

either by the Governor of the State or the Su-
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preme Court. I would have these men selected

for their pre-eminent educational attainments and

culture, unexceptional social standing, undoubted

integrity, and peculiar fitness for the task of

judging of the qualifications of applicants for

teachers' positions.

Reporter.—Would y>a uw away with county
examiners and county certificates ?

Campbell.—Certainly, that is what the plan

contemplates.

Reporter.—For how long a period would you
have these commissioners serve ?

Campbell.—For life, or during good behavior,

and the salary should be liberal—sufficient to

insure the acceptance of the office by gentlemen
of the requisite ability amd standing. In short,

a salary that would conmiand good men.

Reporter.
—Where would you have the exam-

inations held ?

Campbell.—At various convenient points at

different localities throughout the State
;
and I

would have the examinations limited to one or two

sessions a year in each locality.

Reporter.—Would you designate or specify in

the statute creating this commission in what

branches the examinations should be held ?

EXAMINATIONS SHOULD BE ORAL.

Campbell.—I would not restrict them. I

would not have the examinations confined to any

particular branches. The examinations ought to

be oral—conducted something like the examina-

tion of candidates for admission to the bar,

held by the Supreme Court.

Reporter.—For how long a time would you
have the certificates granted ?

Campbell.—Well, to carry out the idea, I

would have the certificate granted on a first ex-

amination a third -grade certificate, to hold good
for one year. At the end of that period, if the

teacher reappeared for examination, and ap-

peared with satisfactory testimonials as to prac-

tical success, and the second examination proved

satisfactory, a second-grade certificate might be

issued. At the end of a second successful year's

teaching, and a third satisfactory examination,

the teacher would be entitled to a first-grade

State certificate.

Reporter.
—That would work a very great rev-

olution in school matters.

Campbell.—Well, it would be a quiet, blood-

less revolution that would create no disturbance

and work no harm, at least, to the cause of edu-

cation. I am decidedly in earnest proposing
this plan. Its advantages over the present sys-

tem would be very great. One advantage would

be the personal presentation of candidates. When
candidates appeared the Commissioners would

have an opportunity to judge of the character of

their minds, their energy, capacity to govern,

tact in teaching, etc.—an opportunity not af-

forded by the present system. They could judge

whether a candidate was intending to take up

teaching temporarily as a make-shift, or had

really chosen teaching for the love of it, and de-

sired to follow it as a profession.

Reporter.
—Would not this be conferring too

much power on any three men ?

ANOTHER ADVANTAGE.

Campbell.—No; that is another of the ad-

vantages of the plan. This power ought to be

concentrated
;

and with this concentration of

power would follow the personal responsibility

which would insure conscientious attention and

discharge of the important duties of the Com-

missioners.

Reporter.
—You would do away with local

boards ?

Campbell.
—Yes; if we created local boards

we would have different standards in different

localities. We would not have a consistent ed-

ucational system on account of the diversity in

the constitutions of the various boards. Again,

the local boards would not devote much of their

time or attention to the business—they could

not be expected to.

Reporter.—What would you do with the teach-

ers now holding certificates under the present

system ?

Campbell.—O, it would not do to disregard or

annul them except for cause. But those hold-

ing them v/ould pass out of the way in time.

Reporter.
—Would you have the examinations

strictly oral ?

Campbell.— I would leave these trusted and re-

sponsible Commissioners untramelled and wholly

free as to that.

Reporter.—Would it be possible for three men

to examine candidates for the whole State ?

Campbell.
—Three men would be ample. The

examinations would be very greatly simplified.

Many of the candidates could be disposed of in

a few minutes. There would not so many girls

attend the examinations "just for the fun of the

thing" as now do. For instance, suppose now

I
that I am one of the Commissioners. A young

I girl hardly into long dresses applies for exam-

j

ination. A minute's casual conversation show

me that she is not a proper person to grant
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a cer'.ihcate to. I do not want to waste her

<time or my own. How easy to get rid of

her. Why, I could say to her in my pleas-

antest way, "Now. just put aside all bash-

fulness and imagine me an overgrown, stupid

ignoramus of a boy who don't know anything

about arithmetic further than to work small ex-

amples in simple addition. Just go to the black-

board now and show me how you would go to

work to cultivate my bump of calculation."

Five minutes at the blackboard would put her

at sea, of course. I coukl kindly intimate to

her that she had better apply herself to her

studies for twelve months longer, and come be-

fore the Board at the end of another year, and

that would do for her. In other words, it

would not take three days' tedious wading

through a labyrinth of abstruse topics to de-

termine whether a girl ought to teach, or was fit

only to "suckle fools, and chronicle small beer."

Reporter.
—Would State certificates thus grant-

ed possess as high a value as credentials when the

holder moved to another State ?

Campbell.
— They would possess a higher

value. They would possess an advantage over

a physician's or lawyer's diploma or a minister's

license to preach. A doctor's diploma certifies

that he has successfully passed an examination

as to his knowledge of the constitution of the

human frame and the functions of the various

organs of the body, and as to the theory of

medical practice in the school in which he

studied, but it is no guarantee of his skill

and competence as a practising physician. A
first-grade teacher's certificate, however, under

the system I have outlined, would not only be a

certificate as to qualification, but also a testi-

monial that these qualifications had been tested

in at least two years' actual, successful, and tri-

umphant practice.

Reporter.—What would you do with gradu-

ates of the State Normal School who should ap-

ply for certificates?

Campbell.
—I would not grant even a third -

grade certificate to a State Normal School grad-

uate except on a satisfactory examination. As

to their knowledge of the theory of teaching,

the Normal training would, of course, give them

an advantage, for they would be examined as to

their fitness to teach. This Commission would

be responsible for authorizing them to teach—a

responsibility that ought not to be divided.

Reporter.
—Would not the proposed new sys-

tem injure the Normal School ?

Campbell.
—So far from its working an injury

or disadvantage, it would be decidedly to the ad-

vantage of any institution that deserved the name.

It would afford an opportunity of comparing the

status of their graduates with that of those who

had not undergone the Normal School training.

"the school scandal.'"

" The Immorality of our Teachkks, and our Stand-

ards OF Morality" — A Protest Against the

Wholesale Charges Against Public School-

teachers— Reply to the Discourse i!y Rev. Dr.

Hamilton.

Editor Tribune : The above title or subject

of a discourse delivered by Rev. L. Hamilton,

last Sunday, and published in your issue of yes-

terday with flaming head-lines, contains a charge

or insinuation, as wanting in truth and justice,

as it is in good taste.

There are one hundred and ten teacheis em-

ployed in our Oakland public schools, all but

eight of whom are ladies.

During the seven years in which 1 have been

connected with the Department, not a single

word or suspicion of immoral conduct on the

part of a single teacher in our employ has come

to my knowledge', a record of which any church

in this city might well be proud. If Mr. Ham-

ilton has heard of any Such conduct he has, to

put it mildly, made a great mistake in not in-

forming the proper authorities. If he is not

cognizant of such conduct, his choice of subject

is wickedly cruel.

The detection of the double-dyed villainy of a

few scoundrels in a neighboring city who, for

gain, have availed themselves of the necessities

and weakness of a few girls, to tempt them into

the commission of a wrong, furnishes no ade-

quate excuse for the sweeping charge which has

gone out as widely as the large circulation of

your paper can spread it,

I do not remember that the Beecher, Kalloch,

McCloskey, and other scandals drew forth a dis-

course on "Church Scandal,"
" The Immorality

of our Preachers, and Their Standards of Moral-

ity," nor the fall of Duncan and others one upon
"Bank Scandals," "The Immorality of Bank

Presidents," etc.; nor should they have done it,

though the injustice would have been no greater,

and the possible evil results much less. It

would seem to be bad enough that pulpit dis-

courses, sand-lot harangues, and newspaper edi-

torials should be so largely devoted to teaching

that all men and women are bad, society rotten,

government officers scoundrels, and, to the ex-
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tent of their influence, tending to destroy the

confidence of man in man
,
and so long as it is

continued, so long will pulpit, press, and sand-

lots be still compelled to own and lament their

])Owerles5ne5s for good, and to mourn, and

l^roan, and weep that things are going from bad

lo worse.

All this, I say, is bad enough, but at one fell

swoop unnecessarily to weaken or destroy the con-

fidence of children and youth in those appointed

to guide and teach them, is infinitely worse. I

don't believe men and woman are bad. I think

they are good—all better than we are apt to

think them, and the hopelessly depraved the

rare exceptions. There is little hope for the

future of the children of that family, in the gov-

erning of whom, they are continually told what

scamps and liars they are, and how altogether

had. They will get to believe it by and by,

and they will rarely fail to sustain the reputation.

I am reminded of the success of that expen-

nient in which a dozen men agreed to meet and

tell a certain man, one after the other, how sick

he looked. He did not know anything was the

matter with him till they told him, and indeed

there was nothing, but the result of the experi-

ment was that he went home very sick indeed.

And now, gentlemen of the pulpit and of the

press, if you believe what you say and teach to
i

be true, and that society is so fast going down
j

in:o the hopeless depths of all vice," have the
j

frankness also to own that your efforts for its !

improvement havj all bejn in the wrong direc-
j

tion and hence useless
;
mend your course of

j

action, or for God's sake, step down and out.

But, Mr. Editor, I did not intend to write a

liscourse, and must apologize for the length to
|

which I have already extended my note.

I simply intended to enter my protest against

the wholesale reflection upon as pure, honest,

and earnest a corps of teachers as were ever

gathered together in one Department. And I

will close by saying that I believe if Mr. Ham-
ilton or any one else, will go into any and all

walks of society in the city and select one hun-

dred ladies of the best he knows, and compare
them intellectually and morally, and in all that

goes to make the pure, true, goo;i woman with

our teachers, the one hundred that will suffer by
the comparison will not be the one hundred la-

lies that are teaching in the Oakland School De-

partment. The men can take careof themselves.

Respectfully, F. M. Campbell,
Supr , of Srbi ii>l<.

The following from the office of Dr. Wick-
ersham of Pennsylvania, will itndoubtedly

prove of general interest :

" The Department of Superintendence of

the National Teachers' Association will hold

a special meeting in the city of Washington,
D. C, during the first week of February.
The meetings of this body in Washington

during the sessions of Congress have always

been productive of the very best results.

The forthcoming meeting is expected to be

larger and more influential than any of its

predecessors. The leading educators of the

country will attend it from the North, South,

Flast, and West. Papers are expected from

Gen. Eaton, United States Commissioner of

Education; Dr. Sears of the Peabody Fund;

Judge Strong of the Supreme Court; Dr.

Eliot, Superintendent of the Boston Schools ;

Dr. Philbrick, United States Educational

Commissioner at the Paris Exposition ;
Mr.

Apgar, Superintendent of vSchools in New
Jersey; Mr. Doty, Superintendent of Schools

in Chicago ;
Mr. Orr, Superintendent of

Schools in Georgia ;
Dr. Ruffner, Superin-

tendent of Schools in Virginia ;
Prof. Walter

Smith of Massachusetts, and others. The dis-

cussions will cover the live national educa-

tional issues now before the country. The

proceedings will be arranged so as to bear di-

rectly upon the questions of strengthening
the National Bureau of Education, the dis-

tribution of proceeds of the public lands for

educational purposes, and others now pend-

ing in Congress. Programmes giving in

detail the arrangements for the meeting, and

stating specifically the order of exercises,

will be published in circular form at an early

day."

We publish some suggestive ques-

tions by Deputy-Superintendent Stone, for

the grammar grades, in arithmetic. Next

month more of Mr. Stone's questions will

appear The remainder of the State Exam-

ination Questions of December will likewise

be published at that time.

The attention of teachers is called to our

Publishers' Notes. There are some new
announcements there this month.
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The Article *' Education" in the

New State Constitution.

The Constitutional Convention is approach-

ing the end of its labors. The article on Ed-

ucation, almost the last to be considered,

has been taken up and disposed of. But

little more remains to be done ; and, by the

time this Journal is issued, the Conven-

tion will have adjourned sitie die. In May,

the new Constitution will be submitted to

the people for adoption or rejection. As

far as we have examined its details, we can

conscientiously approve them. The follow-

ing article, while not all that was desired, is

probably all that could be expected in our

present condition of society, and in this

stage of our intellectual and material progress.

We cannot refrain from an expression

of surprise and regret at one feature which

forcibly thrust itself upon our notice, during

the discussions in the Convention in regard

to education.

This is,that the cultured and w^ealthy mem-

bers were arrayed (with a few notable ex-

ceptions, such as Judge Winans) as the bit-

ter opponents of a broad and liberal common

school system
—a system which should give

a liberal culture to the children of the

masses—which should break down caste,

and more firmly estabhsh the pillars of re-

publican government on the foundation of

an intelligent people.

It is with a deep feeling of gratitude that

we testify that the Workingmen's delegates

were found almost to a man, on the side of

a broad and liberal system of public instruc-

tion. If this Constitution is adopted, the

teachers and parents of California will owe

it to the Workingmen that a system of well-

organized, free, unsectarian schools is recog-

nized in the fundamental law oif the common-

wealth.

We shall, in the several successive numbers

of the Journal, between this time and May,

comment on the different sections of the new

Constitution. We shall be pleased to hear

from our readers meanwhile in regard to the

following article on

EDUCATION.

Section i . A general diffusion of knowl-

edge and intelligence being essential to the

preservation of the rights and liberties of

the people, the Legislature shall encour-

age by all suitable means, the promotion
of intellectual, scientific, moral, and agri-

cultural improvements.

Sec 2. A Superintendent of Public In-

struction shall, at the first gubernatorial

election after adoption of this Constitution,

and every four years thereafter, be elected,

by the qualified voters of the State. He
shall receive a salary equal to that of the

Secretary of State, and shall enter upon
the duties of his office on the first Monday
in January next after his election.

Sec. 3. A Superintendent of Schools

for each county shall be elected by the

qualified voters thereof at the first guber-

natorial election, and every four years

thereafter
; provided, that the Legislature

may authorize two or more counties to

unite, and elect one Superintendent for all

the counties so uniting.

Sec 4- The proceeds of all lands that

have been or may be granted by the United

States to this State for the support of com-

mon schools which may be, or may have

been, sold or disposed of, and the five

hundred thousand acres of land granted

to the new States under an Act of Con-

gress distributing the proceeds of the pub-
lic lands among the several States of the

Union, approved a. d. 1841, and all es-

tates of deceased persons who may have

died without leaving a will or heir, and

also such per cent, as may be granted, or

may have been granted, by Congress on the

sale of lands in this State, shall be and

remain a perpetual fund, the interest of

which, together with all the rents of the

unsold lands, and such other means as the

Legislature may provide shall be inviola-

bly appropriated to the support of com-

mon schools throughout the State.

Sec 5. The Legislature shall provide
for a system of common schools by which

a free school shall be kept up and sup-

ported in each district at least six months
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in every year; after the first year, in which

a school has been established.

Sec. 6. The public school system shall

include primary and grammar schools,

and such high schools, evening schools,

normal schools, and technical schools as

may be established by the Legislature, or

by any municipal or district authority ;
but

the entire revenue derived from the State

School Fund, and the State School Tax,

shall be applied exclusively to the support

of primary and grammar schools. In the

primary and grammar schools no language

but the English shall be taught.

Sec. 8. The local Boards of Education,

and the Boards of Supervisors aud County

Superintendents of the several counties

which may not have County Boards of Ed-

ucation, shall adopt a series of text-books

for the use of the common schools within

their respective jurisdictions. The text-

books so adopted shall continue in use for

not less than four years. They shall also

have control of the examination of teach-

ers and the granting of teachers' certifi-

cates within their respective jurisdictions.

Sec 9. No public money shall ever be

appropriated for the use of any sectarian

or denominational school, or any school

not under the exclusive control of the offi-

cers of the public schools
;
nor shall any

sectarian or denominational doctrine be

taught or instruction therein be permitted

directly or indirectly in any of the com-

mon schools of this State.

Sec. 20. The University of California

is hereby declared to be a perpetual insti-

tution of this State, organized to adminis-

ter a great public trust, and the Legisla-

lature shall have no power to impair or

divert any gift, grant, or donation made to

it from the purposes or objects of those

making such gift, grant, or donation. Its

officers shall hold office for such time as

the Legislature may prescribe. Instruc-

tion shall be therein given, in addition to

other matters, in agriculture, metallurgy.

the mechanic arts, and applied sciences,

It shall be entirely independent of all po-

litical and sectarian influences.

SCIENCE RECORD.

This Record is under the editorial charge
of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-
munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

Iridescent glass is made by burning chloride

of tin in the furnace. Fumes are thus produced
for which warm glass has great affinity, and

which immediately produce an iridescent sur-

face upon it. To heighten the effect, a small

quantity of the nitrates of baryta and strontia

may be used.—Popular Science Monthly .

Mr. J. Norman Lockyer believes he has suc-

ceeded in proving that many of the " elements "

are in reality compound bodies, and writes a

note to the Paris Academy of Sciences to that

effect.

A late number of a publication of the Rus-

sian Geographical Society contains a report by

Capt. Sidensner on the possibility of a water

communication between the headwaters of the

Obi and Yenisei.

Science Class Books. —Longmans, Green &

Co., London, are publishing a series of ele-

mentary works on science, which are of great

interest to teachers, as they are suited to the ca-

pabilities and comprehension of school -boys and

girls. They are prepared by men eminent in

their several departments, and thus will be en-

tirely trustworthy ;
their plan, also, is such that

they form a basis for more advanced study.

The great want of the present time is a more

thorough knowledge of those plants and animals

with which man, in his battle for existence, is

constantly coming in contact. These element-

ary science class-books are prepared with spe-

cial reference to the wants of the English public

schools. Thus far four have been published as

follows :

1. Botany; Outlines of Morphology and Phys-

iology.

2. Botany ;
Outlines of Classification of

Plants.

3. Zoology of the Vertebrate Animals.

4. Zoology of the Invertebrate Animals.
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The two on luitaiiy aro by ilu celebrated W.

Ramsav MeXab. M P., ami tho>e on Zoology l)y

Prof. A. MacAli-.er. The series is to be edited

by G. Carv l-"oster, F. R. S., and Philip Mag-
nus. 1^ Se.

rhe japan J/j/7 states that an asiionomieal

observatory is to hd established within the pre-

cincts of the Cieographical Btireau of Tokio.

The Chinese are gradually yielding to the

pressure of European and American civilization.

1; !- now reported tha: valuable and extensive

mines of coal, iron, and plumbago in the neigh-

borhood of the Vangs-tze-kiang are to be opened
without delay under the auspices of a Chinese

viceroy, also that they are about to commence the

erection or a line of telegraph from Tsintsin to

Taku.

The theory that very small organisms, either

animal or vegetable, are the cause of all infectious

diseases, is very generally accepted at the pres-

ent day. It passes as established and almost

mathematically proven, because this theory alone

is able to explain for us a series of phenomena
t'lat would otherwise be totally inexplicable.

Hence the alpha and omega of all precautions

directed against infectious diseases and epidem-
ics consists in combating and destroying these

organisms,
—

Scientific American.

ART NOTES.

This department is under the editorial

charge of H. P. Cakltox, to whom all com-

munications relating thereto must be ad-

dressed.

The Committee on the School of Design of the

San Francisco Art Association have awarded the

tollowing prizes : Oil painting
—First prize, Avery

gold medal, T. A. Flarrison
;
second prize, silver

medal, Miss Nellie Hopps ;
third prize, silver

medal, Miss M. Y.. Jones. Crayon drawing—
First prize, Alvord gold medal. Miss H. B. Fos-

ter
; second prize, silver medal. Miss A. B. Chit-

tenden
;

third prize, diploma, T. A. Harrison
;

fourth prize, diploma. Miss Turrel
; fifth prize,

diploma, E. W. Baker
; sixth prize, diploma, J.

E. Stuart. The financial report showed the re-

ceipts of the year to be $5,169.97 ; expenditures,

M,4ii-.S3; balance on hand, $758.44. The av-

erage number of pupils during the year was 74 ;

number enrolled 90 ;
the studies in oil 348, and

drawings 1,067.

The following resolutions were adopted by the

Board of Directors at the last meeting of the

Art Association :

First. That the next exhibition open on Tues-

day, March 4th, 1879, and that it consist of

local works only.

Second. That no painting be admitted that

has been publicly exhibited in this city.

Third. That no painting be received after

Saturday, March ist.

Fourth. That no work be withdrawn before

the final closing of the exhibition.

Fifth. That the price of paintings be printed
on the catalogues.

Special efforts are being made to have this su-

perior to any of the exhibitions ever held by the

Association. Each artist is at work on a picture

for displaying the best of his powers.

A head of " Amanda," in oils, by Fugani, an

artist of this city, is on exhibition at 637 Market

street, under the Palace Hotel.

Jules Tavernier has on exhibition a small moon-

light, treated in his own poetic style. The clus-

tered, creamy clouds, though often seen in na-

ture, are very different from the conventional

moonlight sky. "A Canyon in Colorado," by
the same artist, reminds one somewhat of his

noted picture "The Disputed Pass." Tavernier

goes to Monterey for the purpose of arranging
his business preparatory to removing his easel to

this city.

Miss E. Strong sends up from her Monterey
studio two pictures which are characterized by
her usual fidelity and finish of drawing.

" Struck

Oil
"

is the name she has bestowed on a care-

fully painted stable interior, where a lean and

hungry sheep is gathering up the hay which has

fallen from the racks. A realistic view in Mon-

terey will be immediately recognized by all who
have visited tnat cjuaint, old-time Spanish city.

NEWS RECORD.
Educational.

Detroit has three public kindergartens ;
and in

connection with one of them a normal class for

training kindergarten teachers has just been es-

tablished.

VV. J. Shoup, editor of the Iowa Normal
Monthly, was elected to the Presidency of the
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Iowa State Association of Teachers for the en-

suing year. The compliment was graceful and

well-deserved, and reflects equal credit on the

teachers of Iowa and on Prof. Shoup.

The Argentine Republic is equal in territory
to all the United States east of the Mississippi,
Ix)uisiana and Texas added. The population
reaches 2,000,000, against 40,000,000 in our own
country. In each province there is one city.
The wilderness comes up to the very streets of

the compact and sleepy city. The most influ-

ence in perpetuating the barbarism of plains and

torpidity of cities is Spanish legislation. In 1810,
Buenos Ayres overthrew the Spanish government,
but the brigands ruled till 1862, when railroads

were introduced at the rate of 1,380 miles in

three years. In fifteen years colleges and pub-
lic schools were the order of the day. There
was an abundance of professors appointed by
the government. The constitution of the coun-

try was modeled after ours, but much added in

the line of compulsory education. School-houses
are simply mud huts

; teacher and pupil often

seek shelter fi-om the sun under the branches of

some friendly tree. In many places, crossing
themselves, and being able to repeat the cate-

chism comprise the summum bonum of education.

Religious teaching is considered of much more
value than in this country. "Morals and man-
ners "

are not idle wojds in their curriculum.—
Practical Teacher.

Japan has a permanent endowment fund for

educational purposes of $8,000,000.

The school population of Germany (6 to 14)
is 7,100,000.

The average income of Irish school-teachers

is $330, but ninety-six of the total number— 10,-

489—have $680 ; 362, $460; 1,513, $355, and
the rest $275, These are men. Female teach-
ers have from $525 down to $225.

The Girls' Latin School, organized in Boston
hist February, has now seventy-eight pupils, and
is extremely successful in its work. The stu-

dents have made remarkable progress.

The Johns Hopkins University, at Baltimore,

proposes to start, during the winter, a class of

>chojl-teachers for instruction in zoology. It

will be limited to students of normal colleges,
those engaged in teachmg, or who intend to teach .

The whole number will be fifteen. The course
will consist of the study by lectures and work
in the laboratory of a few typical forms of life,

for the purpose of acquainting the students with
a general outline of the animal kingdom as a
whole. The course of instruction will be in

charge of Prof. W. K. Brooks.— JVeei/y .

There are over 7,000 Americans studying in

German schools and universities. The Consul
at Wurtemberg estimates that over $4,500,00 is

thus annually expended by Americans in Ger-

many.

The Swedish school system is perhaps equal
to any in the world. Of the children of the

school age, ninety-seven per cent, attend school.

Eight months is the length of the school term.
Sweden has seven normal schools. The teach-
ers are required to have normal training. Pen-
sions are given to disabled and superannuated
teachers. Only one case of corporal punish-
ment is reported since 1866.

Two thousand new school -houses are to be
erected in Italy, and education is to be made com-

pulsory. There were, in 1875, 78,000 persons
in the prisons of Italy and 2,180,000 pupils in

public and private schools—one convict for every
twenty-six pupils.

The Minister of Public Instruction has deter-

mined on establishing two female universities in

Italy
—one at Rome, the other at Florence.

Portugal has one university, Coimbra, founded
in 1290. It has seventy instructors and 1,100
students. There are 3,450 elementary schools,

and parents whose children cannot read and

write by fifteen years of age, lose their political

rights.

Industrial drawing and vocal music are obli-

gatory branches of instruction in the public
schools of Switzerland. About five hours are

given to drawing and two to singing each week.
— Virginia Journal.

State Superintendent Van Coelln of Iowa, says
in his forthcoming report, that " the graduates of

the Iowa State University number 1,086; 397 from

the Collegiate ; 542 from the Law ;
and 147 from

the Medical Department. The collegiate grad-
uates engage to a very large extent in teaching,
thus making the University a live factor in the .

educational work of the State. Of 142 princi-

pals and superintendents reported as having been

educated in universities and colleges, nearly

twenty-seven per cent, are representatives of the

State University. The number from the State

University exceeds the number from the other

colleges and universities of Iowa.—Practical

Teacher.

The University of Nebraska, located at Lin-

coln, has erected a hall for young ladies Adhere

good living is supplied for three dollars per week.

On 125 th street, between Second and Third

avenues, there is one of the largest grammar-
schools in the city. The building is six stories

high, and about 1,600 pupils are in attendance.

The day before Thanksgiving, about the middle

of the forenoon, the janitor discovered a fire

which was about to burst into flames, in the fur-

nace flues. Realizing the danger of a panic, he

quickly informed the principal, Miss Kate M.

Falvey. With great presence of mind she called

the school to attention, told them that as the fol-

lowing day was Thanksgiving she would give

them a half-holiday beforehand, and directed

them to see how promptly they could leave the

building. About two-thirds of the pupils had

reached the street when the cry of " fire
" was

raised, but Miss Falvey succeeded m quelling

the panic that was instantly aroused, and finally

all gained the street without serious injury.

Such piesence of mind and tact are most valua-

ble gifts in a teacher.—-//^r/^r'j- Weekly.
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Foreign and Domestic.

Scarlet fever and diphtheria have been epi-

demic in New York City for the past month.

The deaths have averaged nearly one hundred a

week.

This last month has been unprecedently cold.

A belt of territory extending through the North

Temperate Zone, from 30*^ to 60" north, has ex-

perienced a period of extreme cold, to which

the records of the past twenty-five years offer

no parallel. The consequent destitution and

suffering have been very great. In England,

especially, where hundreds of factories have

suspended operations, and tens of thousands of

workmen thrown out of employment, the dis-

tress has been without precedent.

Resumption went into practical effect on Jan-

uary I St, and currency is, at last, at par with gold.
There was not the slightest difficulty at any of

the U. S. Treasuries in resuming gold payments ;

in fact more gold was received than paid out.

The Southern Pacific Railroad is now com-

pleted fifty miles east of Fort Yuma, A. T.

Trains run to the latter place.

A decision of the Supreme Court of the United

States establishes the illegality of polygamy, and

enables the Federal officers to enforce the Act of

1862, which prohibits the <'
peculiar institution."

A body of hostile Cheyennes, imprisoned in

Fort Robinson, Nebraska, made a desperate at-

tempt to escape on January loth. They fired on

their guards and filed. The troops pursued, fired

on them, killed thirty, and recaptured some fifty.

There are about fifty still at large.

The British have occupied Candahar, in Afghan-
istan, and are now on their march to Cabul.

The Pope, Leo XII, has issued an Encyclical
Letter. It condemns Socialism, Communism,
and Nihilism, and considers that " these sinister

agencies spring from the Reformation." The

Encyclical, in all points, bears a general resem-

blance to those of the Pope's predecessor.

Dom Espartero, the illustrious Spanish states-

man, is dead.

Archbishop Purcell of Cincinnati and his

brother are insolvent to the extent of $500,000.
The Archbishop has resigned his diocese, but

strenuous efforts are being made to induce the

Pope to refuse to accept the resignation, and to

continue him in his office.

A bill for the taking of the Tenth Federal

Census in 1880, has been reported by Repre-
sentative Cox of New York. The sum of $3,-

000,000 is fixed as the maximum cost. The
census is to be very full, and is to include valu-

able schedules of information never obtained in

any previous census. The President is to ap-

point the Superintendent of the Census.

The Sub-Treasury building in New York is be-

ing fortified against any raid upon its treasures in

case of a riot.

The United States sailing ship Constitution

went ashore on the English coast about the mid-
dle of January.

A natural mammoth cave has been discovered

near Columbia, Tuolumne county.

The Directors of the City of Glasgow Bank
are on trial at Edinburgh, charged with fraud,

theft, and embezzlement.

The thermometer marked 60'' below zero Jan-

uary 8th, at Battleford, the capital of the New-
western Territory.

MATHEMATICS.
This department is under the, editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

The following problem is submitted by

A. F. Parsons :

In a right-angled triangle find the sides

having given the hypothenuse (10) and the

difference of the lines from the acute

angles to the center of the inscribed cir-

cle (2).

The following example may be a famil-

iar one to many of our readers. It is pro-

posed to solve it by a short method, em-

ploying no equation of a higher degree

than the second :

Xy [x
—

y)= 6.

In the January number the equation

(j»;2-|-4) (^x -{- 2) {x
—

2)
= x— 2, was

legitimately derived from xa— :*;=: 14.

If the factor x— 2= 0, the former of

these two equations is not absurd, as

claimed by some, li x— 2 has any other

value, then (.;t:2-|-4) (a;-(-2)
= i. In this

case j»;2 -(- 4 and x-{-2 must each be i,

or each must be the reciprocal of the

other, both of which suppositions are im-

possible. Hence Ji:
— 2=:0, and x=2.

COURTLAND, SaCRAMENTO Cc, CaL., )

Jan. 3, 1879. I
Editor Journal : A recent issue of your

excellent paper contains the query,
" What

is the largest [probably the writer meant
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the longest] board that can be laid flatwise

in a room, which is twelve by sixteen feet,

the board twelve inches wide ?"

We off'er the following answer, which,

if criticised, will give rule and authority,

123 -f- 162=202— (diagonal
— 11.52=19

feet 0.48 inch.

J. K. Stephenson.

If the sides of the triangles that are

given are respectively 7.2 and 9.6 in., the

true answer must be 19 ft. 0.504 in. The

diagonal of the room is not parallel with

the length of the board, which length is

found by taking the line representing that

length as the hypothenuse of a triangle

whose other sides are portions of two ad-

jacent sides of the room. The figure il-

lustrating this solution is evidently out of

proportion.
—

[Ed. Mathematical Dept.]

We would offer another solution of the

problem in which x^— .r= 14.

As before, .r4 := 1 4 -|- .r,

and x^— 1 6 =: jr— 2.

Let d represent the difference in each

member.

Then x*— 16= d

and X— 2 = d

or x4=d-\- 16

and x= d-\- 2

Involving each number of this last equa-

tion to the 4th power—

x4= {x -^ly
Hence ^-f 16= (^4- 2)4

But this equation is impossible, unless

d=o.
Therefore, x— 2 =

and x=z 2

CORRESPONDENCE, NOTES,
AND QUERIES.

Chico, Cal, Jan. 12, 1879.

Editor Journal : The late school frauds,

that is, frauds in the school examinations of

this State, have called forth many sugges-

tions regarding the present mode of exam-

ining applicants for teachers' certificates.

Some of these I will note just for the

sake of novelty ; they will show what a

diversity of opinion there is upon this

vexatious question.

It has been suggested by one that trus-

tees do the examining of applicants for

their schools. Such an idea must have

arisen in the mind of one of the genus homo

called
" antediluvian fossils

"
with whom

we occasionally meet. Such a system of

examination would carr}' us back in the

cause of education to the days of our an-

cestors
;
to the days when physical ability

was the only requisite for teaching the

three R's—reading, 'riting, and 'rithme-

tic— to the days when

* Long ago there came a teacher,

Old and grim, by no means tasty,

And he got permission somehow

To teach urchins in the school-house,

In the school-house of our district.
"

« He was grim, as I have told you,

And his power had no limit ;

For indeed he was a tyrant,

But the children called him master.

And as such they greatly feared him,

Dreaded both his birch and hick'ry."

No, Mr. Editor, such a course deserves

only to be mentioned that it may be con-

demned.

Another suggests the propriety of organ-

izing a State Board of Examination, whose
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duty it shall be to visit ever)- county in the

State, nominally for the purpose of hold-

ing examinations. This might be well

enough provided it would lessen the

chances of fraud. But would it do so?

I think not. It would simply place the

power of granting certificates in the hands

of men as liable to be bribed as are those

now charged with fraud, and would only

shift the responsibility without removing it.

Another suggests that the County Super-

intendents be empowered to examine ap-

plicants in their respective counties, and

to grant certificates upon such evidence as

they deem sufficient. Are County Super-

intendents less liable to these little indis-

cretions than other members of the pro-

fession ? Are all the Superintendents pro-

fessionally qualified to examine the quali-

fications of teachers in their counties ?

My experience has taught me that Super-

intendents are pretty much like other peo-

ple
—

perhaps a little more so.

Still another says, leave the matter with

County Boards exclusively. Let them

prepare their own questions and conduct

their own examinations, subject, however,

to general rules of the State Board of Ed-

ucation. This is, I think, the best sugges-

tion I have heard. It would be a very

good plan, and would probably lessen the

chances for fraud, provided the Board of

Examination could be formed of teachers

of known and acknowledged integrity and

ability. And provided they be allowed

just compensation for their services, that

is, such a sum as would justify them in

preparing carefully their work for the ex-

amination, such work as would thoroughly

test the qualifications of the applicants.

And provided they be empowered to call

their meetings at such time as would en-

able all the members to attend without

being obliged to close school to do so.

Could this be done, could such Board

be appointed to serve at least two years,

could they have full power in the matter,

could they be justly compensated, could

they be punished for dereliction of duty,

I think this question of fraud in exam-

inations might be satisfactorily settled.

The present system is good enough pro-

vided it can be kept pure. But the sim-

ple fact that the questions emanating from

the State Board must pass through so

many hands before reaching their destina-

tion, is proof enough that fraud can be

practiced by those who are disposed to

obtain certificates fraudulently.

This matter ought to be fixed upon some

more solid basis, now that so much corrup-

tion has been shown to exist. While the

subject is fresh let us settle it permanently.

Let us punish to the extent of the law all

those who have been in any way connected

with these disgraceful proceedings. Let us

show them that they have rendered them-

selves justly contemptible, and that such

acts are not to be countenanced by teach-

ers who have a just feeling of pride in the

purity of their profession

I would like to follow this subject a little

longer, but other matters demand atten-

tion. Respectfully yours, S.

Watsonville, Nov. 27th, 1878.

Editor School and Home Journal :

I am quite interested in the different

methods of instructing primary pupils in

arithmetic.

I find the following quite successful, and

beginners will get quite an idea of num-

bers before they are aware that they are

studying arithmetic. I commence by ask-

ing them the number of letters in each

word of their reading or spelling lesson ;

then ask :

" What are they ?
" "Are there

any two alike ?
" " What are they ?

"

" Write the number of letters in the word

on your slate or board." "Take a word of

two syllables."
" How many syllables ?

"

"
By what are they connected ?

" " How

many letters in the first syllable ?
" " How

many in the second ?
" " How many in
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both ?
" "

Why ?
" " Take a line in your

reading lesson and form an example from

it on your slate."
"
E. G, take the sen-

tence:
* What is in the tree ?'

" The pupil

writes: 4+2+2+3+4=15, each figure

corresponding to the number of letters in

the words which form a sentence. In this

way a class can be kept employed while

another class is reciting, and the result is

they will write the numbers corresponding

to every word in their lessons, and add

each line separately, A Teacher.

Editor Journal : Would you, in the

sentence,
" The two sisters Hunt are com-

ing," pluralize the noun stsier, or use it

singular and pluralize ''Hunt," ov pluralize

both ''sister" and ''Hunt"?

Subscriber.

Answer.—We write the sentence as

above, i. e., "The two sisters Hunt are

coming." Our reason is simply that "sis-

ters" is the subject of "are coming" and

not "Hunt" which is m&rely a noun in

apposition. It is obvious that in this and

similar cases, the noun in apposition need

not agree in number with the word which

it explains.

MISTAKES IX TEACHING.

It is a mistake to try to teach without

having good order.

It is a mistake to suppose that children

like to have their own way at school.

It is a mistake to think that order means

perfect quiet or stillness.

It is a mistake to try to startle a class into

being orderly.

It is a mistake for the teacher to try to

drown the noise of his pupils by making a

greater noise himself.

It is a mistake to call for order in gen-
eral terms, however quietly it may be

done.

It is a mistake to ask questions of pupils
in rotation.

No pupil should ever know who is likely

to receive a question until it has been

given.

It is mistake to repeat a question for the

sake of those who do not hear it the first

time.

It is a mistake to look fixedly at the pu-

pil who is reading or answering.

It is a mistake to assign lessons with-

out previously explaining them.—Canada

School Journal.

Comparative Geography.— Greece is

about the size of Vermont. Palestine is

about one-fourth the size of New York.

Hindoostan is more than one hundred

times as large as Palestine. The Great

Desert of Africa has nearly the present

dimensions of the United States. The

Red Sea would reach from Washington to

Colorado, and it is three times as wide as

Lake Ontario. The English Channel is

nearly as large as Lake Superior. The

INIediterranean, if placed across North

America, would make sea navigation from

San Diego to Baltimore.

THE MEETING OF THE STATE
ASSOCIATION OF

TEACHERS.

The Association of Teachers convened

for the meeting of 1879, ^^ Camron Hall,

Oakland, at 9 a. m., on Jan. 2. The at-

tendance at the opening was large, and in-

creased considerably until the closing ses-

sion, when fully three hundred teachers

were present.

We had the pleasure of meeting many
of our ablest representative educators,

such as Anderson of Santa Cruz, Oliver

of Gilroy, Towle and Philbrook of Vallejo,

Braly of the State Normal School, Finch

of San Jose, Sutphen of Suisun, Spaulding

of Livermore, Ingham of Alameda, Mer-

win of Pleasanton, Swett, White, Brown,

Hamilton, Mrs. Griffith, Mrs. Solomons,

and others of San Francisco, McChesney,
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Johns, Mrs. Fisher of Oakland
; and a

number of superintendents, prominent

among^ whom were State Supt. Carr and

Deputy Jeanne C. Carr, Mann of San

Francisco, Campbell of Oakland, Gilson

of Alameda, Hinkson, of Sacramento,

Gesford of Napa, Bateman of Sonoma,

Hartley of San Mateo, Augustine of Ma-

rin, Davis of Sonoma, and Robinson of

Stanislaus ; the State University was also

•well represented by Profs. Joseph LeConte.

Sill, Welcker, Kellogg, and Moses.

Great credit is due the Oakland Board

of Education and City Superintendent

Campbell for the ample preparations

made by them for the reception and ac-

commodation of the teachers. Camron

Hall, opposite the City Hall, was secured

for the meetings of the Association as a

whole, and the offices of the Superintend-

ent, of the Board of Education, and of

the County Court were used for the meet-

ings of the sections. The Oakland teach-

ers co-operated actively with the Board

and Superintendent in making the meet-

ings pleasant and profitable ;
and Mrs.

Kate Campbell, the Superintendents' Dep-

uty, assisted by a number of them, had

a daily lunch prepared for those who were

willing to partake.

Dr. E. Cole, President of the Oakland

Board of Education, was introduced, and

made a very graceful and eifective speech

of welcome.

The following are the subjects of the

principal addresses delivered :

" The Pro-

fession of Teaching," "Moral Training,"

"Drawing," by John Swett ; "Arithme-

tic," by Prof. Wm. Welcker of the Universi-

ty ;

*' Examinations in the Light of Recent

Exposures," by Chas. H. Shinn
;
"Read-

ing," by Miss Irene Hardy ;

"
Morals," by

Professor Martin Kellogg ;

"
Ungraded

Schools," by Superintendent A. L. Mann ;

"A Resume of the Educational Progress

of the State for the Past Year," by Dr.

E. S. Carr; and "What Our Schools

Need," by Professor E. R. Sill of the State

University.

We have not space to give an adequate
idea of the subjects discussed in the sec-

tions. Mrs. Aurelia Griffith of San Fran-

cisco presided with tact and ability over

the primary section ; Mr. Swett over the

grammar section ;
and Supt. J. C. Gilson

over the department of superintendents.

Mr. Swett's addresses, were as usual,

very pointed and able. We hope teach-

ers will have an opportunity to see his

lecture on the "Profession of Teaching"
in printed form. It contains many excel-

lent ideas and practical suggestions, valua-

ble especially to the young teacher.

We were not much impressed with Prof.

Welcker's address on "Arithmetic." Any
subject presented to a heterogeneous mass

of teachers should possess the merit of a

general treatment of the topic presented

and not enter into details. Prof. Welcker's

treatment of the subject appeared to us to

be too specific^to suit the time and place.

Miss Hardy's essay on "Reading" was

a superior production. Miss Hardy set

forth plainly yet eloquently the results of

reading the general literature of the day,

and proposed means to remedy the evil.

The lectures of Profs. Kellogg and Sill

may be characterized as among the ablest

productions ever read before a teachers'

gathering in this State.

Superintendent Carr gave some interest-

ing statistics of the educational progress of

the State during the past year, and also

some general remarks on education.

The lecture of Superintendent Mann on

"Ungraded Schools" was interesting and

practical. We hope to see it published

for the benefit of teachers of ungraded

schools, who need just such suggestions.

There were many high school princi-

pals and teachers present, and a serious

mistake was made by the Executive Com-

mittee in not organizing a high school

section. In fact, on the whole, the meet-
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ing was not the success contemplated by

the managers, or called for by the exertions

of the Oakland people. The meeting

was too short, and much of the business

brought up was left in an unfinished condi-

tion.

There were no discussions or expressions

of opinion from representative educators

on questions of great present interest to

the public schools of the State. There

were not papers enough, and the writers

had not been selected with discretion or

judgment. It is about time that our would-

be educational managers learn that all

wisdom and ability are not concentrated

in San Francisco or Oakland—nor even

in Berkeley. There are as many able

men of the finest scholastic attainments,

and as well qualified to discuss educational

questions, outside of the metropolis as in it.

It will be well for the Executive Commit-

tee of 1879 to make a note of this fact.

The time fixed for the next meeting of

the Association is the first Monday after

Christmas, 1879 >
the place is San Fran-

cisco.

The following officers were elected for

1879:

President, Fred. M. Campbell—Oakland ;

Vice-Presidents, William»White—San Fran-

cisco, C. H. Clement—Oakland, M. Kel-

logg
—

Berkeley ; Secretary, Mrs. Kate B.

Fisher—Oakland ; Treasurer, J. C.Gilson
—

Oakland
;

Executive Committee, John
Swett—San Francisco, A. W. Oliver—Gil-

roy, S. M. Augustine—San Rafael, A. L.

Mann—San Francisco, J. K. Bateman—
Dixon, H. C. Gesford—Napa, J. B. Mc-

Chesney
—Oakland.

Exhibit of the Public Schools for
the Fiscal Year ending

June 30, 1878.

From a circular sent by Dr. Ezra S. Carr,

we make the following extracts. These sta-

tistics which follow are worthy the close

attention of teachers.—[Editor.]

SCHOOL CENSUS CHILDREN AND SCHOOL AT-

TENDANCE.

Whole number of census children

(between five and seventeen

years) 205,475

Increase 5,4o8

Total number enrolled in the pub-
lic schools 1 54,069

Average number belonging to pub-
lic schools 103,006

Number of census children who have

attended private schools at any
time during school year 15,310

Decrease 34

Number of census children who

have attended public and private

school at any time 1 53,907

SCHOOL DISTRICTS.

Number of school districts in State. .1,929

Increase loi

Number of schools 2,578

Average length of schools per annum—
months 7.21

TEACHERS.

Number of male teachers -1,192

Number of female teachers 2,101

Total number of teachers .... 3,293

SCHOOL PROPERTY.

Valuation of libraries and

apparatus l3S3,093 35

Valuation of sites, school-

houses and furniture. . . . 5,990,276 50

Total valuation of school

property $6,343,369 85
Total receipts $3,820,661 26

Total expenditures $3, 1 5 5.8 1 5 27
Balance on hand June 30th,

1878* 664,845 99

$3,820,661 26

*NoTE.—This balance of school moneys from all sources

on hand at the close of the fiscal year, is used for main-

taining the schools until the taxes are collected and appor-
tionments made the ensuing year
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Total expenditure per census child $15 36
Total expenditure for average num-

ber belonging 30 63

Average monthly salar)' paid to male

teachers 83 95

Average monthly salary paid to fe-

male teachers 68 24

Average salary per annum 690 01

Educational Intelligence
FROM

STATES AND COUNTIES.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

For about a month educational business in this

city has been at a standstill, owing to a " dead-

lock" in the Board of Education. The trouble

grew out of a difterence in regard to the Presi-

dency of the Board—six members favoring the

present incumbent, A. C. Heister, and the other

six, Joseph Clement. As neither candidate had

a majority Mr. Heister held over. In attempting
to appoint committees, however, matters were

brought to a lock, as it requires seven votes to

confirm the President's appointments, or to trans-

act any important business. A compromise has,

however, been effected, which leaves the com-

mittees of last year without material change,
with the exception of the Committee on School-

houses and Sites.

One male and six female teachers were dis-

missed from the Department in January, for par-

ticipation in examination question frauds.

We had the pleasure, last month, of visiting

Mrs. Colgate Baker's private school for girls, on

Van Ness avenue, in this city. We found it the

best institution of the kind we have ever seen.

The course of study follows public school mod-
• els, and has the advantage of superior elasticity.

The course begins with an excellent kindergarten

class, taught by Mrs. Ghion, a trained kinder-

gartner, and continues through all the pri-

mary, grammar, and high school grades. The

same general system of instruction and' exam-

ination prevails as is followed in the public

schools. Mrs. Baker is a lady of refined taste

and wide culture. Her influence upon those

brought under 'her charge, either as teachers or

pupils, is strengthening and ennobling. In

point of numbers and excellence of material,

her school, we believe, already ranks first in this

city ;
and we have no doubt that it will soon

take the same place in scholarship.

Among the nominees at the recent meeting of

the Board for the position of Junior Assistant of

the Boys' High School is H. W. Philbrook of Val-

lejo. Mr. Philbrook is a gentleman of culture

and an able teacher. He will be an acquisition

to this Department, and the Board will do itself

credit in electing him.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

There have been a number of important

changes in the schools of this county. Mr. Gal-

braith, well known as an able principal in some

of the most prominent positions in the State, as-

sumes the principalship of the Hayward school,

vice Mr. Babcock.

Mr. Otis, at Washington Corners, has resigned,

and is succeeded by Mr. Lovett, who has recently

returned from the East, to this position, which

he filled some years ago, to the universal satis-

faction of the community.
Miss Beach and Miss Alderson, two of San

Jose's best teacher's, were elected, during Janu-

ary, into the Oakland Department. Salaries

had been reduced in San Jose, and these ladies

had no sooner signified their willingness to

leave that city than the Oakland Board prompt-

ly availed itself of the opportunity and elected

them there. They are an acquisition to any

community where they are located.

Mr. J. P. Meads, a young man of ability and

a successful teacher, was elected Third Assistant

in the Oakland High School. He is a graduate

of Bowdoin, and has had a very successful school

experience in Maine and elsewhere.

Principal McChesney has introduced the study

of "PoHtical Economy" into the Oakland High
School. Prof. Jevons' Primer of Political Econ-

omy is to be the text-book.

Oakland is the first city in the State to avail

itself of the law passer, by the last Legislature,

and establish a Free Library. In a sufficiently

commodious building on Fourteenth street is

located the main library, consisting of nearly

five thousand well-selected books, reading-room,

chess-room, and ladies' room. There are also

two branch reading-rooms, one in West and one

in East Oakland. Miss Ina Coolbrith, the poet,

performs the duties of Librarian in an intel-

ligent and highly acceptable manner. Prof.

McChesney is Secretary of the Board of Trus-

tees, of which Supt. Campbell is also a prominent
member.
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Jacob Newcomer has been elected Principal of

the San Lorenzo school for the ensuing term.

In Peralta district Mr. William Burton, an ac-

complished scholar, succeeds W. C. Dodge as

Principal. Mr. Dodge has left the public schools

and is conducting a normal class in Oakland.

Mr, Edward P. Smith takes charge of the Bay
District School.

In Murray district Charles J. Thorn succeeds

Miss E. J. Stewart, who has been appointed to

a position in the Oakland schools.

Mr. J. D. Large, a successful teacher, assumes

charge of the Niles school
;
his former position

at Eden Vale is hlled by Mr. L. DeBrish.

Miss A. S. Barnard takes the Lincoln District

School.

A new district entitled "Highland" has just

been formed in this county ;
and another will

probably be organized in what is termed "the

city
"

of Newark.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

A short time ago, Prof, J. B. Brown, for eight

years Principal of the Eureka School, who is one

of the leaders of the profession in California, was

arrested on complaint of an irate parent, for as-

saulting her innocent and unoffending offspring.

The cause was tried before the Police Judge of

Eureka, who proved himself a modern but ver-

itable Dogberry.
It was shown that the principal had inflicted

the punishment in the exeicise of his proper du-

ties, and without malice, and even without un-

usual severity
—

certainly not in a cruel manner.

Despite these facts, which the justice evidently

ignored, he found the teacher guilty ; and, not

satisfied with ruling against common sense, law,

and fact, he imposed a fine which only the most

brutal assault would justify
—

viz., $200.

Mr. Brown, of course, appealed the case to a

higher court. It was tried, and County Judge

Safford, in accordance with law and precedent,

reversed the decision of the lower court and tri-

umphantly acquitted the teacher.

In view of the recent frauds in teachers' cer-

tificates, the County Board of Examination re-

cently passed the following resolution
;

Resolved, That in our opinion no certificate

should be granted by the Board di Examination
of Humboldt county to persons holding certifi-

cates given in other counties, except such as will

enable the holder to teach till the next examina-
tion. N. S. Phklps,

J. M. Eddy,
I. C. Spier,

Board of Examiners,

J. B. Castfrlix, Chairman.

Two new school-houses have just been com-

pleted in Eureka. They were built and the land

paid for from the balance of the school fund in

the treasury at the close of the last year.

The corps of teachers in the Eureka schools

for the coming year consists of Principal J. B.

Brown
; Assistants, Mrs. J. Bonner, A. C.

Phelps, Misses S. V. Cooper, M. S. Murray,

Kelly, M. Carr, Mr. G. C. Sarvis, and Miss

Clark. These include some of the most con-

scientious and able teachers whom it has ever

been our lot to have met gathered in one place.

NAPA COUNTY.

F. H. Darling succeeds Mr. B. E. Hunt in the

Napa City School. Mr. Darling has been a suc-

cessful teacher in Santa Cruz county, and this is

quite a promotion. Mr. Hunt has been elected

to the principalship of the Marysville High

School, and Mrs. Hunt is to occupy an assist-

ant's position. Mr. E. K. Hill, the former able

Principal, assumes charge of an academy of his

own at Brownsville. We know he deserves suc-

cess, and we believe he will find it there, as well

as in every position he has ever occupied.

FRESNO COUNTY.

The Fresno County Teachers' Institute con-

vened a Fresno at 10:40 A. M., Dec. i8th. Dr.

T. O. Ellis opened the Institute with reading the

Scriptures and prayer.

Superintendent R. H. Bramlet then addressed

the Institute as to the general objects of Insti-

tutes, and expressed himself hopeful that the

present session would prove interesting and prof'

itable.

T. J. Kirk and Miss Celia Williams were ap-

pointed Secretaries.

While the Committee on Programme were pre-

paring their report. Dr. Ellis entertained the Insti-

tute with some very interesting remarks on the

subject of morality and popular education.

Prof. Sanders raised the question as to how far

the moral instruction of a teacher ^should ex-

tend. Dr. Ellis, Mr. Collins, and others also

spoke upon the subject. The general opinion

prevailed that the teacher should keep clear of

all sectarian instruction.

At the afternoon session the names of the

teachers of the county were called, and thirty-

five teachers, from thirty different districts, re-

ported present.

The afternoon exercises opened with methods

of teaching phonetics, w ith remarks on its prac-

ticability in the public schools, by T. S. Price.
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B. A. Hawkins presented an interesting method

of teaching reading to beginners by means of

cards. Mr. Collins and Mr. McQuiddy also

spoke on the same subject.

A recess of ten minutes was taken, after

which Prof. Sanders illustrated by class drill

methods of teaching grammar to advanced stu-

dents. He also gave a short exercise on the

ready method of squaring numbers by algebraic

formulas.

In the evening the Institute was called to

order by J. D. Collins, who introduced B. A.

Hawkins, who delivered an address on the sub-

ject of <<Man, a Physical, Mental, and a Moral

Being."

"Language Lessons," by W. R. McQuiddy,
was then given. Prof. Norton, of the State Nor-

mal School, was introduced to the Institute, and

began at once a familiar talk to the teachers on

methods of teaching, first taking the subject of

grammar, or language, and geography in connec-

tion with map drawing.

Prof. Norton continued his remarks, and pro-

ceeded to illustrate the position of the heavenly
bodies in the year i88i, and the probable influence

that may be expected in the earth's atmosphere.
He spoke at some length upon the probable cause

of diphtheria, yellow fever, and other diseases of

similar character. He thought they were all

germ diseases, and the result of improper sani-

tary regulations. He illustrated on the black-

board many microscopic revelations in water,

meat, etc. He also spoke of parasites that in-

fect trees and vegetables.

Prof. Norton stated that Swinton's History was

a poor text-book, and if it must be used it

can be made available only in connection with

note -books and oral history. He occupied

nearly an hour in presenting this subject, com-

bining physical geography with history.

After recess, a method of teaching fractions

was given by I. N. Hyde.

Among other resolutions was one thanking Su-

perintendent Bramlet, and also the following :

Resolved, That we, the teachers of Fresno

County, heartily endorse the Pacific Home and
School Journal as an educational periodical.

SAN JOAQUIN county.

The Stockton Board of Education has lately

adopted the excellent principle of paying an ad-

vanced salary for experience in teaching. To
assistants they pay $500 for the first year ; $600

for the second
; $700 for the third

;
and a higher

salary still for the fourth year.

MENDOCINO COUNTY.

At the examination in November, out of four-

teen applicants, thirteen failed
;

in December,
out of fourteen applicants, eleven received cer-

tificates. The December questions were by far

too easy to test the qualifications of those who
are supposed to be qualified to teach in our pub-
lic schools.

The supply of teachers in this county is far in

excess of the demand.

The County Board of Examiners, in accord-

ance with views expressed by Supt. Ruddock in

the local papers, passed a resolution to the effect

that all certificates now in force should be re-

voked, and a new start taken in the whole matter.

Mrs. M,,A. Kelton will teach in the Willow

district, and E. B. Gambee in Central, at the en-

suing spring term.

MARIN COUNTY.

Obituary.- -In the recent accidental death by

drowning of Mr. T. P. Ashbrook, the profession of

teaching has lost a valued and worthy member

and the State a useful and honorable man. He
was a high-minded gentleman as well as a close

student and an original thinker. His many
friends and fellow-teachers in Marin county and

other parts of the State will sadly miss his pleas-

ant companionship and genial presence. While

we mourn his untimely death, may we remember

and practice his virtues. He still lives in the

hearts of those who knew him and who cher-

ish the memory of one who was truly one of

Nature's noblemen. A.

TULARE COUNTY.

As a sample of the fatality which has attended

the prevalence of diphtheria in some localities

of Tulare county. Pleasant View district is a

shining mark. Out of twenty-five pupils regis-

tered in the school, eleven have died within

sixty days, and there are now five cases under

treatment. The Hunsacker settlement seems to

have suffered with about equal severity.

SONOMA COUNTY.

Superintendent Davis has just apportioned $12,-

009,05 from the County School Fund among the

districts of this county, which are now 103 in

number.

There are 621 pupils enrolled in the Santa

Rosa public schools, a larger number than ever

before. There are several large private institu-

tions in this city. The large patronage of the

public schools speaks well, therefore, for their

superior efficiency.
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TUOLUMNE COUNTY.

The Sonora school commenced the winter and

spring session with E. T. Pettit as Principal ;

and Miss M. Fahey, Mrs. Miller, and Miss Can-

non as assistants. There are 276 pupils en-

rolled in the school, and at least one additional

assistant appears to be needed.

OREGON.

A special Committee appointed from the Ore-

gon Legislature, find the administration of the

government in that State, for the past two years,

to have been characterized by negligence and dis-

honesty, with one solitary exception, as follows :

The Committee desire to state that the books,

papers, and vouchers of Prof. L. L. Rowland, are

in complete and intelligible condition, and the

Committee believe that this officer has performed
his duties as Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion in an honest, systematic, and straightforward

manner. His conduct is an oasis in the desert of

official inefficiency and peculation in the State

administration of the past four years.

QUESTIONS IN ARITHMETIC.

[Prepared by Dudley C. Stone, Dep. Supt. Com-

mon Schools, San Francisco.]

FIRST GRADE.

1. Brown & Co. fail in business : their

liabilities amount to $53,295 ; their avail-

able resources to $35,530.

They owe A $3,480, B $1,500, C $5,001,

and D $6,243. What will each creditor

receive ?

2. An estate worth $4,250.50 is divided

between two heirs, one of whom is to re-

ceive Y more than the other. What does

each receive.^

3. A man has four lots of sugar as fol-

lows :

250 R)s. worth 8 cts. a pound,
100 '* "

iij"
220 " "

12J
" "

75
" "

73"

He mixes these sugars thoroughly to-

gether to obtain a medium-priced article.

At what price shall he sell the mixture.'

4. The sum of two numbers is ^ of

7 62 J, the difference is i of f of 58^^^.

What are the numbers ?

5. The sum of five numbers is 491J J

four of the numbers are mf, 69J, 2i|-,

and i53yV' ^'^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^h number.?

6. The product of four numbers is

5,293y|-. Three of the factors are
5-|,

yf, and i^. What is the fourth factor.?

7. A square room contains 1,079,551

square inches. What is the length, in

feet, of one side of the room ?

8. Find the square root of fIf, f|f»

17!, .001225.

9. The right-angled triangle.

(a.) Given. The base 42 feet, perpen-

dicular 70 feet. Find the hypothenuse.

{b.) Base 25 chains, perpendicular 23

chains. Find the hypothenuse.

{c.) Find the diagonal of a rectangle

22J inches long and 15J inches wide.

(Ans. two decimal places.)

{d.) Hypothenuse 53 yards, base 84 feet.

Find the perpendicular.

(e.) A line reaching from the top of a

perpendicular precipice 1 20 feet high, ris-

ing from the edge of a river, to the oppo-

site side is 380 feet long. How wide is

the river.?

10. {a.) Cost of a field 74o|- rods long,

and 159 rods wide, at $32 per acre, (b.)

Cost of fencing the field at $2.25 per rod.

(c.) Length of diagonal of the field.

Note.—Do not attempt to teach the ex-

planation of the rule for square or cube

root, but give numerous examples. Omit

circulating decimals, duodecimals, alliga-

tion alternate, and progressions, averaging

of accounts, and the second case of equa-

tion of payments. Questions next month,

in mensuration, exchange, etc.

SECOND GRADE.

I. (a.) What classes of workmen make

use of square measure? of cubic measure.?

(b.) A field is 416J rods square ;
how

many acres in it? Find the length of
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the fence in feet, and its cost at 5 cents a

foot.

2. (a.) § of 75 is 4 per cent, of what

number ?

{d.) If an article is sold so as to gain |

of its cost, what per cent, is gained ?

(c.) A merchant sold a lot of coffee at

16J cents a pound, which was 33J per

cent, below the marked price. What was

the marked price ?

3. If J of a city lot is sold for what J
of it cost, what per cent, is gained .''

4. Sold goods to the amount of $10,-

300 at a profit of iQf per cent. Required

the cost and the total gain.

5. A broker receives $2,501 to invest in

wheat at $1.75 per bushel. If his com-

mission is 2^ per cent., how many bushels

of wheat can he buy ?

6. A man borrows $2,876.75, which be-

longs to a minor who is 1 6 years, 5 months,

and 10 days old, and he is to retain it till

the owner is 21 years old. What will then

be due at 8 per cent, simple interest ?

7. Find the compound interest of

$725.80 at 6 per cent, per year, interest

payable semi-annually for four years.

8. Find the total discount on the follow-

lowing sums at 2J per cent, for the first, 3

per cent, for the second, and 4J per cent-

for the third
; $721.40, $862.15, $26.60.

9. What must I invest in a mining stock

paying 10 per cent, semi-annual dividends

to realize an annual income of $2,500 ?

10. A man paid $131.25 for the insur-

ance of a cargo of barley at ij per cent.

For what amount was the cargo insured ?

Note.—Questions on taxes and exchange
next month. Omit equation of payments
and averaging of accounts.

THIRD GRADE AND FOURTH GRADE.

I. («.) The sum of 482, 59, 73, 125,

and another number is 1,000. What is

the fifth number .^

(3.) The sum of J, \, \\, \\, and

another fraction is
7-|.

What is the fifth

fraction }

2. If a workman receive $780 a year

for his labor, and his expenses are $597,

in what time can he save enough to buy a

farm of 125 acres at $25.20 per acre.?

3. The sum of two numbers is 429, and

their difference 253. What are the num-

bers 1

4. Sold wood for $2,000, that cost $13.25,

thus gaining $3 a cord. How many cords

were there, and what was the cost per cord t

2. The product of two numbers is $286f ,

and one of the factors is 1 2 J. What is the

other 1

9. When is a number divisible by 2, by

5, by 9, by 8, by 10, by 4.?

7. Find L. C. M. of 153, 204, 102,

1020.

8. Change—
I. 4 to a fraction having 7 for de-

nominator.

2- tV f , il' V' f ^° common de-

nominator.

3. f of I, 44X6i3fX4f to sim-

ple fractions, or mixed numbers.

9. A merchant bought 1 2 loads of wheat,

each containing 44 bags, and each bag 2-J

bushels, worth 52 cents a bushel. He

gave in payment 8 boxes of tea, each con-

taining 32 pounds. Find the cost of the

tea per pound. (By cancellation.)

10. What number diminished by y and

-|
of itself leaves a remainder of 288 'i

Note.— Questions on decimals, com-

pound numbers and measurements next

month.

BOOK NOTICES.

The Elements of Rhetoric and Composition.

By Professor D. J. Hill. New York : Sheldon

& Co. Specimen copies for teachers at 50
cents ; price for first introduction, 83 cents.

Some months ago we briefly reviewed an excel-

lent work on rhetoric by Prof. De Mille. So

with Prof. Hill's book before us, the tendency is

to make a strict comparison. We find first, that

the book now before us is the more unpretentious
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volume. It does not go as deeply into the science

as a former work by the same author, or the book
of De Mille.

The style is clear and the arrangement good.
The book is evidently constructed on the princi-

ple that a certain, definite result is to be ob-

tained, and that every chapter is to aid in pro-

ducing this result, which is to enable the young
student to acquire the art of composition.
We consider this a superior class-book for the

following reasons :

It is a complete treatise on the subject, even

including such special forms as letters and ora-

tions. Its language is simple and to the point.
The illustrations of principles are copious : nu-

merous exercises are given, and very appropri-

ately placed at the end of the book, thus making
them a sort of vocabulary for reference, and not

copies to be mechanically followed.

We commend the book to the attention of

high-school teachers in our cities, and to those

who have advanced grades in our country schools.

We think they will find it just what they have

long sought—a good, working rhetoric.

How TO Read
;
And Hints in Choosing the

Best Books. By Amelia V. Petit. New
York : S. R. Wells & Co. San Francisco : A.
L. Bancroft & Co. Price. $1.25.

We consider this little book one of the most
valuable volumes issued from the press for many
years.

It teachers djd no more than impress their

pupils with a taste for reading and a love of pure,

ennobling literature, their influence for good
would be great indeed : and to the fact that they
themselves do not read more and better books,
we trace the fact of so much slip-shod and even
dishonest work. But too often it is not the will

that is lacking, but the knowledge of how and
what to read.

The book before us contains some readable

chapters on **How to read"; "Why criticism

and critics are necessary
"

;

' Taste and imagin-
ation

"
;

" Why a writer's style is important
"

;

" Books that wear"
; etc., etc.

Books in every branch of literature are sug-

gested with comments on the author's style and
rank as writer. These lists are generally excel-

lent, but we can not always agree with Miss Petit

in her estimate of ancient and modern authors.

Thus, in a list of writers, ranged according to

rank, she places Shakespeare, Homer, and Plato

in the first place, with Goethe and Milton in the

second along with Livy, Tacitus, etc. Her whole
**
Comparative rank of authors" is, in our opin-

ion, untrustworthy, and we fear she has followed,
not the estimate of the ablest critics, but her own.

Another mistake, though a slight one, is her

apparent ignorance of the author of •* Elsie

Venner," which she recommends without naming
the author, as is her usual custom. On the

whole, however, this is just such a book as will

be found invaluable in the hands of every person
who desires to enter on a course of reading.

A Catalogue of Books Published by Hough-
ton, Osgood & Co. Boston and New York.
San Francisco : A. Roman & Co,

What ! review a catalogue of books ? Yes,
reader, but such a catalogue ! Not to speak of
the fine paper, excellent binding, and splendid
typography, which makes this catalogue almost
a work of art, we have never seen collected
within two covers so fine a collection of the best

English and American literature.

In this catalogue are presented the publica-
tions, with price list, names of authors, and
other information, of this classic American house.
It is a positive pleasure to see the eminent names
of European authors, both ancient and modern,
who are here represented by their choicest
works.

This catalogue would be an acquisition to

every public school library in the land. There
is not a book within its covers that can not be

put into the hands of child or adult.

The Story of Liberty. By Charles Carleton

Coffin, author of "The Boys of '76." New
York: Harper & Bros. San Francisco : Payot,
Upham & Co.

This book is addressed by the author in his

introduction "To the boys and girls of Amer-
ica," but boys and girls of more mature years
will find many hours of interesting and profita
ble reading in its pages.

There are some books—pity the number is so

small—that stir the blood, quicken the breath,
and rouse every noble impulse of our being. As
we hang over their pages we learn to loathe

wrong and oppression, and to love truth and lib-

erty. A book of this kind is " The Story of

Liberty." If it could be placed in the hands of

every boy and girl in our land, we believe the

next generation of Americans would be more

patriotic men and women.
This book tells the story, in simple but elo-

quent language, and with hundreds of beautiful

engravings, of the rise and growth and struggles
and ultimate triumph of civil and religious lib-

erty. In a dramatic fashion we are presented to

John of England and Magna Charta, and shown
how from that memorable day and deed came our
own free republic and representative government
everywhere. We are shown the part played
(though unknowingly and unwillingly it must
have been) in this wonderful story by Henry
VII and his Bluebeard son, by Katherine of

Aragon, Anne Bolyn, Mary, Elizabeth, Wolsey,
Cramner, King James, John Smith, John Robin-

son, and William Brewster. From Scotland are

produced Mary Stuart and her tutor George
Buchanan

;
from Bohemia, John Huss and Pro-

fessor Faulfash
;
from Germany, Luther, Freder-

ick of Saxony, John Tetzel, and John Gutten-

berg ;
from Holland, Coster, and Erasmus, and

William the Silent ;
from France, Francis I,

Catherine d6 Medici, the Duke of Guise, Charles

IX, and Henry IV; from Spain, Torquemada,
Isabella, Ferdinand, Columbus, Charles V, and

Philip II. These are but the central figures,
who acted out the great drama, and who, each
in his land, in his own sphere, and by his own
light, so acted his part that the entire play, put
together by the hand of Destiny, or rather by
Him who is Destiny, shows forth to mankind to-
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day what is Truth and Justice and Right and Lib-

erty.
*« The Story of Liberty

"
is told in logical

order. First come *'John and the barons;"
then is introduced *' The man who preached
after he was dead," i. e.^ Doctor Wicklif. The
Reformation is graphically described, as is the

discovery of America, and the results which grew
out of that event, both in Europe and America.
«*The men who ask questions" and <'The men
who obey orders

" form two interesting chapters.
And so the story goes on, ending before the in-

terested reader is half satisfied with four chap-
ters :

" William Brewster and his friends
"

;

" The Star of Empire
"

;

" The Half-Moon "
;
and

"Strangers and Pilgrims," descriptive of the

final landing of Liberty on our own free soil—
our beloved America.

If our many friends and readers in this State,

who believe in making the school library an ac-

tive agency for good, will take the trouble to

give this book even a cursory examination, they
will heartily agree in our warm encomiums of its

merits, and see that it is placed in their schools.

Just How
;
A Key to the Cook Books. By

Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney. Boston : Houghton,
Osgood & Co. San Francisco : Payot, Upham
& Co.

Young housekeepers, or those who desire to

learn the very useful (in fact indispensable) art

of cooking, will find this book "just the thing."
An experienced person at our elbow says this

book is different from the other cookery books,
inasmuch as it tells just how everything is to be
done. Personally we are not much interested in

the making of "turtle bean soup," or "
celery

salece," or "
meringue," or "blanc mange," but

from constant observation and practice, we have
a due appreciation of the importance of well-

cooked food on the physical, mental, and moral

development of the individual and of the race.

To show our feminine readers the object and

scope of the book, we can do no better than to

quote from the author's preface. She says :

«<* * *
I do propose to make a little gram-

mar of cuisine. I mean to take up the very A
B C of its etymology ;

to give its parts of speech ;

to show the elementary principles.
* * *

j

must say that in none of them (the cookery
books) have I found a sufficient definite showing
of "Just How." * * *

I propose to be that

old woman and let you see, over my shoulder,
how I do a few things that I have found out
seems to me a best way of doing.

* *
\ mean

to give you the simplest details and sequences ;

to tell you when to take this and when that
;

what to put them in, how to handle and mix
them. I shall be so particular, so repetitious, such
a very old Ollondorff of a woman in my exer-

cises, that you may think it nonsense in the read-

ing ;
but I shall only reiterate in print what has

to be reiterated in memory and practice a great
many more times, before one can do the things
precisely, easily, off-hand, without direction or

reference."

And this, reader, is what the book does.

School and Social Drama. Comprising Eigh-
teen Short Plays. T. S. Denison, Metropoli-
tan Block, Chicago.

These are short plays, suitable for representa-
tion at school exhibitions, church festivals, and

by amateurs generally. The tone of the plays
is good ;

their moral is healthful. Teachers who
feel the lack of something new for general exer-

cises will do well to examine these little books.

Books Received.

FROM PAYOT, UPHAM & CO.

Half-Hour Series. Recollections of Rufus Choate ;

The Viginians in Texas
; Harper's American Fiction.

FROM GINN & HEATH, BOSTON,
Plane and Solid Geometry. By Prof. G. A. Went-

worth, Phillips Exeter Academy.

LITERARY NOTES.

Articles for Teachers in the Feb-
ruary Magazines.

First, we wish to recommend to every teacher,

old and young, male and female, Harper''s

Weekly. A regular perusal of its pages will do

more to refine and educate, will give better

ideas of American duty, and afford more food

for intelligent thought than any similar publica-

tion in the world.

For ladies who must see the fashions, we are

told by authority, we dare not question, that the

Bazar has no superiors and scarcely an equal.
Its literary tone is of the purest and highest—
this we know from our own observation

Scrlbner's.~^}\^ midwinter number is a beau-

tiful production. Teachers, as well as other in-

telligent people, can do no better than read the

whole number. Specially, however, we recom-

mend " The Glacier Meadows of the Sierras,"

by John Muir
;

" The Homes and Haunts of

Emerson," by F. B. Sanborn; and "Aerial

Navigation," by E. C. Stedman.

Lippincott for February is a first-class number.

This magazine is taking a high rank among
American monthlies. Teachers should read "A
Gate to the Other World," by F. L. Oswald;
"Lord Beaconsfield," by Margaret Sullivan:

and " In a Cabinet," by F. M. Bird.

Si. Nicholas has its usual assortment of good

things. Among them are " Little Nicholas
;
and

How He Became a Great Musician," by J. H.

Flint; and "The Story of a Stone," by Prof.

D. S. Jordan.
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It will be seen, therefore, that the Subscription Edition, small quarto, now offered to the American Public, is

printed in Edinburgh, from the ORIGINAL STEREOTYPE PLATES of the English Edition. By this means the
most perfect accuracy of reproduction is guaranteed—a result of the greatest importance in a work of this kind, and
which cannot otherwise be attained.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE,

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]YI^^P Of all the sciences, Astronomy is with-

out doubt the oldest. As far into the hid-

l^^^en vistas of the past as history extends

^^Hier written records, so far back is it known

that the heavenly bodies were carefully ob-

Ierved

by man. The single stars most

prominent for brightness or position re-

eived names
;
and names were given to

Ulsters of stars afccording as their arrange-

nent seemed to mark out the form of

some animal, or afford the opportunity of

preservmg for the future, some legendary

^fcr mythological story. The studv of the

habits of intelligent man. Everywhere in

the dawn of civilization, man was obliged

'to keep careful watch by night, as well as

by day, to prevent destruction of life and

loss of property. Houses were poorly

constructed, and artificial light, except by

fire, was almost unknown. During jhe

long hours of night, the imaginative facul-

ties of man, which now find an outlet

through poetr}-, painting, and architecture,

were almost wholly confined to observa-

tions of the stars. Here were wide fields

to attract the imagination of man, beauti-

fied by many colors, and ever changing as

the hours and days rolled on. Besides

ministering to the imagination of man,

the stars had their practical use in guid-

ing his course by night, on land and on

sea. The ancient helmsman must, of
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necessity, keep constant watch of the

stars, or anchor his craft at nightfall.

History.
—The Chinese profess to have

a record of a conjunction of the planets,

which, according 10 astronomical calcula-

tion, must have occurred a hundred years

before the time of the Flood. Undoubt-

edly th6 science of Astronomy was studied

by the immediate posterity of Adam ; and,

through Noah's family, it was handed down

his posterity, the Chaldeans, and by

^em to the Egyptians, and then to the

frecians. The present names of the stars

id constellations have come down to us

|(Ostly
from the Grecians, who became

lore eminent as astronomers than all pre-

jding nations.

Thales, a learned Grecian, who lived

)ut two thousand six hundred years

fo, first taught his pupils that the earth

is not fiat, but round, and that moonlight

I

reflected sunlight.

Pythagoras, another teacher, first taught

at the earth and other planets revolve

)out the sun.

Two thousand years ago, Hipparchus,

r original investigations, determined the

ngth of the year to be 365!- days.

Ptolemy wrote a text-book on Astron-

omy, which, though founded on false

ideas, remained the standard authority on

that subject for many centuries, even up
to and beyond the time of the discovery

of America by Columbus.

Copernicus, a humble German farmer,

out three hundred years ago, after forty

years of patient study based on his own

Knervations, revived the Pythagorean

eor}'
— that the planets, including the

earth, revolve about the sun. He wisely

concluded that the apparent motions of

^Jie heavenly bodies are caused by a daily

^^fcvolution
of the earth on its axis and a

yearly revolution about the sun.

But Kepler, a Dane, was the first to es-

tablish the science of Astronomy on cer-

in fixed laws. After seventeen vears of

I

careful investigation, he proved that plan-

ets revolve in ellipses with the Sun at one

focus. Then, finding that the planets do

not move with the same velocity in all

parts of their course about the sun, he

worked out a second law—a line connecting

the center 0/ the Sun ivith the center of the

planet passes over equal spaces in equal

times. Still his active mind longed for

further discoveries
;
and he entered upon

a laborious calculation to determine what

the relation is between the times of the

revolution of the planets about the sun

and their distances from the sun. After

months of toil and many failures, he

found at last his third great law— the

squares of the times of revolution of the

planets about the Sun are proportional to the

cubes of their fnean distances from the sun.

Galileo, an Italian, contemporar}' with

Kepler, was the fir.st to use the telescope

in astronomical observations. He con-

vinced himself, if not others, that the

Ptolemaic theory was absurd. He dis-

covered the moons of Jupiter, and saw

that the planets have phases like the

moon.

It was reserved for Newton to make the

grand discovery, that there is a force which

binds the different parts of the universe

together, and holds the heavenly bodies in

their respective places. After seventeen

years of laborious calculation, carefully

proved, he gave to the world his grand

law of gravitation
—every particle of matter

in the universe attracts every other particle

of matter with a force directly proportional

to its quantity of matter, and decreasing as

the square of the distance increases. These

laws of Kepler and Newton, and the use

of the telescope, soon worked a revolution

in the science of Astronomy, and placed it

on a sure foundation.

Measurements.— Every science has its

technical terms ;
and it is necessary to un-

derstand the meaning of a few of the

terms used in Astronomy, in order to
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A Camelopardalis. (Part.)

B Ursa Major, The Greater Bear.

(; Ursa Minor, The Lesser Bear.

I) Draco, The Dragon. <Part.)

F, Chara, One of Bootes' Greyhounds
¥ Berenice's Hair. (Part.)

Polaris, The North Polar Star.

Dubhe.

Merak.

Phad.

Megrez.

Alioth.

Mizar.

Alcor.

Benetnasch.

Cor Caroli, Charles' Heart.

Thuban, Once the North r'olar Star.

Northern and Northeastern Heavens, alout 7 p. m., in March.
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comprehend any explanation of the posi-

tions or motions of celestial bodies. The

arching heavens around us, in which the

sun, moon, and stars seem to move, is

called the Celestial Sphere. The point in

the Celestial Sphere directly overhead, is

the Zeniih, and that directly opposite, un-

der foot, is the Nadir.

In the Horizon System of Measurement,

the principal circle is the Rational Hori-

zon, a circle in the Celestial Sphere, which,

if one were on the ocean, or a large plain,

would separate the visible heavens from

the invisible. The plane of this circle

passes through the center of the earth
;

but four thousand miles, the distance be-

tween that plane and the plane of our

^cnsible horizon, is too small a distance

to be of any value, when measured on the

Celestial Sphere. The subordinate circles

of the Horizon System are the Meridian

and the Prime Vertical—the Meridian ex-

tending north and south through the

Zenith and Nadir points and the Prime

Vertical, east and west through the same

points. Altitude, the distance toward the

Zenith from the horizon, can be measured

on any circle perpendicular to the horizon,

md Zenith distance in the same way, from

the Zenith toward the horizon. The dis-

tance from the horizon to the Zenith is

90°; so that, if any star had an altitude of

40"", its Zenith distance would be 50°.

The Equinoctial Svstejn of Measure-

ment, the one most used by astronomers,

has for its principal circle, the Celestial

Equator, which is the earth's equator ex-

tended to the Celestial Sphere. Two of

the points in this system are the Celestial

Pole, marked nearly by the North Star

(Polaris), and the Vernal Equinox, that

point in the Celestial Equator which is

occupied by the sun on the 21st of March

every year. The latter point is now in

the constellation Pisces, near the tail of

the Western Fish. Right Ascension (R.

A.) is measured from the Vernal Equinox

eastward on the Celestial Equator, and

may be any number of degrees up to 360,

the entire distance about the Celestial

Equator. Declination is measured from

the Celestial Equator toward the Celestial

Pole, and Polar distance from the Celestial

[

Pole towards the Celestial Equator. De-

clination North is measured from the Ce-

lestial Equator towards the North Celestial

Pole, and Declination South from the Ce-

lestial Equator towards the South Celestial

Pole, a point not visible in the Northern

Hemisphere.
The axis on which the earth turns is in

the line connecting the North and South

Celestial Poles ; and the apparent daily

motion of all celestial bodies is in a plane

perpendicular to that line. P>ery star

from its rising to its setdng, is at the same

distance from the North Star.

BROCK AND NIG.

BY ELISHA BROOKS,

[Principal of Eighth St. (Jrammar School, San

Francisco.]

Do you believe in a special Providence ?

Read my story before you answer. When

my brother and I were nine years old,

our father gave us each a yearling calf,

that we might call our own. No man
with his millions ever felt so rich and

important as we did, with the idea that we

had an ownership in beings that had life.

All our leisure time was spent in training

those young steers. We rode astride their

backs, we harnessed them with ropes, we

yoked them to our sleds and hauled

our winter's wood
;
so that in the journey

that I told you of before, they were as

obedient as a kitten to our piping treble.

When we started to seek our father in the

Sunset Land they were three and a half

years old, and had grown to huge black

oxen. Our teamster gave them the post

of honor, "the wheel," yoking three pairs

of smaller oxen ahead, and drove us to
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the Missouri river, where he ignobly de-

serted us—our mother and her six small

children. Now appears the Providence,

human or Divine, which had taught us to

yoke and drive, and those oxen to obey.

Most of our traveling companions have

faded from my memory ; the color and

very names of the rest of the team are

beyond recall ;
but old Brock and Nig will

drag memory's wagon till it falls to decay.

The heavy yoke made our young limbs

totter, and we could not carry it, so old

Nig (we always called them old) would

march up at the word "
Come, Nig," and

lower his head while we fastened the bow
in its place ;

then old Brockle-Face would

swing his long horns carefully under the

yoke with seeming pleasure when we

called "Come under. Brock.'' Brock was

an animal of "unbounded stomach," and

before the bow was fairly free from his

neck he was away with a bound, skirmish-

ing for grass ;
and long before the others

were satisfied he had settled himself to

ruminate. Old Nig was not very far be-

hind.

Two of our oxen starved to death, and

two others went staggering, so that we ex-

changed them with some Indian traders

for two cows, giving two blankets to boot.

The cows next night were run off by the

Red Skins while my brother was on guard ;

so here we were, five hundred miles from

anywhere, with but four gaunt animals in

our team. We yoked in two cows that we

had brought with us, and plodded our

weary way. How we all cried when

Brock got sick one day, for we knew our

bones would bleach not far from his. A
dose of fat pork and a few days of rest

brought him around all right, and the

rainbow shone through our tears.

Fourteen miles was a good day's jour-

ney for us, and the tide of emigration left

us lagging behind—left our cattle to graze

on pastures a thousand times fed bare.

Dead cattle lined the road in all stages of

decay, and the plain was white with their

bones. Their skeletons, covered with

their dry hides, have more than once

furnished me a refuge from a howling
storm. I have dwelt in houses w^here

perfumes were more aromatic. The

cholera, a few weeks ahead of us, had

turned thousands of pilgrims under the

sod ;
we counted in one day one hundred

and five headstones, running thus,
" Died

of cholera, 1852." Was Providence slow-

ing up our team ? Pardon the vanity of

the thought.

Trunks, boxes, anything but provisions,

in reckless profusion, scattered everywhere,

told tales of despair that will be forever

unwritten. Wagons wrecked and whole

were abandoned to the elements, and we

exchanged our creaking old vehicle for a

lighter and far better one, without asking

a soul
;

there was no soul there to ask.

Its owners were perhaps under one of

those mounds so plentiful around, or their

scalps keeping guard over the wigwam of

some " brave." We were alone in the

wilderness— a place of graves ;
and the

dreary howl of the wolf, a nightly ser-

enade to us, was a fitting dirge for them.

We should have been wolf by assimila-

tion most likely, but old Brock hated

wolves, and his long horns sent many of

them to their rest. He hated Indians,

too, and his snort in the stillness of the

darkness warned many a noble red man of

impending doom, and roused the camp
to awful apprehensions. That herald of

alarm "
rouses my fell of hair

"
to-night,

after twenty-six years have been combing
it down, as I see under the quiet stars a

single tent and hear the peaceful snore of

six little children, while the mother

watches—I doubt if she ever slept. Out-

side, our animals chewing their cud pro-

claim that all is well, when like a thunder-

clap bursts in that trumpet-note, and the

wild clatter of hoofs, mingling with the

war-whoop of the Shoshones, stops the
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beating of our hearts. The roar sweeps

awa) into silence, and that blissful sound

of chewing the cud we cannot hear
;
and

the children, too terrified to cry, can only
sob in a " muffled monotone." My voice

sounded so like a wail, as I went calling

through the night,
"
O, Brock ! O, Brock !"

The stars faded
; the sun came up, but

cast no shadow of a beast ; the sun went

down, but that
''
mufilled monotone

"
was

all the sound we heard. The shadow of

our doom spread like that of night, with

no stars to twinkle in it. The wonted

howl of the wolves we would have wel-

comed, but it came not to cheer us. The
sun came again, and across the plain a

shadow crept, and we welcomed it, though
it might be that of a scalping band to cut

off our lingering. The shadow grew and

grew till Brock and Nig came lowing into

camp. Behind them another pair made

Melancholy spread her wings. "Come
under, Nig ; come under. Brock ; w^hoa

haw !" Ah, it's a happy sound. Did you
ask why the Red Skin did not gather us

in .'' and why our oxen came back ? Ask
the angel that went with us. I can only
answer in bewilderment,

" Old Brock."

One evening, in a dreary waste of sand,

we were crying for water, which had not

cooled our tongue for forty hours, when a

train came up and camped along side.

They gave us a bucket of water, and how
the women cried to see us drink, then

offer it to Brock and Nig. Pity was rare

in tho.^^e wilds, but if had not fled the

earth it would distil a tear for us there.

We urged our team with desperation to

travel with this train, but a stagger was all

our gain, and their wagons disappeared
"
out into the west—out into the west as

the sun went down."

Our four gaunt beasts went "
gee

"
and

"haw," and "gee" and "haw," till they
crossed the Feather river, and their jour-

ney came to an end, twenty-six years ago
this month. There, in a December storm.

old Nig lay down and died, and we buried

him with as true sorrow as I ask for my
last hour. Old Brock stood over him while

he died, and moaned an almost human

moan over his grave. We carried hay on

our backs two miles to prevent his starv-

ing, while he watched the wolves away
from his dead mate. After this he was a

lonely beast, and always avoided his kind.

We turned h':m into the greenesi pastures,

and a yoke never touched his neck again.

Eight yeais after I saw him alone among
the hills, and I would rather meet his ghost

across the river than that of some '' friends
"

on the Plains.

EDUCATING FOR WORK.

BY J. W. REDWAY.

It is stated that of twenty-three young men

who recently graduated at an Eastern col-

lege, eleven are clerking in auction stores at

fourteen dollars a month, one is running a

fish-boat, two are learning the house-paint-

ing trade, one starved to death before he

found a job, one is driving a street-wagon>

two are being supported by their widowed

mothers. It is a commentary on the senti-

ment of the country, that a cook in a hotel

can command higher wages than a graduate

of Yale College !
—Exchange.

Although the writer of this article is

in deep sympathy with each one of the

eleven young men referred to in connec-

tion with the foregoing item, yet he is

sorrowfully compelled to admit that the

reason the young men do not receive a

salary of sixteen dollars per month each,

is because the personal service of each

has a value of only fourteen dollars.

In the language of the lamented Man-

tilini, this is a "demnition cold and heart-

less world," and its sharp corners con-

stantly administer severe shocks to those

sentimental people whose normal sphere

is the super- and not the sub-lunary.

Almost everything in this world has a com-
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mercial value. This is the case even with

personal services, which are not as a gen-
eral thing rated above their actual worth.

Besides, the value of personal services,

like that of any other commercial com-

modity, depends on the ratio of the de-

mand to the supply. The reason that the

head cook in the Palace Hotel receives a

larger salar}^ than the President of the State

University, is because there are more emi-

nent men fit for college presidents than

there are first-class cooks, in proportion

to the demand for each. Notwithstand-

ing the broad distinction between the men-

tal and the carnal, each is a scientist in

his own dominion, and each is a specialist

standing at the head of his particular spe-

cialty. And however certain the writer

may feel that the head cook at the Palace

could not properly conduct and shape the

affairs of a State University, he also has a

lurking suspicion that the President of a

State University might fail to tickle the

depraved palates of the habitues of the Pal-

ace dining-room.

But to return to the item at the head of

this article, the writer believes that the

sympathy of its author is energy dissipated

in the wrong direction. Had the author

manifested a little honest indignation that

the Faculty of the College should take the

hard-earned money of those young men
and give them no equivalent therefor, his

opinion would have been in good taste.

They had probably got a smattering of

every science except that of making a

living, and of this they had not mastered

the ABC. These young men were

just out of some one of the four hun-

dred sham colleges that infest the coun-

try, where they had thrown away their

time and had been swindled out of their

money's worth.

Now in all seriousness, cannot this

charge be brought to the door of the

score of respectable colleges in the coun-

try, to say nothing of the better class of

secondary schools ? To state a plain truth

which is very apparent and quite as ugly,

the average graduate is less fit to earn his

own living after emerging from college

than he was when he entered. Intel-

lectually he may be a giant compared
with the street Arab, but practically the

street Arab is the more useful member of

society. He is the master of a science in

which the collegiate is an A-B-C-darian—

the science of human nature. As an ap-

prentice in a trade or a commercial pro-

fession he has the most decided advantage.

The question naturally arises, why .?

Any business man will readily answer the

question by saying that the student has

learned the theoretical and problematic

side of life only, while the gamin, from

necessity, has studied the practical side—as

Johonnot tersely puts it
—of men, women,

and things. The student finds to his sur-

prise that the world does not regard his

theoretical knowledge with either venera-

tion or respect, and that the teachers

whom he held in awe and reverence are

regarded with ridicule by business people.

He battles manfully at first to maintain

his position, but the hard realities of life

in the long run compel him to see him-

self in the light that others see him, and he

finds that he is valuable only to the extent

of well-directed energy and common sense.

Now this deficiency is due to a variety

of causes, for which both parents and

teachers are to blame
;

the former for

apathy, and the latter in a much less de-

gree for their ignorance of practical affairs.

The result has been time and again prophe-

sied, and we are already reaping the har-

vest. The times have gone ahead and

left the schools and the teachers behind,

and there is a growing belief among think-

ing people that time spent in school after

the acquirement of an ordinary English

education, is wasted ;
that any further edu-

cation should be acquired in the shop and

the counting-house.
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This brings us to a point where edu-

cators disagree. The old school say that

mental culture is the end of education
;

the new school hold that education should

be wholly utilitarian, and that only the

bread-and-butter sciences should be culti-

vated.

Now is it not possible to do both—to

educate both the brain and the hand ; to

sharpen the mind, develop the observation

and perception, and at the same time to

train the hand to execute what the brain

conceives .''

It has been done, and the writer is

sanguine enough to believe that it can be

done again
—as a matter of detail, right

here in California. A few years ago such

a school was established in Illinois. There

were carpenter-shops and machine-shops,

gardens and laboratories, in which each

student spent at least half of his time.

Not many years afterward the students

were able to point in triumph to a fifty-

horse power high-pressure engine which

they themselves had made and put to-

gether
—made and fitted so accurately and

running so smoothly that the professor

under whose direction it was constructed,

could not, when his back was turned, tell

if it were in motion or not. At the Cen-

tennial Exhibition the students of this

school almost monopolized the premiums
and diplomas for fine mechanical work.

At the present time the revenue from

their manufacture of microscope
- stands

and odontographs
— an invention of one

of the students for calculating and mark-

ing out toothed gearing—more than meets

the expenses of the machine-shop.
The proposition to establish such a

school in California is no new thing, and

the hostility that it has encountered has

been chiefly among those educators, who
believe the public schools leave nothing to

be desired in the way of education.

The demand for a school in which the

hand mav be trained with the brain is be-

coming greater every day, but owing to the

vague opinions as to what such a school

should be and what its scope, an appeal to

the State Legislature would not only be

useless but improper. The experiment has

not been tried in this State yet, and until it

has been proved a success by actual trial,

legislation would be unwise.

And while the State Teachers' Associa-

tion is assisting the several Boards of Edu-

cation in their mighty work of ''educational

reform,"* the friends of industrial educa-

tion will find it well to appeal to private

m.unificence as the surest road to the con-

summation of the project. If it is not

possible to try it on a large scale, try it on

a small one. Establish it where it will have,

not the most, but the wisest friends, and

where there will be no "job" connected

with it. It need not be an attempt to sup-

plant the public schools or to immolate

the State University. It can be made a

useful auxiliary to the high or the gram-
mar school, and at the same time a pre-

paratory course to either of the science

colleges of any university. It should not

be, however, a branch jail or a reform

school, but it should be within the reach

of every respectable boy who has mastered

common and decimal fractions and can

write the English language decently.f

The apparatus and outlay for such a

school need not reach any fancy figures.

Half a dozen carpenter's benches, a dozen

sets of the more ordinary carpenter's tools,

a dozen bench-vises, with a small stock of

hammers, files, and chisels, three or four

small turning-lathes, an assayer's furnace,

and a couple of anvils would comprise
about everything necessary for thirty pu-

pils. As a matter of course, the more

difficult problem would be to obtain and

maintain suitable teachers and mechanics

for instructors ;
but this difficulty has been

* This is not irony.

t It is to be feared that this requirement would shut out

many high and grammar school pupils.
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surmounted by hundreds of private edu-

cational enterprises. A small tuition would

go far toward the expenses, and a small

amount could in time be cleared on con-

tract work from the outside.

The instruction, both mechanical and

theoretical, ought to be, not the details of

any one trade, but the principles that

underlie several of those leading indus-

tries that graduate into sciences. The
mechanical details should comprise such

work as every man ought to be able to do

about his house and premises, whatever

may be his occupation in life. The num-

ber of men who cannot drive a nail with-

out splitting or defacing the surface

through which it it driven, is legion ;
and

the average man, mechanics excepted,

cannot saw a board to a given line any bet-

ter than a woman can—and likely enough
cither one would make a " kink

"
in the

saw.

The following outline comprises some

of the more important technicalities of

the leading mechanical industries and the

theoretical work intimately related to them.

It certainly could be followed to advantage
either wholly or in part, and this inde-

pendently of the grammar and high

school courses of study. With some am-

plification it could be made a very fair

preparation to either of the colleges of

science at the State University :

THEORETICAL STUDIES.

Geometry.

Physical Geography.
Local Geology.

Physics.

Meteorology.

Botany, descriptive and structural, so far

as facilities will permit.

Entomology, comprehending only the

study of insects beneficial, or those injuri-

ous to agriculture ;
their habits and meta-

morphoses.

Chemistry, Theoretical.

Chemical Analysis.

Solution.

Precipitation.

Reduction.

Qualitative Analysis, to include the ordi-

nary bases and acids, both by the humid

method and the blow-pipe.

Mineralog)'

LINEAR DRAWING.

Construction of Perpendiculars.

Construction of Parallels.

Construction of given Angles.

Bisection and Polysection of Lines.

Bisection and Polysection of Angles.

Construction of various geometrical

figures involving the theorems and prob-

lems of Books III and V, Legendre.

ISOMETRIC DRAWING.

Involving the elementary principles of

perspectives.

Shades and Shadows.

Projection.

Finished Perspective.

Free-hand Drawing.

Original Designing.

Machine Drawing in Color.

THE carpenter's BENCH.

Use of the saw.

Crosscutting and ripping to a straight

line.

Theory and use of the square.

Cutting to a given angle by means of

the square.

Use of jack-plane, smoothing-plane, and

jointer.

Planing a surface at right-angles, and at

a given angle to another surface.

Beveling and chamfering.

Use of the chisel and the auger.

Rabbet and mitre-joints, and scarfing.

Mortising and tenoning.

Dovetailing.
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Brace-fitting, theory and construction.

Actual construction of frame-work.

CABINET AND PATTERN-WORK.

Turning and use of the lathe.

BENCH AND VISE.

File, chisel, and hammer.

Filing to a line.

Making a true surface, cross-filing, etc.

Cutting a surface at right-angles, and at

a given angle to a given surface.

Cutting a surface parallel to a given sur-

face.

Construction of solids, such as a cube,

various prisms, a pyramid, etc.

CHISEL AND FILE.

Cutting screw-threads, fitting of male

and female screws.

Use of lathe in turning, coning, and re-

enforcing.

BRACE-WORK.

Actual construction of models.

Theory and construction of toothed

gearing.

FURNACE OR FORGE.

Drawing.

Tempering.

Welding.

(As required for small and simple pieces.)

Use of crucibles and the composition of

useful alloys, refining and fluxing, etc.

The foregoing is not intended to be a

"course of study." The exactions are

just about what every miner, farmer, arti-

•san, and every practical laboring man will

be required to solve in a busy lifetime.

They are things many of which the writer,

during his mining and frontier life, has

been compelled to learn in a bungling,

unscientific, and therefore a costly way.

They are the very problems that every

artisan, miner, and farmer has to learn by
a sad experience, as soon as he has been

able to forget the thousand and one edify-

ing accomplishments that were retailed
j

out in cheap installments during his school

career under the euphonic title of " men-
tal culture." A young man completing a

course of study and practice like the fore-

going, has by no means mastered the de-

tails of any trade, but he has learned the

principles that underlie half a score of

them. Should he choose to learn a trade,

he has cut short the time of his appren-

ticeship fully two-thirds. In theoretical

knowledge he is probably the peer of any

journeyman in the shop ; in handling
tools he is almost as expert as the average.

Let us see what advantage such a course

of instruction would be to a young man

just beginning life as a farmer. Supposing
that he has, to begin with, average com-
mon sense. He can, if necessary, plan,

specify, and build a decently comfortable

cottage, that is not a hovel in everything but

name
; stables and sheds that are respectable

in appearance ; or a fence in a style that

marks the line between a thrifty man and
a shiftless one. He can keep his carpen-
ter's tools in order, sharpen his plows, re-

pair and keep in order his agricultural

machinery and implements, and do a hun-

dred things of a mechanical kind that he

would have to hire done, or what is more
than likely, leave undone. He is at once

his own carpenter, blacksmith, and ma-

chinist, and what is by far more important,
he has acquired habits of neatness, precision^

observation, and thiroughness. In what-

ever position he may be placed, he has

the long end of the lever. In the con-

crete fullness of the meaning of the word,
he is HAND-y.

The writer is fully aware that the supply
of skilled labor is equal to, if not in ex-

cess of the demand, but urges that this

training is not so much to make the pupil

valuable to others as it is to make him

worth something to himself—not to make
him a servant to an employer, but to

make him master of himself.

But however barren of good results such
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a school as has been outlined in this article

may be
;
however impracticable and fool-

ish such a course of study as is merely

hinted at may prove ;
however needless

a school for the promotion of brain-and-

hand training may seem, there is one broad,

self-evident truth which has impressed

itself upon every mature person in the

country, and that is, that every depart-

ment of commerce is fearfully over-

crowded—overcrowded to the extent that

supernumerary stages in the passage of

goods from producer to consumer have

been created to interpose in their trans-

ference, in order to levy a blackmail on

the ultimate purchaser.

One reason for this condition of affairs

is obvious. Our common schools, high

schools, and colleges have, with scarce an

exception, educated their students to a

point where they feel that they sacrifice

their "positions in society" and "sink be-

low their proper spheres" by becoming

laborers, especially when they are brought

into contact with the multitude that crowd

the labor market. Hence the ridiculous

spectacle of hands that are fit for the ax

and maul, measuring cloth, and weighing

out candy, and doing a hundred things

that would yield a good livelihood to

thousands of starving women. Every-

thing that can be possibly construed as a

commercial employment or a "
profession

"

is prima facie evidence of its
"
respecta-

bility," and hence towns and cities are

supporting twice and thrice their normal

number of shopkeepers and quasi profes-

sional men. The muscular and the brain

energy is diverted from the farm and the

shop
—the brodwissensha/ten

—
and, follow-

ing the laws of the conservation of energy,

are manifested as licensed gambling and

legalized thieving wherever their normal

escapement is unprovided.

Before attempting to teach a lesson on

any subject, get fast hold of it yourself.

THE MARIANA OF THE NEXT
GENERATION.

[From the New World: sent us by Prof. G. W.

Minns.]

You come not
; ah, you come not.

I watch with a weary eye
From my window as the crowded

Balloons go floating by.

Each bears its human lading,

But bears it from me aloof,

And never rattles a grapnel

Upon our lonely roof.

Along its rails of iron,

An hundred miles an hour,

The ex-steam horse is hurried

By the Keely motor's power ,

It flashes past the station,

And away, outspeeding the storm,—
But in the passenger-catcher

I do not see your form.

The trees are red with autumn,
But in the leaf-strewn mead

I miss the old familiar tracks

Of your velocipede.

Only the streamlet's sighing

I hear, and the forest's moan,

Though the ears of love are keener

Than any microphone.

When the children toy at twilight

Sometimes with the phonograph,
I hear again your well-known voice,

Again your merry laugh ;

Then I start up and listen,

But I catch no further tone,

Though north and south, and east and west,

I sweep my megaphone.

The carbon points are lighted,

The opal globe 'gins glow.

Oh, my absent lover's colder

Than is the Alpine snow !

Barriers more fell than oceans

Have severed us apart,

And the tasimeter finds no warmth

Within his icy heart.

Upon the wall of my chamber

The instrument 1 see.

Through which in happier moments-

You used to whisper me.
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But never the call-bell ringeth,

Nay, so many days have flown

That the silly spader has built her web

O'er the rusting telephone.

But hark ! what is that music

Comes o'er the distant hill ?

Hush, tumult of my bosom ;

My beating heart, be still.

Hark ! nearer, dearer, dear-ir

Comes the familiar tone ;

It is my lord, my life, my love !

I know his xylophone.

THE YOUNG TEACHER.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

[National City, San Diego County.]

CHAPTER VII.

THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL A VISITOR.

The first day of school is the first day of

real trial to the young teacher. Examina-

tions may b.e hard ;
school trustees may be

vexatious ;
but the real trial is when school

really begins, and the young judges make

up their verdict as to the material to be

found in the new teacher.

Monday morning at nine o'clock, seven

pupils came into the school-house as Frank

rapped upon the window-sash with his

ruler. Mountain district felt itself too

poor to purchase a bell ;
and "the chil-

dren knows the ruler," Squire Brown

had said with more truth than he had

meant at the time.

Five boys and two girls, whose ages

ranged from nine to sixteen years, seated

themselves in various positions, and await-

ed further orders.

Seven pupils may not seem much of a

school to many teachers, but when we re-

member that some San Diego schools have

had an average attendance of one pupil for

weeks at a time, seven pupils will not seem

quite so small a school as might be.

Frank's first work was to find out each

pupil's name, what he had studied, and

what books he had.

The oldest pupil was Ben Brown, a stout,

self-important boy, about sixteen years of

age. He had a slate and old geography,

that might have been good when his father

went to school, but which now, could only be

of service to the curious student of history.

He had studied the Fourth Reader, spell-

ing (out of the school dictionary), oral

grammar, and arithmetic. He thought

he would like to study "gography," and

may be something else this term, and

finish his
"
'rithmetic."

On examination, Frank found that Ben

could add a little, and multiply with the

tables before him, but that he could not

subtract nor divide. He could read in a

blind, stumbling sort of way, and could

spell many easy words, and a very few

harder ones. His writing was almost il-

legible, and free from capitals and punc-

tuation. Of oral grammar there remained

not a trace. Jane Jones, aged fourteen, re-

cited in the same classes with him ;
and Sam

Smith and his brother Ed were in all his

classes except reading. "They read in the

Third Reader. There is one belonging

to the library that they both used," said

Ben, with a somewhat superior air.

Sarah Jones, aged ten years, read in the

Second Reader, but had never been guilty

of studying anything else, unless it were a

sly piece of mischief when the teacher's

back was turned.

Bob Brown had never been to school,

though he was now nine years old.

'- When we had school last year Bob had

to stay home and mind the hogs," ex-

claimed Ben. Frank could not help

thinking that, it might have been just as

well if they had all stayed home, but he

did not say so.

Harry Gray had been taught at home,
and could read fairly well in the Fourth

Reader, write a little, and knew some-

thing about geography. Frank soon found

that the geography in Harry's head was

only book-learning. He knew of the

Deserts of Sahara and Gobi, but that
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there was a Colorado Desert in his own

county he did not know. He thought the

Mississippi and other rivers were like the

ones he crossed in goino; to San Diego—
dry beds of sand for most of the year, a

dangerous quicksand for a short time in

winter. He had learned that Mt. Katahdin

was a mile high, but guessed it couldn't be

much of a hill, for it was six miles to the

top of Smith's Mountains. He was the

only pupil that knew the multiplication

tables, and he could tell what six times

seven was every time, by beginning at six

times one and going up to it.

At the end of his examinations Frank

found that the pupils had an average of

less than one book each, not counting two

whole slates and three small fractions of

what had been slates
;

that only one

(Harry Gray) ever read any at home
;

that five of them could write and cipher

a little ;
and that none of them had the

faintest notion of ^ow a lesson should be

studied.

Do you think this picture overdrawn.?

There are hundreds of such schools in

this country, and not a few in our own

State of California. And what is the

cause ? There can be but one answer.

Incapable and indifferent teachers. The

teacher makes the school
;
and a good

teacher can have a good school without

books or school-houses to help him. But

he must love his pupils ;
he must love

his work. He must know what to do,

how to do it, and why it is so done. He
must be earnest and patient ; far-seeing,

yet practical ; knowing what to cultivate

and what to repress ; avoiding narrowness

of work, but insisting on thoroughness ;

pointing out the right way, while avoiding

that helping which enfeebles both teacher

and pupils. He must not neglect the

present nor forget the past. He must

work in the present, and for the future,

expecting to be misunderstood and under-

valued
;
and seeking that approbation only

which one gives to himself when he knows
that he has tried to do his whole duty.

Frank found that it was now near recess

time, and as he did not think it advisable

to keep them in ver>' long the first day,

he gave them a recess of thirty minutes.

During this time he prepared a temporary

programme, and put it upon one of the

blackboards. Two and a half hours he

set apart for reading and spelling ;
one

hour for arithmetic
; thirty minutes for

writing and drawing ; thirty minutes for

geography ;
and thirty minutes for out-

door recess, and indoor whispering re-

cesses, between the classes. The time

given for whispering, Frank told the pu-

pils, was only given for talk about les-

sons. Other matters should wait until re-

cess, and though he did not intend to pun-
ish them for whispering at other times,

he wanted them to keep from it for their

own sakes. Then he explained to them

the difference between necessary noise and

disorder. Pupils must and should change

position occasionally, and workers will

make noise in working. It takes consid-

erable time and attention to teach pupils

to study without whispering the words.

But this should be insisted on from the

first. Frank soon found that not only

none of the pupils really knew how to

study, but that more than half the time

given to each recitation must be spent in

showing them how to prepare the next les-

son. He also made the discovery that it

was not possible for him to hold the undi-

vided attention of a class for more -than

ten or fifteen minutes at a time
;

that it

was wiser to hear the younger children

read twice a day for fifteen minutes each

time, rather than for half an hour once a

day.

But what to do about books ! A young
teacher needs props, and books cannot well

be laid entirely aside even by experienced

teachers. Reading books of some kind

are necessary, and geographies are desira-
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ble. Arithmetics are not so necessary,

and slates and paper may supply the place

of copy-books.

From what he had seen of the parents,

he knew that they would object to pur-

chasing more books than was unavoida-

ble
; so he finally decided that he would

ask each one to get a reader and a slate

is soon as they could send to San Diego ;

and then, with plenty of paper from the

library supply, he thought he could get

along. Until they got their books, he

could write the reading and other lessons

upon the blackboard and get the pupils at

work as well as he was able.

When three o'clock came Frank was

glad to dismiss them with a note to each

parent asking for the purchase of readers

and slates as soon as possible.

Frank arranged his work for the mor-

row, and planned how he would teach

i^eography, arithmetic, etc., without books

to depend upon.
While he was thus engaged, a knock at

the door announced a visitor, and looking

up, Frank saw a man about fifty years old

standing in the doorway.
"
Sit right still," said the stranger,

"
I ex-

pect you are the school-master, that is, if the

school hasn't mastered you already. My
name is Zeke Barnes. I'm herding sheep
down here, and as I used to be a school-

teacher, I thought I'd call around. I

haven't taught much in this State.

They've kept asking more and more for

certificates till it didn't pay any longer. I

paid fifty dollars clean gold coin for my
last one, and they made me out one in

uch bad shape that the next superintend-
ent told me it wasn't a legal one, and I

would have to be examined over again.

When 1 asked him how much he would

charge me, he said
"
they didn't do busi-

ness that way," and I saved my money and

went into the sheep business."
" But most superintendents are not like

the first one vou got vour certificate from,

10
' '

are they.^" said Frank, smiling at the

stranger's odd manner and joking speech.
"
No, I suppose not. That man and

O'Brien are the only two I am sure of.

But O'Brien will give a certificate to most

any body that asks him for it. You got

yours from him, didn't you ?"
*

"
I have a State certificate," said Frank,

somewhat stiffly, at this personal thrust.

"
Yes, Mr. Arnold has a State certificate.

He had the questions at home for two

weeks beforehand. O'Brien has a State

certificate. He took his papers home

and reviewed them, before sending them

up to Sacramento. Connors has a State

certificate, but that don't seem to hinder

him from getting drunk and gambling
with his own pupils when he ought to be

teaching. I tell you, young man, that

State certificates are getting to be mighty

dubious things. They don't conduct

these examinadons in a way that suits

me."
" How do you think they should be

conducted," inquired Frank, somewhat

amused at the half-joking, half-in-earnest

grumbling of the ex-teacher.

"
Well, you see," said Mr. Barnes,

"
these

questions that they ask are so unexpected-

like to those that are being examined, that

it takes them a long while to study out

what they mean. I think it would be

well, in the first place, to get up a book

with every question in it that ought to be

asked at examination times. It would

not take a very large book to contain

every reasonable question on all of the

branches they examine teachers in, and

these questions might be divided into first,

second, and third-grade questions
—each

higher grade including all the questions

of the lower grade. Then folks would

know just what to study."

That would be a good way to produce

cramming.
" But you could not ask. all the ques-

tions in your book at everj' examination,"
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said Frank
;
"who would select the ques-

tions to be asked ?" i

" The State Examiner," replied Zeke.
j

The State Superintendent might appoint a '

State Examiner for each portion of the
j

State, north, south, and middle. This i

State. Examiner would act with a County
|

Board of two, giving decisions in county

certificates only where the two could not

agree and re-marking the papers of those

who apply for a State certificate. The

two teachers in the county who hold the

highest certificates should be required to

serve ; or, the superintendent should be

required to appoint such ones
;
and if they

refuse to act he should appoint those hold-

ing the next best certificates."

" Then you would take all power to give

certificates out of the superintendent's

hands," said Frank.
"
No, I would have his approval neces-

sary' to the renewal of all county certifi-

cates, and all applicants for a certificate

should be recommended by him before

they are examined."
" You talk about renewing certificates,"

said Frank
;

"
I think one examination is

enough, as long as the person keeps on

teaching."
"
Very true, if the examination was a

fair one. But there should be some quiet

and sure way of dropping those who are

unfit naturally for teachers, or whose mor-

als are bad, and yet not so very bad that

charges would be brought in against them.

I do not think that hardly any certificates

would be refused renewal without sufficient

reason, and I am sure more immoral and

incapable teachers would be dropped."
"
Perhaps so," said Frank,

" but how

could one State Examiner answer for one-

third of the State ? I think he would have

his hands full."

" He could hold one examination in San

Diego one week
;
in San Bernardino the

next week ;
in Los Angeles the next

;
and

so he would have plenty of time to get

around to each county twice a year, and

newcomers would not have to wait three—
now six—months, if they came here a lit-

tle too late for examination. They could

go to the right county and be examined at

once."

"Now, young man," continued Zeke, as

he prepared to go, ''you musn't mind what

I said about State certificates. I reckon

you deserved yours, or you w-ould have

got mad at what I said. Call round and

see me sometimes." And nodding his

head for adieu, Frank's queer visitor de-

parted.

NEW RULE FOR PARTIAL
PAYMENTS.

BY DR. T. H. ROSE.

I propose in this article to present to

teachers a new method of working inter-

est on notes where partial payments have

been made. Only follow me carefully

through a few examples, and, my word

for it, the book rules will be forever laid

aside. And yet I propose no new depart-

ure in principle, but shall follow strictly

the United States Supreme Court rule.

We will suppose the following note :

($2,000.)
San Francisco, Jan. 4th, 1857.

For value received, 1 promise on de-

mand to pay to Peter Pindar, or order, two

thousand dollars, with interest at the rate of

six per cent, per annum. Peter Piper.

On this note the following payments are

indorsed ;

Feb. 19th, 1858—$400.

June 29th, 1859—$1,000.

Nov. 14th, 1859
—

$520.

What remained due Dec. 24th, i860.?

Let us now take our slates and go to

work. To get the work before us com-

pactly I will ask you first to arrange what

I call a "time-table." This feature alone

deserves a patent right, so great is its con-

venience.
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In the first column I place date of note,

dates of the several payments in their

proper order, and the date of settlement.

In the second column I place the differ-

ences between the dates found by subtract-

ing from above downwards. In the third

column I place these differences reduced

to the lowest denomination of time men-

tioned. In the fourth column I place the

several payments in their proper order
;

and at the head of the fifth and last column

I write the face of the note, which is the

first principal :

TIME-TABLE.

Vrs. Mos. Days.
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Indorsements—
Sept. I, 1 87 1—$2,000,

Dec. I, 1872
—

$3,000.

May 10, 1874
—

$2,500.

How much remained due Nov. 20th,

1874?
TIME-TABLE.

1870 — I— I

71
— 9— I

72 —12— I

74 — 5—1®
74 —11—20

1
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400
360 519
100 6

34.60
400

434.60
134.60

300

Now, by trial, I find the interest from

the fifth to the sixth payment to be greater

than the payment. Hence I jump to the

seventh payment, giving 2,272 days, and

also combine the payments in subtracting,

making $135.60.

300
360 2,772
100 6

138.60
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Editorial Department.

What the New Constitution Pro-
poses to do for Education.

A correspondent writing from Tehama

county, California, criticises tlie sections in

the New State Constitution relative to edu-

cation ; and inquires what will be the effect

upon educational progress if this Constitu-

tion be adopted.
In our February number we pubhshed the

entire article on Education, as adopted by
the Committee of the Whole of the Conven-

tion. We refrained from lengthy comments,
at that time, as we relied firmly on the com-

mon sense and ordinary intelligence of a

majority of the Convention. We antici-

pated several important changes, which

would make the proposed articles accord

with the spirit of our time and people.

These expectations have not been reahzed.

We are not of those who expect perfec-

tion in mundane institutions. Nor do we

grow dissatisfied and become an obstruc-

tionist, because everything is not precisely

as we would have it. There are many
clauses in this new Constitution we do not

hke ;
there are others which we hold of

doubtful expediency ;
there are some alto-

gether out of place in an organic law. Yet

taking the instrument as a whole, we saw a

great improvement over our present Con-

stitution. The Journal was, therefore, pre-

pared to say a few earnest words in advo-

cacy of its acceptance by the people.

But, we hold that there is no interest

higher, or more important to the future wel-

fare of the people of CaHfornia, than the

moral and mental education of their chil-

dren.

And we believe that their best interests

are imperiled by that section of the new

Constitution, article
"
Education," which, at

one fell blow, destroys the labor of years of

intelligent and original effort—which re-

duces teaching from the rank it has attained

as a profession, to a position infinitely more

degraded than any trade or skilled occupa-

tion in life.

The section in the proposed Constitution

which provides that City Boards of Educa-

tion and County Boards of Supervisors
shall have exclusive powers of examining
and certificating teachers, destroys teaching

as a profession in this State.

This has been a favored land for teachers.

We have been fortunate here in having a few

men—one or two or three—original think-

ers, men fearless in thought and action,

who perceiving the boundless possibilities

of this great western empire, realized that

capable men and women were the engines

to fulfill its grand destiny. These men in the

past, and scarcely less in the present, have

built up a system of pubhc education which

is the glory of CaHfornia, far beyond her

mines of precious metals or still broader

fields of golden grain.

What has been found useful and precious

in the school organization of other lands

has been taken and adapted for ours. To
this have been added features once new to

American States, but now copied by them

all.

This very system of State certificates for

teachers—the crown and safeguard of our

common schools—has within the past five

years been adopted by the most intelligent,

most wealthy, and most progressive com-

munities of this Union.

And it is this system which has tended to

solidify the occupation of teaching into a

profession, that is now to be cast aside in

scorn—to be abrogated and forever reject-

ed—and to be replaced by—what ?

By a primitive system of making teachers,

a system long since fallen into disuse in civ-

ilized states.

The proposition now is that county boards

of supervisors shall examine candidates, as

often as they see fit, and grant certificates.
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This means that every county in the State

shall have its own standard of a teacher's

qualifications ; that certificates shall be

granted by the thousand
; that political and

social influence shall be the open sesame to

certificate and bread in teaching ;
that the

supply shall be increased to quadruple the

demand
;

and that that supply shall be

morally, intellectually, and professionally,

whatever the caprice, ignorance, or policy
of a board may dictate.

What our present system is, the teachers

for whom we write these lines, know. They
know as well that our picture of the
"
local system

"
is not exaggerated or over-

drawn.

It is with feelings of contemptuous pity

and of shame that we read of members of

the Constitutional Convention denouncing
our present system of examining teachers,

and advocating the local system
" because

it will avoid the infamy of a State Board

Education." We pity the igftoraifiuses that

they did not know more of educational mat-

ters than to make the egregious blunder of

charging the State Board of Education with

any dereliction of duty or abuse of public
trust.

We are ashamed that, while appearing to

represent the culture and refinement of the

State, they should display so dense an ig-

norance, and so complete a disregard for

the responsibilities of their high position, as

to listen only to the voice of their prejudice
or their passions, and not to that small mi-

nority of their body who by superior experi-

ence were calculated to advise them in this

difficult matter.

The Journal has ever been modest and

unpretentious. Though our circulation ex-

tends through every county of this State, as

well as into other communities, the extent of

our influence we do not know. Now, more
than ever before, do we earnestly hope
that our words have weight. Now or never

is the time when our teachers need exert

themselves for the common good. Not for

their own good alone—for the fate of unborn

generations hangs on this measure. With-

out good teachers there cannot be good
schools ; and this section is calculated to

flood our professional ranks with hungry

hordes of unskilled, incompetent, and ephem-
eral laborers.

Teachers may not in ordinary aflfairs pos-
sess much influence. In this matter every
popular and respected educator can secure
the attention, sympathy, and co-operation
of the patrons of his school. We strongly
urge upon our readers that they leave no
stone unturned to acquaint all friends of

popular education with the true aspect of
this measure.

Let them strain every nerve to defeat the

new Constitution on this ground alone—that

if adopted,—it will work irremediable in-

jury to the common school s}stem of the

State.

Teachers alone could not succeed in de-

feating the proposed Constitution. But they
will not be alone.

In every community there is always a

strong conservative element opposed to

change. The proposed Constitution men-

aces the vested interests of a large and pow-
erful faction of capitalists and middlemen ;

and it threatens to inflict on the people a

host of new and high-salaried judges and

officials All these features will array

against it a powerful opposition in every

county in California.

Let teachers aid this opposition. Let

them persistently endeavor to convince all

parents with whom they come in contact,

that the future welfare of their offspring

depends on the rejection of this Constitu-

tion.

Such means will aid other classes of so-

ciety ;
and this whole misnamed and mis-

formed organic law will be rejected by an

overwhelming majority.

The Obstacle to Educating for
Work.

The great obstacle in the way of indus-

trial education is the lack of competent in-

structors. It is always easier to talk than

to do. So classical and literary schools will,

for the present, prevail, because it is easier

to find one hundred men adepts in theory to

one skilled in practice.

These reflections occur to us on reading

Mr. Redway's excellent article in this num-

ber of the Journal.
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Like the author of "
Educating for Work,"

we are not an extremist. We hold that

mental culture of the highest order is an

imperative demand of modern civilization.

A well-organized school system, as Huxley
has it,

"
is like a ladder with one end in the

gutter, the other in the university."

But there is no good reason why a school

system so constructed, should ignore utterly

those branches of learning which, while they

develop the mind and cultivate the understand-

ing, have, at the same time, a direct bearing

upon the practical pursuits of life. High
schools and universities are logical and in-

separable parts of any school system in ac-

cord with the spirit and culture of our age.

But schools, such as Mr. Redway de-

scribes, are of equal importance ;
and are

•equally worthy the fostering care of the

State.

We believe such schools would succeed

wherever organized
—whether by private en-

terprise or public policy.

Mr. Redway gives the clearest description

of a practical school which we have ever

seen within the brief compass of a magazine
article. We must here state that it was in our

possession before the issue of the February
number of Harper's Magazine^ in which

may be found an article on the same subject.

To Subscribers.

The Business Manager of the Journal
hopes soon to hear from those subscribers

who have not yet remitted their subscription

for 1878.

So many arrangements have been con-

summated for the improvement of the Jour-
nal that money is imperatively required.

We trust, therefore, that the bills for last

year's subscriptions, sent out by the Man-

ager, will receive prompt attention ;
and

that, in addition to the usual renewals, our

subscribers will take advantage of the op-

jDortunity to send us many new names.

The premium of Webster's Unabridged
for the names of ten new subscribers (teach-

ers) or six new subscribers (not teachers)

will be withdrawn after March 15th.

We have given a number of these premi-

ums ;
the last to a teacher in Siskiyou county.

who sends us the names of six parents in his

district, who each subscribe for the Jour-
nal in order to get the Dictionary for their

school.

W> shall feel grateful to our friends for an

early reply to this little reminder.

The Manager requests, further, in case a

bill is sent, where it is not yet due, that no
notice be taken thereof until maturity. Mis-

takes are liable to occur in every extensive

undertaking, and no intentional harm is done

by the reminder.

It is scarcely necessary to say, that no at-

tempt will ever be made to exact any sub-

scription more times than law or right per-

mits.

We call attention to the Book Reviews in

this number of the Journal. Books are

noticed there which are well worth the at-

tention of teachers.

SCIENCE RECORD.
This Record is under the editorial charge

of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

The Sanitary Record reports a case in which

a {amily were poisoned from eating moldy
bread. A pudding was made from scraps of

bread which had been about three weeks accu-

mulating, and from eating it one adult and one

child died. A chemical analysis was made and

the reactions indicated the presence of ergot, a

poisonous fungus.

It would be highly instructive to know the dif-

ferent methods by which malaria germs are

transported from one locality to another. The

following case reported in the Lancet, proves

quite conclusively that water may be a carrier

of the poison. Three vessels sailed from Algiers

to Marseilles carrying eight hundred soldiers, all

of whom had been exposed to the same atmos-

pheric conditions. Two of the vessels had a

supply of good water, but the third took water

from a marsh. The two reached port without

a sick man, but the third lost thirteen men and

had ninety-eight cases of malaria. Another

case, equally conclusive, is reported in Parker's

*'
Hygiene," A majority of writers have held
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heretofore that air only is a vehicle of malarial

germs.

A writer in Nature questions the accuracy of

the statement made so frequently in our popular

astronomies that the zodiacal light is most con-

spicuous in March. He contends, and fortifies

his position with several well attested instances,

that the brightest displays are from the middle

of January to the middle of February. Will

our readers make a note of the statement,, and

determine, from observations, whether it is cor-

rect ?

In "Komeo and Juliet," III, 5, we read:

" An eagle, madam, hath not so green, so quick,

>o fine an eye as Paris hath." Did Shakespeare

write "green" or "keen?" If eagles have

green eyes, the word, as we find it in our com-

mon edition, is correct without doubt.

Ques.—What is the color of the eagle's eye ?

Prof. Asa Gray announces the discovery, after

a lapse of a hundred years, of a plant obtained

by Michaux in the mountains of North Carolina

known as the Shortia galacifalia.

Many proposals have been made for a new

and universal initial meridian. The desirability

of such a step is obvious ; the great difficulty to

he overcome is to bring the different civilized

countries to an agreement. Why not consider

the meridian of the great pyramid as zero?

The plane of that meridian would divide the

land surface of the earth into two equal por-

tions ; that meridian would also stretch over

more land than any other. Here are two rea-

sons from nature for the plan, and we doubt if

any meridian can have better ones.

wrong, still no definite plan was offered as a

substitute.

Dr. Blake read a highly instructive paper on

"Temperature as Affected by Altitude." He

showed quite conclusively that on the western

slope of the Sierra altitude is not the most im-

j
portant factor in determining temperature.

! Theoretically temperature falls one degree for

every 300 feet of altitude, but during the month

of December, 1848, the minimum temperature

at Colfax, 2,431 feet feet above the sea level,

was higher for twenty-seven days than at Sacra-

mento, only thirty feet above the sea
;

also the

temperature at Emigrant Gap, at an altitude of

5,320 feet, was higher on eighteen days of the

same month than at Sacramento. Analogous re-

lations were found to exist in the Tehachape

Mountains, on the line of the Southern Pacific

Railroad. These facts are of great interest,

both scientifically and practically, and we hope

the comparisons will be made for a greater num-

ber of stations.

The rate at which the use of electricity as an

illuminating power is advancing, cannot be more

clearly shown than by the fact that M. Carr6,

the carbon electrode maker, is manufacturing
two thousand metres of rod per day. —Athemeiim.

At a meeting of the California Academy of

Sciences, held February 17th, several valuable

donations were made to the cabinet and library.

Prof. Putzger of the State University, read a

paper entitled the "Scientific Study of Lan-

guage," which reminded one of a County
Teachers' Institute. According to the essayist,

all our methods for teaching language are

ART NOTES.

This department is under the editorial

charge of H. P. Carlton, to whom all com-

munications relating thereto must be ad-

dressed.

Great preparations for an exhibition of local

art, to open the first week in March, have been

in operation for many weeks. All our San Fran-

cisco artists who are in the habit of sending in

pictures have been very busy. Rather a new

departure is to be inaugurated this year. No

picture is to be put upon the walls that has

been on exhibition before—and no picture pro-

duced by non-residents is to be exhibited. This

rule has set all our artists—inclined to be indo-

lent—earnestly to work. There will be nearly

or quite one hundred pictures hung, and it will

be an exhibit worth seeing.

Jules Tavernier has left his quiet old studio in

the dreamy town of Monterey and taken a fine

large room at 729 Montgomery street, formerly

occupied by the old Criminal Court. Julian Rix

is with him. The room has a large skylight,

and is filled with the relics of Indian skill and

specimens of the artist's handiwork. No finer

studio is to be seen in the city.

Robinson, Straus, Virgil Williams, and Coul-
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ter are in the same building, making a gathering

of kindred spirits, that has transformed the whole

locality from scenes of stormy harangue and

judgment to pictures of quiet beauty, harmony,
and icsthetic dreaming.

Hill has a room in Nevada Block ;
Keith at

the Mercantile Library ; Bradford and Perry are

at the Palace Hotel ; Toby Rosenthal at Mrs.

Johnson's building on Sutter street
; Johnstone,

from Australia, is at 408 California street.

Tavernier's principal canvas in the Exhibit is

a scene in Arizona, which may be styled
" Faith

in the Desert." It represents the native popula-

tion among the monumental rocks waiting for the

sun to rise, expecting with his advent to see

Montezuma returning to earth as their Savior

to bless and prosper them. They pfti-form this

ceremony annually, and are unwavering in their

belief that he will come.

Robinson has a marine view—Fog on the Bay
at Sunset—which gives opportunity of some very

fine technical work on ships and boats, and the

management of a very difficult light, coming

through the fog and striking the water just in front

of the beholder.

Joseph Strong and sister are in Monterey, in

the studio that Tavernier occupied.

Toby Rosenthal is painting portraits at his

studio on Sutter street. He speaks of going to

Paris in the spring to study in the French school.

Hill has in his rooms a View of Mt. Hood,

very correct and close study.

Johnstone has some Australian views that are

admirable for their fidelity. He has developed
a special power for rendering Australian scenes—
particularly the foliage of the eucalyptus and

kindred trees. His pictures will attract atten-

tion.

Mr. Carlson, a young pupil of Swedish birth,

we believe, has been a pupil of the School of

Design for over five years, and in all that time

has not touched colors, but studiously given his

time to drawing. He has persistently refused to

take the brush, but with severity of discipline

that would do credit to an older student, has

used only the pencil. He has taken all the

prizeS; we believe, that have been offered by the

institution. He now has some pupils of his

own— a special favor allowed as reward of

merit— and he is just about to begin work in

color.

Miss Lotz is engaged upon a picture for Mr.

Peter Finnegan, of Oakland, owner of the

princely stables on California street between

Jones and Leavenworth. The subject is Mr. F.'s

fine four-in-hand team out on a drive to the

beach. It will give the young and talented

artist some capital animal studies from life.

We saw in Mr. Brooks' rooms recently a pair

of fruit-pieces that astonished us—peaches that

made the mouth water. We thought we had

seen fruit painted before, but we have no recol-

lection of ever seeing before, fruit on canvas

that so stood out like sculpture. Mr. Brooks

has certain powers or skill with the pencil that

no one here, to our knowledge, possesses.

Young artists often inquire how it is that he

produces certain wonderful effects. But he can

never impart the coveted trick. Some one asked

Turner once what he mixed his pigments with.

" I mix them with brains," was the reply. Mr.

Brooks can give no other reply. One's style or

secret power cannot be communicated.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Very recently a new French cable company
has been constituted, with, it is stated, a capital
of 52,000,000 francs and 84,000 shares. The
company proposes to lay two cables, one from
Brest to Cape Cod, and the other from Land's
End to Nova Scotia, both by the way of St.

Pierre.

Nearly eighty thousand volumes were destroy-
ed by fire with the Birmingham and Midland In-

stitute, which was lately burned. Such a catas-

trophe is a great loss to all English scholars.

The famous old American frigate "Constitu-
tion

"
(Old Iron Sides) ran ashore, recently,

near St. Alban's Plead, coast of England. She
was successfully got off. The frigate was built

in 1794, figured conspicuously in the 18 12 War,
and is now cruising as a school-ship.

The Russian troops have commenced their

evacuation of Turkish territory.

A bill to restrict the number of Chinese land-

ing at any American port to fifteen, was passed by
the House of Representatives, amended and

passed by the Senate, and the House concurring
in the Senate amendments, sent to the President.
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The King of Burmah, a semi-barbarous poten-

tate, has murdered all the princes of the royal

blood, to the number of eighty.

Thirty villages have been destroyed in Poland

by floods.

The British troops in Zululand have been re-

inforced, and are preparing to receive another

rislaught from the natives.

The Chronicle newspaper of this city will

soon have new, spacious, and elegant quarters.
The proprietors have purchased the lot on the

corner of Kearny and Bush streets, and will

erect thereon a fine three-story building, in

which will be located their composing, press,

and editorial rooms, as well as their counting-
house. The whole building will be lighted by

electricity.

Lowell mill-girls earned on an average $4.54
a week in 1878 as against $3.26 in i860. The

price for board was $1.75 per week in 1878 and

$1.25 in i860.

Mt. Etna is discharging vast volumes of mud,
which forms a constantly increasing lake at the

f'>ot of the mountain.

A terrible plague has broken out in Russia, and
is spreading northward and westward ;

a plague
so virulent that it is reported that the deaths

are ninety per cent, of all that are attacked, and
so epidemic that one case in a village is a sure

precursor of many others. An International

Sanitary Commission has been in session in Vi-

enna to consider what precautionary measures
are necessary for the protection of Europe ;

and
the extent of the alarm is indicated by the re-

port that the German delegate to the conference

says that if necessary Germany will put a quar-
antine cordon around her border of 80,000 men.
The disease was imported into Russia by some

returning Cossacks from Turkey, and has already
reached the vicinity of Moscow. There is some

dispute as to its nature and some very suspicious
Itkial reticence, but the indications are that it

> the "Black Death." which depopulated Lon-
don in 1663. The cold weather seems, very

strangely, to have no power to check its ravages
or reduce the mortality.

—Christian Union.

Senator Edmunds has introduced a resolution

into the Senate affirming that the Thirteenth,

Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the

Constitution are duly ratified and are of equal
force with the other parts of the Constitution,
and instructing the Judiciary Committee to re-

port a bill for the protection ot all citizens in

their political rights. The lesolutiun was passed
by a vote of 30 to ii.

Cash in the United Tieasuiy—$332,450,695.

The distress among the poor in Glasgow is de-

creasing, but about 30,000 persons are still sup-
ported by charity.

The British army invading Zulu Land, in South

Africa, met with a serious reverse on February
loth. The invading column was attacked by
the Zulus to the number of about 20,000, and

compelled to retreat with a loss of nearly 600
officers and men. Reinforcements are urgently
called for.

Marshal McMahon, not finding himself in ac-

cord with the majority in the French Chambers,
resigned the Presidency of France on the ist ult.

His resignation was accepted, and AL Gr6vy,
President of the Chamber of Deputies, was
elected his successor. Leon Gambetta, the emi-
nent republican leader, was chosen to the Presi-

dency of the Chamber of Deputies. This is a

great triumph for the extreme republicans of

France, and more firmly establishes the repub-
lic. The Monarchists and Bonapartists may well
be disheartened, for these recent events show
that the French possess a capacity for self- govern-
ment. which augurs well for the perpetuity of

the republic.

Among the deaths of notable men during the

past month, is that of Dr. Linderman, for many
years Director of the United States Mint.

The definitive treaty between Russia and Tur-

key has finally been signed ;
and Russia is be-

ginning the actual withdrawal of her troops
from Roumelia.

A great strike of operatives is now in force in

Liverpool ; 30,000 workmen have left their usual

occupations.

A sub-committee of the Potter Investigating
Committee of the House of Representatives
have been engaged in investigating the famous

cipher dispatches. Tilden, his nephew Pelton,
Smith Weed, and Manton Marble, are among
the witnesses examined. They all unite in de-

nying any attempt to purchase electoral votes.

The Legislature of Nevada is now in session-

On convening. Senator John P. Jones was re-

elected for the ensuing six years by a large ma-

jority.

The new French Cabinet consists of the fol-

lowing statesmen : M, Waddington, President

of the Council and Minister of Foreign Affairs
;

Senator Leroyer, Minister of Justice ; xM. DeMar-
cere. Minister of the Interior and also of Public

Worship, ad interim ; M. Jules Ferry, Minister

of Public Instruction and Fine Arts
; M, Lepere,

Minister of Agriculture ;
Admiral Jaureguiberry,

Minister of Marine.

The military operations of the British in Af-

ghanistan have, during the past month, been

practically at a standstill. After the occupation
of Candahar, British columns were pushed in

the direction of Cabool, but no decided advan-

tage has yet been gained.

Several papers publish Pope Leo's Encyclical
Letter in full. It is preceded by telegram to the

following effect : The Pope's Encyclical is a

great subject of talk to-day. The whole of it

was, I am told, written by Leo XIII himself,
and much of it gives hopes of a great change
from Pius IX 's policy. There is no reason to

doubt that the present Pope is far more enlight-
ened and liberal than his predecessor. The Jes-
uits are down on Leo XIII, and the organization
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formed under their influence for collections of

Peter's pence is slackening its exertions. In

fact, 187S shows a falling off in this source of

revenue even from 1877, which was a very bad

year. There is trouble at the Vatican, owing
to Leo's not issuing many bulls and dispensa-
tions which yielded large sums. He is taxing
the incomes of highly paid clerical officials,

which is most unpalatable to them. I fully en-

pect to see a change of policy, and a reconcilia-

tion of the Church with the necessities of the

age. Perhaps, too, the Pope will not long con-

tinue in the imprisonment which the Curio Ro-
mano has imposed upon him.- -Sacramento Un-
ion telegram.

Caleb Cushing and R. H. Dana, Sr., have
both died since the close of oui" last month's
Record. The former was well known as an

eminent authority on international law, a states-

man of high rank, and a prominent public offi-

cial. Mr. Dana has for many years retired from

active life, but his reputation as one of the ablest

American writers had been established. He was
the father of R. H. Dana, Jr., and of Charles A.

Dana, editor of the New York Sun.

Queen Victoria has a great grand-daughter.

Among the Senators elected or re-elected this

month are Roscoe Conkling of New York, James
A. Logan of Illinois, Zachary Chandler of Mich-

igan, and O. H. Piatt of Connecticut.

PersonaL

We learn with regret of the death of John
Blair Scribner, senior member of the firm of

Charles Scribner's Sons. He was a young man,

only twenty-eight years old
;

but together with

his surviving brothers, he had shown evidence of

his determination to follow in the footsteps of his

able and respected father, the founder of the

house.

'Mr. Anthony Trollope, in the January number
of the Nineteenth Century^ tells us something
curious about novel -reading. He says that

th^re has grown up a custom lately among tea-

dealers to give away a certain number of books

to their poorer customers—one book given to so

many pounds of tea bought. The other day
18,000 volumes of Dickens' works were ordered

for this purpose. "The bookseller suggested
that a little novelty might be expedient. Would
the benevolent tea-dealer like to vary his pres-
ents ? But no ! The tradesman, knowing his

business, and being anxious above all things to

attract, declared that Dickens was what he

wanted. He had found that the tea-consuming
world preferred their Dickens." This is a prac-
tical commentary—though not meant as such—
on Mr. Trollope's just remarks upon Thackeray
and Dickens, that Dickens has tapped a stratum

lower in education and* wealth, and therefore

much wider, than that reached by his rival.—
Bazar.

The Prince of Wales has nerve as well as con-

fidence in science. It is said that he was once

with Dr. Lyon Playfair standing near a caldron

containing lead which was boiling at white heat.
" Has your Royal Highness any faith in science ?''

said the Doctor. "Certainly," replied the Prince.

"Will you, then, place your hand in the boiling
metal and ladle out a portion of it ?" " Do you
tell me to do this?" asked the Prince," "I
do," replied the Doctor. The Prince then ladled

out some of the boiling lead with his hand, witn-

out sustaining any injury. It is a well-known
scientific fact that the human hand may be placed

uninjured in lead boiling at white heat, being

protected from any harm by the moisture of the

skin. Should the lead be at a perceptibly lower

temperature the effect need not be described.—

Weekly.

Mr. George H. Lewes, whose recent death has

proved a great loss to science, left a considerable

mass of manuscript, including the remainder of

his work on theology in its philosophical rela-

tions, A new and full edition of his works will

shortly appear, under the editorship of Mrs.
Lewes (" George Elliot") and of a gentleman
whose name has not yet been made public.
Mrs. Lewes is unfortunately in very delicate

health.

Mr. A. Bronson Alcott, in spite of his eighty

years, is arranging to have a "Summer School
of Philosophy

"
at Concord next July.

One of the most eminent, though not one of

the best known, of Boston's literary men, died

last month—Hon. George S. Hillard, at the age
of seventy. Mr. Hillard was a writer of a num-
ber of historical essays, all of considerable

merit.

Professor Palmieri, who has devoted his life to

the study of Mt. Vesuvius, has an observatory
situated on a long and narrow ridge of rock on

Mt. Cataroni, almost at the foot of the actual

cone of the volcano, half a mile from the Her-

mitage of San Salvatore, the extreme point to

which carriages can ascend the mountain. In

spite of the risks, the Professor has remained at

his post, and chronicled features of the eruptions
of the last six years.

Khir-ed-in Pasha, the new Turkish Grand Vi-

zier, is a Circassian, and formerly Prime Minister

to the Bey of Tunis. He attracted public atten-

tion by a book in which he argued that modern
ideas of progress were not inconsistent with the

cardinal principles of Islamism. In his youth
he was a slave. His good looks and his brains

greatly attracted his owner, who after a while

gave him his daughter in marriage, and advanced
him in political life.

The Pope is said to be considering whether it

is advisable to call an Oecumenical Council ;

that he has admonished various prelates for the

company they frequented ;
others for their pri-

vate life
;
and a strict prohibition has been is-

sued to all priests not to dress as laymen at

night or to frequent the theaters. The Pope has

sold the sole remaining ship of his navy, the

"Immaculate Conception," stationed at Toulon.
— The Independent .
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The succession of the Harpers continues in the

])erson of Mr. J. Henry Harper, granson of the late

\rr. Fletcher Harper, who has now become one

f this great publishing firm.

Ida Lewis, the heroic young woman who has

^avecl many lives off Newport, has been ap-

pointed keeper of the lighthouse on the Lime
Kocks in that harbor, at a salary of $750. Her
father was keeper until his death, recently, and

ill ring the interval her mother has had the

^ liarge.
—

Independent.

A collateral descendant of Martin Luther is a

Niudent at Strasburg. There is room for another

reform in that vicinity if he inherits the tenden-

cie'> of hi^ great predecessor.
— Christian Union.

Educational.

Illinois supports 24,000 school-teachers and a

million scholars.

The re-organization of primary school educa-

tion contemplated by the Government of Bel-

:_,num wholly omit-s religion. The communal
uithorities will decide whether religious in-

>truction shall be allowed. According to the

proposed law, it must in any case be given
either before or after school-hours. The Liberal

Association of Brussels has issued an address

which got's even beyond the purposes of the new
law. They say : "The commune, the province,
and the state have no business with any dogmatic

leaching. The priest can and should catechise

in his church, and give his teaching to those

alone who demand it
;

but it cannot be per-

mitted to the state to impose this teaching on

anybody, or even to lend the school-rooms to

Catholic, Jewish, or Protestant ministers." The

Belgian bishops have issued a pastoral condemn-

ing the proposed law.—Harper^s Weekly.

The London School Board has appointed Miss

Lofving, at a salary of $1,500 a year, as super-
intendent of "

physical education
"

in the girls'

schools.

From the Chtistian Union we see that France

proposes to have no more ignorant children, and
therefore no more ignorant mothers. The Gov-
ernment has decided to organize a Commission
to determine where and how schools for the edu-

cation of women had better be established . The
Commission have selected Paris, Lyons, and nine

other of the largest cities in France, cities where
the state has already colleges from which com-

petent professors can be obtained for the use of

schools. The republic will bear all expenses
save those for building purposes, and will con-

tribute to the support of a certain number of

scholars. Almost simultaneously a bill is pre-
sented by the Minister of Instruction making
primary education in the public schools compul-
sory after the ist of January, 1880.

E. O. Vaile has retired from the editorship of

the Educational Weekly, His successor is Prin-

cipal Mahoney of Chicago, who was formerly
editor of Barnes' Monthly.

Henry Kiddle, Superintendent of the Public
Schools of New York City, has been made by
the French Minister of Education, an " Officer

of the Academy" for his "eminent merits as an
educational administrator, and especially as edi-

tor of the Cyclopicdia of Education.'

John Eaton and John D. Philbrick have re-

ceived the Gold Palm, and W. T. Harris, Henry
Kiddle, and Ormond Wilson, the Silver Palm
from the French Minister of Public Instruction.
The Gold Palm gives the title " Officer of Pub-
lic Instruction

" and the Silver,
" Officer of the

Academy." The badges are a purple rosette,
and a purple ribbon worn in the button-hole of

the left lapel of the coat.

A party of students from Princeton College
went to Trenton, N. J., a short time since, where

they created such disturbances that they were
arrested by the authorities and fined.

It is estimated that the number of students ex-

iled to Siberia from the various Russian universi-

ties since the beginning of the year exceeds 600.

J. D. Philbrick has returned home after a so-

journ of ten months in Paris in the service of the

educators of this country.

CORRESPONDENCE, NOTES,
AND QUERIES.

Editor Home and School Journal : In

the last County Institute a question on the

use of the sign % was brought up.

Dees the % indicate that the product

should be divided by 100, in decimals, the

same as it does in whole numbers.^ As

5 % of 4 = 2, and .05 of 40 = 2
; or,

.05 %= 2, or .02. I think the sign only

a mark to save writing the rate as a deci-

mal, and does not have anything to do with

the value.

In another Institute, where I was work-

ing, about forty out of forty-five teachers

decided by vote that the % always stood

for the product. I cannot find a definite

statement about it in the books, and have

always used it simply to indicate one of

the terms, the rate, as we have bases, rate

per cent., or (%), percentage, amount, and

difference. Who is right .'' Van F.

I Laws of Questioning.— i. Questions

should be clear and concise ; 2. Questions

should be to the point ; 3. Questions should

1 be adapted to capacity ; 4. Questions
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should be logical; 5. Questions should

not be ambiguous ;
6. Avoid questions

that give a choice between two answers ;

7. Avoid direct questions ;
8. Avoid set

questions ; 9. Avoid general questions ;

10. Avoid questions that simply exercise

the faculty of memory.

Object of Questions.
— i. To find out what

the pupils know ; 2. To ascertain what

they need to know ; 3. To awaken curi-

osity ; 4. To arouse the mind to action
;

5. To illustrate or explain
—when neces-

sar)- ; 6. To impart knowledge not found

in the text-book ; 7. To fix knowledge in

the mind
;

8. To secure thoroughness.

Cautions to be Observed in Questioning.
—

I. Ask questions only once
;

2. Vary the

questions ; 3. Begin the exercise with an

easy question ; 4. Let your questions be

connected ; 5. When a question is asked,

do not suggest the first words of the an-

swer ;
6. Enunciate every question with

distinctness ; 7. Anticipate answers—ar-

range suggestive questions ;
8. Never neg-

lect or ridicule an answer
; 9. Never tell

a child what you could make that child

tell you ;
10. Question the lesson into the

minds of the pupils, and question it out

again ;
11. Lead the pupil by a pleasant

question to discover his own mistake, in-

stead of directly charging him with it.
—

School Bulletin.

"Methinks you ought to beware of false

friends.*'

Please analyze the sentence, and parse

methinks. B.

MATHEMATICS.
This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

It has been suggested that the Mathe-

matical Department would be more inter-

esting if a portion of our space were

devoted to a clear and concise presenta-

tion of principles that are daily discussed

in the class-room. As an illustration of

what is desired, we would present the fol-

lowing
In subtraction in algebra, why do we

change the signs in the subtrahend, and

proceed as in addition ?

(Min.)

(Subt.)

a— b -f-r (Rem.)

The same quantity may be a^ded to

both minuend and subtrahend without af-

fecting the remainder. If we add to both

minuend and subtrahend the subtrahend

itself, with its signs changed, the new min-

uend will be a— b -\-c, the new subtra-

hend, zero
;
and the remainder, a— b -\- c.

The same result might have been ob-

tained by changing the signs of the subtra-

hend, and proceeding as in addition.

Hence the rule.

Mr. C. B. Towle sends the following il-

lustrations of his method of finding true

discount. The principle of the method

may perhaps be more readily seen by sub-

tracting (in first example) $.05 from $1.80 ;

and that remainder, $1.75, from $60.00.

Given, bank discount and rate, to find

true discount.

On a note discounted at 3 per cent, the

bank discount is %6o ;
what is the true dis-

count ?

3 per cent, of $60 is $1.80

3 per cent of $1.80 is $.05.

From $60 -f $.05, take $1,80 ; and their

difference, $58.25, is the true discount.

PROOF.

$2,000 H- 1.03 = $1,941.75

$2,000.00

$1,941-75

$58.25
True discount.
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I

EXAMPLE 2.

On a certain note the bank discount is

$320, discounted at 4 per cent.; what is

the true discount ?

4 per cent, of $320 is $12.80.

4 per cent, of $12.80 is $.51.

4 per cent, of $.51 is $.02.

From the sum of $320 and $.51, take

the sum of $12.80 and $.02 ;
and their

difference, $307.69 is the true discount.

PROOF.

|;8,ooo -4- 1.04 = $7,692.31

$8,000.00

$7,692.31

$307.69
True discount.

Problem i.—In a right angled triangle

find the sides, having given the hypothe-

nuse (10) and the difference of the lines

from the acute angles to the center of the

inscribed circle (2.)

Solution.—Let A B C be the triangle,

D the given center and C D, A D the

lines.

With radius C D anJ center D, describe
I

an arc cutting A D in E. A E will be

the given difference. C D and A D bisect

the acute angles. Hence D A C +
ACD = 45°and A D C= 135^. The

triangle C D E is isosceles and C E D =
iso°-i3 5°^,3^o^ AEC=i57i, as

it is the supplement of C E D. Now in

A E D are known A E, A C, and A E C.

The angle A C E is found bv A C : A E=
Sin. 22 J^^ : Sin. AC E. A C D = A C E
-f 22i^ ACB=2 A CD. AB= AC

X Sin. ACB. BC=ABX Cos. A C B.

When (AC = 10) A 8=8.067432\>\.\^\\ |aE = 2 I BC =5.909022

A. F. Parsons.

Mr. Parsons sends us the following, the

second of a series of problems :

Prob. 2.—The same as No. i, substi-

tuting sum for difference.

Hypothenuse = 15, sum = 16.

The following solution of a problem
that appeared last month is submitted by
Mr. Templeton, of the Boys' High School :

xyi^x—:^^= 6 (2)

Divide (i) by (2) and we have—

xy 6

6.r2-[-6j-= I3.r)/ (3)

36.r^-4-36>'^=78j^j'

Subtracting 72 xy from both numbers,

\ye have—
36:1:^

—
72 xy + 36^2

__
(^xy

6a-— 6r =: -f- sj^xy

X— y= +iij6xy
Substitutmg this value of a^ —

^^r
in (2),

we have—
J xy ^6xy= 6

xy ^6xy = 6^

^dxsyl= 6=

6xH'^= 64

.r3j3 = 63

xy -.^ 6

Substitute this value in (2), and we

have—
6(a-— )):=:6

X—y= I

ji-^— 2A-j'-[-r2
== I

4xy = 24

X' + 2xy -\-y^= 25

.r—y= I

2 x^^ 6

x=s
2y= 4

y=2
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We would also offer a solution to the

same :

(.1---)-) (.1— i) I)

.1-1 (.!•— l)=6 (2)
Mult. (2) by 2

2.ri (.V— r)=i2 (3)

Subt. (3) from (i)

{x^--2A:r+_i-) {x—y) = i (4)

or, (.V
—

i) KV— r) (x
—

v)r= i (5)

Hence—
V— r=i (6)

Subs, in (2) and .v y = 6 (7)

Subs, value of—
X from (6) and r-|-j'^= 6

j'= 2

" What is the greatest number of balls

I inch in diameter that can lie in a square

box I foot each way V'

Let EDP' represent part of a side in one

corner of a box whose dimensions inside

are 12 inches each way.

Twelve balls i inch in diameter can lie

in the bottom row, arranged like B, C,

and K
;

and 1 1 similar balls can be

placed in the second row, arranged like

A and H. The triangle ABC is equi-

lateral with sides i inch long. The line

AI represents the distance between a line

passed through the centers of the first row

and one passed through the centers of the

second
; or, the distance, on a line per-

pendicular to the bottom of the box, be-

tween the centers of any two consecutive

rows.

Al2=AB^—BP=.7S; and AI=.866+
inches.

As the first row extend \ inch below

the line of their centers, so the upper, or

last row, will extend \ above their centers.

There will then be 1 1 inches to be di-

vided into spaces .866+ inches wide,

which gives 12 spaces and .608—-inches

to spare. There can then be 13 rows, 7

of 1 2 balls each, and 6 of 1 1 balls each,

or 1 50 balls, arranged on one side of the

box. Twelve layers of 150 balls each,

make 1,800 balls that be placed in the

box. C. B. TowLE.

In relation to the board problem that

was discussed in the last number, we said

that if the sides about the right-angle in

each small triangle are respectively 7.2 and

9.6 in., the true answer must be 19 ft.

0.504 in. These sides, however, are not

in this ratio of 3 to 4, as may readily be

seen, after preparing a diagram represent-

ing the board in position. Four triangles

are thus formed, two large and two small,

all similar one to another, since the sides

of each small triangle are respectively per-

pendicular to the sides of each large tri-

angle. If X represents the shorter of

these two sides, in the small triangle, and

y, the longer, we obtain from the condi-

tions X : y= 12 — J' : 16 — x, or the

equation 16 x— x^ = i2y—y-\ and the

hypothenuse of the small triangle being i,

we also have the equation x-^ -f- j^^ = i .

A correspondent has obtained the same

results with ourselves. His solution of

these equations will be given next month.

Educational Intelligence
FROM

STATES AND COUNTIES.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

Seven more teachers were dismissed from this

Department in February, for obtaining their cer-

tificates by fraud.
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There will be a deficit of at least $50,000 in

this year's school fund in San Francisco. The

Boaid has exercised the strictest economy ;
and

is the only branch of the city government where

there has been any real retrenchment. Affairs

have been so badly managed by some of the

other departments of the city government that

^chool-teachers' warrants have been paid, when

liie, at the city treasury, no more than four

months, out of the past twelve. What is to be

done in view of the deficit above referred to, has

not yet been determined by the Board.

Elisha Brooks, Vice-Principal of the Wash-

ington School, was elected, in February, Prin-

cipal of the Eight-Street Grammar School. Mr.

Brooks is a teacher of ability and hne culture,

and likewise an industrious student. His arti-

cles in the Journal indicate literary merit of a

high order. The Board did itself credit in their

choice.

The Board of Supervisors is a noble body.

Reform is their watchword. They are cutting

down the expenditures of this municipality to

he lowest point. That is,
—in education. An in-

lance in point is the School-ship Jamestown.
Four or five years ago the U. S. Government

placed the Jamestoron at the command of this

State and City as a school-ship. Here was a

chance to kill three or four birds with one stone.

First, a chance for practical education
; second,

.1 means of recruiting our merchant marine
;

third, an opportunity to save boys from vice and

crime by taking them away from the tempta-
tions of a great city, and giving them something
to think about and do on shipboard. But no,

municipal expenses are annually nearly $5,000,.

000, and it will save $25,000 to give up the

-hip to the Government, and discontinue the

chool theeron. So it was done. In the mean-

while, in the different departments of the gov-
ernment of this city, it takes three men to do
one man's work : and each of these three gets
double the pay he himself would take, if he

could get no more
;

the waste in stationery
and general supplies is simply enormous

; and

the extras in the way of carriage hire, keeping of

horses and buggies, and maintenance of unneces-

sary men is an outrage on a civilized and long-

suffering community.
There is no probability of substantial im-

provement in these respects
—but our schools may

\it closed two weeks before the regular time
;

teachers are likely to lose their entire salary
for one month this year, besides the discount on

11

their warrants for many other months ; and this

petty appropriation to train boys in at least one

useful occupation, is withdrawn.

Let us see what may be the results of the

economy of these Solons. It costs about $500
to make each of these boys a sailor. He then

has an occupation, and is no charge on society.

As it is, some of these boys, turned adrift, will

first be caught in petty thefts, tried and con-

• victed— Industrial School two or three years—
graduated—adepts, not in navigation, but in

crime. Then grand larceny, assault to mur-

der, murder and perhaps State-prison after an ex-

pensive trial, both prosecution and defence at

expense of State.

Which is more expensive—to make the boy a

sailor, or to keep him in San Quentin ?

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY.

Santa Cruz has an Academy of Sciences, con-

sisting of twenty-four of her best scientists and

scholars. Meetings are held semi-monthly, at

which essays on scientific, literary, and political

questions are read. The society has a rule

against the publication of such essays.

An addition has been built by private subscrip-

tion, to the Felton school-house, in this county.

An additional teacher will be required.

The Green Valley school closed its Fall session

a few wesks ago with interesting exercises. The

teacher, Mr. Doty, has managed the school with

great ability and success.

W^atsonville, in this county, has goo;i schools

and an excellent corps of ten teachers. The lat-

ter have organized a Teachers' Association, and

hold monthly meetings for mutual improvement.
At the February meeting Mrs. Morris spoke on

the subject of Physiology ; Mr. Doty on Pri-

mary Arithmetic ;
and Mrs. Rodgers read an

original essay, descriptive of a School Scene.

These meetings are undoubtedly productive of

great benefit.

SOLANO COUNTY.

In the Vallejo schools there are about 1,000

pupils enrolled. The percentage of attendance

is very high, being 94 per cent.

Prof. Towle, in writing to us concerning Val-

lejo says :

<' We have an excellent Board of Education,

consisting of the following gentlemen : J. E. Ab-

bott, Superintendent and President of the Board ;

John Farnham, C. H. Hubbs, David Rutherford,

and D. W. Harrier
;
and Dr. I. S. Halsey, Sec-

retary. Our Board is elected every two years ;
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the present one was elected last March. Vallejo

is considered a very healthy place for children.

The deaths among all those under seventeen

years of age (about 2,400 in number) do not ex-

ceed two per cent, per year for all causes, in-

cluding accidents. For the past six years there

has not been a death among pupils attending the

high school."

YUBA COUNTY.

Supt. Steel, of this county, took a short vaca- \

tion of two weeks in San Francisco. We had

the pleasure of meeting him and making his

personal acquaintance.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Principal Foss, of the Mountain View School, !

and Mr. S. G. Isaman, of the neighboring

district, spent their winter vacation in Yuba

county. Mr. Foss has a splendid school at

Mountain View, and is one of California's rising

young men. Mr. Isaman is an excellent teacher

and a successful student in scientific branches.

He is said to have the finest and most complete

collection of ferns, with their descriptions, in

California.

The Almaden school in this county, appears

to be particularly fortunate. Early in February

Supt.Chipman held an examination of the school,

not only to test the progress of the classes, but

for prrizes provided by J. B. Randol, Superin-

tendent of the New Almaden Quicksilver mines
;

and distributed annually under the direction of

the School Superintendent and the District Trus-

tees.

The proficiency and progress of the pupils

were excellent.

Mr. W. S. Taylor is Principal, and Misses Al-

freda Morton and Lizzie Madden Assistants of

the school.

VENTURA COUNTY.

The San Buenaventura school reopened for

the spring session on February loth. During
vacation the school grounds have been improved
and trees set out, and the buildings put in good

repair.

A pleasant social entertainment was given at

the Hueneme school-house on Feb. 5th. This, is

Supt. DeNure's school.

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY.

A new district called the Brentwood has been

established in this county and a school-house

erected.

The Martinez school gave a very successful

entertainment on the evening of February 7th.

SONOMA COUNTY.

A. P. Keran will take charge of the P'orest-

ville school for the coming summer term.

A. E. Kellogg, formerly of Peialuma, will

teach the Clark district school in Marin counry
next term.

Miss Abby Goldsbury takes the Watson dis-

trict school for the coming spring session.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY.

The Downey City school consists of three de-

partmer.ts, all in excellent condition. Mr. S.

W. Burke is Principal, Misses Lucy H. Jenkins
and Mary E. Anderson, Assistants.

The Alameda district school will reopen after

the winter vacation with Mr. Joseph Smith, Prin-

cipal, and Miss Lizzie Leffler, Assistant.

There are two fine private schools in Downey
City
— one bearing the somewhat pretentious

name of '< Southern Pacific College," the other

more appropriately called the "Los Nietos In-

stitute."

School opened in the new building, Anaheim,
at the beginning of the spring term, January 16

Four teachers are employed—J. M. Guinn, Gram-

mar and High School department ;
Miss Adah

des Granges, First Intermediate
; Mrs. Mary A.

Evans, Second Intermediate
; Mrs. Julia Breed,

Primary. Average daily attendance, 180. All

the teachers in the Department are subscribers

to the Journal. The school-house, grounds,

furniture, and apparatus cost $14,150. It is

one of the most commodious and attractive

school-houses in southern California.

Los Angeles county has sixty school districts,

and employs 130 teachers.

placer county.

There are fifty-seven teachers in this county.

Iowa Hill, in this county, has just completed
a new school-house.

SISKIYOU county.

The Yreka Grammar School, Principal J. E.

Putnam, is doing good work. This is Mr. Put-

nam's third year, and he is more popular than

ever.

There are one hundred pupils in the Etna

school, taught by Mr. and Mrs. Scott. This is

a larger number than ever before attended.

The Siskiyou county people are decidedly in

favor of schools. At a recent election at Saw-

yer's Bar, to decide the question of voting a tax

for school purposes, there were 176 votes cast,

and a majority of 59 in favor of the tax.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

[Prepared by Dudley C. Stone, Dep. Supt. Com-

mon Schools, San Francisco. 1

(IKAMMAR THIRD GRADE.

I. a. What do you mean by viodifica-

tions of the parts of speech }

b. What modifications has the noun t

the pronoun .? the adjective } the verb .'

c. Give the general rule and three

special rules for forming the plural of

nouns .'

d. Write the possessive, singular and

plural, if any, of woman, king, Henry,

princess, bridge, thief, sheep, mercy.
I. Write three sentences on each of the

following nouns, bringing in each noun

as, I. subject ; 2. possession ; 3. object.

1 . A grizzly bear.

2. Governor Irwin.

3. The steamer.

4. Richard.

3. Name the personal pronouns of—
1. First pers. sing., objective.

2. Third pers. plu., nominative.

3. Third pers. sing , objective, femi-

nine.

4. Second pers. plu.. possessive.

4. a. Give the possession of who.

b. Give the possessive of which.

f. What is the positive of next, last, up-

most, eldest }

5. a. State the rule for the formation

of the passive voice.

b. How does a verb in the passive voice

represent the subject.^

c. How does a verb in the active voice

represent the subject .'

6. a. What is the conjugation of a verb .'

b. Define regular^ irregular, and aux-

iliary verbs.

7. a. What are the principal parts of a

verb .'

b. Name the principal auxiliar}- verbs.

8. Give a synopsis of the verb try, in

the third person singular, in the indicative

potential and subjunctive moods, using a

feminine noun as the subject.

9. Write the twelve rules of Syntax, as

given in the
" New Language Lessons."

10. Correct—
1. Bread and milk are good for chil-

dren.

2. Honor and shame from no condi-

tion rises.

3. Neither the horse nor the mule

are in the field.

4. The Board of Examiners have

passed the bill.

5. Bismarck, the statesman and the

diplomatist, lives in Berlin.

6. Did you ever hear of Mark's and

Susan's adventure .''

11. WVite—
1. A sentence containing a noun in

apposition.

2. A sentence containing a predicate

nominative.

3. Correct—
I should try to be a better girl if I were

her.

12. Correct—
I- He hasn't got no money to pay for

it with.

2. Who did you give it to }

3. You cannot be him.

4. Each one of these girls have as

much as they can do.

5. This house is the larger of the two.

FOURTH GRADE.

1. Define—
Language, composition, subject, predi-

cate, a simple sentence, a predicate ad-

jective, an adverbial phrase, a proper

noun, a transitive verb, a conjunctive ad-

verb.

2. Analyze
—

1 . Sorrowfully our friends observe our

faults.

2. Education improves the mind.

^. Raphae l was a painter.

rrHlVEKSlTY
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3. Write—
1 . A sentence with the subject modi-

fied by an adjective and an adjective

phrase.

2. A sentence with the predicate mod-

ified by an adverb and an adverbial

phrase.

4. Change the itahcized adverbs in the

following sentences into adverbial phrases :

1 . Take her up tenderly.

2. She spoke quietly.

3. Joyfully we rode away.

4. An oak grew here formerly.

5. Write two sentences, each containing

a noun in apposition, which is itself modi-

fied by other words.

6. Write sentences containing the pos-

sessive, singular and plural, if any, of the

following nouns :

1. Wife.

2. City.

3. Scholar.

4. Child.

5. Dwarf.

7. Analyze
—

Whitney, the inventor of the cotton-gin,

was a school-teacher.

8. Correct—
1. Them flowers smell sweet.

2. Ain't you a going home !

3. I have'nt saw you for a whole week.

4. Him and me works in the shop.

9. Arrange the adjectives, nouns, verbs,

and adverbs in the following, in separate

columns. (Include articles among the ad-

jectives) :

The steamer Alameda ran into the El

Capitan on Wednesday afternoon, and the

latter sank to the upper deck. No lives

were lost, as there was ample time to trans-

fer all the passengers to the Alameda.

10. a. What is a personal pronoun.'' a

relative pronoun.? an interrogative pro-

noun }

h. Write two sentences containing trans-

itive, and two containing intransitive verbs.

FIFTH GRADE.

1. Rule your paper properly, and ar-

range in the proper columns all the words

in the following sentences :

1. Two canaries built their nests in

the acacia tree in our front yard.

2. Seven small boys ran away from

school and roamed along the shore

of the bay, watching the fishermen

dragging their seines.

2. Write a sentence containing an in-

transitive verb.

3. Write—
1. Five descriptive adjectives.

2. Five proper nouns.

3. Five limiting adjectives.

4. Five proper adjectives.

4. Give two rules for the use of capitals.

5. Give the personal pronoun, first per-

son singular ;
third person plural.

Name the three relative pronouns.
What is meant by the antecedent ?

6. Write a sentence containing three

different kinds of adverbs.

7. a. If you add ness to an adjective,

what kind of a word do you form 'i

b. If you add ly to an adjective, what

do you form }

8. Write six abbreviations in common

use, with their signification.

BOOK NOTICES.

Elements of Book-keeping. By Joseph H.
Palmer, A. M. New York : Sheldon & Co.

This book is what it purports to be, the ele-

ments of book-keeping. For pupils in grammar
schools and the junior classes of high schools,
we have never seen a work to equal it.

It has been our fortune to teach book-keeping.
We have found it impossible to do more than to

teach the theory of accounts, leaving the prac-
tice for the counting-house and office. Our work
was made difficult by text-books with defective

arrangement, abstruse explanations, and com-

paratively few examples for practice.
On examining the book before us we find a

small work of 180 pages octavo. The arrange-
ment is simple and systematic ;

the definitions

concise ;
and the explanations clear. Both Sin-

gle and Double Entry are explained and illus-

trated. The sets for practice are numerous and
short. Another point of superiority which we
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notice, is that it is a working-book, i. e., it is so

constructed that the learner must think and

work. We do not see here set after set, all

written out, so that the pupil has before him the

constant temptation to copy.
This book is so made that it may and should

be used with a graded course of study. It

could be advantageously taken up in our third-

grades and studied through the three last years

of the grammar school course.

We recommend the work to the attention of

teachers.

Thf. Ceramic Art. By Jennie J. Young. New
York : Harper & Bros. San Francisco : Payot,

Upham & Co.

The making of pottery, or " the Ceramic Art,"

had its origin in the remotest antiquity. Long
before mankind had acquired even the elements

of written speech, history reveals the progress
of civilization, and is revealed by means of rude

attempts in moulding and decorating clay. Un-

fortunately, the materials are of so perishable a

nature, that the results are not so satisfactory as

may be wished. Yet, by means of pottery, may
be traced the rise and progress of nations and

races, from a common and similar state of bar-

barism, to a higher and still higher condition of

civilization—similar and yet heterogeneous.
The book before us is a large octavo of 500

pages. It is no dry work, intended to interest

either the potter, the art student, or the scientist,

but a vivacious account of the rise and progress
of the manufacture of pottery and porcelain in

all its branches, and chiefly of the art of its dec-

oration. The author's style is calculated to at-

tract and keep the attention of the reader ;
and

the 474 illustrations, some of them exquisite
works of art in themselves, are fitting accompani-
ments to the text.

The volume is divided into four books : Book
I trcatsof*' Nomenclature and Methods ;" Book

II, of the art in "The Orient;" Book III, in

"Europe ;" and Book IV, "America." There
is also an •* Introduction," which, in part, re-

minds us, on account of its poetic spirit, of

Longfellow's Keramos.
P'or the teacher and general reader, we can

see where this book possesses a special interest.

It illustrates history, and throws over that

branch of human knowledge the same light of

reality that experiments and magic-lantern pro-

jections do in physics. In fact, here we see the

better part of history illustrated.

After reading this book, and examining and re-

examining the engravings, we understand and

sympathize with the Ceramic mania, which has

nor yet subsided. And the beauty of this art is,

that it has two sides—the esthetic and the utili-

tarian. The lover of beauty may satiate himself

with the beauty, which is all he sees, and which
to him is all in all. The student and philoso-

pher find beneath that which is here truly skin-

deep, the source from which to drink full draughts
of the fount of knowledge. There are two great

questions which ever interest the intelligent
mind—whence came we and whither do we go?
The latter is beyond the ken of history, or art.

or science to solve
; to the solution of the former

"The Ceramic Art" will give a thousand clues.

Graded Exercises in English Composition.

By N. C. Parshall, Rochester, New York.

San Francisco: A. L. Bancroft & Co. pp.
160

; price 60 cents.

This is an excellent working book for training
children in the use of language.
The contents comprise fifty graded exercises,

each divided into three sections ; the first analy-

sis, the second synthesis, and the third examples
in false syntax to be corrected.

As may be seen from the title, this is an ex-

ercise book. It is the only work of the kind we
have ever seen, and as a practical teacher, we
consider it an invaluable adjunct for good and
successful grammar teaching in the school-room.

It is not a text-book on grammar, nor is it a sub-

stitute for one
;

but it gives, arranged in the

simplest and most systematic form, illustrative

and practice work, which the really efficient

teacher of grammar is, with constant effort,

obliged to make up for himself. We are satis-

fied our teachers will find this book all we rep-

resent, if not more.

Spelling Blank Book, By Clarence M. White.

San Francisco : A. L. Bancroft & Co. Price

15 cents.

This is a blank book, neatly and appropriately
ruled and arranged for spelling exercises. There

is room for about 1,500 words, as many as a ma-

jority of our men and women usually use.

Drawing Exercises, Chicago : A. H. An-
drews & Co. San Francisco : A. L. Bancroft

& Co.

These little books of drawing exercises are ex-

cellent, and will be found just what most

teachers need, both in graded and ungraded
schools. There are many pretty designs, ar-

ranged systematically, from the simple to the

more complex.
The cost is a trifle, and it would be a great as-

sistance to teachers in ungraded schools to intro-

duce them into -their schools. They would

serve to occupy the younger children, and at the

same time give them practice in a useful and

highly interesting art.

Annotated Poems of Standard English Au-
thors. Cowper's Task. Edited by the

Rev. E. T. Stevens and the Rev. D. Morris.

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. San

Francisco : Billings, Harbourne & Co. 62 pp.;

price 25 cents.

This little book is the fourth of a series of an-

notated poems of standard English authors, pub-
lished by the enterprising Philadelphia house of

Lippincott. The publication of this series is an

excellent idea. There is not a first-grade or

high school in this State where these books could

not be used with the greatest advantage to the

learner. The notes and explanations are direct

and full. Three months spent with a first or an

advanced grade on any one of these little works.
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will prove a better drill in language and litera-

ture than a year's training in any
"
English Lit-

erature
"

in print. The teacher who takes his

class through these books will find a definite

something accomplished, which no amount of

training in any abstract science can equal.

Books Received.

FROM PAYOT, UPHAM & CO.

Shakespeare's ]\Iuch Ado about Nothing. Edited

by William J. Rolfe. New York : Harper & Bros.

Percy BvssHE Shelley. By John A. Symonds. New
York : Harper & Bros.

Harper's Half- Hour Series. Modern England,

1820-1874. By Oscar A. Browning, M. A. Stories from

Virgil, By Alfred J . Church, M. A.

LITERAR^ NOTES.
Articles for Teachers in the

March Magazines.

5/. Nicholas for March gives us its usual list

of good things. Among them may be mentioned

Dr. I. I. Hayes's "An Adventure on an Ice-

berg"; Fanny R. Feudge's "Oriental Bottles,

and How They Are Made "
;
F. R. Stockton's

serial,
" A Jolly Fellowship

"
;

and Charles

Barnard's "The Mechanical Pigeon."
The February Popular Science Monthly is a

magnificent number. Joseph Le Conte, Herbert

Spencer, Du Bois-Reymond, Gregan, Andrew

Wilson, and others, are therein represented.

Some of the more important subjects are " The

Crystallization of Gold, Silver, and Other

Metals"; "The Formation of Mountains";
"
Planetary Rings, and New Stars

"
;

"
Typhoid

Fever Poison," and others.

The March number will contain, among other

articles, the following : "The Electric Light,"

by Prof. John Tyndall, F. R. S., etc.;
" On the

Chemical Elements," by Prof. J. Norman Lock-

yer, F. R. S., etc.; "Experiments with Living
Human Beings," by Dr. George M. Beard

;

" Science and Socialism," by Prof. Oscar

Schmidt
;

" Is Conscience Primitive ?
"
by War-

ring Wilkinson.

Lippincotfs Magazine for March continues in

excellent style. This journal is really worth the

favorable attention of all intelligent readers. In

this number we have, among other articles,
" A

Day with Hudson Bay Dog-Sledges"; "Rich
ard Realf" (the unfortunate poet who lately

committed suicide in Oakland); "Pottery and

Porcelain at the Paris Exposition" ;
and " Live

Wood in Our Whipping Posts."

The March Atlantic excels itself. There are

two poems by John (j. Whittier, one by Long-

fellow, and some spirited stanzas by Rose Terry
Cooke. Mark Twain goes into the history of

"The Great Revolution in Pitcairn
"

; N. S.

Shaler writes of "The Natural History of Poli-

tics
"

;
and G. W. Julian of " Our Land Policy."

Richard Grant White gives us one of his usually

interesting and valuable articles on "American-

isms," and W. D. Howells continues his serial,
" The Lady of the Aroostook."

Appleton's Journal for February gives ample

proof that it will fulfil the purpose contemplated
in changing its design and scope. It is now a

journal whose high standard sustains the emi-

nent merit and rank of its publishers. In this

number we have "The Shakspearian Myth";
"English Literature— a Chapter from a New
History," by Spencer Walpole ;

" The Historical

Aspect of the United States," by Dean Stanley ;

" On Certain Present Phenomena of the Imagi-

nation," by Lord Houghton ;

" Intolerance and

Persecution," by W. H. Mallock
;
and "Verify

Your Compass," by W. R. Greg. The fiction

confined to short stories is of the best and most

refined order.

Harper s for March has some valuable articles,

especially valuable and interesting at this time.

Among them may be mentioned "Present Ten-

dencies of American Art;" the "Coast Sur-

vey;" "The English Home of the Washing-
tons" " The English in India;" and "English
and American Locomotives."

The March Scribner has among its usual bril-

liant array of contributions, several of especial

interest to teachers. For instance, Edward Eg-

gleston speaks of " Some Western School-mas-

ters ;" John Muir of the " Passes of the Sierras;"

R. R. Bowker of "A College Camp at Lake

George ;" and Frank R. Stockton gives us an-

other "Rudder-Grange" story in "Pomona's
Bridal Trip."

The North American Review is displaying an

amount of vigor and interest in topics of present
and vital interest, which commends that publi-

cation to every student and teacher in America.

In the March number there is a symposium—
"
Ought the Negro to be Disfranchised?" and

"
Ought He to have been Enfranchised ?"—on

which we hear, or rather see, Senators Blaine,

Lamar, and Wade Hampton; James A. Gar-

field, A. H. Stephens, Wendell Phillips, Mont-

gomery Blair, and Thomas A. Hendricks.

General Miles writes of the "Indian Problem;"
and Prof. G. P. Fisher, D. D., of " The Philoso-

phy of Jonathan Edwards."
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C, B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]

No. II.

That part of the heavens containing the

constellations Orion and Canis Major, is

the brightest and most beautiful to be

seen. Of the fifteen first-magnitude stars

visible during the year in this latitude, five

of the most brilliant are placed there
; two

in Orion, one in Canis Major, one in

Canis Minor, and one in the Hyades, west

of Orion. The Egyptian X is formed by
five brilliant stars, Procyon and Betelgeuse

above, Naos and Phaet below, and Si-

rius in the center. The Equinoctial, the

Great Circle which separates the north-

ern heavens from the southern, passes

through Orion just above the upper star

in the belt. The three stars in Orion's

belt being a degree and a half apart, or

three degrees from the first to the third,

are by many called the Yard or Ell,

In that part of the heavens containing

Ursa Major, there is no star of the first

magnitude, but several of the second

magnitude among which those in the

Great Dipper are particularly noticeable.

The Great Dipper forms a part of the

constellation Ursa Major, the long handle

representing the bear's tail. The Little

Dipper, of which Polaris is at the ex-

tremity of the handle, is the principal part

of Ursa Minor. Merak and Dubhe, in

the Great Dipper, are ver)' nearly in line
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A
B
C

D-D
E
F
G

Leo Minor, The Lesser Lion. (Part.)
Leo Major, The Greater Lion

Sextans, I'he Sextant.

Hydra, The Water-Serpent. (Part.)

Crater, or The Cup.
Corvus, The Crow.
Virgo, The Virgin. (Part.)

Regulus.
The Sickle in Leo Major.

3 Denebola.
4 Ihe Head of Hydra.
5 Cor Hydrae, The Heart of Hydra.
6 The Head of Virgo.
7 Spica.

JBHE, MERAK
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with Polaris, and for that reason are styled

Pointers. One can readily find the North

Star by looking in the direction these stars

seem to point. Polaris is not exactly at

the North Celestial Pole ;
it is nqw a de-

gree and a half from the precise point,

toward Caph, in the constellation Cassi-

opeia. The axis of the earth is slowly

but continually changing its line of

direction. By the combined attraction of

the Sun and Moon, the earth's axis is

made to mark out, as it were, a circle in

the heavens forty-seven degrees in diame-

ter. It takes over twenty-five thousand

years for the axis of the earth to pass

once around this circle. A line from Po-

laris to Vega, in the constellation Lyra,

would be very nearly a diameter of this

circle. The North Celestial Pole is mov-

ing toward Polaris, and will pass within

a half degree of il, on its course towards

Vega. Thuban, in the constellation Dra-

co, was the North Star about four thousand

five hundred years ago ;
and Vega will be

the North Star in about twelve thousand

years.

Oriox.—Orion was said to the son of

the God Neptune and Euryale, a dis-

tinguished huntress. Following the dis-

position of his mother, he became a very

famous hunter. He desired to marry

Merope, but F^noi)ion, her father, not fa-

voring the match, took a favorable oppor-

tunity when Orion was intoxicated to put

out his eyes. Hearing the sound of a

forge, he went to the workmen, and, by

Vulcan's instruction, took one of the

men on his shoulder as a guide. Climb-

ing a mountain, he came where the first

beams of the rising sun would shine upon
his eyes. By virtue of these new-born

rays of the God of Light, his sight was

fully restored. Becoming proud of his

might as a hunter, he boastingly said he

could conquer any animal in the world.

To punish his pride, the gods sent a scor-

pion, which bit him on the heel, and caused

I

his death. He was then placed among the

^ stars. This constellation is spoken of by

;

Homer, and in the Bible by Job and Amos.

I

Argo Navis.—Some consider that this

! constellation was named to perpetuate the

! story of the Ark, and the saving of Noah

I
and his family. Only a part of the con-

'

stellation can be seen from our latitude.

The constellation is very large, and has

two stars of the first magnitude, which

I

never rise above our horizon. According
to tradition, Jason and fifty-four comrades

sailed in the ship Argo from Greece to

!
the Black Sea, to get the famous Golden

Fleece. After many adventures, the

Greeks came to the country where the

Fleece was kept. Jason, by the help of a

witch, obtained possession of the Fleece.

He then sailed back to Greece, carrying

with him the witch, who was the daughter
of the king of that country, and whom he

made his wife. Of course such a marriage
resulted disastrously.

CoLUMBA NoACHi.— This constellation

was named in honor of the dove which

Noah sent from the Ark, when he wished

to know if any land had appeared above

the water. If Argo Navis is considered

as representing the Ark, this constellation

is very appropriately placed near it.

Cams iVlAjOR.
—

Sirius, by far the most

brilliant of all the fixed stars, is found in

Canis Major. If its distance is correctly

estimated, its diameter must be fifteen

times that of our sun. It is a double

star ;
but the eye cannot distinguish the

two parts without the aid of a telescope.

Because Sirius rose and set with the sun

during the time of greatest heat in the

year, it was thought by the ancients that

his brightness had something to do with

it. The term Dog-days, which is still

applied to the hottest part of the summer,
was then literally the days of the Dog, or

the time when the Dog-star could not be

seen evening or morning, since it was too

near the sun.
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CONSTELLATION'S AND STARS OF THE NORTHWESTERN HEAVENS.

A Auriga, The Wagoner.
B Camelopardalis, IheCamelopard. (Part.)
C Perseus.
D Caput Medusae, The Head of Medusa.
E Musca, TheHy.
F Aries, The Ram. (Part.)
G Triangula, The Triangles.
H Andromeda. (Part.)
J Cassiopeia.

1 Capella, The (Joat Star.

2 The Thiee Kids.

3 Algenib.
j-4 'I'he Arc of Perseus.

5 Algol
6 Arietis.

7 Almaach.
8 Merach.

9 Caph.
ID The Chair in Cas.siopeia.
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By some this constellation is thought to

represent one of Orion's hunting- dogs.

( )thers think the Egyptians so named it,

because by its rising they were informed

when the Nile was about to overflow its

banks. Thus it served as a faithful watch-

Iog,

to warn them of the danger of floods,

f which they could see no cause.

[Cams Minor.—This constellation may
e known by its two brightest stars—Pro-

cyon, and one of the third magnitude

about four degrees from it, narried Go-

nielza. As Canis Minor rises just before

C anis INIajor, it is supposed that the Egyp-

tians named it Little Dog, because it

seemed to warn them, as little dogs so

frequently do, of the approach of the Great

Dog.
Lepus.— This name was given to the

I cluster of small stars just below Orion, to

have it represent one of the animals which

he took pleasure in hunting. Since the

Hare rises and sets before the two Dogs,

it may be considered that they are always

in pursuit of him, but never catch him.

Orion is not able to help them
;

and so

we have an ancient hunting scene con-

stantly pictured before us in the heavens.

MoNOCEROS.—This is what is called a

modern constellation. In some parts of

the heavens there are spaces having ap-

parently few and small stars, which were

not named by the ancients ; or, if named,
the names have been lost. Such incon-

spicuous clusters were named in more

recent times, so that no part of the heav-

ens should be without a name. The Uni-

corn is large, but contains no stars greater

than those of the fourth magnitude. The
name Unicorn was probably given to have

it represent a nobler animal than the hare

to be chased by Orion and his dogs.

Teach penmanship to all pupils. The

youngest can learn to write. Give it its

place on the programme and never allow

it to be crowded of[.

THE VAQUERO.

[Frank Desprez : in Temple Bar.^

Oh, who is so free as a gallant vaquero ?

With his beauty of bronze 'neath his shady som-

brero ?

He smiles at his love, and he laughs at his fate,

For he knows he is lord of a noble estate ;

The prairie's his own, and he mocks at the great,

"Ho-ho! Hai! Ho-ho 1

Head 'em ofi" 1 turn 'em back !

Keep 'em up to the track !

Ho-hillo ! Ho-hillo !

Cric—crac !"

Oh, donna Louisa is proud as she's fair ;

But she parted last night with a lock of her hair ;

And under the stars she roams, seeking for r^t.

While she thinks of the stranger that came from

the west ;

And Juan bears something wrapped up in his

breast,—
<« Ho-ho ! Hai! Ho-ho!

Head 'em off! turn 'em back !

Keep 'em up to the track !

Ho-hillo! Ho-hillo!

Cric—crac !"

His proudest possessions are prettily placed.

His love at his heart, and his life at his waist
;

And if in a quarrel he happen to fall,

Why, the prairie's his grave, and his poncho's

his pall,
—

And Donna Louisa—gets over it all !

"Ho-ho ! Hai! Ho-ho !

Head 'em off ! turn 'em back !

Keep 'em up to the track !

Ho-hillo! Ilo-hillo!

• Cric—crac !"

The Padr6 may preach, and the notary frown.

But the poblenas smile as he rides through the

town ;

And the Padre, he knows, likes a kiss on the sly,

And the notary oft has a •»
drop in his eye,"—

But all that he does is to love and to die,—
" Ho-ho ! Hai ! Ho-ho !

Head 'em off ! turn 'em back !

Keep 'em up to the track !

Cric—crac !"

Hold the health of the pupils sacred,

and guard it carefully. Subordinate all

else to that.
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THE YOUNG TEACHER.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

[National City, San Diego County.]

CHAPTER VIII.

OUT-OF-SCHOOL WORK.

A good teacher teaches out of school as

well as in
;

teaches parents as well as

children ;
teaches himself as well as others.

Not that he should give outside instruc-

tion with a school-room manner, but he

will find plenty of chances to be of use to

old and to young outside the school-room.

Music had a hold on the affections of

Mountain District, as might be seen by

the small organ at Mrs. Gray's, and re-

mains of fiddles to be found at Smith's and

Jones'.

By a little engineering, Frank got one of

them to suggest a weekly meeting at the

school-house every Sunday afternoon, to

sing for an hour or two. Books were pur-

chased, and the whole neighborhood came

every Sunday to the "sing," as it was

called. It was not difficult to teach them

enough music to enable some to sing the

bass part, and when they could read the notes

a little, new tunes were easily and quickly

learned. A few of the men found it was

easier for them to sing the tenor part,

while two of the girls sang alto with ]\Irs.

Gray ;
so in a few Sundays thqy had quite

respectable singing at the school-house.

Meeting all the parents thus every week

enabled Frank to easily make needed sug-

gestions about his pupils' needs, and the

causes of various little troubles that occa-

sionally arose.

I say little troubles, for Frank had but

one good-sized trouble while he was in

Mountain District. This was not about

religion, for they were not very religious

in Mountain District, and the fact that

Frank believed in an ape-like ancestor

instead of the traditional Adam, did not

disturb them. Politics was not the cause
;

for, as Frank was not yet old enough to

vote, he took very little interest in politics.

This greatest, but most corrupting of all

sciences, was to Frank what it is to most

women,—something he could not meddle

with
; and, and therefore, something for

which he cared but little. The Constitu-

tion is the fundamental law of this State,

yet it is certain that many of the nomi-

nees to the late Constitutional Conven-

tion had never read the present Constitu-

tion until they thought they had a chance

to help in making a new one. But if

neither of these two causes of all the great

wars of this world was the cause of this

trouble, what was the cause } It was the

MOON.

Yes, mild and pleasant though she

seems, as she moves placidly through the

heavens. Mistress Moon has yet power to

rouse men's souls and make them do her

honor.

The darkening of her face warned

Squire Brown that it was time to plant

the potatoes if he did not want them to

grow all to tops. Smith laid the shingles

upon his new barn when the moon said

they would not curl up ;
and cut his tim-

ber when it would keep sound and be free

from sap. Jones laid his rail fences when

fair Luna said they would stay on top the

ground, and plowed under the weeds

when she said they would stay under. If

Brown shot a deer in the increase of the

moon the venison would swell as it was

fried on Mrs. Brown's stove
;

but if the

moon were growing less, it would shrink

until it was as firm and tough as sole-

leather. Of course, it rained on or near

the changes of the moon, though Cali-

fornia was "mighty unsartain to what

Texas was," for the horns sometimes

spilled water in the dry season.
" But

perhaps it hasn't got used to our San

Diego climate," Zeke Barnes had once

remarked, in a conversation with Squire
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Brown on the moon's perversity in this

respect.

The above may give you a faint notion

of the enormity of Frank's offense, when

he one day asserted that the moon had no

influence upon the weather ; that her rays

didn't bother the potato bugs even
;

that

the moon didn't hurt the fish when it

shone upon them any more than it made

people moon-bHnd that slept facing its

light. In short, I feel bound to confess

that Frank acted and talked more like a

lunatic upon this subject than like a sensi-

ble young teacher
;
and when he finished

his absurdity by saying that
"
the tide was

the only thing the moon did control, and

she had to get the sun to help her do

that," Squire Brown seized his hat and

said it was time to go home.

Hair-snakes was the next rock upon
which Frank stumbled ;

and when he told

his pupils that horse-hairs would not turn

to snakes, and that the Gordins which

they brought him was not a snake, but a

worm
; that if one was swallowed that it

would not grow to a huge serpent in the

stomach, it took the offer of twenty dol-

lars for each snake produced from horse-

hair and water, and four weeks' fruitless

waiting on hairs pulled from the tails of

Jones', Smith's, and Brown's horses and

placed carefully in running water, to win

the children over to his side.

The fossil shells that were so abundant

on Mrs. Gray's field made Squire Brown

say that
"

it was mighty curious the Injuns
used to like clams so well that they would

lug them that fur to eat, while now they

didn't seem to care much for them." Frank

remembered his recent experiences, and

mildly remarked that "some men said

that they were left there by the ocean,

which they thought once covered that

land."

"O, yes," Squire Brown said, "they

might have been left here during the

Flood."

Frank made an ineffectual eff"ort to es-

tablish a reading club, but they were not

much given to reading in Mountain Dis-

trict, and singing was pleasanter ;
but they

thought it would be pleasant if Frank

would read something each Sunday when

they met to sing. So this was done, and

stray bits of popular science, of history, an

occasional funny piece, and the news of

the day were read and talked about at

what was now a genuine Sunday school.

Excursions to the beach became quite

frequent on Saturdays, and Mountain Dis-

trict became aware that mussels, rock-

oysters, clams, and abalones were enjoya-

ble additions to their ordinary fare.

When mushroom time came Frank put

all the mothers in a tremble lest their chil-

dren should be poisoned with those nasty

toadstools, that are so abundant here dur-

ing the first of the rainy season. Mrs.

Gray cooked the sour-dock, mustard, and

various other plants which Frank brought

in for greens, with inward trembling, but

declared that sour -dock, manzanita- ber-

ries, and bear-berries were never intended

for pies, and that Harry would dig up

something that would hurt him • in his

search for grass -nuts and other edible

roots.

Frank was fond of good eating, as every

healthy boy is and ought to be. The

school law required lessons on matters of

health,, and good cooking is the founda-

tion of hygiene. The boy or girl who

has learned how to make good bread has

learned that which will be of more benefit

to him or her than all the Greek and

Latin in the world. The Boston schools

have lately introduced sewing into some

of their schools. It would have been far

wiser had they made cookery a study in

all of them.

At noontime Frank would often give

little practical hints on cooking while they

were eating lunch, and many times did

they kindle a fire and cook their own
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lunches from raw materials brought from

home. These little "pic-nics," as the

children called them, became quite a fea-

ture of the school, and Zeke Barnes would

often leave his sheep and drop in at

lunch time, wuth canned fruit or some

other delicacy in his pocket "to pay for

his dinner,'' as he would tell them.

Nor did Frank neglect to study out of

school. He carefully studied the lessons

of each class in advance, so that he could

hear them recite without touching the

book. This gave the pupils more confi-

dence in his scholarship than any other

one thing could have done. He tried to

prepare himself to answer all questions

that were likely to be asked, and to sug-

gest different ways of studying for the

sake of variety.

Nor did he neglect to use his eyes, and

learn how to do the many different kinds

of work which has to be done on the

farm, and which one may ever learn new

ways of doing, as well as ways to avoid.

You have seen some men who were handy
at doing almost any little job: who could

fix a clock or mend a plow ; put a sewing-

machine in order or set up a wind-mill.

Such a man differs from his fellows only
in this,

—he has learned to use his eyes.

I always pity the country school-teacher

who does not know how to farm, and to

talk intelligently about farming ;
who can-

not graft trees, make butter, and do the

hundred and one things about a farm as

well as if he were not a school-teacher.

Such a one may do for a city school, but

he does not know enough to teach in a

country district.

Frank was always ready to assist Mrs.

Gray, with whom he boarded, and did so

many little jobs of work,—mending the

fence, fixing the chicken-house, and tend-

ing to the little garden, that she soon be-

gan to regard him as really one of the

family, instead of merely a boarder who
teaches the school and pays so much a

week for the expense and trouble of feed-

ing him.

In the city one may board at a place

and pay for what he receives, but in the

country a teacher should live where he

may be stopping. He should try and

make it his home for the time, and should

show an interest in the family life, sympa-
thize with the family troubles, and be willing

to live somewhat as they do.

THE FISHERMAN.

[ From the German of Goethe. \

BY GEORGE GOSSMAN, M. A.

The waters moaned, the waters fell
;

A fisher sat thereby ;

And with contented heart began
The patient line to ply.

And as he sat, and as he plied,

The flood came yawning near,

And from the troubled waters spied

A dripping maid appear.

She spoke to him, she sang to him :

'* Why charm my finny brood,

With humor, wit, and cunning arts,

Into the airy flood ?

*' Oh, if you knew but half the bliss

That fishes share below.

You would to gain that happiness

Descend with me I know."

" Finds not the lovely sun delight,

The moon not in the seas,

When doting waves her smiles invite

So fondly fair indeed ?

<*And charms you not this azure space,

This moist and 'splendant blue ?

No charms for you, your very face,

In this eternal dew ?
"

The waters moaned, the waters fell,

About his foot they while^

And longing now his bosom swells

As from a loved one's smile.

She spoke to him—she sang to him—
And all with him was o'er

;

Half sank he down, half drew she him,

And then was seen no more.
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MINOR CONSIDERATIONS IN
FAVOR OF HIGH PUB-

LIC EDUCATION.

BY PROF. K. R. SILL,

[ Prof, of the Belles-Lettres, University of Cali-

fornia.]

There is this peculiar difficulty that

meets one in advocating a thorough sys-

tem of public education. The only per-

sons who can understand the highest con-

siderations in its favor are the persons

who themselves have had such an educa-

tion, or its equivalent. But these are the

very ones with whom it needs no such ad-

vocacy : they already agree with the views

to be advanced. F'or there are axioms in

regard to education as in geometry ;
and

educated people, the world over, agree on

them. These people, therefore, do not

need either instruction or exhortation.

The ones who do need it are those im-

perfectly educated persons who are con-

stantly in error, and constantly leading

others into error, on points most vital to

the well-being of society. They particu-

larly need instruction and correction in

this countr)'. For here all manner of

men speak and write in public. In Ger-

many and England nearly all those who
venture to be heard on educational topics,

either in legislative bodies or in the press,

or otherwise in public, are themselves

\
men of education, and the axioms are

taken for granted. Education, for in-

stance, is the most valuable thing a man
can get for himself or give to his child

;

that man's progress from the brute condi-

tion has been a progress in intelligence ;

that a high state of intelligence derived

from education, is indispensable to the

^DTOsperity
of any people ;

that the source

I^K most of the evils in the world is igno-

rance
;
and that the most hopeful cure for

them, and prevention of them in the

future, lies in increasing intelligence, to

come from a higher and better education.

But in this country, of course, there are

to be found among our "statesmen," edi-

tors, ministers, and other public persons,

men of all degrees of culture, some of

whom utter the most ignorant views (if

one can call them views) on many import-

ant subjects, including education. How
are such persons to be taught more en-

lightened ideas? (We speak, of course,

only of candid minds, who would prefer

to speak the truth, and to say and write

sensible and useful things, if they knew

them. We exclude from consideration

demagogues and other insincere people,

whether illiterate or educated. No rea-

soning could effect them. They are be-

low its plane. They can be made to feel

only the loss of money or votes.)

These imperfectly educated persons, we

have said, from the nature of the case, can-

not be effected by the highest considera-

tions in favor of liberal education. They
cannot understand them. As Dr. Cox

used to say, "ignorance includes itself."'

They must of necessity be ignorant of

their own ignorance, nor can they be ex-

pected to appreciate any intellectual con-

dition higher than their own. What,

then, can be done to enlighten such a

man as to the claims of education, and to

prevent his doing constant harm by the

utterance of shallow untruths ? Certainly

none should give him false reasons, be-

cause of his lack of comprehension.

None need ever hope to permanently

advance a good cause by dishonest sup-

port. It is neither honesty nor policy to

tell an ignorant man that the purpose or

the effect of certain studies is what it is

not.

Reasons can be given for the support of

education, and of the highest education,

which, though not with us the chief ones,

are still honest and important reasons,

and within the grasp of every man's in-

telligence. Very few things are done for

a single reason : we always act from mixed
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motives. Out of the many good reasons

for public education several very weighty
ones can be offered to our sincere though
uneducated friend, which he cannot fail to

understand and appreciate. For example,

catching up the cry of the ignorant classes

against high schools and colleges, he writes

and declaims against the expense to the

State of the higher education, of its being

unpractical, etc. Of course, educated peo-

ple know how shallow all such outcry is.

They know that it is a settled principle

among all competent thinkers, that the

only safety of a republic is in the thorough

enlightenment of its people. They know
that the opposition to education origi-

nates in that envy and jealousy which

the ignorant class always feels towards

the more intelligent ; in the pithy words of

Judge French, ''ignorance is always in a

conspiracy against intelligence." They
know that trained and cultured intellect

is more necessary to the State and to the

world than all other things combined.

But our imperfectly educated man can-

not comprehend this. He has not studied

history, or political economy, or literature,

or philosophy. The words which to us

convey principles on which the whole

structure of society is based, are to him
mere words. The concrete elements out

of which to make up these abstract con-

ceptions, are to him wanting. It is plain

enough to us that the whole progress of

mankind from a brute condition has been

but the development of intelligence. It

is the enlightenment of the mind that has

brought man out of the woods, and that is

to keep him out, if anything can. But

our friend cannot be made to see this.

He has beard in a general way that men
were once savages, but he knows nothing
of the long story of their gradual eleva-

tion. Nor does he appreciate what num-
bers of the population even of civilized

countries, and of great cities, are still in

the semi-savage condition.

To us the necessity for a high education

is so plain that it is like trying to prove

that the air is good to breathe. The diffi-

culty of its proof is in its very obvious-

ness. But to prove it to him is like trying

to show a creature without lungs how air

is good to breathe, or to explain color to

a blind man. In order to make him

comprehend what trained intellect is, and

its services to society, you would need to

start him in a new boyhood, and bring

him through a low course of education

till he himself had attained it, and then

you would no longer have any occasion to

make him comprehend it. He would see

the truth of the matter as intellectual men
the world over have seen it, and so plainly

that it has hardly occurred to them to put

it into words. But while he cannot now

be expected to comprehend the highest

considerations, he can see some things

which appeal to simple common sense.

For instance, he can understand and

appreciate the money consideration. Any
man of ordinary sense can see, if he will

but look at the matter, that as a mere

matter of dollars and cents it is bad busi-

ness management for the State to neglect

education. The jails, the prisons, the

lunatic asylums, the deaf mute and blind

institutions, the industrial schools, the po-

lice courts and other police machinery,

the riot-breeding and property-destroying

quarters of cities,
—these are all filled with

the illiterate and with the offspring of

illiterate persons. The State bears this

enormous burden as the expensive pen-

alty of neglecting education. The crim-

inal class, whose extent and costly results

are appalling to any one who consults its

statistics, and the pauper class are made

up of those whose education has never

gone so far as the high school, or academy,

or college.

Or, let our honest but uneducated

friend consider the same money consid-

eration from the standpoint not of society
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alone, but of the individual. To be sure

society is made up of individuals, so that

whatever conduces to the individual pros-

perity of its members is also a social

benefit ;
but the ordinary mind sees a

truth more plainly when it comes home

to his own case or that of his family.

Let him consider the fact that nothing

helps a man earn his living so much as

a good education. I do not speak of a

dishonest living, or of the amassing of

enormous wealth, which illiterate persons

sometimes blunder into. (It may, indeed,

be questioned whether such unwieldy

wealth is a benefit to the individual, as

it probably is not to society. Enormous

wealth rarely, if ever, brings happiness to

its nominal possessor or to his children

after him.) But I speak of the moderate

fortunes honestly earned in callings where-

by men thrive and are comfortably situated

in life. Certainly nothing in the world

earns money, honestly, and therefore hap-

l)ily, so easily as intelligence, and the

intelligence that comes from education.

A man, it is true, may now and then have

l^keat intelligence without education, but

so is a man now and then struck by light-

ning. As a rule, we look for high intelli-

gence as the result of high education
;

and we find it there, and we do not find

it elsewhere.

Our honest friend must beware of being

misled by those easy generalizations of the

demagogue and the cheap newspaper. It is

ver)' common for designing or superficial

persons to say that our high school and col-

lege education is not practical ; that the pub-
lic schools do not teach boys and girls to

earn a living, etc. But let him look behind

all this cheap talk. If he will only look

for himself at the plain facts of his own

neighborhood and community, he will

IH^e that the people who are well off are

^Ttie intelligent people. The paupers, the

criminals, the tramps,
—

they are the un-

fortunates for whom the State has failed

to provide intelligence and character in

the only sure way by which they can be

provided, through public education. The
men who are filling the best positions, and

filling them so that the positions seek

them, rather than they the positions, are

the men of education. And the higher
the education has been, the higher are

the positions they fill. From the highest

official positions to the simplest mechan-
ical craft, we are glad to pay money for

trained intelligence. As between two

plumbers, or two carpenters, or two physi-

cians, or two editors, or two ministers, or

two teachers, we always willingly pay the

higher wage for the more intelligent, the

better educated man
; and, if between two

workmen we pay a dollar more for the

better educated man, is it not precisely

the education that earns the money.?
And if the schools and colleges give a

man this increased intelligence do they
not help him to earn his living ? It re-

quires only ordinary observation and com-
mon sense to see in any neighborhood the

world over that the independent, well-to-

do, prosperous people are those who can

thank their stars they were reared in com-

munities that were too civilized to allow

any mob-talk, or demagogue's talk, or ec-

centric newspaper theories, to overthrow

the high schools and colleges.

But money is not the only thing that

even our uneducated friend can appreciate.

He knows and at least partially appreciates
the value of men's respect and esteem,
and the influence that high character and

high intelligence earn in the community.
He may not have these himself, but he can

see their effects in others, and at least he

would like his son to have them. How-

easy to point out to him in his own com-

munity and throughout the world, that

the men of influence, the men who are

depended on, the men whom he himself

looks up to and honors, and perhaps en-

vies, are the men of those intellectual
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resources which come of high education.

If after all he goes away uninstructed,

and repeats on the platform, or in the

newspaper, or at the sand-lots, the old

foolish story that the higher education is

a needless expense to the State, and that

the public schools do not help a man
earn a living, we may be sure he is talk-

ing for a purpose. We must leave him

to try his evil experiment, and to find

out for himself that it does not pay to

cater to the lowest taste in society. He
will find it out, as all such do, sooner or

later, and will either seek more honest

courses, or vanish from the scene, without

having done other harm than to slightly

hinder and retard, but probably only to

an infinitesimal amount, the steady on-

ward progress of civilization.

EXPERIMENTS IN FAMILIAR
SCIENCE FOR FRIDAY

AFTERNOONS.

In the October St Nicholas, there is a

very nice little experiment with carbonic

acid, which it will be well to show the

school as a sort of review exercise, espe-

cially as the simple apparatus required will

all be needed for the nitrogen experiment.

Have a soup-plate or shallow basin filled

with water ; place on the water a little

block of wood with a lighted candle on

it, cover with a bell glass
— a large glass

fruit-can will answer every purpose
—and

then watch it slowly burn lower and

finally go out, from exhaustion of oxygen.

You can then proceed to your experi-

ment.

PREPARING NITROGEN.

Materials Required.
—A small piece of

phosphorus, which must be obtained from

a druggist, kept under water, and handled

with great tare
;
a flat cork with a little

hollow cut on the top ;
and the apparatus

used in the St. Nicholas experiment.

The Lecture.—You can see from the lit-

tle talks and experiments we have had,,

that there are two kinds of substances—
first, simple substances, or those which, so

far as we know, are composed of only one

sort of matter, and cannot be separated
into anything simpler than themselves ;

these we call elements. Oxygen is an

element, so are hydrogen and carbon
; no

one has ever been able to divide them up
into anything else. Second, we have com-

pound substances, made of two or more

simple substances. Of what is water com-

posed.? [Oxygen and hydrogen.] Then
it is a compound substance. Of what is-

carbonic acid composed ? [Carbon and

oxygen.] So that is a compound sub-

stance. We have studied three elements,

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. These

three elements compose much the biggest

part of the world. They are the princi-

pal materials that all plants are composed
of. But no animal is made of three ele-

ments alone. To make animal substance

we must have another element—nitrogen.

Now where shall I get some nitrogen for

my experiment. Shall I try to get it out

of a piece of meat .'' There is some there,,

but it would be a great deal of work to get

it, and there is plenty of it already pre-

pared all around us. This room is four-

fifths full of nitrogen. You know I told

you one-fifth of the air is oxygen. Now
we must have the oxygen to breathe and

to burn, but we could not use pure oxy-

gen—it would be so strong that it would

burn us all up. We must have it diluted,,

just as we dilute lemon-juice with water to

make lemonade. The oxygen of the air

is diluted with nitrogen. There is four

times as much nitrogen as oxygen in the

atmosphere. Now this nitrogen is a per-

fect do-nothing. The nitrogen in our

bodies does not come from it, but from

our food. When we breathe it, it has no

effect upon us whatever. The oxygen of

the air is all the while uniting with other

substances, either by burning, rusting, or
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breathing, but the nitrogen of the air

never unites with anything, or makes any

change in anything. You must not un-

derstand that the nitrogen and oxygen are

united to make a new substance called

air, as hydrogen and oxygen are to make

a new substance called water, that is not

the way at all. They are simply mixed

up, like hickory and hazel nuts in a bag.

If you pick out all the hazel nuts, you will

have only hickory' nuts left. So, if we

can pick out all the little oxygen atoms

from a portion of the air we shall have

only nitrogen atoms left. But where can

we find a fairy with fingers nimble and

fine enough to pick out these little oxygen

atoms, which even the strongest micros-

cope cannot enable us to see ? Perhaps

you can hardly believe me, but here,

in this little piece of white, waxy-looking

stuff, I have a fairy who can do that very

thing, and I found her—of all strange

places in the world for a fairy
—in a drug-

store ! Some day I will tell you more about

this curious stuff, which is called phos-

phorus, but to-day we only want it to pick

out the oxygen for us. It is just crazy for

oxygen. I have to keep it and cut it

under water—that is the only way to

keep it from taking oxygen
—that is,

burning
—all the while. I do not dare

take it in my fingers for fear of being

badly burned, but I cut oflf with my knife

a piece about as large as a pea and put

it in the little hollow I have cut in this

cork ;
now put the cork on the water

;

light the phosphorus and cover it with the

glass jar. The air in the jar is all shut

up ; it cannot get out, and no more can

get in, and the burning phosphorus will

take all the oxygen out of it. That thick

white smoke you see is the new substance

made by the phosphorus uniting with the

oxygen. It will soon be all soaked up by
the water, and then we will have pure

nitrogen left in the jar. Do you see how
the water has risen in the jar } That is

because the oxygen, one-fifth part of the

air, has been burnt up, and the water rises

to fill its place. Now I cannot do very
much with this nitrogen

—as I told you,
it is a sort of do-nothing element, as long
as it is alone, and it does not like to unite

with anything else. I will slip a lighted

candle under the jar, and if I get it in

without letting much air in, it will go out

immediately for want of oxygen.
But there are some nitrogen experiments

which are very easily performed, and which

all you boys are very fond of. These we can

perform when we have the nitrogen united

with something else, for it does not like

this at all, and, at first chance, jumps to

get away with so much energy that it

tears things all to pieces. Setting off fire

crackers and firing guns are experiments
of this kind. Gunpowder is a nitrogen

compound, and when you touch fire to it,

the nitrogen springs away with so much
force that it makes an explosion. That

terrible explosive, nitro-glycerine, is made
of common glycerine

—a very simple, in-

nocent material that is often used for rough
hands—from which some of the hydrogen
has been taken out, and replaced with

nitrogen. At the first blow, the nitrogen

springs free again, and makes a tremen-

dous explosion. You must not under-

stand that all nitrogen compounds are ex-

plosive, for that is not true, but many of

them are, and all of them, except those

formed in living tissue, are verj' easily

broken up. There is a non-explosive ni-

trogen compound, consisting of one part

nitrogen and one part oxygen, and called

laughing-gas, which I want you to tell

me about next week—what it is used for

and what its eflfects are.—Iowa Normal

Monthly.

I call a complete and generous educa-

tion that which fits a man to perform justly,^

skillfully, magnanimously, all the offices^

both private and public, of peace and war*
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HINTS ON TEACHING GE-
OGRAPHY.

BY S. S. BOYNTON.

[Oroville, Cal.]

Don't attempt, my young friend, to fol-

low out exactly the ideas here given.

Stick to your own plan of teaching ;
but

if you find in this an item or two worth

trying, why add it to your own work.

First, then, I would urge you to keep a

school-book, something similar to a scrap-

book. In this set apart a certain space

for each study, and when you catch an

item that will be useful, note it down
under its appropriate head. In time you
will collect many useful suggestions which

will materially aid you in teaching.

In teaching Geography much time is

lost in committing to memor}' a mass of

names and figures that will be forgotten

before your term is half out. The most

important point for a young teacher is to

know how much of the text-book may be

omitted. We say, don't have your pupils

commit to memory a single name in ge-

ography that you think they will forget

after leaving school. Better ten localities

well fixed in the mind than a hundred

that float here and there like a jack-o-lan-

tern. Commence first with your neigh-

borhood, then your county ; after that,

California, and then the Pacific Coast.

Don't attempt too much, fix the main

points firmly. In California, be sure that

the two great mountain ranges, the Sac-

ramento and San Joaquin rivers, with the

bays opening from them to the Pacific, be

so well known that they cannot be for-

gotten. Fix well, also, the locations of

Sacramento and San Francisco, and if

your time is limited, stop with that. If

not, let the pupils memorize the locations

of seven or eight of the larger cities and

three or four rivers next in size to the

Sacramento and the San Joaquin. In the

other States, have the pupils memorize

less than half as much as they do in our own

State. At the same time assign reading

lessons in geography, and read aloud all

that is asked about any of the States.

Question the pupils on what they have

read, but attach no penalty for not re-

membering it. Let the pupils read over

the lessons frequently, or read extracts

from other works touching the produc-

tions, climate, animals, and so on, of dif-

ferent regions. Have your pupils draw

frequent maps, not finely finished ones,

but plain, bold, striking outlines
;
use but

little time for this, yet let it be done fre-

quently if possible. Draw the maps at

first with the geographies, then without

them. Specimen maps drawn on paper
once a month, and then into a scrap-

book, will greatly stimulate your pupils in

geography. One plan of interesting pu-

pils is to say something like this :

"
Now,

scholars, our lesson for Monday is on

Italy. I wish you would bring me all the

pictures you can find that will illustrate

anything about Italy." On Monday morn-

ing you will have a dozen or more pic-

tures of Italian scenery or customs, and

these you can talk up in the school-room.

It sets the children to thinking and talking

of Italy. After one day you can paste

these pictures into some book prepared

for the purpose, and in a few weeks you
will have a set of pictures of real value to

.assist you in teaching this study. An-

other interesting little exercise is to form

your class in line, hang up an outline

map before them, and let each name the

river, city, cape, or whatever you touch

with the pointer. Of course, each one

takes his seat on missing the answer.

Another good exercise is, after forming a

class, to let the one at the head name and

locate a city ; for instance, Dublin
; the

next gives a city beginning with n, the

last letter of Dublin
; Naples, perhaps.

Now the third must give one commencing
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with J. A failure to name or locate

correctly sends the pupil from the class.

This can be kept up, as in
**

spelling

down," till the last one leaves the floor.

Any plan that takes away the dryness of

hard study is generally found successful,

so to the young teacher we would simply

say, remember the old adage about " All

work and no play makes Jack a dull

boy."

Editorial Department.

The Present Duty of Teachers.

This is an important hour for the interests

of teaching in California. Those who follow

that calling are threatened by a danger,

menacing alike the respectability of their

occupation and the already meager recom-

pense of their toil. Should this new Con-

stitution be adopted, California will greatly

retrograde in regard to the culture of her

teachers and the efficiency of her schools.

The changes proposed by the Article on Ed-

ucation are of so grave a character, that it

may seriously be considered if our public

school system will not be ruined, should

the Constitution be adopted.

The Article destroys State certificates for

teachers. This means that only local au-

thority shall determine who may and who

may not teach.

Politics, religion, and social relations, un-

der such a system, will determine a candi-

date's fitness to instruct our children. Each

county will have a different standard. " Con-

fusion worse confounded "
will fittingly de-

iscribe the teachers' ranks, in a few years,

under such a provision.

Under this Constitution it will not be pos-

sible to have a uniform State course of study.

This is another fatal defect.

The State Board of Education is abol-

ished. Among its functions is the adoption
of a uniform course of study. This uniform

course of 'study is abrogated, and nothing

given us in its place.

High schools are made dependeiit on local

taxation, or are established by special act of

13

the Legislature. We all know what that

means. One-half the high schools in the

State, will pass out of existence within a

year after this Constitution becomes the or-

ganic law of the land.

The University suffers. The section in

regard to that institution is ambiguous and

sure to lead to trouble. Indeed, this is the

most conspicuous feature of the whole Con-

stitution. There is not an entire article

whose meaning is so plain as to be beyond

question or beyond dispute.

The University, which is now the apex of

the common schools of the State, will suffer,

moreover, by whatever injures the latter.

By impairing the efficiency of the high
schools and decreasing them in number, the

University is materially injured.

Instead of our present well -
organized,

well -graded schools, with uniform series of

books and a uniform course of study through-

out the State, what shall we have ? A State

system made up of sixty discordant elements,

each county with its own text-books, each

compelled to adopt therefor its own course

of study ;
and with no power left the Legisla-

ture to harmonize the various courses of in-

struction or the different series of text-books.

Every teacher will see to what a chaos our

schools are consigned by such Coh'stitu^

tional. provisions. .:

"

Every parent can figure the enormously in-

creased cost of the schools under such a

system. We shall soon enough realize their

l^reatly
diminished value.

. ,

Let teache'ris organize.
'

'Wftfiotjf organized

effort but little can be accomplished. Many
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counties already have teachers' associations.

Let these associations meet and take neces-

sary steps to make the people thoroughly
familiar with every detail of what irrepara-

ble injury this Constitution will do the free

schools. Let teachers address their patrons

through the local press. Let each teacher

make an active and thorough personal can-

vass of his district.

With such an opposition, the four thou-

sand teachers in California are good for

twenty thousand votes against the Constitu-

tion.

We shall then have the proud conscious-

ness of knowing that, if on ordinary occa-

sions, teachers are without political or social

influence, yet in this hour, when the dearest

interests of the people are threatened, none

have done more to avert the evil.

Our Premium Offer.

By the outlay of two dollars a year, our

subscribers get the Journal—the best pre-

mium for the money of which we know.

On principle we don't approve of premiums.

It does not appear to us honest. And we

regret that any first-class periodical should,

by establishing the custom, compel its com-

petitors to follow its example.

We have resolved, therefore, to discon-

tinue the practice of giving premiums, ex-

cept for one special purpose.

That purpose is to induce the community
at large, those who are not teachers, to sub-

scribe for the Journal.
There is but one way by means of which

our people can make themselves thoroughly

conversant with the needs of our schools

and the merits of their teachers. The daily

or weekly press does not so inform them

with any degree of occuracy or fairness.

Need we say that this means is a journal

thoroughly devoted to the interests of popu-

lar education, and representing the most ad-

vanced thought of the profession of teach-

ing ?

We hope every reader of this number of

the Journal will canvass his district and

secure some one of the premiums offered in

our advertising columns. W^e offer only

such things as every school should have ;

and of which no school can have too many.
The premiums are for the public-spirited

teacher—the one who desires to improve
his school and to advance his classes. He
can gain nothing personally when he so-

licits the parents of his pupils to subscribe

for the Journal ; but he shows them that

he is working, not for himself, but for the

sake of their children, and for the cause of

education.

Of General Interest.

There are still frequent complaints that

the Journal is not regularly received.

Teachers are themselves sometimes to

blame for this. We mail the Journal now

on the 1st of each month. It should reach

its destination by the 15th, at the latest.

The teacher should inquire at his post-

office on or before that time, and if he fails

to get it, notify us at once.

In changing an address, we should be in-

formed from what Post-office, County, and

State the change is made ;
and to what Post-

office, County, and State the Journal is to

be continued.

Teachers who wish theirJournal stopped,

must notify us promptly of the fact. They
must pay up all arrears, as we are not obliged

to discontinue the Journal until all arrears

are paid up.

Attention is called to our Book Reviews

and Literary Notes. Something of interest

may always be found there.

Our advertising columns increase in in-

terest and variety every month. Teachers

will do well to consult them.

Why.

/ Every friend of the public schools should

vote against the new Constitution ; because,

/ First—It destroys public high schools, the

lonly opportunity afforded the poor and mid-

Idle classes to give their children a respecta-

Ible education.

/ Second—It cripples the State University,

and would soon convert it into a provincial

academy.
Third— It opens the way for the introduc-

tion of a vast horde of untrained and incom-

petent teachers to instruct our youth.
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Fourth—It brings religion and politics into

our schools, inasmuch as it empowers local

authority to determine who shall and who
shall not teach.

Fifth— It greatly increases the cost of edu-

cation, as it opens the way for the introduc-

tion of all sorts of new books,—with no power
in the Legislature to hinder or restrict.

Sixth — It abolishes our uniform State

course of study.

Finally
— It gives us in place of a school

system in consonance with our age, and fit for

a free Anglo-Saxon people, the ill-devised

and reactionary system of semi - civilized

Mexico.

SCIENCE RECORD.

This Record is under the editorial charge

of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

We learn hom^^a/ure that Mr. E. A. Cooper,

a well known British mechanical engineer, has

invented a telegraphic writing machine. Ac-

cording to this novel arrangement the writer at

one station moves the pen, and at another sta-

tion miles away, a pen is moved as by a spirit

hand making exactly the same lines and curves
;

or in other words the hand guides the pen in San

Francisco and the ink flows, forming letters, words,

and sentences in New York. By this method each

person writes and sends his own message.

A phenomenon causing considerable anxiety

to the inhabitants of the shores of the Amazon

is the continued rapid decrease of the volume of

water in that river. It appears that navigation

above Manaos, has become an impossibility.

The cause of this rapid decrease is entirely un-

known at present, and it is desirable that scien-

tific men should investigate the subject.

M. Montiguy has been making researches on

the scintillation of stars and has reached the

following conclusions: "It is the presence of

water in greater or less quantity in the atmos-

phere that exerts tne marked influence on scin-

tillation and which most modifies the character

of it, either when the water is dissolved as vapor
in the air, or when it falls to the surface as rain

or in the solid state as snow."

The Polytechnic Review of December 21st

states that ** Prof. J. Gibbons Hunt, one of the

most accomplished microscopists in the country,

says that it is affectation or stupidity for Ameri-

cans to send to Europe for microscopes when

they can now purchase batter ones at home."

At a regular meeting of the California Acad-

emy of Sciences held March 17th, several valua-

ble additions were made to the library and mu-

seum.

B. B. Redding read a paper on "The Sani-

tary Influence of Trees," showing quite conclu-

sively that miasmatic diseases were increased by

decaying vegetation but arrested by growing
vegetation. The proper deductions from his

statements are obvious and particularly valua-

ble to inhabitants of fever-infected districts.

J.
B. Stillman gave an interesting account of a

new mineral found in San Bernardino county,
called Benardinite, from the locality in which it

is found.

W, T. Lockington read a paper on "Floun-

ders," which was highly appreciated by his

hearers.

Prof. J. E. Clayton of Salt Lake has recently

discovered an immense deposit of mineral wax

in southern Utah. He describes the bed as

being sixty miles long by twenty wide, and in

some places twenty feet thick. It contains more

or less clay in seams and layers. Prof. New-

beiry finds it to be ozocerite, known in southern

Asia as Rangoon tar. It is also found in the

neighborhood of the Carpathian Mountains, but

not in large quantities.

It was recently announced before the St. Pe-

tersburg Mineralogical Society that some extra-

ordinary iron mines had been discovered at the

junction of the Saksagon and Ingulda rivers.

According to the report, there are no less than

forty layers of iron ore from thirty-five to two

hundred feet thick, and several mdes wide,

containing from fifty-eight to seventy per cent, of

iron.

THE PLANETS IN APRIL.

Mercury is an evening star, and favorably situ-

ated for observation at the beginning of the month.

He sets on the ist at 8:20 P. M.; on the nth at

7:40 P. M.; on the 2st at 6:52 P. M,; and on the

last day of the month nearly with the sun.
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Venus is also an evening star, setting on the

ist at 9:03 P. M.; on the nth at 9:29 p.m.; on

the 2 1 St at 9:49 P. M.; and on the last day at

IO:I2 P. M.

'Mars is a morning star, rising on the 1st at

3:58 A.M.; on the nth at 3:41 A. M.; on the

2ist at 3:27 A. M.; and on the last day at 3:10

A. M. He is near the moon on the 15th.

Jupiter is also a morning star, rising on the

1st at 4:42 A. M.; on the nth at 4:11 a. m.; on

the list at 3:57 A. M., and on the last day of the

month at 3:17 a. m. He crosses the meridian on

the 15th at 8:50 A. M.

Saturn rises on the ist nearly with the sun :

on the nth, at 5:17 A. M.; on the 21st at 4:52

A. m.; and on the last day of the month at 4:21

A. M. Saturn crosses the meridian on the 15th

at 10:57 A. M.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Our Record closes on the 24th of March.

On the 4 th of March, pursuant to law, the 46th

Congress adjourned. No Appropriation Bill, for

carrying on the different departments of the gov-
ernment having been passed. President Hayes
called an extra session to convene on the i8th.

On the 1 8th Congress convened in extra ses-

sion. Both Houses organized, the lower House

by the re-election of Samuel J. Randell, of Penn.,
as Speaker.

Shere Ali, the Ameer of Afghanistan, is dead.

Arthur, Duke of Connaught, youngest son of

Queen Victoria, was married on March 12th, to

the Princess Louisa Margaret, niece of the Em-
peror of Germany.

Great floods have prevailed in Hungary since

the 1st of March. On the 12th the Theiss River

burst its bounds and destroyed the greater part
of the city of Szegedin. 8,200 houses were

destroyed in that city alone, 120,000 persons
rendered homeless, and 1,900 persons drowned.
The damage to property is estimated at $10,000,-
000.

Reno, Nevada, was almost totally destroyed

by fire on March 2d.

On the 1st of March, President Hayes sent a

message to Congress vetoing the Chinese Bill.

The ground of.the veto, briefly stated, is that its

passage would involve the complete abrogation
of the Burlingame Treaty, and that consequently
both Chinese in America, and the Americans in

China, would be suddenly deprived of all pro-
tection against outrages and oppression.

The ravages of phylloxera in Europe steadily
increases.

Passananta, the would-be-assassin of the King
of Italy, has been condemned to death.

Preparations are in active progress for another
insurrection in Macedonia.

The insurgents of New Caledonia have sub-

mitted, and peace has been restored.

Senator Sargent will take an extended sea

voyage, for the benefit of his health, before re-

turning to California.

The English House of Commons rejected a
motion in favor of female suffrage by a vote of

217 to 103.

Fresh disturbances are apprehended by the

Khedive of Egypt.

The air is thick in London with disturbing
rumors in regard to the unsettled condition of

foreign affairs.

One of the first bills introduced in the Senate
was a measure to remove the political disabilities

of Jeff. Davis.

Great destitution, and in some cases actual

starvation, exists in Sheffield, England.

There is a hostile condition of affairs between
Chile and Bolivia. The ports of the latter are

blockaded. It is said Peru intends to go to her

assistance.

The Gen. Sherman who died on the 14th, is

Thomas W., not the hero of the "March
through Georgia."

Personal.
Herbert Spencer is spending the winter in the

South of France.

The French Prince Imperial (so-called) has

gone to South Africa, as a volunteer against the

Zulus.

H. W. Longfellow was 72 years old in Feb-

ruary.

The Boston Herald ^oy?, that the girls' branch

of Harvard College will be " matronized "
by

Mrs. Agassiz, Mrs. Arthur Gilman, one of the

Misses Longfellow, and other Cambridge ladies,

so that the young students will lead their uni-

versity life under the best possible social and
moral conditions and influences. Each student

will, of course, elect her own studies, and in-

struction will be given to individuals or classes,

according to numbers. The cost of tuition will

also, of course, depend upon the number of

students and the size of classes, but it is not

likely to be excessive. With the probable

speedy founding of scholarships, and the possible

provision of endowments, if the scheme should

prove successful, the expense could be reduced

to a minimum.—Harper''s Weekly.

Madame Gr^vy is understood, through her

friends, to express reluctance at taking up her

abode in the palace of the ElyseC; as wife of the

new President and leading lady of the land.
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Madame Gr^vy is the daughter of a tanner of

Narbonne, where she was born, and lays no
claim to distinction, either in rank or family.
Her father achieved a fortune, and came to Paris

to live where she met Monsieur Grevy.

Professor F. V. Hayden has been elected a

foreign member of the Geological Society of

London, an honor held by only four other living
Americans—Leidy, Hall, William B. Rogers and

James Dwight Dana.

Colonel David H, Strother {Porte Crayon), of

West Virginia, is nominated by the President to

be Consul-General at the City of Mexico.

Dr. Hayes and Henry M. Stanley will accom-

pany James Gordon Bennett to San Francisco in

May to give the *•
Jeanette

" a favorable send-

off in search of the North Pole. The *<
Jeanette

"

has been entered in the Navy Register, so that

she can have privileges, and draw on the regular
service for men and means.

President Eliot, of Harvard University, the

cook in the Parker House restaurant, Boston,
and Mary L. Booth, editor of Harper''s Bazar,
are each said to receive $4,000 per year.

Mr. Darwin has reached his seventieth birth-

day, in honor of which * Kosmos," a German
periodical, has issued a "Darwin number,"
devoted entirely to articles respecting the great
naturalist.

Mile. Mathilde von Humboldt, the grand-
niece of the great naturalist, has written a pleas-
ant little letter to Mr. Henry Shaw, to whose

generosity St. Louis owes an excellent statue of

Humboldt. Concerning the living members of

the Humboldt family, she says :
*' Alexander V.

H. had an only brother, two years older than he,
who was Minister of the State, Wilhelm, who
died 1835. This one had many children. My
father was the eldest of his grown-up sons,
Theodore

;
he was born 1797 (as our Emperor),

and died 1871. My mother lives here with me
and the widow of my brother, who left three

sons. They are the bearers of the name, charm-

ing young men of nearly twenty-two, twenty,
and sixteen years, two students and one officer.

There is, too, a very pretty daughter of eighteen
years."—Harper''s Bazar.

Lord Beaconsfield's power of repartee is as

quick and sharp as ever. Not long ago he had
occasion to allude to Birmingham in presence of

the Prince of Wales, who greatly enjoyed the

joke :
** A curious city, Birmingham ;

its pros-

perity is founded on the manufacture of instru-

ments of war and sham jewelry, yet it has the

disinterestedness to elect three members (Bright,
Dixon, and Muntz) who do not know a gun-bar-
rel from a pea-shooter, and who have never had
a watch-chain between them." Of Mr. Carlyle
he said :

•• He has his reasons for writing civily
of Cromwell—Cromwell would have hanged
him." Of Mr. Browning : "I like Mr. Brown-

ing's verses, and wish somebody would translate
them into English." A lady was telling the
Premier that she had been to Mr. Spurgeon's

Tabernacle, and had heard him preach a

scathing political sermon, in which he (Lord
Beaconstield) was much abused. '* I wish I had
been there," was the dry rejoinder ;

* I have
heard he can be very amusing."—Bazar ^

Educational.

Some of the ladies of Boston are just now in-

terested in the opening of a new cooking school.

Its purpose is to teach those who may be their

own cooks or gain a livelihood by cooking for

others, and the price of tuition is merely nominal.
At the room in Tremont street daily lessons will

be given by a competent teacher
;
each class

to be limited to six pupils. Not only will the

compounding of special dishes be taught, but the

care of utensils, the most economical way of

making fires, and everything which appertains
to the proper way of preparing food. Miss

Parloa, well known in Boston as a teacher of

cookery and elsewhere as the author of the

Appledore Cook-book, has agreed to give lec-

tures on alternate Saturdays.

" Railroad schools
"

to the number of about

twenty have been in existence in Russia for a
few years past, and about twenty more are soon

to be established. The engines of railroads and

steamers, and also machinery of factories in that

country, have hitherto chiefly been in the charge
of foreigners, and the government established

these schools for the education of Russians to

fill these important positions. The students

each chooses a specialty, and the full course oc-

cupies four years.

A young American, Mr. Swift Johnson, has
obtained a scholarship at Trinity College, Dub-

lin, but being a foreigner, his right to it is dis-

puted, and the matter is to be argued before the

university authorities.

The Girton College for women, at Cambridge,
has succeeded so well that another residence hall

for women will be opened there. Girton has

been twice enlarged ;
the sum of ;^io,ooo will

be needed for the new building, of which _;^3,ooo
has already been procured.

The population of the Globe is estimated in a
late numiier of Petermann's •'

Mittheilungen"
at 1,439,145,300. The following is probably the

nearest approximation ever made to the number
of believers in the various faiths of the world.
How so accurate a census was arrived at the en-

cyclopedist does not inform us :

Jews, 7,931,080; Roman Catholics, 186,860,-

076 ;
Greek Church, 82,926,049 ; Protestants,

131,091,941; Mohammedans, 103,453,594;

Majians and Parsees, 1,007,190; Budhists, re-

ligions of the East, and Pagans, 483,015,475.
Another estimate, .-apparently founded on the

same premises, gives it thus : Jews, 8,000,000 ;

Christians, 371,000,000; Mohammedans, 103,-

500,000 ; Hindoos, 139,500,000 ; Buddhists,

483,000,000, and believers in aboriginal fetich-

ism, 189,000,000, thus making a total of 1,294,-

000,000. The following is the estimated num-
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ber of religious denominations amongst English-

speaking communities throughout the world :

Episcopalians, 17,750,000 ;
Methodists of all

descriptions, 14,000,000 ;
Roman Catholics, 13,

500,000 ; Presbyterians of all descriptions, 10,-

000,000 ; Baptists of all descriptions, 8,000,000 ;

Congregationalists, 7, 000, 000 : Unitarians,

1,000,000; Minor religious sects, 1,500,000; of

no religion in particular, 7,500,000 ;
total Eng-

lish-speaking population, 80,250,000.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

What is the longest board that can be

laid flatwise in a room, 12 ft. by 16 ft.,

the board to be one foot wide ?

As it was stated in the last number, the

four triangles of the figure are all similar,

since the sides of each small triangle are

respectively perpendicular to the sides of

each large triangle. If x represents the

shorter of these two sides, in the small

triangle, and r, the longer, we obtain from

the conditions, x^ -\-y= i
,
and x : y=^

1 2 —y : 1 6 — X, or the equation.

12 V— I'z= \6 X— x'^, or,

12y— 16 x=^y^— x"^.

Adding 2.1-2 ^q both members,

2 x^— 1 6 .r + 1 2
jj'
= j'2 ,j_ x^, or,

2X''— iQx -\-i2y= I, and

x""— 8 jr -f 6j^ :— -J ; then,

6
jj^
:=

"I -|- 8 .r— x"^.

Substituting the value of x from first

equation, 6 y^i
— x''^^ \-\-% x— X2.

Squaring both members,

36
—

'^6x^=xA— i6jt:3-f- 63 jf2-(-8^+J,

or, x^—i6x^-\- ()g x'^-\-%x
—

35|= o.

By methods of approximation we ob-

tain,

^-.5875 +
j^
= ,8o9i +

Whence, 16—x= 15.4125

and, 12 — jr'= 11. 1909.

From which we ascertain the value of H,
that is the length of the board, to be

19.0467 ft

Mr. Sturges of the Eighth Street Gram-

mar School, obtains results nearly identical

with the above.

Our correspondent alluded in the last

number, who withholds his name from

publication, eliminates x by the method of

the G. C. D,, obtaining the resulting equa-

tion—
j4— 1 2j'3-j- 99>'2-j- by— 63.75 = o.

From which he finds the value of y by

Sturm's Theorem and Horner's Method

of Approximation. The solution, which

is given in full, fills four and one-half

pages of foolscap paper. It is finely pre-

sented, and w^e regret exceedingly that the

limited space assigned to this department
will not admit of its publication.

Mr. Lorenzo Jared, of Santa Maria,

sends us his method of solving examples
in true discount, based on the principle

that
" bank discount is true discount in-

creased by that per cent, of itself which is

expressed by the rate."

1 . Required, the true discount on $2,000,

at 3 per cent, for one year :

$2,000 X .03= $60, Bank discount.

$60-^ 1.03= $58.25, True discount.

2. Given, $5, the difference between

true and bank discount, to find the princi-

pal, the rate being 6 per cent.:

$5-T-.o6X 1.06 ^ r> • .
,i2 = $1,472.22, Prmcipal.
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I

As a geometrical and algebraic solution

not involving trigonometry
—

Let BT = X, BE = jy, and the ra-

dius= r. AB= ;r + r and AC = r -f

We have the following equations:

(I5_^v)^_|_r^=(i6—^)3(2)

(:r+r)2+(r-f 15—a:)^=22 5 (3)

From 2d—
225—30x+.r^-f-r2=256—327-[-j'2 (4)

From 3rd
—

X2-\-r2-[^i 5r
— I 5.V

= o.

Substituting 4th—
30.v-|-3i=:32 yrar^-fr^;

Squaring and reducing
—

1 24^1-2 -f- 102 4r2— i86o.r=96i (6)

Let x=vr, then from (6) and {5):

i240z;2^2_|_io242
—1860 z^r= 961 (7)

Multiplying (8) by 1 24, and subtracting
—

9oor2
— i86or=:96i

90or2
— i86or -[-(31)2:= 1922

r= 2.4946874.

Substituting the value of r in (5)

JV2— 1 5:tr=— 43.6437762 +
X2— i^x --(-(7.5)2= 12.60622377-f

•^—7.5=^ +3.55052
.^• =11.0505, or 3.9494
X -\-r and 15

— ^v -fr, the respective

sides of the triangle,

i3-5452-f and 6.4441 4-.

Like signs in multiplication produce -|-,

unlike signs,
—

.

1.
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State Board of Education.

Sacramento, March 13th, 1879, 3 p. m.

The State Board was called to order by the

President, Governor Irwin. Present, Governor

Irwin, State Superintendent Carr, Principal Al-

len, Superintendents Mann, Gilson, Davis, Dun-

bar, Landes, and Chipman—a full Board.

Supt. Davis introduced a resolution rescinding
a previous resolution, requiring applications for

life diplomas to lie over one meeting. Resolu-

tion carried, and resolution to require applica-

tions to lie over, rescinded.

State Supt. Carr presented a report from the

State Board of Examination, recommending that

life diplomas be granted to the following. The

report was accepted and life diplomas ordered

issued to :

O. M. Adams, Miss A. E. Aiken, Miss L. C.

Betancue, David M. Braddock, Sarah M. Beebe,
Eliza Bengough, C. R. Beal, Seraphine Bos-

chen, J. G. Barkley, Flora F. Bennett, J. E.

Berry, Anna E. Chamberlain, Mrs. E. M. Car-

lisle, C. A. Cooper, W. C. Crook, Mrs. Nettie

R. Craven, Mary K. Culbertson, E. S. Camp-
bell, E. L. Case, William A. Cowdrey, H. W.
Cate, E. W. Davis, Nannie Davidson, Bossie

Dixsop, F. H. Day, Fred. S. Dashields, May E.

Floyd, Mrs. E. F. Floyd, Mrs. E. A. Gordon,
H. M. Hamilton, W. H. Hobbs, Mrs. E. G.

Hunt, H. E. Hoyt, L. V. Hitchcock, Benj.

Howard, Hiram Hamilton, Oscar S. Ingham,
W. F. Kent, Mrs. M. A. Kilton, Mrs. M. W.

Loring, Mary Little, Tillie L. Lynch, H. A.

Morse, Peter McHugh, Mrs. H. A. Mayhew, J.

P. Munson, Henry B. Norton, E. C. Newell, F.

A. E. Nichols, Eliza S. Patterson, Emily F.

Pearson, T. P. Powers, F. A. Peachey, Kate E.

Peck, C. R. Paine, W. R. Stone, Frank H.

Smith, Susan H. Summers, Mark T. Sickal,

Stanley A. Smith, Miss F. C. Sutherland. Theo-

dore S. Shaw, Therese M. Sullivan, Jennie Star-

ling, Mary J. Titus, Agnes C. Taylor, James

Tully, D. H. Trout, J. H. Thorp, Carrie A.

Templeton, Mary A. Van Schaick, Alma Wal-

lace, Margaret E. H. Woodman, Mrs. J. M.

Weeks, W. A. Wash, Mrs. F. L. Walsh, M. C.

Wilber, Bettie Woods, Ann S. Wheaton, J. S.

Wixon, James L. Woods, Charlotte C. Winn,
Cornelia Walker.

Principal Allen moved to grant a diploma to

Mrs. M. E. Stovall.

Supt. Mann stated that testimony had been

given by J. A. Moore in San Francisco, that he

had furnished Mrs. Stovall examination ques-
tions prior to examination. Allen withdrew his

motion. Mann moved to instruct the Secretary
to notify Mrs. Stovall of the refusal of th^

Board to grant diploma. After discussion he

withdrew the motion. Supt. Landes stated that

he had recommended Mr. Arrowsmith, but after-

wards wished to recall recommendation on ac-

count of investigation once held before County
Board in which damaging testimony was ad-

duced. Landes was allowed to withdraw his

recommendation.

The appeal of P. M. Sullivan of Nicolaus,
Sutter county, who was removed for alleged
drunkenness and his State certificate revoked by
the State Board of Examination, was next con-

sidered by the Board. Affidavits were read

declaring that Sullivan had been guilty of

drunkenness, and in a condition believed to be

the result of over-drinking. Sullivan appeared
before the Board and claimed the revocation was
made without proper notice to him. He read

his own affidavit, in which he set out that he

drank but once, and that was on the 9th of

December, the day on which he was charged
with being drunk. That he took the drink in a

drug-store, and from a physician, and with med-

icine, he being ill of ague, his school being in

a malarious district. Subsequently he took in

the same drug-store a remarkably large dose of

quinine
— a teaspoonfuL-and that it put him

into a condition similar to one intoxicated, dur-

ing which he was unconscious. He cited the

names of physicians and other witnesses who
would substantiate his statements in whole or

in part. That at the time he was charged with

being drunk, when notified of the charges he

was sick in bed, and had not left his boarding-
house for four days, and that no liquor was or

had been in the office
; that he had not for six

months prior touched a drop of liquor. He pos-

itively denied the charges, and recited the facts

out of which they grew in great detail.

Professor Allen, Supt. Landes, and Supt. Chip-
man were named as a Committee of Investiga-

tion.

Dr. Carr asked unanimous consent to intro-

duce two applications for life diplomas made by

Supt. Hobbs. Granted.

Dr. Carr presented charges made by I. N.

Choynski against Max Lipowitz of Lompoc, Santp.

Barbara county— '« a liar, a drunkard, and a con-

fidence operator." Corroborative letters were read

from Superintendent of Santa Barbara and Trus-
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tees of Lompoc. Letter from District Attorney
of Del Norte, Edgar Mason,' testifying to his

excellence as a teacher, read.

Allen moved to revoke diploma ;
Mann sec-

onded. Mann, Allen, and Irwin participated in

discussion. Mann and Allen thought no legal for-

malities necessary. Irwin and Dunbar thought
evidence should be very strong. Davis and

Chipman to same effect. I^st, 5 to 4.

Gilson moved that a committee be appointed
•to consider Lipowitz's case

; carried. Dunbar,

Mann, and Davis were appointed such committee.

Allen moved that diploma of D. J. Hartson

of Sacramento county, be revoked. Landes,

from committee appointed at a previous meet-

ing, reported that he had investigated and found

that he was reforming, and had given him a

school. The Committee reported in favor of re-

voking diploma. Motion to revoke carried.

Dunbar moved to revoke the diploma of John
A. Moore; Mann seconded. Canied unani-

mously.

Mann moved that, whereas Henry N. Bolan-

der stated under oath before the Investigating

Committee of the Board of Education in San

Francisco, that he had furnished questions in ad-

vance of an examination to a teacher, and

whereas if his statement was true, he had been

guilty of unprofessional conduct, and if his

statement was false, he was guilty of immoral

conduct.

Resolved, That his life-diploma be revoked.

Carried unanimously.
The case of W. J. Clarke, charged with im-

moral conduct in Olema, Marin county, was re-

ferred to Mann, Gilson, Chipman. The case of

Mrs. H. F. Williams, San Luis Obispo county,
•ccused by the County Superintendent of traffic

in questions was referred to Gilson, Dunbar, and

Allen.

Board adjourned to Friday morning at nine

o'clock.

The State Board of Education resumed its

session March 14th, at 9 A. M.

Prof, Allen moved that the following books be

placed on the library list : '«For Our Boys," by
A, P. Dietz ;

•* A Popular California Flora," by

Volney Rattan ;

* Parshall's Graded Exercises

in English Grammar;" '* Andrew's Teacher's

Guide to Illustration ;"
" How to Use Globes ;"

•Caxton's Book," by the late W. H. Rhodes.

Gilson, from the Committee of Investigation
in the case of Mrs. Hattie F. Williams of San

Luis Obispo, reported, recommending the revo-

cation of her life diploma. The report was

adopted.

I. N. Choynski addressed a letter to the

Board asking leave to withdraw his charges

against Max Lipowitz ; that he be permitted to

withdraw the same, and that the case be dis-

missed. The Board was divided in opinion as

to the propriety of such action, and the matter

was debated at length, it being held that there

were charges before the Board besides those of

Choynski. The Board finally resolved to have

the investigation go on, the motion for dismissal

being withdrawn.

Mr. Gilson moved that the State Board of Ex-

amination be requested to send out examination

questions hereafter in registered letters.

Supt. Carr said that on inquiry he had found

registry would only the more directly call atten-

tion to the contents of the packages ; he, how-

ever, was anxious every means should be taken

to secure secrecy, and perhaps it would be well

to try registration.

Mr. Gilson said registered letters are receipted

for at both ends of the route, and the packages

and delays could be accounted for.

Mr. Chipman asked if a seal could not be de-

vised which could not be broken and restored

again, with which examination question pack-

ages could be sealed up.

Supt. Carr said the Board of Examination had

sought every means to prevent the packages be-

ing tampered with.

The opinion was common in the Board that

the means by which the questions leak out are

to be found in the acts of postal clerks, and the

debate was directed toward the best means of

transmitting the packages.

Supt. Davis suggested that the best way to

send the questions is by Wells, Fargo & Co.'s

Express, in sealed packages, sealed by the State

Superintendent of Instruction with his private

seal, and receipted for and delivered as valua-

ble packages are. He moved that as an amend-

ment.

Supt. Carr said the State Board of Examina-

tion had inquired and found Wells, Fargo & Co.

had no offices at several county seats, but he

thought it might be well to send so far as possi-

ble by express. The Board of Examination was

anxious to have the very best plan adopted to

secure safe delivery of the packages.

It was finally resolved that questions be sent

out by registered letter or by Wells, Fargo &
Co.'s Express in sealed packages.
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Supt. Landes oflFered the following :

Whereas, The present course of study does
not comply with the law, as amended by the Leg-
islature

;
and

Whereas, The teachers certify that the course

requires too much of the pupils in two divisions

of the first grade ; therefore,

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to

revise the course of study.

The resolution was discussed by Landes, Carr,

and Mann, and then, by general consent, re-

ferred to the Committee on Course of Study,

with a request that it report at the next meeting.

Supt. Davis read the list of books in use in

1873, 1874, and 1875, and the law requiring the

books in use in these years to be now used, and

compared the list of books of those years with the

list now established by the Board, and showed

that it made up a list conflicting, long and im-

possible to use, and that the Legislature had got

the schools into such a fix as to books that it

was difficult, if not impossible, to straighten out

the tangle without completely remodeling the

course of study.

The following resolution by Supt. Landes, was

then adopted :

Resolved, That the Committee on Course of

Study be instructed to report to the next meet-

ing of this Board an amendment to the rule or

regulation which gives discretion to teachers and

superintendents in regard to the studies pursued.

Supt. Davis moved that it be declared the

sense of the Board that under the law Willson's

Spellers may be used. Referred to the Commit-

tee on Course of Study.

Supt. Mann, in order to prevent, so far as pos-

sible, the stealing of questions, offered the fol-

lowing resolution :

Resolved, That the State Board of Examina-
tion be requested to prepare several sets of ques-
tions for the June examination, so that, as far as

practicable, no two counties or cities in the State

may use the same series.

He urged the resolution strongly, and said

while no one would expect fifty-seven different

sets to be prepared, yet several sets might be

made, and these alternated and interchanged by
rule of permutation, so that no one getting a set

illegally can tell in what city or county the ques-

tions are to be used.

Supt. Carr said the frauds in questions lately

did not compare with those of four years ago.

Formerly the questions were printed in the State

Printing-office, at an expense of $1,500 a year, and

any one could then get the questions, as every

one knew. But ever since then the State Board

of Examination had used every means possible

for it to devise to prevent frauds in questions,

and had greatly diminished them ;
he further

said the resolution was possibly in conflict with

the School Laws.

Supt. Chipman took the same view, and said

he knew that four years ago, questions ready

printed were obtainable in every county. He
believed the Board of Examination had done all

that is possible, and was doing all it could to

prevent frauds.

Supt. Mann said he believed the Board of Ex-

amination had done all it could, had been at

great pains and private expense to guard the

questions, and had been diligent and correct in

its course. He disclaimed any reflection on the

Board, and especially upon the State Superin-

tendent. The object of the resolution was to

give notice to dishonest clerks in post-offices

that hereafter any questions they may abstract

will be useless to them. He said he appre-

ciated the sensitiveness of the State Superin-

tendent, and thought it entii'ely natural. He
believed the resolution would do great good,

and ought not to be construed as any reflection

upon the Board of Examination.

Supt. Chipman asked why not leave the mat-

ter to the Board of Examination ? Why give

n otice to the question - robbers and brokers ?

They will then simply steal the questions for

the particular county they wish to operate in.

The State Board of Education ought not to say

to the public by this resolution that the Board of

Examination does not know how to perform its

duty.

Supt. Landes thought the resolution only a re-

quest, and a respectful one, and no insult to the

Board.

Gov. Irwin made a powerful speech in favor

of the resolution.

Supt. Mann said to break the uniformity of the

questions would break the backbone of the

frauds. It had been proven that the late ques-

tions were mailed to the Superintendent of Los

Angeles, and it had been proven they had never

reached there
; they had been stolen en route, be-

cause the thief knew that the set was marketa-

ble in every county in the State. He presumed
that the Examination Board had, as had others,

construed the law as requiring the questions to

be uniform.

Supt. Carr said that no suggestion had been

made that had not been considered by the State

Board of Examination. To pass the resolution

would be to lead the public to infer that the
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State Board of Examination is a set of mutton-

heads, and is lacking in sense, secrecy, and

competency. The Board would gladly receive

suggestions, but a formal resolution would re-

flect on the Board.

The resolution was adopted: Ayes— Irwin,

Gilson, Davis, Landes, and Mann. Noes—Carr

and Chipman. Absent—Allen and Dunbar.

The Board ordered a committee, consisting of

Mann, Gilson, and Davis, to prepare a rule pre-

scribing what reports teachers shall leave for the

use of their successors.

Supt. Landes said as the library fund can be

used for no other purpose, the trustees in the

country buy with it nearly everything that trav-

eling book agents present, and the fund is sim-

ply being wasted. He moved that a committee

be appointed to prepare a list of apparatus for

schools that may be purchased with money out

of the library fund.

The motion was withdrawn when it was found

the law gives the Board no power in the prem-

ises, though all the members agreed that it was

necessary.

It was resolved that the Secretary be requested

to call the next meeting of the Board for May
28th at 3 P. M.

The Board then adjourned sitte die.

CORRESPONDENCE, NOTES,
AND QUERIES.

A querist, referring to the extract from Romeo
and Juliet

—*'An eagle, madume, hath not so

green, so quick, so fine an eye as Paris hath "—
asks if Shakespeare wrote *'

green
"

or "keen,"
and also inquires the color of the eagle's eye.

It is barely possible that the immortal drama-

tist might have had a green-eyed eagle in mind,
but it is hardly admissible that Paris's eyes were

of that color—unless by chance they were of a

Paris green hue. By consulting that chapter in

the dictionary where it is argued that green is

and has been used as a synonyme of strong, vig-

orous, and fresh, the difficulty disappears.

J. W. Redway.

Editor of the Journal : In your February
number you invited your readers to give their

opinions of the Article •'
Education," in the new

State Constitution. I refrained from doing so

until the Convention finished its labors, hoping
that, in the revision of its work, the friends of

education in that body, might be able to amend

or strike out two or three of the most objectionable

sections of that article. They failed,—the Con-

stitution with all its worst provisions retained, is

submitted for our approval or rejection.

I have no hesitancy now in heartily endorsing

your advice to teachers in the March number of

the Journal :
'« I^t teachers aid in this opposi-

tion. Let them persistently endeavor to con-

vince all parents with whom they come in con-

tact, that the future welfare of their offspring

depends on the rejection of this Constitution."

In your able editorial, from which the above

extract is quoted, you very fully and clearly

point out some of the evils that will result from

these objectionable sections of the Constitution.

I shall take up and briefly review some of the

sections that you have not dwelt upon.

Section 6th provides that " The entire reve-

nues derived from the State School Fund and

State School Tax shall be applied exclusively to

the support of primary and grammar schools."

Let us see how this will aflect our schools.

In many of the country districts and in all of

the village and town schools there are children

attending school who have advanced beyond

the grammar grades. In my school, for in-

stance, I have twenty pupils who are pursuing

high school studies. Now if this section be-

comes a part of our organic law, I will be com-

pelled to turn these pupils out of school. My
entire salary for the past year has been drawn

from State funds.

Last fall our Supervisors, on the plea of econ-

omy, refused to levy even the minimum amount

of county school tax required by the school law,

but instead fixed a levy that gives us less than

two dollars per census child. After deducting
the necessary incidental expenses of our schools

from our county fund, the balance would not

support a high school two months out of the year
for these advanced pupils.

These pupils are on the census rolls, and draw

their pro rata of the State funds, but through

the parsimony and ignorance of our Constitu-

tion makers they must be denied their just

rights, and at the very time when one year's

schooling would be of more value to them than

any three in the past, they must be turned into

the streets to grow up hoodlums. The district

is too poor to raise by local taxation sufficient to

support a high school ; their parents are too

poor to send them away from home to be edu-

cated
;
the district draws sufficient Staie fund,

with the assistance of the meager county fund,
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to educate their children, without any detriment

to the lower grades, yet, despite all this, we will

be compelled to shut the school door in their

faces. The narrow-minded bigots who devised

and adopted this section, have shown considera-

ble ingenuity in their attempts to keep future

generations down to their own dead level of pro-

found ignorance.

Section 7th of the Article Education is an

outrage upon our profession and an insult to

every man and woman engaged in teaching. It

vests the power of examining teachers in the

county boards of supervisors. Suppose some

one of the two or three teachers, who are mem-
bers of the Convention, had introduced a pro-
vision that all lawyers applying for a certificate

to practice in the Supreme Court shall be ex -

amined by a Board of Supervisors, what a howl

of indignation would have gone up from the

legal fraternity ; yet such boards are as comp e-

tent to examine lawyers as teachers.

This section will, as you well say,
"
destroy

teaching as a profession in this State." Per-

haps I can in no better way show the indignities

and injustice that teachers will have to submi t

to from such boards than by giving a personal

experience before a board made up of about the

same kind of material as many of the examining
boards will be if the Constitution is adopted.

In a certain State in the Mississippi Valley the

judges of probate appoint the school examiners.

Scholarship is about the last requisite in the ap-

pointees. Teachers are rarely appointed on the

boards unless they happen to have some political

influence, and belong to the same party as the

judge. It was once my misfortune to come before

one of these boards. This board was comprised of

a minister, a grocer, and a saloon-keeper. Th e

examinations were held on Saturdays, and three

or four hours' examination was sufficient to

decide the fate of thirty to fifty applicants.
Between the minister and the saloon-keeper ex-

isted a bitter feud. The examination had pro-

gressed about an hour, and perhaps half the ap-

plicants had been called upon to answer a few

general questions in spelling, defining, and

grammar. One of the applicants parsed a

word. "Correct!" said the saloon-keeper.
** Incorrect !

" shouted the minister. There-

upon a wordy battle ensued. The divine as-

sailed his opponent with Latin, Greek, and He-

brew authorities. The saloon-keeper appealed
to common sense and established usage, ex-

pressed his contempt for the "dead languages,"

for old fogies, and for creed-bound bigots. The

grocer and the applicants sat silent spectators of

the lingual contest. Finally, as the hour for clos-

ing approached, it was decided to take the vote

of the applicants on the question. Woe to the

unfortunates who agreed with the saloon-keeper !

The minister was clerk of the board, and had

the making out of the certificates. Those who

agreed with his opponent were either rejected

or marked down to the lowest grade.

In the Board of Supervisors of one of the largest

counties in our State, not long since, two of its

members, native Californians, could not speak a

word of English, a third member, a native of a

State hostile to public schools, was so illiterate

that he could hardly write his own name, could

not speak a dozen consecutive words without

an oath, and was never sober when he could

find enough whisky to make him drunk. Im-

agine such a board examining into the moral

and educational qualifications of teachers.

Fellow-teachers, if you are prepared to sub-

mit to examinations by such boards then vote for

the new Constitution. But if you have any

pride in your profession, if you have any regard

for the moral and intellectual well-being of the

State, then work day and night, in season and

out of season, to bury under a mountain of ob-

loquy this miserable abortion, the offspring of

narrow minds and bad hearts.

All honor to the brave minority in the Con-

vention who battled for a broad and liberal edu-

cation. Our distrust and contempt for those

narrow-minded bigots who strove with such dev-

ilish persistence to undermine and pull down

our public school system. J. M. GuiNN.

Anaheim, Cal.

Educational Intelligence
FROM

STATES AND COUNTIES.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

Obituary.—The death of Miss M. R. Miller,

our fellow-teacher, has taken from us a gener-

ous - hearted friend, one whose presence was

beautiful beyond the power of words. Her

sunny smile and cheerful assistance threw a

mellow, golden light over the prosy path of

duty. There is a vacant place in our hearts as

well as in the school.

The Department has lost a teacher of sterling
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worth and rare ability. Her life was pure, and

in passing over the Mystic River, she whose feet

were firmly set on the rock of a living faith,

glided safely and surely into the unfading splen-

dor of God's sunlight.

We, the teachers of the Valencia School, ex-

press our deep sympathy for the grief-stricken

parents and brothers, and the sister, who has lost

friend, companion, her second self. Be it there-

fore,

Resolved, That a copy of this expression of

our heartfelt sorrow be published in the Pacific

School and Home J(jurnal and sent to the

bereaved family, assuring them of the high es-

teem in which she was held by all who knew her.

Resolved, That her desk be draped in mourn-

ing for the space of thirty days, as a slight token

of our respect. A. A. Rowe,
Chairman of Com. on Resolutions.

San Francisco, Feb. 24th, 1879.

The Board of Education, at its meeting on

March i8th, took a very important step in re-

gard to text-books. The Classification Com-

mittee through Director Leggett, the Chairman,

brought in a report recommending the adoption of

the «« Pacific Coast Readers "
in place of the Mc-

Guffey series, the change to take effect on July

1st. The report was signed by the entire Com-

mittee, and was adopted by a unanimous vote of

the Board. We suppose this action will be

tested in the courts. Should the decision be in

favor of the action of the Board, then a lively

text-book war may be expected, including other

books besides readers, and ranging over the en-

tire State.

The School-Ship Jamestown was turned over to

the naval authorities at Mare Island, on March

1st. The appropriation for teaching seaman-

ship to "Our Boys" had previously been with-

drawn by the Board of Supervisors.

Mr. T. B. White was elected in March to the

vice-principalship of the Washington Grammar

School, made vacant by the promotion of Mr.

Elisha Brooks.

.Mr. White is an excellent teacher and an edu-

cated gentleman. This is another of this Board's

excellent appointments.

Mr. R. P. Davidson, who has been doing good
work in the evening schools ai;v4 on the substitute

list of this department, was elected to a permanent

position as principal of the Bernal Heights School.

The question of reducing teachers' salaries

has been the principal topic of interest during
the past month. The Board of Education es-

timated the expenses of the schools for the com-

ing year at $980,000. Dennis Kearney estimates

them at $675,000. Other equally public-spirited

and intelligent citizens, with a firm determina-

tion not to be outdone by the great agitator,

declare that $600,000 is ample.
The Board of Supervisors—solely in the in-

terests of the dear, dear people
—isn't there an

election in a few months ? say the School Directors

ask too much, the school expenses are too great,

the department is extravagantly managed, the

teachers are pampered, are getting rich, salaries

must be cut down, and so on, in the same strain,

ad nauseam.

Amid all this talk there are a few facts to

which we wish to call the attention of teachers.

First—The Board, as a whole, has stood by
them

;
and while in favor of the strictest economy

in every department, has favored no reduction of

the salaries of the teachers.

Second—The thanks of every teacher, male

and female, in this department, are due Super-
intendent Mann.

He has fought for the teachers from the be-

ginning ;
and has resisted, step by step, any

suggestion that extravagant salaries are paid our

teachers. He has more particularly championed
the cause of that majority, our primary and

grammar teachers, who are certainly getting no

more than their due. The only concession Mr.

Mann has made is that about $40,000 may be

saved on salaries, and that the greater part of

this should be taken from the highest salaries in

the department. We can say that we heartily

endorse these views.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

Berkeley, the seat of the State University, is

an incorporated town, with Town Trustees, a

Board of Education, etc. Professor M. Kellogg
of the University, is President of the Board.

Prof. Burris' school, the "Berkeley Gym-
nasium," is in a very flourishing condition.

This is a private school preparatory to the Uni-

versity, and is doing good work.

Supt. Campbell of Oakland, is determined

that if economy is a good thing it had better be-

gin somewhere else, by way of experiment, than

in the salaries of school teachers.

The Oakland Supervisors had a fit of economy
while making their estimate of expenditures for

the ensuing fiscal year. Of course, the school

estimate was examined, criticised, and questioned

w ith especial care, and even more than the usual

suspicion. Thirty-five cents on the one hundred

dollars has heretofore been the maximum rate of

taxation. Supt. Campbell went before the Su-
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pervisors, and behold !
—the tax was not lowered

as proposed, but raised to forty-two cents.

Mr. Yates' school at Centerville is doing ex-

cellent work. An entertainment was, recently,

given by the pupils for the benefit of the school

library, and about fifty dollars were netted. This

is to be expended, we understand, in subscrip-

tions for first class weekly and monthly maga-

zines, such as Harper^ Scribner, the Popular Sci-

encey Lippincott, the Atlantic^ etc., etc. This is

an excellent idea. It inculcates a love for read-

ing and a taste for the best literature, which

must prove of the greatest benefit in the future.

Some of Mr. Yates' higher classes are prepar-

ing for a competitive examination with the

classes of the Alvarado school, in May. This

is to be the annual examination for promotion,

and will be conducted strictly in writing. This

is another good idea. It arouses a spirit of

emulation in the pupils, and awakens a more

active interest in the parents.

Supt, Gilson contmues as active and efficient

in the duties of his office as on the first week of

his administration. He exercises a thorough su-

pervision over the schools of his large county,

and shows two things very plainly. First, he

thoroughly understands the duties of a school

superintendent. Second, he performs those du-

ties, without fear or favor, solely in the interests

of the schools and of the people. His last

measure to improve the work of his schools,

particularly to make that work more uniform, is

to see that each teacher works according to

some regular programme. A duplicate of this

programme is filed in his office. In this way

he can tell, at any time, just what is going on

in any school in his county. We recommend

this idta to superintendents generally.

Prof. C. L. Metzgar has been promoted to the

principalship of the new school in Alameda City

called the Porter School.

Miss Eliza Brown has been elected assistant

teacher of music in the Oakland schools. This

is a good choice.

Harrisburg, Alameda Co., Mar. i6th, '79.

Editor Journal : We have in our district one

hundred and thirty-seven children, with a daily

attendance of sixty. Thus far we have had but

one teacher, but a second room is almost ready

to be occupied. Mrs, Sallie M. Anthony is our

teacher, she having been with us a year, and we

think the trustees have shown wisdom by retain-

ing her services. The children have advanced

rapidly, and they all like her. She is indeed a

teacher in every sense of the word—wide awake,

progressive, and not afraid to work. The school

is one of the hardest in the county, being un-

graded, and contains children of every color

and age. It has been badly managed in the

past, so that Mrs Anthony deserves unusual

credit for the manner in which she has suc-

ceeded. We hope the trustees will see the ne-

cessity for keeping a teacher whom all like, and

who has the interest of the school so much at

heart. The assistant engaged is Miss Emma

Cearley, a graduate from the Normal School, and

a very estimable lady. She resides at Niles.

I am yours, truly, An Ex-Trustee.

CALAVERAS COUNTY.

Nearly all the schools in this county are now

in session, what schools are not will commence

about the first of April. Mrs. H. A. Morgan,
an experienced teacher, has been re-engaged by
the trustees of the Altaville school, and com-

mences about April ist. Miss Eunice Gallagher

and Miss Emma Holland will commence teach-

ing on the 7th of the same month— the former

at Chaparral and the latter at Washington
Ranch. Mr. Chas. McCourt will assume charge

of the Calaveras school about the same time.

The last meeting of the State Board of Edu-

cation conferred the highest educational honors

in the shape of life - diplomas on Supt. C. R.

Beal, E. F. Floyd, and F. H. Day, all teachers

of this county.

Miss M. E. Thornton and A. H. Coulter M^ere

granted educational diplomas in February.

A teachers' association was started last Fall,

and has steadily increased in membership until

it now numbers twenty-five members.

Decidedly more interest has been taken in ed-

ucational matters during the last year than ever

before.

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY.

Most of the schools are opening for their

spring and summer terms ;
several began Mon-

day, March 3rd.

Two new districts were formed at the last

meeting of the Supervisors in February, taking

the names of El Dorado and Cresta. Each one

is building a neat and commodious school-house.

Teachers seem to be a drug in the market

here, many failing to obtain employment as yet.

The city schools begin about May ist—Prof.

Meredith in charge with a corps of six assistants.

I. Deppeller began school in his old district,

the San Simeon, and J. M. Felts in Hope district

March 3rd.
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The County Board closed their investigations

some time last month and transmitted the results

to the State Board.

There are forty school districts and forty-eight

teachers, and 2,625 pupils in this county.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

A convention of the school trustees of this

county met at Eureka on the 22nd, to discuss

the salaries of teachers, with a view to reduc-

tion. We have not yet heard the result of the

meeting.

Miss Emma Williams assists Mr. and Mrs.

Casterlin in the Hydesville school.

VENTURA COUNTY.

The San Buenaventura schools are crowded.

Under their very efficient Principal, Mrs. Chace,

the schools are popular and doing excellent

work.

At Santa Paula, in this county, another

school-house is needed, and will doubtless soon

be built.

SAN MATEO COUNTY.

' The Searsville school opened for the spring

term on March 3rd, with Mrs. Mcintosh as

principal. Miss Greene on the same day took

charge at Greersburg. Mrs. J. E. Hartly is

principal of the Belmont school.

TRINITY COUNTY.

Weaverville has a new school-house.

The public schools throughout the county

generally opened on March loth for the spring

term.

There are 701 census children in the county.

SONOMA COUNTY.

The Sonoma school continues with the same

corps of teachers as last term.

Miss Delia Clayton is teaching the San Luis

school.

Miss Nannie Hendley opened the Watmaugh
school on the 17th of March.

There are 618 children in the Petaluma schools .

The pupils of the Petaluma high school are

taking steps to establish a gymnasium in that

school.

The following public schools have opene d for

the spring term : At Guerneville, J. N. Reran,

principal. Miss Lizzie Johnson, assistant
; Bloom-

field—E. W. Roberts, Jr., and Miss H. E. Stone ;

Enterprise
—Miss Libbie Canfield

;
Hall—G. F.

Myrick ;
Piner—Miss E. I^uisa Smythe ;

and

Cinnabar—J. M. Haskins, teacher.

TEHAMA COUNTY.

A farewell party closed the term of Miss Ella

Sweeny's school at Elder Creek, on the evening
of February 28th.

Prof. Edward Sweeny is teaching at Tehama.

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY.

The Martinez school gave an exceedingly in-

teresting entertainment on the evening of March

13th. There was a large audience who listened

with attention and evident pleasure to the per-

formances of the little ones. The entertain-

ment reflected great credit on the teachers of

the school, Misses Wittenmeyer, Swain, and

Frazer.

There are this year 3,292 census children in

this county.

The San Pablo school opened on the 3rd with

Mr. Dixon, principal. Misses Willard and Dono-

van assistants. At the same time Miss Griffin

opened the Castro school, and Miss M. J. Shaw

the Hill school. Miss Shaw has done some ex-

cellent work in this school, which her pupils

appear to appreciate fully. At the end of the

last term, on closing day, they presented her

with a handsome token of their regard.

MARIN COUNTY.

There are, this year, 1,951 census children in

this county. The districts number twei>ty-nine,

in which there are thirty -nine teachers.

The San Rafael school is under the manage-
ment of N. H.Galusha, principal; Mrs. Stowell,

Misses Emery, Bean, Trimble, and Chapman,
assistants.

NEVADA.

The Gold Hill schools are excellently man-

aged and in a flourishing condition. Principal

Young has done a good work in bringing them

up to a high standard of efficiency. He has

been well-seconded by his assistants, fifteen in

number.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

This Territory has an excellent nucleus for a

State University, known as the Territorial Uni-

versity.

It is located at Seattle, and is under the man-

agement of Prof. A. J. Anderson, as president.

The average attendance this winter has been

142, a good showing in point of numbers. A
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normal department is included in its course, in

which there are i6 pupils.

ARIZONA TERRITORY.

Prof. E. A. Sherman, principal of the Prescott

Free Academy, is acting superintendent of this

Territory. He has an excellent and well-man-

aged school in Prescott, and in addition super-

vises the schools of the Territory.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

[Prepared by Dudley C. Stone, Dep. Supt. Com-

mon Schools, San Francisco."]

GRAMMAR FIRST GRADE.

1. Write—
[a.) A sentence containing the past po-

tential passive, third person plural, of the

verb duj'.

(d.) One having the noun /lerotne used

as a predicate nominative.

(c.)
One containing the possessive case

of the relative which.

(d.) One in which the word murmuring

is used as a verbal noun.

2. How is the passive voice of verbs

formed ?

3. Name the auxiliary verbs, and state

which of them are also principal verbs,

and which of them are defective.

4. Parse the italicised words in the fol-

lowing :

(<z.) Seeing is believing,

(p.) Born to a crown, Louis XVI died

on the scaffold.

{c.)
Dear native toum! whose choking

elms e2ich j^ear,

With eddying dust before their time

lurn gray.

Fining for rain,
— to me thy dust is

dear.

5. Correct, if wrong—
. (a,) Whom say ye that I am ?

(d) The wisest man who ever lived is

liable to err.

6:
" A "heritage, it seems to me,
One scarce would wish to hold in fee."

Parse heritage.

7. Correct—
{a) I cannot study like I could once.

(^.) Cheap wood is made to perfectly

imitate mahogany.

(^.) Each strives to get ahead of the

other in their work.

8. Give three rules for the use of the

comma.

9. Make five statements about the prai-

ries of the West, and combine them into

one complex sentence.

10. {a.) Make three statements, assert-

ing the certainty of the roundness of the

earth ;
the first a simple, the second a

compound, and the third a complex sen-

tence.

(^.) Write three sentences illustrating

the objective adverbial,

GRAMMAR SECOND GRADE.

1. Give the definitions of all the parts

of speech, with two examples of each.

2. Name all the modifications of the

subject, with an example of each.

3. Write—
(i.) A simple sentence with the predi-

cate modified by an adverb and an ad-

verbial phrase.

(2.) A simple sentence with the subject

modified by an adjective phrase.

(3.) A simple sentence with the predi-

cate verb modified by a predicate nomi-

native.

(4.) Give three plain rules for punctua-

tion.

(5.) Give five rules of Syntax verj^

frequently applied, with an illustration of

each, underlining the word to which the

rule is applicable.

3. Parse the italicised words in the fol-

lowing :
;

(i.) O, Man! how. great is \hy destiny!

(2.) Cesnola, the explorer of the ruitis

of Cyprus, was the U'. S. Consul.

(3.) Palissy i\\Q potter was a man of orig-

inal ideas and yNOwdexiuX persistence.
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(4.) Lives there a man who can deny that

FrankHn was a great statesman and sage.

7. Analyze
—

(
I
.)

The retreat from Moscow, in which

perished the flower of the French army,

came near putting an end to Napoleon's

career of ambition.

(2.) Parse the italicised words.

8. Write three sentences, each contain-

ing a noun in apposition and a predicate

nominative.

9. Explain the difference between a

compound and a complex sentence. Give

examples.

10. Correct, and give reasons for cor-

rection :

(i.) Five years' pension were due.

(2.) Every soldier grasped their guns.

(3.) When poverty or care overtake us

we feel the need of sympathy.

(4.) The flotilla were scattered by the

enemy's attack.

(5.) Boys and girl's shoes are sold here.

(6.) The blame is our's, not their's.

(7.) Who did she see ?

(8.) They that love me I will love.

(9.) I saw it was no other but he.

(10.) Between you and I, he is right.

ARITHMETIC FIRST GRADE.

1 . Find the cost of plastering the walls

and the ceiling of a room 30 ft. long, 18

ft. 9 inches wide, and 13 ft. 6 inches high,

at 22J cts. square yard ;
no deduction for

doors and windows.

2. Find the cost of tinting the walls of

the above room, allowing for 2 doors,

7 ft. by 2 ft. 6 inches each, and 4 win-

dows, each 5 ft. by 2 ft. 3 inches, at %\ cts.

per sq. yd.

3. What will it cost to carpet 3 rooms

If

the following dimensions :

(i.) 25 ft. by 19 ft. 6 inches.

(2.) 30 ft. by 20 feet.

(3.) 12 ft. by II ft. 4 inches.

The carpet to cost %\.\2\ per sq. yd.

4- What will it cost to build a tight

board fence around a circular race-course

1,600 feet in diameter, the fence to be 10

ft. high, with posts every 8 feet., the posts

to be 6 by 4 scantling, and sunk 4 ft. in the

ground. Lumber worth $20 a thousand,

and allowing $20 for nails and $55 for

labor }

5. What would be the value of the above

race-course at $24 per acre }

6. Find the diameter of a circular field

containing i6f acres.

7. At 32 cts. a square yard, how much
would it cost to pave a triangular yard, its

base being 78 ft. and its altitude 12 yards?

8. What is the value of a cone of pure

silver, 6 ft. across the base and 12 ft. 6

inches high, valuing the silver at $6.25 per

cubic inch ?

9. How many gallons of water in a

cylindrical tank 5 ft. in diameter and 16^
ft. high .?

10. {a.) Find the cost of a bill of ex-

change on Liverpool for £723, 10 shillings ;

24J cts. to the shilling, brokerage \ per

cent.

{b.) A bill on Havre for 840 francs, at

18J cts. to the franc, brokerage \ per cent.

{c.) Find the cost of a bill on Amster-

dam for 2,600 guilders, quoted at 41^,

brokerage f of one per cent.

(iZ.) Find the face of a bill on London

that can be bought for $340.50, exchange

quoted at 25 cts. to the shilling.

Drill thoroughly on all the formulas and

ratios used in solving the above questions.

ARITHMETIC SECOND GRADE.

1. The expense of building a school-

house was $2,560, whicn was defrayed by

a tax on the property of the district.

The rate of taxation was 5J mills on a

dollar, and the cost of collection 2J per

cent.; what was the assessed valuation of

the property of the district ?

2. A tax of $12,000, besides cost of col-

lection at 3 per cent., is to be raised in

the town of B.

14
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There are 840 polls assessed at $1.50

each, and the personal property is valued

at$i25,cco, and the real estate at $275,-

000.

Find the tax rate, and find the tax of

James Green, whose real estate is valued

at $5,cco, personal, $2,500, and who pays

for two polls.

3. Find the value of a bill of exchange

on Brussels for 4CO francs at 18J cts. to

the franc, brokerage J of one per cent.

4. What will it cost to remit $725 to

London, exchange quoted at 23^ cents to

the shilling?

5. What must I pay (or a bill on Liver-

pool for 125 pounds, 15 shillings, exchange

at 24 cents to the shilling.?

(Omit arbitration of exchange.)

6. After settling up an estate I have

$1,52 15.80 belonging to heirs living in

Marseilles. The franc is quoted at i8|-

cents. If I charge J of one per cent,

brokerage what will be the face of the

draft ?

7- I of 2^ -hi of 11 + J of I Xf
of|i^?

8. Define commission, brokerage, con-

signor, consignee, account sales, premium,

policy, underwriter, insurance, assessment,

coupon, maturity.

9. Bank discount of $2,500, due in 90

days at 6 per cent.

10. Area in acres of a rectangular field

105 rods long and
72-|-

rods wide.

ARITHMETIC THIRD GRADE.

1. How many rods of fence will inclose

a field whose sides are respectively 37.32

rods, 5 1^1 rods, 127.29 rods, 82^ rods,

and 52J rods.?

2. Find the second member in the fol-

lowing equrtion :

($292.92 -^ $56) +.o„84V.02'4=-'
(Omit circulating decimals.)

3. What is the cost of 829,634 bricks

at $5.94 per thousand ?

4. Find the cost of 7,246 pounds of hay
at $18 per ton.

5. What is the freight on 32,640 pounds
of iron at $3.20 per ton ?

6. Define aliquot part, decimal fraction,

integer, reciprocal, composite number,

debtor, creditor, invoice, balance of an

account, denominate number.

7. Find the cost of 5 pounds, 1 1 ounces,

17 pennyweights of silver at 94 cents per

ounce.

8. 834,614 minutes to months of 30

days each.

Prove by reverse operation.

9. How many steps of 28 inches each

must I take in walking 54 miles, 25 rods.?

10. Find the cost of plastering the

walls and ceiling of a room 1 5 ft. square

and 12 ft. high, at 30 cts. a sq. yd.

ARITHMETIC FOURTH GRADE.

1. What is the smallest sum of money
for which I can buy an exact number of

yards of cloth at $5, or $3, or $9, or $6

each ?

2. Work the following by cancellation :

(a.) 12 X 6QX27X 35

7X MX 42X 108

(b.) 78X32X24X 80

20X 26X i6X 64

3. Define integer, prime number, mul-

tiple, greatest common divisor, cancella-

tion.!

4. Change—
{a.) 27J to the form of a fraction having

16 for a denominator.

(b.) 35 to a fraction having 7 for a de-

nominator.

(c.) 841 to thirteenths.

5. Reduce the following to their least

common denominator— writing out the

work in full :

6|, i of \h f , 5i f . 4.

Give the work in full.
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7. A^hat number is that from which,

if 33^^be taken, the remainder is 2^ J?

8. TK^sum of two amounts of money

is $5,628^^^. One of the amounts is

$i,889j- What is the other?

9. $2,465 1-
is I

of what number?

10. A man invests ^ of his money in

land, -|
in houses, and $750 left. How

much is he worth ?

MENTAL ARITHMETIC.

(50 credits.)

I. The sum of
|.,

and 1 is how many

times the difference of 1. and
^3^.

2. A
father is 46 years old, and his son is 16,

in how many years will the father's age be

twice the sons ? 3. Divide the number 18

into two such parts, that the ratio of the

parts shall be the same as 2 is to 4. 4. If

2 men can build a wall in 4 days, how

long will it take 5 men to build it. 5.

What is the interest of I90 for 4 m. at 3

per cent. 6. A book was sold for $8, by

which 20 per cent, was lost ;
what did the

book cost. 7. A can do a piece of work

in 3 days, and B can do it in five days ; in

what time can they together do it. 8.

What are the lowest terms of 9 6 ?
9.

A horse that cost $150 was sold for $125 ;

what per cent was lost? 10. Reduce to a

common denominator
|.,

A, and
J.

BOOK NOTICES.

Thk Europkans. By Henry James, jr., Boston :

Houghton, Osgood & Co. San Francisco : A.
Roman & Co,

Henry James, jr., is an Ameiican writer, who
within five years has made something of an inter-

national reputation as a delineator of American
character and life and manners. All that Mr.

James has written has attracted attention and
aroused interest : Some of his shorter stories,
'*

Daisy Miller," for example, have been the

source of wide-spread comment and discussion.

The book before us, "The Europeans," is

Mr. Jame's latest extended work. It is the story
of two Europeans of American ancestry, who
tame to the neighborhood of Boston on an ex-

tended visit to their American relations. These

visitors are brother and sister. The former, a

bright, genial, honest Bohemian, Felix Young, is

a painter, who practices his profession only when

necessity drives him to effort. His sister, the

"Baroness Munster," is the morganatic wife of

a German prince.
The story describes their advent in America,

their reception by their cousins, Mr. VVentworth
and his daughters Charlotte and Gertrude, his son

Clifford, the minister Mr. Brand who wishes to

marry Gertrude, and others of less note.

The main incidents of the tale, are the love

passages between Felix and his cousin Gertrude,
and his sister the Baroness and Mr. Robert Acton.
We are somewhat puzzled to place Felix. He

does not appear to us to represent any type of

the young American, whether trained at home or

abroad. He talks and acts rather like an un-

sophisticated Frenchman, who can talk good
English, but occasionally relapses into his native

French,
His sister, the Baroness Munster, is evidently

a respectable sort of adventuress, with more

pride and conscience than usually fall to the

lot of her class.

While Felix's love affairs turn out happily, he

taking his sweetheart, (iertrude, to his European
home, his sister leaves before him hastily, ap-

parently from a mixture of motives. She ap-

pears to have bestowed her affections on Clifford

Wentworth, who does not reciprocate ;
and she

has conscience enough left not to accept Mr.
Acton who loves her.

Gertrude is an interesting portraiture of a

young American girl, with the still undeveloped
germs of a noble womanhood.

Mr. James's style is pleasing ;
his diction

smooth and attractive.

While he has not (possibly excepting "Daisy
Miller ") presented us with a strongly marked

type of American character, he has already

represented many cleverly drawn, lecognizable

specimens
—not peculiar to any one race or

nation—but belonging to a common humanity.

A Popular California Flora. By Volney
Rattan. San Francisco : A. L. Bancroft &
Co. Pp. 108. Price, paper, 25 cents

; cloth,

75 cents.

Prot. Rattan's reputation as an eminent spe-
cialist in the natural sciences, and his success as

a teacher of physics and botany in the Girls'

High School of this city, give promise of good
work in his line of study. Nor are these ex-

pectations disappointed in the little book before

us. W^ith great care and accuracy, Prof. Rattan
has given us a book which has long been needed

by the teacher of botany in California. As an
aid to any text-book on the subject, it will be
found invaluable. About five hundred different

plants are described ; only those being taken

which a beginner can reasonably be expected to

know.
The typographical appearance of the work is

exceptionally good, the paper clear and white,
and the* binding strong. The cloth covers are

attractive in appearance, and the whole make-

up of the work is creditable to the publishers.
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How We Saved the Old Farm and made it
A New One. Boston: Loring, publisher.
San Francisco : A. L. Bancroft & Co.

This is a little book describing how two young
men, neither out of his teens, with the aid of
their mother and sister, managed a mortgaged
farm left them by their father, paid the mort-

gage, and greatly improved the farm. It is an

interesting description of several years' farming
and stock-raising. We fear very much that it

describes farming in everything except in all

that farming really is. In this book everything
moves smoothly, all lis coideur de rose. There
are no obstacles of any kind, no failures. It

rains just when rain is needed
; manures, and

farming utensils, and labor can always be had
at the lowest price ;

and produce is always sold
at the highest possible market rates. As a
rather romantic picture of what farming may be,
this book will do

;
as a statement of what it is,

we consider it a failure.

Hamlet, and Much Ado About Nothing.
Edited with Notes. By Wm. J. Rolfe, A. M.
Illustrated. New York : Harper & Bros. San
Francisco: Payot, Upham & Co. Price, 75
cents per volume.

This edition of Shakespeare's plays bids fair

to be the most valuable aid to the study of

English literature yet published. For educa-
tional purposes it is beyond praise. Each of
the plays before us is printed in large, clear

type and on excellent paper. Every difficulty
of the text is clearly explained by copious notes.

It is remarkable how many new beauties one

may discern in Shakespeare with the aid of the

glossaries attached to these books.
We think our teachers would find it very prof-

itable to introduce them into their school libra-

ries for use in the classes of high schools and
the highest grammar grades. No better drill in

language or literature now occurs to us. His-

tory, too, is so vividly illustrated by Shakespeare
that he who has not studied the immortal Bard,
can scarcely be classed as having a complete
knowledge of the science of human events.

Teachers can do no higher, better work than
to inculcate a love for the best literature. And
such books as these, by such writers, will best
aid them in cultivating a pure and refined taste.

Books Received.

FROM PAYOT, UPHAM & CO.

vSamuel Johnson, His Words and His Ways. Edited

by E. T. Mason. New York : Harper & Bros. Price,

75 cents.

Robert Dick. Geologist and Botanist. By Samuel

Smiles. Harper & Bros.

Captain Nelson. A Romance of Colonial Days. By
Samuel Adams Drake. Harper & Bros. Price, 75 cents.

Harper's Half -Hour Series. The "Vicar of Wake-
field. By Oliver Goldsmith. Price, 25 cents, A Primer

of Spanish Literature. By Helen S. Conant. Price,

25 cents,

Franklin Square Library, Jane Eyre, 15 cents;

Sport and Work on the Nepaul Frontier, 10 cents ;

Through Asiatic Turkey, 15 cents
; The Last "iJays of

Pompeii, 15 cents.

LITERARY NOT^S.
Articles for Teachers in the

April Magazines.

The North American Review, since the Messrs. Apple-
ton have undertaken its publication, has increased greatly

in value and interest. What the Popular Science Monthly
is to science, this standard publication is to Politics, Edu-

cation, and Political Economy. The noteworthy articles

in the April number are,
" Retribution in Politics," by

Senator Hendricks ;

" The Public Schools of England,"

by Thomas Hughes ;

" The Pronunciation of the Latin

Language," by W, W, Story,

Lippincott's Magazine is a remarkably good number.

If the illustrations were a little better, this Magazine
would equal the best published in either continent. The
noticeable articles in this number are, General D. H.
Strother's " A Visit to the Shrines of Old Virginia ;"
" Trees in the City," by Edgar Fawcett

;
and "Ancient

Decorative Stuffs," by H. M. Benson.

Harper''s Monthly Magazine is a constant source of

wonder. This April number is literally crowded with

beautiful engravings, illustrating articles of great interest

and value. We have space to name but a few : "Berg
and Thai, Sketches in Tyrol ;"

"
Sculpture in America ;"

•'The Ancestry of Brudder Bones ;" "The Philadelphia

Zoo ;" and " A Practical Interrogation of Nature."

The April Atlantic Monthly is as good as ever. It is

enough to name some of its contributors for this number

and a few articles. We have Henry James, Jr., Mary
Mapes Dodge, Richard Grant White, Longfellow, Julius

H. Ward, and Editor W. D, Howells. " The Indian Ter-

ritory ;" "A Day in Colorado
;
and "A Workingman's

Word on Over Production ;" are a few of the principal

articles.

Scribner's Motithly for April is a beautiful number.

Its publishers are determined evidently not to be outdone

by any contemporary in either hemisphere, and Scribner's

is not surpassed by the best magazine of its class now in

print. We can mention only three out of the large num-
ber of excellent articles in this number. Col. W. C.

Church has an illustrated article on "John Ericson ;"

Ernest Ingersoll writes " In a Snailery ;" and Maj. W.
H. Bell about " The Stickeen River and its Glaciers."

St. Nicholas.—Among the many good things in this

unrivalled juvenile magazine, are *'
Spoiling a Bomb-

shell," by John Lewees ;"
" The Boy Astronomer," by

Harriet Prescott Spofford ;

"
Beating the Bounds," by

Thomas Hughes (author of School Days at Rugby) ;

"
Milton," by Emma Burt.

Problem 2, Mathematics Department,
has been badly mangled by the printer, and

unfortunately was not read by the proof-

reader. The wrong cut has also been in-

serted, and the two solutions separated.

The proper cut and solution will appear
next month.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]

No. Ill,

the heavenly bodies appear to move

east to west
;
but a moment's thought

nvinces us that this apparent motion is

educed by the revolution ot the earth

its axis. We can, then, observe a star

the moon, rising or setting, and think

t this apparent change of position is

effected by the star or moon, but is

e to the fact that our horizon is being

ntinually raised in the west and de-

l»ressed in the east—that the meridian

15

over our heads is being carried by the

earth's motion, from west to east so as to

make it sweep entirely around the celes-

tial sphere every day.

But the stars are constantly changing
their places for the same hour of the even-

ing ; they rise and set a little earlier this

week than they did last week. A star

that is upon the meridian at 8 p. m. at the

beginning of the month, will be thirty

degrees west of the meridian at the same

hour at the end of the month. Stars that

were near the zenith three months ago, at

any hour, are now, at the same hour, near

the horizon. On the first of March, at 7

p. M., Orion was in the south, crossing our

meridian
; now, two months later, this

constellation is seen at 8 p. m., almost in

the west and near the horizon; By the
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first of June Orion will not be visible in

the evening.

This apparent change in the position of

the stars is caused by the revolution of the

earth about the sun. Since the earth

moves around the sun in nearly three

hundred and sixty-five days, and there are

three hundred and sixty degrees in a cir-

cle, it moves nearly one degree in its orbit

I
very day. We say the earth turns on its

xis every twenty-four hours
;

but this is

ot strictly correct. The earth carries our

meridian around the celestial sphere, from

the sun to the sun again, in twenty-four

hours. During this time the earth has

moved forward in its orbit nearly one de-

^^ree ; and, on account of the change of

^^Wace, our meridian does not reach the

^^un's position in the celestial sphere until

it has been moved through nearly three

hundred and sixty -one degrees. The

earth, by turning on its axis, moves our

meridian once around the celestial sphere ;

that is, from a star to the same star again,

in about four minutes less than twenty-

four hours. The stars, then, are seen in

the same position, relatively to our me-
ridian or horizon, four minutes earlier

ever}' successive evening ; and the sun

aj)pears to move from west to east through
the constellations one degree every day,

and to make the entire circuit of the celes-

tial sphere every year.

AuaiCxA.—The history of this constella-

tion is not definitely known ; several dif-

ferent accounts were given by the ancients.

By some, Auriga was said to be a king of

Athens, and son of Vulcan and Minerva
;

that he invented chariots, and was very

expert in the management of horses.

The Goat and Kids are said to represent
the animals which furnished milk for Ju-

piter in his infancy. No reason, however,
has been given for having the Goats and

Kids with Auriga in the same constella-

tion. Capella is a very brilliant star of

the first magnitude. When, during the

autumn, it is seen to rise in the northeast,

its bright, twinkling light makes it an ob-

ject of special interest. Capella's distance

has been calculated to be so great that the

light which forms its image in our eyes,

started on its course toward us seventy-two

years ago.

Camelopardalis.— This is a modern

constellation, formed of the many small

stars lying in the large space bounded by

Perseus, Auriga, the Lynx, Ursa Major,

Draco, Ursa Minor, Cepheus, and Cas-

siopeia. The head of the Camelopard is

near Polaris, between that star and the

Great Dipper ; the tail is near the Arc of

Perseus, and the feet are near Auriga, one

forefoot on his (Auriga's) head. Only a

few stars are of the fourth magnitude ; the

rest are smaller, but many are visible

through our clear atmosphere, when the

moon is below the horizon.

Perseus.— This distinguished person
was one of the many sons of Jupiter

among mortals. From infancy he was

under the care of the priests of Minerva's

Temple, on one of the Cyclades, by order of

Polydectes, the king of the island. He grew

up wise and brave, a favorite of gods and

men. Wishing to perform some great

service to show his esteem for Polydectes,

and to make him a present which should

surpass those made by others, he deter-

mined to slay the Gorgon Medusa, and

bring her head to the king. (The Gor-

gons were terrifying in appearance, hav-

ing scaly bodies and serpents for hair.

A look from them changed persons to

stone.) Perseus, equipped and helped by
the gods, approached the Gorgons when

they were asleep, and cut off Medusa's

head at one blow. While he was flying

through the air over Africa, carrying the

head in his hand, the blood dropped down

to the ground, and produced the many
great serpents found in that country. This

daring act made Perseus famous the world

over ;
and after his death, he was placed
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the stars. He is represented as

a sword in one hand, and the

head of Medusa (Caput Medusae) in the

>ther, as he appeared after slaying this

iiorgon.

Cassiopeia and Andromeda.— Cassi-

eia was a very l)eautiful woman, the

ife of Cephus, a king of Africa. Not

only was she beautiful, but she knew it,

d boasted of the fact in such a way as

enrage the sea nymphs. Through their

influence the country was flooded by

Xeptune, the God of the Sea, and sub-

ected to the ravages of a monster of the

ep. But this was not enough to satisfy

their injured feelings. Cassiopeia was

obliged to give up Andromeda, her be-

loved and beautiful daughter, to be chained

to the rock at the seashore, for the terrible

sea-monster. At the moment when this

beautiful girl was in imminent peril, Per-

seus, making his rapid flight through the

air, happened to see her. Attracted by
uch a spectacle, he was soon by her

^ide. He showed Medusa's head, still

reeking with blood, to the monster, which

sight instantly changed him to stone. An-

dromeda, saved from such a fate, and by
a young man so brave and so renowned,
did what would be natural to do—she be-

came the wife of her preserver ;
but not

until Perseus had also shown Medusa's

head to a former lover, and put him in

a condition to make no further trouble.

nee this lover, though betrothed to An-

romeda, was not courageous enough to

No

to her defence in time of great peril,

p do not pity him— his heart must have

pen as cold and hard as his whole body
iecame under the influence of Medusa's

uead. Cetus the sea - monster, Cepheus

Iie

King, Cassiopeia the beautiful Queen,
ndromeda the beloved daughter, Perseus

le brave lover, and the Head of Me-
asa—all the mortal actors in this affair,

tcept the faint-hearted betrothed lover,

It

THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

HV C. V. OSKORNE.

I am pretty sure we don't know as much
about our neighbors, the Sandwich Island-

ers, as people generally know about their

neighbors ; therefore I shall presume upon
the indulgence of my fellow-teachers while

1 give the result of some observations made
while on a visit there recently. The Sand-

wich Islands are twenty-one hundred miles

west of San Francisco, and the twentieth

parallel of north latitude passes through the

center of the group. Until recently they

were considered of little importance save

as a stopping-place for ships, especially for

whaling-ships. But in the last few years

the manufacture of sugar has become

quite extensive there, and has drawn a

good deal of capital and labor to the

Islands and given a new impetus to affairs

generally. The treaty of reciprocity be-

tween the United States and the Hawaiian

kingdom, has rendered this business much
more profitable, and a great many citizens

of this State have embarked in it. Messrs.

Spreckles & Co. of San Francisco are pre-

paring to go into the business on a very

large scale on the Island of Maui. The
land that they have taken must be irri-

gated, and for this purpose they are con-

ducting the water nearly twenty miles

through pipes and ditches. The whole

expense of getting ready to manufacture

will, perhaps, not be short of a million.

Most of the labor on the plantations is

done by the natives and the irrepressible

Chinese. These latter stand on a higher

and surer footing than they do in Cali-

fornia. Already in Honolulu they do

most of the manufacturing of saddles,

harness, boots and shoes, clothing, etc.

Their restaurants are patronized more

than those kept by the whites, and this by
all classes. Of the two new fire-engines

in the city one was bought and is manned
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by them. Though this is true, and

though many of them are married to the

natives, yet there is a feeling of antag-

onism to Ihem springing up on account of

their competition.

Common laborers here receive from

twelve to fifteen dollars per month. Arti-

sans receive from four to five dollars a day.

The Sandwich Islands, like all the Poly-

nesian Islands, are of volcanic origin.

They number thirteen, but three or four

of them are not inhabited, being mere

rocky islets. Their whole area is seven

thousand six hundred square miles, of

which Hawaii contains a little more than

half. The only volcano at present active

is on this island. Among the whole group

there is but one harbor where ships may
land, that is at Honolulu—island Oahu.

Honolulu is, therefore, the chief city in

the kingdom, as well as the capital. The

climate is delightful, though sometimes

quite warm, especially on the leeward

side of the Islands. The government is

a limited monarchy. There is but one

body of legislators, or, as they call them,

parliamentarians. Kalakaua is the reign-

ing monarch, and so far he has shown

himself a wise one, and seems to be held

in high esteem, though he ascended the

throne amidst much opposition from many
of the natives, who wanted Queen Emma
for their sovereign. His reign of peace

and prosperity reminds one, by its very

contrast, of the times of the conquering

warrior-chief King Kamehameha I, the

Alexander of the Cannibal Islands.

The principal fruits of the country are

oranges, bananas, cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit,

and guava. The latter grows wild on

bushes, and is somewhat similar in taste

and appearance to the fruit of the com-

mon May-apple or Mandrake. It makes

most excellent jelly. I suppose the mango
should have a place in the list of princi-

pal fruits
;
but if no one relished it more

than the writer does, it would receive but

litde notice. Perhaps it bears acquaint-

ance. The tree is one of the most beauti-

ful I ever saw. It is deliquescent, branches

low, has a symmetrical, rounded top, with

thick, dark-green foliage.

A cocoa-nut tree is an odd -looking

thing. It is sometimes fifty feet high, with

not a leaf or branch except at the very

top. Here is a tuft of feathery leaves, and

among them is clustered the fruit. A
grove of these trees presents a novel but

ungainly appearance. The tamarind is a

little similar to our common locust. Its

fruit is a long pod, good to eat, and makes

good vinegar.

The principal article of diet among the

natives is poi. The tarrow or kala from

which it is made, is a root a little like the

common turnip, but firmer and dryer.

There are two species of it
;

one grows
in water, the other on dry land. When
the root is pulled up, the top is cut ofi~

and planted again ;
and in this way it is

propagated. Poi is made by drying the

tarrow and then pounding it fine between

stones and kneading as dough is kneaded.

The natives in eating it use fingers for

spoons, several eating from the same dish.

They eat, most commonly, a small por-

tion of fish with it. Poi is palatable, but

should you ever eat any of it, ask no

questions, for conscience sake, and—your
stomach's.

A few words about the greatest wonder

of the Islands, the volcanoes, and this

article shall be closed. Mauna Loa is

termed the "boss" crater of Hawaii, and

it has doubtless sent forth most of the lava

that forms the island, though it is not now
active. The island is conical in shape,

with Mauna Loa at its top. About twelve

years ago one of the most brilliant sights

ever witnessed, perhaps, was witnessed

there. The volcano was active, and forced

a column of lava one thousand feet into

the air, and maintained it there for many

days. This lava was played like water
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from a fountain, falling back into the cra-

ter. In the meantime the lava had burst

out some distance below on the side of

the mountain, and continued to flow for

fifteen months. When the flow ceased

the stream had reached a point within six

miles of Hilo, which city
—the largest on

the island— is sixty miles from the crater.

So great was the light that one could see

to read, it is said, forty miles away. The

present active volcano, Kilanea, is situ-

ated thirty miles from Mona Loa, and

yet below the JDoint at which the eruption

occurred
;
now the puzzling question,

which every one gives up, is this : if the

interior of the globe is a molten mass,

and if volcanoes are funnels leading from

the surface to it, on what principle of hy-

drostatics can the fact be explained, that

Kilanea, which is several thousand feet

lower than Moa Loa, was not particularly

eruptive while this vast column of heavy
material was supported so high in the air ?

Men that have made this fact a subject of

special study are as little satisfied as any
one else.

The crater of Kilanea is nearly three

miles in diameter. Its floor is several

hundred feet below the surrounding sur-

face, and the circular wall which incloses

it is precipitous and rugged. This floor

is new lava, some of it cool and some of

it hot. Streams of the red-hot material

are constantly breaking through and flow-

ing over it. Near one side— and the

farther side from the path by which you
liter the crater— are two burning caul-

drons about two hundred by three hun-

dred yards in area. You can go close to

the edge of these fiery lakes and behold

the strange phenomenon of boiling, surg-

ing, seething, red hot material, that has not

ome cool since it was thrown from the

eat planet-forger, the sun himself.

In making the circuit of Hawaii on re-

turning to Honolulu, our ship anchored in

ealakekua Bay, on the evening of the

i»g,

1 giej

14th of February. It was here that the

great discoverer. Captain Cook, was killed,,

on the 14th of February, 1779. As we

recalled this coincidence, we could not

help but reflect and forecast. Then the

natives were cannibals, and there is but

little doubt that they ate the flesh of this

same Captain Cook Now they are a civil-

ized, hospitable, friendly people. On the

next centenary if their decline in numbers

goes on, there will be but few of them to

record the deeds of their ancestors.

But enough. On the 1 8th of February

we took our departure. The King and

his Queen came down to see us off. The

native band—German-trained—discoursed

good music. Our noble ship steamed out

of the bay, and just at sunset we took

leave of the beautiful Honolulu and the

verdant hills and mist-wreathed mountains

of Oahu.

THE YOUNG TEACHER.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

[National City, San Diego County.]

CHAPTER IX.

ARITHMETIC AND (iEOGRAPHY.

The basis of Arithmetic is counting.

You knew that before ? Perhaps you^did ;

but do you teach primary arithmetic with

the remembrance of that fact constantly

before you ?

Frank found that his pupils could all

count as far as ten, and most of them

could count a hundred or more. But

they could not count readily nor under-

standingly. Fourteen was the number

coming after thirteen, and that was all

they knew about it. What one knows lit-

tle about he cares little about, but what

one can do well he loves to do. This is

so with man or child
;

it is so with brutes.

Frank's first care, then, was to get his

pupils to count readily and understand-

ingly ;
to count backward as well as for-
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svard:; to count by twos and by tens, tlien

by threes, fours, etc. Suitable examples
to add were put upon the blackboard,Jo
keep; the pupils employed a half hour or

more at their seats, care being always taken

to make such examples a litde easier than

the ones they did in the class exercise.

When they came to ''carrying'' in ad-

dition they were taught the simple fact that

when the sum was ten, o was put down
and one was added to the next column.

What to do and how to do it, but not why
it was so done. Frank simply told them

they would understand, by-and-by, why
they did so.

He let them count on their fingers at

first, in spite of the oft -repeated warn-

ings of educational journals and insdtute

lecturers. He was even guilty of the

enormous crime of showing them the

best way to use that way of counting, and
in a week or two they were ungrateful

enough to begin to remember the results

of many such countings, and grow beyond
the pracdce. One great help toward this

end was this table, which Frank put up-
on the blackboard, and used for many
days :
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and telling the pupils ta subtract the num-

bers as they were, without putting them

under each other. In none of the previous

examples had he taken pains to have them

put the minuend above the subtrahend, but

he told them to always see which number

was the greater, and then to take the less

number from it.

The next week he gave them a thor-

ough class drill on examples like these :

sIOO

78

1 40c

506

putting twelve similar examples upon the

board for a lesson.

The next day the class was able to work

examples like these :

8000 1000

1403 70

Then twelve like these :

8006

109

7023
84

and two more sets of miscellaneous ex-

amples gave them a pretty good drill in

the mechanical work of subtraction.

It hardly seems necessary to say that

when the pupil took one from any figure

in the minuend that Frank did not have

them add one to the next figure in the

subtrahend, for no good teacher supports

that way of teaching now, unless he is old

and too rigid ( lazy } ) to change from the

way he was taught.

True, that method can be explained, but

there is just as much reason in this rule :

Add to the minuend such a number as

will, added to the subtrahend, make some

power of ten ; then, taking away one from

the proper figure in the sum, will give the

correct remainder.

For example : 9123
—

875. By adding

125 to each we have 9248— 1000= 8248.

This method avoids all subtractions ex-

cept from ten, yet who would use it } But

I firmlv believe if we teachers had been

taught that method when we attended

school, we would hesitate long before

making a change involving harder work,

though using fewer figures.

Now that the pupils knew how to add

and subtract, it was lime to teach them

when to add or subtract. So Frank gave

ihem many problems, some in addition,

others in subtraction, but not putting the

former in one place and the latter in an-

other, as the books do
;

nor did he give

I

those requiring both addition and sub-

i traction in the same problem, until the

pupils could very readily see what to do

in simple problems.

[

The multiplication table is a great stum-

! bling-block to very many teachers, and

though it may be made pleasant at first,

there is so much of it that both pupil and

teacher get tired of it only too often be-

fore it is half learned. What then !

Why they generally agree to quit it and

work on, and in four-fifths of the district

schools I have taught I have found pupils

who had ''been through the arithmetic"

and yet could hardly multiply 9X8 with-

out turning to the multiplication table. I

think a great part of this trouble with the

tables comes from not knowing work that

should have been learned in addition.

Do your pupils have to learn the table of

tw^o times, of tens, or certain parts of all

the tables t Then they w^ere not properly

taught in addition. Do they have as much

trouble in learning the sixes as they had

in learning the fours .' Then the preced-

ing tables were not* properly learned.

Six times six, seven, eight, and nine are

all that should then be new of the sixes,

though the pupil too often learns, as two

entirely distinct facts that 6 X 5
=^ 30 ^^d

5 X 6=30.
Frank knew that when the pupils had

thoroughly learned the threes they were

prepared to multiply such numbers as

3012 by any integer less than ten. When

they had learned the fours he let them
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multiply by lo, 20, 30, and 40. When

they had learned the fives he taught them

to multiply by such numbers as 12, 32,

45, etc. So by the time they had learned

that 9 X 9 = 81 they understood how to

multiply any common example, working

slowly, of course, but with reasonable ra-

pidity.

The smaller pupils did not get quite so

far as this at the end of three months,

while the first class got to long division.

But I do not intend in these chapters to

more than hint at Frank's methods of

teaching during his first school, and as he

changed his method more or less at every

succeeding school (as all good teachers

do) you will try to excuse him if he had

not yet learned the much oetter way in

which you teach the rudiments of arith-

metic. Teaching geography without a

text-book was not so easy, and though
Frank succeeded reasonably well with his

one class, I think he might have done

better with good text-books to assist him.

Beginning at home, he taught them the

meaning of most of the names we give to

the natural divisions of land and water by

pointing out and naming those mountains,

valleys, bays, capes, etc., which they could

see. A visit to the lagoon near by gave the

boys a fine chance to find and name bays,

islands, peninsulas, etc., in abundance ; the

swollen creek gave the pupils lessons in

erosion, carr}dng, and deposit. The rains

and the winds, the shape of the hills, the

boulders by the road, the plants and the

animals around the school -house, each

had its lesson to give and its why to be

explained.

Why people should think that physical

geography should not be taught until the

pupil has been surfeited with political

geography, cannot be understood except
on the plan of

"
eating your brown bread

first."

Much of physical geography is so much
more easily understood than any of purely

political geography can be, it is pleasanter,

of more educational value by far, but—
now I understand why it is not taught^

—it

requires more labor on the part of the

teacher to teach it.

Frank, whether wisely or not, I cannot

say, paid much attention to distances.

The first map he drew for them to study

was a township map of the district in

which he taught. This they were re-

quired to copy on their slates with rulers

to assist them in making the townships

and in measuring distances. Then he

gave them a township map of the county

drawn on a smaller scale
;
then a map of

California with meridians and parallels in

the place ot the township lines. He drew

these so as to make rectangles (4 by 5), tell-

ing them that the width was very nearly

right on the thirty-sixth parallel, and was

too litde at San Diego and too much in

the northern part of the State, showing

them that it was nearly 21,000 miles

around the earth at San Diego, while it

was about 18,500 miles around on the 42".

Then he drew a map of California on a

smaller scale, and day by day added States

and Territories to the north and east, until

he had finished a map of the United States

just at the end of the term.

Frank paid some attention to compara-

tive sizes, showing them that California

is more than ten times the size of San

Diego county, that the United States (with-

out Alaska) is two hundred dmes as

large as the county, etc. The county be-

ing about one hundred miles by one hun-

dred and fifty, made a very good unit of

measure. He tried to teach them some-

thing about government, what a State is,

what counties are, and why people vote ;

but after much unsuccessful work, he was

obliged to give it up, and leave them

nearly as ignorant of such things as are

very many of our voters.

You will perceive that Frank did not

believe in the "closing-in
''

method up-
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held by our Institute professors, who say

"begin with the world and come circling

round until you light on the right spot in

California
"

(that is, if you stay long enough
at school to get there.)

Frank thought that the town of San

Diego with its two thousand people was of

greater importance to his pupils than Pe-

kin with its two million ; and, though I

am almost ashamed to confess it, I think

so too.

MEMORANDA OF WINDS OFF
THE COAST OF CALI-

FORNIA.

BY FROF. GEORGE DAVIDSON.

[U. S. Coast Survey.]

Every shipmaster knows that when he

leaves the port of San Francisco in the

summer the wind is what is known as a

"Norwester," and he cannot "head much

higher
''

than a southwest course.

When this wind is blowing freely off

the coast, light bufteting winds and calms

frequently exist along the immediate shores;

so that vessels bound for Puget's Sound or

the Columbia make a long tack off shore,

sometimes to the 140th degree of longi-

tude. That far seaward the wind hauls

more to the northward and the vessel is

enabled to bear up higher.

In our experience at sea, both in com-

mand and as a passenger, we have never

met with a wind off the land north of San

Francisco, and very rarely indeed south of

it, except in the region of the Santa Bar-

bara Channel.

Any southwest wind in summer must be

extremely rare, as I cannot bring a case to

my mind. As a general rule it may be

safely stated that the summer winds off

shore follow in a general manner the

great trends of the coast, and gradually

draw toward and over the land.
" From April to October the prevailing

wind is from the northwest, changing to

west in valleys opening upon the coast;"

these valleys forming well-known
" wind-

gaps," of which the Golden Gate is the

best marked example.
On the tops of the mountains bordering

the coast light variable and easterly airs

are frequently experienced, whilst the

northwest winds are blowing freshly along

the seaboard. On Sulphur Peak, twenty-

six miles from the coast, this was the rule.

At Ross Mountain, overlooking the sea,

we had variable and eastern airs, whilst

the strong summer norwesters were blow-

ing below, as was visible by the swell and

white-caps.

Northwest winds on this coast are not

predicted by any notable change of the

barometer ;
fierce gales of five days' dura-

tion find the barometer steady, and the

swell regular, although ver>' large ;
but

winds from the southeast, south, and south-

west are almost invariably indicated, espe-

cially further north than San Francisco,

but with occasionally marked exceptions.

From November to March the wind

is frequently from the southeast, blowing

heavily ; working round to the southwest,

with a large and broken swell from the

southwest, weather thick, rainy and squally ;

the wind not unfrequently ending at north-

west with a large, ugly cross sea.

In heavy southeasters north of Cape

Mendocino, the barometer usually falls

about one inch ; when it begins to rise

from its lowest point the wind may be ex-

pected soon to shift round by the west and

to decrease.

The further north we advance the heav-

ier blow the gales in winter. These gales

are the well-known "southeasters" of the

coast.

During some winters a hard " norther
""

will spring up and blow steadily and

strongly from one to five days with a clear,

blue sky, cold, bracing weather, electri-

cally charged atmosphere, and high barom-

eter ;
whilst winds rarely blow from points
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between north, rounding the east and south-

east.

The short, heavy, broken swell of the

southeasters is occasioned by the wind

blowing counter to the great stream mov-

ing slowly but surely to the southward off

the coast. The northwesters blow more

nearly in the direction of this movement,
and the swell is longer and more regular,

although at times very large.

WAITING FOR THE GALLEON

[Legend of the Mission San Diego, 1770.]

BY RICHARD E. WHITE.

At San Diego one bright day,

A priest and soldier stood beside

The mission church upon the bay,

Gazing across the tranquil tide
;

Watching the dim horizon's line.

Where sea and sky were linked in one;

Watching and waiting for a sign

Of a long-absent galleon.

This galleon^ three months before,

Had been dispatched to Mexico

To bring to San Diego store

Of food, because their store was low.

Don Caesar de Portala said

Unto the priest beside him thus :

"Good padre, I am much afraid

This galleon is lost to us.

<' And as this barren land denies

Food for its own poor people, so

If come to us no fresh supplies.

We must march back to Mexico.

'* And when we go, this hope we hold

Forever dies,—that we may bring
This land unto the Christian fol:i.

Beneath the sway of our good king."

Spoke Juniperro :
" Then delay

Your southward march to Mexico,

At least until St. Joseph's Day,"
Portala answered :

'* Be it so."

Then Padre Juniperro went

Into the mission church, and there

Before the altar lowly bent

In deep and earnest prayer.

He prayed :
" Give me to understand

Thy blessed will, O Father mine !

Stretch to the earth Thy guiding hand,

And give to me in doubt a sign.

"Be it thy wish that I forego

My life-hope, and no more essay

To teach Thy children, give a sign,

And here no longer will I stay.

"Be it thy wish I shall remain.

Here will I stay whate'er may come;

Through fire and sword, through tears and pain,

Through famine and through martyrdom."

Day after day, day after day,

A priest and soldier watched the line

Where mingled ocean and the sky,

But unto them there came no sign.

Saint Joseph's Day had come at last,

But brought no message from the sea
;

And as Portala slowly passed

Unto the church, a moment he

Gazed seaward out across the bay.

And then he smiled, as well he might,

Because all calm and tranquil lay,

And there was not a sail in sight.

The Mass was sung, the sermon preached.

And as the Padre Serra spoke
The benison with hand outreached,

Through the dense crowd a soldier broke,

And loudly cried,
" A galleon !

"

Then all rushed wildly to the shore ;

And lo ! lit by the sinking sun,

They saw the galleon once more.

But while they laughed, and wept, and cheered,

A mist did suddenly arise

That hid it from their wondering eyes,

And so it strangely disappeared.

Said Serra
;

" Saw you not the sign,

Portala, as in days of eld,

The noble soldier Constantine

Salvation's blessed mark beheld.

*' And yet no sail you did descry ;

'T was but a shadowy thing of air

Bright angels penciled on the sky,

In answer to our prayer,
"^

Portala spoke : "I shall obey
The sign, and if you wish it so.

Still with you at the mission stay.

Nor march again to Mexico."
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I

You doubtess ask that I should tell

Was this the wished for galleon,

Or some mirage or miracle—
I answer, and my tale is done.

It was the San Antonio,

But even as the bay she neared,

The fogs and mists arose, and so

The land from view all disappeared ;

And fearing still to hug the coast

By reefs and shallows bounded, she

Went drifting, course and reckoning lost,

Out on the wild and stormy sea.

The tale is told : four days passed o'er,

W^hen in the offing there appeared

The wished-for galleon once more.

But now direct for land she steered.

For hours and hours she held her way.

With scarce a wind her sail to swell,

Holding her course from early day

Until the shades of evening fell.

Then with supplies all laden down,

The San Antonio safely lay

At foot of San Diego's town,

At anchorage within the bay.

PRIMARY ELOCUTION.

BY PROF. KXOWLTON.

[San Francisco Boys' High School,]

SPELLING BY SOUND.

The class may sit or stand—^standing is

better. Make each lesson so short that

the weakest cannot tire. Ten minutes is

long enough. Seven, or even five, espe-

cially for eighth and seventh grades, is

better. Be sure that you make one point

at least in ever}' lesson. Repeat, review,

make it stick, drive it in, or, better still,

make it so lively and attractive that the

pupil can't help drawing it in.

Have the lesson out-doors if you can.

If you can't, have out -doors come into

the house. Open all the windows, top

and bottom. Slide the sashes together

half-way up, leaving equal openings

above and below. Stand the tender ones

farthest. from the drafts. As soon as you

have them placed tell them that each will

always take the place he now has till fur-

ther orders. Give the orders :

"
Straight,''

''Square," ''Full,''
"
Belt." Explain them

thus :

"Straight" legs, straight back, straight

neck, and look straight at the teacher
;

not stiffly, rigidly, ramrodically, tiresomely

straight, but easily, naturally, and care-

fully straight, without laziness or lopping.
"
Square

"
shoulders, both horizontally

and vertically, and face squarely toward

the teacher.
"
Full," as to lungs and mind. Fill

the lungs full of pure, sweet air, clear up
to the top, clear down to the bottom, and

clear out to all sides, and the mind full of

keen attention.

"
Belt

"
means fill the lungs full so deep

down that you throw or press the front of

the body, at the waist—the front waist,
—

well forward, making it push firmly against

the belt, as if trying to stretch or burst it.

Get that position and keep it. The min-

ute you find the front waist beginning to

grow hollow, or even flat, draw in more
air and drive it right down in behind that

very spot. If you don't wear a belt try to

Jill your clothes if they are loose, or burst

them if tight. I've said more on this

point because it's the most im{)ortant sin-

gle point of all. It has more than any
other to do with keeping a large stock of

air on hand, and air is our raw material

which we work up into voice and speech.

Say
" Belt" often, and say it sharply, if

necessary. Then talk something like this :

Now watch me. Look right straight at

my mouth, with all your eyes and listen

with all your ears. Watch my lips, and

see and hear every sound they make.

Now,
" Aim" "

Aim,"
" Aim I

"
What did

I say.' How many times .^ Vou say it

three times. That's well. Now hear me

again. Now let me hear you again.

Had the word which I spoke only one

sound, or were there more than one }
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How many ? What was the first ? Make

it alone. Again. Once more. The sec-

ond sound ? Make it. Again. Once

more. That's well. Now put the two

together again and make the word we

started with. Now hear me put the same

two sounds together the other way and

make another word—"
M-a, May." Deal

with that in like manner. Take-

Ape, Pay ; Ace, Say ;

Aid, Day ; Ache, Kay ;

Ale, Lay ; Eat, Tea ;

Eel, Lee
; All, Law

;

Aught, Taw
; Auk, Caw ;

Oat, Toe ; Ode, Dough :

Oar, Roe ; Own, No ;

Isle, Lie
;

Ice, Sigh ;

Our, Row.

Then take a few words of /hree sounds,

which will form other words when given

in reversed order, such as—
Pack, Cap ;

Log, Gall ;

Peek, Keep ;

Take, Kate ;

Lean, Kneel
;

Chap, Patch :

Back, Cab ;

Peal, Leap ;

Peach, Cheap ;

Seal, Lease;

Teach, Cheat ;
Lead (vd.), Deal

;

Lead («.), Dell. Let, Tell
;

Ten, Net
; Lame, Mail

;

and others, which any teacher of average

ingenuity and patience can easily find and

use. Take but a few at a lesson. Three

or four will be quite enough.

In dealing with the lowest grades it is

hardly wise to say much about the fact

that some words have two or more letters

to stand for one sound, or, as some teach-

ers put it, silent, dead, or useless letters.

This is not strictly true. In most words

these letters are neither silent nor useless.

For example, in the very word we began

with,
"
Am," the

" t" is not silent, or at

least, not useless. If it were not there, the

word would be ''Am," in which the "a"

would stand for the short sound which we

find in
*'
a/." The " t" is not ''silent"—

certainly not useless. It helps the " a
"

to

stand for its long or " name
"

sound, as

we call it—the one we use in ''saying our

letters."

In the word "
ape" a similar fact is true

of the final "e." If it were not there the

word would be ''

ap," in which the "a"
alone would stand for the short sound, in-

stead of helping to represent the long one.

As early as possible, and constantly after

that, dwell upon the fact //la/ the letters have

not diffe7-e7it sounds, but the sounds have dif-

ferent signs. Men sp)oke before they wrote

or printed. The sound came first, the

sign followed.

Nearly all the sounds which form our

spoken words have several signs. If you
want to illustrate this to the upper piimary

and grammar grades, take the sound com-

monly represented by long "^," which is,

perhaps, the one which children them-

selves use most frequently. It has sixteen

different siarns at least :

I.
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in forming similar tables of the signs of

other sounds. In spelling words of two or

more syllables by sound, we have only to

deal with each separate syllable as we have

dealt with the single-syllable words already

presented.

Careful practice in vocal analysis, or

"
spelling by sound,'' ought to accompany

ever}- reading lesson or speaking lesson

through the first five years of our school

course, and every second or third lesson

through all the rest of it, not excepting the

high school, college, and university.

Exact articulation not only increases the

hearer's pleasure but greatly enhances the

speaker's power. By saving his breath it

husbands his strength, and thus enables

him to speak longer, more clearly, intelli-

gibly, and effectively, with a given amount

of effort or expenditure of vital force.

From well -trained organs words drop
like sparkling coins freshly struck from a

new die— clean, sharp-cut, bright, and

ringing. Whatever other good points a

speaker may possess, he fails to please and

hold us if we cannot distinctly hear, and

hear the w'hole. If forced to choose that

single excellence for which we would

forego ever)' other, we should instantly se-

lect—clear, sharply-cut, well-finished artic-

ulation as not only the chief grace, but the

prime necessity of human speech. And
the nearer the nursery this training be-

gins, and the farther toward and into ma-

turity it extends, the more certain and the

more nearly perfect will surely be its ac-

quisition.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS.

I

BY DR. E. S. CARR,

[State Superintendent of Public Instruction.]

In view of the large expenditure for our

public schools (about three and three-

fourths millions of dollars annually, in-

cluding the interest on school property),

the question naturally arises : Does it pay

in civic ability, moral, educational, and in-

dustrial power ;
in preventing hoodlumism,

vice, and crime
;
in making good citizens,

who regard labor as honorable and idle-

ness contemptible, who earn their living

rather than live upon the earnings of

others t

Conceding that our schools are worth all

they cost
; conceding that our school law,

schools, and teachers rank favorably with

the most advanced States of the Union, I

am of the opinion that the valuable re-

sults obtained from the present expendi-
ture might be increased fifty or a hundred

per cent. How can this be done .^

First. By greater economy in expendi-

ture, by a regard for school accommoda-

tion rather than architectural display.

Second. By Trustees complying with

the plainly expressed provisions of law, in

vi.<jiting schools in connection with pa-

rents, and taking a more active interest in

the education of their children.

Third. And, more than all, by having

teachers thoroughly trained in their business

before entering their profession, that it may
not be necessary for them to practice upon
and spoil children in acquiring this knowl-

edge.

The lawyer would lead many of his cli-

ents to financial ruin if his only knowl-

edge of law was acquired after he com-

menced practice. And in the same way
a physician would fill a grave-yard in ac-

quiring a knowledge of his profession.

Special training for teachers in the busi-

ness of teaching, and adequate provision

for the same, is, viewed from an economi-

cal stand-point, one of our greatest educa-

tional needs.

The claim that any one with a good

general education, the graduates of high

schools, academies, and colleges, are com-

petent to teach in the public schools, and

should be licensed as such, is no more

true of education than of law or medi-

cine. A good general education is of in-
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estimable value as a foundation for any

pursuit, but that it should take the place

of special or professional training, is as

false in theory as it is pernicious in prac-

tice.

The educator who looks in this way

only to intellectual culture, often at the

expense of bodily and moral culture, who

substitutes cramming for training, mem-

orizing for thinking, is, in my opinion,

unfit for his business and should be ex-

cluded from the public schools. The

child or man may be an encyclopedia of

knowledge and yet remain an infant in all

the essentials of manhood. If the stom-

ach is crammed with more food than it

can digest or the body assimilate, sooner

or later dyspepsia, with all of its kindred

ailments, will follow. Mental dyspepsia

is more common, and is produced by sub-

stituting cramming for thinking. ^lental

dyspeptics are found in every avenue of

public and private affairs. Are our schools

and teachers in any way responsible for

this state or things ?

Our public schools may be regarded as

the index of our civilization, and as the

teacher is, so is the school. The stream

does not rise higher than the fountain. It

is an old and I think a wise saying that

"Education forms the comrnon mind
;

just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined.'"

If this is true, then the necessity of em-

ploying in our primary schools the most

skillful teachers, of large experience, is

apparent. A good teacher is cheap at any

price, and it is better to have no school

than a poor one. The motto over every

school-house door should be :

" No edu-

cational tramps or make-shifts.
'

Is there

any way our schools may be made of

greater paying value in these respects.'

Let pupils make on the board or slate,

lists of all new and difficult words. Avoid

too much '•prompting.*'

ONE-HALF OF HISTORY NOT
TAUGHT.

BY HOX. M, H. SHERMAN.

[Superintendent of Public Instruction, Arizona

Territory,]

Dr. Gregory, when he says, in an article

recently re-published in the Journal, that

the inefficient teaching of history in our

common schools arises from a lack of

needful preparation on the part of the

teachers, strikes at the root of the evil.

The cause of poor teaching is not always

to be found in improper or insufficient

training ;
but defective knowledge is al-

ways followed by defective instruction.

In the teaching of history, however, that

which is taught, is not only poorly taught,

but only one -half of the ground which

should be gone over is touched at all.

The ordinary teacher of history looks upon
it simply as a narrative of events. His-

tory is more than a picture of scenes : it is

besides the philosophy of cause and effect

as concerns the actions of nations and

mankind. -It, for instance, not only de-

tails the horrible atrocities of the French

Revolution, but it accounts for them in

the years of degradation which a tyrannical

government forced upon the great mass of

common people, who, debased to igno-

rance and barbarity, took a terrible re-

venge upon their oppressors in the Reign

of Terror.

History not only tells us of the landing

of the Pilgrims, but it traces the influence

of their character upon the people and

government of this nation

History not only tells us that at such

and such a time large amounts of paper

money were issued, soon to depreciate in

value, to be followed by a period of hard

times
;

but by induction it proves that

large issues of irredeemable paper always

occasion wild speculation to be followed

by failures and bankruptcy.
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This tracing of cause and effect, this

establishment of principles and laws

which govern nations, is a part of history

entirely overlooked by the common school

teacher.

In the organization of a class in history

the teacher, to create enthusiasm, dwells at

length, and justly, too, upon the advan-

tages accruing from the study, beginning,

especially, he will add, in a country like

this, where every boy becomes a factor in

the government ; knowing history, he will

tell them they can shape their future course

as citizens.

But does he fulfill his promise .'* Does

he explain, on taking up the Constitution

of the United States, the advantages of a

union of States under one strong central

government, over the loose league of a

confederacy, such as immediately pre-

ceded the formation of our present system

of government ?

Does he show why a republican form of

government was successfully inaugurated

in America, while the attempt, at the same

time, utterly failed in France,—chiefly be-

cause the French people were not polit-

ically educated as our own ?

Does he attempt to show that slavery is

not only wrong, in that it degrades the

slave, but the master as well ?

Does he show that cholera, yellow fever,

and similar epidemics, are rendered all but

werless when strict sanitary regulations

re enforced, and proper methods of living

followed ?

Does he, if he should take up the ques-

tion of socialism, show the result of agra-

rian laws ?

These are some of the most familiar les-

sons that history teaches, where cause and

Iifect

can be traced—where principles and

iws are established. Important as these

issons are, how very few school-teach-

rs touch upon them. Such lessons as

\iese, numberless in the pages of history,

re passed by unheeded. To what extent

is the promise to the boy, that he will be

better fitted by the study of history, for the

duties of a citizen, fulfilled ?

I do not wish to be understood to depre-
cate the study of what I term narrative his-

tory, or the mere relation of facts. What
American child is there, who, reading a

spirited description of a battle in which

the American army fought the British, is

not inspired with a nobler patriotism ?

Who can read of the sufferings of the sol-

diers of the Revolution without better ap-

preciating the cost by which our free in-

stitutions were obtained ? But what I do

mean is that facts, and facts alone, are of

very little value unless they can be put to

some use— unless they establish some

principle or law.

Apples have fallen since the fall of Eve.

But it was not till Newton lived that the

fact was made of value.

A boy may be able to give the names of

all the signers of the ConsUtution, repeat

it, even, word for word, and still be una-

ble to explain upon what grounds Webster

and Hayne discussed State and national

sovereignty.

The teacher is not wholly to blame.

The school-book is written on the same

theory, that history is no more than a nar-

rative of events. It is well known that

school text -books are behind the age in

which they are written. The school-book

on science does not generally contain, till

years after, a new scientific discovery.

Our school hislories are equally slow

moving. Guizot, Lecky, Bancroft, Dra-

per, and many other eminent historians,

have written in our own day. This cen-

tury, if it has not produced the grea est

poets, or the happiest essayists, ouiranks

all others in the high character of its his-

torical writings. History has attained a

position never before reached. From a

chronicle it has become a philosophy as

well. It is this broadening of the field of

history which has so deeply impressed

16
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upon the minds of thinkers the great

value of its study. Legislators, when they

argue upon the introduction of history,

as one of the branches that shall be taught

in their common schools, urge that it will

make better citizens. They do not pre-

tend to claim that this can be done by

memorizing dates, by learning names, or

by studying the description of a battle.

It is that history appeals to the pupil's

reason that they have placed it in the cur-

riculum of the common school. Still the

text-book, placed in the hands of the ris-

ing generation, contains nothing more

than a narrative, and that of the briefest

kind. It may be urged that they must

be brief; but, if slightly enlarged from

what they are at present, with some por-

tions of what they now contain, ab-

breviated, an opportunity would be af-

forded to teach a portion of that part of

history now entirely neglected. A brief

outline and a hint in these books, would

often set the teacher at work in the right

direction.

I do not believe that the time can be

far distant when the present method of

teaching history will be changed. The
tendencies in all departments of knowl-

edge, are becoming more and more toward

the historical. The etymologist is not

content with knowing the origin of a

word
;
but he traces it through all its vari-

ous changes. The scientist searches for

the discoveries made by the Arabians, or

Chinese. The historian himself is de-

ciphering the inscriptions on the bricks of

ancient Troy. Nearly every State in the

Union has provided that its common^
school teachers shall pass an examination

in history before receiving a certificate.

With an increased knowledge of history,

with a fuller appreciation of the lessons

it teaches, will come instruction in the

whole instead of in a part.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

Read Carefully.

This is an important number. Let every

word in this department be carefully read

and seriously considered.

The Truth of our Position De-
monstrated.

The friends of the new Constitution have

questioned the correctness of the position

assumed by the Journal, that our schools

will be utterly ruined should that instrument

be adopted. We are prepared to convince

every person of common sense who can un-

derstand the meaning of plain English, that

we have, in no particular, over-estimated the

inevitable ruin which will follow its adop-
tion.

With devilish ingenuity, this evil is ac-

complished in more than one way.
First—Teaching as a profession is de-

stroyed. Are there any so ignorant as to

expect good schools without competent
teachers. There are already 2,100 more

teachers in this State than are required.

Every examination turns out 300 more, or

600 annually. Now, trustees prefer and in-

sist on teachers holding State certificates.

Under the new regime^ teachers will be

cheap, i. e., cheaply made, intellectually, and

cheaply paid. The advocates of the new

Constitutiqn have added falsehood to sophis-
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try by asserting that this is the custom in

the Eastern States. This is not true.

Every Eastern State has grown out of the

local system of making teachers. It is a

barbarous system— a relic of the dark

ages. Some kind of a system of State cer-

tificates is now common everywhere in the

Union. California alone will be deprived of

this safeguard of her schools by a Constitu-

tional provision.

A daily paper in San Francisco asserts

that the Legislature may still provide for a

State Board of Examiners authorized to

grant certificates. This assertion is too ab-

surd to deserve notice. Any school-boy
who can read Section 7, Article IX of

the new Constitution can tell that such cer-

tificates would have no more value in law

than so much waste paper.

Second—Section 6 reads :

Sec 6. The public school system shall include

piimary and grammar schools, and such high
schools, evening schools, normal schools and
technical schools as may be established by the

Legislature, or by municipal or district authority ;

but the entire revenue derived from the State

School P'und, and the State school tax, shall be

applied exclusively to the support ot primary and

grammar schools.

The language here is plain and unequivo-
cal. High schools are abolished on the day
this Constitution goes into effect. Local

Boards or the Legislature fnay re-establish

them, but it must be by special enactment.

And what is of still greater importance—
they must be supported by special tax.

We have no desire, nor is there any ne-

cessity, to dilate on this point.

Every person who has the slightest knowl-

edge of the practical details of education,

knows that under this section there will not

remain five high schools in California.

They know, moreover, that this section is

altogether in the interests of the rich, and

calculated to deprive the poor of the great-

est boon of a free land—the means of giv-

ing a thorough English education to their

children. This Seventh Section in the Edu-

cational Article shows how strange, incon-

gruous, deceitful a document this new Con-

stitution is. It is a deception and a fraud.

Its advocates say it was framed in the in-

terests of the poor ;
our common sense and

the plain letter of its language show us,

that in education, at least, it is bitterly hos-

tile to the dearest interests of the struggling

masses.

Third—Section 7 reads :

Sec. 7. The local Boards of Education,
and the Boards of Supervisors and County
Superintendents of the several counties which

may not have County Boards of Education,
shall adopt a series of text-books for the use

of the common schools within their respect-
ive jurisdictions ; the text-books so adopted
shall continue in use for not less than four

years ; they shall also have control of the

examination of teachers and the granting of

teachers' certificates within their several ju-
risdictions.

There can be but one meaning to this.

Its results are to abolish a uniform State

course of study and a uniform classifica-

tion of pupils, which are the two essentials

of a system of education. \

Now, is there any intelligent and fair-

minded man who dare say that this section

does not destroy, utterly and irretrievably,

our common school system .? Observe the

meaning and workings of this section.

Each county may adopt its own books.

These books need not be uniform : to suit

their books, they may frame any course of

study they choose : they may classify their

schools into twenty different grades. In the

adjoining county everything is arranged on

an entirely different basis. In the next

county, still another system prevails.

Is not this the perfection of an educational

Babel ? Here truly is local government run

mad !

Why not at once disintegrate this State of

California, and establish as many separate

sovereignties as there are counties .-*

In fact, is not this precisely what this

wonderfully sapient Constitutional Conven-

tion did—at all events, what was intended ,''

Wasn't the cloven hoof of States' rights,

county rights, township rights, district

rights, workingman's' rights plainly enough
shown in the discussions and votes of this

Convention 1 Did not the echo of the blatant

and defiant yell, which greeted the lowering
of the flag at Sumter, foreshadow this Con-

stitution ?

Two incidents show the character of this

Convention and its work. Policy and pas-

sion, not principle, actuated its delibera-
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tions. It was only at the last moment that

Section 3 of Article I, declaring the na-

tional character of the American Govern-

ment, was incorporated in the instrument.

The second incident is their action in re-

gard to the teaching of foreign languages in

the public schools. In Committee of the

Whole, the decision was in favor of Enghsh
only. But behold ! in open convention—
when every man's vote became a matter

of record— these conscientious delegates
couldn't resist the influence of "the Ger-

man vote," so their previous action was re-

scinded and the vernacular lost the day.

These points are pertinent to the subject

only as they show how little dependence can

be placed on the judgment or conscientious-

ness of the Convention.

Fellow -teachers of California, we have

here rudely depicted what this new Consti-

tution does for education. We profess to

no powers of divination or prophecy. Yet,

should this document become the organic
law of the land, the results appear vividly

before us.

We see a State superintendent who is

a mere clerk for the collection of statistics.

We see county superintendents, who are

pot-house politicians chosen to an education-

al position because there "is something in

it" from school-book rings. We see ten

certificated persons (we cannot call them

teachers) to each school. We see salaries

reduced thirty or forty per cent. We see

the usefulness of the Normal School de-

stroyed,
—because of what avail will be a

professional training when social, political,

or religious influence, and not merit, se-

cures teacherships ? We see but few

high schools, and these leading a precari-

ous existence, living from year to year on

a special tax, subject to abolition by the

influence of crafty demagogues or schem-

ing land -owners who are opposed to be-

ing taxed in order to educate the children

of their poor neighbors in luxuries. We
see bribery and corruption in sixty places
instead of in one, in order to bleed the peo-

ple by the introduction of new text-books.

We see "the good old times" restored with

district schools of twenty children, using

twenty diflferent series of text-books, each

with a different course of study, and a teacher

on a par with such a system.

The editor of the Journal is a profes-

sional teacher His interests are identified

with those of his profession. He is more,

however, than a mere teacher. He is an

American who loves this great republic ;

who cherishes the memory of its founders

and saviors
;

and who believes in and up-
holds our system of public schools as af-

fording the only means of maintaining the

integrity and perpetuity of our Union.

By every consideration of honor and pa-

triotism and love for the moral and mental

development of our race, we urge our fellow-

teachers to join us in defeating the most

iniquitous and barbarous measure ever pro-

posed for the government of an enlightened

community.

Another Straw.

Do our people want more evidence that

the new Constitution means mischief to the

free schools ? How else can the fact be

construed that that monomaniac on the sub-

ject of American, unsectarian instruction,

Zach Montgomery, is one of the bitterest

advocates of the change in our organic law ?

This man has never missed a chance to at-

tack our schools. Neither truth nor policy

has ever proved a bar to his inimical yet

thus far ever futile efforts to destroy our sys-

tem.

May it not be that he now sees his oppor-

tunity ? He advocates the new Constitu-

tion : has the Educational Article anything
to do with his position ? For more than

twenty years, this State has known him as

the uncompromising foe of the intellectual

disenthrallment of its people ; may it not be

so again ?

Are Our People Attached to the
Public Schools?

It has frequently been asserted that our

people are devotedly attached to our public

schools. The vote on this new Constitu-

tion will test the strength of their affection.

No intelligent man can for an instant doubt

that the destruction of the entire system is

eflfected by the new instrument.
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The Legislature has no Control
over Education.

The statement made by several prominent
individuals that the evils which will inev-

itably follow the adoption of the Educa-

tional Article in the new Constitution, can

be remedied by appropriate legislation, is

too absurd to need extended comment.

The Legislature has no power over teach-

ers' certificates, or text-books, or a uniform

course of study, or a uniform classification

of pupils, to which any Board of Super-
visors need pay the slightest attention.

Section 7 is too plain in letter and spirit

to be misunderstood. A Board of Super-
visors 7nay by courtesy heed a Legislative

Act, but courtesy is not law, and all Boards

are not equally courteous, or sensible, or in-

telligent.

The Best Possible Evidence.

Does the new Constitution destroy the

public school system ? Do our people want
the best possible evidence of this ? Then
let them see who are its most active and

persistent advocates. They will find men
who have been the life-long opponents
of a liberal education of the common peo-

ple. What do such men as Volney E.

Howard and D. S. Terry care for the peo-

ple .? They are aristocrats in the narrow-

est and lowest sense of the word. In all

their public career, have they ever origi-
nated or supported any measure for the so-

cial or intellectual enfranchisement of the

masses ? Not one. Their idea of educa-
tion is to be liberal in appropriations to col-

leges or universities. They would vote a

million to organize a university for the ben-

efit of a hundred of "the higher orders;
"

but have always held and argued that the

masses are being over-educated.

11

For That Alone.

If the new Constitution were absolutely

perfect in every other particular, the educa-

tional article alone should defeat its adop-
tion. No friend of the public school sys-
tem can afford to vote for so pernicious an

instrument.

We believe this Constitution will be de-

feated by an overwhelming majority, as soon

as our people realize what it does to our

schools. Let teachers make it their busi-

ness to inform them. Let the teacher of

every district school in California, spend the

week before election in visiting his patrons
and showing the irreparable injury that would

follow its adoption.

The Present Duty of Every
Teacher.

The present duty of every teacher is to

work vigorously against the new Constitu-

tion. Its adoption does not endanger our

public schools ;
it destroys them. There

will undoubtedly remain schools in Cali-

fornia, but they will no longer carry out the

American idea of a free and generous sys-

tem of public instruction. The choice rests

with our people—the new Constitution offers

us the schools of Mexico or Spain ;
the old

gives us a system which is the safeguard of

the republic against communism and agrari-

anism and nihilism.

Our Extra Edition,

A large number of extra copies of the

Journal has been issued this month. It

is expected that every teacher in the State

and a great many school officers will read

this edition. We hope the enterprise of the

publishers will be rewarded by a large in-

crease in the subscription list.

No special pains have been taken to make
this an attractive number. We are earnestly

opposed to the new Constitution ;
and have

taken up a great part of our space with

arguments against it, which will appeal

forcibly to every lover of our public

schools. Well-written articles, local matter

of decided interest, and contributions of

great practical value in the daily work of

the school-room, have been omitted to make
room for the one thing which, at this mo-

ment, overshadows all else in the State*

•To give a correct idea of what the Journal
is to those who see it now for the first time,

we give below a portion of the Table of

Contents for the next (the June) number :
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I. Astronomy, (Illustrated) by Prof. C. B.

Towle, Vallejo High School.

II. The Terrible Year, (Illustrated) by Prof.

H. B. Norton, California State Normal School.

III. The Young Teacher, by Charles M.
Drake.

IV. The Tokio Normal School, by Prof. M.
M. Scott, Tokio (Japan) University.
V. Does it Take Patience to Teach School ?

by Prof. J. j\I. Guinn, Anaheim High School.

"VI. Honesty in Education, by F. IM. Righter,

Dixon, Solano County.
VII. The Grube Method, (Translation from

and Comment on the Original Work of Grube)

by Prof. J. F. Klenk, San Jose High School.

VIII. Reading in the Eighth Grade.

In additioft, there will be the usual highly

valuable departments
— the Editorial De-

partment, and the Record of Foreign and

Domestic, Educational, and Personal News.

The Department of Science, edited by
Prof. J. B. McChesney ; of Mathematics,

by Prof. William White
;

of Art and Lit-

erature, by Prof. H. P. Carlton ; and the

Monthly Examination Questions, prepared

by Deputy Superintendent Dudley C.

Stone of San Francisco. These fea-

tures, with the Educational Intelligence,

Book Reviews, Literary Notes, etc., make
the Journal one of the best educational

periodicals now published. No teacher can

afford to be without it. No good teacher

will. Trustees will find it of scarcely less

value in giving them a fair idea of educa-

tional progress on this Coast, and in fur-

nishing them with prompt and accurate re-

ports of the proceedings of the State Board
of Education.

By action of that body (October 26th,

1877) Trustees are empowered to subscribe

for the Journal out of the Library Fund.

We trust this edition will bring us many
new subscribers. There was never a time

in the history of this State when our educa-

tional interests more needed an earnest and
faithful advocate than now. The constant

endeavor of this Journal has been to rep-
resent the cause of education worthily ; to

fight its battles manfully ; and to elevate to

the highest plane the educational standard

of our schools and their teachers.

So, then, kind readers, lend us your aid.

Let us have an active revival of your inte.-

est. If lately, you have been flagging or

indifferent, let your energy be renewed. In-

duce your fellow -
teachers, your trustees,

those in your district who are intelligent and
earnest friends of your school, to aid us with

their subscriptions. And the gain will not

be ours alone.

A Correction.

In a Book Notice, last month, of Prof.

Rattan's " Flora of California," (A. L. Ban-

croft & Co., publishers) we gave the price at

75 cents It should have been a dollar.

This book is meeting with a large sale,

and our mistake has caused some annoyance
on account of the many orders for the book

at the lower price. It is well worth the

higher.

Books to be Reviewed.

Such books as John Swett's,
'* A Normal

Word-book," (I vison, Blakeman, Taylor &
Co.) Samuel Smiles's "Robert Dick," (Har-

per & Bros.) Wentworth's
" Plain and Solid

Geometry," (Ginn & Heath) besides many
others more recently received, are worthy
of careful examination and extended review.

We have no space in this number to do

them justice, so we omit further mention of

them till June.

No Apology Needed.

We believe no apology is needed for the

omissions in this number. So we will make
none.

This May Journal is devoted to the

Educational Article of the Constitution. It

is a question "of paramount importance- with

all teachers that the new Constitution be de-

feated. We feel that all other considera-

tions must yield to this. So this May num-

ber is pre-eminently an an ti -Constitution

issue.

The Contents of the Current Mag-

azines, such as Harper, Scribner, Lippin-

coit, St. Nicholas, The Atlantic, The Popu-
lar Science, The North American Review,

etc., will be found in our Publishers'

Notes. We have no space to comment on

them in this issue.
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In Regard to Our Departments
of Science, Mathematics, etc.

We have been obliged to omit the greater

part of our Science and Mathematics

departments from this issue. Cause—new
Constitution.

1

San Francisco, April 2 2d, 1879.

Editor of the Pacific School and

Home Journal
—Dear Sir.- I desire to ex-

press to you many thanks for your manly
and able opposition to the Educational

Article in the new Constitution.

Section 7 of the Article on Education]
provides that the Boards of Supervisors in(

every county except San Francisco shall V.

adopt a series of text-books for the use of

common schools, and they shall also have
/

control of the examination of teachers

and the granting of teachers' certificates/

in their several jurisdictions.

This practically puts the control of our

public schools in the hands of a body
of men who will be selected solely to

administer the financial affairs of the i

county, and not for their fitness to decide

who are qualified to be the educators of

the rising generation.

This one article should be sufficient to

condemn the whole instrument in the

opinion of every friend of our common
schools.

Every thinking teacher knows that if the

standard of qualifications to obtain cer-

tificates is lowered, our profession will at

once be overrun by an indigent class of

illiterate tramps, who will teach for any

price to obtain board and lodging.

As one of the pioneer teachers of Cali-

fornia, who has devoted more than a

quarter of a centur\' to elevate the teach-

er's profession and establish it upon a

permanent basis with the other learned

professions, I emphatically protest against

this change which will degrade our call-

ing and place us on a level with unskilled

laborers. For that will be the effect if

the spirit of the new Constitution is fully

carried out.

Are the professional teachers of Cali-

fornia willing to submit to this insult and

injustice .? I trust that the four thousand

teachers of our Golden State will with one

voice and with one hand, unite and work

until the day of election, to defeat this

educational monstrosity which the Con-

vention attempted to palm upon the peo-

ple of California.

Respectfully, Jas. Dexman.

Mass Meeting of the San Fran-
cisco School Teachers in

Opposition to the New
Constitution.

On April loth, a public call was issued

by a number of the most prominent teach-

ers of this city, including John Swett,

James K. Wilson, Aurelia Griffith, J. W.

Anderson, Elisha Brooks, W. T. Reid,

Wm. White, C. H. Silliman, M. C. Tem-

pleton, and many others, requesting the

teachers of the department to assemble in

Lincoln Hall, on Saturday, April 12th,

there to express their sentiments in regard

to the educational article in the new Con-

stitution.

On Saturday a respectable proportion of

public school teachers gathered at the ap-

pointed time and place. The editor of

the Journal, Mr. Lyser, called the meet-

ing to order by stating that its objects were
"
to show how injuriously the new Consti-

tution affects our educational system, and

to urge our fellow-teachers throughout the

State to cooperate vigorously with us to aid

in securing its defeat." He then nomi-

nated Mr. James K. Wilson, principal of

the Lincoln School, for President, and Wil-

liam White, Mathematics professor at the

Boys' High School, as Secretary of the

meeting. Both were unanimously elected.

The Chairman, in a brief address, ex-

pressed his opposition to the new Consti-

tution, owing to the damaging effect it
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would have upon public education and

educational interests generally.

JOHN SWETT

said there would be some difference of

opinion concerning several points of the

Article on Education, but on one salient

point there could be no difference, and he

therefore introduced the following, bearing

directly on that point :

Whereas, The Article on Education in

the new Constitution makes County Boards
of Supervisors ex officio County Boards of

Examination, and gives them unlimited

control over the granting of teachers' cer-

tificates, thereby sweeping out of existence

any uniform standard of professional qual-

ifications, preventing any State recognition
of teaching as a profession, and practically

nullifying all existing diplomas and certifi-

cates
; therefore,

Resolved, That we, the teachers of San

Francisco, are opposed to the Article on
Education as a whole, and to the new Con-
stitution as a whole, and that we call upon
all teachers in the State to unite with us in

this opposition.

In submitting this, he said, aside from

the Article on Education, he would oppose
the new Constitution for reasons unneces-

sary to state.
"

I am opposed to it now, and

have been from the beginning, and shall

oppose it on election day."

ALBERT LYSER

endorsed the resolution and preamble from

beginning to end, but said there were other

grounds of opposition.
" Let us oppose

the new organic law, not on the ground
alone that it will destroy our profession,

but that it will also destroy the public

school system. The provision which practi-

cally abolishes the high schools of the State

is very objectionable."

W. T. REID,

Principal of the Boys' High School, thought
the resolution introduced by Mr. Swett

covered the ground wholly. All the ob-

jections ought not to be presented. That

one Article on Education ought to be

enough to condemn the whole Constitu-

tion. The system of placing the appoint-

ments of school teachers in the hands of

Supervisors throughout the State, practically

turns over the control of the public schools

to politicians.

H. C. Kinne rather liked the new Con-

stitution in some respects. It would bring

us back to the old times of simplicity. In

old Connecticut we allow each town to

manage its own schools. He said he had

simply looked at the Article hastily.

MR. REID

said the efforts in the East were continually

against the system which Kinne com-

mended.
MR. LYSER

said the tendency in the East is to adopt
the system now in vogue in California. In

fact, the States educationally most ad-

vanced, had used that system for some

years.

JAMES DENMAN,

Principal of Denman Grammar School,

wanted to know if Kinne desired the Boards

of Supervisors, who were elected to admin-

ister the financial affairs of a county, to

have the power of granting certificates,

selecting text-books and appointing teach-

ers.
" The question here is : What are our

public schools worth unless they have eflEi-

cient and educated teachers .'' We can only

obtain competent teachers by examination

to determine their merits. The cry from

New England to California is how to im-

prove the system of examination. Because

fifteen or twenty teachers have obtained

certificates fraudulently, should the system
be abandoned t The cry from some of

the counties is for cheap teachers, but cheap
teachers could not be employed because

they could not produce certificates. If we

adopt the new Constitution, the barriers of

protection to the public schools will be

broken down."

>i
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SELDEN STURGES,

Vice-Principal of the Eighth-street Gram-

mar School, said he would oppose the new

Constitution "for the very reason that it

proposes to take us back to the good old

times fifty years ago. We have made some

progress and should not abandon what we

have gained. It is the duty of every good

teacher who desires to do good work in

the cause of education to oppose the new

Constitution. Under the fostering in-

fluence of the old Constitution, the public

school system of California has grown up

to be one of the best in the Union. Let

us hold fast to that which is good and not

go back fifty years. I am opposed to the

new Constitution for other reasons. My
opposition will continue until after the yth

of May."
:\IK. SWETT.

Teachers have a right to demand pro-

fessional examination by their peers. I

set out early to demand that teachers

should examine, and that passed into law.

The late Constitutional Convention went")

out of its way to offer a studied and deli- \

berate insult to every teacher in the State.^

A blow was struck at the usefulness of the

public schools.

The resolution was then unanimously

adopted. Not a dissenting voice was

heard.

MR. LYSER

Thought the meeting should go further.

The individuals present should place

themselves on record as tax-payers against

the new Constitution.
" We should show

the people that it not only assails school

teachers, but that it attacks the cause of

education as an entirety." He introduced

*the
following resolutions :

Resolved, That by providing that the^
Legislature or local Boards may establish L
high schools, but restricting the State fund
for primary' and grammar schools, high
schools are practically abolished, and an

impassable barrier is erected between the

children of the poor and the State Univer-

sity.

Resolved, That by giving County Boards

of Supervisors paramount control of edu-

cation in their respective counties, a uni-

form course of study is no longer possible ;

and we have established within the borders

of the same State, as many separate and

different systems of common schools as

there are counties.

MR. DENMAN

Endorsed Mr. Lyser's resolutions. He

thought it right and proper that the

teachers .should place themselves on re-

cord in opposition to these sections of the

new Constitution.

PROFESSOR J. W. ANDERSON

Agreed with the last speaker, and was

glad to hear Mr. Swett, in presence of so

many people, declare against the new

Constitution. He had understood that the

gentleman had been publicly advertised as

favoring it.

Mr. Swett replied that he expressed his

objections to the new Constitution just as

strongly to the interviewer as he had to

the meeting, but that the interviewer

omitted to give the objections, but did

publish all the favorable expressions.

Prof. Anderson continued his speech,

making strong points against the educa-

tional article of the new organic law. He
was glad to hear that Mr. Swett stood for

the right, as he had always stood.

The resolutions offered by Mr. Lyser y
were unanimously adopted.

AN ADDRESS TO THE TEACHERS OF THE

STATE TO BE PREPARED.

On motion of Mr. Lyser, the Chair was

directed to appoint a Committee of three

to prepare an address to the teachers of the

State. The Chair appointed W. T. Reid,

Principal of the Boys' High School : J. B.

McChesney of the Oakland High School,

and Elisha Brooks, Principal of the

Eighth-street Grammar School.

The meeting then adjourned sine die.

li
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To the Teachers of California.

At a meeting of the teachers of San

Francisco, held Apjil 12th, to discuss the

Article on Education in the new Constitu-

tion, the following resolutions were unani-

mously adopted :

Whereas, The Article on Education in

the new Consdtution makes County Boards
of Supervisors ex officio County Boards of

Examination, and gives them unlimited
control over the grandng of teachers' cer-

tificates, thereby sweeping out of existence

any uniform standard of professional qual-

ifications, preventing any State recognition
of teaching as a profession, and practically

nullifying all existing diplomas and certifi-

cates
; therefore.

Resolved, That we, the teachers of San

Francisco, are opposed to the Article on
Education as a whole, and to the new Con-
stitution as a whole, and that we call upon
all the teachers in the State to unite with

\ us in this opposition.

Resolved, That by providing that the

Legislature or local boards may establish

high schools, but restricting the State fund
for primary and grammar schools, high
schools are practically abolished, and an

impassable barrier is erected between the

children of the poor and the State Univer-

sity.

Resolved, That by giving County Boards
of Supervisors paramount control of edu-
cation in their respective counties, a uni-

form State course of study is no longer

possible; and we have established within

the borders of the same State as many
separate and different systems of common
schools as there are counties.

It was also unanimously voted to appoint
a committee of three to issue an address

to the teachers of the State, calling upon
them to use their utmost endeavors to de-

feat the new Consdtution.

It would be a reflection upon the intel-

ligence of the teachers of the State to enter

upon a lengthy argument against an instru-

ment, so evidently harmful as a whole, and

so likely to be especially harmful in its

effects upon the public school system of

the State. Your attention, and the attendon

of all persons interested in the public

schools, is therefore simply called to an

earnest consideraUon of the following

points :

The growth of public opinion, in re-

gard to education, is shown in no respect

more strikingly than in the increasing con-

vicdon that the persons to whom it is in-

trusted should be selected for their special

fitness, and not for their party affiliaUons.

In the oldest communides, too, where the

public schools have attained their highest

excellence, condnuance in office substan-

tially during good behavior, has come to be

thought so necessary to the success of a

system that it is a common thing for mem-
bers of Boards of Education even to be

continued in office ten, fifteen, twenty and

twenty-five years. The new Constitution

is directly antagonistic, to these well-settled

sentiments and practices. Even the heads

of the State and County departments of

education are made polidcal offices, lim-

ited in their terms as other polidcal offices

with which they are classed are limited,

and subject to the same frequent change.

In the light of all experience it is idle and

trifling to say that under such a system

candidates may and are, therefore, likely to

be selected for those important posidons

independent of party consideradon, or that

their terms of office are likely to be long

enough to enable them to mature, carry

into effect, and thoroughly test any educa-

tional system.

If the new Constitudon is adopted there

will be in this State the strange anomaly
of free elementary and university educa-

tion with not only no State provision by
which pupils may pass from the elementary
schools to the university, but an express

prohibition against the application of any

portion of the State School Fund to the

purposes of these intermediate or High
Schools. It cannot be that the undoubted

intent of this Ardcle to cut off the boy
without means from this, the best and al-

most the only way of compedng fairly with
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the boy of wealth, has escaped the atten-

tion of teachers, parents, and others inter-

ested in keeping wide open this great and

only highway to success common alike to

rich and poor.

In refusing State recognition of teaching

as a profession an irreparable injury will

be done, not so much to the schools and

teachers of to-day as to the cause of edu-

cation in the future, by making the career

of the educator an undesirable one to

young persons of talent, and the occupa-

tion of teaching the refuge of persons in-

competent to fill other places of trust and

responsibility. The utter impossibility, as

a rule, of putting into the hands of men
selected for their superior business ability

and judgment to manage the business of

cities and towns, the decision of the tech-

nical fitness of teachers for their work, is

certainly not less apparent to the clear-

headed men who make up our Boards of

Supervisors than to the interested teacher.

We do not deserve to be recognized

as belonging to a profession if we do

not with great spirit claim for it the

same respect as that paid to other profes-

sions.

The fitness of lawyers, doctors, engineers

or other professional men for their special

work, is passed upon by men skilled in

those professions. We should not respect

ourselves and do not deserve the respect

of others if we tamely submit to having our

professional qualifications determined by

non-professional boards.

Other important points may be briefly

summed up as follows : It cannot be too

distinctly kept in mind that constitutional

blunders are blunders that can be remedied

only by constitutional revision or constitu-

tional amendment, while the blunders of

any legislature may be rectified by its suc-

cessor.

The defects in our present school sys-

tem are legislative and not constitutional,

and their ample remedy is therefore legis-

lative. The new Constitution is not,

therefore, needed to remedy defects.

Nearly all the excellencies that are

claimed as even likely to be secured by
the new Constitution, can be secured by

legislation under the old. The new Con-

stitution is not, therefore, needed for the

purpose of bettering our system.

The new Constitution would fix upon
our system defects from which it would

probably never fully recover. It should

therefore be defeated because of the lasting

harm that it would do.

A constitution is presumed to be a for-

mulation of principles so well established

as to be all but universally ^recognized.
The intelligent and wide-spread opposition
to the new Constitution indicates, with a

clearness that cannot be mistaken, that it

was not framed with regard to universally

recognized principles, but that it has rather

the character of partisan legislation. The

feeling of distress so widespread and so

destructive of progress in education and

of credit in commercial life, is therefore

well founded and gives just cause for the

fear that the adoption of the new Constitu-

tion would be harmful, even beyond any-

thing that is now suspected.

We, therefore, call upon you as teachers

having a high standard of education at

heart, not only to vote against the new

Constitution, but to interest yourselves in

bringing to the attention not only of parents
who wish for their children opportunities

for education equal to those enjoyed by
the wealthiest, but of all who feel a pride

in securing to our great State an average
of intelligence second to none in the

Union, the danger threatened to the pub-
lic school system by the adoption of the

new Constitution. w. T. Reid,

Principal S. F. Boys' High School.

Elisha Brooks,

Principal Eighth-St. Grammar School, S. F

J. B. McChes.vey,

Principal Oakland High School.

Committee.
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To the Voters of the State of
California :

At a meeting of the Board of Education

of Sacramento city, held April i8th, 1879,

the following preamble and resolutions,

after mature deliberation, were unanimous-

ly adopted and directed to be furnished to

the press as an address to the voters of the

State :

Whereas, The Board of Education of

Sacramento city recognizes the present

public school system of the State of Cali-

fornia as the great medium through w^iich

knowledge and intelligence are dissemi-

nated among the people, and by which re-

publican principles are perpetuated, and
as the lever which elevates to the highest
intellectual and social planes, and affords

all the people educational facilities other-

wise denied to the many ;
and

Whereas, The Board recognizes it as

the sacred duty of every good citizen, and

especially those to whom the management
of our public schools has been confided,
to jealously guard, boldly meet and fear-

lessly resist every unwise encroachment
and doubtful innovation upon that system,
which we hold to be the safeguard of the

liberties of the people ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That in our judgment the

adoption of the proposed new Constitution

for this State would be a serious blow at

the foundation of the system of popular
education, and that it would greatly impair
if not eventually destroy its usefulness.

Resolved, That it would be injudicious
and unwise to delegate to Boards of Super-
visors and County Superintendents the

sole control and manipulation of the school

system of the State, as is proposed in this

new Constitution.

Resolved, That we view with alarm the

proposed destruction of the present system
of uniformity in text-books, which system
of uniformity the experience of the State

has demonstrated to be wise ; and view
with like alarm the proposition to transfer

from State supervision to that of County
Boards of Supervisors the power to estab-

lish in each county a distinct course of

study, a distinct system of school manage-
ment, and to adopt a vast number of dif-

ferent text-books.

Resolved, That the present school system
of California is based upon the correct

principle that the State should afford the

children of all the people like opportuni-
ties to obtain an education, without regard
to their worldly circumstances or their lo-

cation either in sparsely-settled districts or

at centers of population. We believe that

the proposed Constitution would tend to

destroy these fundamental principles, and

greatly limit the praiseworthy ambition of

the children of those who are not finan-

cially able to afford them the desired edu-

cation.

Resolved, That a complete system of

popular education has the common school

for its base and the State University for its

apex, with a well-graduated and connected

ascent from one to the other, for the chil-

dren of every citizen who chooses to avail

himself of it
;

and we believe that the

proposed new Constitution will close the

doors of the State University forever

against the childrenof many of the people,
and construct an aristocracy of learning
at public expense, by depriving such chil-

dren of the advantages of a higher educa-

tion.

Resolved, That the new Constitution

strikes from the school system, in our

judgment, the cosmopolitan and evening
schools, and throws the sole burden of

maintenance thereof upon those commu-
nities which find them necessary, and

compels the people of localities where

high schools are necessary to maintain

them at increased expense.
For these and other equally forcible

reasons which might be set forth at length

upon this subject, the Board of Education

of Sacramento city earnestly appeals to the

friends of popular education throughout

the State to discountenance and oppose by

all legitimate means the attempt to foist

upon the State, through the medium of

the proposed new Constitution, this untried

and dangerous scheme to supplant our

present well-tried school system.

Attest : Add. C. Hinkson, Secretary.

, Another Powerful Attack.—A powerful
'and exhaustive address to the teachers of Cali-

fornia against the new Constitution, by the vet-

eran teacher and able Superintendent F. M.

Campbell of Oakland comes to hand too late for

insertion. We regret the omission, as he strikes

a killing blow at the enemies of popular educa-

tion.
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SCIENCE RECORD.
This Record is under the editorial charge

of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

THE PLANETS IN MAY.

Mercury is a morning star, rising on the 1st at

4:32 A. M.; on the I5ih at 4 A. M.; and on the

last day at 3:52 A. M. He is not well placed

for observation during this month. He is in

aphelion on the 4Lh, and near the moon on the

19th.

Venus is an evening star, presenting a brilliant

appearance in the western heavens during the

mon.h. She sets on the loih at 11:31 P. M.; on

the 20th at 11:38 p. M.; and on the last at 11:57

p. M. She is at her least distance from the sun

on the 2nd, and near the moon on the 24di.

Mars is a morning star, rising on the 1st at

3:7 A, M.; on the lOth at 2:47 A. M.; on the 20th

at 2:15 A. M,; and on the last day at 2:7 A. M.

He is near JupUer on the gih, and near the moon

on the I4lh. He is due south on the 15th at

7:53 A. M.

Jupiter is a morning star, rising on the lOlh

at 2:41 A. M.; on the 20ih at 2 A. M.; and on the

last day at 1:38 A. M. He is near the moon on

the I4ih, and due south on the I5ih at 7:40 a. M.

Saturn is also a morning star during this

month. He rises on the 10.h at 3:43 A. M,; on

the 20ih at 3 a. m.; and on the last day at 2:40

A. M. He is near the moon on the I7ih, and

due south on the last day of the month at 9

A. M.

NEWS RECORD.

1

Foreign and Domestic.

1 Our record closes on April 24ih.

Eureka, Nevada, was nearly destroyed by fire

on the 19th.

Congress has been in session more than a

month, and not a single thing has been accom-

plished. Purely political debates have taken up
the time of both houses, and been paid for by
ihe money of the tax-payers.

Active hostilities have been commenced be-

tween Bolivia and Chile. Two Bolivian towns
have been captured, but no important actions

have, as yet, been fought.

The Khedive of Egypt has dismissed his for-

eign Ministers of Finance. By this he has in-

curred the serious displeasure of France and

England, whose only guarantee for the prompt

payment of Egyptian bonds and the interest

thereon, is the retention of foreign financial man-

agement.
Ex-Governor Bradley, of Nevada, died on the

2 1 St of March.

There have been terrible prairie fires in Iowa
and souchern Dakota, during April.

An Exposition of manufactures, etc., will be
held in the city of Mexico during the present
fall.

The Commission sent to upper Egypt by Eng-
land to investigate the famine, reports several

thousand deaths from starvation.

Ernest Renan has been received as a member
of the French Academy.
A dispatch from Alexandria says that a great

fire is raging in Cairo, and has destroyed blocks
of buildinga hundreds of yards long.

John C. Burch was elected and sworn in as

Secretary of the United States Senate, vice

George C. Gorham.

Capital punishment has been restored in Switzer-

land.

The report in the case of Fitz-John Porter has

been sent to the President by the Secretary of

War. It completely exonerates him from all

charges of insubordination or responsibility for

the defeat of the Union forces at the second bat-

tle of Manasses.

General Joseph E. Johnston has been appointed
one of the Regents of the Smithsonian Institute.

Senator Newion Boodi has also been appointed
a Regent.

Garibaldi has arrived at Rome in a deplorable
conilition of health. He has been well received

by King Humbert.

The President has nominated Clarence King to

be Director of the Geological Survey.

A submarine cable is 10 be laid to South Africa,

connecting with the whole Eastern system of

telegraph.

Negotiations with Yaboob Khan have failed,

and an immediate advance on Cabul has been
ordereel.

Madame Patterson—Bonaparte died in Balti-

more last month; aged 92. She was the wile of

Jerome Bonaparte, brother of the Emperor Na-

polcon.

An attempt was made, on the i6th of April,
to assassinate the Emperor Alexander of Rus.>ia.

The mail steamer Great Republic grounded on

the Columbia River bar on the I9di of April,
and proved a total wreck.

Personal.

Dean Stanley, who always seems to be do-

ing pleasant things, recently entertained a large
number of Westminster workinginen in the old

abbot dining hall of the Abbey. It was in that

hall, the dean told them, that the widow of Ed-
ward IV. look refuge, with her children, against
the plots of ih^ Duke/ of Gloster. The tables at

which they dined were of Spanish chestnut, from
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the wreck of the Armada, and were given by
Queen 'Elizabeth. — lF,eeA'/y.

Among recent deaths noted in London Nature
are those of Dr. Henry Geissler, the celebrated

inventor of the Geissler tubes, mercury pump, etc.

Dr. Edward Losche, Professor of Physics, in

Dresden, and Dr. Benedik Stilling, an eminent
anatomist. Dr. Steinheil, the eminent optician,
of Munich, is also deceased.

William Howitt, who was unusually strong and
well all winter, died of bronchial catarrh, the

result of a heavy cold taken when caught out-of-

doors in a sudden rain.

The late Duke of Newcastle is said to have had
his life insured in various offices to the amount of

$2,500,000, probably the largest sum ever writ-

ten upon the life of one person.

There are now in the United States Senate

nineteen ex-Confederate officers, and only four

who served in the Union armies.

While present at the Froude dinner, when the

English historian last visited this country, some
friends congratulated Mr. Emerson on his hearty
condition. But he was not in a mood to see the

brighter side of life, for it was just after his house

and library had been burned. His reply affor-

ded much quiet amusement to his friends. "Mis-

fortunes are coming upon me. I have lost my
money, I have lost my house, and now I am los-

ing my hair !

"

Educational.

A proposition is before the Indians of Indian

Territory to hold a teachers' institute in Muske-

gee, in the near future. Among the questions to

be considered is the propriety of establishing a

normal school for teachers at that point.

The John Hopkins' University, at Baltimore,
has established a summer laboratory on Chesa-

peake Bay, under the charge of W. K. Brooks, for

the study of zoology.

New Guinea, by recent explorations, proves
the largest island in the world. Geographers
have heretofore placed Borneo first.

W. T. Harris, Superintendent of the schools

at St. Louis, will be one of the judges at the

inter-state collegiate oratorical contest which

occurs at Iowa City next May.

The Boston School Board has voted to abolish

the one kindergarten school of the city, and to

reduce the Board of Supervisors from six to four

members.

The Regents of the University have just ap-

portioned to ninety-seven educational institu-

tions of New York, the total sum of $27,970 for

services rendered in the instruction of common-

school teachers.

The youngest son of Queen Victoria recently

spoke in London on Education, and gave utter-

ance to a graceful panegyric on Prof. Ruskin.

The per capita cost of instruction in Milwaukee

schools, based upon the average daily attendance,

is $66.60. Based upon the whole number en-

rolled, it is $47.40.

Texas ought to have a princely school fund
one of these days. She has 20,000,000 acres of
her outlying lands set apart for school purposes.
She now spends $629,000 on education, devoting
a quarter of the general revenue, and halt the

proceeds of the poll-tax to that end.

A school of technical education is to be estab-

lished at Bradford, England, at an estimated
cost of ;^ 1 00, 000 for the building.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

Problem 2, which we shall designate

hereafter as No. 9 of this year's series,

was badly mangled last month. The

wrong cut was inserted, and the two solu-

tions separated. The author of the solu-

tions is at present unknown, no name be-

ing attached to the paper containing them.

We republish these solutions by request :

Given, BC= 15, BE-f EC= 16, to

find AB and AC. Prolong EC and make
ED = EB, then DC= 16.

ABC+ACB = 90° and their halves=
45' therefore BEC = 35' and as tri-

angle EBD is isosceles, BDE= 67° 30'.

Therefore, log 15 : log 16 : : sin D : DBC,
or B= 80° 13' 17'', or taking here the sup-

plement DBC =99° 46' 43'.

Subtracting the sum of BDC -f DBC
from 180°, we find BCD = 12" 43' 17''.

In the right-angled triangle ABC, one

side and the angles are given, BC=: 15,

ACB=25° 26' 34" and ABC= 64^ 33'

26"; we find A B= 6.4441, and AC=
^3-5452.
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As a geometrical and algebraic solution

not involving trigonometry
—

Let BT = X, BE = y, and the ra-

dius= r. AB = X -\- r and AC = r -f-

15
— X.

We have the following equations:

a-2-|-r2=r^ (i)

(15— :i:)--f-r-=(l6—jO'(2)

(;t:-f r)2+(r + i5—^)-=225 (3)

From 2d—
225—30,r+.v^+r^=25f)—32j'-f>^ (4)

From 3rd
—

jr2-|-r2-4- 1 5r
— \^x= o.

Substituting y in 4th—
30;«;+ 3i = 32 slx^-\-r^\

Squaring and reducing
—

i24Ji'2-j- I024r2— 18600:= 961 (6)

Let x=-vr, then from (6) and (5) :

l24z^2;-2_|_io24r2
—1860 z;r= 961 (7)

j;2^2^ ^2 _|_ 1 5;-
—

i5rz' = o (8)

Multiplying (8) by 124, and subtracting
—

900r2
—

J 3 6or=961
90or2

— i86or -[-(31)2= 1922

r= 2.4946874.

Substituting the value of r in (5)

.a;2— 1 5Jtr=— 43-6437762 -f-

x"^— 15.V -{-(7.5)^= 12.60622377-f-

Jt-—7.5= ± 3-55052

Jt- =11.0505, or 3.9494

X -^r and 15
— x -{-r, the respective

sides of the triangle,

13-5452+ and 6.4441 -f-.

Problem 1 3
—solve by simplest methods.

L.^Ht>'3=35

x^-\-y^=\Z.

Educational Intelligence

CALIFORNIA.

I

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

The Board of Supervisors, who arrogate to

themselves the power to fix the amount of money
to be raised for school purposes, have allowed

the School Department $900,000 for 1879-80.

Though this is $50,000 less than was demanded

by the Education Board, it need not necessitate

a reduction of teachers' salaries. Teachers get

none too much now.

Prof. H. W. Philbrook, of whom we spoke in

our March number, has been elected teacher of

a junior class in the Boys' High School. He is

an acquisition to that school and to this Depart-
ment. Mr. Philbrook was formerly Grammar
Master in Vallejo. In that position his suc-

cessor is Mr. W. S. Babcock, an excellent teacher,

formerly of Marysville.

An unsuccessful attempt was made this month

to have the Board of Education reconsider its

action in adopting the Pacific Coast Series of

Readers.
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

The Oakland Department is still growing with

great rapidity. The Board of Education have

resolved to make additions to three of their

school buildings to the extent of eleven rooms,
or enough to accommodate 70G more pupils.

These rooms will be built immediately.

BUTTE COUNTY.

Obituary.—Died, at his home in Butte county,

twelve miles east of Omila, March 27ih, W. J.

McMillan, aged 30 years and ii days.

Mr. McMillan was one of our popular and

successful teachers. He had recently received

the Educational Diploma, but had no need of

it. A different diploma awaited him in the land

where education is of a higher order. The
slow process of a pulmonary disease had been

doing its work in his system for several years ;

so that his last two terms of school were taught

with great difficulty. Mr. McMillan comes of

a teacher family. His father is a teacher. He
has a brother in the profession. His death is

much lamented, not only by his brother teach-

ers, but by a very large circle of friends.

He was a man of noble mind and a true heart.

His friendships were warm and lasting. Modest

and unselfish in his disposition, he was not one

to press himself forward beyond his merits. All

who knew him loved him. J. W.

PLUMAS county.

The vallev schools of this county have gen-

erally closed or will close during the present

month for summer vacation, and the few loca-

tions in higher altitudes, that await the melting

of the snows ere they can begin summer terms

are beset by a host of applications from both

local and distant teachers for situations.

Superintendent Hail has been very energetic

in visiting the schools of this county during the

past year, and has done much to stimulate

teachers, pupils, parents, and trustees to do

their duty faithfully, and be satisfied with noth-
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ing but the most thorough work. The County
Board several months ago passed a resolution

to renew no more second or third -grade certifi-

cates
; (since under the present law a renewed

certificate is virtually a life diploma) maintain-

ing that teachers should not be content to al-

ways hold second or third-grade certificates, and

thos^ who will not make an effort to advance

should not teach .

Mr. J. M. Kelsey of South Butte, Sutter county,

will teach the Meadow Valley school, beginning

about the first of this month. Mr. Hart will

teach in Lassen, Butte District in Big Meadow?,
and Mrs. Haun will teach the summer term in

Clover Valley. Ex - Superintendent Church is

still teaching at La Porte, and D. W. Jenks, a

veteran teacher of this county, will soon close

his third year at Quincy. Mr. Houghton, who

makes a specialty of Book-keepmg and Commer-

cial Arithmetic, has a large school in Pioneer

District, American Valley. Mr. Ronald and

Miss Carter are doing good work at Greenville,

Miss Welden has charge of the Crescent Mills

school, and Miss Campbell of Sierra Valley will

return to her work in Indian Valley District in

June.

Some schools in this mountainous region are

so isolated that teachers are liable not to meet

each oiher oftener than at the annual Institute.

J. P. L.

SAN DIEGO COUNTY.

San Diego schools are in a pretty bad fix.

There is not enough money to go around and

give $500 to a district by considerable, and per.

haps next year will not be much bjtter. San

Diego Ciiy will hardly have six months school

after cuaing down wages and paying noL over

$80 a month to the principal, and over-crowding

the school besides. There are more teachers

than schools, and more schools than should be,

as many are only attended by two or three pupils.

In one district, I am told, the teacher goes to a

vacant hou-^e. Banner District, with ov^r 1,020

square miles of territory, has in it now three

white children. By a pleasant fiction or error

of perception, the vagrant Indians children are

held to be Spanish, and at least twelve more

counted in the census returns. In o.her districts,

children that will bi five, help to make up the

number
;
and even with all these helps I fear

some districts will not be able lo find their num-

ber this next June. Mr. Kleeberger, the last

principal at San Diego (and I believe the best

ihcy have ever had), has refused to slay here,

and is visiting Profs. Allen and Moore at the

Normal. He taught in Wisconsin with them, I

believe. Correspondent.

OREGON.
State Supt. Powell has entered on the duties

of his office with great energy and ability. His

predecessor was an honest and able man, and

Prof. Powell has taken up Dr. Rowland's work

and is carrying it forward with a commendable

degree of energy and success. He has, for the

past three months, been holding institutes in

different parts of the State, which are arousing

the teachers to renewed efforts.

Books Received.

FROM PAYOr, UPHAM & CO.

A History of the Church of England. G. M. Perry,

M. A. Harper & Bros.

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. William J. Rolfe.

Harper & Bros.

Cicero's De Natura Deorum, etc. Harper's Greek

and Latin Texts.

Harper's Half-hour Shries. The Poems of Oliver

Goldsmith, 20 cents
; Afghanistan, by A. G. Constable,

15 cents; The Awakening—A Tale of English Life—by
A. G. Constable, 15 cents.

Franklin Square Library. Harper's. Vixen, by
Miss Eraddon, I5 cents. The Last of Her Line, by the

Author of "St. Olaves," etc. Within Sound of the Sea,

by the Author of '• Iseulte." A 'Irue Marriage, by Emily

Spender. Kelverdale, by the Far, of Desart.

FROM GINN & HEATH, BOSTON,
Hudson's Hamlet. Guides for Science-leaching, No.

I, About Pebbles, by Alpheus Hyatt, 15 cents; No. II,

Concerning a Few Common Plants, by George L. (Jood-

ale 30 cents
;
No. Hi, Commerjial and other Sponges, by

Alpheus Hyatt, 30 cents; A First Lesbon in Natuial His-

tory, by Mrs. Agassiz, 80 cents.

Ought Text-books to be Supplied Gratuitously in

the Public Schools? By Homer B. Sprague.

Teachers' Manual; To Accompany National Series

of Music Charts. By L. W. Mason and H. E. Holt.

FROM DAVLS, BARDEEN ik CO., SYRACUSE,
NEW YOKi^.

(And Published by them.)

Roderick Hu.me. The Story of a New York Teacher.

ByC. W.Bardeen.

l''iK.ST Spei'.s among FiGURES. Levi U. Beebe.

Unconscjo'j.s Turno.x. By Right Rev. F. D. Hunt-

ingdon.

Two .Months in Hukoik. By J. R, Burchard, New
York State Normal .-^chool. Price, 50 cents.

FRO.M EDLPOR SHOUP.

(
Of the " Iowa Normal Montiily.")

Normal REcnsiHu vf Attendance, Punctuality, Schol-

arship, and Dep(jrtment.

FROM S. R. VVIXCHKLL & CO., CHICA(iO.

Grube's Method. By Louis Soldan, Principal of St.

Louis Normal School.



MEDICAL DEPARTiVIENT OF UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
115 Haight Street, corner of Laguna.

FACULTY.
A. J. BOWIE. M. D., Emeritus Professor of Surgery.
HENRY GIBBONS, M. D,, Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical

Medicine.
L. C. LANE, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Surgical Anatomy and Clinical Surgery.
C. N. ELLINWOOD, M. D., Professor of Physiology.
ADOLPH BARKAN, M. D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
JOSEPH H. WYTHE, M. D., Professor of Microscopy and Histology.HENRY GIBBONS, Jr.. M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women.
WILLIAM A. DOUGLASS. M. D., Professor of Clinical Surgery.
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T. WENZELL, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
m. T. WYTHE, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.
[OSEPH O. HIRSCHFELDER, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics. .

CURTIS G. KENYON, M. D., Demonstrator.

[
INCREASE OF CURRICULUM.

Under the caption
"
Requirements for Graduation "

it will be observed that hereafter

the Faculty will exact attendance upon ^/iree courses of lectures instead of fwo.

This is simply putting into execution a long contemplated plan, as it has been the con-

stant desire of the Faculty to raise the standard of medical education, and to graduate
capable rather than many students. No increase of expense will result, nor will the

plan necessarily extend the time of study, but rather provide for a more systematic and

profitable use of time, and better fit the student for the arduous and responsible duties

of his profession.
LECTURES.

The Regular Course of Lectures commences on the first Monday in June of each year,
and continues until November. It is thus a Summer course, contrary to general usage.
The Intermediate Course begins in the second week ip January and terminates with

the month of April. It is of great assistance as a preparatory step to the Regular
Course, although attendance upon it is not obligatory. Clinics and clinical lectures

are given daily at the City and County Hospital, U. S. Marine Hospital, and at the

Morse Dispensary, where several thousands of patients are treated annually.

FEES.
First Course, Matriculation, Lectures, and Demonstration ticket $145.00
Second Course, Lectures 130.00
Third Course, Graduation 40.00

Total fees for three courses $315.00
" Requirements for Graduation."

1. The candidate must be twenty-one years of age.
2. He must have attended three courses of Medical Lectures, one of which must

have been delivered in this Institute.

3. He must have attended at least one course of Practical Anatomy in the Dis-

secting Room.
4. He must write a Medical Thesis and submit the same to the Faculty, two weeks

prior to commencement.

I

i
Good rooms and board may be obtained at prices varying from $5.00 to $10.00

per week.
For further information apply to

HENRY GIBBONS Jr., M. D., DEAN OF THE FACULTY,
o« M-/->-N.TT'/^oTknr'T3-v *;:frT? TTTrm a a at ttf? AArmcino



SCHOOL DESKS.
f^»^

TWICE AS GOOD A DESK AS ANY
OTHER AT NO HIGHER PRICE.

The "Triumph" DovetailedDesk and Seat,

Five Sizes, Single and Double.

The only School Desk made which
will stand the test of a dry climate.

Warranted to give twice the amount
of service and comfort that any
other school desk will. Adopted in

San Francisco Public Schools, Sac-

ramento, Oakland, San Jose, Los

Angeles, Virginia City and many
other large towns on the Pacific

Coast, as well as in the large major-

ity of small district schools.

A consideration of strength, du-

rability, comfort and eco'nomy, in

the selection of School Furniture,
can only result in the purchase of

the "Triumph."
The Iron is dovetailed into the Wood. By this device the woods are more firmly held in place, and

the Desk grows stronger under the test of climate.

The well known fact that wood closes upon a pin
driven into an auger-hole illustrates how shrinkage
(if any should occur) , would affect the rigidity of
the dovetailed desk. •

N represents a reduced section of the iron dove-

tail. BCD shows a section of one end of the desk-

top and groove. United, they appear as in B N D C,

^ the wood being slightly compressed at the points
^ nearest each other by the sharp angle of the casting.

TEACHERS' DESKS OF ALL PATTERNS.
Price Lists of Pupils' and Teachers' Desks, Teachers' Chairs, Library Books, School

Apparatus and Supplies given upon application. Send for our New Catalogue of

Library Books and Standard Miscellaneous Books.
The Largest and Most Complete Stock of School requisites on the Coast,

The "Tbiumph" Set Up.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
Joseph A. Hofmann, J. F. Burgin, Robert J. Pennel, and Frank P. Pray, for

many years with Messrs. A. Roman & Company, having formed engagements with

A. L. Bancroft & Co., would be pleased to see their friends, andjhe friends of the late

firm of A. Roman & Company, at the store of A. L. BANCROii^f* & Co. Mr. F. B.

Wilde, assignee of A. Roman & Company, has removed to the store of A. L. Ban-
croft & Co., where payments due the late firm of A. Roman & Company may be made,
and all business connected with the settlement of the estate transacted.

A. L.BAIVGROFT & GO.
Booksellers, School Furnishers, Printers, Lithographers, etc.

721 3Iarket Street, San Francisco*

Publishers of Rattan's '* Popular California Flora." Price $LOO.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]

No. IV.

The earth and all the other planets, ex-

cept some of the Asteroids, move about the

sun from west to east in that part of the ce-

lestial sphere called the zodiac. If one

could take his station near the sun, and

observe the planets, he would see them

all pass in one direction about the celes-

tial sphere, and through certain constel-

lations called the constellations of the

zodiac. If each planet could be seen

by such an observer to mark out its

course on the celestial sphere, the dif-

17

ferent circles so marked would be very-

near together ;
and each one would be

half above and half below the earth's cir-

cle, cutting across the earth's circle twice

in its entire course, at points directly op-

posite to each other. The planets Mer-

cury and Venus would be seen to pass

more rapidly than the earth through the

zodiac. Three times would Mercury be

seen to make the entire circuit, and to

pass by the earth, while the earth was

seen making the circuit once. Venus,

through moving much faster than the

earth, would be seen to pass more than

two and a half times through its entire

circuit around the sun, to reach the earth

and pass by it ;
and during that time the

earth would have passed more than once

and a half around its path. The earth,
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moving faster than Mars, would pass by

him, when it had made its circuit a little

more than twice ; and Ma'rs would be

seen to pass by Jupiter several times,

while Jupiter was moving once around

his path. Thus it would be with all the

planets ; those nearer the sun would be

seen by such an observer to be moving
more rapidly in their circuit, passing and

repassing those farther off, but always

keeping within the zodiac.

The zodiac is sixteen degrees wide, eight

degrees each side of the earth's path. The
twelve constellations of the zodiac taken

in their order eastward about the celestial

sphere, are Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagit-

tarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries,

Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, and Leo Major.

Through these constellations the moon

may be seen to pass from west to east

every month, moving about thirteen de-

grees every twenty-four hours. Dubhe
and Merak, the Pointers in the Great

Dipper, are five degrees apart ; so the

moon moves eastward through the heavens,

every day, more than two and a half times

the distance these stars are apart.

Twelve signs of thirty degrees each com-

plete the circuit of the zodiac. These

signs have the same names as the con-

stellations ; though the constellations vary
in length, some occupying more and some
less than thirty degrees. The ancients

divided the zodiac into twelve equal parts

by the use of the clepsydra, or water-

clock. A vessel was filled with as much
water as would flow from it, drop by drop,
from the time a star rose till it rose again.

Twelve smaller vessels were prepared, ca-

pable of holding the water of the larger

one. Beginning at the time when some

prominent star was rising, the water was

allowed to flow into one of the smaller

vessels until it was filled. The stars that

had risen during this time were called

one sign, as the sign Aries. The stars

that rose while the next vessel was filling

were called the sign Taurus. Thus, one

by one, all the signs were measured off.

Aries.—In ancient times the sun en-

tered this constellation in March, at the

time when the days and nights are equal.

The Chaldean shepherds who were the

earliest astronomers, and who were also

much interested in their flocks and herds,

without doubt named this constellation

Aries (Ram) for the animal which was^f

greatest value to them. Long afterwards,

the Greeks accounted for the name by

supposing Aries to represent a certain ram
which was said to have had a golden

fleece, and which was given by Nephele,

Queen of Thebes to her children, Phryxus
and Helle, to enable them to escape from

being murdered. While this animal was

passing rapidly through the air, with the

two children on his back, Helle became

dizzy and fell off into the sea and was

drowned. This sea was ever afterward

called the Hellespont. The ram carried

Phryxus to Colchis, on the shore of the

Black Sea. Jason and his comrades, re-

turning from the celebrated Argonautic

expedition, brought the golden fleece of-

this animal back to Greece.

Taurus.—This constellation is a nota-

ble one, though only the head and shoul-

ders of the Bull are represented. On
illustrated charts the Bull is pictured as

enraged, and attacking the mighty hunter

Orion. Orion stands, eager for the fray,

holding a lion's head and flowing mane
with the left hand, thrust forward towards

the Bull as if to excite him more, and

grasping a heavy club with the right hand,

swung back as if just ready to strike a

telling blow on the Bull's head. The

Hyades, a beautiful V-shaped cluster, are

in the Bull's face ; a cluster of several

minute stars mark one ear
; and the tips

of the horns are plainly represented by
two stars some distance apart and above

the Hyades. The Pleiades are on the

shoulder. This cluster is called by many
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{he Little Dipper, because it seems to

form a dipper ; but this name more prop-

erly belongs to the principal stars in Ursa

Minor. In ancient times, seven stars in

the Pleiades were visible ;
but one became

dim, and now we see only six. The story

is that Atlas and Pleione had seven daugh-

ters who were remarkable for their many
virtues and for their affection for each

other. This was so pleasing to the gods

that eventually the seven sisters were

transferred to the heavens to remain for-

ever in one another's company. But one,

Merope, married a mortal, and since then

her star has been too dim to be visible.

It is probable that the Chaldean shep-

herds named Taurus in honor of one of

their valuable animals
;

but the Greeks

held that the name was given in honor

of Jupiter. This god became enamored

of Europa, a princess of Phoenicia. To

carr)' out his designs, he took the shape
of a beautiful white bull, and placed him-

self among the cattle near where Europa
was walking with her maidens. Attracted

by the splendid appearance of the animal,

she approached and caressed him, and

finally seated herself on his back. As

soon as she was seated, the bull moved

rapidly away, and crossing the sea, carried

the captive princess safely to Crete.

Gemini.—Castor and Pollux, twin broth-

ers, for whom this constellation was

named, are plainly represented by a

bright star for the head of each, bearing

their names, and by a parallel row for

their knees, and another nearly parallel

row for their feet. These twin brothers

were said to be sons of Jupiter, by Leda

Queen of Sparta. They were of great

assistance to Jason in his expedition to

recover the golden fleece. After their

return from Colchis, they entered upon a

crusade against the pirates that infested

the Grecian seas, and completely routed

them. In a quarrel of their own seeking.

Castor was killed, but was revenged by

Pollux. Castor was mortal and Pollux

immortal
; but in accordance with the

request of Pollux, Jupitur permitted Cas-

tor to share the immortality of Pollux
;
—

they were, therefore, alive and dead on
alternate days. Castor lived on the earth

one. day, and Pollux was confined to

Hades, the infernal regions ; the next

day Pollux was alive, and Castor remained
in Hades. Thus Pollux showed his great
love for his brother.

THE YOUNG TEACHER.1

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

[National City, San Diego County.]

CHAPTER X.

ox READING, WRITING, AND SPELLING.

Ten years ago it required courage in a

teacher to say that the spelling-book was
not a good book to use in the school-

room. It required fortitude to put that

belief into practice. And to-day there

are very many teachers who cannot teach

spelling (so they declare) without some
sort of a spelling-book. They are right.

So are they who declare that they cannot

govern without the aid of the rod. We
have such teachers now

; we had more
ten years ago ;

we shall have less ten years
from now. Did you ever see that curious

creature that could spell ''deanthropomor-

phization
"
without winking, and yet could

not write a sentence without misspelling

some common word ? That being was

brought up with a spelling-book in both

hands, and had a lesson in it twice a day.

Custom is powerful, book publishers are

urgent, teachers are not desirous of extra

labor, and mayhap the spelling-book will

be once more carried to the top ;
but it

will go down again, and even Swinton's

"Word Analysis" will sink to rise no more.
" Yet th^re is no doubt that spelling is

neglected in many of our schools," says a
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zealous educator. No doubt of it ! So is

reading neglected. So are pupils neg-

lected. So are the teachers neglected.

And, by and by, when the people neglect

to hire such teachers, the spelling-book

will be more than neglected
—it will be

forgotten.

The only use we have for spelling is to

enable us to write words correctly. So

spelling should be taught with that end in

view. As for mental discipline, I do not

have a very high opinion of its usefulness

in that respect.

Being without books at first, Frank wrote

the spelling exercises upon the blackboard,

writing for the young beginners some sim-

ple names of not more than three letters,

for words are harder, much harder if they

contain more than three letters, in spite of

what you may sometimes hear at institutes

about one familiar word being as easy to

a beginner as another. These words were

pronounced and then spelled aloud by

each pupil.

Frank had not yet become a convert

to the phonic method, so he taught the

pupils to call each letter by its name, and

they soon perceived what the real sound

of the letter was, arid learned to give it

the proper sound in new words just about

as quickly as do pupils that are taught by
the latest and most approved methods.

Then combinations of two words were

given ;
then sentences of three words which

the pupils were taught to speak
—shall I say

naturally .'' No. The natural way in which

some children talk is anything but correct

and pleasing. They talk through the nose,

slur over certain sounds, mispronounce

many words, leave off final g's, speak in

too high a key, and in a word talk like be-

ginners.

Well, we will say that Frank taught them

to speak these sense-words as he thought

they should be spoken, and though he did

not mind a certain slowness and hesitancy

at first in calling the names of these

strangers, yet he persevered in giving them

the same words in new combinations until

they could name them readily and cor-

rectly.

While the beginners were thus learning

to read and to spell, they were also learn-

ing to write. First tracing over the les-

sons in reading which Frank put upon
their slates, and then making some of the

simpler forms, one by one, after a copy,

each pupil being watched a short time

when he was first trying to make some

new character, so that he might not begin

at the wrong end or mistake the way to

join the parts.

To those pupils in the First and Second

Readers he gave no rules.
" What does

it say.''" was the first question; ''How

shall we say it .?" the next.

" Make believe you were that boy, and

tell that to me," he would sometimes say,

when the pupil read some speech of Tom,

Dick, or Harry, in a careless, indifferent

tone.

Those rules of reading which he gave to

the older pupils were few and simple.
• ''Are you sure of that } Well, what are

you sure of ! Very good. Then let your

voice fall in that w^ay, on that word. Are

we all sure of that .? Then you need not

speak so decidedly, or let your voice fall

scarcely any. Are you in doubt about that .''

Did you say not so-and-so } Did you ask

that } Then let your voice rise, to show

that you are not sure of some point."

Again, when an idea of magnitude far

beyond the ordinary was to be expressed,

Frank taught them how to prolong the

emphatic words, showing them that in-

creasing the length of the sound made

the word as emphatic as when they made

the sound louder.

When the class came to a piece of very

great merit, Frank would have the pupils

commit the piece to memory, or at least

have them memorize the most remarkable

passages.
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Living with great words is like living

with great men. Though you may fail to

fully appreciate that greatness, you cannot

help being lifted up above your former level.

Most especially do the teachers them-

selves need such work as this, else the

constant contact with the immature minds

of their pupils will dull their own minds

and give them that "school-teacher man-

ner" which too many of us have acquired

in the schoolroom.

Frank encouraged his pupils to read the

library books, selecting stories of travels,

of adventures, of animals; but rather

avoiding the most of the histories which

seem to be constructed by those who de-

light in war and bloodshed nearly as much

as the authors of Beadle's Dime Novels.

Fighting and war are the relics of bar-

barism, and if a well-behaved person can

live his life through without fights and

brawls, why should decent nations war

every few years, and well meaning peo-

ple think the story of such disgraceful

deeds the best reading a boy can have.

The pupils in PVank's school were re-

quired to do a great deal of writing,

though not very much time was given to

the copy-books.

Exercises in spelling and writing were

given from the reading books in a great

variety of ways. Sometimes a list of the

things to be seen in the pictures ;
some-

times sentences describing some animal

named in the lesson ;
a list of the fruits,

of the trees, or birds, or various other

things.

But I did not design in these sketches

to more than hint at ways and methods.

Neither would I wish you to believe that

I think the plans I have suggested are the

best for all teachers to follow. A way of

teaching must be a growth to be success-

ful, and another's method cannot be ser-

vilely copied with success. The right way
of teaching must, to a certain extent, be

your own way ;
it must be imbued with

your individuality ; it must receive con-

stant fresh additions from your own growth ;

leavened with your enthusiasm ;
and car-

ried to success by your patient, intelligent

activity.

Frank was glad to find at the end of

his three months' term that all his pupils

could read with pleasure and profit in their

books.

Thanks to the lack of books at the first

of the term, they were able to read script

with almost as much ease as print. Frank

refused to waste his own time and the time

of the school with preparations for the cus-

tomary' exhibition at the end of the term,

which teachers too often have, that they

may by one day's display, try to cover up
the delinquencies of a whole term.

At the close of the school he did one

piece of work that I would like to see

imitated by ever}' teacher in the State.

For the benefit of the next teacher he

wrote out a list of the classes and of the

work done by each pupil, with advice as

to what should, in his opinion, be done by
the teacher with each class at the begin-

ning of the next term. Healso made notes

of the kind of teaching he had found most

effective with each pupil.

In conclusion I cannot forbear adding

a few words about our district schools.

At present their future looks rather dark.

There is a clamor all over the State for a

reduction of teachers' wages. There is jus-

tice in this demand. Teachers themselves

have made it just. Examinations have been

made so easy that twice as many teachers as

were needed have been given certificates.

Increased competition inevitably lowered

wages, and lowered wages are driving out

the better teachers. Is it any wonder

that people cannot see the justice of pay-

ing teachers who would not be able to

earn forty dollars a month at any other

employment, the sum of seventy-five dol-

lars or eighty dollars a month to teach

school.'' Look at the last examination 1
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It was a mere farce. Twenty credits, one-

fifth of the entire paper in grammar, given

for writing a sentence of four words !

With such tests from teachers of high

standing, can we wonder at that pitiable

Article on Education in the new Constitu-

tion ?

When we ask tor less brains we must be

willing that the pay should be according

to the material furnished, and as long as

our present system of examination con-

tinues, we must make a united and never-

ceasing demand, that as fast as practicable

the standard of qualifications shall be raised

until it shall no longer be possible for a

child of twelve years old to know more

than some of our district school-teachers.

THE TOKIO SHIHAN GAKKO
(NORMAL SCHOOL.)

BY PROF. M. M. SCOTT,

[Imperial University, Tokio, Japan.]

The native of the Western Hemisphere,

on coming to Japan, finds his antipodes

not only in the ordinary sense of that word.

Everything seems to be upside down or

wrong end foremost. Horses are put into

the stable backwards, and fed from a small

bucket, suspended by a rope, tied to either

side of the front door. Carpenters pull

the plane instead of, as with us, pushing

it, and the sawyer does likewise with his

saw. Blacksmiths st/ when at work, and

work their bellows with their toes ;
the

seamstress also sits on the mats and holds

her cloth between her toes, instead of

pining it to her lap, as is the custom with

the more prim dame of the West. This

peculiarity seems to work itself out in the

language ; for, instead of saying, as it

seems any one with his head put on prop-

erly would do, "I shall go to San Fran-

cisco next month ;" the phrase is, "/, nex/

month, San Francisco to go will." Ladies

receive in their parlors barefoot
;
and the

common custom of both sexes bathing to-

gether is historic. Those who, at home,

have read of crowded cities, squalor, and

misery, are also agreeably disappointed.

The people of Tokio, while nearly all,

what in America would be called poor,

yet have an abundance of that which they

deem the necessaries of life, viz., rice,

fish, and vegetables. The city, instead

of being closely built and filthy, is clean,

and of the most magnificent dimensions.

It extends from north to south about five

r'i, equal to twelve and a half English

miles, and from east to west at least two-

thirds of the distance from north to south.

The entire city is dotted over with the

spacious Yaekis and the beautiful land-

scape gardens of the former Daimios or

Barons, while, at the same time, there are

spacious parks filled with covies of beau-

tiful golden pheasants ;
and an animal not

so beautiful, but more cunning—I mean

the fox. In one of these places, in the

central part of the city, is situated the

Tokio Normal School. Nothing, perhaps,

is calculated to interest the American more

than this institution. It was founded in

1872, and is now in a very flourishing

condition. Were any of the readers of

the Journal to visit Japan, nearly all

things would be strange, indeed, but as

soon as this school is visited, familiar

ground would appear
—at least in panto-

mine—the language would not be intelli-

gible, but the motions would. Teachers

going through tKe same monotonous drill,

and pupils through a similar routine,

would be readily recognizable, even in an

unknown tongue.

Until the Normal School was estab-

lished, the Japanese system of teaching

was abominable, perhaps somewhat worse

than our old ten-hour system, five of which

were devoted to the long columns of words

in Webster's Speller. In the old way, in

Japan, a teacher could not, or did not,

instruct more than five or six pupils.
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Then five or six urchins would squat on

the mats, the customary way of sitting,

with their faces turned toward ever)- point

of the compass ;
and toward some points

the compass didn't have, and wait for the

teacher to come round. The gentle and

patient old pedagogue would make his

slow circuit—and slow it was—teaching

each one separately. No blackboards or

slates were used ;
and indeed none were

needed, as the higher class did not study

mathematics, and the merchants used the

soroban (abacus) to cast up their accounts.

Mental philosophy, ethics, and history were

the chief branches pursued ;
and for this

purpose a vast number of Chinese charac-

ters were necessary
— Chinese being the

learned language of the country. In

learning the Chinese, three processes were

gone through. First, the scholar would

learn the name of the character ; second,

how to write it
; and, lastly, its meaning.

Picture to yourself, gentle reader, a child

of tender years sitting, day after day,

month after month, and year after year,

following the teacher's pronunciation of a

character, without knowing aught of its

meaning, until several thousand are known

simply by sight. Writing is even more

difficult than learning the names. Writing
is thought to be a fine art, and the greatest

pains were taken to teach it systematically.

It was a special vocation, and was seldom

taught by the teacher who instructed the

pupils in reading or defining. The Chi-

nese characters to the unitiated, seem

like a brush-pile upset, or a dilapidated

hoop-skirt ; but, having had considerable

experience in seeing them made, I can

testify to their scrupulous regularity, and,

when well made, to their great beauty.

Seeing, then, that a pupil must necessarily

follow prescribed rules in making every

stroke, one can get a faint notion of the

time required to be able to make, with

beauty and rapidity, four or five thousand

of these characters, some of which, as for

instance, the one for dragon, have sev-

enty-five strokes.

To introduce the systematic teaching and

management of low classes, similar to our

methods, was the object of the Normal

School. After the recent revolution and

change in the policy of the Government,
to educate, at Government expense, the

masses of the people, was one of the

first measures thought of by the many
advanced thinkers of Japan. To have

done this, under the old system, where

one teacher was employed to instruct five

or six pupils only, would have entailed a

vast expense upon the nation, as will be

readily seen.

To introduce our system, then, even in

movement and discipline, was a great

advance. In the first place, charts were

made, similar to Willson's, with the pic-

ture of all familiar things about the

school-room and home on them, and the

Chinese character representing the object

written by them. This enabled the child

to associate some meaning with the name

of the character, a fact which the old

way of learning names only, did not do.

Twenty of these charts were made, hav-

ing about five hundred characters, a num-

ber sufficient, I was told, the learning of

which would enable the pupil to read

easy books of all kinds, for it must be

borne in mind that Japanese books are

written in what is called
" mixed charac-

ters," partly Chinese and partly Japanese.

Very little Japanese, however,—the aux-

iliaries, prepositions, and what might be

termed the aggludnating participles
—is all

that is to be found. After these charac-

ters were thoroughly mastered, easy read-

ing,books with the same characters com-

bined into sentences are taken up.

Primary school-books of all kinds, ge-

ographies, arithmetics, universal histories,

etc., were translated into Japanese ; care

being taken by the translators to use, in

j

all cases where it was possible, the same
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characters as were on the charts. The

Arabic numerals were used, instead of

Japanese, as these were found more con-

venient. Charts of forms and of animals

were also made, in order to teach by the

object system as far as possible. All these

things pertain to the training department

of the Normal School, of course. It re-

mained yet to translate books of all kinds

for the students of the academic depart-

ment. This being done, all was ready

for the beginning. Twenty -five bright

young men were selected and drilled four

hours per day for six months, on a pri-

mary course, over as much ground, I

should say, as the four primary grades of

a San Francisco school. It was extremely

amusing to see this class of proud young

Samourai, turned, for the time being, into

a room of little children, going in and

out of the room, counting a hundred for-

ward and backward, holding up hands on

all occasions when called upon, and other-

wise conducting themselves like little chil-

dren. However, as the Japanese are very

tractable, and especially deferential to a

teacher, they submitted without a murmur.

In pursuing this plan, those who were

taught learned something about teaching ;

how, at least, to manage a large class of

pupils, and at the same time how to keep
all at work at once, and thus avoid the

waste of time and energy, which was a

necessary consequence of the old plan.

The students thus necessarily sit at desks,

with faces turned to the teacher, and atten-

tion is secured as with us.

After this class of twenty-five had been

drilled thus for the above-mentioned time,

five classes of little boys and girls, consist-

ing of thirty in each, were formed. At

my special request, none were to know

any thing whatever of books— not even

the Kana, or Japanese alphabet, for I

wished to see how long a time it would

require, without their having any previous

knowledge, to teach children here, from

six to nine, how to read ordinary primary

books. It necessarily took some little time

to get the little fellows into the proper

routine and drill, but with the good-

nature and perseverance of the young
men whom I had drilled, order soon

came out of chaos, and ere one year had

elapsed, these children were reading with

ease and fluency a book as difficult as one

of our second readers. Moreover, they

were taught the meaning of the charac-

ters as well, and also how to write them.

So it will be seen that the old three-fold

process was combined into one. Not only

this, they are taught to count, to pick out

at sight the geometrical forms, and to do

all those things done in a school at home.

At the present time, any one visiting this

school, will see classes of thirty or forty

scholars, with blackboards all around the

room, rubbers and maps, and the appear-

ance generally of a well-regulated institu-

tion. Within the last six months two

young Japanese gentlemen, one of them

a graduate of the Oswego Normal School,

the other of the Bridgewater School, have

returned from the United States, and are

adding their efforts to what has already

been done.

The Academic Department contains

one hundred and fifty scholars. The

course is two years, the last six months of

which is spent chiefly in the training school.

There are three hundred pupils in the

training department ;
a very large num-

ber, but it is designed to give the young
teachers as much experience as possible

before sending them out as instructors.

The Normal School has now been in

operation more than six years. It has

sent its graduates all over Japan ;
and

the results are seen wherever one travels.

During the last summer vacation I trav-

eled some through the interior, and off

the main routes of ordinary ramblings ;

and in every little hamlet, I found the best

house in the place was a school-house.
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painted white, and reminding one in this

far-away land, of a New England village.

Through the means of this school the

youth of Japan are getting a general pri-

mar}' culture, which will tell with power-
ful effect in the future student in the Uni-

versity.

The professor of physics in the Uni-

versity, a recent comer from the United

States, remarked to me the other day that

he could not yet exactly fathom the intel-

lectual peculiarities of his students
; for,

said he, "they are not as quick at small

mental combinations as our boys of ten."

I told him that the phenomenon was very

apparent to me. These scholars did not

have, when children from six to ten, any

training whatever in what in America, is

called mental arithmetic. They had none

of that rapid questioning, requiring the

quickness of thought and answer which

our students get in the primary school
;

hence their deficiency in this respect.

The same gentleman stated, however, that

when he gave them very difficult problems
in mathematical physics, they would do

them extremely well, and with an origi-

nality that showed very great mental re-

source. The scholar of the future, trained

in the newly organized primary schools of

Japan, will be found not thus defective in

intellectual quickness. Moreover, in trans-

lating books into the native language for

the native schools, there is developing in

the meanwhile a scientific language—a

want that is sadly felt in the present time.

It appears to me that the Imperial Uni-

versity of Tokio is an exotic. A school

on native soil, carried on in a foreign

tongue, cannot have the wide influence

on the country that it would have if it

were in Japanese. Students must spend
three or four years of the most valuable

part of their lives, and then begin at the

beginning.

From all the information I am able to

obtain concerning the Japanese language,

I think it not hazarding too much to pre-

dict that the slow but sure growth of the

vernacular, which will necessarily follow

from the native schools, is the only way to

bring it up to the standard requisite for

the highest scientific purposes.

READING IN THE EIGHTH
GRADE.

BY EMMA L. THURSTON,

f Nortonville, Contra Costa County.]

In teaching pupils of the low eighth ^'^^-^

grade, I think we should endeavor to follow, -w^^^
as far as possible, the principles of the tt^^i^

kindergarten system. One of these is to j

employ the body and mind simultaneously,

or, in other words, give the children somt-^jry^ ^
thing to do.

In teaching beginners I have found the^ °^

following plan quite successful :

"fj^^
I have prepared pictures of familiar ob-

jects, as cow, hen, dog, etc., by cutting the
^-'^^

pictures from old First Readers which ^7^^
have been thrown aside, and pasting them y
on to bits of pasteboard. I also prepare

'^'•'"-^

a number of words in the same way. I
ij^^^

give to the pupils for their first lesson sev-

eral pictures of the cat, for instance, and
^^-^^^

also of the hen. I let them look at them Lt^-e^

and ask them questions suggested by the

pictures
—

holding them in conversation

until all feeling of shyness has worn

away— then I ask them to place all the

pictures of the cat in one row and all of

the hen in another.

At the next lesson, after they have sepa-

rated the pictures, placing each in its re-

spective row, put upon the desk before

them a number of the words ''cat" and

*'hen." Show them one of each, and tell

them that they are words that mean cat

and hen, just as the pictures do, and also

show them that they, like the pictures, are

quite different. Place the two words you
have been comparing on their respective

pictures, and require the class to pick out
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^

all the words that mean cat and place

them on the pictures of the cat, and do

the same with hen.

Some will need a little help at first in

doing this, as they will not always discrim-

inate between the words. Let them ar-

range them in this way for several lessons.

I'They will always come to their work with

alacrity, and after the first lesson or two

you can leave them to do it alone, by oc-

casionally glancing at their
work.^ When

they have learned to arrange them cor-

rectly, print the words on the board, and

ask them to tell you which is cat and

which is hen, and have them point them

out on the chart and in the book. When

they can do this readily, add another pic-

ture and word to the list. Continue this

course until all the nouns of three letters

in the First Reader have been used. Vary
the lessons by allowing them to print the

words on the board or their slates. So

far they have considered the word as a

whole, now they may be introduced to its

parts. X I have letters prepared in the

I

same manner as the pictures and words.

I print two or three of the words they

have already learned, and give them the

letters which, if properly arranged, will

spell the words. After they have placed

them in order upon their desks, we spell

the words several times in concert. In a

short time they will be able to spell all the

words they have learned. And the exer-

cise of forming the words from the letters,

will so fix the forms of the letters upon
their minds that there will be no necessity

^for the drudgery of ''letter-learning."

So far we have used only nouns, now

we must make the acquaintance of a few

verbs and adjectives, in order to make

combinations. We cannot call the pic-

tures to our aid in learning these, but with

the practice they have had they will learn

these quite readily by seeing them printed

on the board and forming them with the let-

ters. Be careful not to give new words too

fast, and thereby create confusion. When

you begin to use combinations, be sure

that the pupils are familiar with each sep-

arate word, and take only a few words at

a time, as
" A red cow,"

" See my dog."

Require the pupils to look carefully at the

words, and then to read them off as readily

as they would say them. With a little

training they will take in three or four

words at a glance as quickly as they can

one. In this way you can prevent the

habit so many children acquire of stop-

ping after each word, o^ UyJ^yfii^^ya^.

SEVEN WONDERS
WORLD.

OF THE

BY C. P. CRANCH.

[In the Atlantic Monthly
*

for May, 1879.]

I.

The Printing Press.

In boyhood's days we read with keen delight

How young Aladdin rubbed his lamp and

raised

The towering Djin whose form his soul

amazed,

Yet who was pledged to serve him day and night.

But Gutenberg evoked a giant sprite

Of vaster power, when Europe stood and

gazed
To see him rub his types with ink. Then

blazed

Across the lands a glorious shape of light

Who stripped the cowl from priests, the crown

from kings.

And hand in hand with Faith and Science

wrought
To free the struggling spirits' limed wings,

And guard the ancestral throne of sovereign

Thought.

* This beautiful and original little poem was taken from

the Atlavtic Monthly for May. The publishers of this

fi ne classic magazine object, and very properly, to the re-

publication of entire articles from their periodical. We
are unable, in this particular instance, to refrain from

taking a whole poem rather than to mutilate it by copy-

ing a portion only. To make some slight amends, we will

recommend those readers of the Journal to whom the

Atlantic Monthly is known only as t'he name of a fount of

what is purest and best in American literature—to make its

more intimate acquaintance.
—

[Editor Journal.]
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The world was dumb. Then first it found its

tongue,

And spake, —and heaven and earth in answer

rung.

II.

The Ocean Steamer.

With streaming pennons, scorning sail and oar,

With steady tramp and swift revolving wheel.

And even pulse from throbbing heart of steel,

She plies her arrowy course from shore to shore.

In vain the siren calms her steps allure
;

In vain the billows thunder on her keel.

Her giant form may toss and rock and reel

And shiver in the wintry tempests' roar
;

The calms and storms alike her pride may spurn ;

True as a clock she keeps her appointed time.

I^ng leagues of ocean vanish at her stern ;

She drinks the air, and tastes another clime.

Where crowds incurious hear her signal gun.
Careless as idlers greet the rising sun.

III.

The Locomotive.

Whirling along its living freight it came.

Hot, panting, fierce, yet docile to command,—
The roaring monster, blazing through the

land

Athwart the night, with crest of smoke and

flame,—
1 /ike those weird bulls Medea learned to tame

By sorcery, yoked to plow the Colchian strand

In forced obedience unto Jason's hand.

Yet modern skill outstripped this antique fame.

When o'er our plains and through the rocky bar

Of hills it pushed its ever-lengthening line

Of iron roads,—with gain far more divine

Than when the daring Argonauts from far

Came for the golden fleece, which like a star

Hung clouded in the dragon-guarded shrine.

IV.

The Telegraph and Telephone.

Fleeter than time, across the continent,

Through unsunned ocean depths, from beach

to beach,

Around the rolling globe Thought's couriers

reach.

The new-tuned earth, like some vast instrument.

Tingles from zone to zone
;

for Art has lent

New nerves, new pulse, new motion—all to

each

And each to all in swift electric speech
Bound by a force unwearied and unspent.

Now lone Katahdin talks with Caucasus,
The Arctic ice-fields with the sultry south

;

The sun-bathed palm thrills to the pine-tree's

call.

We for all realms were made, and they for us.

For all there is a soul, an ear, a mouth
;

And Time and Space are nought. The Mind
is all.

V.

The Photograph.

Phoebus Apollo, from Olympus driven.

Lived with Admetus, tending herds and flocks
;

And strolling o'er the pastures and the rocks,

He found his life much duller than in heaven.

For he had left his bow, his songs, his lyre.

His divinations and his healing skill.

And as a serf obeyed his master's will.

One day a new thought waked an old desire.

He took to painting, with his colors seven.

The sheep, the cows, the faces of the swains,—
All shapes and hues in forests and on plains.

These old sun-pictures all are lost, or given

Away among the gods. Man owns but half

The sun-god's secret—in the photograph.

VI.

The Spectroscope.

All honor to that keen Promethean soul

Who caught the prismic hues of Jove and

Mars
;

And from the glances of the doedal stars.

And from the fiery sun, the secret stole

That all are parts of one primeval whole,—
One substance beaming through creation's bars

Content and peace amid the chemic wars

Of gases and of atoms. Yonder roll

The planets ; yonder, baffling human thought.

Suns, systems, all whose burning hearts are

wooed

To one confession—so hath Science caught
Those eye-beams frank whose speech cannot de-

lude—
How of one stuff" our mortal earth is wrought
With stars in their divine infinitude.

VII.

The Microphone.

The small enlarged, the distant nearer brought
To sight, made marvels in a denser age.

But science turns with every year a page
In the enchanted volume of her thought.

The wizard's wand no longer now is sought.

Yet with a cunning toy the Archimage
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May hear from Rome Vesuvius' thunders,
*

rage,

And earthquake mutterings underground are

caught.

Alike with trivial sounds. Would there might

rise

Some spiritual seer, some prophet wise,

Whose vision would be light to avert the woes

Born of conflicting forces in the state ;

Some listener to the deep volcanic throes

Below the surface,—ere we cry, "Too late !

"

" DOES IT TAKE A GREAT
DEAL OF PATIENCE TO

TEACH SCHOOL?"

BY J.
M. GUINN, M. A.,

[Anaheim, Los Angeles County.]

Did you ever, at the close of some long

weary day, when the very
"
Imp of the

Perverse'" seemed to possess all things

animate and inanimate with which you

had to deal,
—when wearied, vexed, and

disgusted, you sought quiet and rest from

your pedagogical labors—did you ever, at

such a time, have some good common-

place sympathetic soul try to soothe your

irritation with this sweet sedative, "Oh ! it

takes a great deal of patience to teach

school .''" And while mentally swallow-

ing the soothing potion, have you not felt

your gorge rise against it, and your con-

science assert that too much patience was

the chief cause of your afflictions.'*

How the idea that patience ought to

be the chief of pedagogical virtues ever

gained currency I cannot imagine.

How, when once started, it should so

long have passed current, is equally in-

* A letter from Europe in the Boston Daily Advertiser

says: "Cavalier de Rossi went to Naples this autumn,

to compare with the records at Vesuvius the results

he had obtainecf during the summer in his seismic ob-

servatory at Rocca di Papa, where, with his own especial

microphone, he could hear the agitation produced by the

interior forces of the earth during the eruption of Vesu-

vius. De Rossi also visited the Solfatara at Pozzuoli, and

by his microphone the internal labor ol the volcano was

heard in such a surprising manner and with such noise

that every one present during the examination was star-

tled."

comprehensible. Yet the idea is widely

spread and inevitably believed. Even

Josh Billings, the Solomon of the Nine-

teenth century, falls into the common
error.

Says he, "There is one man in this

basement world that I always look upon
with mixed feelings of pity and respect ;

to whom I always take off my hat and re-

main uncovered until he gets safely by
—

and that is the district school-master.

When I meet him, I look upon him as a

martyr just returned from the stake, or on

his way to be cooked. Don't talk to me
about the patience of Job ! Job had pretty

plenty of boils all over him, no doubt, but

they were all of one breed. Every young
one in a district school is a boil of a dif-

ferent breed, and each young one needs a

difTerent kind of poultice to get a good

head on him."

But to return. Does it not require a

great deal of patience to teach school ?

I answer, not more than it does to fol-

low many of the other vocations of life.

There is, among us teachers, altogether

too much of that form of patience called

submission, or perhaps it would be better

to call it, passive endurance. The Jobs of

the birch are a large and respectable class,

but not an over-energetic one.

Indeed, I am convinced that much that

passes for patience among us, is pure, un-

adulterated laziness. It is so much easier

to endure than to act, to suffer than to

resist.

It is so pleasing to our vanity to be

called piatient ;
so flattering to be pointed

out as a model of forbearance ;
so attrac-

tive to be considered a martyr for the

great cause of education. Now forbear-

ance may be a virtue, but if it is, it is a

virtue that needs many modifications and

limitations. It is well to let "well

enough
"

alone ;
but the difficulty is, to

find out just where that desirable condi-

tion
"
well enough

"
begins and where it
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ends. It is well enough to be tolerant of,

to be patient with a failing, a defect, a

short-coming, if within you or without,

there exists no remedy for, no power to

overcome or remove such ;
but it is md

well to sit down and patiently endure,

when you should up and act.

There are always ills enough that must

be borne, but even these should be borne

under protest, lest
"
patience degenerate

into slavery." We have all heard of the

moral grandeur of resignation ; but the

moral grandeur of resistance to wrong is

infinitely the higher quality.

Pugnacity is certainly not the highest

type of moral heroism, neither is patient

endurance, at all times, the noblest vir-

tue.

Possibly my system of ethics may have

a taint of worldliness in it. I do not

insist that you shall receive it unques-
tioned. But do not infer from anything

said here that I would have you in your

capacity of teacher, impatient, intolerant,

or tyrannical. There is a golden mean
between too little and too much. Find it.

I believe in self-denial, and in the nobility

of self-denial for the good of others ;
but

I do not believe in that form of self-

denial that would lead you to conceal

your individuality and make you a very

Uriah Heap of servile humility. I be-

lieve in patience, too, but not in that form

of patience which tolerates a fault or a

failing which should be eradicated.

I imagine that more of our trials, trou-

bles, vexations, and failures in teaching

arise from our proneness to follow the

instincts of a weak good-nature, against

the ominous hints of a clear intelligence

to the contrar)', than from all other causes.

We yield to this appeal and to that
;
we

sympathize where we ought to condemn
;

we grant when we ought to refuse ;
we

pliantly acquiesce when we ought to posi-

tively deny ;
and the upshot of it all is

that, day by day, we find*our hold on our

pupils, slipping, slipping from our grasp,

our schools becoming demoralized, and the

spirit of mischief rampant.
In vain do we use moral suasion. In

vain do we appeal to our pupils' nobler

natures, to their sense of right. In vain

do we recite pathetic little stories about

dunces who became deathless heroes. In

vain are we patient and long suifering,

meek and forbearing, it avails us naught.
We sink in the estimation of both children

and parents until there is no one so poor
as to do us reverence.

Perhaps I can make clearer to you the

idea I am trying to convey by giving a

short sketch of school life in a school I

once visited.

The teacher of that school was a Job.
He did not have catde upon a thousand

hills, nor comforters either, that I know

of, but for all that, he was a Job—a nine-

teenth cent«ry Job.
" Patience sitting on a monument smil-

ing at grief" would have stepped down
and offered him her vacated seat had he

happened to stray into her neighborhood.
He called up a class in arithmetic, as-

signed an example to each member,—
nearly all failed— solved the examples
himself ; called up a class in geography—
one or two smart boys answered a few

of the questions, the rest he answered.

Called up a class in intellectual arithme-

tic, solved all the knotty problems himself,

while the class smiled approval of his

smartness, or vacantly wondered how "one
small head could carry all he knew." And
so it went on ad infinitum, the patient

drudge doing the work that he ought to

have exacted from his pupils. No re-

proof for idleness and inattention. No
positive command to go to work in ear-

nest. Only a mild "
It would please me

very much if your next lessons were bet-

ter learned. He never scolded, never

was angr)', never whipped. O ! no ; he

governed by love. On his wan visage
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always sat
" a smile that was childlike

and bland."

The school was ungraded and the at-

tendance large. Day after day did that

poor Job of the birch wear himself out

in the same unvarying round—six classes

in reading, four classes in written arithme-

tic, three in mental, two classes in spell-

ing, three in geography, besides stragglers

and bummers from the main army mak-

ing raids upon grammar, natural philoso-

phy, algebra, book-keeping, and other

sciences and arts. Patiently he labored

through the whole programme, and heard,

or rather tried to hear every class. To

the question, why did he not alternate

classes in their studies .'' came the answer :

"The parents might not like it if their

children did not recite every day in all

their studies."

Oh, the exquisite, self-inflicted torture

that that poor Job suffered day after day !

Cooking at the stake would have been

mild compared to it.

Amid the wreck of mind, the crash of

bodies, and the Babel of tongues that

filled that school-house, that poor overdone

martyr groaned out one remark to me.

And it was thus :

" Oh ! it takes a great

deal of patience to teach school." Yes,

and it took a great deal of patience to

tolerate such a school and such a teacher.

Yet this school and its teacher are like

many others in the land. The teacher, a

patient, overworked, spiritless drudge ;
the

pupils, ungoverned, disrespectful, and in-

dolent. *

There is altogether too much of the

mart}T spirit in our profession. And here

allow me to digress a little to take a fling

at that same "martyr spirit." A pleasant

English writer has written an interesting

essay upon "The Advantages of being a

Cantankerous Fool." An equally interest-

ing paper might be written upon "The

Advantages of being a Pedagogical Mar-

tyr." But understand me, I do not mean

"
being a martyr

"
necessarily implies a

roasting- at the stake, as Billings has it ;

happily for us the days when such mar-

tyrdoms were popular are past.

I mean by it a spirit of resignation and

meekness under the affronts and annoy-
ances put upon you by ill-natured and

boorish patrons, a want of spunk when

you are imposed upon, a gentle submis-

sion to the petty fault-finding and com-

plainings of illiterate or prejudiced pa-

rents, a quiet endurance of a thousand

and one little indignities from both parent

and child—the bearing and enduring of

all these with a patient, saint-like air of

injured innocence—through all consoling

yourself with the comforting thought that

you are suffering for the good of human-

ity, for the great cause of Education, look-

ing for your reward, not in this world but

in the world to come, trusting, fondly

hoping that, far away in the future, when

the" frosts of Time have whitened your

locks, and the crow-feet of Age have

scratched deep lines in your ruddy visage,

that some world-renowned hero, whom

you in his boyish days had helped over

the sloughs and quagmires in the paths of

knowledge, will return to you crowned

with laurels, to give you his blessing, to

point to you as the one who first gave him

a boost in his upward career, to honor you

above all men and women. This, all

this, and more unsaid, is what I call the

martyr spirit in our profession.

And I believe we all have a pretty good

general knowledge of the science of this

martyrdom. If any one has not such

knowledge, it is easily obtained. Our

institute essays and lectures are full of it.

Who has not heard of the nobleness of

the teacher's mission .? Who has not

heard, too, of the coldness and the indif-

ference with which the world treats this

noble mission and its missionaries.^

The world never has been as good as

it ought to be — as it will be, let us
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hope. But it is not altogether the

world's fault that that noble army of

martyrs, the teachers of our land, are

pining in neglect. The great, busy, bus-

tling, moving world does not waste its

sympathies upon whiners, it only bestows

them upon those who demand them as

their right. It is natural, I suppose, for

every one to desire sympathy and appre-

ciation, but these are not most readily

obtained by begging for them. If we

would have our calling respected and hon-

ored, let us make not only it, but our-

selves, worthy of respect and honor, and

then trust the world to take both at their

true value.

If we would be revered above our fel-

lows we must lift ourselves to higher planes

of existence. The world never sends its

benisons downward, but upward.

Teaching is at best a thankless task.

But the man or woman, who, in this sev-

enth hour of the afternoon of the nine-

teenth century, works for thanks alone, is

just a little behind the age. It is well to

get the good opinion of others, but when

you have to offer up in martyrdom all

your rights and privileges to obtain it, isn't

it paying "too dear for the whistle.''"'

It is well to get the good opinion of oth-

ers, but when you have to demean yourself,

when you have to lower the standard of

true manliness and womanliness to do so,

is it not a little too expensive a com-

modity for you to deal in ? And be-

sides, it may not be worth much when

you have it. The good opinion of many
a man and woman is an insult to every

pure and holy feeling of your nature.

Away with these long-enduring, pliant,

yielding, counterfeit images of the Creator

who would stand patiendy by and consent

to the moral death of all things good,

true, and beautiful, lest, forsooth, their

^saying nay might hurt somebody's feelings.

The crying need of our profession is

for more well-cultured, positive, self-re-

18

liant men and women to enter it—men
and women who will help to elevate the

moral and intellectual tone ot the com-

munity in which they labor. We want

men and women who have well-defined

views upon all moral, religious, and po-
litical questions, and who are not afraid to

express their opinions.

I do not mean that you must attack every
man or woman whose views may differ from

yours. You can convince and convert

without being rudely aggressive ;
but when

your opinions are attacked, defend them

to the best of your ability, and no man
whose respect is worth having will think

the less of you for so doing. Don't sneak

out of a discussion where principle is in-

volved, by saying that you have formed

no opinions on the question ; your patrons

will come to one of two conclusions^

either that you are a coward or a fool.

Yes, the world needs positive, well-bal-

anced, honest, right-minded men and

women for its teachers, and it never will

be a much better world than it is until it

gets such and none others.

THE TERRIBLE YEAR.

BY PROF. H. B. NORTON.

[California State Normal School, San Jose.]

Human nature is prone to "borrow

trouble." The mysteries of life are terri-

ble and great, even to the wisest and strong-

est. Ignorance and superstition intensify

the mystery, filling the hearts of men with
" a fearful looking-for of judgment."

It is very natural that the fancy of the

prophets of evil, should fix upon the com-

pletion of great astronomical cycles, as be-

ing especially related to human affairs, and

as causing or accompanying terrible crises

or catastrophes. Pagan astrology still has

great influence over human minds. Pota-

toes must be planted in the "dark of the

moon," and pigs killed just before it is full.
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The ghastly disemboweled mortal in the

fore-part of the almanac is an oracle, to be

anxiously consulted when babies are to be

weaned, or setting hens indulged with an

always odd number of eggs. The new

moons and the Fridays rule over the petty

affairs of households, as the perihelia of

comets and the conjunctions of planets have

to do with the fate of kings and empires.

The great planetary conjunction of 1881

has long been a time especially marked in

the predictions of the astrologers. Mother

Shipton, whose doggerel has circulated

world-wide, assures us that

<*The world to an end shall come

In 1881."

Mr. Piazzi Smyth, delving amid the ruins

of Eg)'pt, has made certain measurements

of the Great Pyramid, and ingeniously de-

duced from these the idea that the same

fatal year will be a time of terrible tribu-

lations and catastrophes, and the end of

the present order of things on the earth.

*'Prof." Grimmer, of San Jose, has ap-

palled the public by announcing "The
Voice of the Stars," which heavenly bod-

ies,
"
maleific

"
and "

benefic," seem to

have conspired together for mischief, and to

have decided that the
" Chinese must ^o."

The Chinese nation is to be annihilated by
the plague, and fifteen millions of our own
nation are to die of the same cause. There

are also to be meteoric showers, tidal

waves, earthquakes, comets, total eclipses,

temporary stars, and a mighty series of dis-

asters causing
" a universal carnival of

death."

A paper entided " Our Rest," published
at Chicago, seems to be mainly devoted

to the religion of the Great Pyramid, but

it contains articles by a Dr. Knapp, who

professes to speak in the name of science,

and who has arrayed a series of fantastic

premises and conclusions, all in substan-

tial agreement with those of Mother Ship-
ton and Piazzi Smyth.

In view of all these predicted terrors,

many people are anxiously inquiring

whether there is any scientific warrant for

these prophecies of doom.

Some years ago. Professor Delarue an-

nounced that he had found a relation be-

tween planetary conjunctions and sun-

spots. He thought that the latter had

some analogy to the tidal waves and ed-

dies caused on the earth by the attraction

of the sun and moon. Others, following

in his track, suggested that, by some law

of electric sympathy, the climatic condi-

tions of the earth might be correspond-

ingly perturbed ;
hurricanes and extremes

of heat and cold thus being associated with

the maximum of sun-spots.

To illustrate this supposed tidal influ-

ence, it is universally understood that the

high tides of the ocean are coincident with

the time of no moon and full moon, or

when the sun and moon are in conjunc-

tion, or one hundred and eighty degrees

apart. The one essential feature is, that

the three bodies be arranged in a straight

line.

The moon, though vastly smaller than

the sun, exerts a far greater tide -raising

influence, because of its nearness. It is

not the moon's attractive force exactly,

but the difference in the attractive force

which it exerts on the opposite sides of

the earth, which causes the tide. There-

fore when the moon is in perigee, nearest
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the earth, its influence is most powerful.

If the moon's center were but 8,000 miles

from the earth's surface, the attraction of

the two sides of the earth would vary as

I to 4.

The appended diagram (Fig. i) illus-

trates the application of Prof. Delarue's

theory to the position and attractive effect

i^^_ of the planets. S represents the sun ;

^^B the two ellipses, with the sun a focus of

each, represent the orbits of two planets.

A P is the major axis of each. A is

the aphelion, or point farthest from the

sun, and P the perihelion, or nearest

point. It is evident that the two plan-

ets in conjunction near P will exert a far

more powerful tide -producing influence

than when in conjunction near A, or

when they are not in conjunction. Prof.

Delarue assumed that a general conjunc-

tion of the planets, especially when they

are near perihelion, would lift up the

sun's atmosphere of metallic vapors in

vast tidal waves, causing solar promi-
nences and sun-spots.

A perfect conjunction of all the planets

has never occurred since history began.

Neptune completes his orbit in about

60,126 of our days ; Uranus, in 30,687 ;

Saturn, in 10,759 5 Jupiter, in 4,333. It

is evident that no one of these numbers

is an exact multiple or divisor of any other

one. If all the planets were once in line,

they would not return to the same posi-

tion again in a number of days, less than

a multiple of all the numbers represent-

^B ing the orbital time of all the planets ;
in

^^K fact, for many thousands of years.

In the last days of October, 1881, the

planets will be in a position nearly indi-

cated by Fig 2. For this diagram I am
indebted to Mr. Stone, an amateur astron-

Iomer

of San Jose.

It will be seen that Venus, Earth, Jupi-

ter, Saturn, and Neptune appear almost in

a direct line, and that Mars is but a

Fig. 2.

Mercury will be repeatedly in line before

the general position is greatly changed.

And this great conjunction is near to the

perihelia of the planets.

Therefore, if the planets in conjunction

are capable of producing any startling

effect upon the atmospheric conditions of

the earth or sun, such effects will be felt in

an unprecedented manner in 1881. But

Prof. Young of Princeton, in a recently

published note, asserts that latest re-

searches do not confirm Prof. Delarue's

theory, and that no especial disturbances

need be expected.

In the early part of the year 1878, a

minor planetary conjunction occurred. It

was certainly a year of climatic extremes

on the earth, but the sun was remarkably

quiescent ;
the general result not confirm-

ing the theory described above.

It has been suggested that the arrange-

ment of the planets in line might cause

a special electrical inter-action, in which

the earth would suffer. However, the

known facts concerning electrical tension

do not warrant the belief that such cur-

rents can flow across such enormous and

vacuous spaces.

The wise man never prophesies ;
and

he equally avoids denial of things un-

known
;
but it is safe to say that, so far as
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any of the known laws of science are con-

cerned, the planetary conjunction of 1881

will be interesting merely as a matter of

abstract science, and not at all on account

of any special relation to human health

or happiness. Of course, we cannot dog-

matically deny the existence of vet un-

known natural laws which may bear upon
the subject ; but, so far as the known laws

are concerned, we may courageously accept
Prof. Young's assertion, that

"
the new

gospel of Piazzi Smyth and Mother Ship-
ton is about equivalent to that of Mother

Goose."

Editorlal Department.

The Journal under the New
Constitution.

The battle against the new Constitution

has been fought and lost. We announce

the event with the deepest regret. We can-

not conceal that we regard the decision of

the majority of the citizens of California as

a great public calamity.

But to the fiat of that majority we must

submit. We can only hope, as regards our

public school system, that wise legislation

may mitigate the evils to which the igno-

rance and folly of the Constitutional Con-

vention has delivered it.

That wily reactionists contemplate giving
us the schools of our fathers, there need not

be the slightest doubt. It remains only for

the teachers of the State to unite, and by
harmonious and intelligent action, counter-

act all efforts to utterly destroy what the

best ability of the State has built up.

As for the Journal, the fight is by no

means over. We propose to enter on a

period of agitation, which shall cease only
with the amendment or repeal of the ob-

noxious sections of this new Constitution.

It shall be our work to organize the teachers

of the State into a compact and harmonious

working body for this sole end.

We shall also make it our business to aid

in electing to the now more than ever im-

portant position of county superintendent
of Schools, the ablest, most active, most

conscientious teachers who can be induced

to accept the position.

This Journal is in no sense of the term

a political organ. For school superintend-

ent, it matters not an iota to us whether

a man be a Democrat or Republican ;
the

only question shall be, is he the best man ?

Such a man once found, we consider it not

only the privilege but the bounden duty of

this educational journal, by every honorable

means in its power, and solely in the inter-

ests of education, to aid in his election to

the superintendency.

Organize Educational Asso-
ciations.

Teachers should arouse themselves to

the danger in which they soon will stand.

Prompt organization of educational associa-

tions, with something of a mutually pro-

tective character, is now of vital impor-

tance. An organization which shall rule in

matters of education, must be perfected in

every county.

No political party should nominate a

county superintendent who is not in ac-

cord with this association. The strong

point of this new Constitution is local gov-

ernment. Then let us have the purest and

most appropriate local rule in school affairs—
school management in the schools by the

schools for the schools.

We make this practical suggestion. At
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every Institute which meets this summer,
let some of the leading teachers undertake

the organization of a permanent educational

association. Do not waste time now in the

preparation of an elaborate Constitution or

By-Laws. Organize simply by signing a

brief statement of the objects of the asso-

ciation, electing an executive committee, and

providing for monthly or quarterly meetings.

But, above all things, give the association a

protective character.

Already we hear mutterings of the com-

ing storm. Trustees are almost daily de-

manding cheaper teachers. In some coun-

ties, combinations have been attempted to

make material reductions in salaries. We
have not heard that food and clothing are

any cheaper, that a thorough education

can be more readily obtained, or that a spe-

cial fitness for the teacher's work is now
more common than before. Nor do we
find that lawyers' or physicians' fees are

smaller, ministers' earnings less, or the sala-

ries of over two thousand public officials

reduced to any appreciable extent. Consid-

ering the cost of living in California, we

give it as our deliberate opinion that a princi-

pal of a district school who cannot command

$1,000 a year is not fit to teach—and not fit

for any intellectual pursuit. A master-

mason, the foreman in a printing-office, the

leader of his fellows in any skilled manual

pursuit, gets as much. Certainly, the

teacher, the trained intellectual workman, is

worth fully fifty per cent. more.

To impress this lesson on the not too apt

understanding of the average trustee, will be

one important function of the educational

association. Therefore, fellow - teachers,

awake and organize.

To Teachers.

We ask, as a particular favor of the teach-

ers of each county, that they send us the

name of their choice for the county super-

intendency. Their confidence shall, as a

matter of course, be held inviolate.

Our object is to aid in the selection of the

•most competent man, irrespective of politics,

to that responsible position.

Those county superintendents who have

during the past, distinguished themselves

by their faithfulness and ability, we shall

be proud to name and commend. We are

not in favor of the rotation-in-office doc-

trine. Where the people are served by a

good man, they are lacking in common
sense if they do not keep him. This is par-

ticularly true of educational offices.

Constant changes in superintendents and

School Boards, are, like constant changes
of teachers, productive of not the slightest

good, but only of infinite harm. So we re-

peat, the honest and eflficient superintend-
ents we shall be only too glad to aid in

re-electing ;
the indifferent ones to aid in

replacing by their superiors.

An Excellent Series of Articles,

In this number of the Journal is the

concluding article of the series contributed

by Mr. Drake of San Diego. We regret,

and we are sure our readers will echo the

sentiment, the conclusion of these articles.

For common sense, pointed suggestions

happily expressed, and an occasionally

caustic dissection of some vaunted hum-

bug, Mr. Drake's pen has been inimitable.

The article in this number is a fair sample.

Mr. Drake evidently believes, and we en-

dorse his opinion, that the only way to touch

the educational pachyderm, to convince his

associates if not himself that he is a cen-

tury behind the times, is just by this barbed

shaft of ridicule that Mr. Drake knows so

well how to use. We hope to hear from him

again very soon.

We regret to announce the withdrawal, for

the present at least, of Mr. H. P. Carlton,

from the business management of the Jour-
nal. Cause—hard times. All communica-

tions heretofore sent to him, must in future

be addressed to the publishers, Albert Lyser

& Co. There is lio change in any way, ex-

cept that there will be a little more work en-

tailed on the mailing clerk and on the editor.

Nature without instruction is blind
;
in-

struction without nature is faulty ; practice

without either of these is imperfect.
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NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Our record closes on May 20th.

The latest census gives Tokio, Japan, a popu-
lation of 1,012,000.

Affairs in Russia continue unsettled, and are

growing more serious.

The new Constitution for California was voted

for and adopted on May yih, by a majority of

nearly 12,000.

A large migration of negroes has set in towards

Kansas and other Western States from the South.

The negroes claim that they are deprived of their

civil rights, and subjected to constant ill treat-

ment.

Several battles have taken place in South Af-

rica between the British and Zulus. No great
victories have been gamed, but the advantage is

generally with the British. An early peace is

probable.

Hostilities have ceased in Afghanistan. Ya-
koob Khan has been recognized by the English
as ruler

;
he has visited the English camp, and

apparently made his submission to the authori-

ties of that nation. The result of this war evi-

dently gives the British control of Afghanistan,
and makes any invasion of India by way of that

country very difficult, if not impracticable.

Russia is in a very disturbed condition, owing
to outbreaks and conspiracies of the Nihilists.

Martial law has been proclaimed over a greater

part of the Empire, and thousands of arrests

have been made, including many women and a

considerable number of nobles. In the mean-
time the greatest distress prevails among the

people.

A message was received from President Hayes
on May 13th, vetoing the "Military Interference

Bill." It was vetoed on the ground that it was
an unwarrantable interference with the Consitu-

tional duties of the Executive Department of the

Government.

W. F. Cassebohm, first Assistant City Treas-

urer of San Francisco, killed himself, leaving a

note confessing the misappropriation of $20,000
of the city's money.

The Khedive of Egypt still refuses to appoint

European Ministers.

The Metropolitan Board of Works of London

reports aversely to the adoption of the electric

light.

George F. Maynard, Auditor of San Francisco,
committed suicide on the 1 6th of May. Tempo-
rary insanity caused by anxiety and depression of

spirits caused the deed.

General Grant and party have left China for

Japan. They are expected soon in San Francisco,
where extensive preparations have been made to

receive them.

Educational.

The scandalous law of the Territory of New
Mexico which gave the control of public educa-
tion to the Jesuits has been, very properly, abro-

gated by Congress. The advocates of free and
unsectarian education now demand a general
school law

;
this the Jesuits oppose, and are hold-

ing the rod over the Catholics, especially over
the Catholic editors. The Vicar-General of the

Catholic Church in the Territory has issued a

notice to the press, in which he calls the public-
school system

" the pampered and legitimate
child of impiety," and the papers that advocate
it impious.

—Harper^s Weekly.

The Harvard examinations for women who
desire a certificate of scholarship from that Uni-

versity, will be held in June, this year, at Cam-
bridge, New York, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati.
The preliminary examination for girls who are

not less than seventeen years old, will include

the common English branches, history, and two
of the four languages—German, French, Latin,
and Greek. The advanced examination calls

for special culture in one or more of the five

departments of languages, natural science, mathe-

matics, history, and philosophy. The average
required of every candidate will be a minimum
of 50 per cent, upon every subject, and of 60

per cent, upon the whole work of the examina-
tion.

According to returns made up to August 31,

1878, the total average attendance at the public

elementary schools in England was 2,405,197.
The attendance at the voluntary schools, which
are denominational, was 1,846,119 ; at the Board

schools, 559,078. The Government grants for

all the schools were ;i^i,820,448. A large part
of the expense of public elementary education

is, however, met by voluntary contributions and
school pence. In 1874 the average attendance
for all England was only 1,152,389.

In relation to the infliction of excessive pun-
ishment, the Iowa Supreme Court decides :

"That punishment with a rod, which leaves

marks or welts on the person of the pupil for

two months, or much less time, is immoderate and
excessive. In no case can the punishment be

justifiable unless it is inflicted for some definite

offense which the pupil has committed, and the

pupil must understand for what the punishment
is inflicted. If the rules of the school require
certain studies at particular hours, and the par-
ent may not excuse therefrom, the teacher cannot

resort to whipping for failure of a pupil to pur-
sue such studies at the hours fixed. The remedy
is by expulsion."

Prof. Victor Meyer, of the University of Zurich,
has made his chemical laboratory so popular
that it cannot contain his students, and the Can-
tonal Government recently voted a building site

and $150,000 for the erection of a new one.

The Minister of Public Instruction has deter-

mined upon establishing two female universities

in Italy
—one at Rome, the other at Florence.
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Two thousand new school-houses are to be

erected in Italy, and education is to be made

compulsory. There were, in 1875, 78,000 per-
sons in the prisons of Italy, and 2,180,000 pupils
in the public and private schools—one convict

for twenty-six pupils.

"Xiany of the country school-houses in all parts
'of Europe have gardens attached to them. We
frequently noticed them in traveling through

IJelgium, Switzerland, Germany, and Holland.

They are not only used for ornament and to grow
vegetables for the use of the teacher and his

family, but they are made to serve an important

purpose in the work of instruction. Children in

the public schools are generally taught the ele-

ments of agriculture and horticulture, and these

gardens are used to illustrate the lessons, and to

.try experiments.
—

Stipt. y. P. IVickersham, in

Pennsylvania yournal.

The public school system of South Carolina

has, during the past year, made gratifying pro-

gress. A new and improved school law has been

passed ;
the manner of raising the school fund

has been changed by a constitutional amend-
ment

;
there is a large attendance in the public

schools ;
a uniform series of text-books has been

adopted ;
the teachers are showing more interest

in their work
;
the school fund is managed bet-

ter, and a State Board of Examiners has been

appointed. ^a^u/t^T-^^A^-v-- ^^ClAA^aA^

I There are, in round numbers, 40,000,000 of

/people in the United States
;
there are ;^qo.ooo

[teachers,
or one to every 130 inhabitants, and as

1 there are 1 0,000,000 of children, there is one

\ieacher to every 33 children. It must be appar-
ent that the profession is overcrowded. The

supply is greater than the demand. There is

little encouragement to one who proposes to

teach. The eflfect is two-fold. X(i) It reduces

wages by the operation of a natural law.A-(2) It

forces out of the profession the energetic and
earnest members, because they are led to seek
work that gives them greater rewards and scope ;

and (3), it may l>e added, the remainder, de-

. pleted of this class, is weakened and disabled.—
^Wf/ York yournal.

The following plan of reducing expenses and,
at the same time, retaining German instruction,
has been recommended by a committee of the

St, I>ouis School Board. In certain designated
schools, one German-English teacher shall be

placed in charge of a room on each floor, whose

duty it will be to give German instruction on that

floor, in addition to teaching her regular classes

in her room. While she is engaged in conduct-

ing the German recitations, the teacher in whose
room the German class may be, will conduct the

regular class recitations in the room of the Ger-

man-English teacher.

/ If we wish to know where the profession of

(teaching is most honored and best provided for,
Jwe must go to Brazil. The teacher in Brazil

I having once passed a satisfactory examination,
( becomes a Government ofiicial for life, and is

/ promoted, not as vacancies occur, but according
L to his term of service. After five years' service^

during which he has a comfortable salary with
house rent, he receives a small pension, and for

every scholar above thirty, which is supposed to

be the average number in country schools, he

gets, as addition to his salary, an equivalent equal
to one-third of the estimated cost of each pupil's
tuition. When sick, or disabled, a small extra

pension is provided. After ten years' service,
the salary, pension and perquisites are doubled.
After twenty years it is again increased, and a
life insurance policy is then bestowed upon him
by the Government, sufficient to keep his family
from want in case of his death. After thirty

years, he is put upon the retired list, and receives
the same pay as army or navy officers of a cer-

tain rank, but he may even then continue to

teach and to receive a regular salary.
—loiua

Normal Monthly. ^^/^ ^^LmJ/.'

Personal.

Under the presidency of Dr. Potter, Union

College is quietly giving the same instruction

that has been off"ered by Harvard. A class of

twenty-five young ladies has recently been study-
ing geology, under Tutor Bartlett and Professor

Webster. The latter says that they compare fa-

vorably with the record of Yale's male students.

Mr.G. P. Lathrop, the husband of Hawthorne's

daughter, has bought the Wayside estate at Con-
cord—Hawthorne's old home.

In a recent discourse upon "The Throat "
the

lecturer strongly impressed upon his audience the

importance of keeping their mouths shut, except
when they had something of value to say, or

something good to eat. Many diseases of the

throat are brought on by talking and breathing

through the mouth in the cold open air, when the

mouth ought to be shut.

Another explorer has crossed the " dark con-

tinent." Pinto, an enterprising Portuguese sci-

entist, started from the coast in October, 1877,
with 400 followers, only eight of whom survived

the privations and hardships of the journey and
the struggles with the natives.

Tom Hughes, author of "Tom Brown at

Rugby," intends to visit the mountains of North
Carolina and Tennessee in company with a party
of English gentlemen.

(General Walker is very properly confirmed as

Superintendent of the Census of 1880. His em-
inence as a statistician is unquestioned.

The Princess I^uise paid a surprise visit to the

convent at Ottawa a few days since, and examined
the classes in logic, geometry, and general his-

tory, talking to them in both French and English.

The President has appointed Andrew D. White,
President of Cornell University, Minister to

Germany, to fill the vacancy caused by the death
of Bayard Taylor.

According to Sir Charles Reed, President of

the London School Board, there has been a great
diminution of crime in that great metropolis
since the establishment of London Board Schools.
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SCIENCE RECORD.
This Record is under the editorial charge

of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-
munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

THE PLANETS IN JUNE.

Mercury is a morning star at the beginning of

this month, and an evening star at the end, but

not well situated for observation. He rises on

the 5th at 3:55 A. M., and on the 20th at 4:30
A. M. After this, he rises in daylight until the

latter part of August.
Venus is an evening star, setting on the loth

at 10:24 P. M
;
on the 20th, at 10:09 p« M. ;

and

on the last day at 9:47 P. M. She is near the

moon on the 23rd.

Mars rises on the loth at 0:13 A. M.; on the

20th at 0:13 P. M.; and on the last day 0:45

P. M. He is near the moon on the 13th, and

near Saturn on the last day of the month.

Jupiter is a morning star, rising on the lothat

1:05 A, M.; on the 20th at 0:29 a. m.; and on

the last day 11:52 p. m.; and is visible through-
out the night after these times. He is in quad-
rature with the sun on the 2nd, and near the

moon on the nth.

Saturn rises on the loth at 2:o6 A. M.; on the

20th at 1:30 A. M.: and on the 30th at 0:53 a. m.

He is near the moon on the 14th.

The following, concerning the Island of As-

cension, taken from "The Voyage of the Glial-

lenger," by Sir C. Wyville Thomson, is interest-

ing and not generally known.
"

It, or I suppose I should say 'she,' is in

commission as one of Her Majesty's ships, a

tender to the Flora, the guard-ship at the Cape
of Good Hope, and is at present under the gen-
ial and popular command of Gaptain East, All

the inhabitants of the island are more or less in

connection with the service, and a few years ago

discipline was as rigidly kept up on shore, as

if the island had been, in truth, a ship on a for-

eign station
; smoking was allowed only at cer-

tain hours of the day, and a man-of-war routine

was enforced, not only upon the island staff, but

upon strangers also.
* * *

Now, apparently,
little is felt of unpleasant restriction, although
the island is under military law, and everything
is done in order and at the sound of the bugle.

Rations are served out of food and water to

every family, so much a head, the amount vary-

ing with the supply. As the island is in no

sense self supporting, nearly everything being

imported, provisions are only supplied to mer-

chant-ships in case of necessity, and at almost

prohibitory rates. At noon, instead of the town-

clock lagging out its twelve strokes, the work-

men disperse to their midday spell to the sharp
familiar sound of eight bells."

From the above mentioned work, which, by
the way, we cannot too strongly recommend to

teachers and advanced pupils, we are enabled to

draw the following general conclusions concern-

ing the Atlantic Ocean.

i''. The mean depth of the Atlantic is a little

over 2,000 fathoms, and an elevated ridge ris-

ing to a height of about 1,900 fathoms below

the surface, traverses the basins of the North

and South Atlantic in ameridianal direction from

Gape Farewell so far south as the 40th parallel

S., following, roughly, the outlines of the coasts

of the OJd and the New World. A branch of this

elevation strikes to the south-westward about the

parallel of 10 deg. N,, and connects it with the

coast of South America at Gape Orange, and an-

other branch crosses the eastern trough, joining
the continent of Africa about at the parallel of

25 deg, S. The Atlantic is thus divided into

three basins
;
an eastern, extending from the west

of Ireland to the Gape of Good Hope, with an

average depth of 2,500 fathoms
;
a north-west-

ern, occupying the great eastern bight of the

American Gontinent, with an average depth of

3,000 fathoms
;
and a south-western, extending

along the coast of South America as far north

as Gape Orange, opening to the southward, with

a mean depth of 3,000 fathoms.

2^. The deepest water thus far discovered, is

about 20 deg. north latitude and 65 deg. west

longitude, not far to the north of the Island of

St. Thomas. According to Sir Wyville Thom-

son, the depth at this locality is 3,875 fathoms.

3**. Except in the neighborhood of the coasts,

where the ocean bed is affected more or less by
sediment carried down by rivers, or the disin-

tegration of the coast by the constant action of

the waves, the bed of the Atlantic, at depths
from 400 to 2,000 fathoms, is covered with a

calcareous deposit or globigerina ooze, consist-

ing mainly of broken and partially decomposed
shells of pelagic foraminifera.

4^. The following conclusions concerning the

temperature of the Atlantic are suggestive.

Throughout the whole of the Atlantic the water

is warmest at the surface
;

it cools rapidly for the
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first hundred fathoms in depth, then more slowly

down to five or six hundred fathoms, and then

more slowly still to the bottom. It was noticed

that in all the soundings in the eastern and north-

eastern basins, as mentioned in the first para-

graph, the temperature fell to the dividing ridge

and then remained almo^t uniform to the bottom ;

while on the westerly or southerly slope of the

ridge, and in the south-westerly basin, the tem-

perature continued to fall until the bottom was

reached. From this significant fact, the conclu-

sion is drawn that there is a constant bottom

current in the Atlantic, moving toward the north,

and that this circulation is maintained by an

excess of evaporation in equatorial and North

Atlantic regions, the surface flow toward the

south not being sufficient to balance the influx.

S*'. The distribution of living beings in the

Atlantic Ocean is not limited by depth, but

marine invertebrate animals, and very likely,

fishes, also, exist over the whole of the ocean-

floor. Sir Wyville Thomson, however, expresses

it as his opinion that the number of species and

of individuals diminishes after a certain depth is

reached, and their size also decreases. He also

states that he has reason to believe that deep-
water fauna is confined principally to two belts,

one near the surface and the other on or near the

bottom, leaving an intermediate zone in which

both vertebrate and invertebrate species are

nearly or entirely absent ; also, that depths be-

yond 500 fathoms, throughout the world, are

inhabited by a fauna presenting the same general

features, that is, deep-sea genera are cosmopoli-
tan. Another interesting fact in this connection

is this : the abyssal fauna is more nearly related

to the fauna of the tertiary and secondary periods,

than the existing fauna of shallower water.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

W. Frederic Bray, Lone Tree, Butte

County, writes as follows :

"
Referring to Prof. Towle's solution of

the problem of the number of balls that

could lie in a box one foot each way, it

appears to me that he could get in more

than he. does, by allowing the balls of the

second tier to lie between the rows in the

first tier, instead of over them, thus :

" Let the first diagram represent a part

of two rows in the bottom tier of balls
;

the second tier will lie in the depressions

between the rows, their centers directly

over the })oint I), as in the second dia-

gram. Thus 144 halls can lie in the

first tier, and 121 in the second tier, and

so on.

*'AC=i inch; A D= .707 H- inches ;

hence C D = 7072 inches.

" The bottom tier will extend ^ inch

below their centers, and the upper tier J
inch above

; leavina: 1 1 inches to be di-

vided.
"

II -— .7072= 15 spaces and .392 -f

in. over. Therefore there will be 1 6 tiers,

8 of 144 each, and 8 of 121 each
;

in all,

2,120 balls."

Dr. S. H. Thomson obtains as an an.

swer to the above problem 2,016 balls.

or rrcR
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C. B. Towle says :

"
I was too busy to test the matter as I

wished to do, and as I ought to have done

before I sent my solution. Mr. Bray's

criticism of my solution is correct and

proper ;
and I shall always feel much

obliged to him for his correction."

Principle 3.
—

( Contributed.)
— Like

signs in division give + ;
unlike signs,

—
.

I.
1
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Educational Intelligence
KKO.M

STATES AND COUNTIES,

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

S. S. Howell, formerly an able and much re-

spected teacher in the Boys' High School of this

city, and more recently a stock-broker, com-

mitted suicide a few weeks ago, by shooting him-

self through the heart. Business reverses had

undoubtedly unsettled his reason, and led to the

rash act. Mr. Howell was an estimable man,
and while engaged in teaching, ranked high in

the profession. He leaves a wife and five chil-

dren, who have our sincere sympathy in their

great affliction.

The large primary schools on Filbert Street,

under Mrs. Aurelia Griffith, and on Columbia

Street, under Mrs. Margaret Deane, gave a joint

entertainment at Piatt's Hall in this city on

April 30th. The exercises were of a very en-

tertaining character, and reflected great credit

on the training of Mesdames Griffith and Deane.

Miss Jean Parker, who has been substituting

for Miss Kate Kennedy, as principal of the

North Cosmopolitan Grammar School, has been

elected to a permanent position, the principal-

ship of the new primary school on Mission and

Twenty-sixth Streets.

Director John W. Taylor, after an absence of

about six weeks East, has returned and resumed

his seat in the Board.

At date of writing, the usual annual examina-

tions and closing exercises have commenced.

The graduating class of the Girls' High School

numbers 186 pupils this year against 155 in 1878.
There are 36 graduates from the post-graduate,
or Normal Class.

The graduating class of the Boys' High School

numbered 31 pupils this year. Strange to say,

this school fails to keep up, in the number of its

graduates, at least, with the increase of the city.

Supt. Mann states that, while it is by no

means certain, he believes that there will be

enough money in the treasury to pay teachers

the full amount of their June salary. Ttiis is a

gratifying statement, as a deficit of from $30,-
000 to $50,000 was anticipated.

From the examinations completed to date of

writing, it is evident to us that the course

of study adopted last June is not altogether

as perfect as is claimed by its originators. If

as is stated by the Classification Committee of

the Board, our classes are all graded a year

too high (and this is assuredly true) the proper

remedy has not been found in the new course of

study. It is already evident that instead of pro-

motions averaging one-half the pupils in each

class, about two-thirds will be promoted.
We believe the course of study one year ago

was pretty good on the whole. It had some ex-

crescences, but they might easily have been

lopped off without such sweeping changes as in

the present course. Physiology with a good

elementary text-book, should be restored in the

first and second grades ; elementary physics is

entitled to a place in the first. We believe San

Francisco is the only advanced city in the Union,

where physiology and hygiene are not studied in

the grammar schools.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

Thirty pupils graduated this year from the Oak-

land High School, principal, J. B. McChesney.
The closing exercises were of the highest order

of literary merit, and showed efficient instruction

on the part of the teachers. The people of

Oakland are justly proud of the splendid work

done in this school, which is in every way en-

titled to be designated High.

Prof. O. S. Ingham, who for the past year has

been principal of the Cosmopolitan (private)

School in Alameda^ was elected city superin-

tendent at an election held May 5th. We have

often had occasion to speak of Prof. Ingham as

a fine scholar and an able teacher. He is "the

right man in. the right place" in the superin-

tendency, and with such men as Prof. Craven in

the High School, and C. H. Ham on the Board

of Education, will make Alameda take a front

rank in educational matters.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

County superintendent Landes makes the fol-

lowing report on schools visited by him. In the

Washington District, Mrs, Jackman, teacher,

there are 58 pupils enrolled in this school, and

the percentage of attendance on the average

number belonging is 94. A large number of the

parents and friends witnessed the examination,

which was a rigid and exhaustive test. The av-

erage per cent, reached by the pupils has not

been excelled by any, while several reached 100
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per cent. This school takes the lead in singing,

which fact is remarkable in that the teacher, who
has taught the school for a number of years, does

not sing herself.

In the Enterprise District, the results were

equally fine. The pupils answered the ques-

tions promptly and accurately. The singing and

declamations were well done. The school-house^

was crowded with spectators, all of whom were

highly pleased with the progress -made by the

pupils. At the close of the examination and

other exercises, Mr. Spring distributed handsome

presents to the children. Mrs. Fannie Spring
has done well by the school, and all seemed

highly pleased with the result of her labors.

A new building for grammar and primary
classes is now in process of erection in Sacra-

mento City, to cost about $10,000.

EL DORADO COUNTY.

The pupils of the Franklin District School, in

this county, under the efficient management of

their teacher, Mr. Joseph Johnson, gave an ex-

hibition, which was the best affair of the kind

ever presented to the people of this vicinity.

Music, declamations, and an original play were

well presented. About $70 were netted, with

which apparatus is to be purchased.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

The usual term examination of the Eureka

High School commenced on Fridav, May i6th.

An examination of the young ladies of Hum-
boldt Seminary was held on Wednesday, May
7th. Prizes were off"ered for proficiency in cer-

tain studies. The Examining Committee con-

sisted of Messis. J. B. Brown, Rev. L. M. Han-

cock, and J. S. Murray.
Medal for spelling was awarded to Miss Emma

J. Dickey.

Medal for excellence in reading to Emma
Daniels.

TEHAMA COUNTY.

E. S. Campbell, the present county superin-

tendent, is announced as a candidate for the

office of county treasurer.

The Red Bluff Public School closed for the

summer vacation on Friday, May 2nd.

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY.

The Point of Timber School closed its spring

term Friday, May 2nd.

The County Teachers' Institute is to be held

at Martinez the first week in June—Wednesday,

Thursday, and Friday. Prof. Norton of the

State Normal School, and John Swett of the

San Francisco High School, have engaged to at-

tend the Institute, and take part in the exer-

cises.
• SAN MATEO COUNTY.

On Friday, April I2th, the Redwood City pub-
lic schools closed with appropriate exercises

The Purissima school-house, after being thor-

oughly renovated, was opened for the term on

Monday, April 14th, in charge of Miss Mary
Bradley.

Miss Ida B. Weed opened school in the Bell

District, on Monday, April 7th.

Miss Sadie Sears has taken charge of the

La Honda School, which opened on Tuesday,

April 8th.

The school in Pigeon Point District opened on

Monday, April 7th, with Miss Clara C. Lipp as

teacher.

County Institutes.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

Mention of the Annual Institute in this county
would have been made last month had not

the matter in relation to the new Constitution

crowded it out. The sessions were very inter-

esting, marked by papers by Prof. K. W. Brier

and other prominent teachers.

Sacramento is fortunate in having the services

of many able and devoted teachers. Prof. A. H.
McDonald still manages the Sacramento Gram-

mar School, ably assisted by Miss M. J. Watson

and a number of excellent and conscientious

teachers. Mrs. Wells and Mrs. Byrod are in-

valuable in their several positions. Supt. A. C.

Hinkson has no superior among the superintend-

ents on this coast, and it must be gratifying to

him that his services and merit are thoroughly

recognized in a city politically opposed to him.

He should be elected to this position as often

as he can be induced to accept, and we trust that

will yet be many times.

A strong resolution, endorsing County Supt.

Landes, was passed by this Institute, and warmly
recommended him for another re-election.

Supt. Landes has been so faithful and devoted

to the duties of his office that we have not the

slightest doubt of his success if he accepts a re-

nomination.
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SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

The closing exercises of the State Normal

School for the year 1879, were held in Normal

Hall, San Jose, May 22nd. The graduates

numbered 44 ;
and 42 pupils received certificates

from the training department. This year has

been prosperous for this invaluable institution.

There has been an increased attendance ;
and

the work has been even more efificient than usual.

Profs. Allen, Norton, and Moore will be in

active attendance at County Institutes for the

greater part of their vacation ; Prof. ChiIds has

gone East, and the other teachers are resting

from their toil in various parts of the State.

MENDOCINO COUNTY.

The Institute of this county is in session at

Ukiah as the Journal goes to press. There

will undoubtedly be a very profitable meeting,

as Supt. Ruddock has carefully prepared one of

the finest Institute programmes we have ever

seen.

NEVADA COUNTY.

The teachers of this county convened pursuant

to the call of Supt. G. E. Robinson, at Nevada

City, Wednesday, April 30th, and continued in

session three days. All the teachers of the

county were present. Dr. Carr and Mrs. Carr

were likewise in attendance, and took an active

part in the exercises of the Institute. Prof. C.

H. Crowell was elected Vice-President of the

Institute and F. H. McAllister, Secretary. An
active part in the exercises was taken by Messrs.

Bulfinch, O'Neil, N. Kennedy, C. H. Crowell,

J. C, Boynton, M. B. Potter, Oman, Tiffany,

and John Durst. Prof. Crowell's subject was
" School Government." It was handled in an

able manner. Messrs. Bulfinch and O'Neil gave
some fine philosophical experiments—the former

in pneumatics, the latter on electricity.

A fine list of subscribers was sent us from this

Institute, and the following appreciative resolu-

tion passed :

Resolved, That we recognize The School and
Home Journal as the official organ of education
in this State, and that we recommend it to all

teachers as a valuable auxiliary.

NAPA county.

This is a small county, but numbers many able

men and women in the ranks of its teachers.

The Institute convened under Supt. H. C. Ges-

ford. F. H. Darling was elected First Vice-

President, and G. A. Jackson Secretary. Dr.

Carr and Mrs. Carr were both present, and took

an active part in the exercises.

Ex-Supt. L. Fellers delivered an able address

on the various relations of teachers : ist, to

Parents ; 2nd, to Trustees
; 3rd, to Pupils. F.

H. Darling spoke on " School Registers"; B.

Yarnall on *
Primary Teaching"; Mr. Wallace

on "Normal Training"; Mr. Hankenson on
" Order and Discipline."

SAN JOAQULN COUNTY.

The largest and most profitable Institute ever

held in this county, convened at Stockton May
8th, and continued in session three days. Supt.
S. G. S. Dunbar presided, S. D. Waterman was

elected Vice-President, and J. E. Brown Secre-

tary.

Dr. Carr, Mrs. J. C. Carr, Mr. Swett, Prof.

Norton, and Prof. Allen lectured before the

teachers and citizens of Stockton, and were well

aided by the following teachers of the county :

Miss Kittie Crofton, on Reading ; R. Y. Glid-

den, on the use of the Globes; *« Oral Grammar,"

by J. G. Dunn
; "Spelling," by Mr. Keniston

;

"Word Analysis," by M. J. Griffin; Misses

Brown and Knight, and Messrs. Ritter and Am-
brose on the subject of Arithmetic

;
and on the

Natural Sciences, by Messrs. Goodall, Goodspeed,
and Smith.

A resolution was passed recommending the

Journal to all teachers, and forty-eight teach-

ers followed precept by practice and subscribed.

A strong resolution of thanks and commenda-

tion was also passed in favor of Supt. Dunbar,
who is undoubtedly the choice of the teachers of

this county for re-election.

The teachers of this county have been called

on by County Supt. Dunbar and by the City

Supt. of Stockton, G. S. Ladd, to organize a

permanent educational association. Who comes

next ?

The Stockton department is fortunate in hav-

ing the services as high school principal, of Prof.

A. H. Randall, Under his scholarly instruction

and able management, the Stockton High School

is taking high rank among kindred institutions

in this State.

Questions Prepared by the State
Board of Examination.

[Used for the Semi-Annual Examination, Dec. 11, 1878.]

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.

(50 credits.^

I . What grants of land were made by

King James in 1606. What were the lim

its of the two regions, and to whom were

^ //i /?/
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"^-^ t^^'granted ? (10 cr.) 2. Who was Dan-

iel Boone, and in what State did he settle ?

^ Who was Oglethorpe ? Aaron Burr? (10
^^^"^

cr.) A. Name important battles, and char-

acters who figured in the Mexican war.

(10 cr.) 4. On what mission were Silas

^-'-T-t^Deane, Benj. Franklin, and Lee sent, and

what was the result.? (10 cr.) \^. Give

the history of the settlement of New York

city in brief. (10 cr.)

GEOGRAPHY.

(50 credits.^

I. What is the meaning of meridian,

planet, \longitude, \i"epublic,\ river-basin,

degree, cardinal points.'' (10 cr.) 2.

Name and locate the chief sea-ports of

Mexico, and tell what are the chief exports

of Japan. (5 cr.) 3. Name the principal

causes that determine the climate of a

country, and explain the effect of each.

4. What and where are Cobi, N'yanza,

Bombay, Baikal, Aconcagua, Yokohama,

Yukon, Roumania, The Golden Horn ?

(iocr.)^5. In which zone do land ani-

mals attain the greatest size } In what do

the sea animals f'^'fjcr.) 6. Describe

the soil and climate of California. (10 cr.)

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING.

(50 credits^)

I.
**

Strength of will, decision of pur-

pose, independence of action and thought
—these form the levers that move the

world."—Prof. Woods. Show how the

teacher, is responsible for the development

of these qualities. 2. What do you mean

by a school well organized
—

{a) as to class-

ification
; {b) discipline .? 3. What should

be the teacher's habits—(ist) as to health
;

(2nd) as to study ; (3rd) as to morals 1 4.

W^hat constitutes a good question ? A good

answer t 5. How far would you follow the

text-book, and under what circumstances

would you dispense with it altogether .?

(Give five credits for each of the above.)

WuRD ANALYSIS.

(50 credits.)

I . Give 5 suffixes that form nouns. Give

ryt^

>

5 suffixes that form adjectives. 2. Write

out a class exercise, using the prefixes and

suffixes commonly used with the word

judge. 3. P>om what is king, husband,

wife, derived, and what is the meaning of

their roots .'' 4- Give five words with defi-

nitions from each of the following roots :

lex, fluo, cedo, facio, pono. 5. Define, Cis-

alpine, Levantine, Caucasian, Hellenic,

Hibernian, viva voce, ne plus ultra, prima

facie, magna charta, lusus naturae.

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES AND CALI-

FORNIA.

(25 credits?)

I. To how many senators is each State

entitled .-^ 2. Who may regulate the value

of coin .? 3. When does the fiscal year of

this State begin t 4. In whose name are

prosecutions conducted } 5. Who is com-

mander-in-chief of the military forces .''

SCHOOL LAW.

(25 credits?)

I, W^hat redress has a teacher unjustly

dismissed, who has not a written contract .''

2. In what grade of schools may holders

of State certificates teach .' 3. Name the

purposes for which the State School Fund

may be used.-^ 4. The School Library

Fund may be used for what? 5. How

many examinations for certificates are now

required .?

INDUSTRIAL DRAWING.

(25 credits
?j

Draw a rose-leaf, a book; an embroidery

pattern; a simple design for carpet or wall-

paper; and define the different kinds of

drawing. (5 cr. each.)

BOOK NOTICES.

A Normal Word-Book ;
or Studies in Spelling,

Defining, Word Analysis and Synonymes. For
use in High Schools, Normal Schools, and the

highest grade in Grammar Schools. By John
Swett, Principal of Girls' High School, San
Francisco. Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.,
New York and Chicago. 1879.

The author of this book is a teacher in the

same high sense that Louis Agazziz so named
himself. Every high quality which character-
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izes at once the theorist who can develop a sci-

ence of education, and the more practical genius
who can apply the abstractions of that science

to the most advantageous results ui developing
the mental capacity of youth, we have learned

to recognize and acknowledge in Mr. Swett.

We may reasonably expect much in a book

from such a source. Nor are we disappointed.
The writer of this review does not believe in a

"spelling-book," He believes the time is near

when the spelling-book will be consigned to the

same limbo to which its kindred absurdity, the

mental arithmetic, has luit recently gone. But

in a word-book, or rather a language-book, he

does believe.

Good Readers, we now have in plenty. There

appears nothing to be desired in the way of

Arithmetics, or Grammars, or Geographies. But

until the appearance of this work, there has

been no modern book on English words issued

from the press.
This book presents the English language in a

systematic manner ready for study. The matter

is offered so that by the work of the learner for

himself and by himself, he may acquire that

thorough mastery of English the cultivated

world expects of the educated man or woman.
The common fault of including too many words

has been skillfully avoided. There are from

five to six thousand—as many as every well-

read person must know.
Exercises on the spelling and pronunciation of

words are given, with constant "blank-book ex-

ercises
"

for pupils in grouping and defining
words. The foreign words and exercises in

etymology, are carefully chosen and complete.
The synonymes which comprise the fourth and

last part, are perhaps the best feature of the

book, though this is high praise where every

part is so carefully constructed and well-bal-

anced. The unity of the work is the idea of

self-help. The learner is constantly compelled
to use the dictionary, and forced to think for

himself. As we intimated before, a work on

language is indispensable, though a work on

spelling is superfluous. Thus far this is the

model work on the English language in the ends

for which any word-book may be useful.

Roderick Hume. The Story of a New York
Teacher. By C. W. Bardeen. Syracuse, N.
Y.: Davis, Bardeen & Co. Price, $1.50.

This is the story of a teacher's life for one

year, as the principal of a large school in cen-

tral New York. As far as the probability of

the incidents and the faithfulness of the picture
are concerned, it might be located in California,

or almost anywhere. The mterest which en-

chains the reader until the book is finished, is

ample testimony that it does not consist of edu-

cational theories, or moralizing on the nobility
of the teacher's sphere.
On the contrary, it is a bright, lively tale—

of which a teacher is the hero and a "school-
ma'am "

the heroine. They act their parts in

school and out in a natural, graceful manner,
and we are sorry to part with them, when they

clasp hands for life at the end of the volume.

Sound. By Alfred Marshall Mayer. New York :

D. Appleton & Co.

This book follows the one on "
Light," as the

second volume of the "Experimental Science
Series." Like its predecessor, it will be found
an invaluable aid to science teaching in our
schools and academies.
The book is marked by the same general

characteristics as its kindred volume We have
the same concise, accurate, systematic, and

clearly expressed treatment of the subject. The
experiments are such as every teacher can make,
no matter how elementary a knowledge of the

subject he has. The apparatus; too, is inex-

pensive, simple in construction, and in nearly
all cases can be made at home by any student of
a little mechanical skill.

Our teachers, we know, will like this book on
Sound, as also its predecessor on Light. We
should not be surprised to find them gaining
favor as text-books in our schools on their several

subjects.

Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry.
By G. A. Wentworth, A. M., Professor of
Mathematics in Phillips Exeter Academy,
Boston : Ginn & Heath.

The imprint of Messrs. Ciinn & Heath has
come to mean the highest order of school text-

books for our high schools and academies.
The book on Geometry before us is a good
illustration of this. The author has done his

work well, and presented the educational public
with perhaps the best Elementary Geometry yet
issued from the American press. The defini-

tions are brief and accurate. For conciseness, a
few symbols standing for words are very properly
given. In the demonstrations of the proposi-
tions, the different steps are clearly distinguished
by such differences in type as greatly aia the
reason through the eye. The figures, also, are

large and distinct, thereby greatly assisting the

mental processes. There are a number of origi-
nal exercises—enough to test the progress of the

learner, and his capacity to reason.

For the general appearance of the work, the

paper, and binding, the manner in which the

author's views are evidently carried out, too

great credit cannot be given the publishers.
Our teachers, we know, will find great pleas-

ure in a careful perusal of this work.

A History of the Chitrch of England.
From the Accession of Henry VHI to the Si-

lencing of Convocation in the Eighteenth Cen-

tury. By G. G. Perry, M. A., Canon of Lin-

coln, etc. With an Appendix containing a

Sketch of the History of the Protestant Episco-
pal Church in the United States. By J. A.

Spencer, S, T. D. New York : Harper & »

Bros. San Francisco : Payot, Upham & Co.

The Church and State are one in England ;

and the author has given us in this volume, the

religious aspect of English history since the

time of Henry VHL
The history of this period is the history of

human progress in the direction of mental and
moral freedom. Canon Perry evidently enters
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into the recital of the history of his Church and
his people with a due reverance for his subject.

It has in his eyes the highest importance. He
presents us consequently with a detailed state-

ment of the causes which led to the English
Reformation, how that great event was consum-
mated, and the Church of England established.
We follow with him through its early days in

the time of England's Bluebeard, through its

perilous vicissitudes in Mary's day, to its triumph
under Elizabeth, its dangers under the second
Charles and James II, through its period of

greatest power and glory in the days of Anne,
and so on down to the beginning of this nine-

teenth century.

Though Dr. Perry's style is not graphic, it is

yet sufficiently smooth and graceful to permit
the unabated interest of the reader in his narra-

tive.

The Appendix by Dr. Spencer has not, to us

at least, the same general interest as Canon Per-

ry's work. It is more local and confined in

character. Of course, it is of value to the stu-

dent of the philosophy of history to know how
and why this growth of English soil took root
in ours. On the whole, the reading teacher will

find this book a valuable addition to his library.

LITERARY NOTES.

Articles for Teachers in the
June Magazines.

Harper's for June appears in r. beautiful new dress, with

larger type and a wider page. We have wondered lately

what new improvement was possible in this splendid pub-

lication, and failed to find any until this June number met
our eye. The contents, for literary merit and interest, are

thus far unsurpassed in modern magazine literature.

Three articles of especial interest are " the Honorable

Hudson Bay Company," by H. M. Robinson ; "The
Grand Day of Histrionics," by OH /e Logan ;

and "Rec-
ollections of Agazziz," by E. P. Whipple.

Lippincotfs Magazine makes a specialty of articles de-

picting social life and manners at home and abroad, and

this feature is conspicuous in the June number. The arti-

cles of most absorbing interest are :
" State and Society in

Ottawa," by Frederic (j. Mather :

" Why do We Like

Paris?" (with numerous illustrations) by Sarah B. Wister;
/ Housekeeping in Texas," a finely illustrated paper,

graphically describing domestic life in the Southwest be-

fore and since the war, by Amelia E. Barr
;

" Sir William

Johnson, Bart," By Charier McKnight ;

" American Fic-

tion," an able critical essay on the literature of the day,

comparing ours with foreign fiction.

The increasing popularity of Scribner's Magazine is

well deserved by the constant and successful effort of its

publishers to make it equal to the highest conception of a

modern, illustrated magazine. In this June number the

five articles which stand out most prominently are :
" Edi-

son and His Inventions," by Edwin M. Fox ;

" The Med-
iterranean of America," by Herbert H. Smith"; "Pierc-

ing the American Isthmus," by C. C. Buel
;

" With

Stonewall Jackson," by A. C. Redwood
; and "The Uni-

versity of Berlin," by H. H. Boyesen.
The June Atlantic is an unusually strong and brilliant

number. It has four of the most attractive magazine
writers in America, — Howells, Warner, Aldrich, and
Richard Grant White— besides an article on "Cer-
tain Dangerous Tendencies in American Life," and four

chapters of the excellent serial story
" Irene the Mis-

sionary," which is rumored to be written by one of the
most popular of story-tellers. Other interesting articles

are :
"
Physical Future of the American People," by Dr.

George M. Beard
;
"The People for whom Shakespeare

Wrote," by Charles Dudley Warner "and "
Study of a

New England Factory Town."

For June, St. Nicholas, the unrivaled, has, among
other equally interesting articles, the following : Louisa
M. Alcott tells two stories in one under the tide " Two
Little Travelers." The other short tales deal with the

queer doings of "Bossy Ananias," with "Robin Good-
fellow and His Friend Bluetree," in the days of Good
Queen Bess

;
with "The Royal Bonbon," boy-soldiers of

the terrible French Revolution. The two serials,
—" A

Jolly Fellowship," by Frank R. Stockton
;
and "

Eye-
bright, by Susan Coolidge,—with illustrations by James E.

Kelly and Frederick Dielman, carry their young heroes
and heroines through fresh scenes and lively adventures.
In "Longitude Naught" are described with seven pic-

tures, the Hospital and Observatory of Greenwich, Eng-
land,—the place generally believed to have no longitude.

Among other practical sketches are : an illustrated ac-

count of a curious "Fish that Catches Fish for its Mas-
ter"

; and a description of a man's escape from an ancient

castle in " A Curious Box of Books."

Books Received.

FROM A. L. BANCROFT & CO.

On the Verge. By "Philip Shirley." A. L. Ban-
croft & Co., publishers.

FROM BILLINGS, HARBOURNE & CO.

New Elementary Algebra. By Prof. S. P. Sanford.

Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co.

FROM PAYOT, UPHAM & CO.

Daniel DeFoe. (English Men of Letters Series.) By
William Minto. New Pork : Harper & Bros.

Stories from Herodotus and the Seventh Book of
THE History. With English Notes. By Robert P. Keep,
Ph. D. Harper & Bros.

Personal Appearance. (Health Primers.) By Syd-
ney Coupland, M, D. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

Franklin Square Library. Harper & Bros. Journal
of the Plague in London, by Daniel Defoe, lo cents

;

All for Nothing, (A Novel) by Mrs. Cashel Hoey, 15 cents
;

Within the Precincts, by Mrs. Oliphant, 15 cents.

Harper's Half-Hour Series. The Awakening, (A
Ta'e of English Life) by Katherine S. Macquoid, 15
cents

;
She Stoops to Conquer and The Good-Natured

Man, by Oliver Goldsmith, 25 cents
; John, or Our Chi-

nese Relations, by Thomas W. Knox, 20 cents
; English

Literature Primers, (Modern Period) by Eugene Law-

rence, 25 cents
; Modern France, by George M. Towle,

25 cents
; Epochs of English History (Settlement of the

Constitution) by James Rowley, M. A., 25 cents:
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MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
115 Haight Street, corner of Laguna.

FACULTY.
A. J. BOWIE, M. D., Emeritus Professor of Surgery.
HENRY GIBBONS, M. D., Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical

Medicine. •

L. C. LANE, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Surgical Anatomy and Clinical Surgery.
C. N. ELLINWOOD, M. D., Professor of Physiology.
ADOLPH BARKAN, M. D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
JOSEPH H. WYTHE, M. D., Professor of Microscopy and Histology.
HENRY GIBBONS, Jr., M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women.
WILLIAM A. DOUGLASS, M. D., Professor of Clinical Surgery.
WILLIAM T. WENZELL, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
W. T. WYTHE, M. D., Professor of Anatomy.
JOSEPH O. HIRSCHFELDER, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
CURTIS G. KENYON, M. D., Demonstrator.

INCREASE OF CURRICULUM.
Under the caption

"
Requirements for Graduation "

it will be observed that hereafter

the Faculty will exact attendance upon three courses of lectures instead of two.

This is simply putting into execution a long contemplated plan, as it has been the con-

stant desire of the Faculty to raise the standard of medical education, and to graduate

capable rather than many students. No increase of expense will result, nor will the

plan necessarily extend the time of study, but rather provide for a more systematic and

profitable use of time, and better fit the student for the arduous and responsible duties

of his profession.
LECTURES.

The Regular Course of Lectures commences on the first Monday in June of each year,
and continues until November. It is thus a Summer course, contrary to general usage.
The Intermediate Course begins in the second week in January and terminates with

the month of April. It is of great assistance as a preparatory step to the Regular
Course, although attendance upon it is not obligatory. Clinics and clinical lectures

are given daily at the City and County Hospital, U. S. Marine Hospital, and at the

Morse Dispensary, where several thousands of patients are treated annually.

FEES.
First Course, Matriculation, Lectures, and Demonstration ticket $145.00
Second Course, Lectures 130.00
Third Course, Graduation 40.00

Total fees for three courses $315.00

"Requirements for Graduation."

1. The candidate must be twenty-one years of age.
2. He must have attended three courses of Medical Lectures, one of which must

have been delivered in this Institute. ^^
3. He must have attended at least one course of Practical Anatomy in the Dis-

secting Room.
4. He must write a Medical Thesis and submit the same to the Faculty, two weeks

prior to commencement.

Good rooms and board may be obtained at prices varying from $5.00 to $10.00

per week.
For further information apply to

HENRY GIBBONS Jr., M. D., DEAN OF THE FACULTY,
26 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.



STANDARD TEXT BOOKS
P»TTBLISHEI3 BY

IVISON, BLAKEMAN,
TAYLOR & CO.

138 & ±4=0 aR^I^D STREET,

*
^
* Our Descriptive and Special Catalogues and Circulars, giving detailed

information respecting our Publications, together with terms for examination and

introduction, will be forwarded to Teachers and Educationists on application.

SANDERS' UNION READERS, SPELLERS AND PRIMERS. These books have en-

joyed for many years a national reputation, and are now more largely used in the public schools

than any others of like character.

THE NEW GRADED READERS. An entirely new series ; fully and handsomely illustrated,

and surpassing all others in excellence of manufacture, gradation, and in cheapness.

SWINTON'S WORD-BOOK SERIES. A series of Text-Books in Oral and Written Spelling,

and Word-Analysis, of unparalled popularity.

SWINTON'S GEOGRAPHICAL COURSE. The freshest, best graded, and cheapest Geog-

raphies ever published. Only Two Books.

ROBINSON'S PROGRESSIVE COURSE OF MATHEMATICS. The most popular, and

most widely used series of Mathematics ever published.

ROBINSON'S SHORTER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS. The whole subject of Arith-

metic and Algebra practically treated in Three Beautiful Books.

THE SPENCERIAN COPY-BOOKS AND CHARTS. New Revised Edition. More gen-

erally used throughout the United States and Canada than any other system.

KERL'S ENGLISH GRAMMARS. A thorough, practical, and widely approved course of

English Grammar.

WEBSTER'S SCHOOL DICTIONARIES. The standard authority of the English language
in Orthography, Definition und Pronunciation.

SWINTON'S HISTORIES.
W^HITE'S PROGRESSIVE ART STUDIES.

^
BRYANT & STRATTON'S BOOK-KEEPING.

TOWNSEND'S CIVIL GOVERNMENT, &c.
GRAY'S BOTANIES.

DANA'S GEOLOGY,
WELLS' SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

FASQUELLE'S FRENCH,
WOODBURY'S GERMAN.

MANTILLA'S SPANISH READERS.
LOOMIS' MUSIC.

SPENCERIAN DOUBLE ELASTIC STEEL PENS.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]

No. V.

When the people of ancient times had

their attention attracted to the heavens,

they noticed that nearly all the stars kept

the same positions relatively to one an-

other,
—

only a few seemed to move about

among the others, and these they called

Wanderers (Planets). They named these

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Sat-

urn, in honor of some of their gods. It

is true, they thought all the heavenly bod-

ies moved about the earth every day ;

but this was the only motion the fixed

stars seemed to have
;
and very naturally

they placed the sun, moon, and five wan-

dering stars in a separate class, and spent
more time observing them, and theorizing

about them, than they did in regard to all

the others. The different apparent mo-
tions of the planets, which to the ancients

seemed so strange, being sometimes di-

rectly opposite to what they were at others,

are now fully understood. The apparent

error is caused by the motion of the earth,

and by our lack of interpreting properly

M'hat the eyes see.

Venus has been seen for several months,

a very brilliant star in the west. It has been

moving apparently farther and farther from

the sun, till now it is seen high in the

heavens at sunset, and is visible until a

late hour of the night.

Let the positions of the earth and Venus,

\9
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when Venus was first observed as evening

star several months ago, be represented by

the figures i—the earth's orbit being out-

side that of Venus. Both planets are

moving from left to right, the earth nearly

66,000 miles per hour, and Venus 77,000.

Venus moving in a smaller circle, and at

a greater velocity, approaches nearer and

nearer to the earth, until in about six

months, the two planets occupy the posi-

tions marked by the figures 2, which is

ven' nearlv their present positions.

In this position, Venus is seen by us

apparently farthest from -the sun, or about

half the distance from the horizon to the

zenith. If the sun, earth, and Venus

were connected by straight lines, the

figure formed would be a right-angled

triangle, having the vertex of the right-

angle at Venus. Three months after oc-

cupying these positions, the earth and Ve-

nus will be at the points marked 3 ;
and

Venus will be apparently so near the sun

as scarcely to be visible. During these

three months, and especially the last one,

Venus will seem to move rapidly back

towards the sun ; though in reality it is

coursing on at a rapid rate, and passing by

between us and the sun, the winner at

last of a long stern chase, which has con-

tinued for more than nine months. In a

few weeks after, Venns
willj||fc to the

right of the sun, and we sMl see it in

the morning before sunrise, and call it

Morning Star.

Cancer.—Two thousand years ago, the

sun entered this constellation in the latter

part of June, when the days are longest in

the northern hemisphere. At that time,

the rays of light from the sun are perpen-
dicular to the surface of the earth at the

farthest distance north of the equator.

The line about the earth 'raced out by
these perpendicular rays of light on the

2ist of June, is called the Tropic of Can-

cer, which very properly marks the north-

ern limit of the torrid zone. On account

of the precession of the equinoxes, the

sun is now in the constellation Gemini on

the 2 1 St of June, and reaches Cancer in

July. Since the sun is apparently moving
towards the North Star, or getting higher
and higher over our heads every succeed-

ing noon up to July 21st, and then seems

to move backward again, receding from

the North Star, soon after, we may sup-

pose the constellation Cancer to have been

appropriately named for the Crab, whose

powers of locomotion backward are equal

to those in any other direction. The
nebula Presepe (Bee-hive) with the small

stars about it, which can be seen on clear,

moonless nights, distinguishes this constel-

lation from all others in that part of the

heavens. According to mythological le-

gends, Juno sent a sea-crab to bite the

heels of Hercules when he was busy slay-

ing the many-headed Hydra. The crab

was quickly destroyed ; but, as a reward,

Juno transferred it to the heavens as the

constellation Cancer.

Hydra.—Hydra, the Water-serpent, is

a constellation extending more than one

hundred degrees in length. Three minor

constellations, the Crater (Cup) Corvus,

the Crow, and Noctua, the Owl, are some-

what connected with Hydra. The whole

constellation can be seen, only when its

center, near the Crater, is on the meridian.

The Crater is represented by almost a

complete circle of small stars ; and Cor-

vus, east of the Crater, by a trapezium
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formed by four much brighter stars. The

Hydra is said to represent a monster hav-

ing many heads, which made its home
about Lake Lerna in Greece. For every

head that was cut off, two others imme-

diately appeared ; so it seemed impossi-

ble to kill the creature. Hercules, how-

ever, succeeded in destroying the monster,

by having a friend apply a hot iron to the

quivering flesh as soon as a head was cut

off. This prevented the growth of new

heads ;
and their skill was soon rewarded

with success.

CoRvus.— A crow was once sent by

polio to watch Coronis, the mother of

Isculapius, of whom he was very jealous.

The crow was faithful to Apollo, and re-

ported what he saw. Coronis was killed

ly Apollo, who was enraged at her con-

duct, and the crow was placed in the heav-

ens as a constellation.

Hercules.—The head of Hercules is

marked by the star Ras Algethi, a few de-

grees west of Ras A 1 Hague, which marks

the head of Ophiuchus, or Serpentarius,

the Serpent-bearer. (See Star Map for

June.) The body, from the shoulders to

the hips, is marked by six bright stars,

three on each side, connected in the map
by dotted lines

;
the left arm is repre-

sented by several small stars extending in

nearly a straight line from the left or

eastern shoulder. The left hand holds the

three-headed dog Cerberus, which Her-

cules brought away from Hades. The

right foot is turned back towards Corona,

and the left is near the head of Draco.

Hercules, a native of Thebes, was the son

of Jupiter by Alcmena, the wife of Am-

phitryon. When but an infant, he stran-

gled two serpents sent by jealous Juno to

destroy him. He became a man of very

great strength and bravery ; but he was

for a time subject to Kurystheus, who was

I

(two months older than he, and very jeal-

tous of his power. The twelve labors of

tiercules imposed upon him by Eurys-

theus, which were supposed to be beyond
mortal power, were all successfully accom-

plished by the hero ; and many other

notable works were undertaken on his

own account. In his travels, he killed

the Centaur Nessus. who when dying gave
to Dejanira a tunic infected with poison
from the Lernean Hydra. The Centaur

told Dejanira that if she would have Her-

cules wear this garment, she would always
retain his love. As soon as Hercules put
on the tunic, the poison penetrated his

body, and being incurable, would soon

have caused his death
; but he had a

funeral pile prepared, and expired in the

flames. Jupiter, who witnessed the scene,

declared to all the other gods, that only

the mortal part could be destroyed by the

flames— that the immortal part derived

from him should live forever in the heav-

ens above. With a chariot and four

horses, such as were used by the gods,

the immortal Hercules was transferred to

the heavens, where he has remained ever

since, a large and conspicuous constella-

tion.

SOLOMON OLDSTYLE ON
INSTITUTES.

[As told to C. M, DRAKE.]

So you are going to have an institute

again ? Well, I don't approve of institutes.

They didn't have such things in my young

days ;
but now they must have an institute

every year, that costs this county a thous-

and dollars in one way and another ; and

what good does it do ?

A few smartlings get up and show off

what they have read or heard, and give

object-lessons on this thing or that. Ob-

ject-lessons ! Ugh ! I could almost be

reconciled to institutes if it were not for

those object-lessons.

Prof. A. gets up, and gives object-les-

sons for training the eye to do this thing

and that thing, when one-third of his own
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pupils have permanently injured their

sight by the miserably printed books that

he has recommended, read by the badly

arranged light of his school-room
;
to say

nothing about the unfit position of the

book upon the too-flat desks that are his

pride ;
and the improper distance he al-

.lows them to hold their books at. Truly,

those high school teachers cultivate the

eye with a vengeance, when one sees the

number of near-sighted graduates they

produce.

"Cultivate the ear," says Prof. B., and

mispronounces some of our most common
words in such a way that you can place

your finger on the precise locality he

claims as his native soil.

"Cultivate the voice," says Prof. C, in

husky tones, and then goes on to excuse

the shortness of his remarks, on account

of his hoarseness. He has spoken every

day for the past two weeks, and he now

feels the effects of such over- exertion.

How my boy Dave, who talks continually

from morning till night, without a sign of

hoarseness, needs to have his voice culti-

vated by Prof. C.

But object-lessons are the fashion, and

the cultivation of every sense but common
sense is the thing, so I expect, at our next

institute. Prof. D. will get up and tell the

teachers to cultivate the nose. The much-

neglected noses of young children will be

his theme— object-lessons on the nose

will be advised by the State Board of Edu-

cation, and Lubin's Extracts will be fur-

nished out of the Library Fund on appli-

cation to the clerk of the school districts.

Smellometers will be invented, and per-

centages will be given to those whose noses

are the most acute.

Five days and one thousand dollars

wasted ! Absolutely wasted ! It makes

me groan to think of it. And how do

teachers use this generous gift of a week's

holiday .? I will tell you.

On Monday, the teacher travels from his

district to San Diego in the average time

of three hours, and displays himself for

the remainder of the day to the admiring
San Diegoans. That earns him one day's

wages. Tuesday forenoon, he goes to the

hall one or two hours late, and elects the

officers of the institute, but declines to be

secretary on account of the work. The
election exhausts the poor fellows so much

that they adjourn until half-past one or

two o'clock. In the afternoon they get

together one half hour later than the ap-

pointed time, talk a little, announce what

they intend to do to-morrow, and adjourn.

The next day they read essays. How I

should like to abuse the man who first

thought of reading essays at institutes.

I would treat him worse than the State

Board of Examination treated some of my
papers. I should sentence him to read

every essay that I have written, and

then— ! The third day they ask the

same questions that were asked at last

year's institute, and that will be asked

again next year. These questions are dis-

cussed and each one gives his opinion ;
a

where- doctors -
disagree

- who - can - decide

conclusion is reached, and the institute is

over.

O, no, excuse me. There are the reso-

lutions. Who ever heard of an institute

without a set of resolutions. They thank

this person and that person ; recommend

various changes of school law and the

State Constitution
; agree that they have

had a first-rate time ;
and what few are by

this time remaining, adjourn sine die.

On Friday they return to their school

districts ready to teach just the way they

taught before, with a few unimportant ex-

periments on institute methods tried an

average of one time apiece, thrown in.

Yet, bad as this is, I prefer it to the ex-

periment they are trying this year. I hear

they intend to have us study and recite

regular lessons, for five days, in geography,

arithmetic, and other branches. I piotest
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against this. Am I, at my age, to learn

and recite lessons before, perhaps, some of

my pupils, who would be ready to laugh

if 1 should make a blunder ? No, sir.

If institutes are to come to this, I might
as well quit teaching at once, and go back

to hard work again. Fes. Give me hard

work before teaching and st^c/i institutes.

ONCE AND NOW.

[From the German of Lenau.]

BY GEO. GOSSMAX, M. A.

Be it once more permitted

My native land to see
;

The earlier friends I quitted

My home, my all to me !

Once thus I longed, and longing
Did foreign lands beroam,
And thought of welcomes many,
When once again at home.

At length it was permitted
To see that land once more

;

But oh ! to me how other

Had this all seemed before !

Like faithful friends I greeted

Each valley, wood, and lawn
;

Yet sadness came when thinking
Of all the dear ones gone.

I find the same path winding
'Round oaks q\ many years.

Yet here a mother's welcome

Shall ne'er regreet my ears !

May cherished voices murmur
From thee thou gurgling rill !

It is in vain I listen

For one more cherished still.

Where have the warblers vanished

That sang on yonder tree ?

And where the meadow flowers,

That Rosa loved with me ?

Ah ! flowers gone, and warblers,

And dearest Ro.^a too
;

My youth, and all past gladness,

Like summer morning's, dew.

THE SCIENCE OF TEACHING.

BY JOHN SWETl'.

[Principal of Girls' High School, San Francisco.]

" In every department of human affairs,"

says John Stuart Mill,
*'

practice long pre-

cedes science ; systematic inquiry into the

modes of action of the powers of nature

is the tardy product of a long course of

eflforts to use those powers for practical

ends."

The science of teaching is a classifica-

tion of principles derived by observation

and experience, from a knowledge of

things to be taught and from a study of

the nature of the child to be trained. The

object of school education is to aid the

physical, mental, and moral development
of the child by means of appropriate

training and instruction in the kinds of

knowledge required by existing social

conditions as an outfit for the duties of

life.

Education, like sociology, is a highly

complex science, subject to a great variety

of forces, conditions, and limitations.

The principles of education cannot be

formulated as definitely as those of mathe-

matics, but to deny that there is a science

of teaching is to deny that anything can

be learned from the experience of the

past. From age to age education has

been modified to meet the new wants of

each successive advance in social condi-

tions. The child, too, is a variable factor.

It is an old saying that human nature is

the same in all ages the world over
; but

this proverb, despite the wisdom of our

ancestors, is a fallacy. The child is not

plastic clay in the hands of the teacher,

nor a sheet of blank paper to be written

upon ;
on the contrary, it is a bundle of

inherited tendencies and capacities. The

traits of a hundred generations of ances-

tors exist latent in its growing brain.

Education merely aids development and
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directs tendencies ;
it cannot create pow-

ers, and often fails to control them.

Teaching must, therefore, depend, in a

great measure, upon the nature of the

child to be instructed.

The child of pre-historic man, born in

some cave, at the close of the last glacial

period, had little except form in common
with the child now born in London, Bos-

ton, or Berlin. It is evident that the child

of an Apache Indian or of an Australian

savage, cannot be trained by the same ed-

ucational processes that are adapted to

the hereditary capacities of children that

represent the highest types of human de-

velopment.

Hence, no one particular age can pre-

scribe the methods of education for all

succeeding ages ;
no one nation for all

other nations ;
no one race for all other

races. Schools are an organic growth of

society ; they represent more or less

perfectly the wants and the spirit of the

people. Modern methods of education

should, therefore, represent the existing

state of knowledge and civilization, and

not the obsolete learning of past ages.

Traditional culture, like customs, man-

ners, habits, and laws, too often holds

sway long after the causes that organ-

ized it have ceased to exist.

The science of education is based upon
laws derived from wisely directed experience

and investigation ;
and practical school-

teaching consists in the appropriate appli-

cation of the great body of rules and meth-

ods derived from these sources, so that the

most may be made out of the undeveloped

powers of school children. While it can-

not be claimed that education is as yet a

fully-developed science, great progress has

been made in formulating the principles

which underlie our existing methods.

Educational science has been enriched

by the contributions of philosophers and

scientists, such as Bacon, Locke, Spencer,

Mill, Bain, Hamilton, Huxley, Tyndall,

Hegel, Youmans, Porter, Draper, Car-

penter, Clarke ; by practical educators In

other countries, such as Pestalozzi, Dies-

terweg, Froebel, Arnold, Stow, Bell, Mayo ;

and, in our own country, by such educators

as Horace Mann, and a host of other and

able workers. Yet there is an ample field

for future investigation, experiment, and

observation, before education, as the term

is limited when applied to common schools,

can be fully formulated into principles of

science or rules of art. But this is no

reason why we should fail to recognize

whatever may be made available.

Educational history is full of errors,

most of which were the result of empiri-

cal methods. Experience in this field as

in any other, to be of real value, must be

the result of experiments directed by the

light of (physiological, psycological, and

biological) science, and must have for its

objective point the welfare of every child

in the nation.

" No matter how limited the strictly sci-

entific domain of education is considered

to be," says Principal Soldan,
"

it cannot

be denied that there is such a science ;

and it should be mastered before the prac-

tical duties of teaching are assumed. In

other pursuits the tyro may be allowed to

spoil and waste the first piece of work
;

in teaching, the material is too precious to

admit of useless experiment."
" Our teachers," says Youmans,

"
mostly

belong to the old dispensation. Their

preparation is chiefly literary. Their art

is a mechanical routine, and hence, very

naturally, while admitting the importance

of advancing views, they really cannot see

what is to be done about it. When we

say that education is an affair of the laws

of our being, involving a wide range of

considerations ; involving, in short, a com-

plete acquaintance with corporeal condi-

tions which science alone can give,
—when

we hint at these things, we seem to be

speaking in an unknown tongue, or, if
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intelligible, then very irrelevant and im-

practical."
" The teaching method," says Bain,

"
is

arrived at in various ways. One principal

mode is experience of the work
; this is

the inductive or practical source. An-

other mode is deduction from the laws of

the human mind ; this is the deductive or

theoretical source. The third and best

mode is to combine the two ; to rectify

empirical teaching by principles, and to

qualify deductions from principles by prac-

tical experience."

B THD WEAK POINTS IN OUR
PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM :

^^^ ALSO THE REMEDIES.

r.

BY GEO. H. PECK.

[ Los Angeles County. ]

i

[On the above, Mr. Geo. H. Peck, for-

merly of the San Francisco schools, and re-

cently Public School Superintendent of Los

Angeles County, at the Institute lately held

in that county, said] :

* * * There is a growing feeling of

dissatisfaction throughout the State because

of the inefficiency of the schools. This

feeling is reasopable.

But wAere is the weak point in our pub-
lic school system ? It is in its executive

branch—the county superintendencies, of

which there are fifty in the State. They
are the chief reservoirs of school influ-

ence and sole executors of school law in

the several counties. The weakness

arises : Firs/, because the term is too

short. It should be at least four years.

Secondly, higher qualifications should be

required, and the candidature confined to

practical teachers. Some are of the opin-
ion that the mischiefs of the convention

system can be best avoided by appoititing

superintendents.

But our public school system has a

greater weakness in the laws regulating

the powers and duties of the fifty county

school superintendents. For, first, they

do not state all the duties they should do
;

and, secondly, they do not compel the do-

ing of anything. Let him do only what

the present laws require, and the county

superintendent must fall short of what

should be done. I invite your special at-

tention to an analysis of the laws under

which county school superintendents act.

Begin with the accounting, /. e., that part

of his duties which relates to keeping an

account of the moneys received and dis-

bursed. The only reference to it is made
in Subd. 3, Sec. 1543, School Law, where

he is required to keep open for the inspec-

tion of the public a register of warrants,

etc. The framers of the law seem to

have taken it for granted that every county
school superintendent must be an expert

at book-keeping. The facts do not sup-

port this theory. As a sample, a county

superintendent reported to the late Super-
intendent of Public Instruction that his

county
—not a large one—had expended,

in one year, some $4,000 beyond receipts.

Mr. Bolander was compelled to return re-

ports in several similar cases for correction.

What would r^« think of a merchant who

annually received and disbursed some

$3,000,000 through fifty book-keepers,
each of whom acted independently of the

other, and kept his books differently and

in crude ways. This is precisely our con-

dition. It is safe to say that no other

State distributes so much under such irre-

sponsible accounting. Besides inviting

crookedness, this want of system must be

a hardship upon the county superintend-

ents.

The remedy is for the State to furnish

the account-books, duly columned, 10 be

kept in a self-detecting system, with suita-

ble instructions for opening and closing

the different accounts. Such a system
will secure economy and responsibility,

and permit easy and quick inspection.

Sec. 1543, Subd. First. "It is his duty
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to apportion the school moneys of each

school district quarterly." There should

be added to this,
" Personal notice shall

be given the district clerks by mail or

otherwise, and to the public notice may
be given by newspaper publication, pro-

vided this publication be gratis."

Subd. 2 relates to the payment of war-

rants. But no provision is made for their

cancellation or filing. This should be

added, and the way of cancelling and

filing should be perfectly described.

Subd. 4.
" He must visit each school in

his county, at least once in each year ;

and for every school not visited, the Board

of Supervisors must, on proof thereof, de-

duct ten dollars from the county superin-

tendent's salary."

The last sentence, intended to compel

county superintendents to see by actual

observation that the large sums expended
in common school education, are doing

their work, also to assist the worthy teacher,

who for many reasons may require his

presence, is not, as a compulsion, worth

the ink taken to print it. What teacher

is going to provoke the powerful hostility

of the superintendent by making com-

plaints.'* Or, what trustees? For they

take but little interest, judging by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction's

report ;
about one and one-fourth visits

each a year. To make this subdivision

respecting visits compulsory, the State

should furnish
"
Visiting-books/' to show

when, where, and how long superintend-

ents may have visited. The visit should

be vouched for by the teacher's signa-

ture. Were the superintendents com-

pelled to return to the Supervisors once

or twice in each year, abstracts of the

"
Visiting-book

"
duly verified, a penalty

might follow non-visits, except for cause ;

and the statute respecting superintendents'

visits would meet its design.

So far I have spoken of the fifty county

superintendencies, referring, of course, to

the State at large. I have not suggested

any tearing to pieces,
—

simply additions.

And I think that thoughtful school men,
on examination, can come to no other

conclusion than that their adoption will so

vitalize the efforts of the fifty county school

executives, that in a few years, complaints

of the inefficiency of the public schools

will be replaced with pride at their suc-

cess.

Note by the Editor.—The Los An-

geles County Institute, composed of over

one hundred and twenty teachers, appreciat-

ing the force of the above, unanimously

Resolved, That this Institute respectfully

request that the State Board of Education
examine that part of the School Law which

pertains to the powers, duties, and emolu-
ments of county school superintendents,
and that they suggest to the Legislature any
amendment to the same that they may deem

necessary.

GRANDMOTHER'S
LETTERS.

LOVE-

Up, up in the sunshiny garret,

Where Grandma's old treasures abide.

I can fancy her presence is near me,

And creep as of yore to her side.

Shutting my eyes I recall her
;

The kindly old face in the tap,

The arm gently stealing about me
As 1 hid childish woe in her lap.

The herbs that she long ago gathered;

The fire-dogs ashine in the sun,

The spinning-wheel, idle forever,

The blankets whose threads she had spun,

Seem speaking though silent around me,

These links of a life that I miss,

And the casket bequeathed with a blessing,

I touch with a reverent kiss.

As I open the time-yellowed packet,

Writ "George to Amelia "
without,

With a ribbon (that's made restitution

Of sky-stolen blue) tied about,

I wonder if olden -time lovers

Had tender and sweet things to say.

To think this same '' George
" was Grandpa,

Not gouty, nor halting, nor gray !

<' My darling Amelia," that's Grandma, •
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Just fancy the blessed old dear

Being young and the belle of the village,

In a bonnet and mantle so queer !

*' My darling Amelia, without you

I find the days weary and long ;"

This sound very like Charlie's letter—
Do they all sing the very same song ?

O Grandpa, to think of your writing

Such terrible nonsense as this !

About " love in a cottage" to (irandma,

With such a big B "
to the •' bliss "!

O, you promise "Most lovely Amelia

The winds shall not roughin your cheek ";

But Grandpa, how then did it happen

You let her bring wood for a week ?

\ read :
" When I win you, my darling,

I'll guard you and keep you from care."

O Grandpa, who cured all the bacon ?

Who washed out the place for the fair ?

Ever sleeping or waking, Amelia,

I'll keep thee from harm evermore."

Well, it sounds very funny to read it,

When I've heard the dear Grandfather snore.

Did it seem just as charming to Grandma

As Charlie's dear letters to me,

When he writes of devotion, and worship.

And ' bliss
" with a proper-sized B "?

Will somebody sometime be reading

With wonder the words I hold dear ?

Will twenty look backward at threescore.

Pronouncing its love-record queer?

GLACIERS.

BY
J. K. MCCHESNEY.

[Principal of the Oakland High School.]

There is probably no subject connected

with modern geological research that pre-

sents so many points of interest as glacial

action. As time passes on and the geolo-

gist becomes more thoroughly acquainted

with mountain formation from having

made more extended and careful ob-

servations and comparisons, the glacier is

recognized as having been the predomi-
nant force in fitting the earth for the habi-

tation of man.

Imagine yourself carried backward in

time past the glacial epoch, when the

earth was held and moulded by ice, to a

period immediately succeeding the forma-

tion of a hardened and rocky crust. From

some commanding position survey the

scene of desolation. No trees or forests

arrest the eye with towering forms and

variegated colors
;
no meadow "

stretching

in pensive quietness
"
suggests contentment

and peace ;
no shrubs or flowers or blades

of grass greet you whichever way you may
turn. You listen for the song of bird and

the busy hum of insect in vain. Clouds

float aloft in the air and the life-giving

sunlight comes pouring down upon the

the rocky landscape, but no vegetation is

produced. The morning dew falls only

on a rocky surface, the gentle rain is not

welcomed and absorbed by a dry and

parched soil, but it is received upon a

surface of slate or granite. You have

visited a planet composed of inorganic

matter only. The Angel of Life has not

yet breathed upon it, and Death reigns

supreme.
Creation is not complete ;

a great work

is yet to be done. Molten seas, heated

rocks, boiling and seething waters, torna-

does, and gaseous vapors have worked and

fashioned a planet whose wrinkled sur-

face presents a type of desolation and

death. Life awaits the advent of a new

force, and until it comes and performs its

work no organized matter can exist.

Strange as it may at first seem, the

power which is to change the appearance
of our burnt planet and render life and

beauty possible, is ice.

Before vegetation could exist a soil to

furnish an anchoring place and nutrition,

was necessary. The glacier moving over

the face of the earth with power irresisti-

ble produced the lacking material. Im-

agine yourself standing upon some mount-

ain peak during the ice age. As far as

the eye can reach in every direction an

icy landscape extends. The barren rocks

support a mass of ice and snow hundreds
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of feet in thickness. Slowly but surely

this slips down the mountain side, and

makes its way to the sea. Projecting

rocks are broken off and become a part

of the moving mass. As the glacier pro-

gresses these accumulate until it holds in

its grasp thousands of rocks which it

scrapes over its granite bed and soon re-

duces to a powder. A glacier five hun-

dred feet in thickness would exert a pres-

sure of nearl)' thirty thousand pounds on

every square foot of surface. A little re-

flection will suffice to convince one that a

glacier of that thickness would reduce

tons of rock to a fine gravel or sand for

every mile of its course. But Greenland

to-day is covered with an ice-sheet which

has a thickness in some localities of three

thousand feet, {yournal of Geological So-

ciely.) The erosive effect of such a mass

is almost beyond comprehension. During
the glacial epoch, however, it is believed

the entire land surface of our globe was

covered with a sheet of ice varying in

thickness from a few hundreds to several

thousands of feet. What then must have

been the effect of all this immense weight

upon the rocky surface over which it

flowed through unknown centuries of

time. Let us consider its modifying in-

fluence upon our Sierra. Conceive the

w^hole range covered with ice of varying

thickness, as just indicated, and gradually

forcing its way toward the Sacramento and

San Joaquin Valleys. It will naturally

take a direction indicated by the least re-

sistance. If it meets an impediment, it

will either break it loose from its anchor-

age and carry it along, or, if this is im-

possible, furrow and scrape it until the

whole mass is reduced to sand. Should

the glacial epoch terminate before this re-

sult is accomplished, we should find after

the ice has disappeared, polished domes.

Soft strata would of course be more rap-

idly worn away than the hard, thus pro-

ducing inequalities of surface which did

not previously exist. Deep gorges similar

to Yosemite Valley, lake basins, and in

fact all the physical phenomena which now
characterize the mountain range, can be

attributed to the modifying influence of

glacial action, upon what may be called

a great wrinkle of the earth's crust formed

by the shrinkage of the cooling planet.

The glacier sculptured 'from the unshapen
mass our famed Sierra, and gave the chips

a bequest to life yet to be.

In process of time a change is wrought

upon the ice-bound world by the genial

influences of heat. The sculptor has

done his work and disappeared. Upon
the huge granite waves he has cut trans-

verse valleys and covered the land surface

with sand. The falling rains are now ab-

sorbed by the earth, thus giving birth to

springs and perennial streams. There is a

place now for the tree to rest ; vegetation

has been made possible by the erosive

action of the glacier. The sunbeam now
has a new work to perform. Hitherto it

beat upon the rocky crest and entered

nooks and crannies, but was met with no

response ;
but now the Angel of Life has

breathed upon the face of the earth, and

how changed the scene ! Matter takes on

a new and higher form, and is subjected

to a new master. Up to this time it

yielded entirely to chemical law; now
the law of organic life raises it to a more

exalted position, and matter instead of

existing in the form of chemical com-

pounds only becomes an organic body.

Extended forests cover the earth's surface,

huge palms lift up their heads and re-

joice in the life-giving sunbeam, grass

and flowers beautify the landscape, and

altogether give homes and sustenance

to varied forms of a still higher type of

matter—the animal. All this change has

been brought about through the agency of

the glacier. How interesting a subject for

study a glacier, then, must be ! The fol-

lowing description of their leading charac-
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teristics is taken with slight modifications

from Prof. Joseph LeConte's "Geology,"

published by D. Appleton & Co., New
York :

" When glacial ice is carefully examined

it is found to contain veins or solid, trans-

parent, blue ice running through the mass

of the glacier, which is white and vesicular.

These veins are sometimes so delicate and

clearly defined that a small specimen re-

sembles striped agate. These blue veins

are not continuous planes, but apparently

ver}' flat, lenticular in shape, var}'ing in

thickness from a line to several inches,

and in length from a few inches to several

feet They give a stratified or cleavage

structure to the glacier. According to

Prof. Forbes, looking at the glacier as a

whole, we may regard the strata as taking

the form as represented in Figs. 1 and

2. In a section parallel to the surface

(Fig. I, a) the strata outcrops in the form

of loops. A cross -section (Fig. i, b)

shows them in troughs, and a longitudinal

vertical section (Fig. i, c) shows their

dip. Fig. 2 is an ideal glacier, cut in

several directions, combining in one view

the sections given in Fig. i. It is gen-

erally impossible to trace the veins around

from side to side. Sometimes they are

most distinct on the margins, and are then

called marginal veins ; sometimes at the

point of the loop when they are denomi-

nated /rawjzyrj^ z/^'wj ; sometimes tributary

glaciers running together produce longi-

tudinal veins, by a flattening from pressure

of their adjacent marginal veins.

"Another characteristic of glaciers is

fissures, which are, as the veins, either

marginal, transverse, or longitudinal. Mar-

ginal fissures are always at right angles to

marginal veins.
"
Fissures are undoubtedly produced by

tension or stretching, as their direction is

always at right angles to the line of great-

est tension. Thus the transverse fissure

would be produced by the stretching of a

glacier in passing over a salient angle.

The marginal fissure would appear at such

places on the line of the glacier where the

central portion moved much more rapidly

than the sides, thus causing a high degree
of tension. Hopkins, the English geolo-

gist, has proved that the line of greatest

tension from this cause would be inclined

forty- five degrees with the course of the

glaciers, as shown by arrows in Fig. 3,

Longitudinal fissures are best seen where

the glacier runs through a narrow gorge

out on an open plain.
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"The lateral spreading of the ice causes

a tension at right angles to the line of mo-

tion, and thus produces fissures in the

direction of the line of motion, as repre-

sented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4.

"
Prof. Tyndall has shown quite con-

clusively that veins are always at right an-

gles to the line of greatest pressure, and

that therefore they are produced by pres-

sure. Thus fissures and veins being pro-

duced by opposite causes—one by tension

and the other by pressure
—are found un-

der opposite conditions. For instance, as

transverse fissures are produced by the

longitudinal stretching of a glacier when

passing over a salient angle, so transverse

veins are formed by the longitudinal com-

pression of a glacier when passing- over a

reentrant angle. In Fig. 5 is a section of

Fig. 5.

the^Rhone glacier (Fig. 4) in which [ccc]

represent crevasses produced by the steep

declivity, and {s s s) the veined structure

produced by the compression consequent

upon the change of angle upon coming
out of the plain. The relation between

crevasses and veins is still better shown in

Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.

"Again, as marginal fissures are pro-

duced by the central portions pulling upon
the lagging margins behind, so the mar-

ginal veins are produced by the crowding

or pushing of the swifter central parts

upon the marginal parts in front (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7.

The marginal veins are, therefore, inclined

to the margin about forty-five degrees, but

pointing inward and downward, and there-

fore at right angles to the crevasses. The

relation of veins to fissures is shown in

Fig. 8.

I Y

Fig. 8.

"
Finally, as longitudinal fissures are pro-

duced by lateral spreading (Fig. 4), so longi-

tudinal veins are produced by lateral com-

pression. This is best observed where

two tributaries meet at a high angle
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(Fig. 9), as is the case in the formation of

the Mer de Glace, by the tributaries Gla-

Fig. 9.

cier du Geant and Glacier de Lechaud.

All these facts have been experimentally

illustrated by Prof. Tyndall."

Probably the most interesting feature

connected with a glacier is the moraine.

The vein and fissure are characteristics of

its being, but the moraine is a result of its

work ; it is a present, ocular evidence of

the labor performed by the glacier during

centuries of time, in preparing the earth

for the habitation of man. When the

glacier runs through a mountain channel,

as do those in the Alps, the friction of the

ice against the mountain wall on each

side tears loose fragments of rock of vary-

ing size and carries them with it in its

course, producing what is known as a

lateral moraine
;
when tributaries meet,

the adjacent lateral moraines produce in

the resulting glaciers a medial moraine.

At the lower end of the glacier is a mass

of rocks and sand composed of the mat-

ter of the lateral and medial moraines and

the debris carried down on the bottom of

the glacier, which is called the terminal

moraine. It is a heterogeneous mass of

mud, sand, gravel, and boulders of all

sizes. Here the glacier dies and leaves

its legacy ; water separates the finer ma-

terials and deposits them over the valleys

below forming a soil for the growth of

vegetation.

One substance, then, in a crystalline

form, by the labor of centuries, renders

a planet with a solid rocky crust suita-

ble for the habitation of varied and

beautiful phases of vegetable and animal

life
;

in its liquid form it carries nourish-

ment from place to place for that life, thus

perpetuating it ; and in a gaseous form, by

its expansive power directed and con-

trolled by the genius of man, it ministers

to the wants of the highest type of animal

life, surrounding it with conditions and

circumstances and possibilities, the result

of whose future development it is impos-

sible at present to conceive..

OBSERVATIONS ON THE
CHAMELEON.

BY 0. R. BACHELER, M. D.

[Medical Missionary at Midnapore, India.]

Having recently come in possession of

a family of these interesting little animals,

I have found both pleasure and instruction

in studying their habits. Others of the liz-

ard tribe are not averse to, and many seem

to prefer, the vicinity of men, while the

chameleon always seeks the deep jungle,

away from observation.

A woman from the jungle who hap-

pened to discover their haunts has brought

me at different times eight, one large and

seven smaller ones, apparently of the same

family. A large bird-cage keeps them se-

curely, but they are turned out upon the

grass, or placed on trees in the garden,

for an hour or two daily, while a boy is

employed to watch them, catch grasshop-

pers, and feed them. In the cool of the

morning and evening they are not in-

clined to wander
;

but when the sun is

hot, if they find they are not watched, they

are pretty sure to make for the largest

trees, and then there must be a general

turn-out of spare hands to look them up
and capture them. As their quickest pace

is only about five feet per minute, they are

never able to get far away, unless too long

neglected. There is great difficulty in

finding them sometimes, even though we
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may know pretty nearly where they are,

such is their adroitness in concealing them-

selves.

We have a small gardinia-tree, the top

not three feet in diameter, and the foliage

not dense enough to conceal one of them,

and yet, after half a dozen of them had

been placed upon the branches, I have

looked for two or three seconds without

being able to distinguish one, though on

looking more intently I could see the

whole without difficulty. So, to enable us

to see them when they wander, we tie a bit

of scarlet Berlin wool around their loins,

which enables us to trace them easily.

Sometimes when on the trees the scarlet

wool may be seen bright in the sunshine

when the little animals themselves are quite

invisible.

The chameleon has been an object of

curiosity the world over on account of its

power to change its color, but its power to

change its form is not less remarkable.

Sometimes it assumes the form of a dis-

consolate mouse sitting hium in a cor-

ner ; again, with back curved and tail

erect, it resembles a crouching lion, which

no doubt gave origin to its name, chaniai-

leon, or ground-lion. By inflating its sides

it flattens it belly, and viewed below takes

the form of an ovate leaf. The tail is the

petiole, while a white serrated line, which

runs from nose to tip of tail over the

belly, becomes the midrib. Still again

throwing out the air, it draws in its sides,

and at the same time expands itself up-

ward and downward till it becomes as thin

as a knife, and then viewed from the side

it has the form of an ovate leaf without a

midrib but with the serrate line of the

belly and the serrated back becoming the

serrated edges of a leaf. When thus ex-

panded it also has the power to sway itself

over so as to present an q(\q,q to an ob-

server, thus greatly adding to its means of

concealment.

I have studied the changes of color with

much interest. In its normal state of rest

it is of a light pea-green, at times blend-

ing with yellow. The least excitement,

as in handling, causes a change. The

ground-work remains the same, but trans-

verse stripes appear running across the

back and nearly encircling the body in a

full-grown animal, numbering about thirty,

and extending from head to tip of tail.

These stripes occupy about the same

amount of space as the groundwork, and

are most susceptible to change of color.

At first they become deeply green, and if

the excitement continues, gradually change
to black. When placed upon a tree the

groundwork becomes a deep green and

the stripes a deeper green or black, and

so long as they remain on the trees the

color does not change. The prevailing

idea, that they take on the peculiar hue of

the foliage among which they happen to be,

is, I think, erroneous. We have placed

them on the scarlet leaves of the dracaena

and among the red flowers of the acacia,

with no change from the prevailing green.

My largest specimen measures from

nose to tip of tail, fourteen inches, the

body and tail being about equal
—the cir-

cumference of the largest part of the body
about six inches. The legs are thick and

muscular. The form of the feet, so far

as I am aware, has no parallel in the ani-

mal kingdom. They resemble two hands

placed palm to palm and divided to the

wrist. The outer palm has three minute

fingers armed with sharp, curved claws,

while the inner has but two. Opened to

its full extent it clasps a space of about

two inches. Hands and feet are much
the same, except that the feet are some-

what larger and thicker. The entire body
is covered with armor. This consists of

oval plates placed edge to edge. There

are about nine hundred to the square

inch, giving on my largest specimen, by

estimate, thirty-two thousand f)lates. The
color has its seat in the armor.
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The tail coils up into a ring quite close

to the body, when not required for use.

The feet and tail have great power of pre-

hension. The animal will clasp a branch

with either so firmly that considerable

force is necessary to detach it. Giving

the tail a turn round a twig they will

throw the body forward and grasp another

branch a foot or more away, and so move

from branch to bninch. At night they

hang themselves up, sometimes by the

t^ail only, or by the tail and one or more

of their claws, and so sleep.

The eyes are cones about one fourth of

an inch in diameter, one-half projecting

beyond the socket, completely covered

with armor, except at the point where

the pupil is seen. This is about the size

of the head of a large pin, set in a deli-

cate ring of burnished gold. The eyes

act independently of each other, the cones

rolling freely in all directions, one often

looking straight forward while the other

is turned backward, giving them a most

comical appearance.
The mouth is literally an open sepul-

chre. When opened you see a deep cav-

ern almost down to the stomach, with no

indications of a tongue. At the ramus of

le lower jaw a deposit of whitish, gelatin-

s matter may be seen, covered with a

lick, viscid mucus, On pressing upward
ineath the jaws, a round, fleshy tongue
thrown up, a fourth of an inch in diam-

r and extending deep into the throat,

le point of which is covered by the

iatinous deposit before mentioned, much
;e the swab on the rammer of a cannon,

'here are no teeth, but the edges of the

iws are serrated to serve the purpose of

izing and holding its game.
The lot of the chameleon is to live on

I
trees and subsist on insects. Its motions

Ie

sluggish. It lies close upon a branch,

suming a form and color suitable to con-

lalment, with its mouth wide open. Its

Bcid mucus serves to attract insects, and

.0

the moment they come in contact with it

they are securely caught. When within

two or three inches, the tongue is thrust

out like a flash, the intruder is caught on
the swab and drawn into the mouth. The

tongue is then drawn down the throat

carrying the victim alive into the stom-

ach. Beyond this we are unable to trace

the process. We have seen grasshoppers
to the number of half a dozen thus drawn
in one after another.

Whether the change of color and form

is voluntary or not, I have been unable to

determine. From careful observation I

am inclined to the opinion that it may be

both voluntary and involuntary. Change
of form seems to be quite under control,

and change of color appears to be so at

times.

Their intelligence seems to be of a very
low order. After being separated they

greet one another with open mouth and

a hiss. They manifest no emotion, and

no form of
petti^ng seems to be appre-

ciated. Their instinct is to conceal them-

selves from observation, to climb to the

highest available point, and to lie with

open mouth waiting for their prey to come
to them. The only acti/ity they manifest

is in the use of the tongue, and in this

they are not excelled by any other ani-

mal.— 7'^e Popular Science Monthly.

Cause of Delay.

The Journal is issued this month about

ten days after the usual time. We have

brought it out so late on account of the

usual closing of the schools, and the ab-

sence of teachers on vacation trips. Work
is generally resumed about the middle of

July, and we have so arranged matters that

the July Journal shall make its appear-

ance at the reopening of the schools.

Read and study methods. It is not

enough that you have mastered the several

studies. You should know how to present
them so that others shall be able to com-

prehend them.
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Editorial Department.

The State Superintendency.

The first name presented to the people of

California for the responsible position of

State Superintendent of Public Instruction,

is that of Frederick M. Campbell, for nearly

nine years City Superintendent of Oakland.

Mr. Campbell is now about forty-five years

of age ; he is a practical teacher of nearly

thirty years' experience, entering the pro-

fession as a monitor-teacher in New York

City.

In this State he has taught in various

public schools, and in the old Durant School

or College of California, and in the fifth

class of the present State University. As

City Superintendent of Oakland his career

has been eminently worthy and successful.

It is not too much to say that, by his exer-

tions, the schools of that city have been

raised to a point of efficiency unsurpassed,

if equalled, by those of any other city on

this coast.

To a high regard for an enlightened sys-

tem of popular education, Mr. Campbell
adds broad, comprehensive views on social

and political questions, and administrative

abilities of the highest order. Should he

be elected, the interests of our public schools

will be safe in his hands
; nay, more, they

will be jealously guarded against the en-

croachments of every foe.

Efficient supervision is essential in produc-

ing good schools. The condition in which

the new Constitution places our school sys-

tem, makes the selection of the best men an

imperative duty. The superintendents have

now greater responsibilities than ever be-

fore. In their hands, practically, will rest

the selection of school text-books and the

granting of teachers' certificates. None but

men of the most unquestioned integrity

should be thought of for the office. None
but earnest and cultured teachers should be

nominated and elected.

In our local columns we are pleased to

name teachers and superintendents who have

deserved well of the people. It will be ob-

served that party nominations have had ab-

solutely no influence on our choice More-

over, we but re-echo the sentiments of the

teachers of their respective sections in rec-

ommending them.

Constant effort until the election in Sep-

tember is now the duty of every man and

woman who has the slightest regard for the

welfare of our schools.

The Duty of Every Teacher.

This Journal has always held that teach-

ers have no business in the arena of politics.

But in the choice of school officers, who are

more fit to judge or decide than teachers ?

We, therefore, confidently urge teachers,

both male and female, to take an active part

in the coming political campaign. Let them

exercise every iota of influence they possess

in favor of the best men for superintendents.

More Nominations.

The Democratic State Convention places

in nomination for the State School Superin-

tency, Henry C. Gesford, now Superin-

tendent of Napa county. Mr. Gesford is

a young man, we believe, about twenty-four

years ot age. He has served the people of

Napa county faithfully and acceptably. Mr.

Gesford is a practical teacher, and has been

very successful in his school-room work.

He is an ambitious student and a progres-

sive man.

A nomination made by the Workingmen,
for the same office, is N. G. Burch of Santa

Barbara. This gentleman is entirely un-

known to fame. We do not know even if

he is a teacher.
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A^nother Nomination.

As we go to press, the news reaches us of

the nomination by the New Constitution

Party, of Azro L. Mann of San Francisco,

for the State Superintendency. Mr. Mann
was formerly Latin and Greek Professor in

the Boys' High School in this city, and has

served nearly two years as City Superin-
tendent. He has been a frequent contrib-

utor to the Journal.
We shall probably say more on the sub-

ject of his candidature in our August num-
ber.

SCIENCE RECORD.
This Record is under the editorial charge

of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-
munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

From an English paper we obtain the follow-

ing account of a remarkable ship :
*< For the

last six years the Rev, C. M. Ramus, rector of

East Guildeforde and Playden, England, has

held his invention of the polyspheric ship at the

disposal of the Admiralty. This vessel, it is

calculated, will skim the seas at the rate of

forty miles an hour or more. The word 'skim '

discloses the secret of the idea, for the inven-

tion is mainly based on the fact that if a vessel

can be made by the mere force with which it

moves to ride over the waves instead of driving

through them, there is prima facie evidence to

believe that a much higher speed than anything

yet reached will be achieved. The principle of

Mr. Ramus' invention consists in making the

bottom of the vessel a series of inclined planes.
In 1872, Mr. Ramus made a model, having its

bottom composed of two parallel and consecu-

tive inclined planes, or the vessel may be de-

scribed as made up of two wedges, the thick

ends of which are placed abaft the thin ends.

There is thus in the center of the vessel a ridge
where the thin end of the afternmost wedge
ibuts against the thick end of 'the foremost.

^Any floating body thus shaped must, when
driven forcibly through the water, lend to rise,

and if the speed is high enough it will rise on

the surface, instead of driving through the

I

water. These facts were demonstrated by some
rough experiments made in the presence of cred-
itable witnesses. The propelling power in these

[""""•'""""'''""'

the model, weighing three pounds three ounces,

ran a distance of one hundred and five yards in

three seconds. In another, it ran four hundred

and eighty feet in four and one-half seconds, the

water being rippled by a strong breeze
; but in

spite of this, the deck was found to be dry.

The principle underlying these models may be

taken advantage of to construct wedge-shaped

ships, for it has been demonstrated that the re-

sistance to such vessels, which at first increases

about as the square of their velocity, decreases

as the speed is augmented, until after a certain

period there is no further increase ol resistance.

Given the required machinery, then, for pro-

pelling the polyspheric ship, and there seems

every probability that a speed of forty miles an

hour or more can be attained."

At a recent meeting of the French Academy,
M. de Magnac read a memoir on a new nautical

instrument, which he calls a navisphere. It is

described as a simple instrument, showing at

once and without calculation the names of the

stars above the horizon at any given moment,
with their attitudes and azimuths to within one

degree. In addition, it gives with a near ap-

proximation the angular course and distance be-

tween two points on the arc of a great circle.

It also solves sphericle triangles in all cases.

In short, it is claimed that by the aid of this

instrument all the problems of navigation can

be rapidly solved with sufficient exactness for

the sailor's use. The navisphere has been al-

ready tried on the Atlantic steamboat Washing-
ton with excellent results. The name of the

inventor is not given in the French papers, but

the description rather suspiciously resembles that

of a similar invention by Prof. Hill of Boston,

a year or two ago.

James M. Carroll claims to have discovered the

mysteries of the gyroscope, and demontrated a

new law of motion. He avers that all bodies

moving in right lines change their distance from

the center of gravity, and consequently their

weight at every moment, and that when moving
in curves, whether concentric with the circle of

the earth or otherwise, the tangential force, an-

tagonizing with that of gravity, serves to change
their weight also. Hence he lays it down as

the fourth law of motion that a body is of uni-

form weight when at rest only.

The Manilla natives indulge in a most extra-

ordinary luxury, consisting of duck's eggs, which
are brooded until the young are just beginning
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to be fledged, and are then boiled. These em-

bryo ducklings are swallowed with as much rel-

ish at the roadside stalls and street-corners as we

enjoy in a plate of oysters on the half shell.

In the coral known as
s^tylasteridce the nurse

structures on which the eggs are developed, rep-

resent polyps, which have become solely repro-

ductive in function just as the dactylozoids have

become solely tentacular in function. Hence in

these colonies certain members of the community
devote themselves to the catching of food, but

cannot eat it themselves ; they deliver it to

other members of the colony, whose only func-

tion is to eat and digest it. These latter nour-

ish the whole colony by supplying blood to it

through the common circulation as the products

of their digestion ;
in several genera they have

become reduced to the condition of mere stom-

achs, having no tentacles or prehensile organs

of their own. Other members again of the col-

onies neither catch food nor eat it, but are en-

tirely devoted to the production of eggs and

larvae, and have thus become reduced to the

condition of mere egg-bags.

The greatest depth, thus far ascertained, is in

the Pacific, about 35*^ north latitude and 150"

east longitude
—about five and a quarter miles.

-Notes by
'' A Naturalist on the Challengery

THE PLANETS IN JULY.

Mercury \^ an evening star, setting on the loth

at 8:35 P. M., one hour and thirty-five minutes

after the sun
;
on the 20th, at 8:27 P. M., and on

the 30th at 8:05 P. M. He is near the moon on

the 2ist, and at the greatest distance from the

sun on the last day of the month.

Venus IS an evening star, setting on the loth

at 9:27 P. M ;
on the 20th, at 9 P. M.; and on

the 30th at 8:41 P. M She is near the moon on

the 23rd.

Mars rises on the loth twenty minutes after

midnight; on the 20th at 11:50 P. M.; and on

the 30th at 11:19 P. M. He is near the moon on

the nth.

Jupiter x\<>t'i on the lotli at 11:07 P. M.; on the

20th at 10:25 P. M.; and on the 30th at 9:41 P.M.

He is stationary among the stars on the 2nd, at

which date he commences his retrograde move-

ment, which will continue until October 29th.

He is near the moon on the 8th.

Saturn rises on the loth nine minutes after

midnight ;
on the 20th at 11:28 P. M., and on the

30th at 10:45 P- ^M ^"d is visible during the

night after the times indicated. He is near the

moon on the nth, and stationary among the

stars on the 29th. His retrograde movement

continues until December 13th, 1879.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

Some time ago we discovered a novel

method, more curious than useful because

of limited application, of dividing by num-

bers whose figures are 9's, with or without

the exception of the unit figure.

The following examples are published,

as illustrations of this method. If the

principles of the operations are not clear,

an analysis will be given in the next num-

ber of the Journal :

Example i.—Divide 132,247 by 997. I

997)1321247
396

643

Quotient, 132 ; rem., 643.

It will be observed that there are three

figures only required in the operation.

Example 2.—Divide 245,831 by 993.

993)2451831
1715

2|546
14

=;6o

Quotient, 245 -f 2= 247 ; rem., 560.

Proposition 4.
— The exponent of a

given quantity in a product must equal

the sum of the exponents of that quantity

in both multiplicand and multiplier.
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Problem i6.—
a-*-j- 3 jf V + 2j^^ 120 (l)

2X2-\-xy
—j^= 140 (2)

jt"—2 Xy— 3.>'^= 20 by subt.
(
i
)
from (2)

X:,-\-3XJ'+2y2=i20 (1)

5 ^.^'+5-^"'"= lOO by subt. (3) from (
i )

XJ'-ij''=20 (5)

2xy-\- 2v^= 40 (6)

AT^-f .rj^= 80 (7) by subt. (6) from (
i
)

xy-\-y-=2Q (5)

x'*-\- 2 xy -{-y -.= 100

x-\-y=: 10

j>(x+y) = 20 (5)

.r= 8

We would solicit the contributions of

problems together with their solutions,

when it is found convenient to send the

latter. Clear and concise analyses of prin-

ciples will always be acceptable.

Communications have been received

from H. P. Carlton, W. H. Larew of

Mariposa, John Dooner of Linden, Wm.
Burton of Garden Valley, El Dorado

county, Edward P. Smith, M. D. Gage of

Camptonville, Lorenzo Jared of Santa Ma-

ria, and Geo. R. Bissell of West End, Ala-

meda county, all of which are gratefully

acknowledged.

We must apologize to these gentlemen

for not publishing their solutions, by stat-

ing that the work of this department was

completed at the beginning of June, the

vacation month, and before their favors

had reached us.

We thank Mr. Burton for calling atten-

tion to the false statement in Problem 9 :

Log 15 : log 17 : : Sin D : DBC.

It should read, ,

IS : 16 : :Sin D : Sin DBC.

Henry Kiddle, Superintendent of New
York City, has resigned. The cause of ed-

ucation loses one of its ablest minds, and

New York one of its best officials.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Our record closes on June 30th.

The young Prince Imperial of France, Na-

poleon, who joined the English army in South

Africa, a short time ago, against the Zulus, has

met his death at the hands of the savages. His

mother, the Ex-Empress Eugenie, is utterly pros-
trated by the blow, and is scarcely expected to

survive.

Through the influence of England and France
the Khedive of Egypt has been deposed by the

Sultan. At the request of the latter, he abdi-

cated in favor of his son Mohammed.

An insurrection against President Diaz has

broken out in Mexico. Thus far, there have
been no active operations, though extensive prep-
arations have been made on both sides.

Three political conventions have met and made
nominations for State officers in California. The

Republicans nominated for Governor George C.
Perkins of San Francisco

;
the Workingmen,

W. F. White of Santa Cruz
;
and the New Con-

stitution Party, Dr. H. J. Glenn of Colusa,
The Democrats have as yet made no nominations,

The river Danube is flooding the country
through which it runs, and the high water is

doing great damage.

The propagation of California trout in the

streams of New York is proving a great success.

William Lloyd Garrison died at New York

June 2ist.

The war between Peru on one side and Chile
and Bolivia on the other, still continues with
considerable activity, though no decisive action
has yet been fought. The latest news item is

that the Peruvian ironclad Huascar recently bom-
*

barded Antofogasta and captured two Chilean

transports.

The ninety-third yearly Directory of New
York city shows an increase of population for

the year of 43,000. It is said that the popula-
tion of that city and its two principal suburbs,

Brooklyn and Jersey City, is not far from 2,000,-
000.

The first subscription of 2,000,000 francs, in

connection with the Darien canal, has been taken
in Paris. It is believed that the enterprise will

be pushed energetically forward, under the di-

rectorship of Monsieur de Lesseps, the construc-

tor of the Suez canal.

Congress is still in session. 'I'he appropria-
tions have not all been passed, and the people
have been taxed for buncombe and political har-

angues rather than for work.

The Moff"at Bell-Punch for recording the sale

of drinks has been adopted in Texas. It has

proved a profitable source of revenue in Vir-

ginia.
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General Goby has deposed the President of

Paraguay and seize?, upon the Government.

Immigration is greatly increasing this year from

every part of Europe.

M. Etna has been in active eruption for the

past month, and Vesuvius shows signs of in-

creased activity.

On June nth, the Emperor William of Ger-

many celebrated his golden wedding. He is

eighty-two, and his wife sixty-eight years old.

Alexander Solovieff, who attempted the assas-

sination of the Emperor of Russia last April,
was convicted before the Supreme Tribunal of

belonging to an association for the overthrow of

the Slate, and suffered capital punishment on

June loth.

Corrected estimates of the cost of the several

routes proposed for the Atlantic-Pacihc ship ca-

nal are as follows : For the Tehuantepec project,

^{^30. 000,000, without cost of terminal ports ;
for

the Nicaragua, ;i^28, 500,000 ;
the Panama, /^43,-

000,000 ; the San Bias, ^^52,000,000 : the At-

vato Nipipi ^^44,000,000.

and

t

Personal.

A curious scene was witnessed a few weeks
since in London at a reception given by Lady
Salisbury. In one of the corridors leading to

the apartment in which the guests were assem-

bling Lord Beaconsfield and Mr. Gladstone met
face to face. They came upon each other sud-

denly and unexpectedly, and there being no

])assage through which one or both could re-

treat, they were obliged by common courtesy to

speak. They did more ; they shook hands,
and talked. It was the first time for several

ears that the two chieftains had met, and more
ce they had exchanged words. The breach,

any existed between them in private life, was
id to have been permanently widened by the

ctures which the ex-Premier once took occa-

sion to pronounce upon the Premier, and for the

utterance of which Mr. Gladstone was accused
of personal animus. Lord Beaconsfield at the

time was said to have registered a vow that he
would procure certain evidence of Mr. Glad-
stone's enmity, and expose it to the world, but

he never did so : perhaps he forgave his enemy,
or, more probable still, because the witnesses

were not obtainable.—Ilarper''s Weekly.

Miss Josie Baker, daughter of Professor O. H.
Baker of Indianola, Illinois, is a tutor of the

Greek language at Simpson College in that

place. She is only sixteen years of age, but

ads and writes Greek fluently. She is also

ually proficient in mathematics and Latin, and
ore or less familiar with French and German.

Governor Talbot of Massachusetts, is a thought-
ful and gallant Executive. Recently he pre-
sented the pen with which he signed the bill

Iiving

women the right to vote for school com-

uttees, to a young lady who was very active in

Lieutenant Clem, famous as the "drummer-
boy of Chickamauga," is to be Professor of Mil-

itary Science and Tactics at the Galesville Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

The river Lena, in Siberia, remains frozen for

nine month in the year.

Miss Julia E. Smith, having attained to years
of discretion—eighty-six

—was married on the

9th of April to Mr. Amos G. Parker, who had
ai rived at the same maturity. Miss Smith was
the last of the two famous "

Glastonbury sis-

ters," who for many years had resisted the de-
mands of the exacting tax-gatherers because de-
nied the privilege of franchise. Since the death
of her sister Abby, a year ago, Miss Smith has
felt great loneliness, added to which her warm
attachment for Mr. Parker, a hale and hearty
gentleman, a lawyer and a poet, and very intel-

ligent an;i agreeable, induced her to enter the

marriage state. She is quite wealthy, and the

arrangement is pronounced to be one that will pro-
mote the comfort and happiness of each. —Bazar.

Educational.

A majority report of the Boston School Board's
Committee on Salaries recommends reductions

aggregating $43,336 for next year.

At the recent meeting of the Department of

Superintendence, National Teachers' Associa-

tion, held in Washington, J. D. Philbrick, of

Boston, Educational Commissioner at the Paris

Exposition, spoke on the subject of the American
Exhibit at Paris, and kindred topics. The

speaker dwelt upon the obstacles which tended
to prevent a successful educational exhibit at

Paris. The small appropriation granted, the

cramped space allowed, and the discouragement
caused among educators by these hindrances,
were the main difficulties. Nevertheless, the

exliibit was highly creditable, and was univer-

sally conceded to be so. Though only a small

space was occupied, twenty-eight more prizes
were obtained than by any other country except
France. One-sixth of all the prizes awarded
Americans were awarded by the Educational

Department, though only i-ioo of the American

space was occupied by the exhibit. Special
attention was called to the completeness of the

exhibit in the branch of educational literature,
in which the United States surpassed all other

countries. It comprised 2500 volumes, made up
of all the living text-books of the country, re-

ports from states, etc. The special exhibit of

the Bureau of E)ducation was complimented.
In a bill introduced into the French Assembly
to establish an educational buieau, it was spe-

cifically provided thai it should be modeled after

that of the United States.

He said that in the matter of higher female

education, the United Slates surpasses all other

countries. In this connection he told what an

interest the wife of Jules Simon, one of the first

men in France, took in female education, and
what zeal she showed in studying the condition
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of such education in the United States. As a

result of this study, a bill is now before the

French Assembly to extend such education in

that country.
—lozua Normal.

The National Educational Association will

meet in Philadelphia, July 29th. The programme
is well under headway, and a strong effort is be-

ing made to get greatly reduced rates on the

railroads. The President, John Hancock of

Dayton, Ohio, will leave no stone unturned to

make the meeting a great success.

Henry Kiddle, the eminent New York Super-
intendent, has written a book on Spiritualism.
We have read copious extracts from it, and we
must say that it is a lot of undiluted twaddle.

Spiritualism may be a grand and good thing,
but Mr. Kiddle, like many of his predecessors
in the same field, fails, lamentably, to show that

it is true. If ]\Ir. Kiddle were on trial for his

life, and condemned to die on such evidence as

he adduces in support of Spiritualism, he would

probably consider his fate hard and his sentence

palpably unjust.
In the meantime, there is great excitement

in cultivated circles in New York, and a general

opinion that Mr. Kiddle's usefulness as super-
intendent has been impaired if not destroyed.

In Boston, where the system of annual elec-

tion of teachers has prevailed, a change is to be
made. Teachers are hereafter to hold for three

years instead of one. There is a party which favors

the extension of this period even to election for

good behavior and efficient service. This latter

system has been used in San Francisco for nine

years, and has "worked admirably in every way.

Educational Intelligence
FROM

STATES AND COUNTIES.
CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

The school census for 1879 shows an increase

in the number of school children for the cur-

rent year. Census Marshal Swift reports there

are in the county 30,895 white boys, between

the ages of 5 and 17 years ; 30,888 white girls ;

170 colored boys, and 147 colored girls; also

5 Indian girls between the ages mentioned.

There are 23,698 white children and no col-

ored children under 5 years of age. There are

also 2,221 Chinese children under 17 years of

age. 35,328 white and 164 colored children

between 5 and 17 years old have attended pub-
lic schools during the year ; 7,205 white, 14

^
colored, and 5 Indian children have attended

private schools
; 19,250 white and 139 colored

children have not attended any school. 622 Chi-

nese between 5 and 17 years old have attended

school ;
28 deaf and dumb children and 12 blind

children between 5 and 21 years have been in

attendance during the year. 18,889 children are

native born, with both parents native born
;

10,397 children are native born with one parent

foreign born ; 55,882 are native born, with both

parents foreign born. Total number of children

under 17 years of age in the county is 88,104,

an increase of 7,816 over last year.

George Gossman, M. A., is the candidate of

the Workingmen for Superintendent of this city.

The other paraes have not, as yet, made their

nominations.

Tha reduction of 1 100,000 in the school esti-

mate evidently does not suit Mayor Bryant, who

has vetoed the tax levy, on the ground that fur-

ther retrenchment is necessary. The usual re-

sults of all this remarkable zeal for the inter-

ests of the dear people will follow. School-

teachers' salaries will be cut down twenty or

twenty-five per cent., and our honest and zeal-

ous city officials will show at the end of the

fiscal year a great saving in running the city

government.
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

The teachers of this county are unanimously
in favor of the re-election of J. C. Gilson to the

superintendency. And Mr. Gilson more than de-

serves the compliment. It is rarely that a com-

munity is served by so able, so conscientious,

and so impartial an official. The schools of

the county show the plainest evidence of his zeal

and efficiency.

The usual annual election of teachers for the

Oakland schools took place early in June. There

was but one important change, the election of

Mr. Fowler in place of C. T. Johns, in the prin-

cipalship of the Prescott Grammar School.

Supt. Ingham is doing splendid work in the

Alameda schools ;
and from what we hear it is

evidently appreciated. He has done more to

thoroughly organize the work of that department
and to make it uniform than has been done for

two years past. Prof. Ingham is just the ma
for the place, and the Alameda people will do

well to keep him in it.

There are 11,585 children in Oakland between

five and seventeen years of age.

Mr. Galbraith, who has had charge of the

large school at Haywards for the past term, has

given great satisfaction by his very successful

management he will undoubtedly be retained

in that position.
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The census children of the Alameda school

district, as shown by the census returns, was for

the school year closing July ist, 1878, 1,054.

The Census Marshal is already satisfied that the

number of such children for the school year

closing July 1st, 1879, will reach nearly, if not

quite, 1,300. This would seem to indicate un-

mistakably the necessity, in the near future, of

increased school accommodations.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

The annual Instiiure of this county was held

in San Jose June 3rd, 4th, and 5th. The editor

of the Journal was present, and took part in

the work of the sessions, as did Profs. Allen,

Moore, and Braly of the Normal School. There

were about one hundred and twenty teachers in

attendance, including some of the most promi-
nent teachers in the Stale, such as Oliver of Gil-

roy ; J. (i. Kennedy of San Jose ;
Rousseau

of Sania Clara
; Klenk, Mrs. Hollenbeck, T.

E. Kennedy, and Lightall of San Jose ;
Foss

and Isaman of Mountain View, and many others.

The usual subjects were discussed. President

Stratton of the Pacific University, delivered an

able evening lecture. We shall speak at length

of the San Jose schools and their teachers in our

next issue.

Supt. L. J. Chipman has been renominated for,

and will undoubtedly be re-elected to the county

superintendency. He has well deserved this

endorsement, for he is one of those painstaking

and conscientious officials who do more than the

letter of the law requires. We are pleased to

bear this testimony to his merit as a man and

his efficiency as a public servant.

Prof. George Rleeburger, who was recently

principal of the San Diego schools, and to

whose culture and intelligence we can person-

ally testify, has been elected to a chair of the

Natural Sciences in the State Normal School.

Prof. Kleeburger is an acquisition to that insti-

tution
; and we are pleased to see him where his

light can shine more brightly than at San Diego.

Mr. J. B. Finch has been re-elected City Super-

intendent of Schools of San Jose.

Mr. G. E. Lightall has been re-elected to a

Grammar principalship ;
and Mr. Foss, formerly

assistant in the Santa Clara St. School, has been

transferred to the principalship of a Grammar

School.

James G. Kennedy has been re-elected to the

. high school principalship of San Jose ; T. E.

Kennedy, vice-principal ; and J. F. Klenk, as-

sistant. Mrs. F. E. Sawyer, who has charge of

the first-grade in th? Santa Clara Sireet school,

will also teach some of the high school classes.

This is a corp of fine teachers, who deserve

better salaries than San Jose pays.

The graduating class of 1879 of the San Jose

High School numbered fourteen.

HUTTE COUNTY.

A report in the Butte Record gives a good ac-

count of the school in Concow district. It says :

"Neither haying, sheep-shearing, hot weather,

nor the approach of Fourth of Julv can dampen
the interest in this school." Under the care of

Mr. Lant and a corps of lady teachers it is be-

coming a great success.

The election of trustees in Chico is going to

be a lively affair. The churches, the "bloody-

shirt" element, and the *'New Constitution,"

are all engaged in the fight, and the action will

be vigorous.

The School Census Marshal at Chico has re-

ported 802 children entitled to school money ;

456 white and 14 colored children have attended

public school during the year; ill white and 20

Indians have attended private schools. Nearly

200 white children, (between 5 and 7 years old)

both whose parents are native born, have never

attended school.

Among the candidates nominated for the su-

perintendency of this county is Mr. S. S. Boyn-

ton of Oroville. The readers of the Journal
are familiar with Mr. Boynton's name. We are

glad to have an opportunity to testify to his

merits, both as a gentleman of culture and taste,

and as an educator in the highest sense of the

term. He is a man who will never stand still

educationally, for he thinks.

COLUSA COUNTY.

The Board of Supervisors of this county is an

exceptional body of sensible officials. They pos-

itively appreciate ability and honest performance

of duty. So they have raised the salary of

School Superintendent Houchins to $1,500 a

year. In this day of retrenchment, when noth-

ing is retrenched except the allowance for schools

and the salaries of teachers, this is the most re-

markable instance of common sense and common

honesty of which we have heard.

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY.

Prof. William Crowhurst, principal of the .Som-

ersville school, has resigned that position. The

coal-mines in the vicinity 01 that place wore upon

f OF THK
f UNIVERSITY
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his health, compelling him to seek a clearer and

purer atmosphere.

The Clayton school, under care of Mr. A. L.

Pratt for three years, is reported in a very

flourishing condition. Mr. P.'s salary has been

raised, which shows that his ability and energy
are appreciated. The school has gained a rep-
utation for punctuality, and in May not a single

pupil was tardy, a success that few teachers can

reach. The Primary is under charge of Mrs.

Clayton, a thorough, practical teacher. They
have a good building, well furnished, and with

pleasant surroundings.

Deer Valley school district has doubled its

census in the last two years, owing to the growth
of the coal-mining town of Judsonville. Mr.

J. L. Parker has had charge of the school for

over two years. He has had over twenty years'

experience, and we think it would require that

to teach seventy pupils alone in half a dozen dif-

ferent grades.

Brentwood is a new district, with a fine new

building. Miss Field, the teacher the last term,
has succeeded well.

SOLANO COUNTY.
A high school is to be opened at Dixon on

about the first of August. Private, we suppose.

J. T. Wallace was nominated on the Working-
men's ticket for County Superintendent of Schools.

Prof. A. W, Surphen, principal of the Suisun

school, has received the Republican nomination
for superintendent of this county. This was a

choice eminently fit to be made. Mr. Sutphen
is a teacher of culture and intellect and a man
of integrity. He had a very successful and

popular school at Benicia, and was elected to

the superior position ac Suisun over many com-

petitors. Here his continued success has equalled
the expectations of his most sanguine friends.

He has every requisite for a good superintend-

ent, and he should be elected, as we hope he
will be.

YUBA COUNTY.

Sixteen out of the twenty applicants at the re-

cent examination, passed.

The Board of Education of Marysville passed
a resolution, commending the present corps of

teachers in the public schools, and requesting the

secretary to notify them of their re-election at

their present salaries.

A class of five graduated at the high school in

Marysville in June. The local papers give a

flattering report of all the schools.

For the fourth time Supt. Thomas G. Steel has

been nominated for the county superintendency.
We know he will be re-elected, as there is no more

popular man in the State. For six years he has

served the people of Yuba faithfully, and made
the schools of that county inferior to none in the

State. He is popular with his teachers, who will

undoubtedly turn out en masse in his behalf.

SISKIYOU COUNTY.

The annual Institute of this county was held

in Yreka June loth, iith^ 12th, and 13th. Mrs.

Jeanne C. Carr, Deputy State Superintendent,
and Mr. Lyser of the Journal, attended as con-

ductors. The sessions were well attended, not

only by the teachers of the county, but by trus-

tees and parents. The music by the teachers

was superior to any we have ever heard at any
teachers' institute in the State. The subjects

discussed by the instructors and teachers were

Arithmetic, Language, Composition, Reading,

History, and Geography.

Essays were read by Mfss O'Neal, Mr. C. R.

Hagar, and Supt. Morse, the Institute voting to re-

quest that of the latter for publication. Mr. Geo.

Rice gave a class exercise in Grammar, and Mr.

Lyser some exercises in Mental Arithmetic and

Geography.
Prof. Lowell L. Rogers and Mrs. McKay are

especially to be commended for the excellence of

the musical exercises.

This county has many excellent teachers.

There are more subscribers to the Journal here

than in any other county in this State, in pro-

portion to the teaching force. This session

seemed to be as pleasant and profitable to the

teachers as it was to the conductors.

Resolutions were passed calling for some amend-

ment to Section 7 of the Article on Education of

the New Constitution, and endorsing the Jour-
nal.

Prof. L. L. Rogers, who has been occupying
the pulpit of the Methodist church in Yreka, as-

sumes charge at the beginning of the next school

year of the Ashland College and Normal Insti-

tute, Ashland, Oregon. Prof. Rogers is a gen-
tleman of thorough culture and refinement. He
is a great acquisition to southern Oregon. He
takes with him as Vice-President of the College,

Prof. W. R. Nichols of Yreka, one of the best

teachers in northern California.

Mr. J. W. Putnam, formerly principal of the

Yreka school, has left the profession and is now

engaged in the drug business in Colusa.
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One of the ablest school men in this State,

who has ranked high as an efficient superin-

tendent and a thorough teacher, is William

Duenkel of Yreka. Educated at a German Uni-

versity, his scholastic acquirements are of the

highest order. He is the author of a very prac-

tical little handbook of arithmetical exercises.

While in Yreka, we had the pleasure of meeting

him and also of making the acquaintance of his

genial brother Hermann, a business man in that

city. Mr. Duenkel is just the man for the prin-

cipalship of a large school or academy, or for

the superintendency of some city or county.

Supt. H. A. Morse has been a faithful official

and will undoubtedly be re-elected. His teach-

ers speak well of him, and he is eminently de-

serving of their support. Since he entered on

the duties of his office two years ago, he has

labored hard for the schools of his county.

Among the teachers whose acquaintance we

were pleased to make at Yreka was Mrs. H. M.

McKay, who was, two years ago, the Republican

candidate for superintendent. Mrs. McKay is a

pleasant lady and a first- class teacher. She is

mentally and educationally a valuable member

of any corps of teachers.

SONOMA COUNTY.

The salaries of teachers in the Grammar grades

(jf the Santa Rosa schools have been reduced five

dollars per month.

Dr. T. H. Rose, formerly principal of the

Ilealdsburg public school, has gone to Cincin-

nati to reside. A poem by the Doctor will be

found in the Flag of the 26th ult. Dr. Rose

taught in Marin county last term and sent sev-

eral articles to the Journal.

Owing to the condition of the school fund, the

Petaluma schools will not open until August nth.

The old teachers were re-elected.

Miss Gussie Shannon, the efficient teacher of

Monroe district, treated her pupils to a picnic

recently, taking six wagon loads to Lake Ral-

phine. They'll vote for her next term.

I
EL DORADO COUNTY.

Little Fannie Munson, twenty-one months old,

ughter of Supt. Munson, died recently from

drinking a cup of poison placed on a chair to

kill flies.

t

TRINITY COUNTY.

The Chinese have bought the Grammar School

lilding in Weaverville. This is the old build-

SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

The Isleton school, under care of Mr. E. C.

Humphrey, is doing well. The per cent, of at-

tendance has been ninety-eight, and all the pupils

promoted.

Miss Laura Glenville, in Brannan district, is

teaching her second term. The building has

been moved to a more central and convenient

and pleasant location. The teacher and pupils

are working zealously, and are much encouraged

by the patrons.

The school in Gait has two departments
—Mr.

C. C.Clements principal, and MissC. McKinstry

assistant. The people of Gait have good reason

to be proud of their school-house, the finest in

the county outside the city. With good build-

ings, good trustees, who are untiring in their ef-

forts, and teachers as good as any in the county,

they have especial grounds for pride.

The Elk Grove school, under charge of Mr.

E. H.BraJner, has closed a successful term with

great credit to teacher and pupils.

The school in Prairie district, under Mr. A. E.

Leimbach, is a different school from what it was

three years ago. The school interest then was

at a low ebb, both among parents and pupils.

Now It is a graded school, and above the average

in the county.

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY.

The Institute of this county was convened at

San Luis Obispo June 17th, by Superintendent

F. E. Darke. Dr. Burks was elected Vice-

President and Mr. Armstrong Secretary, The

editor of the Journal attended as instructor, as-

sisted by Deputy Superintendent Jeanne C. Carr

and Prof. W. W. Anderson of Santa Cruz.

This was one of the most pleasant Institutes

it has ever been our good fortune to attend.

The teachers were regular in attendance, earn-

est, interested, and enthusiastic. Only one

teacher in the county failed to put in an ap-

pearance. San Luis may well boast of one

of the finest corps of teachers we ever saw as-

sembled at an Institute gathering in this State.

Supt. Darke is himself an earnest and successful

teacher. J. F. Becket of Arroyo Cirande is a

close student and a faithful, conscientious in-

structor. J. L. Raines and his brother, both at

Morro, are recently from the East. They are

gentlemen of college training, refined and culti-

vated. A Dartmouth man, and who reflects

credit on his Alma Mater, is Mr. C. L. Woods.

Mr. Stringfield is a gentleman of ability, and very
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successful in his work. Other equally meritori-

ous teachers are B. H. Franklin and Mr. De-

peller, who are members of the County Board

of Examination
;

A. F. Parsons, with whose

mathematical ability the readers of the Journal
are familiar

;
Mrs. Armstrong, Miss Holloway,

whose beautiful voice made sweet music to en-

liven the daily sessions, Miss Brown, and others

too numerous to mention.

The subjects discussed were, Discipline, Mor-

als and Manners, Arithmetic, Reading, His-

tory, Geography, etc. A number of teachers

took notes, and expressed their determination to

apply the suggestions of the instructors in their

daily school -room work.

We were disappointed in not meeting Mr. C.

M. Lovett, one of the ablest teachers of this

county and of this State. He is now teaching
in Monterey county. He is a gentleman who is

universally well spoken of, both as a teacher and

a- a man.

Supt. Darke presided with judgment and firm-

ness. He has made an able superintendent and

deserves re-election. We hope he will get it, as

the educational interests of San Luis Obispo will

be advanced by him, and thiit county take a

front rank educationally among the counties of

this State.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

The Institute of this county. Superintendent

J. B. Casterlin presiding, convened at Eureka

June 17th, and continued in session four days.

Prof. Norton of the Normal School was present
as instructor. The attendance was full, and the

interest what might be expected from the thor-

ough efficiency of the superintendent and the

merit of the teachers of this county. Humboldt

stands side by side with San Luis Obispo and

some other favored localities of the state in these

respects. Prof. J. B. Brown, piincipal of the Eu-

reka High and Grammar School, took an active

part in the proceedings of the Institute. Miss Ev-

erheart spoke at length on the subject of " Draw-

ing ;" "Oral Grammar " was discussed by Mr.

Osborne, who also delivered an evening lecture

on the "Sandwich Islands." Mr. Matlick gave
some interesting exercises on the "Theory of

the Tides." Prof. Norton spoke on Natural

History, Geography, and Moral Lessons, His

remarks were, as usual, marked by a broad and

comprehensive knowledge of the subject and a

graphic style of delivery which make them of

absorbing interest. Mr. J. M. Eddy made some

good suggestions on "
Reading "; Mr. Brown on

"
Botany for Beginners "; Mr. Inskip on " Word

Analysis"; Mr. Kellogg and Mr. Leary on

"History"; Miss Elkins on "Reading"; and

Miss Thompson on " Local Geography." After

a few lemarks by the superintendent, the In-

stitute adjourned.

Supt. Casterlin is one of those superintend-

ents who have been intelligent and faithful pub-

lic servants. Under his administration the

schools of Humboldt county have improved

greatly. There is more vitality among teach-

ers, and more interest taken by trustees than

ever before. He should have the support of all

lovers of our free schools for re-election.

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY.

William H. Hobbs, who has already served

two terms as County Superintendent, has been

renominated, and will probably be re-elected.

Mr. Hobbs was formerly a successful teacher in

Soquel, but is now in business. He has been

an earnest friend of the educational progress of

his section, and will get the hearty support of

the teachers of his county.

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY.

There are 2,247 children between five and

seventeen years of age in Stockton.

The LaGrange school, Mr. Westley, teacher,

closed for the summer vacation on the 13th of

June with an evening entertainment. Mr. West-

ley has done good work in this school.

The graduating exercises of the Stockton High

School, A. H. Randall, principal, took place in

Turn-Verein Hall, in that city, June 24th. The

graduating class numbered fourteen. The grad-

uating essays were of a high order of merit, and

reflected great credit on the training of Mr. Ran-

dall and his assistants.

Mr. Randall spends his vacation " way down

East," having left on the overland train to visit

his aged parents in Maine.

A Teachers' Association has been formed in

this county with Supt. S. G. S. Dunbar as Presi-

dent ; M. J. Griffin and Miss Minnie Harkness,

Secretaries ;
and H. Hamilton, treasurer. Great

interest is taken in the society, which meets once

a month.

C. M. Keniston has been nominated for Super-

intendent of Schools in this county, to succeed

Mr. Dunbar. He will probably be elected.

STANISLAUS COUNTY.

The public schools at Modesto seems to be in

good condition, under charge of Mr. Hatton,

Miss Scrivner, and Miss Aull.
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MENDOCINO COUNTY.

About a dozen applicants attended the recent

semi-annual examination. Four dropped out

second day and the balance obtained second-

grade certificates—with one first-grade.

NEVADA.

The Nevada papers are taking an active part

in the discussion on chanties of text-books in the

schools.

The schools of Silver City, Nevada, under

charge of Mr. H. F. Baker, principal of the

Grammar department, closed on 27th ult. The

editor of the Times gave a sewing-machine and

several other prizes to the best pupils in the pri-

mary school. All the schools in Lyon county

are closed until September.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

[For Semi-Annual Examination of Teachers,

June, 1879.]

I
III

I

G E G RA P H Y .

(50 credits.)

1. What part of the United States is

best adapted to the growth of commercial

towns? Give the reason. (5 credits.)

2. Explain, as to a class, what causes a

manufacturing town to grow up in one

place rather than in another. (5 credits.)

3. What commercial advantages do the

Pacific Coast regions possess.'' (5 credits.)

4. What are the uses of mountains in

the economy of nature .-* (5 credits.)

5. Explain in what way a broken and

irregular coast line may be an advantage

to a country 1 (5 credits.)

6. Latitude and longitude. Define these

terms and explain the manner of reckon-

ing each. (5 credits.)

7. Describe the trade winds, and ex-

plain their causes. (5 credits.)

18.

What causes ilie difference of cli-

mate be ween Ireland and Newfoundland .'

(5 credits.)

9. What are the principal groups of vol-

10. Why has San Francisco grown so

rapidly.? (5 credits.)

THEORY AND PRACTICE.

(25 credits.)

1. State what you know about methods

of normal training.

2. State three important i)rinciples in in-

tellectual training.

3. State what you know about Horace
Mann and Herbert Spencer.

4. Arrange the powers of intellect in

the natural order of their development.

5. What are the leading features of the

methods of Pestalozzi .? Of Froebel ?

6. What is the proper way to test a text-

book on geography .?

7. To what extent should the pupil be

aided } How would you teach a child to

rely upon his oivn resources .''

WORD ANALYSIS.

(50 credits^)

Name and define each prefix, root, and

suffix, and give a full definition of the fol-

lowing words :

Deponent, Incorporate, Temporary,

Reanimate, Credible, Perception,

Attentive, Criminal, Proficient,

Exhibit, Docile, Intermit,

Celerity, Finite, Dispel.

(15 words 3 credits each.)

Give a short exercise illustrating your

method of teaching word analysis. ( 5

credits.)

ME.XTAL ARITH.METICS.

(50 credits.)

1. What is 3J per cent, of $70.?

2. Divide
|

of \ by |.

3. A boy bought peaches at the rate of

3 for 2 cents, and sold then at the rate of

9 for 7 cents, what was his gain per cent..?

4. If a ton of hay is bought for
-|

of

the market price and sold for 5 per cent,

more than the market price, what i)er

cent, is gained .'
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5. In what time will $120 gain $40 at

the rate of 10 per cent.?

6. If from my age you take 4- and J
of my age the remainder will be 4 years,

how old am I ?

7. A and B together have 45 marbles,

and A has f as many as B, how many has

each ?

8. If a man can reap -|
of an acre of

wheat in a day, what part of an acre can

he reap in f of a day ?

9. Thirty-five is
-^

of how many times

10?

10. If i6| per cent, is lost by selling a

watch for $40, what did it cost ?

HSTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.

(50 credits.)

1. Give a brief sketch of society in the

Colonies.

2. Give a brief account of the settle-

ment of Pennsylvania.

3. What were the causes of the Ameri-

can Revolution ?

4. Describe the situation of the Ameri-

cans, both men and officers,at Valley Forge-

5. By what was Jackson's Administra-

tion signalized .'' What bills did he return

with a veto 1

6. Give an account of the battle of

Gettysburg.

7. What was the result of the Mexican

war ^.

8. For what are the American people
noted } Mention some of their important

inventions. What particular classes of

machinery have they greatly improved .''

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

(50 credits^

1. Upon what does the intensity of sound

depend } Explain this.

2. What effect has the length of a string

upon the rapidity of its vibration }

3. Explain the achromatic lens }

4. When are colors said to be compli-

mentary }

5. How does frictional electricity com-

pare with voltaic electricity .-^

6. Show how the electric force may be

used to regulate the motion of clocks.

7. Describe the force-pump, and ex-

plain its action.

8. Show how we find the distance a

body will fall in a given time.

9. How many kinds of levers are there,

and in what respect do they differ ?

10. How may we find the specific grav-

ity of a solid that will sink in water ?

Give an example.

ALGEBRA.

(50 credits.)

1. Show that subtracting a negative

quantity is the same as adding an equal

positive quantity.

2. Prove that minus divided by minus

produces plus.

3. Find the value of the following ex-

pression : {x 2mth power times y minus

3mth power) squared, multiplied bv {x
minus 2mth power times y minus 2mth

power) squared.

4. What is the square root of x fourth

power, minus x third power y, plus the

fraction 3 x square ^ square over 4, minus

the fraction x third power y third power
over 4, plus the fraction x fourth power
over 1 6 .^

5. P'ind the value of x in the equa-
tion : square root of the quantity c plus x
is equal to the fraction square root of the

quantity a plus x square, over the square
root of the quantity c plus x.

6. The sum of two numbers is 27, and
the difference of their square 81

; what are
the numbers .''

A review of Fobriger's Drawing Man-
ual AND Drawing Books, already in type,
has been omitted this month for want of

space. For the same reason, notices of
some excellent school text-books from Jones
Bros. & Co., Cincinnati and Philadelphia,
Porter & Coates, Philadelphia, and the best
music-book for advanced pupils we have
ever seen, "The Girls' High School Music
Reader," from Ginn & Heath, Boston, are
deferred until our next issue.
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BOOK NOTICES.

^EW JlLEMENTARY Al.GEBRA, By Shelcoil P.

Sanford, A. M., Professor of Mathematics in

Mercer University, Georgia. Philadelphia :

J. B. Lippincoit be Co. San Francisco: Bil-

lings, Harbourne & Co.

This book, as the naire implies, is strictly an

elementary work. It is a good book, but does
not differ greatly from the other text-books on
the same subject already in use.

One defect of the book is the inaccuracy of
some of the definitions, those of exponent and
coefficient, for exami)le. Points to be com-
mended are the simplicity of the explanations,
the large number of comparatively easy exam-

ples, and particularly the clear and simple ex-

planations and examples in Radicals.
This last point, especially, will make the V)ook

of great service in junior classes of high schools,
and for teachers preparing for examinations.

The Dutch Republic. A History. By John
Lothrop .Motley. 3 vols. 8vo. pp. 579, 582,
and 664. $2.50 per volume. New York :

Harper & Bros. San Francisco : Payot, Up-
ham & Co.

The readers of standard English prose are un-
der still another obligation to those eminent
American publishers, the Flarpers, for a new se-

ries of Hume and Giiibon and Macaulay and

Motley, of which The Dutch Republic is the

initial work.
The unanimous verdict of a generation in two

hemispheres, has, long ago, determined the mer-
its of this work and the rank of James Lothrop
Motley as an historian.

Motley has rescued from a silence, that threat-

ened oblivion, one of the noblest struggles for

freedom ever consecrated by poets' song, by pa-
triots' arms, or martyrs' blood.

All that men can do or dare was done by the

poor Dutch Burghers, who rose and fought, and
after a struggle of eighty years, finally con-

quered the hitherto invincible might of Spain.
And the charm of Motley's histories, his strength
as a writer, his claim to be ranked as a great
historical painter, is just his power to make his

reader realize the scenes he depicts, to sympa-
thize with the down-trodden, to share in his own
regard and veneration for the grand figure of

William the Silent, the great hero of this his-

torical tale—this true romance.
There is at present, a wise reaction, among

our best teachers, against "heavy" books in

three or more volumes, on abstruse subjects,
elaborate in manner and detail, which are placed
on the school library shelves, and never touched

except by the (in this case) very useful mice.

Motley's Dutch Republic does not belong to

this class. The story itself has too living an in-

terest. Our own early history, here in America,
affords too close a parallel. Our Declaration of

Independence itself is modeled after the state-

ment which the sturdy Hollanders put forth to

the world, as a reason for their rebellion against
Phillis H.

But this is pre-eminently a book for the teacher

and for the school library. Well printed on beau-
tiful, clear paper, in large, legible type, its ap-
pearance tempts a closer acquaintance.

Such books have a good reason for being.
They teach patriotism. They inculcate the
highest principles of morality. They interest
the most careless reader, and give a taste
for the purest literature. Next to a standard
History of the United States, every well se-
lected school library should have Hume, and
Macauley, and all of Motley's Histories. And
this series, though inferior to none other as re-

gards paper, or type, or binding, is yet within
the means of all.

Baths and Bathing. Health Primers. New
Vork : D. Appleton & Co.

This is one of the excellent series of Health
Primers. It includes chapters on The Physio-
logical Action of Baths ; The Varieties of Baths

;

Bathing Localities; The Uses of Baths; and
A Visit to a Bath. The chapter on Bathing Ix)-

calities is bright and very interesting ;
and that

on The Uses of Baths suggests some new but

apparently well-supported theories on bathing
which will surprise the reader. Too much bath-

ing is denounced as particularly unwise, and as

productive of cutaneous disease.

Manuals for Teachers. No. I. The Culti-
vation of the Senses. Philadelphia: Eldredge& Brother.

This book is the first of a series of manuals
for teachers, including others on "The Cultiva-
tion of the Memory ";

" On the Use of Words ";
"On Discipline;' and on "Class Teaching."
The book before us contains 96 clearly printed

pages. The chapters treat of "The Senses";" How the Child Gets His First Ideas ";
" How

shall We Cultivate the Child's Senses"; "Ob-
ject Lessons"; " Lessons on Foim and Color,"
etc. etc.

This book is likely to prove of great value to
such teachers as desire to train themselves in

methods of teaching, based on a comprehension
of the true nature of the young and growing
mind. The explanations are corxise and sim-

ple.
The reader comes away with some clear ideas

which are very likely to exercise a beneficial
effect on his school-room work. We take great
pleasure in recommending this book to the atten-
tion of our teachers.

The Natural Resources of the United
States. By}. Harris Patton. New York:
D. Appleton & Co.

This is one of a series of useful little Science
Primers published by the Appletons. It is a
brief and systematic statement of the resources
of our country—its metals of various kinds, coal,
the character of the soil in the different parts,
etc., etc.

There is an immense fund of information com-

prised within the 102 pages of the work, spe-
cially designed for educational work. At the

end, there are twelve pages of questions, sys-

tematically arranged, on each chapter.
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A History of Rome. By R. F. Leighton, Ph.

D. New York : Clark & Maynard.
When we say that this is the first real com-

mon school History of Rome, it will be unneces-

sary to add that it is the best. The student of

ancient history has perhaps not so much felt the

want of a brief, systematic, and readable ac

count of Rome, its history, civilization, and in-

fluence on mankind, as the every day teacher of

ancient history. We believe, however, that this

want has now been fully supplied. This is, in

truth, a scientific history, yet concise and never

uninteresting. We have here no bare record of

dates and events. We are shown the develop-
ment of the Roman people : how they lived and
acted in every stage of their growth. We see

the interior of their houses ; their manners, so-

cial customs, amusements
;
how they dressed,

what arms they wore, and what ornaments.
The maps, plans, and illustrations are very

numerous. Geneaological tables of prominent
characters are also given. Summaries of chap-
ters enable the teacher to have frequent reviews.

One fault we can hardly bear to suggest
—when

all else is so superior. That is the abruptness
with which the work ends. From Constantine

to the end of the Empire, occupies barely twenty

pages of the book. We think this is out of all

proportion. We know that there is much ob-

scurity about the last days of the Empire, but

we believe Dr. Leighton gives entirely too con-

densed, too vague an account of these last hours.

However, this blemish is but slight ;
and the

history is precisely what has long b2en needed
in our high schools and colleges.

LITERARY NOTES.

Articles for Teachers in the

July Magazines.

The July Atlantic Monthly well sustains its usual high

reputation. This magazine is the repository of all that

is purest and best in American literature. Well edited

by W. D. Howells, who stands among the foremost

ten or twelve American writers. Among the principal

articles in this number are "
Massy Sprague's Daugh-

ter'
'

;

" The People for whom Shakespeare Wrote," by

Charles Dudley Warner;
" Recent Modifications in Sani-

tary Drainage," by George E. Waring, Jr. ;
and "

English

Skies," by Richard Grant White.

St. Nicholas for July is
" chuck-full

" of interesting sto-

ries and beautiful illustrations. Among them may be

named " Dru's Red Sea," by Mrs. Mary A. Parsons:
" Blossom-Koy of Tokio," by Prof. W. E. CIrifFis;

" C-lo-

ries," by Sarah Winter Kellogg ; the two serials,
" A Jolly

Fellowship," by Frank R. Stockton; and "
Eyebright,"

by Susan Coolidge ; and also a piece of music,
•' A Patri-

otic March," for four little hands.

There are ten noteworthy articles in the July Popular
Science Monthly. Those specially worthy the attention

of teachers are " Wasted Forces," by William H. Wahl,

Ph. D.
;
"A Study in I>oc'>niotion," by Prof. F,. J. Marey :

"John Stuart Mill," by Alexander Bain
;

" A Question of

Fating," by William Browning, Hh. D
;
"The Condition

of Women from a Zccilogical Point of View," by Prof. W.
K. Brooks; "A Visit to the New Zealand Geysers," by

Clement Bunbury ;
and " Food and Feeding," by Sir Henry

Thompson.

Appleton's Journal has improved so much that it is

now undoubtedly the finest three-dollar magazine in the

world. Only the choicest literature has admission to its

columns. This July issue numbers among its articles an

excellent short story.
"
Ricarda," by Mary Wager-Fisher;

"Reforms in Asiatic Turkey"; "The Midday Inn," by

James Payn ;

"
Conspiracies in Russia," by Carl Blind

;

and " The Queen's Private Apartments at Windsor."

The leading article in the North American Review for

July is entitled •' Our Success at Paris in 1878." and ap-

pears over the signature of the Hon. R. C. McCormick,
United States Commissioner-General at the recent French

Exposition.
" A Russian Nihilist," whose paper on the

"
Empire of the Discontented

"
attracted such wide atten-

tion some months since, contributes a second article under

the title of " The Revolution in Russia " Thomas Hughes
presents next the second and concluding portions of his

article on " The Public Schools of England." The Fourth

paper is by (jeneral O. O. Howard, and aims to tell "The
True Story of the Wallowa Campaign'-' Immediately

following is a contribution from the pen of Dr. George
M. Beard, devoted to "The Psychology of Spiritism."

The next paper is the conclusion of Mrs. Harriet B.

Stowe's article on "The Education of Freedmen " The
issue concludes with a characteristic article from the pen
of Thomas Wentworth Higginson, entitled " Recent Es-

says," in which the late works or the Right Hon. Mr.

Gladstone, Matthew Arnold, and Abraham Hayward are

reviewed.

Among other attractions the Christian Union will pub-
lish during the summer months a series of articles appro-

priate to the season, with the general title
" Summer Out

of Doors," by Chas. Dudley Warner, Rose Terry Cooke,
Frank S. Converse, Charles L. Norton, John Burroughs,
and others. A series of character sketches, portraying
the life of "The Street Laborers of New York," will also

be a feature of the coming months, and short stories by
Constance Fenimore Woolson, Susan Coolidge, Mary E.

C. Wyeth, Elliot McCormick, and others.

Lippincotfs Magazine for July has four or five articles

of even more than usual merit. They are ' Summerland
Sketches

; or, Rambles in the Backwoods of Mexico and
Central America," by Felix L. Oswald

;

" At and After

the Play, JefTerson and Rip Van Winkle," by L.Clarke
Davis

;
and "

English Views of Franklin," by Thomas

Hughes, author of " Tom Brown's School Days."
The July Harper's contains among other articles, the fol-

owing of special interest to teachers: "
Narragansett Pier,"

(illu.strated) ;
"The Land o' Burns," (illustrated) ;

" The

Storming of Stony Point," (illustrated) ; "Fifty Years of

American Art," (illustrated) ;
and " Recollections of

Charles Sumner." To praise this magazine is now almost

a work of supererogation. The illustrations are exquisite

in their finish, and the widening of the pages, and larger

clearer type are in harmony with their beauty.

There is a large number of interesting articles in the

}\x\y Scribncr. Chief among them are: "The Ameri-

can on the Stage," by J. B. Mathews
;

"
Brazil," by Her-

bert Smith
;
"Thomas Moore," by Ri.:hard Henry Stod-

dard
;

" The Metric Reform," by Frederick Brooks
;

" The
Delusions of Clairvoyance," by George Al. Beard; "The
Hooding of the Sahara." by John T. Short; an interesting
short story,

" Friend Barton's Concern," by Mary Hal-
lock Foole; and one of the most beautifully illustrated
articles we have ever seen in a magazine,

" Summer En-
tomology : tramps after Moths and Butterflies," by Ed-
ward A. Samuels.



SCHOOL BOOKS,—1879.—
Ne\v Features. Better Methods.

I. APPLETONS' READERS.
Five Books. By Wm. T. Harris, Supt. of Schools, St. Louis, Mo.

;
A. J. Rickoff, Supt,

^|f Schools, Cleveland, Ohio ; and M.ark Baii ey, Instructor in Elocution, Yale College.

^. NEW AMERICAN HISTORY.
For Schools. By G. P. Quackknhos, LL.D. Incomparably Sujjerior.

3. THE MODEL COPY-BOOKS.
In Six Numbers. IVi't/i sliding copies . A great improvement.

4. SYNOPSIS OF GENERAL HISTORY.
From B. C. 8oo to A. D. 1877. Outlined in Diagrams and Tab'es. By Samukl Wh.i.ard,

A.M., M.D.

5. KRlJSI'S INDUSTRIAL DRAWING COURSES.
TEXTILE DESIGNS. By Charlks Kastner, Director of the Lowell Course of Indus-

trial Art, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
OUTLINE AND RELIEF DESIGNS. By E. C. Cleaves, Professor of Drawing and

Designing, Cornell University.
MECHANICAL DRAWING. By Frank B. Morse, Instructor in Mechanical Drawing,

assachusetts Institute of Technology.

I RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
WORDS, AND HOW TO PUT THEM TOGETHER. Price, 40 cents.

nXUSTRATED LESSONS IN OUR LANGUAGE. Price, 55 cents.

ILLUSTRATED SCHOOL HISTORY OF THE WORLD. Price, $1.50.

KRUSrS ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING. Nine Books. Each, 45 cents.

I^REEN'S

PRIMARY DRAWING CARDS, for Slate and Blackboard Exercises.

^B Two Parts, each 13 cents.kW primers of HISTORY, SCIENCE & LITERATURE.
,
Each, 45 cents.

Descriptive circulars, specimen pages, and price lists, forwarded upon application.

Ipecial

low rates offered for introductory supplies. Teachers will oblige by sending ua

Addms S, APPMWff & SQ., PubUsbem,

,54.9 £• 551 BBOADWA Y, N. Y.



NEW EDITION.

IBSTER'S ONABWDCED.
1928 Pages. 3000 Engravings.

CONTAINS
A SUPPLEMENT OF OVER

4600 NEW WORDS AND MEANINGS,
[SEE PAGE 1539,)

AND A

NEW BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
OF OVER 9700 NAMES,

(SEE PAGE 1703.)

Ancient and Modern, ( including many now living,) giving the Name,
Pronunciation, Nationality, Profession and Date of each.

For the great aid rendered by Pictures in defining, look at the pictures under the

following words in Webster, each illustrating and defining the number of words and

terms named :

Beef, page 129 16

Boiler, page 148 17

Castle, page 203 24

Column, page 253 26

Eye, page 588 \f^
Horse, page 639 45

Moldings, page 851 ..10

Phrenology, page 982 37

Ravelin, page 1089 14

Ships, pp. 1164, 1219 110
§team Engine, p. 1292 .20

Timbers, page 1385 14

Making 343 words and terms defined by the pictures under above X2 words in Web-
Bter's Unabridged, far better than could be done by any description.

Is there any better aid than Webster to help a family to become intelligent ?

GEO. BANCROFT,
J. L. MOTLEY,
FITZ-GREENE HALLECK
N. P. WILLIS,
ELIHU BURRITT,

Warmly indorsed by
RUFUS CHOATE,
B. H. SMART,
W. II. PRESCOTT,
GEORGE P. MARSH,
WM. T. HARRIS,

JOHN G. WHITTIER,
JOHN G. SAXE,
DANIEL WEBSTER.
EZRA ABBOT,
HORACE MANN.

MORE THAN FIFTY COLLEGE PRESIDENTS,

AND THE BEST AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN SCHOLARS.

Pnblislied by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass.

ALSO
Webster's National Pictorial Dictionary-

1040 Pages Octayo. 000 Engravings.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]

No. VI.

A state of rest seems an impossibility to

the heavenly bodies. Motion, rapid motion,

is a characteristic common to all. The

I'*
fixed

"
stars are at such vast distances

from us that their motions are not ap-

parent to the eye ; for, though all are

moving with great velocity, their change
of place even through thousands of years,

has not altered the forms of the various

constellations. The motions of the differ-

ent bodies constituting our solar system,

are easily seen, because these bodies are

21

comparatively near to us. If fifty vessels

were at anchor in a harbor, and they

should each move a few feet in different

directions, an observer would hardly no-

tice their change of position ; but if ten

toy vessels placed a few feet off in a min-

iature pond, should move a few inches,

their change of position would be noticed

at once.

We can see very plainly that the moon
and the planets chans^e their positions con-

siderably as days and months pass by.

Can we determine in what direction these

bodies are moving ? It has been found

that the motion of the planets about the

sun and upon their own axes, is invaria-

bly from "
left to right." To determine

in what direction any planet visible to us,

is moving aboui the sun, imagine a person
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A Part of 'I he T'oose.

B Part of Cerberus.

C Taurus, or Bull of Poniatowskia.

D Part of Serpentarius, or Ophiucus.

E Part of Aquila, 1 he Eagle.

F Part of Antinous.

G Sobieski's Shield.

H Sagittarius, The Archer.

I Part of Capricornus, 1'he Sea Goat.

Ras Alhague.
Left Shoulder of Serpentarius.

Right Shoulder of Serpentarius.

Right Hand of Serpentarius.
End of The Serpent's lail.

Face of The Bull.

Altair.

Horn of The Sea (ioat.

Head of The Archer.
The MilU-dipper in Sagittarius.
The Archer's Bow and Arrow.
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standing upon the planet, facing towards

the sun, and having his arms extended

along the zodiac. The planet is really

moving in the direction in which the per-

son's right hand would point. The two

interior planets, Venus and Mercury, when

(^^

moving from the point of greatest dis-

^Btance from the sun as evening stars, to a

similar point as morning stars, seem to

move from right to left
;

but really they

are continuing their course around the sun

in the same left-to-right direction.

In the same way we can determine very

nearly in what direction the earth is mov-

ing at her rapid rate of 66,000 miles per

hour, about the sun. It is necessary to

know the position of the zodiac in the

heavens in the day-time as well as the

night-time, if, at any hour of the twenty-

four, we wish to find the direction of the

earth's motion about the sun. We can

learn the position of the zodiac, if we

know, at sight, the twelve constellations

^^through which it passes. Ten of these

[^constellations can be seen by observing

the stars in the evening and in the morn-

ing of the same twenty-four hours. The

light of the sun prevents our seeing the

other two. Two months later, these two

can be seen in the morning.

By careful observation, one will notice

which of these constellations are appar-

ently nearest to the North Star, and which

are farthest from that star. This knowl-
'

^^edge, and the fact that the sun is always

^Kvithin the zodiac, will enable one to de-

^Bermine very nearly the position of the

^^Kodiac above the horizon in the day-time.

^HAs one could easily determine the position
• of a circle, if half of its circumference

were in sight, so with half the zodiac

I^Kibove

the horizon, one could determine

^"the position of the other half, and the

position of a plane that would extend

through the whole. The sun is always in

this plane, and so is the earth, and any ob-

server on the earth. It is sufficiently defi-

nite to say that a line from the sun to a

person stationed anywhere on the earth,

would be in this plane, and that the per-

son would be at the center of the plane,

its circumference being within the zodiac.

When the constellations are visible, if a

hoop should be held encircling the head

in such a position that the upper half

would seem to pass through the constella-

tions of the zodiac above the horizon, the

lower half would indicate the position of

that part of the zodiac below the horizon.

If, at any time, one faces towards the sun,

and extends his arms in a plane cutting the

zodiac, and in a direction at right angles to

a line from the sun to the person, the right

hand will indicate the direction in which the

earth is rapidly whirling through space, in

her course about the sun.

The left-to-right motion of the moon
about the earth is plainly seen every

month. Imagine a person standing upon
the upper limb of the moon, with his

face towards you and his arms extended

along the zodiac. Notice the position of

the moon among the stars. The next

evening it will be found to have moved

about thirteen degrees from its position of

the evening before, and in the direction

indicated by the imaginary person's right

hand. This motion of the moon causes

it to change its position among the stars a

distance equal to its own diameter, every

hour. The moon passes around through

the whole of the zodiac every month
;

and by observing it from '* new "
to

"
old,"

the position of the zodiac in the heavens

can be quickly learned. The only diffi-

culty is that the light of the moon ob-

scures the smaller stars, and makes it

more troublesome to trace the constella-

tions.

Ursa Major.
—This beautiful constella-

tion has been named Great Bear by people

of different parts of the earth, both civil-

ized and savage. When it is high above

the horizon, the oudines of such an ani-
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THE EASTEKN KEAViNS.

A Cygnus, The Swan.
B 'Ihe Fox and (Joosc.
C Hagitta, The Arrow.
D Aquila. 'Ihe Eagle.
E Part of Antinous.
F Dt-Iphinus, The Dolphin.
(i Equulus, The Little Horse.
H Pegasus, The Flying Horse.
I Ihe Head of Andromeda.
J Part of Pisces, (The Western Fish).
K Part of Aquarius, The Water-bearer.
L Part of Capricornus, The Sea Goat.

Arided.
Sad'r.

Gienah.
Altajr.

Scheat.
Markab.
Algenib.
Alpheratz.
The Square of PegasuF
Ihe Gross in Gygnus.
Ihe Urn in Aquarius.
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mal can be traced ver)' plainly. The han-

dle of the Great Dipper is the tail, three

pairs of stars mark as many teet, with

lines of stars to represent the legs, and the

head and neck are outlined by a number

of small stars, the nose having a pointed*

bear-like appearance. To us, and to all

persons living as far north, the Great Bear

never disappears entirely below the hori-

zon. That part nearest to the North Star,

the Great Dipper, is always above our

horizon
;

because it is not so many de-

grees from the North Star as the altitude

of that star above our horizon in the

north. Because the stars forming the

Great Dipper are conspicuous, and al-

ways above our horizon, they make good

measuring lines with which to compare
distances anywhere in the heavens. The

distance across the brim of the Dipper,

between the stars Megres and Dubhe, is

ten degrees, and that between the
"
point-

ers
" Dubhe and Merak, is five degrees.

According to Grecian legends, Calisto,

daughter of Lycaon, King of Arcadia, was

an attendant of Diana. On account of

Jupiter's regard for Calisto, Juno, his wife,

became very jealous, and changed her into

a she-bear. Jupiter afterwards transferred

her to the heavens as the constellation Great

Bear.

Bootes.—Arcturus is the bright jewel

of this constellation. It marks the posi-

tion of Bootes' left knee. A five-sided

figure, nearly regular, formed by stars

placed northeast of Arcturus, shows the

position of the trunk and head
;
and a tri-

angle above (east of) Benetnasch at the

end of the handle of the Great Dipper,

marks the position of the left hand.

Bootes is represented as holding in this

hand the leashes of the two hounds Chara

and Asterion, which are just below, and

close to the Bear's hind legs.

The legends state that Bootes was the son

of Jupiter by Calisto. When Bootes had

grown to be a young man, he was out

hunting one day with his hounds, and came
across a bear, which he pursued. This

bear was Calisto, his mother, placed in

that condition by Juno. Calisto knew her

son, and kept within sight of him to ad-

mire him. Jupiter fearing that the young
hunter would kill his mother, transferred

both of them with the hounds to the heav-

ens
;
and there Bootes and his hounds

have continued ever since to pursue the

Great Bear around the North Star.

THE DEAD STUDENT.

BY WILL CARLETOX.

It doesn't seem—now does- it, Jack ?—as if poor
Brown were dead :

'Twas only yesterday at noon he had to take his

bed.

The day before, he played first base, and ran

McFarland down
;

And then, to slip away so sly
—'twas not at all

like Brown.

The story seems too big to take. 'Most any one

will find

It's sometimes hard to get a man well laid out

in his mind.

And Brown was just afire with life. 'Twouldn't

scare me, I avow,

To hear a. whoop, and see the man go rushing

past here now.

Poor Brown ? he's lying in his room, as white as

drifted snow.

I called upon him, as it were, an hour or two

ago.

A-rushing into Brownie's room seemed awkward

like and queer :

We haven't spoken back and forth for something
like a year.

We didn't pull together square a single night or

day :

Howe'er I went, he soon contrived to rind another

way.
He ran against me in my loves : we picked a

dozen bones

About that girl you used to like—the one that

married Jones.

He worked against me in my class, before my
very eyes.
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He opened up and scooped me square out of the

Junior prize.

In the last campus rush we came to strictly busi-

ness blows,

And from the eye he left undimmed I viewed his

damaged nose.

In fact, I came at last to feel—and own it with

dismay—
That life would be worth living for if Brown

were out the way.
But when I heard that he was dead, my feelings

tackea ; and then

I would have given half my life to get his back

again.

I called upon him, as it were, an hour or two

ago.

The room was neat beyond excuse—the women
made it so.

But sure he had no hand in that, and naught
about it knew.

To see the order lying round had made him very

blue.

A sweet boquet of girlish flowers smiled in the

face of Death.

Straight through the open wmdow came the

morning's fragrant breath.

Close-caged, a small canary-bird, with glossy,

yellow throat,

Skipped drearily from perch to perch, and never

sung a note.

With hair unusually combed, sat poor McP'arland

near.

Alternately perusing Greek, and wrestling with

a tear.

A homely little girl of six, for some old kind-

ness' sake,

Was sobbing in the corner there as if her heart

would break.

The books looked worn and wretched like, almost

as if they knew.

And seemed to bs a-whispering their titles to

my vie^^.

His rod and gun were in their place ;
and high,

where all might see.

Gleamed jauntily the boating cup he won last

year from me.

I lifted up the solemn sheet. That honest, earn-

est face

Showed signs of culture and of toil that Death

could not erase.

As western skies at twilight mark where late the

sun has been.

Brown's face revealed the mind and soul that

once had burned within.

He looked so grandly helpless there, upon that

lonely bed !

Oh, Jack ! these manly foes are foes no more

when they are dead !

"Old boy," I sobbed, "'twas half my fault.

This heart makes late amends."

I took the white cold hands in mine—and Brown

and I were friends.

—[/« Harper's Weekly of July 5M.]

HIGHER PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING.

BY JOHN SWETT.

[Principal of Girls' High School, San Francisco.]

It is often urged that college graduates,

by virtue of their higher education, re-

quire no professional training as a pre-

requisite for teaching. It is true that col-

lege training may fit a graduate for some

kinds of special teaching, but it certainly

does not fully prepare one to become a

good general teacher or manager of a

public school.

If a college diploma should entitle the

holder to a teacher's certificate, why not

also to a medical diploma, or to admission

to the bar .''

It certainly is desirable that the colleges

should establish a professorship of the Sci-

ence and Art of Education, and provide a

post-graduate course for those who desire

to become teachers. (^In all the larger high

schools post-graduate normal classes and

training classes ought to be organized to

supply the local demand for skilled pri-

mary teachers. Universities, colleges, nor-

mal_schools, and normal classes, all com-

bined, could, in ten years, supply the nation

with a corps of trained teachers.

At a meeting of the American Institute

of Instruction, 1878, Principal Dunton of

the Boston Normal School, said :

>^"A school of pedagogics: anking with
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or above schools of law, medicine, or the-

ology, thoroughly endowed, and therefore

independent, and having its reputation

bound up with that of a great university,

would, it seems to me, be the crowning

glory of our educational system. From

it would go out an influence that, in two

generations, would revolutionize the in-

struction in our academies, high schools,

and colleges ;
that would introduce a new

era in school supervision throughout the

country, and that would raise the business

of teaching to the rank of a noble pro-

fession. I would ])rovide for some sys-

tematic professional instruction for teach-

ers in all our colleges ;
and besides, I

would establish one or more superior nor-

mal schools in connection with the uni-

versities."

At a meeting of English educators called

by the College of Preceptors, London, 1872,

the following resolution was adopted :

Resolved, That the institution of pro-
fessional chairs of the Science and Art of

Education
'

in each of our universities

w^ould be a most valuable measure, and

ought to be pressed upon the attention of

the Government and Parliament.

In a letter addressed to Commissioner

Philbrick, Paris, in 1878, Prof. Miekle-

john, of the University of St. Andrews.

Professor of the Theory, History, and

Practice of Education, says :

*'We mean to raise the present condi-

tion of the so-called profession, until it

shall go into the open market and com-

pete for the possession of the best and

ablest heads in the country,
— with the

army and navy, law, medicine, and the

church. In addition to the numerous

signs that this time is rapidly approaching
in Great Britain, I may point to the

foundation of two chairs of education in

the Universities of Edinburgh and St. An-

drews. The occupants of three chairs are

styled Professors of the Theory, History,

and Practice of Education
;
and their du-

ties are to study the subject, to write the

literature of it, to criticise the present pro-

cedure in primary and secondary educa-

tion, and to train students to be teachers.

The largeness of their title, and the vast-

ness of their functions point to the early

creation in all of our universities of a fac-

ulty of education. Toward this our Uni-

versity of Cambridge has taken a most

important step. The syndicate of that

University have recommended the crea-

tion of lectureships and chairs in the

theory and history of education ; but they

do not as yet see their way to training men
in the practice of their profession,"

" So far the average American college,"

says Rev. A. D. Mayo,
*' has obstinately

refused to recognize the existence of such

a science as Pedagogy. Its young men
are sent forth to occupy the commanding

positions of high, grammar, and academ-

ical schoolmasters, often with no valua-

ble experience even in the lower grades

of instruction, and not even a course of

college lectures or intelligent reference to

the literature of their great profession.

Coming into these difficult positions, for

which their scholastic attainments are

often amply sufficient, they find them-

selves in contact with subordinate lady

assistants who have received the best drill

accessible in normal and training-schools,

backed by a considerable experience in

all grades of the common school room.

I am convinced, from long observation,

that much of the power generated in the

best normal and training-schools and in-

stitutes, is swamped by the obstinate indif-

ference, or hostility, of the average male

college graduate in the master's chair to

anything that has not entered his college

curriculum. The result is all the worse,

that the average college method of in-

struction i:j probably the most hopeless

style of teaching now on the ground ;

often a bigoted holding on to the me-
chanical habit of cramming a boy with

'Cn ti « A M
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the contents of a small library of books,

and calling that a *

liberal education.'
"

Prof. Fellows of the Iowa University,

says:

"Since colleges and universities must,

to so large an extent, be relied upon to

educate the principals and superintendents

of our public schools, it follows that they

are chiefly responsible for the quality of

work done in these schools ; and that

they should acknowledge this responsibility

by providing that those of their students

who intend to become teachers after grad-

uation, may receive special and profes-

sional training in the principles and meth-

ods of education. Every college may not

become a normal school, but should have

its chair of didactics for such professional

instruction."

The University of Michigan has taken

the lead in the United States by appoint-

ing Prof. Payne to the chair of Pedagogics ;

the University of California ought to be

the next to recognize this new movement
in education.

WILD-CAT DISTRICT.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

CHAPTER I.

WILD-CAT AND ITS PEOPLE.

Wild-cat District was excited. It was

the last Sunday in the month of July,

1879, ^^d the settlers had come to the

new school-house, partly to listen to the

sermon of Elder Meeks, and partly to dis-

cuss the unwelcome event that was agi-

tating the district.

*'
It is a dog-gone shame," said one portly

man, who was called Judge Johnson, "that

a county superintendent that we helped to

elect, should pass right by this district and

go to Coyote, which always did try to im-

pose on this district ; and go there, not

only to teach their school, but to live

there. Jake Barnes has sold him the best

forty on the ranch, and he's going to

board at Bill White's till he can put up a

shanty to live in."

*'
I always thought that man Silver was

no account," said a setder named McCord.
" But you all found fault with me mightily

'cause I wouldn't vote for him last fall.

Now, I reckon you wish you'd followed

my example."
"You didn't vote for him because he

was a Republican, and you'd rather vote

for the Old Scratch, if he was on the Dem-
ocratic ticket, than vote for a good Repub-

lican," said a man named Henry Brown.

"G-o-o-d Republican !" said McCord,
with a snuff of disgust. "There are no

good Republicans. They are like hen's

teeth"—
"
Now, boys," interrupted the Judge,

"
this ain't no time to quarrel over politics.

We've got to do something, or Coyote will

just crow over this district everlastingly.

Last year they thought they wuuld bluff"

this settlement by putting up a two hun-

dred-dollar school -house, but we saw that

and went fifty dollars better. This year

we've got to get a way-up teacher that can

just look right over the head of that super-

intendent. None of your $60 teachers

this year. They pay $75, and we will pay

$80, and import an Eastern teacher."

A low murmur of approbation followed

this outburst, but one doubter said to the

Judge,
"
Suppose your Eastern teacher

couldn't raise a certificate when he got to

this county. What then ? You know how

Sam Smith's two gals had been teaching

in Missouri for two years before they came

here, and they couldn't get within halter

distance of no kind of a certificate."

"
Y-e-s," said the Judge, with a drawl

of disdain
;

" but they was /"^-male teach-

ers. We don't propose to import any /e-

male teacher. We want a man, that can

make that Coyote superintendent take a

back seat every day in the week. Ain't

that about the ticket, Dr. Peters ?"
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"
I reckon you are right about that,

Judge," said the one addressed as Dr. Pe-

ters. ''The female race can't be de-

pended upon. Even my Sally has her

kinks and turns, and you can't tell, when

she's on the jump, where she's a-going to

light. Women are most mighty unsartin."

All assented to the very evident truth of

the last remark, and discussed the proper

way to get the right kind of an Eastern

teacher, until one of them said,
" Who is

that coming down the hill with Bill White's

boy .?"

All took a good look at the two, who
were some distance away.

*'
I guess you can find out from Jack

Bennet," said McCord, his eyes twinkling

with fun.
" He got acquainted with him

bright and early this morning."

Jack turned, and walked hastily away
without making any reply to this refer-

ence.

"How is it, McCord.? What do you
mean "? inquired the Doctor.

"Why, you see," said McCord, giving his

suspenderless trousers an upward hitch,
** Bennet was whaling his boy Joe, this

morning, somewhat harder than usual,

when this stranger came along. He
must have seen and heard Jack licking

the boy, sometime before he got opposite

the shed, and when he got right near

them Joe broke loose from Jack and ran

to the stranger for shelter like, tor the boy
was pretty well cut up by this time. Jack
came after the boy, but the stranger asked

Jack mild-like if he didn't think the boy
had been sufficiently punished by this

time. Jack cussed at" him, and told him

to dry up and not interfere, if he didn't

want a licking for himself. The stranger

told Jack that he didn't think he stood

any chance of getting a whipping from

one who was cowardly enough to beat a

boy beyond reason. With that Jack
started for him, and I counted on the

stranger getting the tallest kind of a

thrashing, for Jack counts himself about

the best man around here in a scrim-

mage. There wasn't no kind of a tussle

at all, for the stranger caught Jack up as

easy as if he had been a little baby and

laid him on his back in the big watering-

trough, 'to cool off a bit.' You know

Jack and his whole family have a holy

horror of water, and I reckon it was the

first time these thirty years he had been

wet all over. The stranger kept Jack

there till he promised not to abuse the

boy any more, and then he let him up.

But there's the elder going in, so I reckon

we'd better adjourn to the house."

The chief merit of Wild-cat school-house

was its situation. Fortunately the valley

land was worth too much to put a school-

house on, so they built upon a spur of the

hill which divided Wild-cat from Coyote

valley. The creek, filled with clear mount-

ain water, wound along the foot of the

ridge and fed the thirsty rootlets of a score

or more of oaks and sycamores. Far

down the valley, past the broad, shallow

lagoon, could be seen a patch of the blue

Pacific, and at the north and east the

fainter, shadowy blue of the coast range.

(Blot
out the rude, unsightly houses, with

/their ill-kept, uncouth surroundings, and

one could hardly wish a sightlier place to

»vrest the eyes upon.

Inside the school-house were four bare

walls, no ceiling save the roof, an ill-

matched floor, whose cracks said, "green

when first put down," a dozen benches

supported by uneasy legs, and four at-

tempts at desks. And that was all. Nay,

the teacher's strap hung just above his

stool—a well-worn leather strap
—sugges-

tive not of an autocrat who rules himself

while guiding others ;
but of a despot,

wjiose frail authorky needs bolstering up
with terror .

The elder was just giving out the first

hymn as the young stranger entered the

school-house ;
but that did not prevent
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the people from looking at him and

questioning their neighbors about him, to

find out who he might be. They saw a

man about twenty -five years old, with a

strong, well-built form, and an undenia-

bly handsome face, which displayed abund-

ant evidence of intelligence, determina-

tion and kindliness of disposition, j
A

twenty-five years' sway of the passions and

prejudices of any human being will write

a character upon the face that will not

fail to show the true disposition of the

person to an intelligent observer who can

read these signs aright. A truly good-

looking face is an index of a lovable dis-

position, for it must contain those lines

graven by persistent good humor and kind-

ness of heart. v.._^__

The elder finished reading the hymn—
" My soul be on thy guard,
Ten thousand foes arise ;"

—
and said,

" Will some one please pitch the

tune .'' Sister Johnson, will you be kind

enough to take the lead ?"

After various preliminary hems and

hums, sister Johnson started bravely off on

"Lenox." Alas ! she had only tried the

first two lines to see whether the tune

would fit the words, and, as she neared

the end of the third line, she saw that the

tune was going to give out before the

words were all sung. By chopping the

last note into quarters, she managed to

struggle through ; but, in the repeat, she

found the words in a hopeless minorit}^,

and the last few notes of
" Lenox "

were

lost to the listening ears of Wild-cat dis-

trict.

Sister Johnson and her supporters were

sitting with most uncomfortable -looking

downcast faces,as though the chief sinner of

the "
hosts of sin

"
had already won the

victory, when a clear, sweet tenor voice

began the second verse to the well-known

tune of
"
Laban,"—

" Oh, watch, and fight, and pray !

The battle ne'er give o'er."

One after another the voices joined in the

hymn, and led by the strong, firm tones

of the stranger, sang the remainder of the

hymn with unwonted spirit and melody.

When the meeting ended, the Judge
came up to the stranger, and holding out

his hand, said,
" My wife and all of us

want to thank you for jour help in the

singing. I believe I do not know your
name."

"
My name is John Dean, sir," said the

stranger.
" Mr. Dean, allow me to introduce you to

Mr. McCord, Dr. Peters, and Mr. Brown."

The gentlemen bowed and shook hands.

''You helped us out mightily with the

music, Mr. Dean," said the Doctor. "We
would like it, if we could have you help

every preaching day."

"That* will depend somewhat upon your-

selves, gentlemen," said John Dean. "I

am a teacher, and I believe you have no

one employed to teach your school as yet."
" You have not taught before in this

county," said the Doctor, inquiringly.
"
No, sir

;
I have taught for several

years in different parts of this State, but

never in this county.
" Will your certificate be good in this

county, Mr. Dean "? inquired McCord.

"I have a State certificate, sir, was the

reply.

"That Coyote fellow has a diploma, or

something of that kind, hasn't he. Judge".'*
"
Yes, I believe so. You see, Mr. Dean,

this district and Coyote hasn't been on the

best of terms for a long while. Coyote
has tried to run over us with bigger dances,

bigger meetings, and bigger things every

way, than they said we could raise in Wild-

cat. But we haven't let them get ahead of

us yet, and they ain't agoing to. Last

week they sold our county superintendent

a piece of land over there, and got him

to teach their school ; and, now, the long

and short of it is, we must have a teacher

with just as good a certificate as that fel-
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low over there has, and he has just got to

waltz this school right ahead of their'n

and keep it there, or we must shut up

shop."

John Dean could not avoid smiling at

the ardent manner and excited speech of

the Judge, which showed how important a

matter this coming out **
first-best

"
was to

him. After a few moments' consideration

he said,
" Should I be employed to teach your

school, I should certainly try to make it the

best in the county, if possible. Whether

I could do this successfully would depend
somewhat upon the materials I had to

work with, and the support I should get

from the parents. As to my certificate, I

have a life diploma, and I believe that it

one grade higher than your superintendent

now holds."

''What wages do you ask"? inquired

the Judge.
"
Eighty dollars a month, sir."

"
Isn't that rather high ".? said the Judge,

apparently forgetting it was just the wages
he had intended to pay.

"
It is higher than Coyote district felt

able to afford," said John Dean rather mis-

chievously ;

" but if you want a better

school than they have, of course you must

expect to pay more. Besides this, your

school, I understand, has always been dis-

missed at four o'clock ;
I never keep later

than three, as I find it much better for

both teacher and school to shorten the

hours of school."
" But if five hours' school is good, are

not six better, Mr. Dean.?" inquired the

Judge.
"If three meals a day are good, would

not four be better"? retorted John Dean.
" You can stuff a child's head too full, as

well as his stomach. And did you not

find it tiresome enough to sit even one

hour on those school -benches 10 -day?
You expect the child to do what you would

not like to do, I think."

After some further talk it was agreed

that John Dean should teach six months

at eighty dollars a month, beginning on

the morrow, though the Judge thought
" That would make rather lively work to

notify the parents that school would begin

on Monday."

Bidding them "good -day," John re-

turned to the house of Mr. White, where

he had made arrangements to board, if he

secured the school.
"

I like the looks of that young fellow,"

said Dr. Peters. "He don't look like the

average run of school-teachers, somehow.

I wonder what part of the country he came

from "?

"
I forgot to ask him, I declare," said

the Judge. "He talks somewhat as if he

might be a BosU'n^ man."

It was the Judge's good luck to be born

in BosU'ng. (Everybody cannot be born in

Boston, which no doubt is a great misfor-

tune.J The Judge had a small gard/w^, in

which his son Thomas Jefferson worked,

and which kept the family supplied with

most of the necessaries of life. The Judge
now and then picked up a few honest pen-

nies by virtue of his supposed political

influence, and borrowed a little now and

then from some accommodating, unsus-

picious fellow-citizen. At the beginning

of each political movement the Judge was

always on hand, ready to accept any and

every office from the sheriff down to jus-

tice of the peace. He was always in-

spector at the Republican primary and

delegate to the County Convention. He
had twice been elected justice of the

peace ;
and this, coupled with the pos-

session of a library, composed of two an-

cient copies of the Civil Code and the

School Law, had gained him. the title of

Judge. He had also served five years as

school trustee, and was now clerk of Wild-

cat district, which, as the judge expressed

it, "was a responsible and delicate posi-

tion."
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Like most office-seekers, he was unsuc-

cessful at his own private business ; but

men who cannot take good care of their

own money are prone to think the people
should employ them to take charge of the

public funds.

The Judge was always chairman at the

public meetings in Wild-cat, and had pro-

gressed in parliamentary rules far enough
to be able to put a motion, though the

status of an amendment always puzzled

him, and points of order covered an un-

explored region where all was gloom and

uncertainly.

His son, Thomas Jeiferson Harrison,

was a puzzle to him. The Judge dimly

recognized the fact that the boy actually

liked work
;
and though the Judge's ma-

terial comfort was thereby much increased,

he would often publicly lament that his son

should show so little aptitude for literary

work.

There was no disguising the fact that

Thomas was stubborn, as the last teacher

found out to her sorrow on more than one

occasion. Thomas had refused to write

a composition, and as he was too big to

attack with the before-mentioned strap,

the teacher had expressed the determina-

tion to remain with him after school until

he should write one. Thomas had told

her that was all right, and he would as

soon sit up all night with her as with any
other woman.

As it grew dark, and a walk of three-

quarters of a mile over a lonely path be-

gan to trouble the school-mistress, she

tried pleading, then tears, and finally dis-

missed him, saying that she should see the

directors about his behavior. But she

never did ; and the rebellion to author-

ity extended until she closed the school

in disgust, and departed from Wild-cat

district, declaring that it was the worst dis-

trict not only in Santos county, but in the

State. Reports of the behavior of the

children from occasional visitors and from

the pupils themselves helped to confirm

this statement.

The trustees had decided in their own
minds that all this trouble resulted from

having employed a woman-teacher, and

there is little doubt that the story of John
Dean's victory over Jack Bennet aided him

greatly in obtaining the sthool. The pupils

were notified that school would begin on

the morrow, and they were also told that

" now they had a man-teacher, they would

have to stand around, or they would catch

it," which had the very desired effect of

raising an incipient rebellion at once in

the minds of the larger pupils.

CALL THINGS BY THEIR
RIGHT NAMES.

BY H. M. FISKE. M. D.

There dwelt in the woods of Pockano-

ket an Indian chief. Full of the life and

fire of his race, he could not bear the

neighborhood of the whites, or their ame-

liorating influences on his people. Ac-

cordingly he secluded himself in the dense

forest, inclosing a small piece of ground
whose rich soil was heated in winter in a

rude but efficient manner. In the spring

he removed young birds and animals from

their nests and dens to his wigwam. In

the fall and winter roasted pea and other

nuts formed the basis of his and their

food. The birds were so trained that

their melodies came at his bidding, and

many other wonderful things were done, to

the astonishment of all beholders. In early

winter, peas sown late in the fall would

reach the heighth of eight or ten feet.

His maize would mature early, and among
its tender branches and those of the tiny

trees he had planted, the forest warblers

of all species and colors made their nests.

Within the folds of his inclosure were

found the weasel, the ground-hog, grouse,

and many other denizens of the forest, who
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in a wild state had contended with his peo-
|

pie for the mastery for the right to live and

worship in nature's loveliness. Within, in

his wigwam, they now worshiped and drank

deep of his wisdom. Pressed into his

service, the wild beasts did duty as watch-

men to the wanderers of his feathered

friends, and were ever ready to play their

antics and pranks for his amusement.

Little lattoo, a bright-eyed robin warbler,

hardly ever left its nest without the accom-

paniment of some of the wiser and better

of the outside brood, more especially the

porcupine, who would ensconce himself

behind a bush or on the sand of the open

glade, with Tattoo proudly perched on his

spines, pouring forth his sweetest melodies.

To these the porcupine would seemingly

listen ;
at other times his cold grey eyes

would gaze in astonishment at the bar-

barity of a little mouse, nibbling at

the manifold toes of the beetle, who was

rolling huge balls to and fro across the

hearth, or peeping into the mysteries

of an old cheese-box structure prepared

as a receptacle for the snakes and frog

progeny which had been gathered in later

autumn as food for the numerous pets

of the household. Certain it is that no-

where could be found so conglomerate a

collection of birds, flowers, reptiles, and

animals as were here gathered under the

guidance and surveillance of one person,

and this person an untutored son of the

forest. Natives and whites came in large

numbers to see the wonderful sights, hear

the wonderful sounds coming as it were

from the dense forest, amid the rigors of

an American winter. Truly here was a

happy family, encumbered by no fears,

stung by no reproaches, exhibiting a unity

of purpose and a fervency of zeal com-

mensurate only with the highest intelli-

gence and devoted love. The cause of

this was the singular facility which the

untutored savage had of implanting his

ideas—throwing them from his own brain

into those of inferior animals. He com-
mands attention by placing the subject
before him in an attitude of supplication,
then raising his voice to a shrill key, he

gradually got the higher and better notes to

be so imitated by the birds, that they would

sing any song which he might recite. Darby
says allocution is but a reflex of elocution

;

that reading, hearing, and seeing are but

reflex actions of the same general charac-

ter, that the modulations of the voice in

speaking and the sparkle of the eye in

acting are caused by the same inspiration ;

that acting and speaking are modulations,
not instincts of character

; that instincts of

character are known and read of all men,
in accordance with the cadence which

gives them force and effect. Character is

stamped on the mind by the education

which it receives in early infancy
— the

plasticity of that mind is the limit of the

impressions received. As well turn a

spindle with a spoonful of water as to

turn an ax-handle out of a chunk of

stone, says the Sophoclean philosophy.
But there is a deeper, higher instruction

of mind which all teachers should look

into and seek to develop in governing
their pupils, and it is this A force or

impress of character instamps itself in di-

rect ratio as it is brought forth and
thrown out by virtue of its own inherent

worth and usefulness. The Indian, in his

bird-training shows but the reflex wisdom
which a pent-up intellectuality had devel-

oped and Drought forth in himself.

Teachers should ever bear in mind to

call things by their right names—that in-

tuition means intuition, and that all the

celebrity of the universe will not make up
for intense coming forth of the wrong.
Children are apt to imitate their superiors

and equals. Their inferiors are only imi- '

tated in a reflex way. Tell a boy to shun

vice, and he will fall into it. Show him

by your own example to do it, and he will

gradually learn to shun and hate it as he
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would a viper. Bright moral influences and

correct intellectual training go forth hand

in hand and together lead to peace and

virtue.

There is a power in habit which tells of

virtues to come, or of impress of wrong

stamped on the mentality. Call things

by their right names always to children.

Feed them with the virtues of the ages.

Let the vices rot in despair. In the in-

tuition of things lies the glory of things.

So says the prophecy. In the action of

things lies the harmony of nature. Boys
love play, girls love music, this is the natural

order of things, but the impression goes

forth that all boys are bad in consequence.
Such is not the case. There is as much
evil in music as in the play of boys, rough
as it is. The serener and happier moments
should not be made sour by the un-

happy contentions attendant on its precept

and practice. There is nothing wrong in

a boy's play if he does it harmoniously.
There is something beautiful in a girl's

music if she does it sweetly and harmoni-

ously. Slaven tells of the harmony of the

sun being greater than the harmony of the

universe, because of its greater intensity

and brilliancy. See, says the meteorolo-

gist, all the undulating waves of light,

brighter and more beautiful than ten

thousand suns spreading, expanding, and

glorifying the heavens with their serenity

and beauty. Is not that greater than

many stars.'' Are not boys' minds at

play just as musical as girls' at the piano ?

Teaching involves two things ;
a glory of

mind, and that nicety and beauty of per-

ception which enables it to see clearly and

forcibly those things which to a careless

observer are clearly but not forcibly seen.

The universe with its ten thousand stars is

not more full of glory than is the common

microscope with its little infinitesimals,

with their ten thousand strings of sapphire
and gold and amethyst ! In all their purity

and glory, these are not more to be val-

ued than this attention to right things at

the right time. This forcing things to

their proper level is a bad thing, but this

urging above their value by extra exer-

tion, by hot-house growth on the part of

the teacher, is not only pernicious in itself,

but lays the foundation of mental diseases

which will not down at your bidding, and

will end only with life.

Be careful, then, teacher, to always call

things by their right names. See that dis-

obedience means disobedience
; that the

rules of school are always obeyed ; that

tardiness means tardiness ; that all vices

of character and imperfectness of manner

are so notified and read by the child and

all men, that knowing, they will correct

themselves through your character and

influence. Thus will you be seen and

known of all men through all coming
time. Dow^n the endless ages of eternity

will ye be read and known of all, even the

saints in heaven, they shall see ye and

know ye.

CONSEQUENCES OF DEFECT-
IVE VISION.

BY DR. EDWARD G. LORIXG.

NEAR-SIGHTED CHILDREN.

It has been said once, and never can be

said too often, that a "
near-sighted eye is

a sick eye," and a step farther may be

safely taken by saying that a near-sighted

person is, as a rule, a sickly person, es-

pecially when the near-sightedness occurs

in a young child, where it is often but the

result of a reduction of the general vital

force, and the expression of a laxity of

tissue.

The reason why a near-sighted person

is apt to be sickly is not far to seek. A

near-sighted boy, unless the trouble be of

a very moderate degree, cannot compete

successfully with his school-mates in any

of the games of youth where a nicely bal-
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anced co-operation of skill and strength

is required, for the simple reason that

most of them lie beyond the range of his

vision. Ridiculed by his companions for

clumsiness and inaptitude, due to a phys-

ical defect of which neither he nor they

are aware, he throws up in disgust, one by

one, the health-giving sports in which he

never can hope to excel, and takes to

books, not as most boys do as a disagree-

able duty, but as a recreation, till what was

at first a pastime turns into a passion,

and reading for the mere sake of reading,

often without understanding, and nearly

always without reflection, becomes a ne-

cessity
—a craving which is only not op-

posed by his parents and teachers, but

even fostered.

Abstraction from fresh air and exercise

is, however, not the only evil engendered

by this condition
;
the very attitude under

which the use of the eyes is performed is

detrimental to general health and due de-

velopment of important organs. The book

is brought near to the eye, the head is

bent upon the chest or over the table, ac-

cording as the occupation is reading or

writing, till the shoulders become curved

and the chest contracted, the inspiration

shortened and insuilicient.

But it is not alone these physical attri-

butes
;
even the mental are affected. A

near-sighted child cannot, even across the

table, see clearly the features of his own

family, let alone those of his instructors,

nor catch the ever-var}'ing expression of

the eye or the subtle changes in the mus-

cles of the face, by which an idea is em-

phasized or a principle enforced. As he

growsto manhood his ver}' sense of the beau-

tiful in nature is hampered and curtailed.

Earth, sea, and sky make up for him a world

different from that of his companions, and

it is no wonder that his views of men and

things are different also, and that he is

constantly turning from the things that are

real to the things that are ideal, where he

is not only the equal, but from long prac-

tice and cultivation the superior, of his

associates, with whom his talk is forever of

books ;
and even in literature he prefers

the poetry of the present, and in music

the music of the future. It is the same

in art
;

an indifferent miniature in the

hand gives him more pleasure than a

Raphael on the wall, and the love of de-

tail and intricacy is fostered in him at the

expense of unity and comprehensiveness.
He judges of men and their intentions

rather by the sound of the voice than the

face, and is apt, for that reason, to be sus-

picious of strangers, and over-confident in

mere acquaintances, and this is even more

the case with places than with men. Thus

he is timid and over-cautious in strange

pathways, especially when the light is a

little insufficient, and he will blindly walk

into temporary obstacles in a once familiar

path, and often to his great bodily harm,
which to a person with good eyesight

seems incredible. In a word, his seden-

tary physical habits react his mental at-

tributes, and he grows to be metaphysical
and contemplative rather than practical

and active, and his mind becomes a re-

ceptacle rather than an agent.

Now all this must have an effect on the

general health, and reduce longevity ; and

I feel confident, however different it may-

be with individual exceptions, that in a

great number of near-sighted people the

general average of physical vigor would be

less than in the same number of those who

possessed long sight. ^

If, now, this reaction in physical vigor

were counterbalanced by an increase in

mental force, less objections might be

raised against the defect. But I have cer-

tainly never noticed that, as a whole, near-

sighted persons are any more intellectual

than those who have normal eyes.

More studious they certainly are, but

studiousness and intellectuality are not

convertible terms, though I am aware
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most people think they are. Thus, pale,

delicate children, with a towering if not

hydrocephalic forehead, and with promi-

nent myopic eyes, are continually brought

to me with the assurance by their parents

of their great studiousness and consequent

intellectual capacity and development.

The most cursory examination proves

just the contrary, unless a pert precocity

about books and things, of which they

really know very little, and should know

less, is a sign of intellectual development.

These children read much, it is true, but

it is only because they can do nothing

else. In no possible way, either mental

or physical, is a defect in vision a benefit

to the individual or the race. Bonders to

the contrary notwithstanding.

THE TOO SHORT EYE.

Besides the condition of near-sighted-

ness, which consists in too great a length

of the eye, there is another where the eye-

ball is too short, or the hypermetropic eye,

and which, though less dangerous to the

organ, is even more distressing to the sub-

ject,
because less apparent. For a short

eye can, by making an effort, see in the

distance usually as well as a normal eye,

the only difference being that where a

normal eye is using no effort to see an

object clearly, that is, in the distance, a

short eye is making a physical exertion

proportionate to the amount of the de-

fect—a strain which always fatigues and

sometimes exhausts the nervous energy

not only of the eye, but also of the whole

nervous system. All this is even worse

for near objects, and the result is that a

hypermetropic eye never, from the begin-

ning to the end, sees an object distinctly

without an effort. From the fact that by

making this effort those affected with this

trouble can see both distant and near ob-

jects clearly, the defect is rarely recog-

nized, unless of a very high degree, until

the near approach ot adult life, though a

number of symptoms and complaints may
have shown themselves in former years
whose true cause was unsuspected by even

the sufferer himself, such as headache,

vertigo, neuralgia, and general nervous

exhaustion—symptoms so grave that they

occasionally lead to either a temporary re-

duction of or a total abstinence from all

study for a shorter or longer period, dur-

ing which the sufferer is supposed to have

all possible ills, especially those of a ner-

vous character.

Toward adult life—that is, from eigh-

teen to twenty-two
—however, a new symp-

tom begins to appear. Vision which up
to this time had been perfectly clear, not-

withstanding the strain with which it had

been performed, now begins to fail, and

the page to be blurred at one moment, to

become perfectly clear in the next. These

temporary vanishings of the type increase

in frequency, accompanied by a tense

feeling over the brow, and since there is

now a failing of sight, attention is called

to the eye for the first time, an examina-

tion is made, and the evil remedied by

the proper glass. But this is at the end of

the education, not, as it should be, at the

beginning, or rather before it was begun.

This extra strain must have an effect

upon the character of the child and its

natural disposition, and it must tend to

render it often, when least expected,

peevish and fretful, desponding and want-

ing in self-reliance. The mere effort to

see must react on what is seen, and there

can be no doubt that the physical ex-

haustion which follows the effort to adjust

the eye, which is a muscular action, sub-

tracts from the quickness of perception,

and therefore of comprehension, and it

must impede that maintenance of atten-

tion which is the surest evidence of men-

tal vigor, just as the maintenance of

power, not its production, is the surest

sign of physical perfection.

With those who are affected with the too
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short eye the result is just the reverse of

what it is with those who are near-sighted.

People with this defect even in very early

life acquire, without even knowing why, a

distaste for books.

A boy with this deficiency of optical

ipower sits down to study, apparently fresh,

and with a determination to perform his

task. After a little while a vague feeling

of uneasiness creeps over him, and he

becomes restless. He ha.s a craving for

more light. If a dark day, he wishes to

get nenr the window
;

or if at night, he

gets as close to the lamp as he possibly

can, and so sits that the glare shines full

in his face and eyes, as he has found by

experience that he sees a little easier in

this way, as the pupils are contracted.

To his natural defect is added another

evil. The glare irritates the eye, the lids

become heavy and congested, and the

face feverish and flushed. He «^purs his

flagging will, and makes an effort ; but

struggle, as he may, it is of no use, and his

head finally droops over the table, and he

falls asleep.

He is shaken up only to be sent to bed,

with his lesson unlearned, and ten to one,

if a city boy, with his dinner undigested,

and his first thought in the morning is of

past neglect and future punishment ;
and

when, a little later, he presents himself at

school, how many equivocations, prevari-

cations, or downright falsehoods are forced

Tom his young lips in order to meet and

repel the cutting: rebuke, or even the

wrathful violence, of his teacher, until he

becomes, so far as his studies are con-

cerned, habitually deceitful !

This unequal struggle between intention

and performance goes on day after day,

until the boy, no matter how bright he

may have been originally, becomes in

reality what he has always appeared to

thers, backward if not stupid, and from

beer discouragement idle and truant, if

not mischievous and perverse. He loses

the habit of application and the power of

concentration, and he continues through

life,, as a rule, unobservant and unthink-

ing, and all on account of a physical de-

fect which might have been corrected be-

fore his education began.
But besides producing an effect upon

the health and mind, this physical defect

often leads to a personal deformity, for it

has been shown that of those who are cross-

eyed, eighty per cent, is due to the fact

that they have too short an eye.
—

Harper's

Magazine for August.

CONCERNING SCHOOL-SITES.

Editor School and Home Journal :

As I believe it is understood that divers

wise and experienced citizens are now

seeking, by reflection and consultation, to

perfect some modifications of the school

law to be submitted to the Legislature, I

desire to respectfully suggest to them a few

existing imperfections which have come to

my notice.

In a certain district in a certain county
in this State, it was decided to build a

school-house, which the trustees desired

to erect in a beautiful spot so near the un-

surveyed line between two ranches that it

was uncertain upon whose land the spot
would fall. Whereupon the two owners

coming together told the trustees—as was

afterwards claimed—to put up the house,

with the understanding that the owner of

the land, when ascertained, should give a

deed to the district, of a site. And it was

so arranged, and soon after the land was

surveyed, and then the owner of the

school-site, not having conveyed any land

to the district, was gathered to his fathers,

and his executors, settling the estate, noti-

fied the trustees to submit any claims

which they might have to the property, for

adjudication, which they failed to do, and

in process of time the ranch was sold at

auction, with the house only reserved.
'
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Afterwards the new owner desiring him-

self to build where the school-house stood,

notified the trustees to remove that build-

ing, and a new site was offered to the dis-

trict, which, by some kind of an informal

vote, a majority of the voters expressed a

willingness to occupy. But there were two

parties, and an exceeding great and bitter

war followed. After the vote was taken, the

trustees requested the owner to permit the

building to remain until after the current

school term, to which he assented, and

getting settled elsewhere, summers and

winters passed over an unmoved and still

used school-house, till more than five years

had elapsed since the date of its foundation.

In the meantime, the house had never

been fenced in
;

the superintendent re-

ported it regularly as without trees and

without outhouses ; the rancher's swine

nestled and multiplied under its floor
;

his cattle lay in its shade, and gazed, wide-

eyed, into the windows
;
and the clerk of

the district lost the record-book with all

the history of the transaction.

This year, the rancher once more rising

in his might, demanded the premises, but

the trustees met him with a claim to a

title by five years' possession.

How it was settled is not pertinent to

this history, since it could have no bearing

upon school legislation. Suffice it to say,

that the temple of learning rests bleakly

on the bold slope of a neighboring hill-

side, while the smoke curls peacefully from

the stove-pipe chimney of the rancher's

mansion, where the school-house stood,

and his grandchildren disport themselves

in the limpid stream and the shady groves

of the sheltered gulch. But there are

other hearts that ache in that district, and

the end, they say, is not yet.

This little episode disclosed several omis-

sions and ambiquities in the school law

which, ambiquity as the mother of conten-

tion, rendered possible a great turmoil in

a peaceful community.

1. The word *'

school-site," 1 believe,

does not occur in the school law, nor can

the authority for locating or changing the

location of a school-house be determined,

except as it may be implied, vaguely, from

the second and the fifth paragraphs, defin-

ing the duties of school trustees. There

is no question that can come up in a

school district more likely to create ill-

feeling, and which should therefore be

more carefully provided for than this. In

the above case, under the law, had the

trustees authority to originally locate the

house where it was, and if so, had they the

right to locate a new site, and move the

house on to it, on account of a change in

the shape of the district, or for other rea-

sons ?

2. If a site is to be changed, and if the

trustees are compelled, or desire to submit

the question of a new location to the dis-

trict, there is no suitable method of bring-

ing the subject before the voters. They

may possibly bring the question of any

particular site before them, advertise by

posting notices, and publishing three weeks

in a county paper, (which is expensive and

unnecessary in a school district matter)

and then allow them to vote, by ballot,

" New Site—Yes
"

;
and " New Site—No "

;

to be followed, perhaps, by a new adver-

tising and new election, for another site,

if the first is rejected, all of which would

probably be considered a foolish expense,

when it is not certain, after all, that the

trustees would be bound by the result of

the election when held. Provision ought

to be made for public meetings of the

voters, as in all Eastern States, where

various propositions can be made, dis-

cussed, amended, and settled, due care

being taken that any action involving

change, must receive the support of a

definite proportion
— a majority or two-

fifths—of the whole number of voters.

3. The duty and authority of the trus-

tees in defending the property or the rights
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of the district, are not properly defined

and limited. In the case above cited, in

whose breast did it lie to determine whether

the district had any such legal or equitable

title to the property in dispute, as to render

it advisable to go to law ?. Apparently in

the breasts of the trustees ; and yet, in this

case, a lawsuit, if successful, would cost

more than the site was worth, and if un-

successful, morQ than a new school-house

would cost
;
and is it good policy to per-

mit, possibly, the angry passions of two or

three men to involve the district in such

an expense ? And it not, how are they

to submit the question to the district?

Shall they hold an election, and have the

electors vote by ballot,
" Law-suit—Yes,"

and "Law-suit— No"? Or how ? And
whichever way it goes, to what extent are

the trustees bound by the vote ? And if

they go to law, how are they to get the

money ? They can't use the State tax
;

Can they use the county tax ? If so, and

they have no money left to maintain the

school the required term, what then ? If

they can't use State or county money, how
are they to get it out of the district?

Litigation is not one of the objects for

which the law permits money to be raised

by district tax. Would a tax raised with-

out law be ^'

legal"P Would anybody be

compelled to pay such a tax ? Would any-

body pay it ? Would the trustees them-

selves have to pay the bills ? If'ould they

pay them ?

These be hard questions. Who can tell ?

Certainlv not Edward F. Adaks.

Editorial Department.
îtttdO ,

Our Greatest Need.

We think this a good time for a few

strong words on an important subject.

Recent events have shown conclusively
that one great need of our schools is trained

teachers.

It is not enough to possess the ability to

answer, correctly, questions on a prescribed
number of subjects.

This is the va^x^si primafacie evidence of

fitness for the teacher's work. Scholarship
in a teacher is essential : scholarship alone

is of less value in the educational field

than anywhere else.

Skilled labor is of more vital importance
in this occupation than in all others.

So training schools to fit teachers are the

greatest need of the Pacific States to-day.

The time now is when every thinking
teacher may realize the inestimable value of

our Normal School to further educational

progress.

The interests of our profession, as well

as the best interests of future generations,

require a general and thorough training of

teachers for their work.

For this reason, not only should our Nor-

mal School be well supported, but its useful-

ness should be extended by the establish-

ment of kindred institutions elsewhere in the

State. No outlay of money can counter-

balance the good results certain to flow from

such a step. No person should in the

future be permitted to teach who has not

had the benefit of normal training.

Teachers usually have but little influence

in shaping the course of educational pro-
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gress. One great cause of this is, that they

do not harmonize among themselves ; they

seldom act according to a common plan.

In this matter, however, we can point out

a way by which the unselfish and patriotic

majority can benefit themselves, their pro-

fession, and their country.

By change and increase, three hundred

new teachers annually enter on their work.

Not more than seventy-five of these have

ever attended a Normal School, or received

the slightest training in the science of edu-

cation.

Teachers now make it a boast that they
fit a certain number of pupils, yearly, for the

teachers' ranks.

( Th is whole business^^^hould^^ stoppedj
No district or village school or city high
school is, or can be, a training school to make
teachers. To attempt normal work is an

injustice alike to those who desire to teach,

and to all other pupils in the school. It fails

to accomplish a reasonably good result with

one part, and takes valuable time from the

other. Only the rare case of positive ina-

bility to send to a Normal School, can jus-

tify the teacher in spending any time to

"make teachers."

So if teachers will exercise, more strictly,

the legitimate functions of their positions,

we predict a general demand for centrally-

located Normal Schools.

Another measure which will follow, will be

some change in our examination laws.
• While it may be deemed impracticable to

make a Normal School training a sine qua
non for a certificate, such a training should

always give its possessor the greatest_ad-

vantage. (We should advocate that a three

yqaiV_course in_ and^^graduation^rom a

Normal School, be worth from_ten_JxL.fiftY

peiicent^o£_the_totaJ^jai^m^^

a....jteacher's_certificatej Under such an ar-

rangement, it would not be considered proper
or necessary to give every graduate of a

Normal School, immediately, a high-giade
certificate to teach, no matter what his

scholastic acquirements or his natural intel-

ligence.

We commend these thoughts to the earnest

attention of the teachers of the State.

,
The importance of the subject cannot be

overestimated. It rests with our teachers

whether they settle this matter, or if the

press of the State settle it for them. It is

true the latter know nearly as much about

the practical details of education as teach-

ers do about farming, or railroading, or

printing. Yet, judging by the past and

present, our Solons of the press, by aid of a

little owlish gravity and a great deal of as-

sumption, bid fair to make our school laws,

conduct our teachers' examinations, and, by

proxy, teach our schools.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Our record closes on July 30th.

Yellow fever is raging in Havana
;
two weeks

ago there were 117 deaths from that cause. It

has again broken out in Memphis. In New
York harbor seven ships are quarantined because
each has a number of cases on board.

One of the severest tempests ever experienced
there swept over Boston in July, doing great dam-

age to property and causing some loss of life.

Other points in Massachusetts suffered.

The Western Geological and Topographical
Survey, under the direction of Clarence King, is

fully organized, and will soon start out.

It is proposed in France to unite Algeria and

Senegal to Soudan by railway. P>ance is taking
great interest in opening up Central Africa.

Disturbances have broken out in Bulgaria, and
there is an insurrection in Eastern Roumelia.

The population of Mexico is given at 9,687,-
000.

On the 4th of July the British army in Zulu-
land inflicted a crushing defeat on the savages.
The English were commanded by Lord Chelms-
ford. More than 800 Zulus were killed, and their

army was generally dispersed. Peace is expected
to result soon.

The latest advices from Memphis report the

yellow fever as spreading all over that city.
There are said to be several cases in and about
New York also.

War is said to be again imminent in Europe
between Turkey and Greece.

The Bonapartists nave decided that Prince Je-
rome Napoleon, by the death of the Prince Im-

perial, becomes the head of the Bonaparte family.

The incipient revolution in Mexico has come
to an end, the appeal of General Negrete having
met with no response.

The Mississippi jetties are substantially fin-

ished, Capt. J. B. Eads having telegraphed July
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loth, that the greatest depth and width required

by the Jetty Act have been secured.

The steam-yacht Jeannette, Lieut. George W.
DeLong, U. S. N., commanding, which sailed

from San Francisco July 8ih for the Arctic Sea,
is the same vessel in which Capt. Young made
his fruitless search for the records of Sir John
Franklin, six years ago. She sails with a per-
fect equipment. Every provision which experi-
ence can suggest has been made to meet the

exigencies of her perilous voyage. She is pro-
visioned for three years' absence ;

her pilot has

made many trips to the Arctic Seas, an.l her

crew have been carefully selected for vigor and
endurance.

Personal.

I^H After a heated discussion between the advo-

^^Bcaies of the Panama and Nicaragua routes, the

^^Hformer has been adopted by the International

^^HCanal Congress. This plan, commonly known

^^Bas the VVyse project, was backed by the influ-

^W ence of the French Government, and warmly
•^ supported by M. De Lesseps, the engineer of

the Suez Canal. Although much shorter than
the Nicaragua route, being only forty-one miles

in length, it is far more costly, and presents

greater difficulties of construction. The line of

canal commences at Aspinwall, on Limon or

Navy Bay, and follows the course of the Chag-
res River about twenty-six miles of the distance

to Panama. The engineering difficulties on this

route are great, but not insurmountable. Un-

fortunately, however, the harbors at both ends
of it are poor, and the climate along the Chag-
res River is notoriously malarial.— Harper^s

Weekly.

News of Professor Nordenskjold's safe arrival

in Behring Strait indicates that the northeastern

passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific has been

accomplished, and that one of the most remarka-
ble voyages on record will soon be finished.

One thousand dollars has been subscribed to-

ward the fund for a bronze statue of William

Lloyd Garrison, to be erected in Boston.

The late Judge Packer has added a superb
legacy to his previous noble endowment of Le-

high University. By his will, which was read
on the 22nd of May^ he bec|ueaths for the per-
manent endowment of the University $1,500,-
000, and $500,000 for a library for the institu-

tion. He also gives to St. Luke's Hospital,
Bethlehem, $300,000, and $30,000 to St. Mark's

Kpishopal Church, Mauch Chunk. There are

^veral other bequests, which are for the present

tept private. The total amount given by Judge
Packer to Lehigh University is $3,000,000, which
almost equals in amount the gift of George Pea-

body for education in the South. — Harper''s

Bazar.

^^ Colonel Marshall of Kentucky once said to

^^Hhe late Thomas H. Benton, who had a fine,

^^^Birge way of deporting himself: ''Senator Ben-

^^^fen, why do you talk to yourself so much ?"

shall, I can tell you very earnestly and truly

why I talk to myself. I love to talk to a great
man, and I love to hear a great man talk,"

The late G. W. ^L Reynolds acquired from
the copyright of his sensational novels a fortune

larger than was acquired by many of the most

distinguished authors in Great Britain, his earn-

ings having been estimated at $300,000, or about

$4,000 for each novel.
*
Matthew Arnold, it is

said, has realized only about $50,000 from his

pen. Carlyle, after a career of continual activ-

ity, and the publication of forty or fifty volumes,
has, in his eighty-fourth year, an income of little

over $5,000. Robert Browning could not have
lived from the income of his poems. He has a

private fortune to fall back upon. Tennyson
and Dickens are probably the only authors of
our time who have realized from their works
more than Reynolds.

Our countryman George H. Boughton has

just been elected an Associate of the British

Royal Academy—a distinction much coveted, but
seldom conferred upon artists from the United
States.

Bismarck has demonstrated his ability to adapt
himself to circumstances, and has won a victory
after a long campaign. His proposed protective
tariff has been adopted by the Reichstag. It is

estimated that this tariff will give the Govern-
ment $30,000,000 more than hitherto. The sup-
port of the German States has been secured for

this measure by amendments providing for the

distribution of the surplus revenue amongst the
States.

Educational.

The question of the definite location of the

observatory for which a legacy of $700,000 was
provided by the late James Lick has resolved
itself into a selection of one of the three peaks
of Mount Hamilton -Observatory Peak, 4,302
feet high ; East Peak, 4,448 feet

; and Middle
Peak, 4,318 feet. At the suggestion, it is said,
of Prof. Simon Newcomb, of the United States
Naval Observatory, to whom the question was
submitted, the trustees have referred the subject
ot a selection to Mr. S. W. Burnham, an ama-
teur astronomer of some distinction. So soon as
his descision is announced the work of erection
will be at once proceeded with.

y Chicago pays oft her school-teachers in city

Acrip, for which brokers give ninety-three cents
/on the dollar. ^t>uoL..

The commencement exercises at Harvard, June
25th, were largely attended, as usual. The class

numbered 189 members, eight of whom delivered
orations.

Yale held its one hundred and seventy-ninth
commencement June 26th, graduating 131 men,
the largest class it has ever sent out.

The Sydney University, incorporated in 185 1,

has cost, in buildings and endowments, $1,000,-
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000, and receives an annual parliamentary grant
of $25,000, plus the salaries of the principals of

the several colleges.

Queen Victoria has granted a charter for the

foundation of a new university in the north of

England to be called the "Victoria University."
It is believed that the design of the university is

to give equal educational facilities to both sexes.

The work of the Boston "Society to Encour-

age Studies at Home " has been extensive the

past year, as many as 7,000 letters having been
written to students in thirty-tive States and in

Canada.

The effort in the Boston School Committee to

reduce the teachers' salaries for the coming year
has failed.

Over 500 applicants for admission to Harvard

College have been examined this year.

About $2,000,000 was expended in primary
education in New South Wales last year. The
attendance aggregated 128,125 children, who
paid in fees $350,000. Population of the col-

ony, 700,000.

Hon. J. L. Pickard, President of the Iowa State

University, has refused the superintendency of

the Brooklyn schools at $5,000 per annum. Pro-

fessor Pickard was formerly Superintendent of

Chicago.

The school age has been extended in Missouri

from 18 to 21, and the salary of the State Super-
intendent reduced from $3,000 to $1,995.

There are in St. Louis 1 73 Kindergarten teach-

ers, 42 of whom work without pay.

At the first commencement of Smith College,

Northampton, a class of eleven young women
graduated, who during four years have pursued
a course of study which the faculty say ranks

as high as that in any college' for young men.
Moreover—and this is a matter of special in-

terest and importance—these graduates are re-

ported by the piesident to be in well-nigh per-
fect health, and to have enjoyed uniformly
good health throughout the entire course. The
faculty of Smith College very justly regard the

preservation of the health of pupils quite as im-

portant as the completion of a set course of

study. We notice—and is not this a significant
fact?—that it is stated no one of the graduates
took any public part in the exercises connected
with their own graduation ;

that is, they read no

essays, they delivered no orations. Was it not

by this omission that some part of that "ner-
vous strain

" was prevented which so often breaks
down the overweary student just on the eve of

graduation, or immediately after the crisis is

over ? There are 133 students at Smith College,
and it seems to have grown rapidly in popularity

during the four years of its existence.—Harper''s

Bazar.

The Normal College of New York seems to

be in a most prosperous condition, and the re-

cent announcement of the number of successful

candidates for admission was an agreeable sur-

prise to commissioners, teachers, and pupils.
Out of 815 applicants, 741 were admitted to the

College.

Dr. Leland, a graduate of Amherst College,
who at the request of the Japanese Minister of

Education was sent out to establish the gymnas-
tic system in the Normal School at Tokio, has

been very successful in his efforts.

Prof. W. H. Payne has been elected Professor

of the Science and Art Teaching in the Michi-

gan State University. He has spent twenty-five

years of continuous service in the public schools

of the State. His duties at the University will

be to lecture on the history and philosophy of

education, and the work of school supervision.

Prof. W. F. Phelps has been unanimously
elected Superintendent of Public Schools in

Winona, at a salary of $2,000, also President of

the Society of Arts and Science. His accept-
ance of the superintendency has not been an-

nounced.

Educational Diversions.

A gentleman visiting a school in Cincinnati

during a recitation in Geography was invited to

ask the class a few questions. He complied, as

follows :

'What is the capital of Michigan?"
"
Lansing !" was the prompt answer.

" Where is the great University of Michigan
located ?"
" At Ann Arbor."
" What is the capital of Pennsylvania?"
"
Harrisburg."

" What is the largest city in Pennsylvania?"

"Philadelphia."
" What building is there in Philadelphia that

is dear to the heart of every patriotic American
citizen ?"

No answer. The gentleman repeated the ques-
tion.
" I know," said a little boy on a back seat, as

he stretched up his arm to its lull length.
"Tell us what it is, then, my boy," said the

doctor.

"The Mint," was the confident answer.—
Weekly.

At the head of imperial Russian colleges for

girls is Prince Peter of Olenburg, who is very
faithful to his charge. A while ago there were

many complaints of the poor food furnished at

the Smoling Convent, where eight hundred girls

are educated. Prince Peter resolved to know
the true state of things for himself. So he went

to the convent just before the usual dinner hour,
avoided the main entrance, and went to the

kitchen. At the door he met two soldiers car-

rying a huge steaming caldron.

"Halt!" he called out. "Put that kettle

down."
The soldiers of course obeyed.
"
Bring me a spoon," added the prince.

The spoon was at once produced ;
but one of

the soldiers ventured to begin a stammering re-

monstrance.
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"Hold your tongue!" cried the prince.
"Take off the lid

;
I insist on tasting it."

No further objection was raised, and his High-
ness took a large spoonful.
"You call this soup I" he exclaimed. " Why,

it is dirty water."
" It is, your Highness," replied the soldier.

"We have just been cleaning out the laundry."—
Bazar .

Instructor in Astronomy.
" And now, young

gentlemen, which of you can tell me the name
of the greatest of the planets

—the champion
planet, so to speak, of our solar system ?"

Student. " I can, sir. It's Saturn."

Instructor. "And how's that, pray?"
Student. " Why, because he carries the belt."

Grandmamma. "Now, Nellie, spell ice."

Nellie. " I-c-e."

Grandmamma. " Do you know what ice is ?"

Nellie. "
Yes, grandmamma, it's water fast

asleep."

" When was Rome built?" asked a school-

teacher of the first class in ancient history.
" In the night," answered a bright little girl.
" In the night !" exclaimed the astonished

teacher
;

" how do you make that out ?"
" Why, I thought that everybody knew that

Rome wasn't built in a clay," replied the child.

Shakespeare says that "use strengthens habit."

Somebody states that he tried the experiment on
a coat, but it did not answer at all.

State Board of Education.

i

Wednesday, May 28th.

The Board met at 3 p. m. Present—
Governor Irwin and Supts. Mann, Davis,

Dunbar, Landes, and Carr.

Minutes read and approved.

Life diplomas were granted to the fol-

lowing persons :

Lola S. Hartson, Mrs. M. C. Hunt, Miss Louise
C. Hagen, Mrs. M. C. Hart, Mary A. Hodgkins,
Julia L. Hauck, Mrs. M. H. Humphreys, Julia

Heney, G. Isaman, Philip Inskip, Miss Sarah

Jones, Thomas E. Kennedy, T. J. Kirk. Cinda

Lyttle, Mrs. M. E. McKown, .\. W^McArthur,
W. G. McPherson, J. G. McMeTTlan, Annie C'.

Montgomery, Mrs. H. I). Owen, Miss Nellie M.
Owens, MissjCharloue^ Pitcher, Mrs. F. M. Pugh,
Charles C. Paugh, MissST^A. Rightmire, Mrs.
L. Rousseau, Se\den^Sturges, M. M. Scott, Tim-

othy A. Spaulding, Charles Seward, Julia Smith,
Miss Qh^rlotte.M^_Silater, D, J. Sullivan, John
J. Simons, George Smyth, George C. Savois,
Annie E. Smith, William S. Taylor, Miss Helen
R. Waldron, Jesse Wood, E. H. Walker, Mattie

A. Weeks, William R. Wozencraft, J. C. Wells,
Dorcas Wheelock, Mary A. Way, Myron Yager,
Mrs. E. W. Anderson ,/^George P. Anderson,
Charles A. Abbott, Henrys C. Brooke, Miss R.
A. Bills,^. K. Bateman,^Samuel N. Burch, Miss

May E. Bennett, R. D. Butler^Jennie Burke,
F. W. Chapin, Miss Amelia Campbell, Alonzo

Crawford, Mrs. S. A.Clark, Mrs. Harriet Deuel,
D, D. DeNure, D. J. Delay, James M. Doty,
Miss Mary F. French/^Miss Sarah T. French,

James A. Ford, Henry E. Footman, William F.

Foss, O. E. Graves, Miss Maggie M. Graney,
Miss Nellie Holbrook. H. H. Heath^^Miss Sue
V. Heard.

The Committee to whom was referred

the appeal of P. ]\L Sullivan from the ac

tion of the State Board of Examination,

reported and recommended that the ac-

tion of the Board of E.xamination be

affirmed. Report adopted.

The charges of unprofessional conduct

against Max Lepmitz and W. L_Claxk were

dismissed.

The following rule was adopted, to be

numbered 7, under head of Instructions

to Teachers, page 81, School Law :

^ "
7. Any teacher relinquishing the

/charge of a school shall file with the Dis-

j

trict Clerk a full account of the classifica-

i tion of his or her school for the use of

the succeeding teacher. Said account

shall specify the various classes of the

school, the number and names of the

pupils of each class, and thq__progress

made in their different studies. KThe Dis-

trict Qlerk must withh^ the order lor the

laijit month's salary ^intil said paper shall

be filed."

SCIENCE RECORD.

This Record is under the editorial charge
of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

We learn from an exchange that Mr. Grube of

New York has Constructed a terrestrial globe

forty-nine inches in diameter, which shows all

the more prominent features of the earth's sur-

face. The surface is on a scale of i to 10,000,-

000, but as elevations would not be perceptible

on this scale the relief is exaggerated twenty

times. The oceans, seas, and rivers are col-

ored blue
;
the continents yellow ;

the glaciers,

ice-bergs, and floating ice, white. Red, black,
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and white lines cross the globe to indicate the

isothermal belts, the variations of the magnetic

needle, the date-lines where navigators correct

their logs by skipping from Saturday to Monday,
and other facts of like character. The map has

been constructed in the light of all the latest

discoveries. Mr. (irube has been two years in

perfecting his globe, and claims that it is the

largest globe ever constructed.

Heat and Light.—Mr. W. H. Preece, an

English electrician, made the following state-

ments in a recent lecture on heat and light :

*' These two are identical in character though

diflFering in degree ;
whenever solid matter has

imparted to it motion of a very high intensity,
—

in other words, when solid matter is raised to a

very high temperature— it becomes luminous.

The amount of light is dependent on the height

of this temperature ;
and it is a very remarkable

fact that all solid bodies become self-luminous

at the same temperature. This was determined

by Daniell to be 980"; by Wedgewood, 947*^;

by Draper, 977*^; so that we may approximately

assume the temperature at which bodies begin

to show light to be 1,000*'. The intensity of

light, however, increases in a greater ratio than

the temperature. For instance, platinum at

2,600*^ emits 40 times more light than at 1,900''.

Bodies when raised to incandescence pass through

all stages of the spectrum ;
as the temperature

increases so does the refrangibility of the rays of

light. Thus where a body is at a temperature of

250^ it may be called warm
;

at 500*', hot
;

at

1,000" we have the red rays; at 1,200'', the

orange rays ; at 1,300°, the yellow rays ;
at

1,500'^, the blue rays; at 1,700°, the indigo

rays ;
and at 2,000°, the violet rays. So any

body raised to a temperature above 2,000" emits

all the rays of the sun.

At the April meeting of the National Academy
a resolution was adopted declaring that provision

should be made by State legislation for giving

instruction in the principles of the metric sys-

tem in all the elementary schools of the coun-

try, and for making a knowledge of the system

a requisite for admission into educational insti-

tutions of a higher grade, also that laws should

be enacted by Congress enforcing the use in the

mail service of a unit of postal weight identical

with that already employed in foreign countries

and of requiring the assessment of duties upon
merchandise imported under metric invoices, to

be made in accordance with a tariff adapted to

metric denominations of weight and measure.

On the island of Amboina are small trees be-

longing to the cinchona family,which are associa-

ted in their growth with certain species of ants.

As soon as the young plants develop a stem, the

ants gnaw at the base, thus producing an irrita-

tion which causes the stem to swell until it is

eight or ten inches in diameter. This mass con-

tains a labyrinth of chambers which are occu-

pied by the ants as their nests. The walls of

these chambers, and the whole mass of the in-

flated stem, retain their vitality, continuing to

increase in size with their growth. From the

surface of the globular mass spring small twigs

bearing leaves and flowers. This gall-like

tumor has become a normal condition of the

plants, and they cannot thrive without the ants.

It is reported that Mr. Edison has obtained a

dynamometer of sufficient delicacy to measure

every one-hundredth of horse-power. With this

instrument he can calculate the cost of the elec-

tric light to the minutest detail. He has demon-

strated that from eighty to ninety per cent, of

energy is converted into light, and that six elec-

tric lights are supplied from one-horse power at

one-third the cost of gas. He maintains that

the problem of applying the electric light to

domestic purposes has been practically solved,

but admits that a great mass of detail remains

to be worked up. He has satisfied himself that

platinum can be supplied in large quantities so

as to reduce the expense.

A Russian paper gives an account of a swarm

of locusts wiiich forced a detachment of troops

on the march to retrace their steps. They set-

tled so thickly on the soldiers' faces, uniforms,

and muskets that the major in command, driven

to desperation, ordered firing at them for half an

hour, but this producing no effect, a retreat was

ordered.

The Royal Geographical Society has under-

taken to orgar>ize a uniform system of spelling

the names of places throughout the globe. A
commencement has been made with Indian

names. After these are tabulated and revised

the society propose to turn their attention to

African names. They hope to establish a uni-
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versal set of rules applicable to all parts of the

world.

The following note was recently received at

the Philadelphia Zoological Garden by the su-

perintendent. On inquiry it proved to be bona

fide:

Too the Manager of the Zeoological Garden,
Phil., June 2, '79.

Sir : I have Somethinge wich is without any
misstack a Grate novilty too the public & is no

Cost, ic is a alactrick Fish wich lives in Fire as

in water, proueduce fire and smoke.
Proff. Lyons.

Invisible Solar Clouds.—Mr. Trouvelot, a

skillful astronomical observer, noticed while ex-

amining the sun certain dark masses which cut

out the light in the neighborhood of the C line,

a well-known hydrogen line. On looking to the

same part of the sun with the telescope, he could

see no cloud masses. The inference therefore is

that there were clouds of matter floating above

that particular part of the photosphere, which

had the power of absorbing just that part of

the sun's light, and that only.

1.

THE PLANETS IN AUGUST.

Alercury is unfavorably situated for observa-

tion. He sets on the 5ih at 7:45, and on the

15th nearly with the sun. Alter the I5ih he

sets in daylight, and on the 25th he rises at

about the same time the sun does. He is sta-

tionary among the stars on the 9th, and near the

moon on the i8th.

Venus is an evening star, setting on the loth

one hour after sunset ;
on the 20th 40 minutes

after the sun, which time decreases to 15 min-

utes on the 30th. She is at her greatest bril-

liancy on the 19th, near the moon on the 20th,

,nd stationary among the stars on the last day of

the month.

Mars rises on the 8ih at 10:45 p. m.; on the

i8th at io:io P. M.; and on the 28th at 9:34

P. M. He is near the moon on the 9th.

Jupiter rises on the 8th at 8:53 P. M.; on the

i8th at 8:2 P. M.; and on the last day of the

month at 7:7 P. M. He is near the moon on

the 4th, and again on the last day, and in op-

sition to the sun, on the last day.

Saturn rises on the 8th at 10 P. M.; on the

18th at 9:23 P. M,; and on the 28th at 8:25

P. M., and is visible throughout the night after

these times. He is near the moon on the 7th.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

Proposition 5.
—The exponent of a given

quantity in a quotient must equal the ex-

cess of the exponent of that quantity in

the dividend over the exponent of the

same quantity in the divisor.

tZ4
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The exponent of the given quantity in

the dividerxd and in the divisor respectively

indicates how often in each case that quan-

tity is taken as a factor. The exponent of

the same quantity in the quotient must be

such as to indicate the excess of the num-

ber of times the quantity is taken as a

factor in the dividend over the number of

times it is taken as a factor in the divisor.

From this we may infer the truth of the

above proposition.

Mr. G. R. Bissell, of West End, Ala-

meda, contributes the following mathe-

matical facts, and kindly promises to send

others from time to time. We should

be happy to hear often from him. He
writes :-
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Herewith I send you some singular

properties of certain numbers.

It is pretty generally known that to

square any number ending in 5, you mul-

tiply the figures on the left of the 5 by

the same figures (or figure) plus i, and to

the product annex 25, thus :

Square 85.
—

8 X 9 = 72;
annex 25, 7225 = (S^Y

Square 295.
—
29 X 30 = 870

annex 25, 87025 = (295)^

When, however, the numbers end in 25

or 75, the work may be much shortened

by the following rules, which, although

they may have been known heretofore, yet

I have never seen them in books, or heard

of them from others :

I St. To square any number ending in

25, strike out the figure 2, and multiply the

remaining figures by those on the left of

the 2, and after the product write 625.

Square 825.
—

85 X 8 = 680;

annex 625, 680625 = (825)=*

Square 2025.
—
205 X 20 = 4100 ;

annex 625, 4100625 = (2025)2

2nd. To square any number ending in

75, strike out the figure 7, and multiply

the remaining figures by those on the

left of the 7 increased by i, and after the

product write 625.

Square 875.
—

85 X 9 = 765;
annex 625, 765625 = (875)^

Square 375,
—

35 X 4 = 140;

annex 625, 140625 = (375)"^

Square 1975.
—

195 X 20= 3900
annex 625, 3900625 = {pgJsY

That these rules mus/ always give the

proper result can be demonstrated by al-

gebraic. The algebraic work will be given

if desired.

Mr. M. D. Gage of Camptonville, sends

the following problems for solution :

Problem 19.
—Solve

xy = q

Problem 20.—Solve

17^+8,^-2633-1^22-765^
y X

960

y
47y +22 240

X 2X

Mr. J. F. Klenck of San Jose, sends

solution to problem 18 of No. 5, Pacific

School and Home Journal :

V .r + 30 = ^ •—
30 (i)

Cubing ,

3 2

{i)x 4-30=.^
—

9o;tr-|-2700Jtr
—27000 (2)

Transposing,

x^—90 ^^2+2699^—27030=0 (3)

Removing the second term by trans-

formation in (3),

y^
—y — 60 =: O (4)

By Cardan's rule for solving Cubic Equa-

tions,

y= 4

Dividing (4) by y — 4.

Ji'" + 4,y + 15 = o (5)

Transposing, completing square, and ex-

tracting square root of (5),

y=±sj—\i — 2

But as the value oi y in equation (4) is

less than the value of x in equation (3)

by 30 I find that

^ = 34

28 -f V^^^i

and 28 — v^
— II
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Mr. Klenck thinks that the methods of

solving Problem 15, as published in No.

7, may be shortened as follows :

Radius of wheel with tire, 31 inches.

Radius of wheel without tire, 30 inches.

(31)^— (30)'= 2 X 30+ I =61
61 X 3-i4i6 X 4 = 766.5504 cu. in.

i25x/39
766.5504X

1728
X X:*'-'^=2i6.2 5-|-lbs.

2 S

Mr. Klenck writes :

I have selected for your Journal the

following problems, taken from examina-

tion papers of graduating classes of a

Berlin gymnasium :

Problem 21.—

i4 (0

X +,)•
= 4 (2)

Problem 22.—

yj\^ ''+ \
= 2 (I)

3.r
- ty

= 2x(2y— s) (2)

Problem 23.
—

^3-f^3 := 152 (2)

Problem 24.—

3-^ + J^ = 34
— 6 >/ 3x +j' -f- 6 (2)

It will be seen that the problems se-

lected may all be solved by quadratic

methods. Perhaps the solution of the last

is not as simple as that of the others.

I

Several communications have been re-

ived, which will be published, if possi-""'"""

Educational Intelligence

KKOM

STATES AND COUNTIES

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

Dr. James C. Robertson, formerly a teacher in

this city, and more recently principal teacher in

the Industrial School, was attacked July 12th by
five boys confined in that institution and fatally

injured. He remained in an unconscious condi-

tion for several days until his death. While

punishing one of the boys, the others suddenly
assaulted him, one striking him on the temple
with a wooden bar used as a part of a chest of

drawers. »

Dr. Robertson was an estimable man and a

good teacher. He was kindness itself in his re-

lations with his pupils; and was the last man to

deserve so sad, so cruel a fate. He was a young

man, not more, we believe, than thirty-two years

of age. His family have our earnest sympathy,
and that of this community, where James Rob-

ertson was universally loved and respected.

Another sad event in July was the death, after

a lingering and painfuj illness, of Miss Kate

Sullivan, for many years principal of the Lin-

coln Primary School. Miss Sullivan was one

of the ablest and most influential teachers in

the State. She had been in this department

nearly twenty years, altogether in the primary
schools. By her enthusiasm and ability the

Lincoln Primary School is one of the model pri-

mary schools of this coast.

Her funeral, which took place on Sunday, July

20th, was attended by more than one thousand

of her fcnner pupils, by many teachers, the

Board of Education, and the Superintendent.

Her loss is a sad one, not only to her family

and inmmediate friends, but to the school de-

partment of the city and State.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

The Finance Committee of the Board of Edu-

cation recommend that a levy of twenty-five

cents on the $100 be made for the schools the

coming year. Last year it was twenty-seven

cents.

The estimated expenses of the School Depart-
ment of Alamfcda will be over $25,cx)0, an in-

crease of $4,000 over that of last year.

There are nearly 1,000 pupils enrolled in the

Alameda city schools.
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The Salary Committee hava recommended that

the assistant in the High School receive $125

per month. Inexperienced teachers to receive

for the first six months $20 less than the sched •

ule salary ;
for the second six months, $15 less

;

and for the second the year, $10 less.

Mrs. Emma Marwedel, who has had a kinder-

garten class in Oakland for the past year has

moved to Berkeley, at the earnest solicitation of

some friends, who became greatly interested in

her methods of teaching. She has secured a

pleasant cottage opposite to Prof. Burriss' class-

ical school, and will open on the 1st of August.
'She seems greatly encouraged by the prospects

'of success, and delighted with the sympathy ex-

pressed in her methods by the people of Berke-

sjey^ She has a good number of pupils engaged,

and w'jjnTavej2esid.PgJjl£- chndrejTj^_r1ass_aji ad^
vatjced normal^ cjjjji_for_^ersoiisjtvho desire_to

lê rn the whole system. Her pupils of last year's

normal class are already all engaged in teach-

ing. One of them, Miss Vandenburg, is engaged
at Mrs. Colgate Baker's young ladies' school on

Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, another at Mrs.

West's select school on Sutter Street, and others

elsewhere. One of the pupils has been assist-

ing Miss Smith in her delightful kindergarten on

Silver Street. Another will aid her during the cur-

rent year. Several orphan asylums are thinking

of starting kindergarten classes in their schools—
just the place for them, in our estimation. We
hope they will do so.

We have also heard of an encouraging move-

ment in another direction which gives hope that

the leaven of Froebel's methods is working

slowly, like Christianity among the masses.

Mrs. Rev. Ada Bowles, well known in this

city by her lectures to women, Mrs. Sarah B.

Cooper, the well known writer in this city, and

Mrs. Brown, President of the Young Women's

Christian Association, propose to start kinder-

garten classes in every ward in this city and in

Oakland. They are already, we learn, actively

engaged in canvassing the field.

These movements give the friends of kinder-

gartens, and Mrs. M. in particular, great joy,

and kindles anew hopes of a brilliant future for

the Froebel methods. We heartily wish them

\succes3, and give them ouijGods£eed^^____________

/'

The Prescott school, Oakland, is crowded, and

the overflow has been turned into the Cole build-

ing.

Miss E. S. Ellitt, recently a teacher in the

Frank lin school, was married at Lodi to Dr. E.

H. Pardee. She made a honey-moon of her va-

cation on the shores of Lake Tahoe.

Mr. Degen's new building for his classical and

English school was dedicated by a fine musical

festival given by the Orpheus Society, under

direction of Prof. McDougall. Rev. Dr. Ells,

Supt. Campbell, and others made addresses.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

From the report of Supt. J. B. Finch of San

Jose, we gather that there are eight male and

thirty-nine female teachers employed in that

city ;
and that there are 2,329 pupils enrolled

in the public schools. Mr. Finch recommends

that Single Entry Book-keeping be introduced in

the higher grades of the grammar schools.

There are 524 children between five and seven-

teen years old in Gilroy. Of this nllmber 386
attend the excellent schools of which Prof. A.

W. Oliver is principal.

The San Jose Herald states that from 150 to

200 children are reported out of school in San

Jose because of want of money to buy books.

It calls the attention of parents to the fund pro-

vided for such cases.

A lynx-eyed
" Observer "

gives in the San Jose

Herald a graphic account of the state of the

school-yards and fences in San jose. He speaks

of weeds being so rank that children get lost in

them. He goes afcer the janitor, superintend-

ent, and teachers with a very sharp stick. He
does not devote a line to that beautiful park of

the Normal School, the pride of the State!

Prof. E. C. Carr has been appointed teacher of

vocal music at the State Normal School for the

ensuing year.

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY.

Among the new teachers this term in Prof.

Anderson's school, Santa Cruz City, is Miss

Lucy E. Owen, daughter of the very able editor

of the San Jose Mercury.

The "color-line "
in the Watsonville schools

has been productive of a large amount of very

bitter discussion and personal abuse in the dif-

ferent journals of that town. It has been or-

dered by the Board of Education tha!; the col-

ored children be admitted into the public schools

since the colored school was closed, and the

feeling has reached pretty nearly to a riot on

the part of the agitators. It remains to be seen

whether the Board will be sustained.

There were twenty applicants at the recent ex-

amination of teachers. Four received secona-

grade and four third-grade certificates.
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The schools in Santa Cruz on opening were

crowded, and provision was made for another

primary room, with temporary furniture and a

new teacher. Many changes in teachers were

made, five or six having resigned, several going
East.

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY.

The total number of children of seventeen

years of age and under in this county, by census

returns, is 7,800. The number that have at-

tendep public school, 4,20! ; private schools, 212.

The Linden school is under the charge of W.
A. Coudery, a teacher of experience and ability.

Mr. Dunn is first assistant, and Miss Henyon
second assistant. There is an an attendance of

150 pupils.

Many of the Stockton teachers and the super-

intendent spent the vacation at the seaside. So-

quel ail is a good tonic for Stocktonians.

rONTRA COSTA COUNTY.

Wm. Crowhurst, for two years principal of the

school at Somersville, has been elected principal

of the Walnut Creek school. Mr. C. previously

had charge of the primary schools in Vallejo for

eight years.

L. L. Brown, formerly at Walnut Creek, has

been engaged in Harmony District, Napa county.

Mr. B. is a good tenor singer, and in this re-

spect a valuable aid wherever he goes.

Miss Kate Morford of New York State—a new-

comer—has been engaged at Judsonvjlle, in place

of Mr. Parker, who is a teacher of long experi-

ence, and has been in this county many years.

We understand that the patrons of the school

signed a request to retain him, and that two of

the three trustees signed it also. We trust he

will find a good place waiting for him or a bet-

ter business soon.

The first school in this county was opened in

185 1 in Martinez. There were then 400 chil-

dren in the county. Martinez now has the finest

building in the county and a fine corps of teachers,

NEVADA COUNTY.

No important changes have been made in the

schools of this county for the current year.

Geo. E. Robinson has been re-nominated by
;he Republicans for county superintendent. He
also editor of the Nevada Tri- Weekly Herald.

Frank Power, principal of the Grass Valley

Grammar School, was nominated by the Demo-

crats.

Mr. A. A, Smith, once a teacher, has been

nominated on the Workingmen's ticket for Secre-

tary of State, He was not endorsed by the

H. B.'s.

B. J. Watson, an old teacher, ex-editor of Ne-

vada Transcript^ and ex-county county superin-

tendent, has received the nomination of joint

State Senator on the Republican ticket for Ne-

vada and Sierra counties. He stands a good
chance for election.

C. W. Cross, formerly a prominent teacher in

Marysville, Yuba county, now a lawyer in Ne-

vada county, has been nominated on the Work-

ingmen's and H. B. ticket for Attorney -General

for the State. He will probably be elected. So

our old teachers are coming to the front.

The Workingmen seem to be the strong force

in this county,

TEHAMA COUNTY.

Mrs. M. C. Vincent accepts a position in Mar-

tinez, where she formerly taught. Red BlulT

thus loses her best teacher and disciplinarian

and Martinez gains an accomplished lady and

fine scholar, one who would not for a moment
be satisfied with anything less than a first-grade

either in her own scholarship or in her classes.—
R. B. Sentinel.

A new school district to be called Dibble Creek

has been organized.

,
SONOMA COUNTY.

The school in Sonoma opened with crowded

rooms—236 pupils and three teachers
; C . L.

Ennis, principal ; assistants. Miss Natalia Hope
and Miss S. E. Morton.

SOLANO COUNTY.

Dixon has a high school, under charge of the

Rtv. J. C. Simmons,

The salaries of teachers in the public schools

have been somewhat reduced.

An Educational Convention ai \'acaville, un-

der the auspices of California College, was held

recently. President LeConte of the University,

and Prof. Allen of the Normal School, were

present.
AMADOR COUNTY.

M. A. Edsinger was elected as principal of the

school in Jackson, after a long discussion. The

opposition was overcome, it being the expressed

wish of the pupils and parents that he be re-

tained. He has the reputation of being an able

and successful teacher.

Two private schools and a dancing-school have

been recently opened at Sutter Creek. Are

public schools at a discount up there ? The ac-

i
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tions of the young men and boys have been

shaiply criticised in that progressive burgh

lately.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

From the report of Supt. Landes the follow-

ing items are gleaned :
*' The total census chil-

dren between five and seventeen years, i,747 ;
the

number under five years, 658 ;
number who have

attended school, 1,442 ;
the number who have

attended private schools, 32 ;
number who have

attended no school, 273 ;
number enrolled, 1,623 ;

average daily attendance, 904 ; per cent, of at-

tendance, I2 ;
current expenses, $26,670 ;

total

receipts from State, $25,222 ;
amount needed to

support an eight months' school, $30,665 ;
balance

needed, $4,922; number of teachers, 146;— male,

^ ; female, 117."

SAN BENITO COUNTY.

W. H. Housh, principal of the San Juan

school, is candidate for county superintendent.

MODOC COUNTY.

All the applicants at the recent examination

in this county gave up on the first day and re-

tired from the field. Here is a chance for some-

body who holds a third-grade.

SHASTA COUNTY.

Mrs. D. M. Coleman has been nominated for

re-election as county superintendent of schools.

TRINITY COUNTY.

Mr. G. E. Noonan has been nominated on the

Republican ticket for county superintendent of

schools.

Weaverville forgot to celebrate the Fourth of

July
—or did not have patriotism enough to do

it. The editor of the Trinity says he felt

ashamed of it, and that every town of similar

importance
— it is the county seat—in the United

States would celebrate the day and they did

nothing. This confession is worth something,

i\ patriotic teacher ought to go to Weaverville.

NAPA COUNTY.

A school-house is needed in Napa District.

The trustees have rented the old Baptist church

to accommodate the pupils.

Miss Sarah F. McDonald, principal of the

young ladies' seminary in Napa, died at Jack-

sonville, 111., July 25th. She had l>een in the

institution fifteen years, and is said to have

stood in the front ranks as an educator.

KERN COUNTY.

The Kern County Gazette notices the Fourth

Annukl Catalogue of the Visalia Normal School.

We should like to see it.

F. S. Wallace announces himself as candidate

for county superintendent of schools. So also

does Mrs. D. (Harris) Rogers.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY.

C. H. Kimball has been re-elected superin-

tendent of the city public schools. This, to-

gether with the gold-headed cane, speaks vol-

umes.

C. N. Andrews has been re-elected principal

of the Santa Ana school.

E. A, Parker is engaged at Garden Grove.

W. P. McDonald is. candidate for re-election

as county superintendent of schools.

O. H. Baker takes the Newport school.

Santiago District school seems to be flourish-

ing for a four-months-old district. It was cut off

from Orange, and now the building is full. Mrs.

J. A. Foster is teacher.

^ Eight teachers out of sixty succeeded in pass-

ing the last examination.

SAN DIEGO COUNTY.

Our candidate for school superintendent, J. F.

Halloran, was welomed with a salute of ten

guns on arriving home in Julian.
—San Diego

Herald.
MENDOCINO COUNTY.

The school at Little River opened on the 24th

with fifty pupils, in spite of chicken-pox raging

there. It had been closed two weeks on ac-
*

count of measles—seventy-five cases occurring.

The local papers characterize it as of a mild

type, and of the meanest kind, the doctors not

making a cent out of them.

MARIN COUNTY.

Peter McHugh is up for county superintendent

of schools on the H. B. ticket.

Miss Regina Weinshank takes the Nicasio

school, with a good reputation.

MONTEREY COUNTY. »

The school in Pleito District, under charge of

Mr. James Vercoe, a skillful and able teacher, is

progressing finely.

C. F. Rubell, who has just received an edu-

cational diploma, is candidate for superintendent

of schools on the New Constitution party ticket.

Salinas schools opened with 326 pupils.

D. K. Edwards was nominated for county su-

perintendent of schools on the Democratic ticket.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

[For Semi-Annual Examination of Teachers,

June, 1879.]

GRAMMAR.

What is the rule for the formation of a

verb in the passive voice ? What is con-

jugation ? Compare less, late, next, old,

far.

Give the plural of brother, genius, in-

dex, man-child, step-son, i^as, fly.

He bids whoever is athirsi, come. Much

depends on the pupil's studying diligently.

Parse italicized words.

Correct the following sentences and give

reasons :

1. Set forth such arguments as seems to

you the most conclusive.

2. Spencer is confessedly one of the

bleast men that has written on education.

3. The plague was more fatal than any
disease then known.

What properties belong to verbs } to

nouns ? Give a synopsis of the verb hear

in the indicative mood, passive voice, first

person, singular number.

What is the difference between laier and

latter, in and into, and older and elder?

What is the use of the present partici-

ple .'* the perfect participle .'* Illustrate.

Name and illustrate four ways in which

infinitives may be used. What is the dif-

ference between a direct and an indirect

quotation }

Give your method of teaching a child

to construct short sentences rapidly and

correctly.

iGive

your method of teaching composi-
on in connection with the study of gram-
mar to first and second grade classes.

PHYSIOLOGY,

(50 credits.)

I. State what you can of the usefulness

of lime in bones.

I'

""'•'™""'

ments of the joints ? What by the carti-

lage at the joints ?

3. What are the advantages of physical
culture to both mind and body ^

4. Give the structure of the skin.

5. State the necessity of regularity in

diet.

6. What causes operate to injure or de-

stroy the teeth .?

7. What are the lacteals, and of what

use are they ?

8. What are the two great uses of the

blood } Describe the action of the heart.

NATURAL HISTORY.

(50 credits.)

1. Define the following terms :

Inflorescence, Embryo,

Vaccine, Germination,

Tuber, Phenogamous,

Stolon, Cryptogamous,

Akene, Albumen.

2. In what respect does the early growth

of the Indian corn diflfer from that of the

onion .?

3. In what way are plants progagated or

multiplied in number }

4. Name and define the subdivisions of

the animal kingdom.

5. What animals are restricted to the

coldest regions? What to the hottest.'*

How may powers of observation be edu-

cated and the faculty of discrimination

sharpened by the study of Natural History .?

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITFI) STATES AND

CALIFORNLX.

(25 credits.
)

1. Of how many and what departments
do both State and National Government

consist .''

2. In what officer or officers does each

department rest ?

3. Of what does Congress consist ?

4. What, assistance has the President in

discharging the duties of the Executive

Department .?

OF Tmt
TT"KTTTrTrT5 ^
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5. What control has the Constitution of

the United States upon the Government?

6. How may Territories become States ?

7. How may the Constitution of the

State of California be amended?

SCHOOL LAW.

(25 credits.)

1. What are the general duties of teach-

ers in the public schools ?

2. On what conditions can a State Edu-

cational Diploma be granted ?

3. How are City Boards of Examina-

tion composed, and what certificates have

they power to grant ?

4. What are the more important duties

of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion ?

5. What must the report of the Census

Marshal show ?

LVDUSTRIAL DRAWING.

(25 credits?)

Define a curved line, an angle, a cube,

a cylinder, a cone.

Give the general direction for the posi-

tion of the body, the position of the book,

and the manner of holding the pencil

while drawing.

Draw an ivy-leaf, a book and a cube.

MUSIC

(24 credits.)

1. How do you determine the key-note

of a piece of music ?

2. What letter is sharped in the key
of G?

3. What is the use of double bars ?

4. Define the following terms : Clef,

interval, sharp, flat, melody, harmony
chord.

5. How is the length of a note deter-

mined ?

6. How its sound?

BOOK NOTICES.

"He who has a knowledge of things

will not be helped by a knowledge of

words."—Luther.

Fobriger's Drawing Manual and Drawing
Cards. Philadelphia and Cincinnati : Jones
Brothers & Co.

A successful result in the school-room is the

best criterion of the merits of any book or any
system. Judged by this test, Fobriger's draw-

ing system is the best yet introduced into the

public schools of California. The drawing-books
included in the system have for some years been
used in the city of San Jose ;

and the evidence
of the principal of drawing and the class-teach-

ers there is highly favorable. On a i^ecent visit,

we were shown pupils' drawing representing

every-day work, which indicated a higher de-

gree of proficiency than by any other system.
On examining the drawing-books, we discover

three great merits : First, from a few simple
principles, an almost endless variety of designs
are made. Second, the cheapness of the books
commend them to extensive use. Third, the

form in which they are prepared, on good paper,
convenient in shape and size, make them, on
the whole, better calculated for the end in view
than any other secies.

We know this system will become very popular
with those of our teachers who become familiar

with it.

We have received a large number of text-

books, which will be reviewed at an early day.

Samuel Johnson. His Words and His Ways.
Edited by E. T, Mason. New York : Harper
& Bros. San Francisco : Payot, Upham &
Co.

We believe this is the most charming book on

Dr. Johnson yet issued from the press. It con-

sists of well-arranged extracts from the writings
of his cotemporaries concerning him, notably of

his biographer andyft/^j Achates, Boswell.

To read all that Boswell has to say of John-
son, becomes a work of weariness, on which few

modern readers care to venture.

In this volume we have the cream of Johnson's

thoughts on men and things ;
and the best of

what his cotemporaries said to him and what in

return he said to them. We see Dr. Johnson here

in every guise : as the scholar and as the pedant ;

as the philosopher and as the simpleton ;
as the

misanthrope and as the lover of mankind.
We are given by Dr. Mason bits of wisdom and

wit which lighten up the character of the man,
and show him not wanting in the other attributes

of human nature. Great credit is due the editor

of the work for the care and taste with which he

has culled the vast quantity of material at his

command, and presented us with a delightful
book.

Notice.

f^" We desire and particularly request that every one

who writes to the Journal desiring their address to be

changed, would state from what county they sent their

name and to what county they wish the change to be
made. Simply giving the name of a town is not enough,
as it obliges us to examine the entire register to find the

name. Please notice this. "^
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joyed for many years a national reputation, and are now more largely used in the public schools

than any others of like character.

THE NEW GRADED READERS. An entirely new series ; fully and handsomely illustrated,

and surpassing all others in excellence of manufacture, gradation, and in cheapness.
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SWINTON'S GEOGRAPHICAL COURSE. The freshest, best graded, and cheapest Geog-
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most widely used series of Mathematics ever published.
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metic and Algebra practically treated in Three Beautiful Books.

THE SPENCERIAN COPY-BOOKS AND CHARTS. New Revised Edition. More gen-
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KERL'S ENGLISH GRAMMARS. A thorough, practical, and widely approved course of

English Grammar.
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^K The path of the moon about the earth

is not Hke that of the earth about the sun.

The earth and the moon have the same

motion about the sun—both moving at an

average velocity of nearly 66,000 miles

per hour. The earth is ninety-one and a

half million miles from the sun, and the

moon is less than a quarter million miles

l^^rom the earth. The average distance of

l^phe earth from the sun is three hundred

and eighty-two times that of the moon

_^^rom the earth. During the time the

|.
..........

ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]

that is, from full moon to full moon again,

the earth and moon both move onward

forty-six million miles in their course

about the sun. The earth does not vary

much in her velocity ; but the moon, be-

ing much smaller, varies considerably on

account of the attraction of the earth.

At "
full moon "

the earth is between

the moon and the sun
;
and the moon is

then three hundred eighty-three times as

far from the sun as from the earth. In

this part of its course the moon moves

more rapidly than the earth about the

sun
;
and it soon passes by so far that

only half its illuminated surface is visible

to us. When that point (the end of the

third quarter) is reached, the moon is just

as far from the sun as the earth is. The
moon is then directly ahead of the earth.

33
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-B An Arc representing a Part of the Earth's Orbit

around the Sun.

1 Earth and Moon, end of 2nd Quarter,
" Full Moon."

2 " " " " "
3rd

" '• Half Moon."

3
" " «« " "

4th
" " New Moon."

^
" «' " « ««

ist
" " Half Moon."

5
«« " " " " and " " Full Moon."

C-D A Line representing the Fquinoctial, or the tarth's

Equator extended to the Celestial Sphere.

1 Belt of Orion.
2 Head of Hydra.
3 Head of Virgo.
4 Left Hand of Serpentarius

5 Right Shoulder of Serpentarius.
6 Head of Taurus Poniatowski,

7 Aquila—Star Altair.

8 Urn in Aquarius.
9 Head of Cetus, The Whale.
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Both are moving with nearly equal ve-

locity
—the earth whirling onward after

the moon, and only three hours and forty

minutes behind.

After becoming
"
full," the greater ve-

locity of the moon would soon take it far

away from its companion, the earth ; but

the earth, by exerting all her power, holds

back her frolicsome attendant, swings it

across her own path, and brings it be-

tween herself and the sun. A few even-

ings after, we see its narrow crescent in

the western sky, and say we have a " new

moon." In this position, the moon is

three hundred eighty-one times as far from

the sun as from the earth.

Having been restrained from its head-

long course and brought back into sate

keeping, the moon's decreasing speed

causes it to lag behind, little by little—
the earth moving steadily on all the time.

But the earth holds it with a stronger than

iron grip, and swings it across her own

path, making it occupy a place directly

behind—one which she herself left only

three hours and forty minutes before.

When the moon is at this place we see

half of its illuminated surface, and say it

is at the end of its first quarter, or that it

is a "
half moon." Swinging across the

earth's orbit, its speed increased by the

attractive power of the earth, it soon

passes up in line with the earth and the

sun, and we call it a "full moon,"—all its

illuminated surface being visible. This

increased velocity carries it on as before,

till the earth restrains it and holds it back.

The path of the moon about the earth

is not, then, a circle. While moving

forty-six million miles onward about the

sun, the moon is from three hundred

eighty-one to three hundred eighty-three

times as far from the sun as from the

earth
; and, like a playful child walking

with its mother, is by turns on all sides of

the more sober parent. When next time,

in the evening, the
"
half moon "

is seen,

allow the mind to comprehend, as fully as

possible, that the moon is directly behind

the earth, that both are flying through

space at the rate of eleven hundred miles

a minute, and that they are only three

hours and forty minutes apart.

Pegasus. — The large square of four

bright stars marks this constellation very

plainly. The square marks the position

of the body about the shoulders
;
and the

stars on the right show the position of the

neck and head, the brightest star, Enif,

being in his nose. The fore-legs are rep-

resented by lines of small stars extending

upward (westward) from the upper or

western corner of the square. When
seen in the east, the Horse is inverted,

having his legs up and back down. Only
the fore-part of the body is visible to mor-

tal eyes ;
the gods hid the other part from

our sight.

After Perseus had cut off Medusa's head,

Pegasus sprang from her bloody neck.

Having wings, he flew to Mt. Helicon, in

Boetia, and there opened a fountain for

his use by striking his feet on the ground.

He sometimes went to drink at a cele-

brated fountain near Corinth. Here he

was caught by Bellerophon, who used him

in his difficult expedition against the mon-

ster, Chimaira. At last, Bellerophon at-

tempted to fly up to heaven on Pegasus ;

but Jupiter caused the Horse to throw

him off", and he fell to the earth. Pegasus

continued his flight, and became the large

constellation we now see in the sky.

Virgo.—The sun is in the western part

of this constellation, when we have days

and nights of equal length in September.
In ancient times the sun was in Libra at

the autumnal equinox. On account of

the
"
precession of the equinoxes," the

sun reaches this equinox soon after it en-

ters Virgo. In a few centuries the equi-

noctial point will be in Leo Major. Spica,

the brightest star in Virgo, marks the

heads of grain held in the Virgin's left
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THE NORTHEASTERN HEAVENS.

Part of Ccphcus.

Part of Cygnus.

Lacerta, The Lizard

Part of Pegasus.

Cassiopeia.

Gloria Frederica.

Part of Perseus.

Alderamin.
Head of Cepheus.
Cassiopeia's Chair.

Caph.
Shedir.
Buchbah.
Algenib.
Almaach in Andromeda's Left Foot •

Merach.
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hand. This constellation extends through

more than forty-five degrees of the heav-

ens, and contains several stars equal to

Polaris in brilliancy.

The ancient poets held that the human
race were, at first, in what they called the

golden age ;
that they were all good and

happy ;
and that the gods then dwelt on

the earth with man. Through the silver

age man degenerated, and, at length, in

e brazen and iron ages, he became vile

nd evil in every possible way. As man

hanged from a condition of purity to one

of vileness, the gods, one after another, de-

serted their favorite places on the earth,

and fled to heaven. The Virgin Astraea,

the Goddess of Justice, was, at last, the

only god left
;
but in the brazen age, she,

too, was obliged to leave the earth, and

take up her abode in the celestial regions,

where she is this day represented by the

large constellation Virgo.

Libra.—Libra is the next constellation

of the zodiac east of Virgo. It is small

compared with Virgo ;
but it is plainly

marked by its four brightest stars, which

form a somewhat regular four-sided figure.

The name Libra (lialances or Scales) is

thought to have been given to this con-

stellation, because the sun was in that

part of the heavens when days and nights

were equal : others suppose the Balances

belonged to Astra;a, the Goddess of Jus-

tice
;
and that they were taken to the

heavens by her, when she forsook the

earth.

Berenice's Hair.— The stars of this

constellation are inconspicuous, there be-

none greater than the fourth magni-
de. Viewed through an opera-glass, the

minute stars so near together are very bril-

liant. Berenice was the wife of Ptolemy

uergeles, King of Eg>'pt. When, at one

me, this king was about to depart with his

y to fight his enemies, the Assyrians,

renice, fearing for his safety, vowed to

t off her beautiful hair, and dedicate it

to the Goddess of Beauty, it her husband

should return in safety. He returned

unharmed, and the shining tresses were

placed in the temple of Venus. Not

long after, it was reported that Berenice's

hair had disappeared and could not be

found. When all were regretting the loss

Conon, a learned astronomer, went to the

king, and pointed out a new constellation

in the heavens, which he said was Bere-

nice's Hair. Jupiter, to honor forever the

great love of Berenice for her husband,

had transferred the tresses from the temple
to the heavens.

IN A LIBRARY.

[At the banquet given to the Association

of Librarians at Cambridge, Mass., the fol-

lowing beautiful lines were read in presence
of Longfellow the poet. They were received

with much applause ] :

A day of work was done ! The creaking door

Shut out the scholar, and the library wore

The stilly gloom that evening comes to spread

Through alcoves peopled with the living dead !

Pacing the hall, no loneliness I felt

Could bide unwelcome where such spirits dwelt,

When suddenly the air was thick and shone

With gleams that showed me I was not alone.

With strange transforming every book had pressed

Its phantom kin to clasp it to the breast.

I challenged one, that seemed of all the peer ;

'Canst tell me," said I, "who's the truest here ?"

At this there came a presence to the front,

That bore the aspect of the battle's brunt
;

I heard a chariot rumble o'er the ground,

And felt Earth tremble as if Jove had frowned.

A form erect lay ope the ruddy page
—

I read of Helen and the Grecian rage !

'* No, no," I cried, and thus my warning ran,

*' I crave the kindness, not the ire, of man "

And still the phantom forms sped lordly by,

August or meek, in shape and tread and eye.

Until a being of more wondrous mien

Than any else that drank of Hippocrene
Came like a pageant, like a myriad man,

And held the book of lii'e for me to scan.
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I turned the page and read—what shall I say ?

The universal record, grave and gay—
Of Hamlet, Romeo, and the fat Sir John,

Ophelia, Portia—need I now go on ?—
All living, dying, both the false and true

Came to the bidding ere I lost my cue.

Alas ! I know this affluence of art.

But tell me, if you can, of Shakespeare's heart.

We feel the genius, but we miss the man,
Who kindles love through all life's varied plan.

Again the wavering scene was swiftly changed.
As now my vision o'er the phantoms ranged ;

I seemed to see the mountain and the lake

And one that loved them for the rose's sake.

He held his tablet to my eager eye,

And^ as I turned, a rainbow spanned the sky ;

I read the legend, dear to Nature's seers.

The meanest flower gives thoughts too deep for

tears !

But still it seems I wore a look that told

I had not read the volume writ in gold ;

But when I cried,
" O bring before my face

The good Ben Adhem of the tuneful race,"

A murmur rose, as if to give me proof
The test had come,—and hung beneath the roof.

And backward as the serried phantoms swayed
A form came forth with purity arrayed ;

It seemed at once a sterling, manly face.

Charmed to the lineaments of woman's grace.
I took the proffered book and read to feel

That sweet accord, from which is no appeal.
I stood entranced, as each and all have been,

And read the story of Evangeline !

READING.

BY 0. S. INGHAM.

[City Superintendent of Alameda.]

The success of the student in any de-

partment of intellectual labor must, of ne-

nessity, depend largely upon the clearness

and accuracy of his comprehension of the

meaning of the language employed, to ex-

press the truths and principles underlying
the subject under consideration, by the

thorough mastery of which, mental growth
and strength are promoted and erudition

secured. Important, then, is it, that from

the outset of his educational career, the

student should appreciate the necessity of

the complete mastery of the language

used. By this, I mean that the student

should not only be able to spell accu-

rately and write correctly, but also to under-

stand every word that occurs in the text-

book, or is in any way employed to

illustrate or explain the subject under

consideration ;
and that, too, from the

primer to logic, from the First Arithme-

tic to Calculus.

I am convinced, after much observation,

that the great defect in primary instruction

especially, in the most of our schools, is

the permitting children, term after term,

to read page after page, to pass from

branch to branch of study, with little or

no understanding of many of the words

employed ;
and the misfortune is the

greater that the words least understood

are usually those whose meaning furnishes

a key to a knowledge of the subject.

Many a child is drawling or screeching

his way through the Reader, day after day,

who must learn subsequently, if ever, that

the great object in reading is to understand

what is read. I take the National Second

Reader, casually open it, and on page 175

I read :

"Among several peculiarities which

Maida possessed, one was a strong aver-

sion to artists, arising from the frequent

restraints he was subjected to, in having

his portrait taken, on account of his ma-

jestic appearance."

Now, I submit that not one child in ten,

to speak guardedly, of the thousands who

have read this verse, had, at the time of

reading it, a clear idea of the meaning

sought to be conveyed. Simply Greek to

him were the words "peculiarities," "pos-

sessed," "aversion," "restraints," "sub-

jected to," "majestic," and many others.

Conveying no meaning, or, at most, a

wrong one, to the child's mind, they

might, as far as his understanding of the

subject was concerned, have been en-
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tirely omitted. Omitting them, neither

child nor man can find any meaning in

the passage
—it becomes a collocation of

words most happily arranged to express

the blankest nonsense. And, what fol-

lows .^ This, that children are bored,

abused, stultified, by being obliged, year

after year, to repeat mechanically, listlessly,

what is to them without meaning, and,

therefore, without interest or benefit.

An illustration or two, from my own

experience, may not be out of place here.

I once visited a school—a graded one—
and among the recitations I witnessed,

if was that of a class in the Third Reader.

I^fc came to the conclusion, long before the

class had completed their work, that as a

whole, they knew very little of what they

bad been reading. To be sure, the teacher

Whad directed them "
to mind the stops,',

P and very obligingly pronounced the words

that proved troublesome to the pbpils ;

'

but not a word of explanation was given,

not a question was asked, to ascertain the

pupils' knowledge of the subject, not a

line was read as a model for imitation by

the pupil. At the conclusion of the ex-

ercise, I asked a few pertinent questions,

gave a few needed explanations, and read

the lesson. It happened to be an extract

peculiarly adapted to please and interest

the children. Eye, ear, and mouth were

open while I was reading. When I had

finished, one little fellow, disregardtul of

school-room propriety, said aloud, "/ did

not knoiv it said that!''

I was once witnessing a recitation in

Elementary Geography. The question,

"Which is the largest empire in the

world ?" was asked. The answer was

given as in the book, word for word. I

>ked the pupil who had answered the

[uestion to tell me whit an empire was.

[e could not. I requested all who could

mswer the question to raise the hand.

iter some hesitation, a hand was raised.

lid I, "What is an empire?" The reply

was, ''A large church! P' If I was some-

what surprised at this answer, I was more

surprised to find that not one of the class

of some eighteen or twenty could give me
an answer that indicated even the most

remotely correct knowledge of what an

empire was. I occupied a few minutes

in explaining the meaning of the word
"
empire." Some time subsequently I hap-

pened in the same school and heard the

same class recite. I asked the class to

define the word *'

empire." Every hand

was raised
; every pupil could give a full,

clear definition of the word.

One of my children, a boy some eight

years of age, had begun the study of Ge-

ography. One evening he came home
from school, crying bitterly. He was dis-

couraged ;
did not wish to study Geogra-

phy ;
could not understand it. I took the

book and asked the first question,
" What

is Geography .?" He gave the answer as

it was in the book—" A description of the

earth's surface and its inhabitants." Said

I,
" What does the word *

description
'

mean.?" He did not know. It had so

happened that a few weeks previously he

had accompanied me on a trip from cen-

tral Michigan by railway and steamboat to

the Lakes. Boy-like, he had been very

observant, enjoyed himself very much,

and, on his return, had told his mother

especially, all about the wonderful things

he had seen on the route. I said to him,

"Al., you remember the trip we took to

the Lakes—the things you saw : railroads,

steamboats, rivers, lakes, cities, islands,

lighthouses, etc., don't you.?" He did.

" When you came home, you told your
mother all about them, did you not.?"

He did. "Well, Al., what you told your
mother about the things you saw was a

'description' of them. Many men have

traveled over the earth, and what they saw

has been printed in a book called a Ge-

ography ;
what is said in the book about

what they saw, is a
*

description
'

of what
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they saw." At this point hght seemed to

dawn upon his mental darkness. Said I,

"Did you ever see the earth's surface?"

He did not think he had.
" Look out

of the window." He did. "What do

you see ?"
" The school-yard." Said I,

"That is a part of the earth's surface."

Then I explained to him the word "
in-

habitants." For some weeks, I daily

questioned him, and explained to him the

meaning of the words he would be most

apt to misunderstand. Very soon he be-

came delighted with the study of Ge-

ography and made most satisfactory pro-

gress.

At this point I feel impelled to confess,

with a blush for my teacher, that I was

quite
" a broth of a boy

"
before I knew

the meaning of the word "equator." I

learned in the Geography that it was an
"
imaginary line

"
crossing the earth, etc."

I saw on the map a line representing it
;

but the word "
imaginary

"
troubled me.

I knew that the "imaginary line
"
was a

line stretched across the earth which one

would have to jump over or crawl under,

to pass from the northern to the southern

hemisphere, or the reverse
;
but I did not

know whether the line was made of cot-

ton or hemp ;
but I finally concluded that,

"
to bear strain," it must be a

"
big wire !"

Thus have I, at some length, and some-

what minutely, given the above, out of

many similar cases that have fallen under

my immediate observation, on the suppo-

sition that in no other way, perhaps, could

I more strikingly illustrate and strongly

affirm the truth of the statement made in

the outset, "that the great defect in pri-

mar)' instruction especially, in the most of

our schools, is the permitting children,

term after term, to read page after page,

to pass from branch to branch of study,

with little or no understanding of many
of the words employed ;

and the mis-

fortune is the greater that the words least

understood are usually those whose mean-

ing furnishes the key to a knowledge of

the subject."

I presume that, from the experience of

the teachers who may read this article, vol-

umes of similar instances might be com-

piled.

I intended to discuss the subject of read-

ing in this article, but the
"
preliminary

remarks
"

have been so extended that I

cannot at this time give the subject that

treatment its importance demands, with-

out occupying too much space and pre-

suming too much upon the patience of

the reader. Its treatment is, therefore,

deferred to a subsequent number of the

Journal.

SCHOOL MANA.GEMENT.

A large school requires the same treat-

ment in kind that a small one does, ex-

Tept in the former case, you will have the

aid of others. I propose here to give the

plan of a successful principal in New
York city. The school is situated among
the poorer classes, and hence there is little

or no culture and home influence to aid.

All are assembled each morning for morn-

ing worship. At this time the principal

announces the percentage of each class in

attendance ;
for example, a room that has

forty seats in it may have two absent—
two per cent, is the mark for that class.

A discussion of the subject will arouse

ambition to excel, and so the idea of good
attendance is constantly before the boys.

At the end of a week a book is given to

the class that has the highest standing.

If two classes have the same it is drawn

for. When carried to the class-room it is

drawn for again and belongs to a pupil.

In one room the teacher has a book-case,

and the pupil donates the book (with a

suitable inscription) to the library ;
it is

then loaned out to the pupils ; quite a

library has been thus collected. In an-

other, a teacher has what is called a
"
tro-
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phy
"

side, and the wall is filled with

cheap bright pictures, each of which has

its history. One is for the best spelling,

another for the best attendance. The

greatest interest is felt in these. The sub-

ject of deportment is regulated in a simi-

lar way. The principal goes about several

times per day in each class,
*' How many

of this class have communicated or been

reported ? Please rise." The number

taken from the entire number gives the

entire percentage of deportment ;
or the

teacher may give the number. In this

way the percentage of the class is known.

This is announced day by day, and on

Monday morning, the class having the

highest takes the prize, which is borne

away in triumph, that class being entitled

to the first dismission to its room in the

morning.
It will be seen in this case, as in No. 9,

that the reward is a very inexpensive one.

I have known in some cases a bouquet to

be the reward, in others a ribbon, in oth-

ers a medal. In all cases the value is in

the distinction
;

for example, a teacher

had a small silk banner made which was

kept for a week by the winning class. It

caused great emulation.

There is one feature about all these plans

that some teachers forget. The school-

room becomes dull, the exercises tedious.

Now, that one class achieves some merit re-

lieves the tedium, gives something to think

about and talk about
;
the effect is that the

pupils become interested in their school.

A community of ten, fifty, one hundred, or

five hundred young persons can be ab-

sorbed in the events of that community
alone by a skillful person. On one occa-

sion a parent complained to me (and with

justice, too, as I confessed) of the interest

I had created in his children. They were

up, he said, at five o'clock on cold win-

ter mornings in order to be at school

in season ! I was obliged to make a rule

that any pupil who came to school before

half-past eight, unless he had special per-

mission, would be considered out of order !

This may be thought an extreme case.

Yet, the teacher who understands address-

ing human nature, finds himself puzzled

how to obtain objects for emulation that

are not too powerful ;
the unskillful per-

son, on the other hand, is looking after

more powerful stimulants.

These two classes remind one of the old

and the new schools of medicine. Once

the effort was to obtain the most powerful

drugs to give to the languid and debili-

tated. Every kingdom of nature was

ransacked for this purpose. As knowl-

edge advanced the new school sprang up,

whose effort is to use no drugs at all ; it

maintains that the elements of power and

strength and health all lie in the human

organism, and can be developed by hy-

gienic methods. It is in this way the best

teachers look at the matter. They say the

school is a community, and can be man-

aged on the method of a community.

This is undoubtedly the key to the sci-

ence of school government.

The attempt has not been to lay down

one plan, but to show the principles. A
school composed of rude, rough, bad

boys, will need very different handling

from one where politeness, culture, and

self-respect prevail. To offer a cheap

prize to a class of boys who are furnished

with a dollar or more of spending money
each day, would only provoke contempt,

yet they are more susceptible to emulation

than those to whom the prize might be

most welcome.—N. V. Journal.

"Give undivided attention to the class,

and insist upon its undivided attention.

Do not allow any interruption. Do not

leave a pupil reciting and go off to another

part of the room to attend to some other

pupil. Your business is the class.''

There is no sex in science."
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WILD-CAT DISTRICT.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

CHAPTER 11.

THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT CLIMATE.

Earnest Silver, the County Superintend-

ent of Santos, was elected by the teachers

of the county. At an institute held sev-

eral months previous to the election, the

teachers of Santos resolved to select one

of their number as their candidate for

school superintendent. All agreed that the

candidate selected bv the institute should

receive their hearty support, and that each

teacher should request the delegates from

his voting district to support and vote for

that candidate. It was agreed that when

the institute had chosen the candidate,

none of the other teachers should allow

himself to be chosen as a candidate by

another party, nor should the teacher

chosen try to get the office for a second

term.

On the evening of the third day of the

institute the teachers held a primary elec-

tion
;
and as Earnest Silver was young,

intelligent, and good looking (and unmar-

ried?), he was the almost -unanimous

choice of the lady teachers, who, as a

matter of course, carried the election.

He received the Republican nomina-

tion, and, in September, was triumphantly

elected by a large majority. This elec-

tion plainly showed that the inaction of

teachers is the sole reason why so many
men, ignorant of the duties of the office,

are chosen county superintendents. The

county superintendency is an office great

in possibilities, important in its influences,

but poorly paid and too often handed as

a political sop to a second-class lawyer,

third-rate preacher, or broken-down, su-

perannuated school -master.

When Mr. Silver assumed the duties of

his office he found everything in a con-

fused state. District boundaries were un-

settled and conflicting;; census reports

lacking from certain districts ; records of

certificates incomplete ; but few of the

certificates of those who were teaching,

on file in the office
;
and a considerable

difference in the money accounts of the

treasurer's books and his own. Piles of

unvalued school reports, educational jour-

nals, etc., lay, covered with dirt and rub-

bish, in a corner of the office, regardless of

the fine book-cases, whose empty shelves,

gave an air of desolation to the room.

Mr. Silver spent nearly two months

straightening up the books and records of

the office
; binding the school journals

and reports, and making the beginning of

a valuable library for the office
; correcting

the errors in the district boundaries, and

drawing a map of the school districts

which he had officially recognized ; get-

ting duplicates of missing reports and

other papers ;
and putting matters gene-

rally into shape.

He awoke the wrath of two districts,

which had not the required number of

children, and hence had failed to make
out reports, by refusing to apportion any
more money to those districts. He ap-

pointed three of the best teachers in the

county members of the Board of Exam-

ination, and told them to give all the cer-

tificates a thorough overhauling,
—some-

thing that should be done in every county
in the State.

They found teachers at work whose cer-

tificates had long ago expired ; others

whose certificates had been illegally re-

newed
; others who held first and second-

grade certificates on percentages ranging
from forty to sixty ;

two ladies, who had

taught for years on temporary certificates ;

and one man who had been teaching for

two years on a certificate granted in Mis-

souri.

Of course, these complained as much
as they dared to when they were notified
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that they must pass at the next examina-

tion if they wished to continue teaching.

The editor of the Sanios W'eekly Times

gladly gave Mr. Silver the use of a column

in which to put the educational news of

the county, monthly reports from the

teachers, short discussions of needful

changes, hints to trustees and patrons, and

many other things which might benefit

the teacher or the school. The superin-

tendent printed, quarterly, in the Times, a

list of the teachers in Santos county, in

the order of their standing, placing those

who held a life diploma first, then those

with the educational diplomas next, in

the order of their percentages ;
and so

I

on down to those who had just been able

to get a third. grade county certificate.

This list he also posted up in hfs office,

and it acted as an excellent stimulus to

those with low-grade certificates ;
and trus-

tees who came to inquire about teachers,

would nearly always prefer those who

stood highest on the list. Opposite the

teachers' names, in the proper columns,

were their experience in teaching.; their

age ; the wages they were getting per

month exclusive of board
;
the district in

which they taught ;
when they would be

unemployed ;
and when their certificate

would expire.

At the beginning of each school month

every teacher was requested to send a pro-

gramme of his school work to the super-

intendent, with a statement of what he

intended each class to do the coming

month, and the methods he intended to

use. The benefits arising from this re-

cjuirement can hardly be estimated. Many

^^ teacher who never had a definite pro-

Hpramme to work by, who never laid out

plans for more than a day in advance,

who heard reading and spelling classes

ur times a day, viewed this innovation

with dismay. Things which had not

seemed so bad, as they were done day by

I'"""""""

as teachers are proverbially truthful when

they make out reports, there had to be a

change.

As John Dean returned to Mr. White's

from Wild-cat school-house, he met Ear-

nest Silver at the gate.
" What luck .?" inquired Earnest.
"

I have been employed to teach their

school for six months," replied John,
"

I suppose you are prepared, then, to

board in four or five places at once ?"

John shook his head.
" And to be a Republican-Workingman-

Democrat V
**

They did not mention that," said John.
" At least, you are willing to be a Meth-

odist-Episcopal-Baptistf with liberal lean-

ings V
"That was not in the bond," replied

John,
"
though they did want me to help

with the singing. But I was unable to

judge from the elder's discourse to what

church he belonged."

"If you teach in Wild-cat, and don't

want to get into trouble right away, you
must not put the children back in their

books ; you must not let one go into a

new book unless you let all go ; you
must not like one child better than an-

other, and especially you must pay no

more attention to one big girl than you
do to the others

; you must be thorough

and please the pupils, too ; you must tell

each parent that his children are the smart-

est, brightest, and most promising pupils

you ever taught ;
if a child does not

learn fast enough you can complain that

he is lazy, but not that he is dull."

"
I have often noticed," said John, quietly,

"
that parents seem to prefer lazy children

to industrious ones who are rather dull.

But if the children belong to their neigh-

bors they are not apt to be so unjust."
*' You must teach the children just the

same things and in the same way that their

parents were taught," continued Earnest ;

"you must be acquainted with all sorts
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of little quibbles and catches so as to

gain a reputation for smartness ; you must

make every man believe he is your right

hand supporter; in short, you must be

able and willing to do any and everything

better than the angel Gabriel could, and

as you are young, good-looking, and mar-

riageable, you may teach half the term in

tolerable peace."

"You frighten me," said John, laugh-

ing.
" Are they so hard to please as that?"

"They have never yet been satisfied

with a teacher."

"That may or may not be the fault of

the district," replied John. "Every com-

munity has its faults, its prejudices, and its

good side. If you fight the first, call forth

the second, or fail to find the last, you are

sure to be more or less unpopular. No
one likes a man who roughly probes his

weakness, laughs at his pet superstitions,

or runs directly counter to his established

notions of propriety. Then, some teach-

ers too plainly show that they think them-

selves wiser than any one else in the

district, and that cannot fail to awaken

resentment."

"But do you think the teacher is usually

the one to blame when a disturbance

arises.-*"

"
Perhaps not. But one may justly ex-

pect more from a teacher than from the

average parent. Should a teacher govern

a school with as little care and system as

three-fourths of the parents do their chil-

dren, there would be just cause for com-

plaint. The pupils are made to work at

least two thirds of their time in school,

although they probably do very little real

work out of school. Yet a teacher who

cannot make lazy pupils work and like to

work, is not worthy to hold a certificate."

"
By the way, speaking of certificates,"

said Earnest, "I suppose all existing cer-

tificates from the third-grade county up to

the life diploma will be invalid the first of

next January. So our present State Super-

intendent and Attorney-General think, I

believe."
"

I cannot think that it is so," said John ;

"although I confess I have heard several

lawyers so assert. Before this Constitution

was adopted I made a contract with the

State authorities, who had the power to grant

certificates, good for life in any county in

the State. I even paid them a considera-

tion of three dollars for the diploma, and

I cannot see how any change of law or

Constitution can affect my rights. They

might just as well attempt to recall the

sale of State lands, or annul any other

contract, or say a lease or mortgage
isn't good if a house changes owners.

What would those same lawyers say if

they were told that the new Constitution

destroys their permits to practice in the

courts ; or the doctors, if informed that

their diplomas were no longer valid. It

seems to me that my permit is more se-

cure than that of the lawyer, for the new

Constitution really abolished all existing

courts, and it did not abolish our schools."

"It made a good try towards some of

them," said Earnest."
" But if you are

not right about the certificates, serious

difficulties cannot fail to arise. In our

county nobody with power to grant new

certificates, will be likely to find time to

get together until the latter part of Jan-

uary. Hence there would be no legal

teachers for our schools until then, and

vexatious complications would be sure to

ensue."
"

I don't think I shall have a vacation

that long," said John, smiling. "By the

way, the delegate from this county told

me they had abolished the State Boards of

Examination and Education. I told him

I thought he had come as near to doing

that as he had to driving the Chinamen

away."
" You do not seem to think this new

Constitution so revolutionary as I regard

it," said Earnest.
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"
Yes, it is revolutionary ;

and as in all

revolutions, the dross first arises to the sur-

face, we must not feel alarmed if it takes

us some little time to get at the better

things that lie hid beneath the surface.

We shall undoubtedly have a poor class of

legislators elected next month. See what

horde of office-seekers are already in

the field, and the Workingmen of this

county have not yet made their nomina-

ions."

"We are getting good nominations for

county superintendents throughout the

State."

"I see that this county, like several

others, has nominated a woman for county

superintendent," said John.

*'Yes, the other parties, as yet, have

made no other nomination, but I have

learned that Judge Johnson of Wild-cat

will be nominated by the Workingmen,
and I fear he will be elected, as there is

considerable opposition among the wire-

pullers because Mrs. Crane refused to pay

her political assessment."
" How was that ?

" You see, the Central Committee have

always assessed the candidates ten percent,

on the first years' salary (fifty dollars, in

her case,) for election purposes. At least

four-fifths of this money goes to the dram-

shops and scum of the city. She ex-

pressed her willingness to pay her share

of the printing and postage bills, but

wanted to see them. It was finally voted

to cancel her assessment on the grounds

of her being a woman, but many of the

influential politicians will work against

her."
**

I suppose many will not vote for her,

simply because she is a woman."
"
Yes, we expect that. Very few say

that, but I expect many of the men get

their share of female management at

home, and don't want it in public too.

Here comes Mr. White," turning towards

a tall, elderly man, who rode up to the

gate, and, dismounting, tied the horse to

the hitching-post.
" How did you like the looks of Wild-

cat, Mr. Dean .'*" inquired the newcomer.
"

I hear you are to teach there."
"

I liked the looks of the country very

much," replied John Dean,
'* but I did

not see so many improvements as I ex-

pected. Very little fruit or vegetables, and

poor fences don't look well for the farm-

ers there ?"

"Well, you will have a pleasant cli-

mate—"

"
Please don't, Mr. White. I know all

about climate. People in California eat,

drink, and wear climate, and rent it with

their houses. You can't go to a new

place without hearing a hundred times of

its peculiar advantages of climate. On a

particularly fine day they will tell you that
' we have three hundred and sixty days in

the year just like this—that is, in ordinary

years. This is an exceptional year.' I

have lived in California five years, and

they have all been exceptional years.

Wherever I have been, from San Diego
to Del Norte, the climate was a standing

boast. They would talk about the cold,

shivering East in the winter, and speak
with delight of the scorching heat of '

the

States
'

in summer. In this valley, or on

that mountain they had /^e climate. Just

above, or a little below, they had too much

frost, or fog, or wind, or sun, but here— ! ! !"

Mr. White laughed good- humoredly,
and said,

" Let us adjourn to the house.

I think the climate there is better than

here in the sun."

But I thought that the climate of San

Diego was beyond praise.

" But give us a little music," he contin-

ued, as they entered the house,
"
that will

help out the climate of most any place."

"Some music on San Diego climate.'^"

inquired John, as he seated himself at the

organ.
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"Yes, and the real truth about it," said

Earnest.

Running his fingers over the keys in a

dashing prelude, that showed him to be a

master of the instrument, John began to

sing :

"Of San Diego, its harbor and climate,

Of its jackrabbits and deserts I sing.

Land of the orange, the olive, and lime, it

Is, as thy lover, thy praises I'll ring.

Harbor and horned toads,

Climate and crooked roads,

Mustangs that joyously buck as they go,

Ants by the million.

Fleas by the billion,

Thrive in the climate of San Diego,

A country of mountains, of sage-brush and honey.

With rivers that run under beds of dry sand
;

A climate for strangers with plenty of money,
And turk's-heads to step on all over the land.

Climate for coyotes,

Chollas, and Texas P's,

Peaches, and melons, and tine apricots,

Tarantulas festive.

Centipedes restive,

And very nice city and burial lots.

Join in the chorus, ye sons and ye daughters.

Sing of your climate, your railroads, and bay.

Sing of the shovel-nosed sharks in your waters,

Youruncloudy sky, and your sportive sting-ray.

Sing of your soft sea-breeze,

Wild cats and strawberries ;

Forget not the climate^ for nobody knows,

When he leaves that fair shore,

If he'll ever find more.

Another such a climate as San Diego's.

"Especially if he dies there," said Ear-

nest, laughing. "See ! your music has

brought in the entire household. Mis.

White, can you hear ihe county you taught

in so long slandered like that ?"

" We must allow Mr. Dean a little po-

etical license, I suppose," said the elder of

the two ladies, who were standing in the

door-way.

"This is my sister, Mr. Dean,—Miss

Bell. She is studying to be a teacher, and

now that we have four teachers in the

house, I expect we can soon have her

ready for those dreadful examinations."

Miss Carrie Bell was very much younger
than her sister, Mrs. White, and although

eighteen years old, she looked much

younger, owing to the child-like fairness

of her complexion, and the fact that she

had not yet taken to wearing the trailing

abominations of womanhood. Her hair,

too, clustered in short curls around a well-

shaped head, while her chin and lips an-

swered as sensitively to her emotions as

those of a child.

John thought he had never seen a pleas-

anter face to look upon, and he was not

long in discovering that the superintendent

seemed to think so, too ; and it was not

hard to understand why Mr. Silver had

chosen a boarding-place over three miles

distant from his school-house. He had

told John that his health demanded the

walk : but that was evidently not the chief

reason for his choice of a boarding-place.

PHILOMELA.

[From the German of H. Heine.]

BY GEO. GOSSMAN, M. A.

Now blue-eyed Spring is peering

From 'neath the grass, I see
;

There are the modest violets

Which kindly speak to me.

And musing now I pluck them.

Sweet pangs my heart assail
;

Yet all I think and feel now

Sings loud the nightingale.

She sings what 1 am thinking,—
Her voice so quivering flows

;
—

And now the tender mystery

The very forest knows,

" Education is to inspire the love of

truth, as the supreme good, and to clarify

the vision of the intellect to discern it."

" The worst education which teaches

self-denial, is better than the best which,

teaches everything else, and not that."
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EXPERIMENTS IN FAMILIAR
SCIENCE FOR FRIDAY

AFTERNOONS.

The Lecture.—I promised to tell you

what grape-sugar is good for. It isn't

good for much as long as it is grape-sugar,

but when we break it to pieces we get

something very valuable—a' substance we

should find it very difTicult to do without,

and yet which causes a large part of all

the crime and suffering in the world—be-

cause people will be so foolish as to
"
put

it into their mouths, to steal away their

brains." This substance is alcohol—and

it is procured by breaking up grape-sugar.

Not the kind of breaking you could do by

pounding it in a mortar, but breaking the

atoms to pieces.

Every atom of grape-sugar is made of

six parts charcoal or carbon, and six parts

water. The water, as I told you long

ago, is two parts hydrogen and one oxy-

gen, so that here we have twelve parts

hydrogen and six oxygen. Every atom of

grape-sugar, then, is made up of six parts

carbon, twelve parts hydrogen, and six

parts oxygen. You see that this is a pretty

large atom family to get along pleasantly

together, and if any mischief-makers or

busy-bodies get to working among them,

they would probably split up into smaller

groups. Now, I have here in my hand

[holding up a yeast-cake] a little mis-

chief-maker that is always breaking up

these grape-sugar families. You all know

what it is—we call it yeast, though it

should be called leaven. Yeast is a

frothy stuff we get from breweries, and it

is very nice to use instead of leaven for

raising bread. Now, as soon as yeast or

leaven gets near any grape-sugar it begins

^to
make trouble. The little atoms sulk

fbecause they are so crowded, and they

threaten to leave, and by and by they be-

gin to break up and scatter. Two atoms

of carbon, six of hydrogen, one of oxygen

set up a new atom household of their own,

which is no longer grape-sugar, but alco-

hol
; then the same number of the atoms

make another alcohol atom ; but one atom

of carbon and two of oxygen think they

would rather make carbonic acid ;
and an-

other of carbon and two more of oxygen
think the same thing

—so now our one

atom of grape-sugar is broken up into two

of alcohol and two of carbonic acid. This

is a nice little example in arithmetic. I

will put it on the board, using their initials

for the carbon, hydrogen and oxgen. Here

is the grape-sugar
—

C6H„06
And here are the others—

C2H6 O alcohol.

C.He O "

C O2 carbonic acid.

C O^

Add it up and you see that it proves.

This process of breaking up grape-sugar

into alcohol and carbonic acid, is called

fermentation, and the experiment to show

it is one of the nicest and most interesting

I know, but it takes too much time and

apparatus to perform here at the school-

house, and all you larger girls may do it

I

at home, getting your mothers to show

^

you about it, for in making this experi-

I ment successfully, good sense and experi-

ence are worth all the chemistry in the

world. The outline of the process is this :

I You take a quantity of lukewarm water or

I milk, a proper amount of salt and yeast,

and nice white flour enough to make a

batter. Now there is grape-sugar in the

flour, and the yeast immediately makes it

begin to ferment. You set it where it

will keep warm—that is, at about 85°
—

over night, because if it gets much warmer

or much colder than this, fermentation

stops. Now you know this fermenting

makes carbonic acid, and the bubbles of

carbonic acid, coming up all through the
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batter, puff it up, so that in the morning

you find it all spongy and foamy. Then

you work in enough flour to make it stiff,

kneading it a long while as hard as you

can, and put it back in the warm corner.

It now has more flour, and, of course,

more grape-sugar to make into carbonic

acid and alcohol. So it is soon all puffed

up again, and you make it into loaves and

put it into buttered bread-pans. If you

watch, when you are kneading it into

loaves, you will see bubbles of carbonic

acid breaking their way out of the loaves,

under the pressure of your hands. But

the fermenting still goes on, and soon your

mother will tell you "The bread is light

enough to be put into the oven." "
But,"

you will say,
"
the grape-sugar makes an

atom of alcohol for every atom of car-

bonic acid, and what becomes of that ?

It does not stay in the bread, for bread

never makes anybody drunk." Watch

after you put your bread into the oven,

and you will see a curious thing. When
the bread begins to get hot, it ''comes

up
"

ever so much more than it was when

you put it in. Why is this ? The fer-

mentation is about done, and if it were

not, the heat of the oven would stop it, so

you are not making more carbonic acid.

No, this time it is the alcohol, which the heat

of the oven turns into vapor and drives

off, thus giving the final touch to the light-

ness of the bread. I have read that once

in a great bakery in London, they put in

an apparatus to condense and save this

alcohol. They were successful in doing

it, too, collecting quite a quantity from

each baking, but they found that the pro-

cess did not pay, so they gave it up.

Some of you will say, perjiaps, that your

mother does not use yeast
—she makes

"
salt-rising

"
bread. Yes, but the salt has

nothing to do with the bread's rising.

The process is just the same as in the

other case. Fermentation is really always

caused by the growth of little plants
—the

seeds or spores of these little plants are in

the yeast
—

they are also always floating in

the air, ready to grow and make trouble

in grape-sugar families, wherever they can

find them. If the "
salt-rising sponge

"

were sealed up from the air, or kept in

air perfectly pure, it would never rise.

That is why we seal up fruit in air-tight

cans—so that these little floating spores

in the air shall not make it ferment and

spoil. Wine and beer and all fermented

liquors are made in this way—by the chang-

ing of the grape-sugar in the fruit or grain

they are made of, into alcohol. Cham-

pagne
"
pops

" when the bottle is opened,
because it was bottled up before the fer-

mentation was finished and when all the

carbonic acid had not escaped.

There is also a process called the sec-

ond fermentation, by which alcohol takes

in more oxygen and is changed to vinegar.

This is the way that cider changes to vine-

gar ;
and if you find that your canned or

stewed fruit is soured, the trouble is that it

has gone through the two fermentations.—
Iowa Normal Monthly.

A MASTERY OF ENGLISH
ESSENTIAL.

The head of a great university has lately

ventured publicly to assert that only one

thing is essential to culture, and that that

one thing is a thorough and elegant mastery
of the mother tongue. If we mark well

the exact sense of the word essential, and

remembering to insist that other knowl-

edge is important and all knowledge de-

sirable, the truth of the statement may be

conceded. The Greeks, the most polished

people of antiquity, studied no literature

beside their own, and learned no alien

tongue for any literary purpose. The

French, the most polished people of the

present, and the only modern people

whose literature is read by all others, pos-

sess to a remarkable degree the same
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self-sufficing characteristic. These two

notable facts in the history of civilization

support President Eliot in his unexpected
and audacious confession. We believe

that he is right, whether he speaks of

e culture of a nation or of that of an

individual. Nor is the knowledge which

he praises merely a grace ; it is a means

wards soundness of judgment ;
it is a help

o pure reason. Obviously, the man who

always chooses words with precision and

arranges them with lucidity will argue

more accurately than the man who ex-

j)resses himself vaguely and blindly.
"
Reading maketh a full man

;
confer-

ence a ready man
;
and writing an ex-

act man," said Bacon. Yes, if the

writing itself is exact, but not so certainly

otherwise.

Now, if this knowledge of English is

thus essential, why not teach it.-* Is it a

rominent branch of education in our

iversities ? Not at all : not in Harvard

nd Yale, I am sure
; probably in no

other. It is a humble attendant on other

studies, counting almost as a supernume-

rary. There are professorships of rhetoric

and of English literature, but they are held

in light esteem, I believe, by the other

hairs of the faculty, and they are allowed

demand but little of a student's time.

Their courses are made so easy that the

idle seek them as
"
optionals." Only think

of their being classed as optionals, when
their proper result is an essential ! Oh, but

^the students are supposed to know English

^hen they enter college. Are they .? Ask

^Be disgusted professor of rhetoric. He
^Bill tell you that in nine-tenths of the

exercises submitted to him, spelling and

rammar
and construction are at fault.

Bid to correct this disgraceful ignorance,
there are six to eight

"
compositions

"
a

^^ar. There should be several times as

^Hany. In learning to write well there is

but one secret of success, and that is fre-

ent,

laborious practice, coupled with as-

siduous correction. I venture to assert

that the journeymen printers of our land

write more fluently and grammatically, on

the average, than the seniors in our uni-

versities. Why 1 Not through superi-

ority of intellect, certainly ; not because

they know Greek and Latin and mental

philosophy ; solely, because the handling
of English is their daily work.

Obviously, there must be more writing

than there is in our schools and colleges,

or we shall continue to lack President

Eliot's essential to culture. Other studies

must cede some ground to this one
; and

to that end there must be fewer enforced

courses. Every one who knows the col-

lege youth knows that he is harrassed with

many text-books, and that he ends his four

years with but a smattering of various

branches of knowledge, having learned

no one thing thoroughly. He must have

time for his compositions, or he cannot do

them well. Nor should he be called on

for much original thought,
—a frequent

error of the professor of rhetoric. No

profound or unusual subjects ; only such

as the student can write about readily ;

only topics within easy reach for one of

his age and information
; translations

;

sketches of personal adventure
; render-

ings, in one's own words, from well-known

authors
; epitomes of professional lectures,

or of text-books, even
; replies to the ef-

fusions of brother students,—such^ themes

as these should be conceded. The object
is to bring about much writing, much

handling of the mother tongue, much of

that practice which makes perfect. The

professor of rhetoric should remember
that other professors reveal metaphysics,
the lessons of history, and the secrets of

political economy, and that his business

is strictly and exclusively to teach a fluent,

correct, and graceful use of English.

But if all this is done, other studies will

be neglected. No doubt of it, and of

course it is a pity ; but still no doubt we
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must make a choice. Either a poor in-

struction in EngUsh and a smattering of

many things, or a fairly good instruction

in EngHsh and a smattering of fewer

things,
—that is our dilemma. But is it

worth while to make a nation of good
writers.? It has certainly been worth

while to have Greeks and Frenchmen
;

the world has judged that they deserved a

great deal of attention. "Ah, my Athe-

nian friends, see what I am doing to

win your praise !" said Alexander, as he

plunged into the Granicus.—From "
Con-

tributors' Club,'' Atlantic Monthly for Sep-

tember.

THE TRUE WAY OF GIVING
AN OBJECT-LESSON.

JiY PROF. GEORGE W. MINNS.

[Concord, Mass.]

In the dialogue called "Meno," Plato

represents Socrates as calling to him Me-

no's attendant, a young boy, to whom he

says :

'' Tell me, boy, do you know that a

figure like this is a square.''" (Drawing a

square upon the ground.)

"I do."
" And do you know that a square figure

has these four lines equal .'"

"
Certainly."

*'And these lines that I have drawn

through the middle of the square, are they

also equal V
'' Yes."

"
May a square be of any size V

"
Certainly."

And if one side of the figure be two

feet, and the other side be two feet, how
much will the whole be ? Let me ex-

plain : If in one direction the space was

of two feet, and in the other direction of

one foot, would the whole be of two feet

taken once V
"Yes."
" But since this side is also two feet, are

there twice two feet V
" There are."

" Then this square is twice two feet T'

" Yes."

"And how many are twice two feet?

Count and tell me."
"
Four, Socrates."

"And might there not be another square

twice as large as this, and having, like this,

the sides equal .?"

" Yes."

"And of how many feet will that be V
" Of eight feet."

"And now try and tell me the length of

the line which forms the side of this double

square. This is two feet, what will that

be .?"

"
Clearly, Socrates, that will be double."

" You think, then, that because the

square is double, the side is double .''" -

" True."
" Remember that I am not speaking of

an oblong, but of a square, and of a square

twice the size of this one ; that is to say,

of eight feet. And do you still say that a

double square comes from a double line V
" Yes."
" But does not this line become doubled,

if we add another equal line here V
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"
Certainly."

" And four such lines will make a space

containing eight feet V
" Yes."

" Describe such a figure. Are not these

sides double,
—four feet instead of two .'

Is not that what you would say is the figure

of eight feet .'"

" Yes."
" And are there not there four divisions

in the figure, each of which has four feet

in surface .**"

"True."
" And is not that 4 times 4 ?"

"
Certainly."

"And four times is not double.'"

"No, indeed."
" But how much .''"

" Four times as much V
" Therefore the double line has formed

u space not twice, but four times as much .?"

"True."

"What line would give you a square of

cii^ht feet, as this gives you one of sixteen

feet.'"

K*

Indeed, Socrates, I do not know."
* Tell me, boy, is not the square of six-

n feet surface made up of four smaller

,
jal squares of four feet each V
"

It is."

" And does not this line, reaching from

corner to corner of each of these small

squares, bisect it .'"

" Yes."

"And are there not here, inside the

large square, four equal times which con-

tain this space V
"There are."
" Look and see how much this space is."

"
I do not understand."

** Has not each line of the interior square

cut ofT half of each of the four spaces.'"
" Yes."
" How much, then, will all the four lines

cut off from the large square .'"

" Four times half of the four spaces
—

or two of the four spaces."
**

Leaving then what space in the in-

terior square .'"

" Of course, a space equal to two of the

four spaces."

"And these two spaces are of how many
feet.'"

" Of eight feet."

"And from what line do you get this

square .'"

" From this."

" That is, from the line which extends

from corner to corner of each of the four

squares.'"
" Yes."
" And that is the line which the learned

call the diagonal. And if this is the proper

name, then you, Meno's boy, are prepared
to aflfirm that the double space is the ^uare
described upon the diagonal."

"
Certainly, Socrates."

Observe, Meno
;

I only asked the boy

questions, and the answers were all given

out of his own head."

Teach and inculcate the virtue of

order, system, method, promptness, in-

dustry, punctuality, and strict attention to

business.

Attend to the physical training of

your pupils, and to see that they take

proper positions when sitting, standing, or

moving about the school-room.
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Editorial Department.

How the Profession of Teaching
May be Saved.

California recognizes by formal enactment

the existence of a profession of teaching.
The result is a cultured, self-respecting,

not-under-paid class of teachers, and a sys-
tem of free schools, so efficient as to defy
and almost root out competition by private

enterprise.

Section 7 of the Article on Education

changes all this. It is not merely that it

relegates the fixing of the professional stand-

ard to fifty county Boards of Supervisors or

of Education, as the case may be. Even if,

as is now generally believed, the Legislature
is empowered to establish county Boards of

Education, the remedy does not touch the

evil that under this section the State no

longer recognizes a fixed and similar stand-

ard for admission to the profession. Under
Section 7 alone, teaching, as we have already
stated in this Journal, ceases to exist in

the character of a legalized profession.
But fortunately, another section, thus far

overlooked by both the friends and enemies

of our schools, comes to our aid. Article

IV, Se<:tion 22, reads as follows :

Sec. 22, No money shall be drawn from
the treasury but in consequence of appropri-
ations made by law, and upon warrants duly
drawn thereon by the Controller

;
and no

money shall ever be appropriated or drawn
from the State treasury for the use or ben-
efit of any corporation, association, asylum,
hospital, or any other institution not under
the exclusive mnaa^etnetit and control of
the State as a State institution, nor shall any
grant or donation of property ever be made
thereto by the State, etc.

Except in certain specified cases, of which
the public schools are not one.

It seems, then, that county schools, in

order to receive any portion of moneys de-

rived from State taxation must be under
State control. This is only just to the State,

as well as in the best interests of the schools

themselves.

Under this section, the Legislature, we be-

lieve, will have power, and it becomes their

duty to establish a State Board of Educa-

tion and Examination. This Board would

establish a uniform State course of study,

and adopt a uniform classification of pupils

attending the public schools. They could

also examine teachers and grant certificates.

These certificates, and none other, would

be, valid in all schools supported wholly or

in part by State appropriations.

We suggest these thoughts to the atten-

tion of teachers and legislators. We be-

lieve they contain the remedy for all that is

wrong and injurious in Section 7, Article IX,
without in any way interfering with the

good contained in that section. We be-

lieve, moreover, our suggestion to be strictly

in accordance with the letter and spirit of

the new Constitution, based, in fact, upon
Section 22 quoted above.

The result of such a law will be not only
to preserve all that is good in our present

system, but to carry out in its fullest sense,

the principle on which that system is based.

This is that Education is a science, and the

teacher is he who on an intelligent compre-
hension of the principles of that science,

bases approved and logical methods of in-

struction, making such instruction his life-

work.

The State Superintendency.

The State Superintendent to be elected on

the 3rd of this month, will have an especially
hard task before him.

Changes, some of them radical in their

nature, are by the new Constitution, neces-

sitated in the School Law. These changes
should be carefully watched and directed by
a practical teacher, able, and thoroughly
devoted to the cause of popular education
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Without any unnecessary reflections on his

competitors, such a man, above all others,

is Superintendent Frederick M. Campbell,
the Republican candidate. He is a man of

fine culture and great ability. He is a warm

friend of our free schools and of their teach-

ers. He is a man universally known, and

will exert an immense influence in shaping
school legislation.

The teachers will find in him a warm and

reliable friend ; the people a faithful servant
;

and the schools an active and able defender.

We believe all true teachers will vote for

him, but they should do more. In every

l)art of this State, in every county and dis-

trict, the teacher, man or woman, should

urge every friend of the schools, irrespective

of political belief, to vote for Frederick M.

Campbell.

I At Work Again.

After two months' absence, the editor of

the Journal resumes active work. He
feels an apology is due his readers for con-

siderable neglect in almost every department.
So much pains has been taken in the past

to render the Journal in everyway worthy
the teachers of this coast, that no guarantee

is needed to assure all of future excellence.

We again cordially invite correspondence

on educational matters. We desire to ex-

tend this department of the Journal, and

hope teachers will take the same active in-

terest in Notes and Queries as is felt in

the department of Mathematics. Articles

on methods of teaching are likewise so-

licited. A brief note or memorandum on

some method found successful may be of

the greatest service to thousands of co-la-

^^rers. So if our friends everywhere will

HUy to our support, we shall have an educa-

R)nal revival which will soon make the Jour-

-NAL better than ever.

Why it is so.

'he National Educational Association has

:ently had a very valuable and interesting

ision at Philadelphia. Educators from

;ry section of our country, with the soli-

exception of the Pacific Coast, were in

tendance, and took part in the proceedings.

In no way, either directly or indirectly, was

there any reference to education in Califor-

nia, or to any of our educational representa-

tives. Of course, the Association was not

to blame for this. The fault is with our

teachers. If they are apathetic or indiffer-

ent, they must expect to be ignored in the

grand educational movements of their day.

It is a disgrace that men in the city of San

Francisco, who get from $3,000 to $4,000

per year, should never be seen in a teachers'

meeting, nor contribute to a teachers' jour-

nal.

Do they think they really earn their salary

by teaching twenty-five boys four or five

hours a day ? If that is their opinion, we
believe it is a mistaken one. The world

expects something more from those who
claim to be its leaders, whether it be in

science, in war, or in education. They are

expected to aid in elevating the mass of

their co-laborers to higher planes of thought,

to stimulate them to self-culture, to arouse

and keep alive in them a desire for superior-

ity, and finally to give their calling its legiti-

mate place, high up among the professions.

Many of our teachers have, for years,

been too comfortable. They have been so

well treated, that they have lost all ambi-

tion—in a word, are outrageously lazy. A
little fresh blood infused into the depart-

ment would do no harm.

Our Advertisements.

Advertisements, our readers know, are the

chief source of revenue to all regular peri-

odicals. We have been fortunate in obtain-

ing a fair share of patronage from nearly all

the reputable book and stationery houses of

the United States.

We hope our friends, (and we think all

readers of the journal may be classed as

our friends) will give us their powerful aid

in keeping what we have and in increasing
our list. This they can do by reading the

advertisements every montj?, and by occa-

sionally mentioning this Journal when they

purchase articles named in it.

Our circulation is now so large, so general

throughout the coast, that it is certainly an

excellent advertising medium.
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Unpaid Subscriptions.

There are quite a number of subscriptions
for the current year still unpaid, and a few

delinquents for the last year.

We shall be very grateful for prompt re-

mittances. We are glad to testify to the

uniform honesty of our teachers as a whole ;

and this has made us a little remiss in not

insisting upon prompt prepayment for the

Journal. We hope for a general and full

answer to this little note, which is only in

the nature of a gentle reminder.

Educational Diversions.

Our readers will notice a department under

the above title, designed, by contrast, to add

interest to other and heavier parts of the

Journal Contributions to this department
are solicited from the teachers of the State.

From personal experience, we know that

little incidents are constantly transpiring in

school and out, the recital of which would

be very interesting. Let us have the hu-

mor of the school-room, by all means, by
way of rehef to the sober, earnest work,
familiar enough to us all.

Book Notices.

We review a number of new books this

month, some of which our teachers should

not fail to examine. We want one thing

distinctly understood here, and that is our

reviews are not intended to be indiscrim-

inate praise. Some of our most eminent

educators examine the books noticed, and

write the reviews. We have every reason to

believe that an honest estimate is always the

result of the examination.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Our record closes on August 25th.

Russia has formed an alliance with Persia.

A recent storm in Denmark destroyed over one
hundred farm-houses, killed fifty people and in-

calculably damaged the crops.

Two accidents occurred this month on the South-
ern Pacific Railroad in Arizona.

For the last three days the thermometer at

Colton, San Bernardino county, has marked 112°
at midday.

In the riot at Belfast, Ireland, two weeks ago,
twenty-two persons were injured.

Henry M. Stanley arrived at Sierra Leone,
Western Africa, on the 24th of July.

Yellow fever is still raging in Memphis. There
have been a great many deaths, and thousands
have left the city. It is said that the fever is

now under control.

Yellow fever is epidemic in Mexico. In Tam-
pico, pardcularly, there have been many deaths.

Collector Ball has been elected Mayor of Sitka,
a civil government has been fully organized.

A riot occurred at Quebec, recently, in which
a great number of persons were injured.

The Bishop of Belgium excommunicates all

teachers in schools established by the State un-
der the educational law.

The Arctic exploring yacht Jeatmette arrived
at Ounalaska August 2nd.

At Havana, Cuba, last week, one hundred
deaths occurred from yellow fever.

Charles B. Fechter, the great actor, died Au-
gust 5th.

Personal.

Mr. William M. Hunt, the ardst, is sharply
criticised for having said in a recent publication
that "Harvard University has not graduated a

great man for fifty years." The really great
men of New England have not been graduates
of that institution, though many who have won
disdnction in various ways have been taught
there. Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, in his re-

cent fine Commencement poem, speaks of Jona-
than Edwards as

"
Edwards, the salamander of divines,"

as if that great Puritan's notions of hell weie
his most important ideas.—Harper^ s Weekly.

It is now expected that Mile. Sarah Bernhardt
will come to the United States in September,
1880, and give to the American public an oppor-
tunity of judging of her merits as an actress and
artist.

As a result of about forty thousand examina-
tions upon the eyes of white persons, it appears
that color-blindness is twelve times as common
among boys and men as among women and

girls. The reason for this curious fact is as yet

unexplained.

Mr. Bass, M. P., one of Britain's principal
brewers, has given a free library to the town of

Derby. The building cost $75,000, and there is

a collection of twelve thousand volumes in the

lending library, and five thousand in the refer-

ence library. It was opened June 28th.
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The head of the Bonapartists sooner or later

will be young Prince Victor, a boy of seventeen,
son of Prince Jerome, who, it \s hoped, will ab-

dicate in his favor. He is, we believe, a nephew
of King Humbert of Italy, Prince Jerome having
married a daughter of Victor Bimanual and sister

to Humbert.

A short time ago, according to the Treasury
officials, Mr. Wm. H. Vanderbilt, made in his

own name the largest investment in bonds ever

made at one time by one individual for private
account in this country. His purchase consisted

of $4,000,000 United States four per cent, bonds,
each bond of the value of $50,000. They were

bought, it is said, as an investment for the family.

Dr. O. P. Fitzgerald, whom to name is suffi-

cient, is bringing out a book descriptive of early
life and scenes in California. We anticipate a

work of rare merit and interest.

The University of Vienna, now six centuries

old, has elected Professor Bruck, a Protestant,
• Rector Magnificus." He is the first Protest-

ant who has held that office. The University
has lately shown further religious liberality in

electing two Hebrew gentlemen, Professors

Grunhut and Hoffman, to the chairs of Law
and Philosophy. A short time ago, it is said, a
Hebrew could not as much as take a doctor's

degree in any university.
— Weekly.

Mr. R. A. Proctor proposes to leave England
on the 14th of October for America, to lecture

here during the next season, traveling westward,
and to reach San Francisco and Sacramento in

May, 1880
; then going to New Zealand and

Australia, to lecture there during their winter

season, and so return by the Cape to England in

the autumn of 1880.— IVeckiy.

A sword of General Ethan Allan has been

presented to the Kentucky Historical Society.
It is dirk-edged, the hilt surmounted by a lion's

head encircled by the British crown, and the
whole work is English. The general's little

historical work at Ticonderoga was one of the
'
cheeky

"
things of the Revolutionary war. On

the morning of May loth, 1775, he surprised
Captain Delplace, and commanded him to sur-

render, ^'in the name of the great Jehovah and
the Continental Congress."

A daring and almost marvelous feat was re-

cently performed by Miss Lawrence, a young
woman, in San Diego, California, of which the

following account is given in the Herald^ of that

city :
" Last Tuesday a herd of wild cattle were

being driven through the streets, when one of
them singled out a child at play, and started for

it. The vaquero, who was drunk, tumbled from
his horse as he attempted to turn the furious

animal. At this moment Miss Lawrence came
along, and taking in the situation at a glance,
sprang into the vacant saddle, ran down the
wild steer, threw her shawl over its head just as

it was about to gore the child, and taking ad-

vantage of the confusion of the beast, seized the
child without leaving her saddle, lifted it into
her lap, and then carried it off in safety."

Prof. Baird, in his "Annual Record of Sci-

ence and Industry for 1879," recently published
by Harper & Bros., alludes in complimentary
terms to work done by women. At the Har-
vard Astronomical Observatory Miss R. G. Saun-
ders regularly makes the mathematical calcula-

tions of observations made with the meridian
circle. Prof. Maria Mitchell is still director of

the Vassar College Observatory, and she and her

girls photograph sun-spots every fine day. Be-
sides that, observations of Saturn were taken

during fifty evenings in the past year. Prof.

Mitchell herself contributed a paper on "Jupi-
ter" to Silliman^s Journal some months ago.
The Record further commends a " Ceramic
Hand-Book," written by Jennie J. Young, and

published by the Harpers. In the American
Naturalist for last October Sarah P. Monks re-

ports a case of mimetic coloring in tadpoles,
discovered and described by herself. Mrs. R.
M. Austin of Prattsville, Cal., in the line of

botany, contributes interesting information in re-

gard to the Darlingtonia California.
—

Harper''s

Bazar.

Educational.

The London School Board now has four women
among its members.

A memorial window is to be placed in Har-
vard College by the class of i860, in memory of

their classmates who fell in the war.

Geo. P. Brown of Toledo has been elected

President of the Indiana State Normal School at

Terra Haute.

W. S. Eversole has been re-elected Superin-
tendent of the Public Schools of Wooster, Ohio,
at former salary, $1,700.

The Hon. C. W. Von Coelln has been re-nomi-

nated for his present position. Superintendent of

of Public Instruction in Iowa. He will undoubt-

edly be elected.

The National Educational Association has
called on Congress to appropriate public lands

to maintain a system of technical education for

young women, as it has done for young men.

The next class at Wellesley is expected to

number about one hundred. The college has re-

ceived gifts amounting to $155,000 during the

past year. Three thousand volumes have been
added to its library.

The Hon. H. M. Sherman of Prescott, is Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction in Arizona

Territory. He graduated at the Oswego Normal
School about six years ago. He has had charge
of the schools in Prescott for the last five years.

Prof. W. F. Phelps, formerly for thirteen years

Pri^icipal of the Winona Normal School, Minne-

sota, and since, two years Principal of the White-
water Normal School, Wisconsin, has been unani-

mously elected Superintendent of the Public

Schools of Winona. Salary $2,000.
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Dr'. John Hancock has been re-elected Super-
intendent of the Public Schools of Dayton, Ohio,
at former salary.

Mr. Halloway of London, one of the pillars
of the patent medicine men, is actively at work
at his proposed college for women in England.
The cost will be over $2,500,000.

The Educational Weekly hereafter will be pub-
lished only forty weeks in the year. Jeremiah
Mahoney has taken a pecuniary interest in the

Weekly.

The salary of the Superintendent of the Chic-

ago Public Schools has been reduced to $3,300.
This is the second time that Chicago has imi-

tated Cleveland in fixing the salary of its Super-
intendent.

An appeal has been issued by twenty or more
ladies of prominent social position in Boston,

expiessing the hope that " those women who
care for the wise instruction of their children "

will avail themselves of the opportunity which
the law now gives them to vote for school com-
mitteemen.

The National Educational Association held its

annual convention in Philadelphia July 29th,

30th, 31st. The exercises of the first day were
the inaugural address by the President, Mr.

John Hancock, of Dayton, Ohio
;

a paper on
" The High School Question," by the Hon. J.

W, Dickinson
;
and an address on " The Neigh-

borhood as a Starting-point in Education," by the

Rev. Robert E. Thomson, professor of social

science in the University of Pennsylvania. On
the two following days addresses were made on
"Education at Home and Abroad," by the Hon.

John D. Philbrick
;

'^ Technical Education," by
the Hon. J. M. Gregory of Illinois

;

" The Best

State School System," by J. H. Smart, of In-

diana ;

"
Orthography in High Schools and Col-

leges," by Prof. Francis A, March of Lafayette

College ,
and *' Relations of the Kindergarten

to the School," by the Hon. W. T. Harris.

Teachers in the communal schools of Belgium
try to make school-days remembered by their

pupils. Among other features of the year are

excursions to the seaside, or into the country, or

to some neighboring town. In the last case the

local authorities make arrangements for the young
visitors to see as many of the curiosities of the

place as can be crowded into one day.

In a memorial addressed by the Council of the

London Royal Geographical Society to the Vice-

Chancellors of Oxford and Cambridge Universi-

ties, the scope and purpose of geographical pur-

poses are defined in the following terms : By
Geography is meant a compendious treatment of

all the prominent conditions of a country, such
as its climate, configuration, minerals, plants,
and animals, as well as its human inhabitants

;

the latter in respect not only to their race, but
also to their present and past history, so far as it

is intimately connected with the peculiarities of

the land they inhabit. A scientific geographer
does not confine himself to descriptions of sepa-

rate localities, such as may be found in gazet-
teers, but he groups similar cases together and
draws these generalizations from them, to which
the name of "aspects of nations

" has been given.
He studies the mutual balance and restraint of

the various forms of vegetation and of animal life

under different local conditions, and he gathers
evidence from the geographical conditions of the

present time on the character of those which pre-
ceded and gave rise to them. Of the many
classes of problems falling under these heads,
two are specified : The one deals with the recip-
rocal influence of man and his surroundings, show-

ing on the one hand the influence of external na-
ture on race, commercial development, and soci-

ology, and on the other the influence of man on

nature, in the clearing of forests, cultivation and

drainage of the soil, introduction of new plants
and domestic animals. The other portion deals
with the differences that may be drawn from the

present distribution of plants and animals in re-

spect to the configuration of the surface of the

earth in ancient times. Thus we see that the

mutual relations of the different sciences is the

subject of a science in itself, so that scientific

geography may be defined as the study of local

correlations.— Central yournal.

Mr. Herbert Spencer, having been cited as an

authority by a French Clerical Deputy in favor

of state non-intervention in education, has writ-

ten to M. Alglave, a Republican deputy, to ex-

plain his real views. He is opposed to state

education, because the state must proportion
benefits to merit or capacity ;

whereas the pa-
rents increase benefits where capacity is weak,
the adult and the child requiring opposite treat-

ment. Education by the state or by the Church
is not, moreover, the only alternative

;
but rather

education by agents of the state or by agents of

individuals, and evolution shows that teaching,

originally in the hands of political or ecclesias-

tical rulerS;, should gradually pass into those of

a special and non-sacerdotal class.

The New York Assembly appointed a special
committee to investigate and report upon the nor-

mal school system. The report was made after

thorough inquiry. It was of such an exception-
ally able and satisfactory nature that it was pub-
lished in pamphlet form for general circulation.

It is of great interest to all who have to do in

any way with educational matters. The com-
mittee consisted of nine members, the chairman,
Hon. John 1. Gilbert, being a lawyer of large
and brilliant experience as an educator. The

report is more than a statement of surface facts

and statistics. It is a digest of the best thought
of the best men upon the subject, supplemented
by mature and germane ideas of a more original
nature. The report closes with an observation

which is pertinent to the high-school question as

it comes up for practical solution in many locali-

ties. It reads as follows :

"There is no fixed line between common
school and higher education. As better meth-
ods of teaching are adopted and better teachers

employed, more and more will be included in

the so-called common school course. It is desir-
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able that it should be so. The more education

the people have the better, provided it is of the

right sort
;

that is, one which recognizes the

child's inborn nature, and seeks only to develop
it— to put every man in actual possession of his

birth-right. Nothing is more worthy of the am-
bition of the State than to secure such education

for all the people. As one of the essential means
for accomplishing it, the State has wisely estab-

lished her eight normal schools, which are to ex-

ercise a double function : First, that of dissemi-

nating and giving effect in the public schools to

the best ideas and methods of instruction yet at-

tained ; and, second, that of developing still fur-

ther those ideas and methods."— Central.

Know that neglect, mistakes, blun-

ders, or carelessness on your part are dis-

astrous to pupils and most difficult to

remedy.

CORRESPONDENCE, NOTES,
AND QUERIES.

Educational Diversions.

As Mark Twain was about to depart from a

call he had made on Lucy Hamilton Hooper in

Paris, the lady discovered that the wind and rain

had loosened the silk from two of the ribs of

his umbrella, and insisted upon putting th^tm to

rights for him. " Thank you," he said, in his

drawling, melancholy accents, as he took the

umbrella and sidled out of the door. "Those
two bare legs of my umbrella quite distressed

9ie as I was coming up the street", they seemed
to want pantalets so badly ;

and in fact I didn't

think they looked decent." Thus the pang of

parting was softened with smiles.— Harper's
Weekly.

Longfellow and Fields were making a short

pedestrian tour a few years ago, when to their

surprise an angry bull stood in the pathway,
evidently intending to demolish both poet and

publisher.
<' I think," said Fields,

" that it will

be prudent to give the reviewer a wide margin."
*' Yes," replied the poet,

"
it appears to be a dis-

puted passage."

England may be "mistress of the C's," bu
she has never yet been able to fairly master the

H's.

In France every man is of noble blood
;

that

is to say, he is descended from a pere.

Worthy Magistrate.
—"What! a man can be

cruel enough to maltreat his lawful wedded wife,

and even hurl a plate at her head ?"

Prisoner.—"
But, your honor, do you know

my wife ?"

Worthy Magistrate.
—" I have not the honor."

Prisoner.—"Then just go slow."

A young lady pupil of a high school put on
a mass of false hair, penciled her eyebrows,
roughed her cheeks, etc., and then went to the

Commencement and read her essay, entitled,
"
Deception a Prevailing Folly."

Ed. Journ'al :
—What is the plural form

of the word corpse .' . It is a disputed ques-
tion. V A Subscriber.

The only plural we have ever seen is

corpses This plural is used in Mrs. He-
mans' "

Bingen on the Rhine." ,

The following letter explains itself :

Watsoxville, July 15th, 1879.

Ed. Jourxal :
—Rev. Mr. Fisk of San

Francisco, in his 4th of July oration at

Monterey, in the Pacific Grove Retreat,

devoted the larger part to the teachers and

school system of California. It was such

a grand tribute to the worth of our schools,

that I cannot forbear calling your atten-

tion to it. Please publish it if it be pos-

sible, and if not, please make grateful

acknowledgement of the teachers who

heard him to Dr. Fisk. Our cause as

teachers was never more ably championed
or more heartily ai)plauded.

\\r\ rr>])cclfully yours,

Geo. H. Hursh.

Will some teacher, who has been suc-

cessful, please give a recipe for liquid

slating.

The word pamphlet is derived from the

name of a Greek authoress, Pamphyla,
who compiled a history of the world into

thirty-five little books. Punch and Judy
is a contraction from Pontius and Judas.

It is a relic of an old miracle play, in

which the actors were Pontius Pilate and

Judas Iscariot. Bigot is from Visigotha,

in which the fierce and intolerant A nan-

ism of the Visigoth conquerors of Spain
had been handed down to infamy. Hum-

bug is from Hamburg ;
"a piece of Ham-

burg news
"
was in Germany a proverbial

expression for false political news. Gauze
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derives its name from Gaza, where it was

made. Jabby cat is all unconscious that

her name is derived from Atab, a famous

street in Bagdad, inhabited by the manu-

facturers of silken stuffs, called Atab, or

taffety ;
the wavy markings of the watered

silks resembling pussy's coat. Old Scratch

is the demon Skratti, who still survives in

the superstitions of northern Europe. Old

Nick is none other than Nikr, the danger-

ous water demon of the Scandinavian le-

gend.

Mr. Spofford. the librarian of Congress,

has discovered the cause of all the trouble

in business. It is too much interest on

borrowed money. He says that one cause

of bankruptcy is that so few persons prop-

erly estimate the difference between high

and low interest, and therefore borrow

money at a ruinous rate that no legiti-

mate business can stand Very few, Mr.

Spofford thinks, have figured on the differ-

ence between six and eight per cent. One

dollar, loaned for a hundred years at six

per cent, with interest collected annually,

and added to the principal, will amount to

$840. At eight per cent, it amounts to

$2,20^, or nearly three times as much.

At three per cent., the rate in England, it

amounts to $19.25. At ten per cent.,

which has been very common in the

United States, it is $12,809, ^^ about

seven hundred times as much. At twelve

per cent, it amounts to $88,085, or more

than four times as much. At eighteen

per cent, it amounts to $15,144,007. At

twenty-four per cent., which we some-

times hear spoken of, it reaches the sum

of $2,451,799,404.
—Central Journal.

Make yourself acquainted with the

moral, physical, and intellectual na-

tures of your pupils, in order that you may
be able to teach and manage every one

according to his nature.

SCIENCE RECORD.

This Record is under the editorial charge
of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

The Nevada Transc7-ipt says specimens of

what appears to be native brass has been found

in a ravine near the North Yuba River, in Sierra

county. We have never before heard of brass

being found in a native state, and supposed it

was an alloy never made by Mother Nature, ex-

cept it was in the cheek of her children.

A well-known definition of Evolution is as fol-

lows :

"Evolution is a change from an indefinite, in-

coherent, homogeneity to a definite, coherent,

heterogeneity, through continuous differentia-

tions and integrations." Kirkman, a distin-

guished mathematician, translates this definition

into what he calls plain English, as follows :

" Evolution is a change from a nohowish, un-

talkaboutable, all -alikeness, to a somehowish

and in-general talk-aboutable not -all -alikeness

by continuous somethingelseifications and stick-

togetherations."

Mr. W. Mattieu Williams, who for more than

thirty years has closely studied the subject of the

electric light, and noted every new development,

does not hesitate to affirm that "although as a

scientific achievement the electric light is a

splendid success, its practical application to all

purposes where cost is a matter of serious con-

sideration is a complete and hopeless failure,

and must of necessity continue to be so !

"

The amount of labor performed by bees in col-

lecting honey may be seen from certain calcula-

tions made by Mr. Andrew Wilson. He finds

that 125 heads of clover yield approximately one

gramme of sugar, (about 15% grains) and that

125,000 heads yield one kilogramme (2.2 lbs).

Now, as each head of clover contains about 60

florets, it follows that the bees must suck 7,500,-

000 distinct florets in order to obtain 2 1-5 lbs.

of sugar. And as honey roughly may be said to

contain 75 per cent, of sugar, we have one kilo-

gramme, equivalent to 5,600,000 flowers in round

numbers, or say 2,500,000 visits for one pound

of honey.
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(I.) Hard water is the best dietically, because

of the lime. (2.) It makes better tea, although
not so dark colored, owing to the fact that salt

water dissolves the bitter extractive matters

which color the tea, but ruin the aroma. (3.) It

relieves the thirst, which soft water does not.

(4.) It does not dissolve lead or organic matter,

which soft water does. (5.) It is generally

good colored, soft water, being, as a rule, dark

colored and unpleasant looking ; hence, in

places supplied with soft water, they always

put it (in hotels) in dark bottles, to hide the

color. A soft water, however, is a better de-

tergent, and requires less soap.

THE PLANETS IN SEPTEMBER.

Mercury is a morning star, rising on the 3rd

at 4:12 A. M., on the 8th at 3.54 a. m,; on the

13th, at 4 a. m.; on the i8th at 4:17 a. m.; and

on the 28th at 5:13 a. m. He is stationary

among the stars on the ist, at his least distance

from the sun on the 13th, and near the moon on

the 15th.

Venus is in conjunction with the sun at the

beginning of the month, and is badly situated

for observation till near the close of the month.

She is near the moon on the 17th, and in inferior

conjunction with the sun on the 24th.

Mars rises on the 7th at 9 P. M.; at 8:20 P. M.

on the 17th ;
and at 7:40 P. M. on the 27th.

He is near the moon on the 7th.

yupiter is visible through the night at the be-

ginning of the month and on the 9th he sets at

4:26 A. M.; on the 19th at 3:46 a. m.; and on

the 29th at 3:7 A. M. He is near the moon on

the 28th.

Saturn rises on the 7th at 7:40 P. M.; on the

17th at 6:42 P. M.; and on the 27th at 6:8 P. M.

He is near the moon on the 3rd and 4th, and

again during the evening hours of the last day.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

use in the school-room. It is our opinion

that, as a general rule, too much or too

little is untlertaken in the matter of de-

monstrating mathematical principles. In

the former case confusion is the result
;

in the latter ignorance. The fundamental

propositions should be the subject for con-

stant drill, and should be thoroughly com-

prehended by the pupil.

Proposition.—If both terms of a frac-

tion be multiplied by the same entire

quantity, the value of the fraction will not

be changed.

By multiplying the numerator we in-

crease the number of fractional units taken.

By multiplying the denominator we di-

minish the size (or value) of each frac-

tional unit, in a corresponding ratio. The

first change offsets the second, and the value

of the fraction remains the same.

Our principal object in publishing the
|

propositions that are submitted from time !

to time, is to suggest simple analyses for

Mr. W. H. Leek, of Pleasant Grove

Dist., Sac. County, sends a demonstration

of the proposition that adding any number

to both terms of a proper fraction increases

its value, and adding any number to both

terms of an improper fraction decreases

its value.

This demonstration, an excellent one,

we are obliged to omit on account of the

four diagrams required in connection with

it.

We might say in general terms : If both

terms of the fraction increase in the same

ratio, the value of the fraction remains the

same.

If the numerator increases in a higher

ratio than the denominator (as in the case

of a proper fraction) the value of the frac-

tion will be increased.

If the denominator increases in a higher

ratio than the numerator (as in the case of

an improper fraction) the value of the

fraction will be diminished.

That the ratio of increase diflfers may
be readily seen by attempting to construct
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a proportion of the two numerators and

the two denominators.

3+ 1 4-

Mr. C. B. Towle, writes : I send a solu-

tion to Problem 21, to show my method

of solving certain troublesome quadratics.

See equation 6, and value of x obtained

in J. 1 have never seen this method

treated of in text-books. I think it of

considerable value in such equations as

are usually solved by taking vy-\-x.

SoLUTiox OF Problem 21.—
(I) X2 y^

y^ X-
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sq. eq. (i)^'
,-t

x—v 2 5

x—v •

x-\-y

Sub. 2 from both numbers,

x-\-y x^'_ 17

x—j>~^x-{-y 4

Adding and reducing

2x^-\-2y 17
4X^—V:,

c . f. 8jr2-[-8v2= 1 7.V2— 1 7^2

Ext. sq. rt. 5 )'=3J«;

Cubing 1 2 5j'3==27Jr3

Or, 27^3—i25V3=o
From (2) 27.r3-j-27 v3=3i04

I52>'3=3104

>'3=27

J— 3

a:=: 5

^WJ.

Educational Intelligence

FROM

TATES AND COUNTIES

CALIFORNIA.

SACRAMENTO COUXTV.

Extracts from Sacramento County Annual Re-

port to State Superintendent . —Toi^\ census chil-

dren between 5 and 17 years, 7,110 ;
the number

under 5 years, 2,728 ;
number who have attended

school, 4,862 ;
number who have attended pri-

vate schools, 627 ;
number who have attended

no school, 1,624; number enrolled, 5,694; av-

erage daily attendance, 3,853 ; per cent, of at-

tendance on average number belonging, 92 ;

current expenses, $109,833.74; total receipts

from all sources, $159,088.60; amount needed

to support an eight months' school, $100,805.71 ;

balance needed, $11,491.48; number of teach-

ers, 146; male, 29; female, 117.

During the past year there has been better

attendance and more real advancement by pu-

pils, and schools have been maintained a longer

period than ever before in this county. The in-

creased number of visits by parents and school

oflficers, and the unusual interest taken in school

elections and the selection of teachers, is a guar-

antee of the most flattering results in the near

future.

By frequently visiting the schools and ob-

serving the successes and failures of various

teachers and methods of instruction and dis-

cipline, and by discouraging the less efficient

plans and encouraging and spreading the better

ones, there has been brought about a uniformity

in methods that in a large measure obviates the

difficulties arising from the change of teachers.

Frequent change must necessarily occur so long
as the yearly term averages but seven months,

and more especially so long as an appreciable
number of srhiiU can be maintained bui mx

months each year. This year the average lime

has been nearly nine months, which is two

months more than at any time previous except
last year, when it was 7^/^.

This accounts, in part with the interest that

has been awakened among the people, for the

greater regularity of attendance and the uni-

formity of instruction, in consequence of which

there has been an increased and more thorough

advancement.

SOLANO COUNTY.

California College, Vacaville, begins ii^ n-w

year under very flattering prospects. Dr. U,

Gregory has given it new life. They open with

about ninety pupils, and everything is new and

modern. Prof. Wade, recently from Shurtleff

College, takes the chair of Greek and Latin.

Prof. E. K. Hill of the Knoxdale Institute has

just closed a successful normal class in the Col-

lege.

The public schools of Dixon were opened on

Monday, August 4th, under charge of the fol-

lowing corps of teachers : A. B. Hagerman suc-

ceeds Mr. A, R. Story as principal ;
Mrs. M. J.

Eddy is retained in charge of the Second Grade ;

Miss H. A. Hammond succeeds Mis> Ella Ho-

vey in the Third Grade ;
and Miss Laura Barnes

is retained as teacher of the Primary Depart-

ment.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY. •

There thrr • cm lidates for City Superintend-

ent are John W. 1 aylor, at present school direc-

tor, Joseph O'Connor, principal of the Washington

Grammar School, and George Gossman, teacher

of languages. Of Mr. Taylor, the Republican

nominee, we have alrea<lytspoken in this Journal.

He is a graduate of Harvard, and has had more

than ten years' experience as a teacher. Mr.

Taylor's experience for the pau two years, as

member of the Board, has made him well ac-

quainted with the condition of this department
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and what should be done to increase its effi-

ciency.

Among the Republican nominations for school

directors, are Dr. N. J. Bird and L. H. Van

Shaick. Dr. Bird is a gentleman of culture and

ability. Pure and unspotted in private life, le-

fined in manners, eloquent in speech, and a de-

voted friend to our free schools, it is not often

a man so thoroughly superior will accept a po-

sition on the School Board—though that body
above all others, should be altogether composed
of such men.

Much that has been said of Dr. Bird will

equally apply to Mr. Van Schaick. A man of

strong character and unquestioned integrity,

formerly a teacher, but for many years a suc-

cessful practitioner of the law, he will prove

invaluable in the Board.

The order passed by the Board, some time in

May, providing for a change in Readers (substi-

tuting the Pacific Coast series for McGuffey's),

has been set aside by the District Court, Judge
Morrison's. So the old series continues in use.

For the tirst time in many years, there are

actually two primary principalships vacant, at

the same time. They are the Lincoln Primary,
made vacant by the death of Miss Sullivan,

and the Powell Street Primary, by the resigna-

tion of Mrs. Gummer. Of course, there have

been almost numberless nominations for the

positions. And equally, of course, the usual

competitive examination farce is going through

its familiar two or three acts.

Miss Kate Kennedy, principal of the North

Cosmopolitan School, after a year's absence in

Europe, returns to her labors greatly invigorated

physically and mentally. Miss Kennedy spent

considerable time in visiting the schools of

Great Britain and Continental Europe, and

studying their school systems. We hope Miss

Kennedy .will favor readers of the Journal
with accounts of what she saw while on her
travels.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

Half a dozen students at the California State

University have already been suspended this

term for "
hazing." The faculty appeared de-

termined to crush out this reprehensible prac-

tice. They have also taken iif hand the subject

of secret societies, and have prohibited Freshmen

from joining them—thus cutting off the supply
of fresh blood.

The Alameda City Board of Education have

introduced Reed & Kellogg's Grammar, Swett's

Normal Word -Book, and Wentworth's Geome-

try into the schools of that department.

Prof. Ingham, the superintendent, continues ac-

tively at work improving the schools of that de-

partment.

We see from the last report, that there are now

1,394 school children in Alameda. During the

past month of twenty days, Supt. Ingham made

eighty-two visits to classes under his charge.

From the annual report of County Superintend-
ent J. C. Gilson, we learn that $52,499.23 was

expended last year for new school-houses and

repairs ;
that $176,800 was paid for teachers'

salaries, and that there was a balance in the

treasury of $19,802.67, at the end of the year.

Supt. Gilson, by whom the highest commenda-

tion has been well earned, is now the only can-

didate before the people of this county for school

superintendent. His competitor, a Mr. Jourdan,

seeing the hopelessness of opposition, and the

high estimation in which he is held, has with-

drawn from the fight.

NAPA COUNTY.

A brief announcement of the suicide on the

23rd ult. of Mrs. F. H. Darling, the wife of the

principal of the public schools at Napa, by tak-

ing a dose of strychnine, was made in the San

Francisco Bulletin. According to the testi-

mony taken at the inquest held, Mrs. Darling
had been suffering from an injured spine about

a year, the result of a buggy accident. It had

been noticed by her friends that her mind ap-

peared to be affected, and she is believed to hate

taken the fatal dose during a fit of temporary

insanity, as she denied taking it immediately
after the act was discovered. She took the

poison about 10:30 on Friday morning, the 22nd

ult., and died at 11 p. m. the following day,

life having been sustained during the interven-

ing twenty-four hours by the use of chloroform.

The deceased was twenty-one years of age, and

the daughter of John Hauer of Watsonville,

Santa Cruz county. The funeral took place on

the following Sunday from the Palace Hotel,

Napa, and was largely attended by the friends

of the family.

H. C. Gesford, at present superintendent of

this county, and the Democratic nominee for the

State superintendency, is making an active can-

vass. We learn he is now "stumping" the

southern part of the State.
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Rev. L. Wallace, formerly the very able and

efficient superintendent of Lake county, but now
in Napa, is the Democratic nominee for super-

intendent of schools. Mr. Wallace is an en-

thusiastic educator, and the schools have always
been greatly advanced under his care.

The Republican candidate for superintendent
is Mr. Walker, principal of one of the finest

private schools in the State, that at Oak Mound,
near Napa City, Mr. Walker is a gentleman of

culture and ability. If elected, the schools will

not sufter under his charge.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Supt. L. J. Chipman is sure to be re-elected.

Every day adds to the number of his supporters.

Miss Alfreda Norton of San Jose, has been

elected to a position in the Santa Cruz schools.

The trustees of the Lick estate have con-

structed a temporary observatory on the summit

of Mt, Hamilton. On the 17th of August, Prof.

W. S. Burnham of Chicago, who is to have

charge of the construction of the permanent

Observatory, arrived on the summit, and soon

started to work, making experimental observa-

tions. These will continue two or three months,

until sufficient data are obtained to determine

future operations.

We see that the sixth and seventh grades of

the San Jose schools do not now close their daily

sessions until 4 P. M. We suppose the higher

grades, also, dismiss at this time.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

Supt. J. B. Casterlin has been nominated for

re-election. He will undoubtedly be successful,

for the people of Humboldt county are noted for

their culture and intelligence
—one of the finest

communities in this State—and well fitted to

appreciate and endorse Mr. Casterlin's ability

and conscientious devotion to the interests of

their schools.

After erecting two new school-houses and fur-

nishing them with excellent patent furniture,

there was a balance of $3,303 in the school

fund of Eureka, in this county. Good for all

concerned.

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY.

Woodbridge, in this county, has an excellently

conducted public school, under the principalship

of Prof. S. L. Morehead, whose fourth year this

is in his present position. A fine private academy
has recently been completed in this town.

CM. Keniston, the Republican nominee for

superintendent, is well spoken of. and is certain

to be elected.

roNTRA COSTA COUNTY.

Dr. A. L. Wemple, the present able superin-

tendent we are assured will without doubt be

successful in his candidacy for re-election.

Mr. A. A. Bailey is the nominee for superin-

tendent of the Workingmen and New Constitu-

tion party. We know Mr. Bailey to be a gentle-

man of culture and a good teacher. Should he

be elected, we predict a season of active pro-

gress for the Contra Costa schools.

Miss Katie Mitchell succeeds Mr. Crowhurst

as principal of the Somersville school.

SONOMA COUNTY.

Supt. Davis has been very active in visiting

the schools of the county. He is not a candi-

date for re-election.

Prof. Charles W. Smyth, for the past two

years principal of the Healdsburg schools, and

for nineteen years an active and able teacher, is

the Democratic nominee for superintendent of

this county. He will undoubtedly be elected.

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY.

There are but two candidates in the field for

superintendent of this county—Mr. C. M. Woods
and Mr. J. F. Becket. Each is first-class, un-

exceptionable in every respect. Mr. Woods is a

Dartmouth man, modest and unassuming in his

manners, but in every respect an efficient and

thorough schoolman. Mr. Becket has made an

enviable record as an active, energetic teacher.

He also a scholarly, conscientious man.

Supt. Darke has been re-engaged as principal

in Hesperian district. His assistant is Mr. Ru-

fus Rigdon.

Mr. J. W. Stringfield, an experienced and su-

perior teacher, is principal of the Court school

in the city of San Luis Obispo. Among his as-

sistants are Misses Holloway, Madden, and

Mr. Meredith.

There are 357 pupils enrolled in the San Luis

Obispo schools, and about 300 in daily attend-

ance in eight classes.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY.

Supt. W. P. McDonald is a candidate for re-

election on the Democratic ticket. He has been

an efficient officer. His competitor on the New
Constitution ticket is S. W. Burke, whom also

we know by reputation, which is exceUtnt, As
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both can't be elected, we believe the schools

will be safe with either.

BUTTE COUNTY.

For the term beginning September the follow-

ing teachers have been elected in the Chico

schools : H. Z. Batchelder, principal ; O. E.

S^ain, vice-principal, First Grammar
; J. S. Mar-

tin, Second Grammar
; C. A. Woodman, First

Intermediate
; Mrs, L. L. Sproul, Second Inter-

mediate ;
Miss Maggie Watson, Third Interme-

diate ; Miss Jennie S. Whiteside, First Primary ;

Miss Mary A. Gardner, Second Primary.

Mr. Swain is a normal graduate, and has

taught five years in Chico. Miss Whiteside has

also taught five years, and Miss Sproul three years.

Mr. Swain is the Republican nominee for super-

intendent. He is a gentleman who has already
been favorably spoken of in this Journal, as an

excellent scholar, a successful teacher, and an

honorable man.

LASSEN COUNTY.

Miss Mallett committed suicide August 21st,

at Webber Lake. Without saying a word re-

garding her intention, she got into a small boat,

rowed to the middle of the lake, and jumped
overboard. She was twenty-six years of age,

and has taught school at Susanville for two or

three years. No cause is known for the rash

act. Her body has been recovered.

INYO COUNTY.

Mr. W. Judson Smith, late teacher in Oberlin

College, Ohio, takes charge of the public school

in Big Pine district, September ist.

TRINITY COUNTY.

Mrs. E. B. Ames, teacher of the second-grade
of the Weaverville public school, reports nine

pupils not absent one day in the year ;
and five

not tardy. The Grammar department reports an

attendance of fifty-four, with an average of forty-

six.

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY.

The local paper of Guadalupe announces the

vacation of the public school in that place as of

indefinite length—says the children can go black-

berrying, and amuse themselves with poison-oak
adhb.

It is encouraging to learn tha". they had a

lively school election there. The political per-

sonal feeling boiled over, candidates Walker

and Morse—Walker being the bsst Walker in

town, walked off' with the vote,—Morse not be-

ing able even with a telegraph to catch up.

EXAMINATIOK QUESTIONS.

[Prepared by Dudley C. Stone, Dep. Supt.
Common Schools, San Francisco.")

ARITHMETIC.
First Grade.

1. Define exchange, sight draft, time

draft, clearance, manifest, tariff, specific

duty, ad valorem duty, ratio, antecedent,

consequent, proportion. (12 credits.)

2. A man has a garden of a rectangular

form, 250 ft. long and 82^ ft. wide. He
has a wall built around it, but entirely

within the limits of the garden 18 inches

in thickness and 8 ft. high. Allowing for

two entrances, one 14^ ft. and one \\ ft.

wide, what will be the exact cubic contents

of the wall, in yards? Find the cost of

hauling the rock at 33 cts. a cubic yard.

3. The C. P. R. R. purchase for grad-

ing purposes a conical hill, whose base has

a diameter of J of a mile, and whose

height is found to be 296 ft. Find its

contents in cubic yds.

4. How many gallons of water would

be the product of melting a cylinder of

ice 10 ft. in diameter and 320 ft. long,

supposing the volume to diminish ten per
cent, in melting. What would it weigh at

1,000 oz. to the cubic foot .''

5. Exchange on London August 15th

was 24J cts. the shilling. Cost of a bill

on London for £650 5s. 6d. What was

the face of a bill which cost $2,450 ?

6. How many feet, board measure, in

the following :

25 Scantling, 2x4, 12 ft. long.

16 Scantling, 3x4, 16 " "

8 Scantling, 4x8, 12 '' "

72 Rough redwood boards, 1x18,

12 ft. long.

'i^d
Dressed pine boards, ixio, 12

ft. long.

Cost of above at $20 per j\L for rough
and $22 for dressed lumber.

7. Find cost of tinting a room (walls
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and ceiling) 36 ft. long, 24 ft. wide, 17J

ft. high, at 1 2 cts. a sq. yd., no deduction

for doors and windows.

8. (a.) The product of three numbers is,

looj ; two of the numbers are 5§ and

^2 Required the third number.

(d.) The sum of three numbers is 54^;

two of them are 5J and 325 Required

the third number.

9. (a.) Find the weight of a rectangular

block of platinum i^ ft. long, 10 inches

wide, and 8j inches thick, the specific

gravity of platinum being 22
; (t. e., plati-

num weighs 22 times as much as the same

bulk of water), the weight of water being

1,000 ounces avordupois to the cubic foot.

(d.) Weight of a cube of iron whose

edge is 2J ft. (Sp. Grav. 7.8.)

10. How many planks 12 ft. long and

18 inches wide will be required to floor a

barn 80 ft. long 60 ft. wide ?

Second Grade.

1. How many cords of wood in a rectan-

gular pile, 124 ft. long, 60 ft. wide, and 6J

ft. high .?

2. How many bushels can be put into a

bin whose dimensions arc i4xioJx8 (ft.).?

(Note.
—A bushel contains 2 1 50.42 cubic

inches.)

3. How many gallons will a tank hold,

20 ft. long, 12J ft. wide, and 10 ft. deep.?

4. How many yards in length will be

required to carpet a room, 48 ft. by 16 ft.

6 inches, the carpeting being 30 inches

wide .?

5. How many planks, 16 ft. long and 14

inches wide, will be required to floor a

barn 72 ft. by 40 ft..'

6. What is the e.xpense of plastering the

walls and ceiling of a room 36J ft. long,

30 ft. wide, 20 ft. high, at 40 cts. a square

yard, allowing a deduction of 1,250 sq. ft.

for doors, windows, and baseboard }

7. W^hat will it cost to line a tank 6 ft.

8 inches long, 6 ft. wide, \\ ft. deep, with

zinc, weighing \ a pound to the square

•25

foot, at 26 cts. pound, including labor?

8. How many acres in a rectangular

field 120 rods long and \2\ rods wide.?

Cost at $16 per acre.? Cost of fence at

$1.20 per rod.?

9. How many sq. rods in a yard 242

ft long and 74J ft. wide .? How many ft.

around the yard .?

10. A rectangle contains 65^ square

inches ; its length is 1 2 inches, what is

its breadth }

Third Grade.

1 . Define the following terms :

1. Creditor. 6. A Degree.

2. Debtor. 7. A Circumference.

3. Currency. 8. A Ream.

4. A Cube. 9. A Gross.

5. A Square. 10. A Mint.

2. How many times will a wheel 15 ft.

in circumference revolve in running 30

miles .?

3. Reduce '8 5,894 grains Troy to pounds
and prove by reduction descending.

4. Reduce 14,250 ounces Avoirdupois

to pounds, and prove.

5. If \\\ cords of wood cost $90, what

will 23§ cost .?

6. How many square yards in a floor

17,\ ft. long and 21 ft. wide.? If a piece

of carpeting is 1 8 inches
wide,^

how many

yards will it take to carpet this floor .?

7. A trade dollar contains 378 grains of

silver. How many trade dollars can be

coined from 8 pounds, 3 ounces, 14 pen-

nyweights of silver.?

8. A weighing clerk reports the weight

of 20 sacks of wheat as follows :

114, 112, 182,. 157,

167, 188, 182, 125,

166, 180, 155, 145,

181, 172, 170, 173,

188, 155, 183, 129.

What is the total weight, and what does it

come to at i\ cts. a pound ?

9. Change the following to fractions

having 24 for a denominator :

S^'tVI' 55. i4f, 8o|.
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lO.

and at

owing
to his

drinks

$40 fo

rowed

month,

month

year ?

A young man has been extravagant,

the end of the year finds himself

$53.40 to his clothier^; $17.25

shoe-dealer; $14 for cigars and

; $8.75 to his washerwoman
;
and

r buggy hire ; besides $1316 bor-

money. His salary is $125 per

How much must he save each

to come out clear of debt in a

Fourth Grade.

'9. Find all the factors, prime and com-

posite, of 864.

10. A man owing $25,000 gave in pay-

ment 3 lots of land worth $525 each, 125

shares of mining stock valued at $95 per

share, a third interest in a steamboat worth

$9,000, .200 cows worth $15 each,

much still remain unpaid .^

How"

1 . A drover bought cows as follows :

For one he gave $17.50 ;
for two he gave

$24 apiece ;
for one $34 ;

for five he paid

$160; for two others $28 each.; and for

one lot of ten cows he gave $16.75 apiece.

What was the average price per cow .?

He sold the whole lot for $588. How
much profit did he make }

2. If a young boy receives $8 per w^eek

wages, and his expenses are $5.50, how

long will it take him to save enough to

buy a suit of clothes costing $15-50, a hat

for $2.25, and a pair of boots worth $4.75 .?

3. A man pays $400 for a horse and

carriage, the horse being worth $100 more

than the carriage. Find the value of each.

4. If you have 90 marbles more than

your brother, and both of you have just

100, how miny has each 'i

5. If I sell a piece of land for $3,030
that cost $2,275, a'^d thereby gain $5 per
acre how many acres do I sell .^

6. {a.) What is an even number? an

odd number ? a prime number 'i a com-

posite number ? a prime factor of a num-
ber .?

(/5.) When are numbers prime to each

other }

7. How can we tell, by inspection,

whether or not a number is divisible by
|

2, 3> 4, 5> 9. or 10?
^

8. Ten bags of wheat weigh, respec-

tively, 114, no, 104, 120, 113, 116, 109,

108, 119, 116. What is the average

weight ?

j

Suggestions.—Teachers of all grades

I

should bear in mind that, in active busi-

ness life, a very large proportion ot the

"figuring" required consists of addition,

subtraction, and multiplication of whole

numbers, and they should give constant

and careful drill to secure accuracy and

rapidity in these elementary operations.

A knowledge of the plainer cases of men-

suration should also be acquired in the

upper grades. In considering the pre-

scribed work for any grade the teacher

should lay much greater stress on essential

and practical operations than upon what is

to be studied merely for mental discipline.

A thorough and complete knowledge of

everything contained in the text-book has

its value, but where it is evidently impos-
sible to acquire such a knowledge in the

prescribed time there must be a judicious

discrimination in order to apply the class-

work where it will do the most good.

The accompanying questions are intended

as hints in this direction.

BOOK NOTICES.

Algebra : For the Use of High Schools, Acad-
emies, and Colleges. By John Bernard Clarke?
Instructor of Mathematics in the College of
California. San Francisco : A. L. Bancroft
&Co. Pp.506. Price, $2.25.

We have taken ample time in order to give
this work a critical examination. And we feel

satisfied that it is a text-book of uncommon
merit. It is a complete elementary treatise on

Algebra, so admirably gradated and arranged as

to lead, by almost imperceptible steps, to the
threshold of the higher mathematics, to which it

is the logical beginning.
The analytical table of contents with which the

book begins is in itself a good feature, and a

great help to the earnest student. The topics
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are well arranged, and the demonstrations given
so clearly that a knowledge 0/principles cannot

but be the result. We believe this feature will

m ike the work of especial value to teachers who
are endeavoring to keep ahead of their classes,

or to train themselves for the higher mathematics.

The definitions and rules are generally brief

and clear ;
the examples are numerous, and many

of them new.
While the work i^ intended to fit the student

for the college course, it is yet distinguished by
simplicity, so that most boys or girls who have
mastered the common school arithmetic can un-

derstand the explanations and solve the problems.

Typographically, the work is a credit to the

Coast.
We can heartily recommend it to the attentioji

of our teachers.

On the Verge. A Novel. By Philip Shirley.
San Francisco : A. L. Bancroft & Co.

This is a story of society life in the East and
West. It is a first attempt by a young lady, the

daughter of an eminent ex-judge of San Francisco,
who conceals her identity but not her sex in this

book, under the notn d/plume of Philip Shirley.

Judged as a first attempt, there is much to com-
mend. The style is not heavy, but rather chatty.
The descriptions of scenery, etc., are not without

power.
A serious fault, on the other hand, is the occa-

sional use of some long, unusual word, or far-

fetched illustration, which is often absurd in con-

trast to the surrounding language and circum-

stances.

The story represents a young girl, the heroine,
who marries in order to escape from an uncon-

genial, uncomfortable home (her uncle's). She
Ineither loves nor respects her husband, but soon
learns to fear him. She flirts to an outrageous
extent with two men, both of whom first think

her a widow, and fall in love with her, each
in his special fashion. One of these men is

almost broken-hearted at discovering that her

husband lives, and what is the real character of

his idol
; with the other she nearly elopes, but is

fortunately interrupted by the husband.
"There is an air almost of realism about the

book. We are compelled to ask the question
whether the society of the author is like that

depicted in her book ? If so, it is sad indeed ;

for there is not one noble, lovable woman in it ;

and but one man, and that not the hero, who is

endurable.

HisTOBY OF THE UNITED STATES. By John
Clark Ridpath. Grammar School Edition.

Jones Brothers & Co., Cincinnati, Philadelphia
and Chicago.
This is a model school book, and as a history

of our country, is almost perfect. Teachers who
have not seen Ridpath's History may think our

encomiums extravagant; let them give even a

cursory examination to the book, and they will

feel it falls short of the reality. Dividing our

history into five periods, each part is related in

simple style, in an attractive, perspicuous man-

ner, and with copious maps and illustrations.

The special merits of the book, which we have
ascertained by careful and critical examination,
are : brief, accurate descriptions ; not too many

dates
; Lyman's Chart of Contemporary History

accompanying the entire work
;

short chapters,
and shorter recapitulations ; good and numerous
maps ; clearly engraved pictures ;

an appendix,
containing the pronunciation of proper names ;

and a full index. In a word, we like the book :

and we believe our teachers will join us in our
commendation.

Houston's Elements of Natural Philoso-
phy. Eldredge & Bro., Philadelphia.
In this charming little volume we have a text-

book on Physics, which is arranged with excel-
lent judgment, and brought up to the latest

moment, as regards the progress of the science.

I

It is really refreshing to look over any of Eldredge
I

& Bro.'s publications, with their clear, wholesome

I

letter-press, and conscientious and reliable text ;

j

but this particular volume is a treat to the teach-

er, as to any intelligent reader. The "Sylla-
buses" and the "Questions for Review" consti-

tute a complete compendium—in an elementary
way, of course—of all that is now known of this

subject ; and we fail to find, after careful perusal,
I any false or antiquated statements

j

We are glad to recommend this text book to

i
all teachers as entirely satisfactory. 8.

j

The English Language : Its Prammatical and

j

Logical Principles for the use of Grammar and

High Schools and Academies. By Harris R.

Greene, A. M., Principal of Oread Institute,
and late Principal of the High School, Wor-

cester, Mass. Boston : Houghton, Osgood &
Co., Riverside Press, Cambridge. 1879.

This is a work of about 350 pages. It is not

a grammar, and not intended to take the place
of one. It is in advance of ordinary grammar,
and on a somewhat novel plan. It consists of

two parts. Part I. discusses what are termed
the "Generic Forms of Language"—moulds of

thought which are in organic structure common
to all languages. Ex., the Phrase Form

; the

Clause form. So that the English pupil who
has gained a good knowledge and clear under-

standing of these forms can apply them in the

study of any language, ancient or modern, with

great success. An experience of fifteen years in

his own classes has convinced the author of this

truth.

Part II. takes up "The Elements of Thought."
Like Generic Forms, the Logical Elements of

Thought are universal, and when the student

has learned them in his own language he has

learned them in all. With a knowledge of these,

then, in learning any language he has but to ask

what is the special expression of these elements

in this special language, and finding this he has

the mastery of the syntax of that language.
The standpoint of investigation in this work is

this formula :
'• The Ix>gical Basis of Language is

Universal and Unchanging." This principle binds

together the syntax of all tongues. And with a

skillful knowledge of the use of this instrument

the author claims that the student can master

the structure of any language in a very much
less time than is usually devoted to it.

The book is the outcome of a very general be-

lief among scholars that it is not the study of
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the skeleton of a language that leads to its ac-

curate use. Teachers will find it very service-

able as a guide for the instruction of even ele-

mentary classes in language.

Robert Burns. By Principal Shairp, Professor

of Poetry in the University of Oxford.

Edmund Spencer, By R. W Church, Dean of

St. Paul's. New York : Harper & Bros. San
Francisco : Payot, Upham & Co.

These are two of that beautiful and excellent

series styled "English Men of Letters," edited

by John Morley, and published by Harper Bros.,
a series that we sincerely wish might supersede
and kill out entirely a large list of books that

young people, able to understand and appreciate
these volumes, are now reading, devouring, in

fact, by wholesale, with a vitiated, morbid ap-

petite. If one wishes to get a distinct idea of the

man and the poet Burns, an impression that will

remain in his memory, he can get it from this

little work probably better than from the four-

volume edition of his works, or from most of

the other editions and biographies, many of

which have been published since his death.

Prof. Shairp
—familiar with every detail of the

poet's life, and with all that has been said of him,
and the estimate made of him as a man or a

poet
—has told the story of his life over again in

this little book in a very attractive manner, and
we believe in a way that even the best friends of

the poet will consider just. It is in a very con-

venient form to keep in the home or to carry
with one on a trip when leisure may be found to

read it.

LITERARY NOTES.
A new and completely revised edition of McGuffy's

Readers has just been issued from the press of Van Ant-

werp, Brags & Co., Cincinnati. It is said to be a great

improvement on the present series.

The New York Independent, one of the largest and best

religious weeklies in the world, is about to commence the

publication of a series of articles on The Spelling Reform,

by some of our most eminent American and English

scholars. The Independent is religious in the truest and

best sense of the term, not sectarian, but broad and liberal

and progressive.

A new English educational book is
" The Newspaper

Reader," filled with extracts from the Newspapers of the

present century, descriptive of many of the most striking

events of the period .

Articles for Teachers in the
September Magazines.

We have frequently spoken in these columns of the high

literary character of the Atlantic Monthly. It is emi-

nently a magazine which teachers should read and

recommend to their more advanced pupils. In this Sep-

tember number there is not an article which will not be

found of interest and value. A part of the " Contributor's

Club" will be found in this number of the Journal.

Among them, we will name " Caesar's Art of War and of

Writing
"

;

«' The Use of Numbers in Society," by N. S.

Shaler ;

"
Nobility and Gentry," by Richard (irant White

;

the serial novel,
" Irene the Missionary

"
;
and a short

story,
" Miss Magdalena Peanuts."

Scribner has some new attractions each month, and

this September number is no exception. Among the arti-

cles of even more than usual interest may be named " The

University of Rome," by H. H. Boyesen ; "My Lord

Fairfax of Virginia
"

; "English Spelling and Spelling Re-

form," by T. R. Lounsbury ;
and a short story,

" The

Documents in the Case," by J. Brander Mathews and H.

C. Bunner, which has the rare merit of originality in de-

sign and execution.

Lippincotfs Magazine for September has three beauti-

fully illustrated articles, besides many not illustrated.

Among the most interesting we can recommend Dr.

Felix Oswald's " Summerland Sketches"
;

" An Ascent fo

the Matterhorn," by Charles P. Howard; and "A Grand

Council at Okmulgee (Indian Territory)", by A, M. Wil-

liams.

The September Harper is strong in every department.

Three serial novels, by three of the most eminent living

writers—Black, Miss Mulock, and Blackmore,-are now

progressing in its pages. In addition, in this September

number, we find " Newport Society in the Last Century
"

;

" Gold Mining in Georgia
"

;
"The Last Revel in Printz

Hall (a story, illustrated): and "The Navesink High-

lands."

St. Nicholas for September is as bright and charming as

only St. Nicholas can be. We select this month for spe-

cial note from its table of contents,
" Three Drews and a

Crew," by Sarah J. Pritchard
;
"The Chateau D'Oiron,"

by Katherine Cameron
;

" On Wheels," by John Lewees;

and the two splendid juvenile serials,
" A Jolly Fellow-

ship," by Frank R. Stockton
;
and "

Eyebright," by Susan

Coolidge.

RULES FOR TEACHERS.

[The following are selections from a num-

ber of rules prepared by Superintendent

Doty of Chicago, for the benefit of the

teachers of that city. They will be found

applicable everywhere] :

DUTIES OF TEACHERS.

In your relations to others as teachers

and managers of schools, you will be

guided and governed by the letter and

spirit of the following rules :

TO PUPILS.

1 . To know that a pupil's true educa-

tion is a growth consequent upon the

proper exercise of all his faculties.

2. To know that growth and discipline

come through the acquisition of useful

knowledge.
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CUTTER'S PHYSIOLOGIES.
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SANFORD'S ARITHMETICS.
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Prof. S. P. Sauford, Mercer University. Georgia. First
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WALKER'S SCIENCE OF WEALTH.
A Manual of Political Economy. Embracing the
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anil Arranged for Popular Heading and Us<' as a Text-
B.ok. By Amasa Walker, LL.D. Student's Edition.
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LEEDS' UNITED STATES HISTORY.
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Smaller History. Designed for Gen. ral Reading and
|

ft)r Academies. By Joi-iah W. Leeds. 12 mo, extra
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DERRY'S UNITED STATES HISTORY.
A History of the United States, for Schools and
Academies. By Joseph T. Derry, Professor of Amit-nt

Languages in Academy of Richmond College. Augusta,
Georgia. With Numerous Illustrations. ]2nio, half

roim, ?1.3r).

WICKERSHAM'S WORKS.
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the Several Branches of Knowh-dge, and the Method
of Teaching Them. By Prof. J. P. Wick.rsham.
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HALDEMAN'S ETYMOLOGY.
Outlines of J-Jtymolopy. By S. S. Haldeman, author
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" Elements of Latin
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SAMSON'S ART CRITICISM.
IJlements of Art Criticism. Comprising a Treatise
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Art. Together with a Historic Survey of the Methods
of Art Execution. By Prot. G. W. Samson. Illustrated,
8vo. cloth extra, $3.15. Abridged Edition. 12mo.
cloth, SI.60.

ATWATER'S LOGIC
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hlly for the use of Teachers and Learners. By Prof.
L. H. Atwater. 12mo, cloth, $1.25.

LONG'S PRIMARY GRAMMAR.
First Lessons in Grammar. An Easy Method for

Beginners. By Harriett S. .Long. 16mo, boards, 25
cents.

HACIIETTE'S EDUCATIONAL SERIES.
For the Complete Sturdy ofthe French Language.
Descriptive List furnished on application to J. B. Lip-
pincott & Co.

SANFORD'S ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA.
A .Yen/ Elementary Algebra. Designed for Schools
and Colleges. By Pi of. Shelton P. Sanford, A. M.
12mo, half roau, $1.25.

SCHMITZ'S GERMAN GRAM:\IAR.
A 2'ext-SooA:fot the f^actical Study of the Ger-
man Languane. By Prof. J. .\dolph Schmitz, A. M.,
and Hermann J. Schmitz. 12mo, half roan, $1.35.

FRENCH AND GERMAN DICTIONARIES.
Contanseau's 7*ractical Dictionary ofthe French
and Inglish Languages, crown bvo, cloth, $'2,50

Pocket Edition, cloih, $l.r)0.

Longman's docket 'Dictionary of the German
and English Languages. IHmo, cloth, $1.50.

ITfTORCESTER'S
Quarto Dictionary. Illustrated and Unabridgid.
Library sheep, $10.00.

Octavo ( Universal and Critical) Dictionary . Li-

brarj' sheep, $4.2.').

Comprehetisive Dictionary. Illustrated 12mo, half

roan, $1.75.

Academic Dictionaiy. Crown Svo. half roan, $2.00.

DICTIONARIES.
School {Elementary) Dictionary. 12mo, half roan ,

$ 1 .00.

ih'imafy Dictionaty. Illastrated. 16mo, half roan,
60 cents.

docket Dictionary. Illustrated. 24mo, cloth, 63
cents ; roan, flexible, 86 cf nts ; roan, tucks, gilt edges,
$1.00.
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Many special aids to students, in addition to a very full pronouncing and defining vocabulary, make the above-
named books, in the opinion of our most distinguished educators, the most complete as well as by far the cheapest
dictionaries of our language.

l^^A Descriptive Catalogue of Educational Works mailed on application. Liberal rates for
^..i.i:.u



AN IMPORTANT NEW BCHOOJ^BOOK.

E]^^QLI8H LANQUAaE:
Its Grammatical and Logical Principles

BY HARRIS R. OREEBTE, A. M.,

Principal of the Oread Institute, Worcester, Mtc^sachasetts.

l2mo $l.05.

This is not an ordinary grammar, but a careful and exhaustive discussion of the various organic

forms of expression common to all languages, also of the various elements of thought. In the

Preface the author says:
*' There are in our language certain generic forms, which are here classi-

fied under the heads of Word-forms, Phrase-forms, and Clause-forms, in some one of which, as a

fixed organic structure of language, thought is always embodied. These generic forms, or moulds

of thought, are moreover f/ie s«»ie, substanially, in organic form and character, in all languages.

Hence, in these organic verbal structures, all written thought, whether ancient or modern, finds

its constant expression. While, therefore, a knowledge of these forms is indispenable to a clear

understanding of the syntactical structure of the English, and to the philosophy of verbal com-

bination generally in our tongue, such knowledge becomes of immense value the moment the pupil

enters upon the study of the syntax of a foreign language, for the leading grammatical principles

here discussed are the same in all tongues. Hence the pupil enters upon the study of his Latin,

his Greek, his French, or his Glerrnan syntax with a perfect knowledge, already gained, of the

underlying principles of verbal combination, upon which the rules of syntax in these various lan-

guages are based. Hence the mastery of the syntax in any foreign language is accomplished with

ease and pleasure, and in a tithe of the time usually expended under the present method. Upon
this, the authbr speaks not unadvisedly, but after an experience in this method of teaching lan-

guage of at least fifteen years,"
In speaking of the Second Part, which treats of the elements of thought, Mr. Grreene says:

" The logical methods of the human mind are always and everywhere the same. When, there-

fore the pupil has learned these logical elements in his own tongue, he has learned them for all

tongues. Hence, these once mastered, he has only to inquire what the specific verbal expression
of these known elements in a given tongue is, and he has at once, and more perfectly than any
other method or system can give him, the complete syntax of that language. And this last he

acquires with great ease and facility, because, as has been before remarked, he has ah'eady become

familiar with all the regular generic forms of thought-expression to be found in the language pur-

sued. * * * It is one of the distinctive excellences of the method, as it is believed, that it

leads the pupil constantly to work from the thought outward to its appropriate form of expressions
and not ivomilie expression inward to the thought." And the author concludes his statement

of the distinguishing features of his book with the expression of his confident belief that "'this

work, binding together as it does, the syntax of all languages on the common basis of universal

generic forms of expression, will be found to supply a deficiency, which thoughtful educators have

long felt, in the study of language."
The Publishers commend this Grammar to the careful attention of teachers, and hope they will

find a logical, philosophical, and systematic work, which will render the study of our langua.;e
both profitable and engaging.

£,^" The Pnblisheri invite correspondence with regard to specimen copies and copies for inl.ro-

duction.

HOUGHTON, OSGOOD AND COMPANY,
220 Devonshire Street, Boston.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School.]

No, VIII.

hen the moon is
"

full," that is, when

all its illuminated surface is visible to us,

it is in line with the earth and the sun.

Since the zodiac is a circle in the heavens,

and the sun and the moon are always

bund within it, the moon, at
"

full," must

be in that part of the zodiac which is op-

posite to the part occupied by the sun, at

the same time. If the su;^ as in the

summer, is in the constellations of the

zo*diac which pass the meridian nearly

over our heads in this latitude, and which

are above our horizon more than half of

every twenty-four hours, it follows that the

moon, at "full," will be in those constella-

tions which cross our meridian low in the

south, and which are above our horizon

less than halt of every twenty-four hours.

This is reversed in the winter. The sun

being in those constellations which are

low in the south, and above our horizon

but a few hours, the moon, at "full," is

in constellations which run high, and

which are visible fourteen or fifteen hours

each day. The farther north we go, the

greater is the difference between summer
full moon and winter full moon, as to their

time above the horizon.

In September, when the sun is in the

constellation Virgo, the position of the

zodiac is such that, at sundown, Sagittarius

26
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is crossing the meridian. This constella-

tion is, to us, the lowest one in the Zo-

diac. Gemini, which is opposite to Sagit-

tarius, is, at that time, not far below our

horizon in the north.

The i)iane of the elliptic, which passes

through these constellations, cuts the plane
of our horizon at that time, at an acute

angle. At the end of the first quarter the

moon is in Sagittarius ; at the end of the

second quarter (" full moon "), it is in

Pisces
;
and at the end of the third quar-

ter, it is in Gemini. The moon moves

thirteen degrees, every day, in its passage

about the earth. When the direction of

this change of position is perpendicular to

our horizon, it causes the moon to rise fifty

minutes later every successive time. When
the line of direction is such as to make a

very acute angle with our horizon, the

daily change of position makes but a few

minutes diiference in its time of rising.

It can be seen by the diagram given

that, for a few days, when the moon is in

the vicinity of Pisces, thirteen degrees of

change each day in its orbit, carries the

oon not more than five degrees farther

in a direction perpendicular to our hori-

^^on. The motion of the earth on its axis

^epresses our horizon in the east fifteen

^Begrees every hour. This motion would

^Bause the plane of our horizon to reach

^Bie moon, under the conditions given

above, less than twenty minutes later for

- several successive evenins^s. The moon

r" "

its light soon after sunset for several even-

ings. These conditions not being much

changed in October, similar phenomena
are observed. The September full-moon

is called the Harvest Moon, and the one

in October, the Hunter's Moon.

Scorpio.—The peculiar arrangement of

the stars in Scorpio makes this constella-

tion one of the most interesting to trace.

It looks like an enormous figure five.

The stars farthest west represent the Scor-

pion's head
;
red Antares, the position of

the heart ;
and two bright stars at the

eastern end of the winding line, represent

the end of the Scorpion's tail.

The great hunter, Orion, boasted to La-

tona and Diana that he could conquer any
animal on the earth. Juno, who was jeal-

ous of Latona, sent a scorpion to attack

her. Orion interposed to protect Latona,

but was himself stung by the scorpion, so

that he died. Orion and the .Scorpion

were both placed in the heavens, but at

such a distance from each other that they

are never above the horizon at the same

time.

Sagittarius.—In this constellation we

find the Milk Dipper, which receives this

name on account of its position in the

Milky Way. To us, this Dipper is al-

ways bottom up, as if its contents had

been poured upon the earth. The Arch-

er's bow and arrow are well represented

by four bright stars
; though the upper

one in the bow is also in the handle of

the Dipper. The Archer is represented

as aiming his arrow towards the Scorpion.

The sun is in Sagittarius in December.

It is then* that the sun is low-est in the

south ; though it should be recollected

that, if we were to go into the southern

hemisphere, the sun when in Sagittarius

would be highest above the horizon, and

it would be the middle of summer.

Chiron was the son of the god Nep-

tune and the nymph Philyra, and was

therefore immortal. He was a centaur,
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THE SOUTHEASTERN HEAVENS IN OCTOBER.

A Part of Pegasus, The Hying Hors«.
B Equulus, Ihe Little Horse.
C Delphinus, The Dolphin.
D Part of Aquila, the Eagle.
E Part of Antinous.

F-F Aquarius, The Water-Bearer.
(t Capricorn us. The Sea-(ioat.
H Piscis Australis, The Southern Fish.

I Port f^f »>.» Pv,«..,;«

Enif in the Nose of Pegasus.
The Dolphin's Head.
Altair.

The Urn in Aquarius.
;
The River in Aquarius.
The Horn of Capricornus,

Fomalhaut, The Eye of the Southern Fish.
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half man and half horse. He taught

music, astronomy, and medicine ;
and

some of his pupils became famous the

world over for their proficiency in these

sciences. Hercules wounded Chiron with

an arrow which had been dipped in the

blood of the Lernean Hydra. Even Chi-

ron, skilled as he was in medicine, could

find no cure for this poison. Being im-

mortal he could not die ;
but he suffered

such torments that he prayed to Jupiter to

take away his immortality, so that, by

death, he might get rid of his pains. Ju-

piter, pitying his condition, granted his re-

quest, and afterwards placed him in the

heavens as the constellation Sagittarius.

Draco.—It is somewhat difficult to

trace this constellation. The principal

stars that form it are in three irregular

arcs. (See star map for June.) The tail

and head are easily found, as they are

marked by prominent stars. The numer-

ous stars between these parts form a figure

somewhat like the letter U.

It is related that, in the war between the

gods and the giants, the Dragon was op-

posed to Minerva. The goddess took

hold of the Dragon, and hurled him with

great force into the heavens. He was

caught around the Celestial Pole, and he

has remained there ever since. This was

probably done at the time when Thuban,
now in this constellation, was the North

Polar Star.

Lyra.—Vega, in this constellation, is a

beautiful star of the first magnitude. A

conspicuous part of Lyra is the oblique

parallelogram a little south of Vega. It

is formed by four small stars
;
and it seems

to hang in the sky as if it were suspended

by its upper corner.

The god Apollo gave a lyre to Orpheus.

Such exquisite music did Orpheus bring

forth from this heavenly lyre that all na-

ture was charmed by its harmony. The

rivers ceased to flow
;
and the wild beasts

forgot, for the time, their savage fiereness.

Orpheus fell in love with Eurydice, who

seemed to him, to appreciate his music more

than any one else did. Soon after their

marriage, she was bitten by a serpent, and

died. Orpheus took his lyre, and entered

the infernal regions, determined to re-

cover his beloved Eurydice or die in the

attempt. His music ravished the ears of

all the inmates of Hades ;
and he was

told by Pluto that Eurydice would be re-

stored to him, if he would pass beyond

the bounds of Hades without looking

back. He accepted these conditions joy-

fully ;
but just as he saw his first glim-

mer of sunlight, he forgot himself, and

looked around to see Eurydice. He saw

her ;
but she vanished from his sight, and

he was not allowed to return for her.

After this. Orpheus kept aloof from every-

body. This acuon so enraged the w-omen

of Thrace that they caught him, tore his

body to pieces, and threw his head into

the river, dovm which it floated, crying

out Eurydice ! Eurydice !

Orpheus' lyre being a gift from Heaven,

was transferred to the heavens again, and

became the beautiful constellation we now

see.

RECOLLECTIONS OF YE
ANCIENT PEDAGOGUE.

BY 0. S. INGHAM.

[Superintendent Alameda City Schools.]

A half century ago the common schools

of this country were, with few exceptions,

in no flattering condition. Scliolarship

experience, fitness, or love for the work

of the school-room were not always the

considerations that decided the choice of

those engaged in teaching. Too often

they
"
kept school

"
because they could

get a dollar or two more a month thereby

than for cutting cord-wood. Certificates

were granted to those who could read,

write, cipher to the Rule of Three, and

last, but not least, "jerk
"

the big boys out
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of their "number 9's" and leave the

boots standing on the floor undisturbed

by the sudden departure of the owner.

The order of exercises in the school-room

was simple and primitive
—

reading, writ-

ing, and spelling, interspersed with the

loud hallelujahs of some urchin jubilant

under the inspiration of birch I

The only classes were in reading and

spelling, the main object in their forma-

tion being to acquire accuracy and perse-

verance in toeing the mark. Ye peda-

gogue passed around the room two or three

times during the day to show the big boys
and girls

" how to do their sums." This

process consisted in working the exam-

ples with no attempt at explanation, the

pupil being directed to
" work by the

rnle ;" ye pedagogue apparently not en-

tertaining the idea that rules founded on

the most abstruse principles even, needed

explanation or illustration.

Reading under the direction of ye ped-

agogue, was a unique and interesting

process. When the word of command

was given to open the campaign, the

pupil at the head of the class went into

spasms ;
he bent one leg, coiled it about

the other, writhed his neck, twisted his

head to one side, lopped the off ear,

cocked the opposite eye, clutched the

book vigorously and desperately at an an-

gle of exactly forty-five degrees, with one

hand, with the index finger of the other,

punching the first letter of the first word

of the first line. After these preliminary

steps were carefully taken, the juvenile op-

erator filled his lungs, opened his mouth

wide and irregularly, seizing upon each

letter in turn, with a succession of mo-

notonous, unearthly, diabolical howls, till

the perspiration oozed at every pore, and

the lungs collapsed.

But spelling was the great exercise of

the school. It consisted in taking apart

the words, letter by letter, holding over

each an "
Irish wake," then, on tip toe,

with mouth so extended as to render the

upper part of the head peninsular, the

word was pronounced, or rather, envel-

oped in a confusion of outlandish war-

whoops and dilapidated howls. But the

intellectual part of the process consisted

in *'

toeing the mark." " This mark was

a highly interesting object when orna-

mented with the pedal wealth and variety

of the school-room
; for, clustered about

it, were little toes and big toes, clean toes

and dirty toes, sound toes and sore toes,

boys' toes and girls' toes, some in repose,

some turning and twisting uneasily, some

digging into the floor, some coquetting
with the mark, till, alas, one of the luck-

less toe-owners, by some miscalculation,

was discovered by the hawk-eyed boy
below to be off the mark

; whereupon,
the hawk-eyed boy went above the pos-

sessor of the unfortunate toe, who, in turn,

notified the hawk-eyed boy that he would
"
lick him when school was out." Ye ped-

agogue overhearing the remark,
" warms

the wax in the ear
"

of the remarker, who

thereupon firmly resolves to lick "ye ped-

agogue," when he is
"
big enough."

It was generally understood that the

quiet, solemn, sad-eyed boy whose toes

adhered to the mark during the entire ex-

ercise was to be a missionary to the heathen,

or some other great and good personage,
when he became a man.

The teaching of the A B C's taxed the

ingenuity of ye pedagogue. On his knee

was laid a speller with the letters arranged
in alphabetical order. The unfledged

Washingtons and Websters stood
'

facing

this alphabetic battery. The teacher

pointed his pen-knife or pencil, like a

slow-match, at the letter A, saying A.

The barefooted greatness in front vigor-

ously responded A. The teacher then

touched off B, and B was vociferously

echoed. This highly intellectual process

was continued till twenty-six volleys were

exchanged.
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Favored with such instruction, the av-

erage pupil could at the end of one or two

years, pronounce such significant words as

cad, tad, rad ; the brighter pupils might

mentally wrestle successfully with such

still more significant combinations as ca-di,

do-do, sa-ny, etc. Up to this time the

chances are that the child has not even

dreamed that the words among which he

was floundering had any connection with

every-day speech.

That the child did not invariably come

out of the stultifying ordeal a hopeless

blockhead, proved conclusively that the

mind, like the body, can sometimes en-

dure fearful exposure, and still maintain

its integrity. Though many were able,

through mental strength and elasticity, to

withstand the effect of such treatment and

rise above its influence, becoming schol-

ars and leaders in the world of thought

and action, how many bright, gifted, in-

quiring minds, in their first weak, tenta-

tive efforts to acquire knowledge, were

rudely, hopelessly crippled if not crushed

forever !

GENERA.L DIRECTIONS
TEACHING.

FOR

BY JOHN' SWETT.

[Principal of Girls' High School, San Francisco.]

2.

3-

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9-

10.

II.

mg, or

tion hours

I. General Rules,

Never threaten.

Seldom scold.

Refuse firmly.

Consent cordially.

Seldom find fault.

Commend often.

Do not hurry.

Do not worry.

Avoid sarcasm.

Avoid being a martinet.

Allow no whispering, playing, eat-

gum in study or recita-chewing

12. Give a short whispering recess at

each change of recitations or exercises, as

a preventive of whispering.

13. Firmness and decision are qualities

essential to a good teacher.

14. Kindness is the key that unlocks

the hearts of children.

15. Attend carefully to the light, ven-

tilation, and temperature of your school-

room.

16. Avoid corporal punishment if pos-

sible, but be master of your class at all

hazards.

17. Cultivate in your pupils the habit of

self-control.

II. Specific Rules.

1. Prepare for your recitations in ad-

vance.

2. Text-books are subordinate to skill-

ful teaching.

3. Use the blackboard yourself.

4. Send your pupils to the blackboards.

5. Keep wide awake yourself.

6. Keep your pupils on the alert.

7. Don't talk too much.

8. Never repeat the pupil's answer.

9. Seldom repeat a question.

10. Teach one thing at a time.

11. Do not expect your pupils to know

everything you do.

12. Don't try to teach all you know at

once.

13. Never tell your pupils they are dull,

slow, or stupid.

14. Be cheerful and animated, but not

frivolous.

15. If everything seems to go wrong, it

is probable that you are out of humor

yourself.

16. A pleasant voice is music in the

school-room.

17. Expect to leave much untaught.

18. No teacher ever succeeded in teach-

ing everything.

19. Do not expect to make good schol-

ars out of all your pupils ; to do so is im

possible.

or TffR
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20. Remember that the law of heredity

fixes the limit of development, and this

law no set of teachers can reverse or

abolish.

WILD-CAT DISTRICT.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

CHAPTER III.

THE PUPILS AT WILDCAT.

There was no doubt in the minds of the

people of Wildcat that Alpha Black was

the worst pupil in that school district, in

fact, they felt confident that her equal for

mischief was not to be found in Santos

"A child of the devil," Elder Meeks

called her, though he always added that

** her father was a very estimable person,

and quite learned, and her mother was a

real lady, I am told"; but Alpha herself

was an utterly hopeless case. It was bad

enough for her to ride the wildest bronco

mustangs at break-neck speed, without

saddle or bridle
;

to run races with boys

(and beat them, too,) on the public high-

ways ;
to bring down quail or rabbit with

unerring shot ;
to do boy's work in garden

or field, instead of staying in the house to

wash the dishes and make up the beds.

All these things were bad enough, but

the one thing for which the elder had

never forgiven her was this :

At a certain revival meeting, two years

ago, the elder had called Alpha by name,
and bade her come forward and forsake

her sins and get religion and a change of

heart.

This aroused Alpha's wrath, and she

had told the elder that
" when she desired

to be kissed and hugged, like the mourners

had been, she could find a better looking

person than he to do it"; and her final

assertion that
" he squeezed and kissed Sam

Smith's girls twice as much and as hard

as he did Mrs.^ Johnson or Mrs. Peters,

because the former were young and good-

looking and the others were not," still

made the elder's cheek flush when he

thought of it
;
and the breasts of the latter

ladies burn unextinguishable wrath.

Alpha owed her name to a whim of her

father, who, when his wife had declared

for the hundredth time that she could not

find a pretty name for the baby, had said

in his mild way, "Call her Alpha, my
dear. That .means A No. i, in Greek,

and I'm sure our baby is A No. i."

" How much trouble some people do

have in naming their children," solilo-

quized Mr. Black after his wife had left

him. "And it is so easy, too; I really

believe I could name a thousand babies

in as many minutes. We can just name
^

the next one Beta, and the next Gamma,
and Delta and so on. I don't suppose

we will ever reach Omega."
And they never did, for before Alpha

was two years old, a fever made her moth-

erless and almost fatherless, for Mr. Black

became a confirmed invalid, and selling

out his place in the south, he spent several

years traveling about, and finally came

with Alpha to Santos county, where he

bought the quarter-section that lay just

in front of the Wild-cat school-house.

He was not fitted for a farmer, but for

many years he struggled along, going a

little behindhand every year, and selling

part of his land to make up the deficiency

until, at his death, which took place a few

months before John Dean came to Wild-

cat, he had only five acres of land and the

little shanty in which they lived, to leave

for Alpha's support. So far Alpha had

refused all offers of a home with any of

the neighbors, and had declared her in-

tention of living by herself upon the

place which was now her own.

"This place pretty near supported papa

and me the last two years, and I don't

see why I can't live on it alone," she had

said.
"

I did all the work before, and 1
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don't see why I can't do as much now."

Alpha held the deed to the place, with

Judge Johnson as nominal guardian, and

the rest of the neighbors talked, for a few

days, prophesied all manner of evil, and

ended, as they always did, by letting her

have her own way.

She had been a thorn in the side of the

last teacher, but had nearly made up her

mind to be good and study hard at the

next term of school when Judge Johnson
met her and said,

" School will begin to-

morrow, and we've got a man teacher that

will make you stand around. He'll make

you eat humble-pie if you tr}- any of your

j)ranks on him." And nodding his head

in a most provoking way the Judge had

left Alpha in good condition for mischief.
"

I wonder if they think there is any
man able to boss me," soliloquized Alpha,
with mingled wrath and scorn. "Eat

humble-pie ! I will show him. I don't

believe he will dare to whip me, for I am
almost sixteen now. Sweet sixteen," and

Alpha laughed half in scorn and half in

sadness, as she thought how litUe she re-

sembled the heroines of that age, of whom
le had read in the cheap novels, which

Formed the literary fodder of Wild-cat.

Early on Monday morning Alpha was at

the school-house in eager consultation with

Thomas Jefferson Johnson, her right-hand

supporter in every piece of mischief.

"I don't think it will do," said Thomas,

Shaking his head.
" He isn't like the

other teachers, Al. He could just whale

a fellow like anything if he found it out.

Besides, it's the first day, and he may not

turn out to be such a bad chap after all."

*' Oh ! if you are afraid," said Alpha,

scornfully, "1 can get some one else to

help me. When we had a woman here,

you could brag that you didn't fear any
school-teacher living ; but when a man
comes along who is able to whip you, then

I^^ou

weaken right down."

for

to withstand the taunting words and tone
;

''
I'll put half of them in and you can put

in half. Let us hurry up before the rest

of the scholars get here."

The last teacher had indulged in the

luxury of a cushion for the ungainly

wooden stool that was called, by courtesy,

the teacher's chair. This cushion the two

conspirators now proceeded to prepare for

the teacher's use by putting under the top

cloth some half a dozen sharp tacks with

points turned upward
"
in most satisfactory

style," as Alpha remarked as she carefully

set the stool under the teacher's table.

"What have you been doing," inquired

a voice in the doorway, and a lad about

eleven years old approached the table.

" We've just been fixing the teacher's

chair a little, so he can have a nice place

to sit down on
;
and see here, Joe Bennet,

if you let the teacher know anything about

this, or who did it, I'll whale you within

an inch of your life, as sure as my name
is Thomas Johnson. I'll be watching you,

remember."

Joe remained prudently silent, and went

back to the door.
" There comes brother

Stephen," said he,
" and there are the

twins, Ellen and P2benezer Meeks," and

he pointed to a girl and two boys about

the same age as Alpha, who were coming
towards the school-house.

"
Yes, and there comes Mark and Lucy,

and Jerry Peters," said Thomas. " And

Henry Brown is going to send Dick and

Harry to school this term. We will have

about a dozen this term, I guess."

John Dean was delayed by callers, and

did not reach the school-house until nearly

nine o'clock. Speaking a few pleasant

words to each of the pupils, he placed the

school library (Webster's Dictionary) upon
the desk, and rang the bell, which was

supposed to call the Wild-Cat children to

their seats and to a kind of order.

Some of the pupils immediately took

their books and began studying with great
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vigor, as though fearful of losing a min-

ute's time, or perhaps wishing to make a

good first impression upon the teacher.

"
I have a few words to say to you be-

fore we begin our work," said John, in a

pleasant way,
" and then we may understand

each other better. You all know that I

am to be your teacher for the next six

months, and I think you will soon learn

that I am going to be your friend as well,

and I hope we will all try to make this

school the best in every way that it is pos-

sible to have it. I have no doubt you all

wish to please your teacher, and so I will

tell you two things which always please

me. First, to have a pupil studious. No
one can improve himself without study,

and as you all desire to learn, you must

remember that study will make you learn,

without fail. Second, I love a truthful

scholar. If I feel that I can depend on

every word a pupil says, I always respect

that pupil. Never tell an untruth to es-

cape a punishment. The punishment

lasts but a few moments, but falsehood

makes you lower in the esteem of all

who know you. Now, as I wish to learn

your names, those of you who can write

may take your slates and pencils. Each

one of you may write your name and

age, as nicely as you can, on your slate."

With numberless changes of position

and lickings of not over-clean fingers to

erase unsatisfactory letters, ten pupils leaned

back in their seats and gazed upon their

handiwork with more or less complacency.

John Dean copied the names in his

book, and when he came to the last pupil

he saw upon the slate—
"joe bennet, ii year old.

Sum One has put taX on your sect."

And underneath the last lines could still be

seen the partly erased words " tom and al."

I don't think John knew the effort it had

been to get the above lines written to Joe's

satisfaction. Joe despised ''telling the

teacher," but Se felt too grateful to John

for his help the day before, not to make
some attempt to keep him away from the

seat which he had seen Thomas and Alpha

prepare. How to give John warning had

come to him as an inspiration, when he

was taking out his slate.

John erased the writing, and laying his

hand kindly on Joe's head, said,
" That is

all right, Joe," and returned to his desk.

Two of tjie pupils, Harvey Brown, a

pretty little five-year-old boy and his

brother Dick, two years older, could not

write. Their mother with considerable

trouble had taught them their letters at

home, so that the teacher might be spared

the labor of the
" one or two terms it used

to take us to learn our letters before be-

ginning to read."

Both had been well cautioned by father

and mother before starting to school that

morning, that they would certainly be

whipped by the teacher if they were not

good boys. Some such warning is very

desirable to make the first day at school

pleasant to a timid, sensitive child.

"Be good boys," were the last words

they heard as they left home for school

that morning ;
and each one really anxious

to be good, had fixed upon a vague ideal

of a good boy who always kept still, who

never got in the way, and who never

soiled or tore his clothes
;

one of those

impressible creatures found only in the

imagination of some poor soul who never

had a mischievous, affectionate, riotous,

lovable boy of her own.

John saw they were timid and frightened,

and as he came around he spoke a few

pleasant words to them, and told them he

would not need them until after recess,

and that they might go with Jerry Peters,

a lad about eight years old, out under the

large sycamore which stood a little way
from the school-house, and play there

until recess time. "And then," added

John, smilingly, "I am coming out to

get acquainted with you."
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John had arranged some of his classes

as well as he could, and had told them

where their lessons would be for the mor-

row, and was about dismissing for recess,

when Thomas Johnson came up with his

arithmetic and slate and asked to be helped

about an example, which he was unable

to do.
"

I will help you in a moment," said

John,
"
Please sit here,"—laying his hand

upon Tom's shoulder,, and seating him

upon the stool—" and I—"

" What is the matter, Thomas?" as the

boy sprang up from his seat, and uttering

a cr)' of pain, began to rub himself most

vigorously.

"Somebody has been putting tacks in

your cushion," said Tom, looking rather

foolish.

" Dear me ! it does look so," said John,

taking up the cushion. "And you got

caught in the trap fixed for me ! That is

too bad. If you will find out what boy
or girl did it, I will see that justice is

done. Miss Alpha, will you be kind

enough to remove these tacks for fear

some one else might sit down unawares

upon them .^"

With considerable hesitation and down-

cast eyes, Alpha obeyed, though she would

have greatly preferred a whipping instead,

but John's eye and manner compelled
obedience. In fact, one of the great se-

crets of government lies in that unhesi-

tating, masterful manner which seems to

leave no thought of disobedience in the

mind of teacher or pupil.

t
" Do you think be knew those tacks were

there.''" inquired Thomas, as they were

going home that evening.

I "H«.w do I know!" snapped Alpha.
" What made you be such a goose as to

sit down upon them. You always spoil

verything ;" and with this very feminine

rejoinder she abruptly left him and ran into

the house.

SCHOOL ETHICS FOR MOD-
ERN STATESMEN.

BY JOHX M. EDDY.

[Eureka, Humboldt County.]

The relative importance of mathematics

as an element of our school course is diffi-

cult to determine. That arithmetic must

receive considerable attention in our com-

mon schools no ortf will deny. But all

who have given this subject mature con-

sideration undoubtedly deprecate the waste

of time and absorbing interest that are so

generally bestowed upon this branch in

the ungraded schools of our country ;

—
and it is to tlfe ungraded country schools

only that our remarks are applicable.

Our remarks will be confined to arith-

metic entirely, as that is the only branch

of mathematics that enters largely into

our course for ungraded schools. And

we sincerely hope that few teachers are so

unwise as to imitate the example of a

teacher of our acquaintance who con-

sumes thirty minutes each day in teach-

ing one pupil out of a school of fifty ele-

mentary algebra ;
thus devoting one-fifth

of his time to one-fiftieth of his school.

He says he wants one class in algebra to

preserve his knowledge from rusting. But

has a public teacher any just right to

patronize his own desires at the expense

of most of his pupils ?

Of course, no person can be thoroughly

informed without some knowledge of

arithmetic. But the benefits it contrib-

utes to his social and political being are

so interwoven with individual advantages

that much discrimination must be exer-

cised in judging of its relative importance.

It must also be remembered that, although

more than a third of the pupil's time is

occupied in wrestling with arithmetic, a

very small proportion of the attendants

of the country schools remain a sufficient

length of time to complete a course in
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arithmetic as marked out by our text-

books. This fact will have great weight
in prescribing the amount and degree of

instruction. Again the probability of the

pupil's application of the knowledge im-

parted by the teacher, must not be over-

looked in a calculation of this kind, as in-

formation or knowledge, that might be

highly beneficial to the inhabitants of one

section, would be utterly useless to those

of another. Thus, tte farmer might util-

ize knowledge that would be of little avail

to the miner, and the miner could apply
facts that the lumberman has no call for.

But above all, let it be borne in mind,
that we are to instruct the masses in those

elements of learning wltich contribute

most to their elevation, and that the

masses are not all to become eminent as

statesmen and writers and teachers, but

are, and will continue to be, simply plod-
ders.

How many of the boy pupils in rural

districts attend school just long enough
each season to struggle through the funda-

mental rules and a few additional "cases,"
and then drop out to work upon the farm,

every country teacher can determine.

Soon they arrive at the end of their

school life, and are unable to perform the

most simple problem in interest. Yet

they have wasted many precious hours

and much hard labor in ascertaining how
much that servant forfeited who bought
the seventy-five cent turkeys instead of

the ninety cent ones. In fact, they have

had much premature drill in a poor

species of logic, at the cost of a thorough

familiarity with the simpler mechanical

operations of applied arithmetic. And
here, in our opinion, lies the whole cause

of our want of success. The text-books

contain too much confusing logic, and the

teachers are forcing it upon the pupils.

The text-books have too many divis-

ions of the subjects. They are encum-
bered with too many rules and explana-

tions. The numerous ''cases" and rules

of percentage promote confusion, and we

believe that it would be more easily com-

prehended if it were not explained so

much in detail and did not encumber

the memory with so many technical terms.

Let us have a course of study for the

country schools, by means of which all

the pupils may be taught those principles

of arithmetic that are really essential,

leaving the G. C. D., Longitude and

Time, Duodecimals, General Average,

Equation of Payments, Alligation, and

kindred nonsense, to be pursued by those

who have the time and opportunity to

take a longer course. These subjects

might be included in an appendix, which

should be forbidden ground until the es-

ential portions are thoroughly mastered.

Operative work in pure mathematics

should occupy the pupil for the first few

years of his school life, for then memory
is strong and reason is weak. Speed and

accuracy in the mechanical operations may
be attained at a much earlier age than

many imagine. But an application to

practical problems should not be de-

manded till reason is sufficiently devel-

oped to render the common mistakes in

application impossible. We believe the

young pupils are more apt to observe the

injunctions of the teacher, take more pride

in performing accurately and neatly, and

in fact take greater interest in operative

work than older ones. Therefore, it is at

this period that the purely mechanical

ability of operation should be acquired.

In this connection we must not neglect

a branch that is of great relative import-

ance, especially to those who are strug-

gling with that part of our subject which

we have termed logical arithmetic, namely,

intellectual arithmetic. By this we do not

refer to the solution of problems without

the aid of pencil, so much as we do those

methods or processes of analysis which

are usually contained in the superior text-
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books on this subject. We deem it ad-

visable to teach pupils but one rule for

solving problems, and that rule is
" Do

it understandingly ; that is, by analysis."

The one cause that contributes most to

the failure of so many applicants at our

teachers' examinations, in this branch, is

their ignorance of the power of analysis.

This ignorance will not be found in those

teachers of the Western States where
" Mental

"
Arithmetic was so popular a

few years since. Now, although it might

have been overdone in some sections,

still we would offer it as a substitute for—
ignorance.

WHAT A YOUNG MAN HEARD
AT A TEACHERS' INSTI-

TUTE.

I^F "Note -books ready .^" exclaimed the

gentleman who was conducting the insti-

tute at X. This was my first attendance

|'^_at

anything of the kind, and should I blush

^o confess it ? I had not come for my own

benefit, but to report the best points of

the lecture for the benefit of my cousin,

a teacher, who was unable to be there.

The Professor began,
" The child when

first entering the school-room is upon—"

I^B

'* Nell Rivers has got a new beau."

^^hese words were whispered by a young

lady in front of me to her companion. I

lost the Professor's remarks, and never

learned what the child was upon when

first entering the school-room. So much

ne, thought I. The next words I be-

n to place hastily in my note-book.

"The teacher must endeavor earnestly,

patiently,
—"

But here my attention was

:aught by the remark near me,

I think that bonnet is a pretty poor

imitation."

Of course the speaker was a woman.

Hb 1 glanced at the Professor, who was wax-

^ftg eloquent ; many eyes were fixed in-

I*;

t ir

words. Said he,
"

Is there a more beau-

tiful sight than— '

" Three ruffles around the overskirt."

"The interruption was from a girl next

me, and loud enough to reach my ear. I

was a trifle confused.

Was the overskirt with three ruffles

such a beautiful sight ?

I turned my head and frowned at the

person who had disturbed me
; but it was

all lost upon her, for she was describing
in glowing under-tones the beauties of the

new dress.

I gathered my thoughts and managed
to catch a few golden sentences from the

Professor's lips. He made some very

practical remarks upon school discipline,

and I hurriedly jotted them down for my
cousin. I began to be deeply interested

in what was said when—
"Wonder what we'll have .^"

I felt like pitching that fellow through
the window. I looked for another seat,

but all were occupied. Again I settled

myself as the Professor was saying,
"
but

in a book which is found in almost

every family,
—"

but the rest of the sen-

tence did not reach me, for persons sitting

near me were whispering about "
that

young fellow in the corner," "the price of

her blue silk,"
"
the name of the singing

leader," and other choice (?) bits of in-

formation.

The bell rang and the teachers were dis-

missed, and that was all I heard on my first

visit to a teachers' institute.—Netv Fork

School Journal.

Teachers be ever thoughtful of the fu-
ture of your pupils, and make all school

work and discipline such as will be of

lasting service to them.

Remember that children are chil-

dren, and need assistance in many ways,

but that the most valuable work for a pu-

pil under wise guidance, is the work which

he does for himself.
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FRIDAY AFTERNOONS IN
ELECTRICITY; WITH EASY

EXPERIMENTS.

BY PROF. HENRY F. BAKER.

(Silver City, Nevada.)

Electricity, like heat, is an impondera-
ble power—that is, the force cannot be

weighed. It is an invisible, subtle fluid

which in one or another of its forms

aftects all our senses. In this respect it

is unlike all other ethereal influences. We
only know of light through the medium

of our organs of vision, and heat would

be unknown to us but for the fact that we

are endowed with a sense of touch. The

luminous rays from the sun and other

heavenly bodies are speeding through the

universe with a velocity of hundreds of

thousands of miles per second
; yet this

is accomplished with the utmost silence
;

the vibrations of the ethereal fluid through

which light is transmitted produce no

effect upon the ear. We cannot know

of light through the sense of hearing.

Devoid of the heat which luminous rays

always possess, light would not produce

the slightest effect upon our feeling.

Odorless and tasteless, we know nothing

of it through any sensations on the organs

of smell and taste. It is only when the

rays fall upon the retina of the eye, pro-

ducing the sensation of vision, that our

minds are made to comprehend light.

In Hke manner heat is discernible by its

impression upon but one of our senses—
feeling.

Electricity differs greatly from light or

heat. Electricity in its various forms

and phases is recognized by all of the

senses. We excite a dry warm glass tube

with a cat's fur or a piece of flannel,

and, if in the dark, a feeble bluish light

is seen in the path of the rubber, we

see electricity. Present the rod while it is

excited to the knuckle, or to a metallic

body, and the spark darts off with a crack-

ling sound—we hear electricity. Brought
near the face, a creeping sensation is felt,

as if a delicate cobweb were in contact

with the skin—we feel electricity. Ac-

companying every electrical experiment
is a peculiar odor, arising from the ozone

which has been produced by the action of

the electrical disturbances upon the oxy-

gen of the air—we may be said to smell

electricity. If we add the taste of voltaic

electricity, we have completed the list of

effects of this subtle agent upon our

senses. It is strange, in view of the fact

that we are cognizant of this force through
each and all our senses, that we cannot

tell definitely what electricity is. We
must be satisfied to know that it is a

something, a force, an ethereal influence,

pervading all nature, and we must be

content to know of it through its eflfects.

ELECTRICITY EVERYWHERE.

Electricity is probably connected with

matter in every form. Bodies in their

natural state give no evidence of its pres-

ence ; but by different means the invisible

fluid may be evoked from all. In the

glass rod or stick of sealing-wax before

us we see no evidence of this agent.

The fluid is in what is called a state of

electrical quiescence. But let us rub the

one with a silk handkerchief and the

other with a cat's fur, and we see that

the glass and the wax attract little pieces

of paper placed on the table. We have

destroyed the quiescence, disturbed the

equilibrium existing before—we have elec-

trified the bodies. Some bodies are elec-

trified by friction, as in this instance
;
oth-

ers by heat
;

others by chemical action ;

and others, again, are electrified by the

action of light ;
and so on, until science

affirms with a reasonable degree of accu-

racy that electricity pervades all substances.

KIXDS OF ELECTRICITY.

For our purposes it is enough to know

that electricity manifests itself in five dif-

ferent forms :
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1. Frictional electricity.

2. Magnetic electricity.

3. Galvanic electricity.

4. Thermal electricity.

5. Animal electricity.
" These are intimately connected ;

their

laws are strikingly related ; they produce

many effects in common
;
and each gives

rise to the other."

FRICTIOXAL ELFXTRICITY.

We will first take up the division of

frictional electricity, that being the most

common form and the one most easily

obtained. It is called frictional electric-

ity because it is generated by friction, or

by rubbing two bodies together. It is

also sometimes called statical electricity,

because the fluid is aroused from a state

of rest. We excite a piece of glass tubing

by rubbing it violently with a cat's fur,

and we notice that light bodies are at-

tracted towards it, and as soon as they

have touched it will fly away. This sim-

ple experiment shows the presence of the

electrical fluid. We may see the same

effects in many other ways. Take two

pieces of quartz picked up from the street

and rub them together in the dark, and

we shall observe the same bluish light and

the same peculiar odor that was connected

with the experiment with the glass. A
rubber comb, after being passed through

the hair rapidly, possesses the property of

attracting light particles of matter. Lit-

tle paper hoops roll along over the table

and soap-bubbles run about the basin,

pulled along by the attraction of the elec-

trical comb. The hair of the head is

made to
"
stand on end

"
by the same

comb. There are none of us but have

tried rubbing a cat's back "
crosswise of

the grain
"

in the dark, and have seen the

I

arks given freely from the fur, and even

t a slight shock, as if from a miniature

tter)' within the cat. Again, in cold,

)sty weather, a person by shuffling about

develop enough electricity to light the

jet of gas with the spark that will fly

from his finger on touching the jet. All

these experiments show the presence of

frictional electricity, which is the same

form of the fluid, but only in smaller

quantities, that we obtain from the elec-

trical machine.

THE ELECTROSCOPE.

To show the presence of the electrical

fluid, we have a little instrument called

the electroscope, which, as the word sig-

nifies,
"
sees electricity." It consists of

two pith-balls attached ^by silk threads to

the bent point of a wire stuck in a collar-

box for a base. The balls are of pith,

for the sake of obtaining lightness ;
oth-

erwise the apparatus would not be so

sensitive to a small amount of electricity.

The threads are of silk, because the silk

will not transmit the fluid which is con-

veyed to the balls in the experiments.

Rubbing the glass tube or lamp-chimney
and presenting it to the pith-balls, we see

that they are attracted for an instant, and

then fly away from each other as though

in disgust. The same is seen when the

excited sealing-wax or rubber comb is

presented. Let one ball touch the seal-

ing-wax and the other the glass. The

balls now rush together. Present the

glass to a ball that is repelled by the wax

and it is attracted. Present the wax to a

ball that is repelled by the glass and it is

attracted. Place a ball between the wax

and glass and it flies backwards and for-

wards from one to the other, carrying

electricity each way.

We learn by these experiments that there

are two kinds of electricity ;
that the fluid

from the wax is directly opposite to the

fluid from the glass. We have seen that

the pith-balls are attracted when charged
with diflferent kinds of electricity, and re-

pelled when charged with the same kind,

from which is deduced the first law, like

ELECTRICITIES REPEL
,* UNLIKE, ATTRACT.
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We distinguish these two kinds as vitre-

ous and resinous ;
the former being pro-

duced by the friction of glass, a vitreous

substance ;
and the latter by the friction of

wax or resinous bodies. The first is also

called positive, and the second negative,

being represented by the signs + and —
respectively.

C. L. S. C.

Are there not many readers of the School

AND Home Journal who would like to pur-

sue a systematic course of useful study at

home, and win some recognition of their

work in the form of a diploma ? Thou-

sands of men and women in California,

especially those living in rural homes, feel

discontented with life, on account of the

small opportunity for culture which it has

brought to them thus far. They look back

at an experience of hard work, incessant

longing for more knowledge, for com-

munion with cultured minds, and a weari-

some succession of disappointments.

The Chautauqua Literary and Scientific

Circle was organized for the especial ben-

efit of this class. It proposes to furnish

at a nominal expense, the means for an

extended course of study at home, such

as shall consume not more than forty-five

minutes per day ;
to hold annual exam-

inations
; and, finally, to grant honorary

diplomas to all members found worthy.

It is hoped that, in many neighbor-

hoods of this State, local circles will be

organized, the members frequently meec-

ing to pursue their studies in concert.

The California branch of the Chautau-

qua Circle was organized at the session of

the Monterey Sabbath-school Assembly

last July. Some hundreds of persons have

enrolled as members. It is proposed that

a session of some weeks shall be held in

Monterey next July, at which time facili-

ties will be furnished for a course of study

in Natural History, with abundance of

the living material at hand. I trust that

such arrangements may be made, as shall

enable each teacher to carry home a small

but well assorted collection of prepared

specimens of the forms of marine life.

A scientific camp-meeting ! Why should

not California do such a thing, in her little

way, as well as California in her grand way .''

Communications and notes (Jf inquiry

should be addressed to Miss L. M. Wash-

burn, Secretar}-, Jan Jose. H. B. N.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

The Result of the Election.

The people of California in electing Fred-

erick M. Campbell State Superintendent of

Public Instruction, on the 3rd of September,

spoke in no uncertain tones. . But one infer-

ence can be drawn from Mr. Cambbell's un-

precedentedly large vote (the largest on

his ticket), and that is, that the people of

our State are emphatically in favor of a

broad system of popular education—a sys-

tem reaching from the kindergarten to the

State University. Mr. Campbell's election

is a demand by the people that the schools

shall be managed for the benefit of the peo-

ple,
—and by educators, not by political trim-

mers or politicians.

It is a demand further, that while economy
in itself is a good thing, it is only fair and just

that that economy which takes a $100,000
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I ec(

from the support of the schools to add it to

the appropriation for the State prison or the

insane asylum, is false economy—a sham and

a fraud.

We strongly advocated Mr. Campbell's

election, because for years he has stood on

an educational platform, plainly and unmis-

takably committed to a liberal support of a

progressive system of schools.

His opinions were no secret. We cannot

therefore be wrong in believing that the people
decided by his election—first, that whatever

is good in our school system shall be re-

tained
; second, that only such new fea-

tures shall be introduced as will fully carry
out the theory that our schools are intended

to make good citizens and intelligent men
and women ; third, that while economy in

every department of the government should

be the rule, it should not be that species of

economy which consists in feeding a horde

hungry, idle political hacks at the ex-

nse of a quarter of a million future Amer-
ican citizens.

, The County Superintendents.

I^R Elsewhere in our October number, will be

l^^^und a table of the county superintendents

jf^^ected at the recent election. It will be

seen that there are many re-elections. Un-
der the new Constitution, the county super-

intendency is made a constitutional office,

the incumbent holding four years after this

term, which is but three years.

The wisdom of making this a constitu-

tional office is already apparent in the high
character of the men elected.

Our ablest and most worthy men are

everywhere re-elected ;
and the new men

are generally the representative teachers of

their respective counties.

The Legislature, this year, appears also to

t»nsist

of an intelligent and superior class

men. So the outlook Is decidedly en-

luraging that the salaries of county super-

tendents will be placed at figures that will

lable them to devote themselves exclusively
the duties of their office.

This Journal will advocate such a meas-

e ; and will not rest satisfied until the su-

jrintendency, the most important office in

27

the county, is recognized as such, and the

superintendent paid in accordance with his

labor and his responsibility.

The Journal as a Pacific Coast
Organ.

Since the issue of the first number of the

Journal in 1877, the publishers have tried

to make it true to its name. We have con-

stantly declared that the Journal desires

the educational advancement of every part

of the coast alike, that it aims to represent

the educational interests of all sections

equally.

Apparently, our wishes are now about to

be realized. Our readers will see, on an-

other page, that the teachers of Oregon,

appreciating the importance of the work of

this Journal in the cause of education,

have endorsed it, resolved to aid in its

proper support, and to make their action

effective, elected Professor D. T. Stanley

of Monmouth, Associate Editor for that

State. In Nevada, Superintendent Henry
F. Baker of Silver City has been appointed
Editor for that State. In Arizona, the State

Board of Education, of which Governor

John C. Fremont is President and Superin-

tendent M. H. Sherman, Secretary, has made
this Journal the official organ of the Board.

Supt. Sherman will act as Editor for Ari-

zona.

We consider this action in three localities

so widely apart, to show that our work has

been found acceptable. It is some evidence

that our labor has not been in vain. It

gives us encouragement for the future.

We again repeat what has been so often

said before. Let teachers in every county
on the coast know that this is their Jour-
nal. Let them take an active interest in

every issue. If, from a literary or educa-

tional standpoint, it is not what they would

like to see it, let them by their counsel and

help, make it better.

We are well aware that there is consid-

erable room for improvement in our peri-

odical. But that improvement must come
if the teachers will but bear in mind that it

is only by the help of those higher up, that

the masses can be elevated to a superior
level.
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To Correct a Misunderstanding.

Despite a clear explanation, given nearly

a year ago, there still exists a misunder-

standing in regard to the expiration of sub-

scriptions made in 1878.

Early in that year, we announced that but

ten numbers would be issued in 1878. Sub-

scriptions sent us after that announcement,

were clearly made with that understanding.

Ten numbers are all subscribers were enti-

tled to. To illustrate : All subscriptions

made prior to January, 1879, expire on the

third month preceding the corresponding
month of 1879. Thus subscriptions com-

mencing with the number of June, 1878, end

with the number of March, 1879.

Late in the year, in the November and De-

cember numbers, we published the proceed-

ings of the State Association of Teach-

ers. In this way, we gave our subscribers

about one hundred sixty pages more reading

matter than we had agreed. In fact, we

may as well mention here, that it has con-

stantly been our practice in the conduct of

this Journal to give more and better edu-

cational literature than our teachers could

reasonably expect.

Teachers, themselves, are not always as

careful, even in money affairs, as they

should be. Thus we receive money quite

often without any means of knowing from

whom it comes, or whom to credit. Some-

times it comes in the shape of currency, ac-

companying an unsigned letter; sometimes

as a postal-order and without a word.

Some few teachers have allowed the Jour-
nal continued to them four, five, or six

months after their subscriptions have expired,

and have then ordered it stopped, without,

however, paying for the numbers received.

Subscribers will please remember that, un-

der the postal laws, a periodical may be sent

to a subscriber until by him ordered discon-

tinued and all dues paid up.

Thus tar, we have had but little difficulty

in the financial management of the Journal,
but as the circulation grows larger and larger,

it IS necessary to become more and more

careful.

Well Worth Attention.

The number of facts a pupil learns is by
no means the measure of his success.

After January ist, there will undoubtedly
be many text-book changes in California.

In fact, there are some branches now taught

in our schools without the aid of any text-

books whatever, by the so-called " Oral

Method.

Experience has shown such teaching to

be desultory and ineffective. We advocate

no slavish adherence to books ;
but hold

that while a poor book may be an impedi-

ment in the way of correct instruction, a

logically constructed text-book is invaluable.

Teachers must bear in mind that the text-

book is a book of texts. It is not the sub-

stitute for the intelligent, thoughtful, earnest

teacher. Its sole use is to supplement the

teacher's work
;

to furnish the basis on

which the architect of character may build

the fabric of powerful manhood and woman-

hood.

It is for this end that text-books should

be used. And those books which are con-

structed on the principle that the object of

our school training is not so much to fur-

nish knowledge as to develop character and

power, are the works to be placed in the

hands of our children.

These thoughts are suggested by the fine

array of advertisements in this number of

the Journal.

Appleton,. Bancroft, Barnes, Van Antwerp

Bragg & Co., Lee & Shepard, Lippincott,

Billings, Harbourne & Co., Ivison, Blake-

man, Taylor & Co., Ginn & Heath, and a

host of others present a splendid array of

standard publications to the attention of our

readers. Some works are presented for the

first time to the teachers of this coast.

In view of the fact that changes are in-

evitable ;
that new books are sure to be

added to our list, it will repay every
" live

"

teacher to make himself acquainted with the

different works, carefully examine each,

ascertain with which he can do the most

effective work in the school-room, and when

the time comes be prepared to give a fair,

critical, unbiased judgment.

Under the new Constitution, it is probable

the selection of text-books will rest mainly

with the teachers of each county. Whether
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the Board of Supervisors select, or the Leg-
islature provides each county with a Board

of Education, it is very probable that the

decision of teachers, as given at their an-

nual institutes, will dictate the choice of

books.

»|

So we trust teachers will appreciate the

mportance of our advertising columns in

introducing to their notice the most recent

and best educational publications.

Back Numbers Wanted

We need about fifty copies of our issue of

May, 1879. Those subscribers who will

send us this number, will have their sub.

sciption extended one month.

Subscribers who do not keep their numbers

>r binding, will confer a great favor by

"sending us the May number at once.

!\

In changing their address, subscribers

hould not forget to name the county^ as

well as the post-office from which and to

I^Bvhich the Journal is ordered.

^Kk We trust that subscribers who have not

'^^aid for the current year, will promptly re-

mit. Further improvements are contem-

plated for the year commencing January,

1880 ;
and we wish to begin with our books

ear.

NEWS RECORD.

Foreign and Domestic.

Our record closes on Sept. 25th.

The cholera is raging in Japan. In the month
ff August there were 45,000 cases, and 25,000
deaths. Both Yokohama and Tokio are seri

_ously infected. As California is connected by a

)nthly line of steamships with Japan, it would
;m necessary to make and enforce strict quar-

"antine regulations.

A very great sanitary improvement in New
York City is the establishment of free baths.

These are largely patronized by laborers and
their families. In one week 110,000 women
and girls, and 16 [,000 men and boys obtained

admission and used these baths.

Cetewayo, the Zulu king, has at length been

captured. This finally ends the Zulu war, and
extends the British dominion in South Africa.

General J. B. Hood died at New Orleans of

yellow fever.

Oliver Wendell Holmes celebrated his seven-
tieth birthday last week.

The Oneida Community has been compelled
by public sentiment to abandon its free-love

system.

Nordensjkold, the Swedish Arctic explorer,
has been heard from, and reports that the expe-
dition is all righl.

Garribaldi has arrived on the island of Ca-

prera, where he intends to spend the remainder
of his life.

Alphonse, King of Spain, is to marry the
Grand Duchess Maria of Austria in December.

R. B. Woodward, the proprietor of Wood-
ward's Gardens, the What Cheer House, etc.,
of San Francisco, died in September.

Jay Gould tells the Howard Association of

Memphis to keep at its noble work and he will

foot the bill.

The election held in this State September 3rd
resulted in a sweeping victory for the Republi-
can ticket. All the State officers, and a ma-
jority in both houses of the Legislature are Re-

publican.

On the evening of September 20th, ex-Presi-
dent U. S. Grant landed in San F'rancisco on his

trip around the world. He had been away from
his country nearly two and a half years. The
city of San B>ancisco was magnificently dec-

orated, and the utmost enthusiasm and joy
greeted the great General on his return home.
A splendid processioh, the firing of cannon,
ringing of bells, and music from hundreds of
brass instruments all joined in a fitting welcome
to the hero.

A messenger, traveling post haste, reached

Alekneyl from Cabul, and informed Major Con-
nelly, the British Political Agent, that the Brit-

ish Embassy at Cabul had been attacked by sev-
eral Afghan regiments which had assembled in

that city. The British Chargt'- d'Affaires, Major
Cavargne and the entire escort were murdered,
after a desperate resistance. The Viceroy of
India immediately ordered the troops at .Alek-

neyl to move instantly upon Shutargaden Pass.
General Roberts has been ordered to proceed to
Peiwar Pass and advance on Cabul, while Gen-
eral Stewart has been ordered to hold Candahar.
All the British forces on the Canhahar line will

concentrate at Candahar. The forces in the

Khyber Pass are being strongly reinforced, and
will operate on [ellabad. Major Connolly tele-

graphed Friday night the substance of a letter

received from the Ameer of Afghanistan, who
confirms the news of the revolt, and adds that
the regiments which have mutinied were joined
by the populace. The Ameer's arsenal and
stores were first plundered and destroyed, and
the British Embassy was then attacked by over-

whelming numbers.
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Personal.

Later intelligence from Prof. Nordenskjold
puts us in possession of the particulars of his

remarkable voyage. The exploring steamer

Vega sailed from Gothenburg on the 4th of July,

1878, was joined four days later by the Lena,
her companion steamer, and a month later both

vessels were south of Nova Zembla. The Kara

Sea, usually very troublesome for Arctic sailors,

was free of ice, and on August 6th Tsejdekin,
the most northerly point of Asia, was reached

and a short rest taken. After leaving this point
the difficulties of the passage multiplied daily.
On the 28th of the same month the expedition
was ice-bound not far from Kolintsehm Bay, and
there the party wintered, a mile from land.

The health of the company was perfect during
an imprisonment of 264 days, and the time was
devoted to scientific observation and study. The
cold averaged 32.2*^ below zero. On July I8th

the vessels were again free from ice, and on the

20th they entered Behring Straits, thus com-

pleting the Northeast passage from Europe to

Asia. Prof. Nordenskjold thinks a little more

familiarity with navigation in the Northern seas

will render this route safe and sure in the proper
season, and that its use will open up a large
trade with Central Siberia.— Christian Union.

Sir Rowland Hill, widely known as the orig-
inator of the system of cheap postage in England,
died in London August 27th. His life was a

long one, dating back to 1795 ;
but until within

six or seven years he was full of activity, and
continued to render the English Government
valuable service in many ways.

Madame Durand, one of the most popular
French writers of the day, whose nom de plume
is Henry Greville, is thirty-seven years old, and
a native of Paris. Having lost her mother in

intancy, she was taken by her father to St. Pe-

tersburg, where he held a professor's chair in

the University. When she reached the early

years of womanhood she was married to M. Du-

rand, a young professor likewise in the Univer-

sity of St. Petersburg. In 1872 they came to

Paris. At first Madame Durand devoted her-

self to music, composing many pieces that won

popularity. In 1876 appeared her first novel,

"Dosia," and since then she has publisiied sev-

eral fictions ihat have been very successful. The
home life of M. and Madame Durand and their

little daughter is said to be very delightful.
—

Weekly.

Wilhelm of Prussia, the eldest son of the

Crown Prince, and future heir to the German

throne, is now studying at Bonn, where he is

very popular. He will soon take a journey to

the East, including the Balkan Peninsula, Asia

Minor, and Egypt, and will be accompanied by
his military suite, and divers learned scholars

well versed in all matters Oriental.

The amount of money and jewelry stolen by
the ex-Khedive from the public treasury and the

harems is simply astounding. From the treas-

ury he took $1,500,000 in cash, and other prop-

erty valued at $18,000,000. Besides this he is

allowed a large pension from the Government.
In the impoverished condition of the Egyptian
treasury one wonders if there really could be
so large a sum as $20,000,000 upon which a

royal robber could so promptly lay his hands
and walk off with, without any writs, sum-

monses, or similar processes which we have in

this country.

It is r>ow reported that Carlyle has little hope
of recovering from the illness he has been suffer-

ing some weeks
;
and h-e has stated that he de-

sires to be buried as quietly as possible in the old

Cathedral at Haddington, where Mrs. Carlyle
was buried many years ago.

Educational.

Mr. Moody the evangelist has begun the erec-

tion of a new school building in his native place,

Northfield, Mass., which he intends to present
to the town. At the laying of the corner-stone,

August 2ist, Mr. Henry F. Durant, the Rev.

George F. Pentecost, Mr. Sankey, and Edward
Kimball were present.

Siberia's first university (that of Tomsk) will

be opened during the present year, the Russian

Crown Prince taking part in the ceremonies.

The university will probably be filled by the

great numbers of students constantly exiled.

The nine universities of Prussia during the

last winter term had, according to an official re-

port, 940 professors and lecturers engaged in

academical tuition, besides thirteen " readers."

These embrace in philosophy, 477 ; medicine,

264 ; law, 92 ;
Protestant theology, 82

;
Catho-

lic theology, 25. There are also ordinary pro-

fessors, 468 ; honorary, 7 ; extraordinary, 219 ;

and 246 <'
privat -dflcenten.'" Berlin has the

greatest number of teachers—namely, 210. To
absorb this extensive teaching power 9,506 stu-

dents were in residence during the term.

Ex-Governor Rice says that he has returned

from Kansas and Colorado^ profoundly im-

pressed with what the great West is doing for

the education of its communities. He found in

Colorado that the largest, most imposing build-

ings in the cities and towns are the school-

houses.

Superintendent Peaslee of Cincinnati is echo-

ing the complaint that throughout the country
the public school pupils are ignorant of lan-

guage, and says that of the thousands who enter

the high schools, comparatively few have ever

heard the most familiar names of the greatest

poets and historians. He describes a proposed

improvement in school literature, which pro
vides for giving the pupils first extracts and

then biographical studies.

The Texas Legislature appropriated $14,000
for the support of a normal school, to be opened
October ist, at Huntsville. The building for-

merly used for the Austin College was donated to

secure the school at Huntsville. Dr. Sears sup-
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plements the legislative appropriation by a lib-

eral donation, and Prof. B. Mallon, who has
been so long the well-known and able Superin-
tendent of the Georgia public schools, has
been appointed President. Prof. Mallon brings
to his new position not only a large and varied ex-

perience, but talent of a high order as an admin-
istrative officer. Two free scholarships from each
Senatorial district will put about seventy pupils
at once into the institution. Supt. Mallon is the

right man in the right place ;
and education in

Texas is certain to move onward and upward
with him in this important position.

Prof. L. W. Mason of Boston, well known as

the author of "Mason's Music Charts," etc., has
been appointed by the Japanese Government to

organize a system of music on the American

plan, and to establish a Conservatory of Music
in Tokio.

Nearly two years ago Governor Robinson of

New York, in a message to the Legislature,
made a foolish attack upon public high schools,
and particularly upon the State normal schools.

Everybody knows how happy this made the ene-

mies of public education everywhere. No notice

seems to have been taken by the Legislature of

what the Governor said about high schools,
which were supported by local money. But
the normal schools were receiving from the State

treasury about $140,000 annually, and in addi-

tion to this the city of New York was expending
nearly $100,000 a year on her great normal col-

lege. Hence the Legislature appointed a com-
mittee of nine to give a thorough examination
and report to the next Legislature whether these

schools were successfully fulfilling the design of

their creation, and whether any legislation was

required. After considering the subject more
than a year the cvvmmitteee made a most intelli-

gent report of forty-eight printed pages, which
sustains the schools, and pronounces them a ne-

cessity. The report is really a fine argument in

favor of normal education, as well as a testi-

mony in favor of the New York normal schools.

Thus, as is usual in such cases. Governor Robin-
son's attack only strengthened the schools at-

tacked.— Viri^inia Educational yournal.

SCIENCE RECORD,

Ir

This Record is under the editorial charge
of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all coma
munications in reference thereto must be

dressed. .

I

If to fresh plaster of Paris, from two to four

per cent, of powdered marsh-mallow root be

added, a compound will be obtained which will

submit to the operation:, of a turning-lathe.

The materials are mixed dry. The paste made

the addition of water will set in about an

ur, when it may be cut into chess-men or other

small articles. If the quantity of marsh-mallow

root be doubled a harder plaster will be ob-

tained. If a small quantity of alum be added
the paste will set more rapidly.

A new process for bronzing iron and porce-
lain has recently been invented by Professor

Bottger, who has brought out several new metal-

lurgical and chemical processes of value. The
article to be covered with bronze is first painted
with soluble glass and the solution sprinkled
over from a sieve and then dried, when the sur-

plus powder is rubbed off with a brush. The

process is simple and is said to resist heat or

washing with alcohol, and takes the burnisher

readily. Iron work exposed to the weather

could be protected by this process.

At the last meeting of the Swiss naturalists.

Prof. Kollmann presented a report of the An-

thropological and Statistical Commission for the

investigation of the distribution of the light-

colored and dark colored population in Switzer-

land. Thanks to the collaboration of many
teachers, no less than 250,000 children in twenty-
one cantons were described as to the color of the

eyes, hair, and skin, and a very rich and relia.

ble material was collected. It is proved that

in Switzerland, as well as in all middle Europe,
the light-colored population decreases from north

to south, while the dark-colored increases, and

that it reaches its greatest quantity in the Grau-

bunden, sending a rather dense branch to the

southwest. It may be concluded that a dark-

colored population immigrated to Switzerland

from the south, having also a side branch which

followed the direction from the Rhone to the

Rhine.

In one of the recently submerged coal-mines

of Bohemia a remarkable phenomenon has oc-

curred which Dr. Braumuller, an eminent Aus-

trian mining engineer, describes. It appears

that in one of the mines regular tides have been

observed in the subterranean waters for six

months. Both the Berlin and Vienna Acade-

mies of Science are devoting considerable at-

tention to the strange phenomenon. A.satisfac-

tory explanation has, however, not been arrive

at by either.

At the August meeting of the California Acad-

emy of Science-s, Prof. E. D. Cope of Phila-
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delphia delivered a highly entertaining and in-

structive address on fossil animals. In the brief

time .allotted to a single lecture Prof. Cope could

give but the merest outline of his work. From

the general tenor of his remarks, we gathered
that he considered the gradual changes he ob-

served in a given species of the animal kingdom
from the earliest geological eras down to the

present time, to be sufficient evidence to sub-

stantiate the doctrine of evolution.

At the September meeting of the Academy,
Prof. Pinart gave an interesting account of his

discoveries among the earth-mounds on the Pa-

cific Coast, from Northern Alaska to Mexico.

From the human bones, the arrow-heads, the

domestic utensils, and other imperishable arti-

cles he has been able to draw many highly in-

teresting conclusions regarding the aborigines

who peopled this coast at the time these mounds
were constructed. It is hoped that Prof. Pinart

will present to the Academy some papers giving
in detail his discoveries, and the conclusions he

has drawn from them concerning the habits and

customs of the race who peopled this coast cen-

turies previous to the advent of the white man.

THE PLANETS IN OCTOBER.

Mercury is not favorably situated for observa-

tion. He sets at the beginning of the month

nearly with the sun, but each day a little later,

so that at the close of the month he sets about

twenty-two minutes after sunset. He is in su-

perior conjunction with the sun on the 6th, near

the moon on the i6th, and at his greatest dis-

tance from the sun on the 27th.

Venus is a morning star, rising on the 8th at

4:21 A. M,; on the i8th at 2:50 A. m. She is

stationary among the stars on the 12th
;
near the

moon on the 13th, and at the greatest brilliancy

(the second time this year) on the last day of

the month.

i^rtrj rises on the 8th at 6:49 P- M.; on the

i8th at 6 p. M., and on the 28th at 3:3 P. M.,

and is visible throughout the night. He is near

the moon on the 4th, and again on the last day,
and stationary among the stars on the 6th.

Jupiter is an evening star, and sets on the 8th

at 2:8 A. M., on the i8th at i:2i A. M., and

on the 28th at 12:44 A. M. He is near the moon
on the 25th, and stationary among the stars on

the 29th.

Saturn sets on the 8th at 5:45 a. m.; on the

i8th at 4:46 A. M., and on the 28th at 4:6 a. m.

He is near the moon on the ist, and again on

the 28th, and in apposition to the sun on the 5th.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

We pray that the friends of this depart-

ment may forgive our typographical sins

of omission and of commission in the

past, more especially those committed in

the last number. We hereby cordially

thank those of our correspondents that

prepare their communications with suffi-

cient care to obviate the necessity of our

transcribing them for the compositor.

Proposition 7.
—If both terms of a frac-

tion be divided by the same entire quan-
tity, the value of the fraction will not be

changed.

By dividing the numerator we diminish

the number of fractional units taken.

By dividing the denominator we in-

crease the size (or value) of each frac-

tional unit in a corresponding ratio. The
first change offsets the second, and the

value of the fraction remains the same.

Proposition 8.—Subtracting the same

number from both terms of a proper frac-

tion diminishes its value, and subtracting

the same number from both terms of an

improper fraction increases its value. For,

if the numerator be diminished in a higher

ratio than the denominator (as in the case

of the proper faction), the value of the

fraction will be diminished.

If the denominator be diminished in a

higher ratio than the numerator (as in the

case of the improper fraction) the value

of the fraction will be increased.
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4—1 3

-=^2)
4—1

3—1
In the first case we diminish the nu-

_merator by one-third of itself, while the

jnominator is diminished by only one-

Tourth of itself. In the second case we

diminish the numerator by only one-

fourth of itself, while the denominator is

diminished by one-third of itself.

Mr. Bissell desired a simpler solution of

*roblem i8 than that published, and sends

le following :

Find all (3) values of x in the equa-

lon—

Solution.—

) V^-^+30=-^—
30]

In (i) substitute
I

values of x—30 \

and -^+30
from (a) and (c)j

30

Put X—30==^ (a)

then x==y-\-$o (b)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

x-\-so==v-{-6o{c)

v and by cubingv/.r+6o:

j''^—y=6o By factoring we have

(>'—i).r 0+1=3X4X5
Now in this equation each member con-

sists of three factors, the consecuti/e ones

differing from each other by unity. As

neither member can be resolved into any
other three factors which shall bear this

relation to each other it follows that—

Ij,;—

1.-^3, ,—4, andj'+i=5

6) j'=4 then gives one of the values of^.

7) j'^—j'
—60— o from eq. (4)

8) J—4=0 from eq. (6)

Dividing (7) by (8) we have—
9) >'^+4t-fi5=o

10) j'^-{-^j= iS whence

[11) y^— 2 ± v'
—

1 1 from eq. (6) and II

substituting values of ^

In eq. (a) (6) and (c) we have—
(12) ^'=34

Ar"=28-f-V^— Ti

^-'"=28—V^^i
These values in eq. (i) produce-

(13) )J6'^

-^58-fV^—
II= -2+V-

and r

Cubing these—
64=(4)

r=(-2+v/^n')58-fv/

and 58—V^—ii=(—2— V^;=Ti)

Development of two last—

(_2-f-V^:iTi)=-8-f i2V^^^^+66
—iiV^^^i-=58-fV^^^

3

(_2_v/~ri)=—8— i2v^— 1 1+66

4-1 iV^=^=58—V^^^i
As developed by the bionomial formula.

The following numerical quantities may
be used in equations of the same form,

and make the members entire quanti-

ties, viz :

495
10

505

G. R. B.

3
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Substituting these values in (3), we have

z3-\-^zu(z-\-u)-{-u3—szu(z -f«)=^

Or, z^+u^=q (6)

Squaring (6) z^-\-2z3u3-\-u^=g^ (7)

Cubing (5), and subtracting ^-y
of the

result from (7), we obtain—
z6_2z3u^-\-u(>=q^-j-^*jp3 (8)

Whence
z'^—uz=slq:^-\-^-^f (9)

Adding (9) to (9), and subtracting (9)

from (6), we have—
203^^+V/^2 -1-^4^/3 (10)

and 2u^=q—^q^-{-^Yp^ (
1 1 )

Whence 0=(J^+V^i$'--f27^ ^'^^

and u={hq-'^\q^-^^S^'^ '^'^^

Adding (12) and (13), and substituting

y for z-\-u, we have—

which is the same as Cardan's formula.

The values of x can readily be ob-

tained from equation (2).

Another Method.

From equations (i) and (2) we obtain

as above.

y3-\-py=q (14)

Assume y=a-^b (15)

Cubing (i5),'j^3=a3-|-3^3Ct7-f3)-|-^3 (16)

Substituting )^ for {a-\'b) and transpos-

ing, (16) becomes—
y^
—

3a/^=a3-|-^3 (17)

Now, in order to render equations (14)

and (17) identical, we place
—

Zab=—p (18)

and a^-^b^=q (19)

Eq. (18) -^3, and cubed—
a3(^3=—2V/3 (20)

Equation (19) gives us the sum, and

equation (20) gives us the product of

a'i and bz\ hence a'^ and ^3 are roots of

an equation of the second degree, of

which the second member is -^^P^^ ^^^

the co-efficient of the first power of the

unknown quantity is —q. Representing
the unknown quantity z, we have—

^'—Q^=ijP^ (21)

Whence, s=J^±V^J^-X2T^' (22)

These twor roots represent the values of

«3 and 33; and it is evident that either of

them may be taken for a^, for a and b are

convertible terms in eq. (15).

Take
ai==.\q-\-\llq^J^^^ p^ (23)

and 33 =1
^_V'j^2_|__i^^3 (24)

Adding the cube root of eq. (23) and

the cube root of eq. (24), remembering
that a-{-b=y, we have—

>^=(k-f^i^M^3-f)j^j-V^feH^^)
which is the same as found by the

first method.

The values of x can be readily found

by substituting in equation (2).

Note.—A discussion of the nine values

oiy involved in the above formula would

not be out of place at this point, if space

permitted ;
for we should be able to dis-

cover which three are true roots of the

cubic equation (3).

We shall be pleased to hear again from

Mr. R.

Mr. Robinson's seven solutions of Prob-

lem 17, although in type, are crowded out

of this number. We acknowledge with

thanks the receipt of communications from

Mrs. M. R., Alameda ;
L. Emma Temple,

Oakland ;
from Messrs. A. F. Parsons,

Adelaida
;
C. B. Bradley, Edw. P. Smith,

B. E. Proctor (age sixteen), all of Oak-

land : J. F. Klenck, San Jose ;
L. Jared,

Santa Maria
;

F. A. Spaulding, Liver-

more.

We have received as yet no correct so-

lutions of Problems 20 and 26.
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CORRESPONDENCE, TsTOTES,
AND QUERIES.

The spelling reform movement is at

length crystalizing into definite form. At

a recent meeting of the Spelling Reform

Association the following rules were agreed

to. Some time previous the spelling of

eleven commonly used words was fixed as

follows : ar ; catalog ; definit ; gard ; giv ;

hav ; infinit; liv ; tho ; thru; wisht. The

rules adopted are :

1. Omit a from the digraf ^^ when pro-
nounst as e-short, as in hed, helth, etc.

2. Omit silent e after a short vowel, as

in hav, giv, liv, definit, infinit, forbad, etc.

3. Write f for ph in such words as alfa-

bet, fantom, camfor, filosofy, telegraf, etc.

4. When a word ends with a double let-

ter, omit the last, as in shal, wil, clif, eg,

etc.

15. Change ed final to / where it has the

sound of /, as in lasht, imprest, fixt, etc.

In accordance with these rules, and even

a step in advance of them, Joseph Medill,

editor and proprietor of the Chicago Trib-

une, the great daily paper of the West, has

directed the compositors on that paper as

follows :

Hereafter spell certain words appearing
in the Tribune as follows :

Omit ue in demagog, pedagog, synagog,

dialog, decalog, and other words ending in

logue and gogue.
Omit the superfluous me in program,

gram.
Omit the second m in dilemma (dilema.)
Omit the superfluous te in cigaret, eti-

quet, paraquet, coquet, and all similar

words, except Gazette when it is used as the

name of a newspaper.

Spell definit in all its forms without the

final e ; thus ; definit—ly
—

ness, indefinit—
ly
—ness.

Spell infinit without the final e ; also,

infinit— ly
—ness.

Omit final e in hypocrit, favorit
;
also

opposit
—

ly
—ness and apposit

—
ly
—ness.

In words ending in
"
lessness," drop

one s from "
less," viz : carelessness,

thanklessness, etc.

Omit the fourth s in assassin (assasin)
and other forms of the word.

Spell somerset, not somersault.

Spell canon with a Spanish n, or spell
it canyon.

Change/^ to f in fantom, fantasm, and
all forms of the word

;
also in fonetic—

fonografy, orthografy, alfabet, digraf, dif-

thong.

Educational News
CALIFORNIA.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

About a year ago, Mr. H. D. Bacon gave $25,-

cx)o and works of art valued at $50,000 more to

the University of California, for the founding of

an Art Gallery. The Legislature appropriated

$25,000 more to aid in the erection of a build-

ing. Steps are, after much delay, being taken

to carry out the design of the donor.

A new two-story school-house is in process of

construction in the rapidly growing town of

Berkeley. It will contain three large school

rooms, besides several small recitation-rooms,

closets, etc. It will be completed early in No-

vember.

A short time after the opening of the session

of 1879, at the State University, seven Sopho-
mores were suspended for one year for hazing.

The Freshman class, soon after, held a meeting,

and magnanimously appointed a committee to

wait on President LeConte and petition him to

re-admit the suspended Sophomores, they agree-

ing in behalf of their entire class to exert their

influence towards the discountenancing of hazing

in the future. We have not heard the result of

their request.

The high school in Alameda is having a wing
added to it. There are eleven classes in that

school in which two recitations are conducted

at the same time by the same teacher. There's

economy ! Teachers do not make good business

men, it is said. Twist that sage remark a little

and it might read : Some business men do not

make wise school trustees.

Alameda City mustered about 3,000 children

to visit Grant.

BUTTE COUNTY.

Jesse Wood, a thorough school man, has

been re-elected superintendent of schools. Al-

though the nominee of the Democratic party,

he received the hearty support of the Repub-

licans, they having no candidate in the field.
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H. T. Batchelder, after a year's rest, again

takes charge of the Chico school.

Mr. D. W. Braddock, one of Butte's ablest

teachers, has left us for a better position in Sac-

ramento.

Mr. Bray, another live teacher, has emigrated

to Plumas county.

Mrs. Nellie Norman, who has taught in the

Cherokee school-house for five years, has spent

the summer vacation in visiting the public

schools of the Eastern States.

V. P. Richards, a gentleman of culture and an

able teacher, abandons the profession to engage
in farming.

R. Delancie, a prominent teacher, has also left

us, having been elected county treasurer.

MENDOCINO COUNTY.

vSupt. J. C. Ruddock and Mr. Gambee have

received a copyright upon an improved
<' school

register,"

LAKE COUNTY.

They have a school-house at Lower Lake that

cost $12,000, upon which is a debt of $9,000.
Some one thinks that house had better be in-

sured.

TUOLUMNE COUNTY.

The public school at Sonora is reported to be

in first-class condition under Mr. Petitt as prin-

cipal and Mr. Dodge, Mrs. Miller and Miss Fahey
as assistants. Over 250 pupils in attendance.

A writer in the Democrat has the courage to say

that the furniture in one room is a disgrace to

he town.

SONOMA COUNTY.

The City Board of Trustees of Petaluma have

levied a tax of thirty cents on the one hundred

dollars for school purposes, and ten cents library

fund.

H.J. Tobias, formerly in the school at Healds-

butg, has gone to Washington Territory and lo-

cated on a ranch of 480 acres.

Miss Alice Gates, one of our excellent teachers,

has taken a school in Colusa County.

Mr. James Faulkner of Bodega—the "funny
man" of the this year's county institute,—gives

an excellent report of its proceedings in the Peta-

luma Argus.

Mr. McClymonds, formerly a teacher in the

public school at Healdsburg, and also in the

high school in Petaluma, thinks of retiring from

business and going back to the school -room.

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY.

Robert Desty, elected as joint Senator for San

Francisco and San Mateo counties, was principal

of the Santa Cruz public school some years ago.

His opponent claims that he is not a citizen of

the United States.

Prof. Norton of the Normal School has organ-

ized a literary society on the Summit, near

Wright's Station. Prof. N. was to have lectured

at the first meeting, but unfortunately broke his

magic lantern, with which he was to illustrate

it
;
but he told an Indian story that held all

spell-bound to the end.

The schools of Watsonville get a two weeks'

vacation.

Miss Delia Aldrich has been granted a first-

grade State certificate.

SAN BENITO COUNTY.

The Teachers' Institute meets at Hollister on

October 8th. It is expected that Messrs. Allen

and Norton of the Normal School will be there.

Diphtheria has alarmed the schools of San

Juan, and a vacation was given to relieve the

fright.
SIERRA COUNTY.

The school at Downieville has opened with

over one hundred pupils.

OREGON.

The session of 1879 of the State Teachers'

Institute of Oregon, met in Portland August 26th,

and continued in session three days. The at-

tendance was larger than at any previous meet-

ing. State Superintendent L. J. Powell pre-

sided. Among the prominent teachers present

were Supts. Macrum, Gregg, McElroy, Craw-

ford
;

Profs. D. T. Stanley, L. L. Rogers, W.

I. Nichols, D. M. C. Gault, H. N. McKinney,

and others.

D. M. C. Gault was elected Secretary and

Miss A. L. Dimick of Portland, Assistant Sec-

retary.

Supt. Gregg of Marion presented a well con-

sidered paper on "School Law."

A committee was moved whose duty it is to

report amendments to the School Law, with

Supt. L. J. Powell as Chairman. The commit-

tee was voted, and consisted of State Supt.

Powell, I. A. Macium, J. T. Gregg, D. T. Stan-

ley, and I. W. Pratt.

A committee to prepare an address to the peo-
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pie of the State on the interests of the common
school system was appointed, consisting of L. L.

j
Rogers, T. H. Crawford, J. D. Robb, Mrs. J. A.

'

Stowell, and H. N. McKinney,
The Chair appointed the following persons as

a Committee on Resolutions : D. T. Stanley, L.

Royal, J. R. N. Selwood, Miss Mary Howard,
Miss C. McConnell.

L. F. Henderson, of the Portland public

schools, read a well written paper on *'

Spelling

Reform," taking the affirmative of the question.

In the afternoon Miss A. Clawson read a

paper on "The Object Method of Conducting

Recitations," accompanied by diagrams on the

blackboard.

Prof. D. T. Stanley read a paper on "De-
mands for Normal School Work and How to

Secure it." He gave a short history of the

normal school work^ showed the necessity for

it, and also showed that the work was one that

could not be successfully undertaken by private

enterprise, but must be undertaken by the State.

The subject of normal schools was referred to

the Committee on the Revision of the School

T>aw.

The Association was very pleasantly enter-

tained with music, after which. Rev. M. May
was introduced and addressed the Association

in a well prepared effort on the subject "Fruits

of Our Schools." He paid a high tribute to

American civil and political institutions, after

which he talked of the fruits of our schools.

He said that lawlessness and idleness were not

a fruit of our higher education, but rather a

want of it. Education fits a man for intelligent

labor rather than a hatred of it. It is rather he

who gets a smattering of learning that falsely

lifts himself above his station. Mr. May's efforts

will please the friends of higher public educa-

tion. After Mr. May came an address by Elder

S. C. Adams.

A paper on "The Educational V^alue of Ob-

ject Teaching
" was read by Ledru Royal of Cor-

vallis.

A. H. McDonald of Sacramento, on the sub-

ject of " Object Teaching
"
presented the " Me

trie System of Weights and Measures."

W. A. Cates of Union County, the inventor of

a clock showing comparative times at all points

of the earth's surface, exhibited his invention

and explained its workings. Some one asked

if such a clock did not conduce to laziness,

whereupon Gault asked if interest and kindred

tables ought to be admitted into the school-

room. He thought not. So did others express

their thoughts.

Miss Mattie L. Powell read an essay on "Out-

side the Text-Book, j'
which was well received.

In the evening a large audience met at the

Congregational church and gave the closest at-

tention to Hon. J. L. Dolph's address on higher

education, in which by a different train of thought
he came to the same conclusion as Rev. M. May
did on the evening before.

Committee on Educational Publications made
a report recommending the adoption of The
School and Home Journal, of California, as

the teachers' organ in Oregon, which was

adopted.

Hon. H. Y. Thompson of Portland delivered

an able address on the teacher's legal relations.

After singing by members of the Institute,

Miss H. F. SpauLling of Portland read an ex-

cellent essay on "Prizes and Rewards,"

Misses E. M. and C. M. Gantenbein of Port-

land then entertained the Institute with beau-

tiful solos, after which Rev. William Roberts of

Olympia delivered an interesting lecture on
" Elocution."

On motion, D. T. Stanley of Monmouth was

elected Oregon Editor of Thk Pacific School
AND Home Journal.
The Institute then adjourned to meet at the

call of the State Superintendent.

The Park Street school building, Portland, is

an architectural ornament to the city. The vane

over the cupalo is a huge bronze pen, which

calls up the sentiment of Richelieu, "The pen
is mightier than the sword."

NEVADA.

The Gold Hill schools opened on the hrst of

September with an attendance of 926 pupils.

The old corps of teacher* was re -employed, as

follows : Principal, C. S. Young ; Ward prin-

cipals, A. B. C. Davis and W. W. Booher
; as-

sistants. Miss Libbie Salkeld, Miss N, A. Ev-

erett, Miss Mary .McDonnel, Mrs. C. S. Went-

worth. Miss Nellie R. Lynch, Miss Cassie Hen-

derson, Miss Georgie Wright, Miss A. E. Butter-

field, Miss Ida Lynch, Mrs. M. L. Gasten, Miss

Hurley, Miss Gertie Flannagan, Miss Lizzie

Armstrong.
The highest salary, $1,800, is paid to the

principal ; the lowest, $900, to the primary
teachers. The total valuation of school build-
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ings and apparatus for Gold Hill is $62,850.

There are 1,416 children of the school age, as

reported by the Census Marshal.

The Empire City schools are this year placed

in the charge of J. H. Martin.

The Sutro school, J. C. Casebier, principal,

has an attendance of sixty pupils. A new
school -house will be ready for occupancy by the

last of October.

But sixty per cent, of the children of Nevada

are in attendance at the public schools. A com-

pulsory school law is upon the statute-books, but

it has never been enforced.

The Austin schools open with 190 children in

attendance. Dr. J. S. Hammond, J. Malone,

and Miss Work are the teachers as before.

The "Pacific Coast Speller" was introduced

into the schools of the State at their opening this

season,
"
McGuffey

"
being discarded. The

teachers refuse to use them in Gold Hill, and

get along the best way they can by selecting

words from readers and other text-books.

The State Board of Education will meet on

the first Monday in December, to consider the

text-book question. By law a uniform series of

books is used throughout the State, and no

change can be made oftener than once in four

years.

Following is the list of text-books used at

present in Nevada
;
Sheldon's Readers, Robin-

son's (Fish) Arithmetics, Cornell's Geographies,

Harvey's (Grammars, Hooker's Physiology, Pa-

cific Coast Speller, Swinton's History, Quacken-
bos' Philosophy.

Prof. T. B. Janes, county superintendent for

Storey county, is very low with consumption.

One hundred and seventy-six teachers are given

employment in Nevada.

A county teachers' institute was held at Silver

City, Lyon county, August 30th. The insti-

tute is to be held monthly hereafter. Lyon is

one of the smallest counties in the State in point

of school population, but it is the only one that

can boast of a teachers' organization.

A new school-house, to cost about $15,000, is

building at Reno,

D. A. Ewing, A. H. Willis, and T. B. Gray
are again in charge of the schools of Virginia

City. Orris C. Ring, H. H. Howe, J. E. Bray,

and H. F. Baker have been re-elected to the

principalship of the schools of Reno, Carson,

Silver City, and Dayton respectively.

Thirty-two teachers are required in Virginia

City. The services of special teachers in draw-

ing and music were done away with this year,

the authorities deeming them a luxury which the

condition of the finances would not warrant.

Carson City has a kindergarten in connection

with the public schools, in charge of Miss Bab-

cock. It is the only kindergarten in the State

that is supported by public funds.

ARIZONA TERRITORY.

At the last regular meeting of the Arizona

Board of Education, of which Governor John C.

Fremont is President, and Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction Moses H. Sherman, Secretary, res-

olutons were passed complimenting the Pacific

School and Home Journal upon the enter-

terprise it has shown in the advancement of the

cause of Education, and making it the official

organ of the Board.

Governor A. P. K. Safford was for four years

Superintendent of Public Instruction in Arizona.

He is in truth the father of public schools in

this new rapidly growing Territoiy. During
the eight years he was Governor he gave thou-

sands of dollars from his own private purse in

aid of the cause of education.

Phoenix is having a fine new brick school build-

ing erected.

Tucson public schools continue under the ex-

cellent management of Professor W. B. Horton,

a graduate of the University of Edinburgh.

During the past year the school buildings have

been enlarged and additional teachers employed.

Prescott boasts a twenty-hve thousand dollar

brick school building and excellent schools.

Florence schools are flourishing under the able

management of Prof. Smith.

BOOK NOTICES.

The Teacher. Hints on School Management.
By f. R. Blakiston, M. A. London and New
York : MacMillan & Co.

This is an English work on the teaching of

elementary and "infant" classes. In many re-

spects it differs from American books on the

same subject. There is much here which our

American teachers will find both new and use-

ful
;
much that has been, for years, discarded in

our schools. On the whole, however, this book

will be found a valuable addition to the library

of every primary teacher.

The Appendix gives many model lessons which

can bs used verbatim in the school-room.
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School Inspection. By D. R. Fearon, M. A.
London and New York : MacMillan & Co.

While the English elementary schools in meth-
ods of teaching, compare unfavorably with our

own, in school inspection and general super-
vision, they are generally our superiors.
The author of the little book before us is a

graduate of Oxford, and an Assistant Commis-
sioner of Endowed Schools in England. The
style of his book is simple and easily compre-
hensible. Within its ninety-eight pages are in-

cluded lessons (as they should be given) in all

the elementary branches.
We learn clearly what is meant by school in-

spection ;
how the progress of pupils and the

merit of teachers maybe ascertained;
•* stand-

ards of examination ;" and what school princi-

pals and superintendents should do to efficiently

supervise their schools.

We earnestly recommend this book not only to

teachers in primary schools, who will find it of

great service in their daily work, but to princi-

pals and superintendents, to whom it will prove
invaluable in suggesting definite lines of work.

Elementary Lessons in Logic. Deductive and
Inductive. By W. Stanley Jevons, M. A.,
Professor of Logic in Owens College, Manches-
ter. London and New York : MacMillan & Co.

Prof. Jevons has an international reputation as

the first of living logicians. He ranks as an

educator, too, of nearly the same rank as Hux-

ley and Tyndall and Darwin. The book before

us bears abundant evidence that the author is a

practical and successful teacher.

Of the right of logic to a leading place in a

well-considered scheme of secondary education,
no scholar now entertains a doubt.

The most tenable argument in favor of Algebra
and Geometry in a high school course, is their

value as a means of mental discipline : this plea
is equally strong with lt)gic, which requires as

vigorous an exercise of thought and concen-

trated attention as the former sciences. So we
brieve every course of study in high school,

academy, and college incomplete or one-sided,
which does not include the elements, at least, of

logic.
It is hardly necessary to declare that this

book is well constructed for the purpose de-

signed. The style is plain and uncomplicated.
Bjsides the ordinary chapters on "Terms,"
*'

Propositions,"
" The Syllogism,"

*'
Fallacies,"

itc, etc., there are copious "Questions and An-

swers,"
"
Examples of Terms, Propositions, and

Arguments."
We recommend high school teachers and stu-

dents generally to examine the book.

Political Economy for Beginners. By Mil-

licent Garrett Fawcett. London and New
York : MacMillan & Co.

Political economy is a subject which, as

yet, receives little or no attention, even in our

high schools and academies. Yet there is no

branch, in the whole table of the arts and sci-

ences, more entitled to a place as low down as

the first grades of our grammar schools, as this.

The Journal of December, 1878, contained a

lecture by Prof. William White of the San Fran-
cisco Boys' High School, which was an ahht ex-

position of the claims of this science to a place
in our school course. The gist of Pfof. White's

argument was that in a republic, particularly,
the people should be so instructed that they may
govern intelligently, and that an elementary
knowledge of the principles of political econ-

omy is essential to complete, enlightened citi-

zenship.
Mrs. Fawcett has a high reputation as a writer

on political questions. She is a woman of won-
derful power and capacity. Her book is de-

signed for practical school work. It contains

besides, the chapters on the " Production of

Wealth"; "On Labor"; "
Capital," etc., etc.,

copious questions on each chapter.

The Speeches and Orations of Daniel Web-
ster : With an Essay on Daniel Webster as a

Master of English Style. Edited by Edwin
P. Whipple. Boston : Little, Brown & Co.
8vo. 707 pp. $3. For sale by all book-
sellers.

Of the influence of Daniel Webster on Amer-
ican thought and the tendency of his great ora-

tions to deepen the feeling of nationality, our

history for the past forty years affords many ex-

amples.
As the "Great Expounder" of the Constitu

tion, he will always be known and borne in

grateful remembrance in every true American
heart.

The American public, and our teachers and
students in particular, are under lasting obliga-
tions to Messrs. Little, Brown & Co. for this

magnificent work. In mechanical execution,

typography, and binding, it is simply perfect

Forty-five of Webster's greatest orations are

here presented, selected with Mr. Whipple's
usual good taste. The first speech is " The
Dartmouth College Case," argued before the

Supreme Court of the United States in 1818;
then among others, we have the address at the

"Laying of the Corner-stone of the Bunker Hill

Monument in 1825"
•* The Reply to Hayne,"

in 1830 ;
"The Constitution not a Compact be-

tween Sovereign States," in 1833, which alone

commends the b<»ok to the careful study of

every one desirous of conscientiously compre
hending and performing the duties of American

citizenship ;
and finally the address delivered at

the Laying of the Corner-stone of the Addition

to the Capitol
"

in 1851.
Teachers will find this work a very valuable

addition to the school library. Not only will it

prove a fruitful means of cultivating a taste for

the highest oratory, but in throwing a flood of

light on .\merican history during the Constitu-

tional peiiod, will it help every earnest and com-

petent teacher of that study.
As a book for ordinary reading—either aloud

or mentally—more enjoyment is in store for the

reader than one might imagme. We can here

realize how a master of logic and of diction can

hold an audience three or four hours, and leave

them at the close delighted,impressed,convinced.
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The Art of Reading. By Ernest LeGouve.
Translated by Edward Roth. Philadelphia:
Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. San Fran-

cisco : A. L. Bancroft & Co.

Much that the witty and able author of this

book says in regard to Reading will apply rather

to France than to America, where for years,

reading and elocution have, nominally at least,

formed part of the curriculum from the district

school to the university. His manner is, how-

ever, new, and his book, therefore, calculated to

interest and do good. The book is divided into

three parts. Preliminary : containing chapters
on "How I Learned to Read"; "Must we
Read as We Speak"? "The Voice: A Practi-

cal Lesson," etc. Part H on " Practical Appli-
cation of Reading," containing chapters on
"
Reading and Orators ";

"
Reading as a Means

of Criticism "; "How Reading Reveals," etc.;

and a Supplementary chapter, containing criti-

cal notes on all the more important French wri-

ters.

The Three Pronunciations of Latin. By M.
M. Fisher, Professor of Latin in the University
of Missouri. Boston : New England Publish-

ing Co. Pp. 152. $1.

We incline to the view expressed by an emi-
nent European correspondent of the author of

this book and given hy him in its pages, that

after all the pronunciation of a dead language
can be of little practical value in our day.
However, Prof. Fisher evidently has a different

opinion, and has produced a complete state-

ment of the three pronunciations, and a not too

elaborate argument in favor of the English
method.
The work is readable and commends itself to

classical students.

First Steps among Figures. A Drill Book
for the Fundamental Rules of Arithmetic. By
Levi N. Beebe. Syracuse : Davis, Bardeen
& Co.

About a year ago we noticed in these columns
a work similar to this by Prof. William Duenkal
of Yreka, This book is rather more extended
than Prof. Duenkal's, and contains a greater
variety and more examples.
We are in favor of each teacher using his own

capacious head as the source from which to make
all sorts of examples. But the fact that " The
First Steps Among Figures

" has already run

through three entire editions, shows that it is

useful, and that teachers find it an aid in their

daily work.

Manuals for Teachers. On Class Teaching ;

On Discipline ;
The Cultivation of the Senses

;

On the Use of Words
;
The Cultivation of

Memory, Philadelphia: Eldredge & Brother.

These Manuals were originally published in

England, and were prepared by men eminent in

their several departments of literature or sci-

ence or art. They are not abstruse, but sim-

ple and brief; all taken together form almost a

library on the practice of teaching.

Mechanically, these books are models, as are

all the publications of Eldredge & Brother.
We have had occasion to remark this before,
and every new book issued by them sustains

their reputation for neat and substantial work.
We can cordially recommend these Manuals as

likely to p:ove of the greatest value and assist-

ance to both young and old teachers.
A Brief History of France, New York : A,

S. Barnes & Co. San Francisco : Edward F.

Adams,

There is no country in Europe, except Eng^
land, whose history is so interesting to Amer-
ican readers, as that of France. We know of

no schools on our coast where French history is

a part of the course
; but no teacher can be con-

sidered well informed who has not some knowl-

edge of the outlines of the history of that coun-

try. The book before us is, as its name implies,
a brief history. It is written in a lively, inter-

esting manner
;

details are omitted
;
and it is

well calculated to give a sufficiently full and
accurate knowledge of the country of Charle-

magne and Napoleon and La Fayette.

Fourteen Weeks in Botany. By Alphonso
Wood, A. M., Author of "The Class-Book of

Botany", etc., and J. Dorman Steele, Ph, D.,
Author of the " Fourteen Weeks Series in Nat-
ural Science." New York and Chicago and
New Orleans : A. S, Barnes & Co. San Fran-
cisco : Edward F. Adams. 1879.

Professor Wood has been before the public for

many years as a writer on Botany. He has pub-
lished a series of four or five works from the

simplest lessons for the young to the full, com-

prehensive encyclopedia of the science. This
is a new work, adapted to the '^Fourteen Weeks"
series of Prof, Steele, and something on the Ob-

ject Plan, Its leading idea is to introduce the

pupil at once to the plant to be Studied by the

living specimen and the best of illustrations.

The designs are by Mr. Sprague, one of the most
accurate of plant artists, and Mr, Emerton, who
has a national reputation, and the designer of

the plates in Prof. Eaton's " Ferns of Nojih
America." These designs make this work ex-

ceedingly attractive, and the text is in beautiful

large, clear print, making the entire work charm-

ing to the eye. About one hundred plants are

fully described, and the pupil trained to make
tubes in which all the organs are detailed and
full descriptions given. There is added an Ap-
pendix of Classification

;
a Table of Natural

Orders
;
a Series of Questions ;

and a new fea-

ture—an Illustrated Index—in which a large
number of words are illustrated. This we have
never before seen in works of this kind. We
think almost any one could learn Botany, with
out a teacher, from this book, and would be
drawn into a love of it by the very charm of the

book. Altogether the work is a very attractive

volume, a credit to the' publishers.

"My brethren," said Swift, in a sermon,
"there are three sorts of pride

—of birth, of

riches, and of talenrs, I shall not nov/ speak
of the latter, none of you being liable to that

abominable vice."
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LIST OF COUNTY SUPERIN-
TENDENTS.

ELECTED Sept. 3RD, 1879: Turm from March,
1880, TO January, 1883.

Alameda Jewett C. Gilson* Oakland

Alpine P. W. Parker Monitor

Amador Z. Miller Volcano

Butte Jesse Wood* Oroville

Calaveras T. G. Peachy San Andreas

Colusa Samuel I/ouchins** . . . . Colusa

Contra Costa . . .A. A. Bailey Antioch

Del Norte yohn Miller. Crescent City
El Dorado Chas. E. Markham . . Placerville

Fresno R. H. Bramlet* Fresno

Humboldt J. B. Casterlin* Hydesville

Inyo y. W. Symmes* . .Independence
Kern F. S. Wallace Bakersfield

Lake Mack Mathews Lower Lake

Lassen , W. R. Schooler Bieber

Los Angeles . . . y. W. Hinton Los Angeles
Marin Dr. S. M. Aui^tstine* San Rafael

Mariposa W. D. Egenhoff Mariposa
Mendocino .... James R. Thomas Calpella

Merced E. T. Dixon Merced

Modoc E. P. Grubbs* Alturas

Mono Miss A. L. Irish Bridgeport

Monterey S. M. Shearer Monterey

Napa C. M. Walker Napa City

•Nevada John T. Wickes . . . . Nevada City

Placer O. F. Seavey* Auburn

Plumas T.G. Hail* TaylorvillQ

Sacramento Charles E. Bishop . .Sacramento

San B'nardino.. y. A. Rousseatt....San B'nardino

San Benito J. N. Thompson Hollister

San Diego George N. Hitchcock. . San Diego

San Francisco. .y7-4« Ward Taylor . .San Fran.

San Joaquin-
• . .C. M. Keniston Stockton

San Luis Obispoy(?/i« F. Becket. .Arroyo Grande

San Mateo G. P. Hartley* . . . Redwood City

Santa Barbara. . G. E. Thurmond*. . Sta. Barbara

Santa Clara Z. J. Chipman* San Jose

Santa Cruz ....W.H. Hobbs** Santa Cruz

Shasta Mrs. D. M. Coleman* Shasta

Sierra J. S. Wixon* Downieville

Siskiyou H. A. Morse* Yreka

Solano Albert W. Sutphen Suisun

Sonoma C S. Smyth Santa Rosa

Stanislaus W. H. J. Robinson* . . . Modesto

Sutter O. E. Graves* Yuba City

Tehama Myron Yager Red Bluff

Trinity G. E. Noonan Weaverville

Tulare W.J. Ellis . Visalia

Tuolumne John T. Murnan. ..... Sonora
Ventura D. D. De Nure* Hueneme
Yolo J. W. Coin Woodland
Yuba Thomas H Steel**. ... Marysville
* Reelected. ** Third term.

LITERARY NOTES.

The magazines for October, with one or two nouble

exceptions, appear rather tame than otherwise.

In Scribner we have the conclusion of Mrs. Burnett's

story, entitled " Haworth's." Among other interesting

articles especially noticeable are " Edison's Inventions";
" The Camp of the Carbonates, Ups and Downs in Lead-

ville"
;
and "

Annunciata," a tale by Boyesen.
For 1880, the publishers announce a magnificent array

of choice papers, including a "History of Peter the

Oreat," by Eugene Schuyler, to continue for two years,

and to be copiously and beautifully illustrated. In fiction

we have promised another story in four parts,
" Louisi-

ana," by .Mrs. Burnett, and a serial,
" The Crandissimes,"

by (Jeorge W. Cable.

St. Nicholas for October has its usual excellent uble of

contents. A permanent enlargement is promised for the

coming year. Among the attractions are a new serial by

Louisa M. Alcott, entitled "Jack and Jill
"

; and also three

other serials,
" Among the Lakes" ;

"
'ITie Fairport Nine "

(A Base Ball Club Story by Noah Brooks) ;
and a six

months' story for girls.

The North American Revirvu, since its removal to New
York and publication by the Appletons, is more remarkable

and worthy of study than ever before.

In the October number there are three great articles :

•• The Woman Question," by Francis Parkman
;

" Science

and Humanity," by Frederic Harrison; and "Spencer's

Evolution Philosophy," by Prof. E. L. Youmans. There

is also Part III of " The Diary of a Public Man," being a

personal account of one who saw and participated in

the events preceding and leading to the war of secession.

We do not know who is the author ;
the articles arc in-

tensely interesting.

The October numbet of Lippincott's Magazine is light

and entertaining, though it contains no article of more

than transient interest. ITiree articles specially note-

worthy are " Rambles of Three "
;

'• Summerland Sketch-

es"; and "Chamois Shooting with the Emperor of

Austria."

The October number of Harper is noticeable particu-

larly for the beauty of its illustrations. In this regard,

it is not excelled by any modern publication. The serials

"White Wings," by William Black; "Young Mrs .Jar-

cine," by Miss Mulock ;
and "

.Mary Anerly," by K. D.

Blackmorc, are growing in interest, and bid fair to take a

high place among the novels of the day.

The principal illustrated articles are " On the Skirt of

the Alps," "A Ramble in Central Park"; and "Through
Texas."

We have seldom seen a better number of the Popular

Science Monthly than the September issue. Among the

articles are "Spiritualism as a Scientific Question." by

Prof. Wilhelm Wundt ;" Geographical Evolution," by

Prof. Geike
;

"
Serpent-Charms," by Dr. Felix Oswald ;

" P'ood and Feeding," by Sir Henry Thompson ;
and

"The Present Aspect of the Clas.sical Controversy," by

Prof. Alexander Bain.

The Atlantic Monthly for October is saved from tame-

ness only by the fact that the Atlantic never was and

never can be dull.

This magazine is a credit to American literature. It is a

constant demonstration that there is a strong element in

American society whose taste can be satisfied only by what

is purest and best in the world of letters.
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In the October number Richard Grant White gives us

one of his usually readable articles. This time, on what he

saw at Windsor.

The October Appleton's Journal has several chapters

of what promises to be one of the most exciting serials of

the year,
" The Seamy Side." In addition, Carl Blind

continues his articles on Russian affairs
;
other articles of

minor interest fill the number.

Books Received.

Note.—Books marked * are reviewed in this number

of the Journal. Books marked ** will be noticed in the

November number. All other books will be reviewed in

as early a number as possible.

All books here named are for sale by San Francisco

booksellers and their agents in the interior.

The San Francisco firm named in connection with the

publishers, is generally their California representative.—
[Editor Journal.]

A. S. BARNES & CO., NEW YORK.
(Edward F. Adams, 327-330 Sansom St., San Francisco.)

Independent Scries of Readers—First, Second, Third,

Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Readers. **—
J. Madison Watson.

Complete Oral and Written Speller.
—Watson.

A Brief Arithmetic.—Davies and Peck.

New Chemistry.—Steele.

Fourteen Weeks in Astronomy.**—Steele.

Fourteen Weeks in Geology.**—Steele.

Fourteen Weeks in Zoology.—Steele,

Fourteen Weeks in Botany.*—Steele and Wood.

Fourteen Weeks in Philosophy.—Steele.

Fourteen Weeks in Physiology.—Steele.

A Brief History of the United States.

A Brief History of France.*

MacMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
(And 22 Bond St., New York.)

Algebra for Beginners.—Todhunter.

Natural Philosophy for Beginners (Two Volumes).—
Todhunter.

Political Economy for Beginners.*—Mrs. Fawcett,

Elementary Lessons in Logic*—Jevons.

Elementary Lessons in Physical Geography.—Geike.

Elementary Lessons in Chemistry.—Roscoe.

The Teacher : Hints on School Management.*—^J. R.

Blakiston .

School Inspection.*
—D. R. Fearon, M. A.

History of English Literature.—Collier.

Longer English Poems.— Hales.

JONES, BROTHERS & CO.,

(Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and Chicago.)

First Lessons in Arithmetic.—Milne.

Practical Arithmetic.—Milne.

PORTER & COATES, PHILADELPHIA.
(By Billings, Harbourne & Co., San Francisco.)

Normal Series of Readers—First, Second, Third, Fourth,

and Fifth Readers.** A. N. Raub, A. M.
The Elementary Arithmetic, Oral and Written.—A. N.

Raub, M. A.

The Primary Spelling-Book.—(ieoffrey Buckw alter.

LITTLE, BROWN & CO., BOSTON.
(For sale by all booksellers.)

The Great Speeches of Daniel Webster*—Edited by Ed-

win P. Whipple.

ELDREDGE & BROTHER, PHILADELPHIA.
A Manual of Etymology.—A. C. Webb.

Easy Lessons in Natural Philosophy.**—E. J. Hous-

ton, A. M.
Manuals for Teachers, comprising The Cultivation of

the Senses; On the Use of Words;* The Cultivation of

Memory ; On Discipline ;
On Class Teaching.

DAVIS, BARDEEN & CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

First Steps Among Figures.*—L. N. Beebe.

GINN & HEATH, BOSTON.
(F. B. Ginn, Oakland, Cal.)

The Girls' High School Music Reader.**—Julius Eich-

berg.

Annotated English Classics.

Shakespeare's King Richard the Second*—Rev. H. N,
Hudson.

CLAXTON. REMSEN & HAFFELFINGER, PHILA-
DELPHIA.

(A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco.)

The Art of Heading.*—Ernest Legouv6. (Translated by
E. Roth.)

G. P. PUTMAM'S SONS, NEW YORK.

(Payot, Upham & Co., and A. L. Bancroft & Co., San

Francisco.

Reading Book of English Classics.**— (Prfce, fi,so.)
—

W.LefBngwell, D. D.

Ethics or Science of Duty. -John Bascom.

Goethe's Faust, Erster Theil.**—James Morgan Hart.

HARPER & BROTHERS, NEW YORK.
(Payot, Upham & Co., San Francisco.)

Recreations in Astronomy.**—Henry White Warren,

D. D.
'

Readings from English History.**—John Richard Green

LL.D.

Half-Hour Series : Holidays in Eastern France, by

M. Betham Edwards; The Task, by William Cooper; La-

bor and Capital Allies not Enemies, by Edward Atkinson ;

and Wassail, by Col. Charles Hamley.

D. APPLETON & CO., NEW YORK.
(James T. White & Co., San Francisco.)

The Child's Book of Language.**— (Four Nos.)—J. H.

Stickney.

VAN ANTWERP, BRAGG & CO., CINCINNATI.

(Payot, Upham & Co., San Francisco.)

McGuffey's Electic Series of Readers,—First, Second,

Third, Fourth, and Fifth Readers—Revised Edition.**

Ray's New Intellectual Arithmetic.

Reports Received.

Tenth Annual Report State Superintendent of Public

Instruction, Nebraska.—Hon. S. R. Thompson, State Su-

perintendent.

Annual Report (1878) of the School Board of Milwau-

kee.—J.J. Somers, Superintendent.

Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Wiscon-

stn.- Hon. W. C. Whitford, State Superintendent.

Forty-second Annual Report of Department of Public

Instruction of Michigan.—Supt. Cornelius A. Gower.

Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of

Indiana.— Supt. James H. Smart.

Forty-ninth Annual Report of the Common Schools of

Cincinnati.—^John Peaslee, Superintendent.



McGUFFEY'S

REVISED READERS.
The lonj?-continue<l popularity of McGukfky's Readkhs i« sufficient evidence of the positive

Tru'rits of the books.

In revising them the aim has btn^n to preserve unimpaired nil the eH«ential characteristics of

the series as received from the hands of the learned author, the late Dii. Wm. H. McGukkky, i » I >
.

LL.D., Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in the University of Virginia.

Among the advantages gained by the revision the following may be enumerated :

1. Adaptation to more mcdsin methods of teaching reading— notably the Phonic

Method, the Word Method, or a union of these methods Tlir inost familiar and popular system

of diacritical marks is brought into consistent use.

2. Every word used in the First, Second, and one-half of the Third Reader, when first intro-

duced, is placed at the head of the lesson in which it occurs. N> be learned ^vcfor.' the Icssnn is

read.

3. Carefully engraved script lessons are introduced.

4. The gradation of the series, and of the different books ' t" -ri.v >.... y>.., ,. ...r.tnllv

adjusted to meet the retjuirements of the schools of to-day.

5. A substantial increase has been made in the amount of matter in the series.

6. The additional reading matter, and the substitution of new lessons when they seemed man-

ifest improvements on those formerly used, has given opportunity for the introduction of selections

from the writings of the beat modern American and English authors.

7. The illustrations, increased to double the number in former editions, were drawn and

engraved expressly for these Readers by the foremost artists in the country. Many of them will

serve admirably as the basis for oral lessons in language. No collection of engravinirs of (>(iual

artistic merit has ever before been pre.sented in a series of school text-books.

8. The typography, printing, and binding are materially improved in efficiency and attractive-

ness.

The credit for the revision is almost wholly due the many friends of McGuffey's Readers-

eminent teachers and scholars—who have contributed 8uggestioT:«

daily work in the school-room.

McGuffey's Revised First Eclectic Reader

McGuffey's Revised Second Eclectic Reader

McGuffey's Revised Third Eclectic Reader..

McGuffey's Revised Fourth Fxjlectic Reader.

McGuffey's Revised Fifth Eclectic Reader

,,,1 ,.,Mti,.;.M,v .
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THE

PIANOS
MARVELS OF BEiilTTV AITD STRBlTaTH

ECONOMICAL ANU JDUR ABLtJ.

Height, 3 ft. 10 in. Length, 4 ft. 3 in. Width, 2 ft. Weight, 385 lbs.

This wonderfully fine instrument is 6^ octaves, being i^ octaves larger than the

Parlor Organs so much in use and which it is destined to supersede. S. G. Pratt,

the eminent Composer and Pianist, writes in reference to them :

"
I congratulate you

upon the great and well merited success of this instrument, which, to my mind, is

unquestionably the best small Piano I have met with, either in this country or in

Europe. Had I not examined and thoroughly tested this Piano I could scarcely

believe it possible that such a superb quality of tone could be produced in such

limited space and for so small an amount of money." It has no bellows to blow, and

unlike an organ, does not endanger the health of the performer. It has no squeaky

reeds to break or become clogged with dust. It has no knee swells or other com-

plicated mechanical contrivances. I'j stands longer in tune than. a large Piano. It is

simple in construction and not liable t© get out of order. It can be placed in the

smallest room. It is recommended and used by the best piano teachers. It is

guaranteed by a responsible house. It is sold at a price within the reach of all.

The Piano compositions of Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn and Schuman can be

played on it. Send for Illustrated Circular and see what the leading Eastern pianists

say ot them.

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE, STEINWAY HALL
117 P(JST STKKET,
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I. Astronomy, (Illustrated)
. . . . . Prof. C. B. Towle.

II. Wild-Cat District—Chapter IV, .... - Charles M. Drake.

III. Reading, ....... Prof. O. S. Ingham.

IV. The Quincy Experiment.

V. Eighth Biennial Report of Public Schools in California, - Prof. E. S. Carr.

VI. EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

Concentration -Spelling Reform—Business Talk with Subscribers.

VII. News Record—Foreign and Domestic—Personal—Educational.

VIII. Science Record, .... Edited by Prof. J. B. McChesney.

IX. Mathematics, . . . . . Edited by Prof. William White.

X. The State Board of Education.

XI. Educational News—California, Oregon, Nevada, Washington Territory.

XII. County Institutes.

XIII. Examination Questions, . . . . - Dudley C. Stone.

XIV. Book Notices.

XV. Literary Notesj.

XVI. Reports Received.

NATIONAL SERIES
OF

SCHOOL BOOKS.
WATSON'S INDEPENDENT READERS & SPELLERS

Commend themselves to all. The most modern text books of their class.

DAVIES & PECK'S MATHEMATICAL SERIES.
Full, complete, exhaustive. The most popular ever published.

MONTHEITH'S GEOGRAPHIES.
Their reputation is as wide as the- world they describe.

STEELE'S SCIENCES.
Prof. Steele's familiar and comprehensive manner of placing the study of natural

sciences before the pupils of intermediate grades is proving wonderfully successful.

The series includes a text book of Astronomy, Botany» Chemistry,
Zoology, Philosophy, Physiology, Geology,

A. S. BARNES & CO., PUBLISHERS,
111 & 113 WILLIAM ST. 34 & 36 MADISON ST. 112 CAMP ST.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. NEW ORLEANS.

PACIFIC COAST AOENCY,

EDWARD F. ADAMS, Manager,

S27 & 329 Sansome Street, San Francisco.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

[Principal of Vallejo High School,]

No. IX.

Meteors and shooting-stars always attract

much attention; because, though seemingly

as distant as the stars themselves, their

rapid motion is apparent. To the child,

it seems that every shooting-star is an

actual star, dropping from its place in

the sky. Human beings everywhere are

I
(leased at the sight of rapid motion, es-

pecially if it does not endanger the ob-

server. It is also a pleasure to see a

bright light, if it is not so brilliant as to

crpower the eye. Both of these quali-

ties for affording pleasure are combined in

the shooting-star. The quickness of their

appearance and disappearance also tends

to make them objects of interest.

As rapid as is the motion of shooting-

stars, a great difference is perceptible in

the length of time different ones are visi-

ble. Shooting-stars of moderate brilliancy

are visible from half a second to a second

and a half. This difference is undoubt-

edly due to the direction of the shooting-

star's motion compared with the direction

of the earth's motion around the sun.

Shooting-stars are small bodies of mat-

ter which revolve about the sun, and which

become visible when they enter the at-

mosphere. These small bodies, rendered

incandescent by the friction of the higher,

rarer atmosphere, are completely burnt up
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l)efore they reach a point that is less than

fifty miles from the earth's surface. When
the direction of the shooting-stars motion

is the same as that of the earth's motion,

the velocity with which the shootinj^^-star

enters the atmosphere, is equal to the dif-

rence of the velocities of the earth and

shooting-star. When the direction of the

shooting-star's motion is opposite to that

of the earth's motion, the velocity with

which the shooting-star enters the atmos-

phere, is equal to the sum of the veloci-

ties of the earth and shooting-star. In

evening the direction of the earth's

tion about the sun is more or less

towards the nadir
;

in the morning, to-

wards the zenith. Shooting-stars are seen

for the longest time in the evening ;
in the

morning they are like lightning-flashes.

If shooting-stars, when moving in the

Mime direction as the earth, are visible

three times as long as when moving in a

direction opposite to that of the earth, it

can easily be seen that the velocity of the

shooting-star is twice as great as the veloc-

ity of the earth. The earth's velocity is

I ighteen miles per second ; then the shoot-

M!;-star's velocity is thirty-six miles per

cond.

Meteors being larger than shooting-stars,

and not completely burnt up in the atmos-

phere, are visible for the longest time,

en they move in the same direction as

earth, and so nearly parallel to the

irth's surface that they pass through the

Higher atmosphere, and continue their

course about the sun. Such a meteor

uld be visible for at least two minutes,

by one person, but by several stationed

ng its course,

he same shooting-star may be seen by

ons at least one hundred miles apart ;

the same meteor, by persons two thou-

d miles apart. The people of San

ncisco and Sacramento may see the

same shooting-star, if it descends towards

brilliant meteor has been seen by peo-

ple from the Atlantic Coast to the Ter-

ritories. The greatest number of me-

teors and shooting- stars are seen about the

loth of August and the 13th of November,

every year.

Leo Major.—In this constellation is the

conspicuous group of stars called the Sickle,

representing the neck and shoulder of the

Lion. At the end of the handle in the

Sickle is the bright star Regulus. This

star is thirteen degrees north of the equi-

noctial, but only half a degree north of

the ecliptic, the sun's apparent path through
the stars. Besides the stars in the Sickle,

there are three other prominent ones which

form a large triangle east of the Sickle.

Denebola, the brightest of the three, rep-

resents the bushy end of the Lion's tail.

This star is only five degrees west of the

equinoctial colure—a circle that passes

through the North and South Celestial

Poles and through the Equinoxes. The
Autumnal Equinox is now in Virgo, about

fifteen degrees southeast of Denebola.

A large lion that made his home in the

forest near Nemea, was very much dreaded

by the people of that part of Greece. One
of the labors required of Hercules was to

kill this animal. Hercules entered the

forest, armed with weapons supplied by

the gods. He tried, first, to kill the lion

with arrows
;

but he soon found that his

arrows were powerless. Hercules then cut

a club, such as was appropriate to his great

strength, and rushing after the lion, drove

him to his den. Having finally killed the

lion by choking him, Hercules carried his

dead body to Mycence, and ever afterward

clothed himself with the lion's skin. The
Grecians asserted that this lion's body trans-

ferred to the heavens became the constel-

lation Leo Major.

Capricornus.—The stars in Capricornus
are numerous ; but none are greater than

the third magnitude. This constellation is

readily found by the very acute-angled tri-
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I'HK SOUIHKASTKRN HEAVENS IN NOVEMBER.
A Part of Andromeda.
B Part of Pegasus.

C-C Pisces, The Wishes.
I) Part of Iriangulum.
E Part of Aries, The Ram.

F-F Part of Cetiis, The Whale
(i Part of The River Po.
H Part of Harp of George.
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angle which marks the position of the horn

and head of the Goat. The altitude of

this triangle is between two and three

degrees ;
its apex is towards the horizon

;

and its base above is formed by two small

irs almost touching each other. (See

j[ar map for October.) The visible stars

scattered throughout a large, irregularly-

iped triangle, in which the horn forms

apex of the western angle,

'he light of the sun on the 2i.st of l)e-

iber shines perpendicularly to the earth

mg a line that is parallel to the equator,

23^ 28' south of the equator. This

e, extending about the earth, separates

torrid zone from the temperate zone

of the southern hemisphere. The earth

then at that point in her orbit called the

nter Solstice. In ancient times the sun

was in the constellation Capricornus at the

Winter Solstice
;
and this line around the

h marked out by the sun's light, re-

ived the name of Tropic of Capricorn.

The dreadful giant Typhon, whose head

! cached the sky, tried to destroy the gods.

K

first they were dismayed and fled to

ypt, where, in order to escape the fury

the giant, they assumed the shape of

'erent animals. Jupiter became a ram
;

10, a cow : V^'enus, a fish ; and JSacchus,

i;oat. Bacchus, in his fright, threw him-

if into the Nile, and assumed the form

a goat above water, and the form of a

under water. Jupiter finally over-

e Typhon, and placed him where he

Id make no further trouble. The con-

lation Capricornus, the Sea-goat, was

ed by Jupiter to reptesent the shape

med by Bacchus.

QUARius.—The \Vater-l)earer in this

slellaiion stretches his left hand over

Sea-goat. In this hand he holds a

enter's rule. With the right hand and

he holds an urn, from which a river

owing in a semicircular course to the

them Fish. The urn is clearly marked

four stars in the form of the letter Y
;

and the river, by many small stars in twos

and threes, lying between the urn and

Fomalhaut.

When Aquarius disappeared bfeyond the

Indian Ocean, the ancient Eg}'ptians sup-

posed he sunk his urn in that body of

water, and, in some wav. caused the rise of

water in the Nile.

Aquarius is said to represent (janymede,
the son of one of the kings of Troy.

Ganymede was so beautiful that he was

taken to heaven to become cup-bearer to

the gods.

WILD-CAT DISTRICT.

BY CHARLES M. DKAKK.

CHAFIKR l\.

JOHN- TALKS FXONOMV AND II ^- A ^( il

HOl'SK.

" You see, Mr, Dean." said Squire John-

son, in a confidential tone,
*'

I have re-

ceived the nomination for the county su-

perintendency ; and, though the honor

was entirely unsought by me, my party

will expect me to make a thorough can-

vass of the county, and that requires

money."
" Don'l vou think, said John, quiclly.

•'the custom of going round electioneer-

ing for oflTice is, to say the least, an undig-

nified practice .' Why not agree with

those who are running for the same office,

to stay quietly at home, fire no powder to

catch foolish voters, hold no public meet-

ings to abuse your opponents and make

people think that all oflfice- hunters are

rogues, but tend quietly to home-work

and .save money and reputation.
" And how would people find out whom

to vote for, if they did .not see the candi-

dates.^"

"
People have to vote for so many offi-

cers that it is impossible to know for whom
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you are voting," said John.
"

It is sheer

folly to fill every petty office in the county

and State^ by election. It would be much

better to have four- fifths of the officers

appointed,
—

by competitive examination

in most cases.'*

''But, to return to business," said the

Squire,
"
knowing that you, as a teacher,

would be interested in the superintend-

ency, I have come to you for a temporary
loan. Of course, I will pay you interest,

and give you my note, so as to make it

secure, you know."

"It would not matter about the note,"

said John, remembering some hints he

had received about the squire's numer-

ous unpaid debts.
" An honest man's

word is as good as his note, you know.

What amount would you need .?"

"About one hundred dollars," said the

Squire, with a little hesitation. "Yes, I

think, with what I have, a hundred dol-

lars will be enough."
"
I believe you own that ten-acre lot on

which the school-house stands," said John,

quietly.
"

I understand there is one hun-

dred and fifty dollars mortgage on that

piece and your homestead. Now if you
will give me a deed to that" ten acres, I will

give you one hundred dollars cash and pay

off that mortgage."
The Squire murmured something about

not caring to sell, and that the property

was worth more ; but John reminded him

that he had offered the land to the holder

of the mortgage when it had become due

a few days before, and the Squire finally

accepted John's offer,

"You surely do not think there is more

money in ranching than in teaching

school," said the Squire, after he had

signed the deed, and received the money.
"There may not be more income, but

expenses are not so- much when one has a

place of his own to live on. I pay out

four or five dollars a week for board,

whether I am teaching or not. Now, if

I have a small place, one dollar a week

ought to pay my entire outlay for food."

Here the Squire shook his head.

"I know that 1 am right, for I have

carefully reckoned up the cost. The secret

of economy is, to raise more of what you
consume. What of importance, in the

way of food, would I need to buy, besides

flour and sugar .? My meat I could raise.

I should not depend upon the vegetable

peddlers for my potatoes and fruit, as so

many farmers do. I should not go to the

city after butter, when keeping a cow is so

little extra trouble. Why, some farmers buy
their eggs, which might cost them almost

nothing, not to mention the income that a

hundred or two hens, well cared for, would

bring almost anywhere in California."
" Chickens and gardening don't always

fit in together," said the Squire, shaking

his head.
"
Why, chickens are the natural enemies

of the bugs and worms and insects that

destroy the fruit."

"
Yes, but some fowls have depraved

appetites, and will insist on eating the

fruit instead of the bugs."
" And a few stands of bees, which cost

next to nothing," continued John, "ought
to lessen my sugar-bill, and give me, in

most years, quite a little income."
" The bee business has been much

overdone, of late," said the Squire, doubt-

fully.

"Yes, by those who make ii their sole

occupation," replied John. "But twenty

or thirty stands of bees ought to pay more

than their trouble to any farmer."
"
They eat grapes and peaches terrible

bad," said the Squire, remembering his

own attempt at bee-keeping.
" And then

they are such pesky critters to have about

you— stinging and buzzing around. But

even with your bees and cow and chick-

ens, a dollar a week will hardly buy and

cook your provisions."
"
People buy many things they do not
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need," said John." "Tea and coffee,

whisky and tobacco, cost them far more

money than their bread and butter.'*

Here the Squire, remembering his own

fondness for whiskey and tobacco, coughed
I little, but said nothing.

"
Many a farmer, who growls at his taxes

and the cost of the schools, spends more

money for the vile stuff which degrades

him and does him and his children after

him, harm—more money ten times over

than he pays for his protection and the

education of his children."
"
People complain of their school-tax

because that is larger than any other. I

suppose," said the Squire.

''That is a mistake," said John. "'In

San Diego county, for example, the county

schools receive but ten per cent, of the

taxes, and one building
—the county hos-

l)ital
—has the same amount given to it.

< )ne road, traveled a dozen times a year,

will receive an appropriation equal to half

the money San Diego City gets for the

education of hundreds of school children.

( )ne officer, the sheriff, used to get more

than all the schools in the county. Yet

the people do not talk one-fourth as much

about these things as they do about the

high wages of the teachers."
" That is true," replied the Squire, "but

do not the county officials, the teachers

and all, get higher wages than they should ?

A laborer works ten or twelve hours a day

tor six days in the week, and earns hardly

half what a teacher does by working six

I

ours a day for five days only."
" You are making the common mistake

f comparing teachers' work with simple

lanual labor, instead of with the work of

Je so-called learned professions. What

doctor could you get to do six hours'

work for four dollars ? What lawyer of

ability is contented to work for eighty dol-

lars a month .' Even preachers get more

than that for not one-half the work a

teacher does."

" The lawyers and doctors may get more

than the teachers," acknowledged the

Squire, "but the ministers are much more

poorly paid, I think.
'

" Let us see about that," replied John,
•'There are five ministers and five teachers

in Santos City. The teachers get an av-

erage of $80 per month for nine months,

the principal receiving $i(X) and each of

the other four $75 a month,—a most un-

just discrimination, by the way. Two of

the ministers receive $1,000 apiece, one

gets $1,200, a fourth gets $1,500, and

their aristocrat minister. Dr. Bombast,

gets |2,ooo a year
—an average of $1,430

apiece, to say nothing about free house-

rent, free horse-hire, ministerial discounts

on almost every article they purchase, fre-

quent donations, invitations to eat yellow-

legged chickens, etc. They spend an

hour or two a day upon their sermons,

and go to buildings each of which cost

twice as much as all the Santos school-

houses
;

tell you in not over-polished lan-

guage, with miserable elocution and in-

appropriate gestures, the same things they

have said for the past twenty years, do the

usual amount of begging for missions,

etc. . and, if biliously inclined, end up
with the usual lamentation over the god-

lessness of public schools in general and

California schools in particular."

The Squire looked somewhat shocked

at this attack upon the preachers, and re-

mained silent.

"Then if they like to dabble in poli-

tics," continued John, "they may get to

be superintendents of schools or Mayor of

San Francisco, and get pay for work on

Sundays and week-Jays alike."

" We do pay a great deal to the law-

yers and doctors and preachers," said the

Squire, remembering the short-bit he had

put in the hat the previous Sunday.

"Yes, and much of it we pay because

we are ignorant," said John. "If we

had plenty of good schools, what need
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would we have for lawyers to settle (?) our

foolish disputes which nearly always arise

out of ignorance ? How^ much should we

have to pay the doctor, if we had studied

the laws of health and lived temperately ?•

As for the preachers
—well we must be

charitable towards the preachers,
—but I

think we should not see nine-tenths of

the cities of California with churches cost-

ing so much more than their school-

houses. Indeed I doubt whether there

would be many church buildings used

only as churches."

"Surely you would not have people

slop building churches," said the Squire,

feeling as if this plain-spoken young man
had not received proper training, or else

had gone sadly astray.
"
Why not ? What need have we for

church buildings, if we have properly

built school - houses and public halls .''

Just suppose that Santos City had spent

one-half the money its churches cost, in

building and furnishing fine large school-

houses, would they not answer for churches

as well as for school-buildings ? The pa-

rents would take more pride in having
them look neat

; they would demand

good comfortable seats if they had to sit

on them once a week
;
the cost of clean-

ing the houses and keeping them in

order would be far less than the interest

of the money saved by not building the

extra churches."

"I think it will be long before most city

people will agree with your views," said

the Squire.
" In the country it is differ-

ent. Here we are too poor to build a

church, so we have to use the school-

house."
*' There is one great objection to having

church in a school- house," said John.
"The people seem to think there is no

harm in chewing tobacco in the school-

house, and making the floor look like that

of a bar-room."

"That gives you an opportunity to im-

press a good moral lesson on the school-

boys when they bring the water to clean

the floor," said the Squire, smiling. "But

what are you going to do about the

school-house ? I suppose that really be-

longs to you, in law, though of course,

you \\i\\ let the district move it off, it you
want the land."

"
I didn't understand that I was buying

the school-house. How is that.?"

"
Oh, w^ell, you see the district in-

tended to raise forty dollars to pay for a

couple of acres of land there, when we

built the school - house. I put up the

house and collected the money sub-

scribed
; but as they never paid me the

forty dollars I never gave them a deed to

the house and land."
" Then I don't know but that it would

be wise for me to keep the school-house,"

said John, laughing, "and then the dis-

trict wouldn't dare to quarrel with me.

We will fix that all right when we can all

talk it over together. But it is getting

dark and I must return home." So bid-

ding the Squire "good night," John
walked down the road and up the hill

towards his boarding-place.

As he passed the school-house he saw-

some one shut the door (which was guilt-

less of a lock) and run hastily down into

the valley.
"
Alpha Black ! What can she be want •

ing at the school-house this time of night ?"

soliloquized John. "Some mischief, I'll

be bound. I have never felt sure that

she was at no mischief, one day yet in the

two weeks I have been teaching here. I

can't .seem to get any hold on the girl,

only during singing-time. What a splen-

did voice she has, though I Such a girl

has no business with a voice like that. If

she were only like Miss Bell now!" and

John began to think how nice it might be

to have some one in the new house which

he had already built, in imagination, upon
his new place.
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"I do wonder," said he to himself,
" which one of us she likes best, Mr. Sil-

ver or myself. I suppose she is like most

other girls. The first one asks her stands

the best chance. But—nonsense ! John

Dean, what do you want with a wife .-'

You have been preaching economy all

the afternoon, and now—to be thinking of

that wildest of all extravagances, mar-

riage ! You will be fit tor Stockton soon

at this rate."

READING.

BY O. S. INGHAM.

[City Superintendent of Alameda Schools.]

The importance of reading as a branch

of study in our primar}' and grammar
schools is shown by the increased atten-

tion it has of late received in educational

periodicals, teachers' institutes, and other

assemblages convened for the purpose of

discussing educational topics and the best

methods of imparting instruction. Still,

much remains to be said and done on the

subject before the many excellent theories

advanced, will, in their practical applica-

tion, give the beneficial results intended

and expected. There seems to be needed
"
line upon line and precept upon pre-

cept ;' for there arc schools, not a few,

nor a thousand miles from San Francisco

1^^ Bay, in which the teaching of reading is,

I^P to say no worse, a failure ; and, but for the

injurious, far-reaching results, a farce. I

think it safe to say that not one teacher in

ten is a good reader

This assertion may to many seem un-

I

warranted ;
nine teachers in ten may re-

apply, "I claim to teach reading well; I

teach my pupils to pronounce each word

t

correctly,
'

to mind the pauses,' to use the

^fcproper inflections, to emphasize correctly,
^*

etc." I know you do all that, and I know

farther, that in most cases the result is a

style of reading that is stiff, formal, me-

chanical, parrot-like, lifeless, soulless, spir-

itless, uninteresting, ineffective, intolera-

ble ! You cannot make a machine of a

pupil and grind out elocution.

Good reading does not consist alone

in correct pronunciation, "minding the

pauses," etc., though these m
ly oe im-

portant auxiliaries ; but rather in the enter-

ing into the spirit, the grasping the mean-

ing, the thought, the intention ; in feeling

the feeling, the emotion of the author, and

giving these free, full, correct interpreta-

tion. Good reading is talking the matter

of the printed or written page.

By one who had never given any thought

to the subject and was cognizant of results

only, it would be inferred quite naturally

that the principles which underlie the

teaching of reading are abstruse, compli-

cated, difficult of apprehension, and the

proper methoils to l>c cinj. loved (iinicull

of execution. But not so ; the princi-

ples are simple and easily comprehensi-

ble, the methods natural and easy of exe-

cution.

One cause, and that the most potent,

perhaps, of this unsatisfactory condition of

things, has been the unnatural, imperfect,

culpable manner in which the primary

classes have been taught in the most of

our echools. "These classes have generally

been placed in charge of the most poorly

qualified, least experienced teacher. Un-

der such teaching the first impressions

made upon the child's mind, the mental

habits formed, the idea of school and

school work, duty, and discipline, the ob-

ject of study, the developing, the strength-

ening, the directing of the intellectual and

moral powers, are wrong or wrongly done,

disastrous forever to the child's future pro-

gress in study. There is but little hope
of a child who has during the first three

or four years of his life been persistently,

successfully stultified. Especially is this

true in regard to reading. In exceptional

cases only can a pupil become a good

to
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reader, who has, during the first few years

of school life, read in a listless, lifeless,

mechanical, thoughtless, unintelligible, un-

interested manner.

The difficulty to be overcome by the

child in learning to talk, lies not entirely

in his inability to articulate the sounds

that form the words which he tries to pro-

nounce ; much of that difficultly lies in

the attempt to associate objects of sense,

thought, feeling, volition, with vocal com-

binations. This difficulty, or one akin to

it, the child also meets when he attempts

to associate thought, feeling, etc., with the

form of the written or printed word.

This difficulty, until lately, has been in-

creased instead of lessened by the unnat-

ural, unphilosophic, absurd methods em-

ployed in teaching primary reading ;
for

instance, the ABC, A-b ab method, a

veritable incubus instead of help to the

child's progress. Truly is the word-method

the great child-blessing of the nineteenth

century !

The child has all the mental powers,

qualities, characteristics, to render him a

willing, ready learner especially of lan-

guage, in either its spoken or written form.

He has quick, keen, clear perceptions, in-

satiable curiosity, a retentive memory, is

highly impressible, easily interested, am-

bitious to excel.

To secure the exercise of these powers
or faculties, and promote their growth and

strength, in other words, to secure the

child's progress in study, there is always

abundant stimulus at hand. The novel,

the picturesque, the beautiful, the strik-

ing ;
natural objects, pictures, interest-

ing talk, pertinent questions, association

of ideas—all these are powerful auxiliaries

in the work of primary instruction, pri-

mary reading especially. On this broad,

philosophic, common-sense basis is found-

ed the word-method.

This method, as most teachers know,

consists, briefly stated, in presenting to the

child's attention some familiar object or

picture of the object, as cat, dog, or hat,

and talking about it, asking the child ques-

tions about it, till his attention and inter-

est is thoroughly aroused, when the word

representing it is presented and associated

with it. The interest, the impressibility

of the child stamp the word with the

associated idea or meaning indelibly

on his retentive memory. The word

method was first employed by Professor

J. Russell Webb
; its association with the

phonic method, word-building and sen-

tence-building is admirably effected in the

First Reader of Appleton's series, as well

as in some other series. By this method

the child soon has at his command a vo-

cabulary of the more familiar words em-

ployed in home and school intercourse.

Of these he recognizes the form, knows

the meaning, knows and can analyze their

vocal elements
;
can correctly employ them

in the construction of simple sentences
;

—
in short, he knows what he reads, and,

therefore, reads well.

As the child learns the primary and

intermediate work, the field of thought

and effort widens and presents a greater

variety of objects of inquiry demanding
increased intellectual activity, closer dis-

crimination, nicer judgment. But sub-

stantially the same methods so successfully

employed in the primary can be as suc-

cessfully employed in the more advanced

work. The child can and should be made
to understand the meaning of every word

read
;

be able to spell and pronounce,

give the phonic elements, and employ

ccrrectly in sentence-building every word

of the lesson read
; every statement or

allusion, historical, geographical, biograph-

ical, scientific, or what else, should be un-

derstood by the child, is necessary to good,

natural, effective reading. The distinctive

differences between prose and poetry should

be known and appreciated by the pupil. In

short, the work, should be thoroughly, ex-
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haustively done. If such is the character

of the work done, but little will remain to

be said by the teacher as to inflections,

emphasis, force, pitch, etc.: the child will

read naturally, which includes all that.

To secure this thoroughness, this mas-

tery in all its important details, I know of

no plan more effective than that em-

braced in the several preparatory steps

which precede the selections in Appleton's

Fourth and Fifth Readers.

In closing this already too long article,

let me urge every teacher to give this mat-

ter of reading the attention its importance
deserves as the foundation of all mental

achievement and as that branch, the knowl-

edge of which in every walk or calling in

life is most frequently called into requisi-

tion ; nay, which in this age of progress

and general intelligence is absolutely in-

dispensable to business, social, or educa-

tional position.

The Quincy Experiment.

Quincy, Massachusetts, is well known as

an average New England city. Named after

Josiah Quincy; the home of the Adams fam-

ily ;
in the center of a net-work of prosper-

ous villages, it is a fair type of the civiliza-

tion and refinement not uncommon in the

northeastern sections of the Union.

It is hardly necessary to mention that the

public schools have always been well sup-

ported in this city ;
nor will it surprise any

to learn that among the most earnest advo-

cates of popular education, have been the

members of the Adams family.

Mr. Charles Francis Adams, Jr., son of

Charles Francis Adams and grandson of

John Quincy Adams, has, since 1873, been

a member of the Quincy School Committee,

and has very recently made a report of a

radical change in the school system of that

city, which will be explained and commented

on in this article.

Mr. Adams says that in I873 it became

evident, on a more than ordinarily critical

examination of the Quincy schools, that for

ten years no progress had been made in

teaching or in acquiring the essentials of an

English education To quote his words :

" The result was deplorable. The schools
went to pieces. Among other things, for in-

stance, it was found that the A and B gram-
mar scholars throughout the town could parse
and construe sentences, and point out the

various parts of speech with great facility,

repealing correctly and with readiness the

rules of grammar applicable in each case
;

yet when called upon to write an ordinary
letter they were utterly unable to apply the

rules and principles they had so painfully
learned, or to form single sentences, or to

follow any rule of composition. So, also, as

respects reading. Rote reading, so to speak,
that is the practised reading of certain fa-

miliar pieces in given readers, had been

brought to a point of very considerable per-
fection. If the examination was not carried

too far, the classes could be shown off to

great advantage. Where the severer test of

sight-reading
—that is the reading of an ordi-

nary book which the scholar had never seen
before it was put by the examiner into his

hands—when this test was applied, the re-

sult was simply bewildering. The greater
part of the scholars could merely stammer
and bungle along, much as a better educated

person does when reading a book in some

language with which he is only imperfectly
acquainted. In other words, it appeared, as

the result of eight years' school-teaching,
t'lat the children, as a whole, could neither

write with facility nor read fluently."

As we read these lines, we may almost

imagine ourselves nearer home than Quincy.
President Eliot's statement that but a small

proportion of the Harvard matriculates are

able to express themselves fluently and co-

herently in good English, is borne out by
the observation of every grammar school

teacher in the land. California undoubtedly
has even better schools than is generally
credited in the East. But every fault dis-

covered by President Eliot and the Com-
mittee in the Quincy schools, can be discov-

ered standing out in strong relief in our own.

Mr. Adams goes on :

"To the majority of the committee the

reason of this state of things was apparent.
The school system had fallen into a rut. A
great multiplicity of studies had in one way
and another been introduced, and each was

taught by itself. The ever-present object in

the teacher's mind was to pass a creditable

examination
; and, to insure this, he uncon-

sciously turned his scholars into parrots,
and made a meaningless farce of educa-
tion. Certain motions had to be gone
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through with
; for real results he cared

nothing. It was, in a word, all smatter,

veneering, and cram."
'• As affairs stood, it was plain that a great

waste of the public money was steadily go-

ing on
;
—that is, the statistics did not show

that the town was spending an undue amount
on its schools, but of the amount it was

spending not fifty cents out of each dollar

were effectively spent. This waste could

only be remedied in one way. The cost of
the schools could not be reduced, but their

quality could be improved."

The questions now presented themselves :

What shall be done ? What is the proper

remedy ?

In California the daily press would have

taken up and disposed of the matter in a

half- column editorial. They would have

shown, incontestably, that the schools cost

too much. Reform and retrench would have

been their cry.

This whole evil can be cured in but one

way, they would have asserted, and that is

by reducing the salaries of the teachers.

But the wisdom of the San Francisco ed-

itor had not traveled as far as Quincy in

1873, nor has it since that we are aware.

So let Mr. Adams tell us what the School

Committee did :

" And now the first serious difficulty pre-
sents itself in the practical selection of a

superintendent ;
for it is a noticeable fact

that, large and costly as the common school

system of this country is and greatly as it

stands in need of intelligent direction, not a

single step has yet been taken towards giv-

ing it such a direction through an educated

superintendency. Accordingly, very much as
Bentham defined a judge as ' an advocate run
to seed,' the ordinary superintendent is apt
to be a grammar school teacher in a similar
condition. Where he is not this, he is usu-

ally some retired clergyman or local poli-
tician out of a job, who has no more idea
of the processes of mental development or
the science of training than the average
school-master has of the object of teaching
English grammar. The blind are thus made
to lead the blind, and naturally both plunge
deeper into the mire. That this should be
so is certainly most singular, for the idea of

managing a school system as complicated as
that of any populous New England town
has become, without the assistance of some
trained specialist, is manifestly as absurd as
it would be to try to manage a college with-
out a president. Yet the superintendency I

is not recognized as a distinct profession, i

and, accordingly, trained men not being sup- 1

plied for it, it has actually fallen into a sort

of discredit through the wretched substitutes

for trained men to whom towns have in their

need been compelled to have recourse."

The first point determined on by the Com-
mittee in the work of improvement, was the

necessity of providing for thorough super-
vision. Accordingly the town was asked to

employ a superintendent of schools. The

necessary authority was soon obtained.

We again quote Mr. Adams :

" The essence of the new system was that

there was no system about it
;

— it was
marked throughout by intense individuahty.
The programme found no place anywhere in

it
;
on the contrary, the last new theory, so

curiously amplified in some of our larger
cities, that vast numbers of children should
be taught as trains on railroads are run, on
a time-table principle,

—that they are here

now, that they will be at such another point
to-morrow, and at their terminus at such a
date ;

—while a general superintendent sits

in his central office and pricks off each step
in the advance of the whole line on a chart
before him,—this whole theory was emphat-
ically dismissed. In place of it the tenta-

tive principle was adopted. Experiments
were to be cautiously tried and results from
time to time noted. The revolution, how-

ever, was all-pervading. Nothing escaped
its influence ;

it began with the alphabet and
extended info the last effort of the grammar
school course.

" The most noticeable change, however,
and that which has excited the most general
interest was at the very beginning,

—in the

primaries. The old 'dame school' disap-

peared at once In place of it appeared
something as different as light from dark-

ness. The alphabet itself was no longer
taught. In place of the old, lymphatic, list-

less '

school-marm,' pressing into the minds
of tired and listless children the mystic sig-
nificance of certain hieroglyphics by mere
force of over-laying, as it were,

—instead of
this time-honored machine-process, young
women, full of life and nervous energy, found
themselves surrounded at the blackboard
with groups of little ones who were learning
how to read almost without knowing it

;
—

learning how to read, in a word, exactly as

they had before learned how to speak, not

by rule and rote and by piecemeal, but alto-

gether and by practice. The hours of school
were kept diversified

;
the fact was recog-

nized that little children were, after all, little

children still, and that long confinement was
irksome to them. A play table and toys
were furnished them, and from time to time

the exercises were stopped that all might
join in physical movement. That this sys-
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tern was harder for the teachers,—calling

upon them at all times to actively throw
themselves into the instruction of their

classes, to interest them and to keep the

school-room, as it were, in motion,—all this

goes without saying. But, on the other

hand, while more exhausting, it was also

far more inspiriting. The drudgery of the

alphabet was gone,
—so was the listless,

drawling instruction
;
—there was a sense

of constant activity in the occupation, which

gave to the teacher a consciousness of in-

dividuality and a perceptible pride of call-

ing. She felt, in fact, that she was doing
something in a new way, and doing it uncom-
monly well."

The Committee were fortunate in obtaining

for superintendent the right man—an enthu-

siast—a self-made man—a man of one idea,

primary education, and who had trained him-

self at home and in Germany in the science

of education, as well as in the art of teach-

ing.

With this man to supervise every detail of

the new system, it was immediately put in

practice. We shall let Mr. Adams de-

scribe it :

" Under these circumstances the general

policy outlined by the Committee was suffi-

ciently radical. Its execution was entrusted

wholly to the superintendent. Education
was to recur to first principles. Not much
was to be attempted ;

but whatever was at-

tempted was to be thoroughly done, and to

be tested by its practical results and not by
its theoretical importance. Above all, the

simple comprehensible processes of nature

were to be observed. Children were to learn

to read and write and cypher as they learned

to swim, or to skate, or to play ball. The
rule by which the thing was done was noth-

ing ;
the fact that it was done well was

everything. As early as 1873 the Committee

had, in the report already quoted from, ex-

pressed the opinion that,
* as now taught in

our schools, English grammar is a singularly

unprofitable branch of instruction.' It was
now immediately hustled out of them ;

and
the reader was sent after the grammar ;

and

the spelling book after the reader ; and the

copy-book after the speller. Then the pro-
cess of simplification began. Reading at

sight, and writing off-hand were to constitute

the basis of the new system. The faculty

of doing one or the other of these could,

however, be acquired only in one way,
—by

constant practice. Practice took time, and

neither school days nor school hours were

endless. Economy of time, therefore, was

above all else necessary ;
and economy of

time was wholly incompatible with multi-

plicity of studies. Under the old system,

everything had been taught separately. The
reading lesson, the writing lesson, the spell-

ing lesson had, in regular order, followed the
lesson in grammar and in arithmetic and in

geography and in history. Two afternoon
half- hours a week, for instance, would be
devoted to the copy-books, a blotted pile of
which on the master's desk testified unmis-

takably to the inadequate results reached.
The children then could glibly tell what a

peninsula was, but they did not know one
when they lived on it

; they could stand up
and spell in a spelling-bee, but put a pen
in their hands and tlie havoc they made
with orthography was wonderful. Seven
studies have been enumerated

; all consid-
ered elementary. Instead of adding yet
others to these, the direction of the Com-
mittee was that they should be reduced to

three— 'three R's,'
—

reading, writing, and
arithmetic.

" The process by which this was to be

brought about was simple enough. Reading
and writing were to be regarded as element-

ary ;
as such they were to be taught in the

primary schools. They were to be taught
there also by incessant practice, book and
pencil in hand

;
and no scholar who could

not read at sight and write with comparative
ease could be considered ready for promo-
tion. Then, in the grammar grades, concen-
tration was reduced to a system. I nstruction
in reading, writing, grammar, spelling, and,
to a very considerable degree, in history and

geography were combined in two exercises—
reading and writing. The old reader hav-

ing disappeared, the teacher was at liberty
to put in the hands of the class geographies,
or histories, or magazine articles, and, hav-

ing read them first, the scholars might write
of them afterwards to show that they under-
stood them. Their attention was thus se-

cured, and the pen being continually in the

hand, they wrote as readily as they spoke,
and spelling came with practice. Under
this system the absurdity of ever having ex-

pected any adequate results from the old
one became apparent. How even the poor
results which had been obtained, were ob-

tained, was matter of surprise. To illus-

trate this, it is but necessary to revert to some
of the other branches of education, and,

realizing the method in which they are ac-

quired, to then compare it with the meth-
ods adopted in the schools for imparting
branches scarcely less difficult. Take, for

instance, walking and talking again, the ex-

amples already referred to. Every child

acquires these perfectly ; he is wholly at

home on his feet and talks with absolute

facility. He acquires them thus perfectly

by constant practice. He never in his life

would learn to walk firmly or to talk fluently
if he were shut up in a sitting posture, and,
after being elalx)rately instructed in the
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principles of equilibrium and articulation,
were practiced in actual walking and talking
for half an hour a day each. Yet this was

exactly what was done under the old system
of the Ouincy schools as respects reading
and writirtg. The grammar and the copy-
book effectually put a stop to all chance of

facility in either ; for children are slow to

learn, and the time given to the study of

formulas is time lost in practice.
"In arithmetic no great changes or im-

provement in the methods of instruction as

yet seem possible. The faculty of dealing
readily with figures is given to some people
and is withheld from others ; that with suffi-

cient attention and labor almost any one can

acquire a tolerable degree of proficiency
with them is of course undeniable ; but
that it can be acquired by a strict regard
for formulas patiently learned, is, at least,
doubtful. As respects geography it is by
no means so, and in no study has the new
departure in the Quincy schools been more
marked than in this. The old method all

are familiar with, for there are few indeed
who have ever been into a regulation school
who have not heard child after child glibly
chatter out the boundaries and capitals, and

principal towns and rivers of States and na-

tions, and enumerate the waters you would

pass through and the ports you would make
in a voyage from Boston to Calcutta, or
New York to St. Petersburg. What it all

amounted to is another matter. It ap-
proached terribly near the old rote meth-
ods. Go, to-day, into the Ouincy schools
and in a few^ moments two or three young
children, standing about an earth board and

handling a little heap of moistened clay, will

shape out for you a continent, with its

mountains, depressions, and coast indenta-

tions, designating upon it the principal
cities, and giving a general idea of its geo-
graphical peculiarities. I do not know
whether, so far as utiHtyis concerned, the
result obtained under this method is very
different from that obtained under the other.

Geography is not hke reading, writing, or
arithmetic. In the practical work of ordi-

nary Hfe a knowledge of it is an accom-

plishment rather than a thing of necessary
daily use. But there is this difference be-
tween the two methods : the study under
the new method becomes full of life and in-

terest ; while under the old it was as tedious
and as much like arithmetic and grammar as
it could be made."

Such a system as has been described must

necessarily be a success. No observant, stu-

dious teacher can well doubt it. But the best

proofs of the merit or efficiency of any

system, are results. The plan has had a

four years' uninterrupted trial in Quincy,

and here is what Mr. Adams says on this

point :

" And what were the practical results ?—
When, after three years, a class brought up
under the new system was put to the test,

the examiner expressed a ' doubt if one
scholar in ten knew what a noun, a pro-
noun, or an adjective was, or could have

parsed a sentence, or explained the differ-

ence between its subject and its predicate.

They could, however, put their ideas into

sentences on paper with correctness and

facility ; and, though they could not de-
fine what they were, they showed that

they could use nouns, pronouns, and adjec-
tives, in writing, just as well as they could
in speech.' Out of five hundred grammar-
school children, taken promiscuously from
all the schools, no less than four hundred
showed results which were either excellent

or satisfactory.
"That the scholars could read at sight,

without bungling and stumbhng over every
unusual word the moment they left the fa-

miliar page of their Readers,—that they
could write a simple letter without being
painfully conscious of an unaccustomed la-

bor,
—

these, though very considerable, were

by no means the only or even the most no-
ticeable results of the new departure. In
the upper grammar as well as the lowest

primary there was an entire change of

spirit, and going to school is no longer what
it had been. This was recognized by the

parents quite as much as by the teachers.

Not only was there a marked improvement
in attendance, but the attendance was cheer-
ful. The 'whining school -boy' was no

longer seen 'wending like snail unwillingly
to school ;' and remembering what had been,
it was certainly most pleasant to go into the

rooms and feel the atmosphere of cheer-

fulness, activity, and interest which pervaded
them. Not that the children liked their

vacation less, but they had ceased lo dislike

their school-rooms
;
and to those who re-

member as vividly as most persons over

thirty do, the wholly unattractive, not to

say repulsive character both of the old-

time school teaching and the old - time
school discipline, this change is one for

which those who enjoy the advantage of it

may well be grateful.
" The improvement of the schools under

this new departure, while freely admitted by
teachers, parents, and committee, was made
even more clearly apparent by the general
interest the experiment excited, and the

number of those from all parts who came
to see for themselves what was being done.
Before 1875 no visitor ever entered the

schools of Quincy, except some parent now
and then, or an occasional acquaintance of

a teacher. In 1878 the number of those
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coming to observe the new system, espe-
cially teachers and specialists in education,
was so great that it threatened seriously to

interfere with instruction, and the committee
found themselves obliged to take measures
towards regulating it. The teacher of the
lowest primary of the Coddington, the

school under my more particular charge, re-

ported, for instance, three hundred and

eighty-five visitors during the five months,
February to June, and one hundred and thir-

teen in April alone.
" But while the improvement was apparent

enough, and did not need to be pointed out,
the all-important questions remained. At
what cost was it bought .' If it involved a

heavy addition to taxes, no matter how great
the improvement, it was none the less a
failure. The common school system of
Massachusetts was, in view of the Commit-
tee, in very great danger of crushing the

community it was meant to protect. The
average annual cost of educating a child in

Ouincy had increased five-fold in thirty

years, and the experience of Quincy in this

respect was not exceptional. It has already
been suggested that there is such a thing as

taxing a community to death, and it is quite

apparent that the recent ratio of increase in

taxation for school purposes will, if it goes
on, soon aiford in the case of Massachusetts
a practical illustration of the process. The
effort in Quincy had therefore been to econ-
omize expenditure by better and more intel-

ligent direction that the town should get in

value received one hundred cents for each
dollar spent, instead of fifty or perhaps only
forty cents, as had before been the case.

On this economical calculation the whole
action of the Committee was based. The
money question was kept steadily in view,
and never for a moment did they allow the

superintendent's zeal in his work to hide it.

The whole thing was a failure, unless at

least twice the educational results were ob-

tained for the same money. On this point
the figures of their annual reports told the

whole story, and it was a plain and unmis-
takable story. In 1875, when the new de-

parture was made, the annual cost of edu-

cating each child was nineteen dollars and

twenty-four cents ;
three years later, in

1878, it was fifteen dollars and sixty-eight
cents. While the quality of the instruction

given had been immeasurably improved, its

cost had been reduced one-fifth."

Commend your pupils for all earnest

work and eftbrt.

Remember that what a pupil grows

to be is of more importance than what he

lives to know.

THE EIGHTH BIENNIAL RE-
PORT OF THE PUBLIC

SCHOOLS OF CALI
FORNIA.

For the School Years Ending Ji ne 30th,

1878 AND 1879.

BY EZRA S. CAKK.

[State Superintendent of Pubhc Instruction.]

We present to our readers extracts from

Dr. Carr's forthcoming report.

Parts I and II of the Report are retro-

spective. In Part III, under the head of
"
Outlooks," he discusses Technical and

Industrial Education; Seivin^ in Schools;

Technical Schools, and Provisions of Euro-

pean Governments; Schools of Eorestry ;

School Gardens and Schools for the Domes-

tic Economies.

Yvom Part I\', under the head of "Sug-

gestions and Recommendations," we

quote :

" SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

"
During my term I have given much

attention to the correction and improve-
ment of the school library list.

" The neglect of Trustees to secure the

library books, and the illegal purchase of

books not upon the list which are hawked

about the country by itinerant agents ; the

successful efforts of booksellers to foist

refuse stock upon the school libraries, led

me to recommend such a change in the

law as would allow the use of this fund

for the payment of teachers' salaries.

" Since then the publication of facts re-

specting the enormous sale of trashy and

demoralizing weeklies for buys, and of

sentimental stories for girls, with other

considerations, induced me to recall that

recommendation, and to urge upon teach-

ers the duty not only of teaching their

pupils to read, but how and what to read

profitably. Mr. Charles Francis Adams,
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in an address to the teachers of Quincy,

Massachusetts, has touched the heart of

this subject:
* The connecting link between school educa-

tion and self education we fail to supply.

Though the school and the library stand side by

side, there is, so to speak, no bridge leading

from one to another. As far as I can judge, we

teach our children the mechanical part of read-

ing, and then we turn them loose to take their

chances. If the child has naturally an inquiring

or an imaginative mind it perchance may work

its way unaided through the traps and pitfalls of

literature ; but the chances seem to me to be

terribly against it. I think this is all wrong.

You, teachers, are able to give your scholars a

general introduction into literature, which, if

you do give it to them, is worth more than all

the knowledge in all the text-books that ever

were printed.'
"
I am of the opinion that every teacher

should be required, at the end of the term,

to give a special report to the Trustees,

upon the condition and use of the school

library, and that the intelligent reading of

library books, as determined by the teach-

er, should stand to the credit of pupils,

and, when other things are equal, secure a

higher standing in the monthly or term

reports.
FREE TEXT-BOOKS.

" The suggestions made in my last re-

port concerning free text-books are renew-

ed, and gain additional force from the

fact that the text-book war is to be carried

into every county in the State. The

adoption of the plan which has worked so

admirably elsewhere will reduce the con-

sumption of books to a minimum, and by

so much the prospective gains of the con-

testants. The best text-books in every

subject of study in our schools are either

in use, or upon the school library list, so

that patrons and teachers are already fa-

miliar with their merits.

PERMAXEXCY OF TEACHERS' POSITIOXS.

" Mr. Philbrick, in his summing up of

the facts and lessons of the Paris Exposi-

tion, savs:
'

It is believed that the bar-

barism of subjecting professional teachers

to an annual election is unknown outside

of our own country.
'

"The loss of a good teacher is a public

loss
;
the employment of a poor teacher is

a public calamity. The result of the

uncertainty of teachers' positions is disas-

trous in every way—to the districts, where

it furnishes a constant incentive to cabals

and intrigues ;
to the teacher, who is often

humiliated by the necessity of looking

after a re-appointment rather than the

best interests of the school ;
to vicious

pupils, who are more difficult to control.
"
Dependence on the one side and

patronage on the other destroy the free

and harmonious play of benefits between

the home and school. Private institutions,

colleges, and seminaries draw away our

best teachers, who thus avoid what is to a

sensitive and high-minded teacher an in-

tolerable burden. By general consent a

teacher, who gives satisfaction during one

school year, should be reasonably sure of

retaining his place, if he desires, and thus

be encouraged to become identified with

the interests of the community.
" A very serious evil to be guarded

against arises from the

FANATICAL BELIEF IN THE VIRTUE OF EX-

AMINATIONS.

" Not a single object is gained by these

examinations, except loss of time, impair-

ed health and mental vigor, that is not

better obtained by the term standing of

the pupils. Their tendency is only evil,

and that continually. In spite of remon-

strance, the slaughter of the innocents has

gone on, until, in some cases, enterprising

merchants have been allowed to advertise

their business by offering prizes for com-

petitive standing in schools, local school

boards, like directors of agricultural fairs,

lacking the courage to resist a perverted

public opinion. Our medical societies

have repeatedly entered their protests

against these abuses.
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" There is at present an exaggerated es-

timate placed upon teachers' examinations.

Competitive examinations for teachers'

positions are liable to great abuse, unless

the examining boards are as wholly inde-

pendent and free from local influence as

it is possible to make them.

LOCAL SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.

"There are at present 1,999 school

districts in the State, managed by over

5,997 persons. The powers and duties of

these officials arc clearly defined by Sec-

tions 1 61 7 to 1624, inclusive, of the Poli-

tical Code. They have the immediate

expenditure of all of the public school

money, State and county. If the duties

assumed by each trustee on taking the

oath of office were faithfully performed,
we should have good schools, earnest,

faithful, and permanent teachers, instead

of professional tramps and makeshifts. If

the people were alive to the importance
of electing only the most capable and

public-spirited citizens, men or women, to

this important office, one-half the amount

now expended would secure results fully

equal to the present. In other words,

one-half the school money is wasted

through the incapacity and neglect of

local officers, and this evil is of such mag-

nitude, and is now so universally acknowl-

edged, that several States are moving to

substitute a township system of supervision

for that of District Trustees. In thickly

settled communities this would undoubt-

edly increase the efficiency of manage-

ment, but the great need is for the body of

the people to understand three things:
'' First—That a cheap school is usually

a poor school.
" Second—That a poor school is a ques-

tionable advantage over none at all.

'' Ihird—That the worst enemies of the

public schools are those who sit supinely

and allow the interests of the school to

drift into the hands of one or more ignor-

ant but wilful persons, who use the trus-

teeship as a stepping stone to other offices.

METRIC SYSTEM.

"Every community should add the

weight of its influence to any movement
which assists the progress of civilization.

Such a movement is the eflfort to establish

a uniform system of weights and measures

'a blessing of such transcendent magni-

tude,' John Quincy Adams said,
*

that if

there existed upon earth a combination of

power and will adequate to accomplish
the result by the energy of a single act,

the being who should exercise it would be

among the greatest benefactors of the

race.' * * *

"
It is my earnest hope that our Legisla-

ture will render instruction in the metric

system obligatory in ever}- grammar
school.

"

SPELLING REFORM.

Under this head Dr. Carr presents an

able statement of the arguments in favor

of reformed spelling. He closes as fol-

lows :

*'
It has been well said that no person

in full possession of his faculties and in full

exercise of his common sense, can spell

the English language. 'The child can

put no trust in the symbol ; he cannot be-

lieve his eyes ; he can put no trust in the

sound; he cannot believe his ears.
'

There

is no attainment so hard to acquire as

learning to read, and there is nothing
which has so little value for us as a means

of sound mental discipline. Thus stands

the case.
*

Every theoretical and practi-

cal consideration weighs heavily in favor

of reform. There is absolutely no argu-

ment against it, excepting one—the in-

convenience of making the change. No
one can defend the present system of

spelling. Every one must admit its ser-

ious injury to the cause of education, and

the great trouble it causes us through life.

The practical advantages of phonetic

spelling cannot be denied.
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Under Part V, Work of the Superin-

tendent, Dr. Carr says :

"There has been published bienni-

ally a revised edition of the School Law
;

containing, also, the rules and regula-

tions of the State Boards of Education

and of Examination, and a revised list

of the School Library books.
" Circulars of information have been

issued from time to time, which, like the

above-named documents, have been fur-

nished to each district through the county

superintendents.

COUNTY INSTITUTES AND OFFICIAL VISITS.

"The State Superintendent is required

to visit the different counties of the State
;

to consult with the teachers and school

officers, as far as practicable ;
to attend

the meetings of the County Institutes and

Educational Associations
;

his actual

traveling expenses being provided for to

the amount of $1,500.
"
Upon entetiiig upon the duties of the

office in 1876, I found that county insti-

tutes had fallen into disrepute, and a dis-

position manifested itself in the Legis-

lature to repeal those sections of the

School Law which were intended to in-

sure their benefits. In many counties,

which had never been visited by the State

Superintendent, and had not employed a

competent institute instructor, these meet-

ings were little more than compulsory de-

bating societies, of doubtful benefit to

teachers or the schools.

"The imperative need of some agency
for supplying the want of professional

training in the case of teachers who have

none, led me to make the institute work

more prominent in the division uf my du-

ties. I cannot speak Xo^ highly of the en-

couragement I have had in the institute la-

bors of Profs. Allen and Norton, who have

thus carried the normal school into nearly

every county of the State. Mr. Swett,

Mr. Lyser, and other experienced teach-

ers, have also rendered valuable service.

" One hundred twenty county insti-

tutes and State teachers' associations

have received the assistance of my dep-

uty and myself Some in the remoter

counties could not be attended, their in-

stitutes occurring at the same time with

others for which previous engagements
had been made. We have attended in-

stitutes in thirty- eight counties, and

made over three hundred official visits to

schools.

STATE AND COUNTY EXAMINATIONS.

"The most trying and difficult work of

the Superintendent has been that relating

to State and county examinations for

teachers' certificates. The quarterly

preparation of a State series of ques-

tions, upon twenty different subjects, is

in itself no trifling labor, and as the State

Board of Examination is appointed by
the Superintendent, the responsibility of

final selection, of the custody and proper

transmission to the county officers rests

with him. The work of preparing the

questions is divided among the members

of the Board, who are teachers of high

standing in the profession. None of

them are in possession of the completed
set until the examination is closed, the

chairman being responsible for their safe

keeping.
"Two thousand two hundred and fifty

applica-.ts were examined in the counties

during the year ending June 30th, 1879.

Fourteen hundred county and State cer-

tfficates were granted. From eight hun-

dred to one thousand sets of examination

papers are presented annually to the State

Board, and receive a careful examina-

tion.

* * it * * *

"The work of the State Board of Ex-

amination has quadrupled during the last

few years, without any increase of the sal-

ary of its members. The granting of ed-
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ucational diplomas, of recommendations

for life diplomas, of first-grade certifi-

cates upon the life certificates, and

State Normal School diplomas of other

States, as well as of State certificates,

upon examinations, and the renewals of

these, is their official duty. To accom-

plish this work a semi-weekly session is

required. The salary, two hundred dol-

lars per annum to. each member, is en-

tirely disproportionate to the amount or

the quality of the service performed. It

has been necessary for the chairman to

relieve the Board of the large corre-

spondence incident to this work, and of

other routine duty.

"The official correspondence has in-

creased with each year, until it now av-

erages not less than five hundred letters

and communications per month. Prior to

my incumbency, the Superintendent's de-

cisions were published in the California

Teacher^ which was the official organ of

ihe department. The withdrawal of State

support to that journal, by Act of the Le<:-

Hfelature of 1S76-7, has made it impossi-

ble to accomplish the legitimate work of

the office without an addition to the cler-

ical force.

" No provision has been made to meet

this necessity. A deputy and one clerk

only are allowed by law. While the clerk

has performed a reasonable amount of serv-

ice, the deputy and myself have been oc-

cupied not less than ten hours daily, in

addition to the work of an extra clerk em-

ployed at my own expense.
*' One hundred fifty volumes of re-

ports and educational works have been

added to the library of the office. A still

greater number of valuable educational

exchanges with other States and countries

require additional space and shelf-room."

The following statistical exhibit shows

the growth of our schools in several im-

portant particulars ;

Year.

1855...
i860..

1865...

1870...

1875...,

1879...

No. of
Schools.

227

S93
947

>.492
3figo

2.743

Attendance.

13,000
2i5,993

50,089
85,808
130,930
144.806

No. Census
Children.

a£,077
57.917

95.067
iai.751
i7«.563
216,404

Amount Paid
Teachers.

$181,906 00

311,165 38

526,585 ©o

976,937 75
1,810,479 62

2,285,732 39

Editorial Dep^artment.

Concentration

In Mr. Charles F. Adarrs, jr.s lecture on

the Quincy school sy.stem, there are some

points new and all commendable. But Mr.

^^Adams is like many other discoverers

|^H|hose deeds crowd the pages of history.

f^^hey think they have found something new,
when what they disclose has been known

perhaps for years. His advantage is simply
that he has had the opportunity to test his

theories and they have justified his opinion
f their soundness. Mr. Adams's ideal

i

school system is based on two principles
—

supervision and concentration The former

is not new in this State. Under John
Swett's able and complete revision of our

school law, it became one of the distinguish-

ing features of our system ;
and by his

efforts at a more recent day, it has become

a constitutional enactment that each county
shall have a school superintendent.

In the matter of concentrating the bran-

ches included in our course of study, we

have yet much to learn. But on one thing

our best teachers have for years agreed.
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This is the absolute necessity of cutting

down the course of study
—of teaching

fewer branches and having them well taught.

Superintendent A. L. Mann of San Francisco

urged more than two years ago, in this

Journal, that " the great need of our

schools is concentration."

Let us not be misunderstood here. We
do not believe in reducing the common
school system to the level of elementary
schools. Nor do we believe eight years

necessary to teach children of average abil-

ity how to read a newspaper or ordinary

book, to write legibly, and to perform sim-

ple operations in business arithmetic. If

the pupil in the higher grammar grades can

not now do this much, the fault is not in the

course of study, but in the system of teach,

ing. It is because the era of teaching is al-

most extinct, and the examining teacher

rules supreme, armed with all the terror of

checks, and demerits, and low percentages.

To our mind, a well constructed course of

instruction consists of but two parts
—lan-

guage and mathematics. Under the for-

mer must be included a larger number and

variety of subjects than is generally sup-

posed. The doctrine now prevails, particu-

larly among many teachers, that reading is

a study by itself ; that no book but a reader

must be used to teach it
;
that its object

is to teach pronunciation and emphasis and

inflection. They forget that its primary ob-

ject is to give power, i. e., ideas. This end

attained, all other results must follow. And
for this purpose, the history and geography
should constantly accompany the reader ;

simple descriptions of natural phenomena and

elementary statements of scientific princi-

ples should form the subject of daily read-

ing, talking and writing lessons. The fresh

young mind readily absorbs such matter, be-

cause there it finds food for thought and

speculation.

The proper course of study for our pri-

mary and grammar schools undoubtedly

begins and ends with the three R's But

under one of these R's, at least, we should

have an intelligent comprehension of what

properly belongs. The trained teacher will

take physiology, and in thirty minutes im-

plant the germ which grows into knowledge,

where her neighbor, the tyro, will teach

words, words and nothing but words.

This, then, is our idea of concentration:

the proper teaching of reading so that chil-

dren will get ideas of the structure of their

own bodies and the preservation of their

health
;
a knowledge of the most familiar

operations of nature ; a view of the geogra-

phy and of the history of their country, and

of their duty thereto as citizens. As a part

of the reading lesson comes the expression
of the knowledge gained, either in writing

or orally.

In the second part of the school course,

arithmetic, the teacher should concentrate

on the fundamental operations Rapidity
and perfect accuracy should be the results

contemplated. Practical business principles

should supplant logical processes or analyti-

cal operations.

Our readers observe we have no place in

our sugge.-ted course for technical grammar^
word analysis, or rhetoric. These studies

have no place in elementary schools. We
believe the time will soon come when they
will follow the " intellectual arithmetic "

To conclude: Let educators agree upon
what concentration means, and then let us

concentrate.

Spelling Reform.

With the commencement of our fourth

volume in January, we shall follow the rules

for the new spelling, as adopted by the

American Spelling Reform Association.

These rules were published in full in our

September number.

We believe if there is to be any decided'

advance in the direction of improved spell-

ing, it must come from the harmonious and

concerted action of the press. The editor

of this Journal will see that the question is

brought up for deliberation and decision be-

fore the Pacific Coast Press Association at

their next meeting in June ;
and he suggests

the same course be pursued in all States

which have press associations.

Keep pupils up to time in their grade:

work.
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A Talk on Business With Our
Subscribers.

On the first of January this publication

will enter on its fourth volume. A number
of features, new in educational journalism
will be introduced, designed to make the

Journal more attractive than ever. Every
means will be taken to increase our variety

of matter, to improve the tone and character

of the articles, to reflect widely and accu-

rately the educational sentiments of our

representative teachers, and to advocate

every interest necessary to the intellectual

and material progress of the profession.

Onr aim will continue to be to make the

Journal a power for the advancement of

education.

Among the new features for 1880 will be

a series of articles on methods of teaching,—more comprehensive and practical than

any which have yet appeared in our pages.
These articles, about thirty in number, will

be written by some of the ablest class-room

teachers from various parts of the Pacific

Coast
;
no less than sixteen writers being

now engaged in their preparation. A series

of articles on elementary geometry, illustrat

ed by appropriate figures, and written by
Prof J. F. Klenck, of the San lose High
School, will be commenced with the Janu-

ary number.

In preparing for the coming year, this

important question arose: Shall we follow

the example of our educational contempo-
raries East, and offer premiums (

We have decided to give no premiums
with the Journal. We consider the prac-

tice undignified, unprofessional, and not al-

together honest. If a publication is worth

its subscription price, then the publisher

can not afford to lose 25 or 50 per cent, in

the shape of a premium. If not worth its

subscription price, sound business logic

would indicate a reduction in price until the

proper level is reached. We believe further,

that teachers, who take an educational jour-

nal for the sake of a premium, seldom re-

main long enough on the subscription lists

to enable the publisher to gain the value of

his gift. We believe this journal is already

worth its subscription price, but we intend

to make it worth more. The money which

we might have expended for premiums,
shall go to pay for articles—the best we can

obtain with our means. We believe the

great mass of our readers will appreciate
this better than if one-half their number re-

ceived " handsome and valuable books" at

the expense of the other half.

Another point: We thank many subscrib-

ers for their prompt reply to our gentle re-

minder in October. We trust the remainder
—and these are still quite a number—will

not forget that the improvements we are

making are expensive, and that money will

be exceedingly welcome.

Fault has been found by a few teachers,

because bills have been sent them when
their subscriptions had been fully paid up.

These teachers must remember that mis

takes may occur, and that no intentional

wrong has been done or attempted. We
have in a great majority of cases, unhesitat-

ingly taken the word of correspondents that

payments were made, even when our books

showed no such payment. With the be-

ginning of our new volume, such mistakes

will be rendered impossible. The Journal
wrappers will have the date of expiration of

subscription printed on them. Readers

will please bear in mind, however, that the

Journal, like most similar publications,

will be continued to subscribers, until ex

pressly ordered discontinued and all arrear-

ages paid.
In concluding this long business talk

with our subscribers, we have a few more

points to suggest.

We can not expect so to conduct this

journal as to please everybody ; therefore,

we shall not try. Our objects are to aid

teachers in their daily work ; to secure some

recognition of teaching as a profession ; to

keep up a high standard for admission to

the educational ranks
; and to advocate fair

salaries for efficient work.

To help us, in this almost herculean task,

we again call on our friends for their active

assistance. We hope each teacher who
reads these lines will consider himself or

herself as personally interested and person-

ally addressed. Let our subscription list be

doubled in the next three months
; every
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teacher can get one ; some, we know, can

get twenty new names.

We are thoroughly in earnest in our en-

deavor to make this journal the best of its

class ; our success depends greatly on the

number and character of our patrons.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Our record closes on Oct. 20th.

Austria and Russia are not on the best of terms

at present, and there is considerable danger of

war. The late Austrian Premier, Count An-

rassy and Prince Bismarck of Prussia have had
a meeting recently, and there is said to be a

thorough understanding and close union between
those powers. On the other hand, it is said, that

there will be an alliance of France and Russia.

There have been active hostilities with the In-

dians in Southern Colorado for a month past ;

and the latest news report another disaster to the

Government troops, Maj. Thornburgh's command
being ambuscaded on Milk River by Ute Indians
and suffering heavy loss, the commander of the

expedition being among the slain. Troops are

hastening to the release of the corraled soldiers,

Alturas, Modoc county, was destroyed by fire

Oct. i6th.

Prof, Wise, the aeronaut, ascended in a bal-

loon from St. Louis on September 20th and has
not since been heard of.

The latest accounts bear out the first report of
the encounter between the Russians and the

Tekke Turcomans, and state that the former sus-

tained a serious reverse.

The German quarrel with Japan is said to be

getting more serious.

Germany has sent a scientific mission to Af-

During the summer 11,850 persons were incar-

cerated in the Central Prison at Moscow, Russia,

10,477 of whom were exiled to Siberia.

John Quincy Adams is the nominee of the Mas
sachusetts Democratic State Convention for Gov-
eirnor.

The returns from the elections in Ohio and
Iowa continue to indicate a sweeping Republican
victory in each State.

Grave apprehensions of serious disturbances
the coming winter are felt at St. Petersburg.

It is now apparent that serious trouble is brew-

ing in Ireland over the anti-rent agitation.

The cavalry at Liverpool are ordered to be

ready to proceed to Ireland.

An unsatisfactory condition of affairs exists in

Asia Minor.

The situation in Syria is alarming, the Arabs
having forced the Kurds to oppose Midhat Pa-
sha's reforms.

An unsuccessful attempt was made Sept. 23rd
to assassinate the colored postmaster at Black-
ville, S. C.

The Caspian Sea marine cable has been suc-

cessfully laid.

The Central Pacific Railroad about three
months ago began a very important improve-
ment at the Oakland terminus of its line, being
no less than the substitution of a solid embank-
ment 'for the long line of piling stretching from
Oakland Point to deep water. The work is be-

ing pushed forward as rapidly as its nature will

permit. When completed the embankment will
be wide enough for four lines of rails and a car-

riage road.

Sacramento City has now a free postal de-

livery.

Personal.
Ex-President Grant has visited, since our last

issue, Oregon, the Yo Semite, and many points
of interest in this State. An enthusiastic recep-
tion has everywhere welcomed him. On Octo-
ber 22nd he visited Sacramento, and has since

gone East.

President Hayes, with his family and several
members of the Cabinet, has been visiting the
Western cities. He has been warmly received—
in many places with unbounded enthusiasm.

The yellow fever is still very active in Mem-
phis and vicinity. The frost is anxiously looked
for.

Educational.
A Seattle school-teacher has been fined ten

dollars for whipping one of his pupils.

James Jasper, Jr., has been elected superin-
tendent of the New York City schools, the posi-
tion made vacant by the resignation of Plenry
Kiddle. Mr. Jasper was formerly a teacher in

the public schools, and has more recently been
on the staff of assistant superintendents.
The New York plan for the appointment of

the superintendent and Board of Education is

preeminently sensible. The Mayor appoints the
Board and they select the superintendent. The
result of this method has been that the School De-

partment of that city has never been disgraced
by fraud or scandal. The financial affairs seem
to have been wisely and economically managed,
salaries fair, and even during the trying times of

Tweedism, no breath of suspicion tainted the
School Department.

This experience is suggestive. Those cities

which, like San Francisco, aim to lead in educa-
tional matters, will do well to be influenced by
the New York system.

Joshua D. Pickett has been elected State Su-

perintendent of Kentucky, in place of Mr, Hen-
derson.
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SCIENCE RECORD.

This Record is under the editorial charge
of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

It is ejtimated that England yearly uses 114,-

043,940 tons of coal. If we suppose it to con-

tain only one per cent, of sulphur there is an

annual infusion of 3,500,000 tons of sulphuric

acid into the air, which the inhabitants are

bliged to breathe.—Der Tcchnicker.

According to Des Mondes, the ravages of the

phylloxera may be checlied by planting the eu-

calyptus near the vineyards. It is contended by

the writer of the article that from the analogy

of imported insects, such as the house-bug, the

iclcroach, the American apple-blight, etc.,

here are no grounds for expecting that the pest

of the vines will disappear of itself.

Mr. Van der Harst, in Utrecht, has discovered

in the common garden-bean, when it begins to

sprout, a ferment analogous to pepsin, which can

be extracted by means of glycerine. It has the

)wer of changing albuminous into peptonic

Ibstances, and starch into glucose. It is found

exclusively in the cotyledons. In the case of

tlesh-eating plants, all the steps of digestion

seem to take place in the same manner as in

animals.

The question of the day for physicians to study,

ys Dr. S. D. Gross of Baltimore, is a preven-

tive medicine, the hygiene of our persons, our

dwellings, our streets ;
in a word, our surround-

ngs, whether in city, town, hamlet, or country
'

d the establishment of efficient town and State

rds of health, through whose agency we shall

e better able to prevent the origin and fataj

effects of what are known as the zymotic dis-

ses.

^^nd

It is a common impression among electricians

that a telegraphic conductor can be withdrawn

from the inductive influence of neighboring con-

ductors by metallic envelopes which are con-

nected with the ground, but H. DeManex tried

Iome

experiments in the month of February,

telegraphic service of the French Exposition,

which led him to the discovery of a new law.

In electrostatic action the induction may be pre-

vented by the proposed method, but the law

relative to electrodynamic action is thus stated :

In a closed circuit the intensity of the current,

which is determined by the induction of a cylin-

drical conductor upon another of the same form,

cannot be changed even by surrounding one or

both of those conductors by a concentric metal-

lic envelope communicating with the ground

through its entire length.
— Comptes Rcndus.

Opium - Eating and Intemperance.— It is

asserted by Ur. Mofllat that one result of the

early closing of public houses in England is an

increased consumption of opium and laudanum.

It would be an interesting subject of inquiry to

ascertain what is the exact ratio between the de-

cline of "intemperance" and the growth of

opium-consumption. Dr. Moffat, in 1874, hrst

became impressed with the belief that the con-

sumption of opium was more general among the

working classes than was commonly supposed ;

and set to work to ascertain the truth. The

druggist in a certain mining village informed

him that sine? the public houses were closed at

10 P. M., his sales of laudanum have increased

from a very small quantity to two quarts per

week. Similar reports were received from druggists

in other mining villages. Nor is it only in opium
and chloral hydrate that there is increased con-

sumption. There are many soporifics and stimu-

lants taken in place of beer, viz, absinthe, co-

logne-water, tincture of rhubarb, mixture of

opium and chloroform, chlorodyne, and the

ethers. In Ireland there has been a great in-

crease in the quantity of sulphuric ether con-

sumed since the public houses in that country

were closed on Sundays.

THE planets in NOVEMBER.

Mercury is badly situated for observation dur-

ing the first part of the month. After the iith

he is a morning star, rising on the 17th at 6:5

A. M., and on the 27th at 5:20 A. M. He is at

his least distance from the sun on the loth, and

in inferior conjunction with the sun on the same

day ;
near the moon on the 13th ; stati(»nary

among the stars on the 20th, and at his greatest

western elongation on the 30th.

Venus is a morning star, rising on the 7th at

2:57 A. M.; on the 17th at 3:32, and on the 27th
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at 3:25. She is at her greatest western elonga-

tion on the 4th ;
near the moon on the loth, and

at thi^ least distance from the sun on the 13th.

Mars is visible till the morning hours, setting

on the 7th at 5:41 A. M.; on the 17th at 5:4 A. M.,

and on the 27th at 4:30 A. M. He is stationary

among the stars on the i6th, and near the moon

on the 24th.

Jupiter is an evening star, setting on the 7th

at 11:5 P. M.; on the 17th at 10:39 P- ^-j "^"^^ ^^

the 27th at 10:13 P- ^^' He is near the moon on

the 18th.

Saturn is an evening star, setting on the 7th

at 1:51 A. M.; on the 17th, 12:28 A. M., and on

the 27th at 1 1:24 P. M. He is stationary among
the stars on the. 13th, and near the moon on the

2ISt.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communications relating thereto must be

addressed.

Propositiox 9.
—To divide by a fraction,

multiply by the denominator and divide the

product by the numerator.

a c ad

a c

Let —
represent any dividend, —j any'

d
divisor.

If we multiply both dividend and divisor

by d, the denominator of the divisor, the

quotient will remain unchanged ;
and we

shall have—
ad

Performing the division indicated, we

obtain the quotient sought
—

ad_

be

The same result might have been ob-

tained by inverting the divisor and pro-

ceeding as in multiplication of fractions,

according to the common rule.

I

Mr. C. B. Bradley, ot Oakland High
! School, sends the following :

I have encountered a method, quite new

to me, of dealing with the Square and

Cube Roots of Arithmetic

The process, in the case of Square Root,

begins by introducing at once the alge-

braic formula for the binomial square
—

{a+b)=a-^2ab-^b

The pointing off into periods, the find-

ing of the first figure of the root, and the

subtraction of its square, are all as of old.

But this first figure is at once identified

with a of the formula, and it is under-

stood that a^ has now been taken away

from the original quantity. To the partial

remainder after subtraction, one figure is

brought down, and this new quantity is

2ab, with, most likely, something to spare

for the tens of b^. So we divide it by 2a

to find what b is, and subtracting the 2ab,

we bring down to the remainder one more

figure, and from this quantity subtract b^.

If the root has more figures, whether in-

tegral or decimal, we have but to con-

sider the two figures already found as mak-

ing but a single quantity
—

{a-\-b)^m

and proceed again upon the formula—

2mc-

to find the third figure c,

that—
rememberins:

m^={a-\-b)

has been taken out of the original quan-

tity, and that the last remainder (with one

more figure brought down) is 2mc, and so

on.

The process in Cube Root differs from

this in nothing save that we work by the

formula for the binomial cube—
332 23

{a^b)=a-\-^ab-\-7,ab-{-b

as the subjoined example will show.
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Let me sum up briefly the points of ad-

vantage which this plan seems to have.

1. Instead of a lengthy and intricate

rule, there is a short mnemonic formula

that governs every detail of the process. .

2. Clearness is gained, and directness,

too, by subtracting the quantities answer-

ing to the several terms of the formula

separately, and in their proper order, in-

stead of subtracting the lump sum of two

or three of them at once.

3. The whimsical multiplication by un-

seen tens or hundreds is entirely avoided

by bringing down but one figure to each

partial remainder.

4. The work is treed of multitudes of

useless figures.

5. The method is applicable to any root

whatever,—by the simple change of for-

mula, as the subjoined examples will

show :

Example 3.
—Cube Root :

349657i=^3(3i7

3^'=27)79~

2205

3^^=3072)21977
2 1 504=3^^

4738
47'^H=3'''^'

343
343=^^

Example 1.—Square Root of two fig-
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its top strikes the level

street. Draw AB, BC,
^

and DB. From D draw

DE perpendicular to

BC. By the condi-

tions of the problem q
DC= DB; and by

geometry it can be a

readily proved that
"

BE=EC, and that the two right-angled

triangles ABC and DEC are similar.

Put AB=56 ft. = c, AC=i20 ft. = b,

BC=2EC=ra, DC=DB= ;/, KD=zm.
Then by Geometry- (Th. 39, B. I.) a^z=b^-^-

^^=17.536; whence ^^^ =1=8,768. The
reference here and in the following solu-

tions are to Robinson's Geometry.

I St Solution.—By Geometry (Th. 36,

B.I.)

m''-\-n^-\-2??in:=b'^ (i)
But—

And—
n=zb—m

Substituting these values in (i) and re-

ducing—
^^—^\ or AD= 4614 ft.niz

2b I'E

2nd Solution.—By Geometry (Th. 37,

B. I.)

n^—2mn-^?n^=:.{n
—

m)^

Substituting for w^ and n, as above, and

uniting
—

<:2—2bm-\-Am''=^{b
—2mY

Reducing—
b^—c^

'''=-^,
or

AD==461|ft.

3rd Solution.—By Geometry (Th. 38,

B.I.)
n^—Tn^^^b {n

—
m)

Substituting for w^ and n, as above, and

reducing
—

14

2b
,

or AD=46if ft.

4th Solution.—By Geometr}^ (Th. 39,

B. I.)

m^-\-c^=zn'' (2)

But—
«2^

(b—m)^=b^—2bm-\-?;2:,

Substituting this value in (2) and re-

ducing—
m=^l^'\ or AD=46i 4 ft.

2b i •*

5th Solution.—Bv Geometrv (Th. 40,

B. I.)

n^-\-n--^2?fm=a^

Substituting for n^ and n, as above, and

reducing
—

m= -—
,

or AD=i4i 4 ft.

2b l-o

6th Solution.—By Geometry (Th. 41,

B.I.)
n2-\-a^

— 2bn=n'^

Substituting for n^ and n, as above, and

reducing.

or AD=r461-| ft.m=
2b

7th Solution.—By Geometry (Th. 17,

B, n.)
b : a '. \ \a : n

Substituting for n, as above, and reduc-

ing—
b^-U^

or AD=4614 ft.
1 5

We have received several communica-

tions, the publication of which is deferred

for want of space.

THE STATE BOARD OF EDU-
CATION.

The State Board of Education met in the

State Capitol on Monday, Sept. 29, County

superintendent Dunbar, of San Joaquin,

presiding, and life diplomas were granted to

the following persons:

Alameda—J. G. Chestnut, Emma H. Hil-

ton, Mrs. Elizabeth Hinckley, Allen E. Jav-

ier, E. C. Kilpatrick, Annie P. Meek, Ju-

lia R. Merritt, Jacob Newcomer, Mrs. M.

S. P. Robinson, Miss Sarah Boniface.
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Amador— F. W. Ford, A. W. Kerr.

Butte—W. F. Bray.
Colusa—W. H. Brown, John E. Hayman,

G. W. Weeks, Samuel Houchins.

Contra Costa—Ellen A. Ashley, John
Manzer, E. L. Wemple.
El Dorado—Lydia A Bailey.
Kern—Mrs. D. B. H Rodgers.
Lake—O. T. Boardman, Rachel R. Beun,

S. O Morford, J. F. Scott.

Los Angeles— Isabel Babcock. R. \V.

Ready, S. A. Waldron, W H. Henderson.

Marin—Regina M. Dixon.

Mendocino—B. F. Higgins, Walter Max-

well, B. F. McPhee.

Napa—Addie Murray, Mary A. Ruther-

ford, C. M. Walker, Louise Maguire.
Nevada—S. A. Bulfinch, J. E. Carr, G.

W. Oman, Alice S. Oman, Myron H. Sav-

age.

Plumas—Mrs. Jessie H. Stiner.

San Benito—D. M. Lloyd, Mrs. M. P.

McGenity, R. J. Neal.

San Bernardino—David B. Sturgis,

San Diego—Daniel B. Arnick, Mrs. E.

A. Bush.

San Francisco—J. D. Blackman, Mrs.

E. S. Code, Mrs. M. A. Colby, Kate F.

McColgan. Ruth Elliott, J. B. Gorman, O. T.

Harvey, Mrs. Mary H. Melrose, Mrs. R. P.

Paul, Mrs L. A. Russell, Miss Mary H.

Smith, Ella E. C. Stincen, Ada E. Wright,
Mrs. J. D. Wheeler, Louise Templeton. Hel-

en M. Thompson.
San Joaquin—Ruth M. Denick, Mrs. M.

J. Hamilton, Harriet McConnel!, Maggie A.

Tierney.
Santa Barbara—G. E. Thurmond.

Santa Clara— J. J. Beggs, Mrs. A. M.

Crichton, Emma F. Lowe, W. D. Pollard,

Mrs. S. W. McPherson, Ella Riley, Mrs.

Mary F. Reed, Ida C. Walsh.

Siskiyou
—Miss E. Mower, Charles R.

Hager.
Solano—Mattie J. Bray, J. S. Congdon,

A. R. Storey, N. Flotilla Watson, J. T.

Wallaee.

Sonoma—Nester A. Young, J. W. Mc-

Clymonds, J. N. Keran, A. P. Keran, Dora

Jefferson, Ellis T. Crane.

Sutter—C. E. Marston.

I
Tulare—J. S. McPhail.

i Yolo— G. W. Goin, G. W. Johnson, Mrs.

j

D. O. Entrican.

Yuba—W. H. Young, C. A. Menefee, du-

plicate of diploma granted November i ith,

1871.

The following books were added to the

school library list:
" Zell's Condensed Cy-

clopedia,"
"
History of the Donner Party,"

*'

Progress and Poverty,"
*'

Among the

Peaks,"
•' How Two Girls Tried Farming,"

'•'Art of Reading,"
'

Light in Dark Places "

"Statistician," "Through the Dark Conti-

nent."

Educational News.
CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

Prof. George W. Minns proposes to deliver a

course of lectures in San Francisco upon lead-

ing American poets :

1. Humorous Poetry of Lowell.

2. Serious Poetry of Ix)well.

3. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

4. John G. Whit tier.

5. Henry W. Longfellow.

6. William C. Bryant.

Due notice will be given of the time and

place of delivery. These lectures have received

the highest commendations of the best judges in

Boston and vicinity,
—among them, of Ralph

Waldo Emerson, than whom there is no better

critic. Prof. Minns will accept invitations to de-

liver these lectures, either singly or in course, in

any part of the State.

The annual report of Supi. .\Uim i.-, just ready.

The report opens w'lh a short introductory by

! A. C. Hiestcr, President of the Board of Educa-

tion. In this Mr. Hiester remarks : "The sala-

ries of the public school teachers of San Fran-

cisco are not extravagant, and I must subscribe

myself as an enemy of that economy which

would save money by reducing the salaries in

the Public School Department of this city."

Following this is the statistical report compiled

by Secretary Beanston. From a heading of

"General Statistics" the following is taken:

Number of youth in the city under 17 years of

age, June, 1879, 88,104 ; increase for the year,

7,816 ;
number of youth in the city between 5

and 17 years of age, June, 1879, 58,104; in-
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crease for the year, 7,816 ;
number of youth in

the city between 5 and 1 7 years of age, who are

entitled to draw public money, 42,105 ; increase

for the year, 6,206 ;
number of children between

6 and 17 years of age who are entitled to attend

the public schools, 58,140 ;
increase for the year,

5,958 ;
number of children between 5 and 6

years of age who will be entitled to attend the

public schools during the next year, 3,965 ;
in-

crease for the year, 248 ;
total amount of reve-

nue for city purposes for the year, $5,476,292.86 ;

increase for the year, $812,225.84 ;
total income

of the School Department for the year, includ-

ing cash on hand July ist, 1878, $856,107.52 ;

decrease for the year, $151,102.31 ; percentage

of the total revenue of the School Departmen;
on the whole revenue receeived by the city for

the year, 15.6 ; city school tax on each $100,

16 cents
;
estimated value of school sites, $1,-

930,000 ;
estimated value of school buildings,

$900,000 ;
estimated value of school furniture,

$183,000 ;
estimated value of school libraries,

$18,000 ;
estimated value of school apparatus,

$26,000 ;
total value of school property, $3,051,-

000.

Attendance at the Schools.—Whole number of

different pupils enrolled during the year in all

the public schools, boys, 19,920 ; girls, 18,203;

decrease of enrollments for the year, 543. Av-

erage number belonging to all the public schools,

28,428; increase for the year, 1,496. Average

daily attendance m all the public schools, 27,-

075 ;
increase for the year, 783. Percentage of

attendance in all the public schools, 95.2.

Number attending private and church schools

during the year (not including Chinese), 7,224;

increase for the year, 673. Number attending

public and private schools during the year (not

including Chinese), 45,353 ;
increase for the

year, 130. Number of children between 5 and

17 (not including Chinese) who have not at-

tended any school for the year, 9,389; in-

crease for the year, 3,168. The public schools

were in session on an average 211 days during

the year.

The Public School Teachers.—Sixty-seven of

the teachers in our public schools are graduates

of the State Normal School. Thirty-nine are

graduates of other State Normal Schools. Of

the teachers in the public schools 184 are grad

uates of the girls' high school.

The teachers in the schools of the city are

divided up as follows : high schools, 36 ;

grammar schools, 249 ; primary schools, 341 ;

evening schools, 26
; French, 3 ; German, 6

;

music, 7 ; drawing, 4 ; substitutes, 24. To-

tals—males, 79; females, 617. Whole number

of teachers, 696. Of this number 56 are princi-

pals, 41 of whom teach a class
;

21 are vice-

principals.

Teachers'' Salaries.—Following is a statement

showing the number of teachers receiving the

various salaries paid by the Department. The

amounts are all for a month's duty : 2 teachers

at $333-32 ;
2 at $225 ; 17 at $200 ; 9 at $175 :

32 at $150 ;
I at $130 ; 15 at $125 ; 19 at $100 :

and 527 at less than $100. Average monthly

salary paid to male teachers $124, and to female

teachers $82. Twenty-four substitute teachers are

employed to take charge of classes of teachers

who are temporarily absent. They also take

charge of new classes until regular teachers are

appointed by the Board of Education.

Number of Schools.—In the city are 2 high,

15 grammar, 38 primary, and 5 evening schools.

Total number of schools, 60. There are 604

classer in all. Forty-two schools have libraries.

There are 12,717 volumes in all, valued at $9,-

302.59.

Cost of Instruction per Pupil.
—The cost of

instruction per pupil for the year, based on the

enrollment and excluding expenditures for lots

and buildings, was $21.96. The cost of instruc-

tion per pupil, based on the average attendance,

and including expenditures for lots and build-

ings, was $32.37. The amount per pupil al-

lowed by law, based on the average daily

attendance, is $35. The additional amount al-

lowed by law from poll taxes, per pupil, is

$2,48. Total amount allowed by law, based on

average daily attendance per pupil, is $37.48.

Of 21,282 pupils examined in the public schools

during the year, 16,422 were promoted and 4,853

failed. The number of graduates from the boys'

high school was 35 . In the girls' high school 187

graduated. There are 833 pupils in the schools

studying the French language, and 2,084 study-

ing German. In the boys' high school 171 pu-

pils study Latin, 42 Greek, and 42 both Latin

and Greek. In the girls' high school 146 study

Latin.

New School- Houses.—The following school -

houses were completed during the year : The

Haight Primary School ; contains twelve class-

rooms, and cost $22,488.6or The Sanchez Street

School is a two-story frame building, situated on

Sanchez Street between Sixteenth and Seven-
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teeth. The total cost was $16,169.57. The

building contains eight class-rooms. The Ber-

nal Heights School is a one-story, two class-

roomed frame building, situated on Courtland

Avenue between Laurel and Moultrie Avenues.

The cost of construction was $1,192.76. The
Ocean House School is a one-story frame build-

ing, on San Miguel road, near Ocean House

road. This building contains two class-rooms,

and was erected at an expense of $1,401.58.

There is a particular school in this State to

which Gilbert & Moore of San Francisco send a

bundle of two or three dozen bamboo rattans

quite legularly every quarter.

A dispatch from Cambridge says that two boys
from the high school of this city, Osgood Put-

nam and Robert Sherwood, were admitted to Har-

vard, without conditions, and on hne papers.

The former secured honors in mathematics. Last

spring President Elliot of Harvard told John

\V. Taylor, superintendent-elect of this city,

that the boys from the San Francisco high school

were the best prepared of any that applied for

admission.

Cosmopolitan Schools.—Prof. A. Herbst, prin-

cipal of the South Cosmopolitan School, in his

report to Superintendent Mann, on the cosmo-

politan schools of this city, states that in his

opinion, the study of the French and German

languages is an aid to the scholars in obtaining a

knowledge of the English language ;
he con-

siders that schools where those languages are

taught in addition to the common English

branches, are not behind other schools in point

of scholarship. Prof. Herbst also states that

the salary of the ten special teachers of French

and German in this city aggregates but $11,700,

and as the cost of the cosmopolitan schools has

been reduced to a minimum, the objection to

them on the ground of expense can no longer

be sustained. There are now twenty-four cos-

mopolitan classes taught by teachers holding

French and German besides English certificates.

The City Board of Education and the School

Department officers were banqueted October

23rd by the newly elected card of Education.

Supt. of Public Schools - elect John W. Taylor

presided.

Mrs. N. R. Craven was elected, during the

month of September, principal of the Powell

Street Primary School ;
and Miss Margaret Mc-

Kenzie, principal of the Lincoln Primary School.

Miss McKenzie was formerly a teacher in the

grammar schools of this city, but has been en-

gaged in private instruction for eight years past.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

Supt. Ingham is pushing forward the work of

placing the Alameda schools among the best

around the Bay. A short time since he made an

exhaustive report to the Board of Education on

the condition and needs of the high schools.

He also made some recommendations, the adop-
tion of which he thought would relieve the em-

barrassed condition of the school and place it on

an efficient, working basis. After due delibera-

tion, the Board decided to carry out these recom-

medations. The result will speedily be, that

Alameda will have a first-class high school.

Supt. Ingham's experience in high school work

and school supervision can be made of great

piactical value in the educational department of

Alameda. We are glad the Board of Education

and people of Alameda are aware of this, and

second his efforts so heartily. In accordance

with his recommendations, a second assistant

has been employed for the high school, and some

$240 expended for additional chemical and philo-

sophical apparatus.

The C>akland public schools are crowded, but

the new system of Supt. Campbell allows ample
accommodation for all of the scholars.

The graduating exercises of the Pacific Kin-

dergarten Normal School took place in Oakland

Oct. 3rd, The audience was a large and inter-

ested one. The work of the graduates was dis-

played in the hall. Mr. Swett, Principal of the

Girls' High School, San Francisco, made the

opening address, in which he mentioned that Mr.

Seligman of New V'ork had recently given ten

thousand dollars to that city for the founding of

free charity kindergartens. Miss K. Smith, of

the First Free Charity Kindergarten of San

Francisco, made some remarks, followed by
Prof. E. W. Hilgard of the State University.

The essays of the graduates on the following

subjects were then read :
•' The Soul of the

Gifts"; "Work as an Educator"; ''The Edu-

cation of Play "; '«Our Children."

Mrs. J. C. Carr, Deputy State Superintendent

of Public Instruction, read a paper and pre-

sented the diplomas.

Miss Marwedel's parting address to her pupils

closed with these words : And now let me say a

few words to those who have prepared themselviis

to carry on the battle of life, for these higher

ideas in a missionary reform. I thank you for
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your trust in me as your leader. No shadow

lies over the many happy hours in which we

have been striving for light and strength. My
love and sympathy will be with you forever.

Your path will not be a smooth one
;

the even

path is not for those who climb the hill ;
it is

only the best and strongest ones who are able to

climb. You do not work with the masses ; you

worky<?r the masses. Your own conviction must

give you what no earthly reward does : peace in

yourself and hope for the world. Then your

hand and your heart will be pure and strong to

bless the children—the coming race."

The following ladies graduated : Misses M. E.

Benton, E. B. Reed, M. E. Conness, F. Vanden-

bergh, R. A. Allen. Four of them are teach-

ing.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

Within the past two years two large and three

small school-houses have been built in Sacra-

mento City, making in all twenty-two new class-

rooms.

School was commenced in Capital District Au-

gust 26th, by E. H. Bradner. The average

attendance is better than ever known in this

school since its organization. Good order pre-

vails and the exercises are well conducted.

Miss Jennie Morgan commenced teaching in

West Union District the first Monday in July,

and will close on the last of this month. The

pupils are studious and attentive
;

considerable

progress has been made during the short term

in all the studies prescribed, and especially in

penmanship.
Mr. D. W. Braddock commenced teaching in

Sutter school August iSih. The pupils seem

to take pride in keeping the house, furniture,

and fences in good and presentable condition,

none of them being whittled, scratched, or

marred in the least. The daily exercises are

conducted in a very efficient manner, and one

which is best calculated to inspire the most

lethargic pupils with interest in their work.

MENDOCINO COUNTY.

L. M. Weelcs, late principal of the Ukiah

school, has left us to take charge of the Yreka

school. Mr. Weeks is one of our best teachers,

and Siskiyou has made a gain by our loss.

Harrison Price of Tulare was elected princi-

pal of the Ukiah school, but his health failing

he was compelled to resign, after a siege of about

two months.

Superintendent Ruddock, through solicitation

of trustees and patrons, now fills the position,

and is kept busy having his office and school to

conduct.

Dr. J. R. Thomas b^ing the only candidate for

superintendent was elected, and will succeed Mr.

Ruddock.

Big River school district has voted a tax for

the purpose of buying furniture and improving

its building.

The rate of school tax in this county for the

ensuing year is sixteen cents on the one hundred

dollars.

Most of the schools are closing for the winter

season.

Many are interested to know when the new

county superintendents are to take their offices—
in January or March ?

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

South Fork district, in this county, had a little

trouble about the management of the school, but

the majority of the school patrons sustained the

teacher, Mr. Leary, and now all is serene.

A new school-house has just b2en completed

in Bear River district.

Superintendent Casterlin's increased majority

this year was a well deserved tribute to his high

efficiency and conscientious devotion to the duties

of his office. Two years ago he was elected by

157 votes, this year, with a third candidate in

the field, it was 340,

It is some time since we have heard anything

from the Eureka High and Grammar School,

which, under principal J. B. Brown and his

competent corps of assistants, ranks among the

best schools in the State.

PLUMAS COUNTY.

F. G. Hail, the re-elected superintendent, is

still teaching in Taylorsville. D. W. Jenks, late

of Quincy, is in charge of the school at Laporte.

J. W. Ronald has charge of the Greenville

schools, with Miss Jessica Allen as assistant.

C. P. Wray is giving satisfaction at Eureka

Mills, and Mr. Cook has just closed an accepta-

ble term at Crescent. Mr. and Mrs. Houghton
are teaching their third term in Pioneer District.

Quincy schools opened September 8th, with W.

F, Bray as principal and Mrs. Variel, assistant.

Mr. Kelsey has just closed an excellent term ai

Meadow Valley.
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MONTEREY COUNTY.

A teacher in this county, named Sullivan, be-

came insane last month, and was taken to the

Napa Asylum.

MONO COUNTY.

Miss Irish was elected school superintendent
in Mono county by the largest majority of any
candidate running, being indorsed by three party
nominations. Her vote was 979.

OREGON.

The Linn County Oregon Court has granted
free scholarships in the State University to the

following persons : W. I. Vawter, E. M. Hulin,
Charles M. Elkins, Jennie Bardwell, and Minnie

1:. Porter.

The new college and normal school at Ash-

land, Southern Oregon, opened with one hundred

pupils. The country is rich and abundantly
ible to sustain a school of high grade. Presi-

1 'Ut Rogers is an experienced and competent
educator. A college paper called The Ceroma,
is also published.

NEVADA.

There are eleven primary anu uue grammar
school in Lincoln county. Out of 495 children

in the county 424 are enrolled. Eight male and

ihree female teachers are employed. Average

monthly salary, $107. Dr. Alexander is the

^^ county superintendent.

^1 , Eureka is building a $12,000 school-hou-

Austin has 240 scholars enrolled. Teacher-- :

L Malone, Miss V. Dollarhide, Miss E. Allen,

Miss Ida Fleming.

^^j At a recent meeting of the Methodist Confer-

^Hfeice it was resolved to take steps towards organ-

^^Hking an academy at some point in the State to

^^fte conducted under the auspices of the Church.

^^Kmo and Carson aie considered desirable points

^^Hor location. Bishop Whittaker's school for girls

a; Reno is at present the only school of any cop-

-.cquence in the State that i-. under tlie c<jnlrol of

Church.

Some idea of the expenses ut eiuieau(;ii in Ne-

vada is given by the report of the Secretary of

th,' Board of Education for Virginia City :

Number of boys of school age 1.172

I

umber of girls of school age 1,218

Total 2,390

Number attending public schools, 1570. Per

cent, of attendance, 65.

Total expense of schools per annum. . §50,386 88
Cost per capita of those attendmg. . . 32 09
Amount paid to teachers as salary.. . . 35,280 00

Average monthly salary for 10 months. 106 91

A special tax of $50,000 was voted recently, to

raise which a levy of one per cent, on all prop-

erty in the city has been levied.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

There are now 155 students in attendance at

the Territorial University, Washington Terri-

tory. The faculty now consists of five regu-

lar and five special teachers, with Professor

A. J. Anderson as President. A. J. Anderson,

A. M., is a graduate of Knox College, Illinois,

and has twenty-three years of successful experi-

ence as a teacher, holding high positions in

Illinois" and also in Oregon. His marked abil-

ity and his success as a teacher have gained for

him a wide reputation, and he has recently had

very flattering calls to tak ot institu-

tions in other States.

COUNTY INSTITUTES

SONOMA COUNTY.

This county ranks third in the State in the num-

ber of teachers. About one hundred sixty were

convened at Santa Rosa by Supt. E. W. Davis

September 22nd-26ih, for the annual Institute.

The programme included class exercises, talks on

methods of teaching, mainly given by teachers

of the county—such as Prof. Hulion of the Peta-

luma High School, Prof. C. S. Smyth of Healds-

burg antl superintendent-elect, Prof. Dozier of

Santa Rosa, Munday of Petaluma, Myrick a

University of Michigan man who is engaged in

one of the county schools, and others. Evening

lectures were delivered by Prof. Norton of the

Normal, .Moses of the University, Dr. Carr and

Judge Jackson Temple. Among the resolutions

passed was one highly complimentary to .Mr. Da-

vis, the retiring superintendent. After the adop-

tion of the resolution, Prof. Dozier stepped for-

ward and in a happily expressed little speech,

presented to Supt. Davis, in behalf of the teachers

of the county, a fine gold-headed cane. Mr. Davis

responded in a few simple, feeling words. A club

of forty-three new subscribers to the Journal
sent in their names from this Institute.
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SOLANO COUNTY.

The teachers of this county gathered in Val-

lejo September 23rd-26th, for their Institute.

Supt. J. K. Bateman presided. Miss Titus of the

Normal School, and Dept. Supt. D. C. Stone of

San Francisco, were present, and spoke fre-

quently on methods of teaching. Miss Titus

gave class exercises to illustrate her methods.

Dr. Carr was present one evening and lectured,

and the editor of the Journal attended the last

day's session, and spoke on educational subjects.

The teachers of this county are alive and thor-

oughly efficient. Too great credit cannot be

given to Prof. C. B. Towle of the Vallejo High
School for his indefatigable efforts to make the

sessions of practical benefit to teachers and also

interesting. In this he was seconded by the gen-

eral body of teachers.

Among those who took an active part in the

proceedings of this Institute, we can name only

Mr. Sickal of Rio Vista, Mr. Sanborn of Benicia,

Mr. Babcock of Vallejo, Mrs. C. W. Hoyt of

Suisun, Mr. Weinneman of Benicia, Mr. Rich-

ards of Suisun, and Mr. Sutphen the superin-

tendent-elect.

A feature in the closing exercises was the pre-

sentation, through Prof. Towle, of an elegant

watch-chain, locket, and sleeve-buttons to Supt.

Bateman.

Nearly the whole teaching force of Solano are

on the Journal subscription lists—those not on

before having subscribed at this Institute.

SAN MATEO COUNTY.

Supt. Hartley convened the teachers of his

county October 15th, and continued their meet-

ing three days. Prof. Allen of the Normal was

in regular attendance for daily work, and lec-

tured in the evening. Messrs. Redway of Pesca-

dero. Brooks of Half Moon Bay, Worthen of

Redwood City, aud Mrs. Bartholomew of the

same place, took an active part in the exercises.

This county is growing rapidly, both in the

number of its schools and in the efficiency of its

teachers.

PLUMAS COUNTY.

The proceedings of the Institute for this year

commenced October ist and continued three

days. Prof. Allen of the Normal School was

present. The sessions of this meeting were re-

plete with interest and value. Many teachers,

including the county superintendent, took an ac-

tive part. Methods were fully discussed and fre-

quently illustrated by class exercises. Among

the teachers who took active part were Messrs.

Emmert, Houghton, Wray, and Bray who has

lately come to this county from Butte, where he

gained the reputation of being a hne teacher,

and Supt. Hail.

Mrs. Variel also read an able essay on " Intel-

lectual progress in the Nineteenth Century," and

Miss A. Campbell on "The vSun that Never

vSets."

The Institute passed a number of resolutions,

including one calling for the appointment of

county boards of Education, and then adjourned.

SAN DIEGO COUNTY.

There are some teachers in this county who
would rank anywhere among the best in the pro-
fession

;
in consequence the Institute held at

San Diego, October I3th-i7th, was distinguished

for the number and variety of the subjects dis-

cussed and the general excellence of the proceed-

ings. There was no outside assistance. Sub-

jects had beforehand been assigned to the dif-

fe.rent teachers of the county, according to their

specialties, and they were required to prepare

themselves thereon.

We have space to name but a few of the sub-

jects and by whom presented. Word Analysis,

Book-keeping, School Hygiene, and an evening

essay by Mr. Charles M. Drake
;
Arithmetic by

Mr. Paden and Mrs. Bush
;
Natural History by

Mrs. Cronyn ; Principles of Lettering, by Mr.

Richardson; "Reports," by Supt. Blackmer :

"
Orthography," by Mrs. Gillem, aad " Punctua-

tion/' by Mr. Sickler.

SAN BENITO COUNTY.

This Institute convened Wednesday morning,

October 15th, and continued in session three days.

Prof. Allen was present the first day, but was

compelled by illness to go home before the In-

stitute closed. Prof. J. N. Thompson, Supt.

Martin, Miss Kent, and Messrs. Housh, Black,

and others took up different topics, and discussed

them for the benefit of the younger and more

inexperienced teachers. Text-books were exam-

ined and opinions given at length.

Teach your pupils how to study.

Teach the ways of getting knowledge.

Introduce as much variety as possible in

work, and keep pupils busy.

Make yourself acquainted with the home

influences affecting your pupils, and have

each one feel that you are his friend.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

[Prepared by Dudley C. Stone, Dep. Supt.

Common Schools, San Francisco."]

GRAMMAR.

,
First Grade.

1. Parse the italicised words in the fol-

lowing :

(
I
.)

" And I have loved thee, Ocean ! and

my jov of youthful sports was on thy breast,

to be borne, like thy bubbles, onward."

(2.)
" For I was, as it were, a child of

thee."

(3.)
" The house-dog, on his paws out-

spread, laid to the fire his drowsy head."

(4.)
" The hall was crowded all night

long."

2. Define,— Participle, correlative or

corresponsive conjunction, conjugation,

progressive form, voice.

3. Correct the following, and explain

the correction :

(i.) I intend really to reform my habits.

(2.) Between us five let this be secret.

(3.) Either of us three could have suc-

ceeded.

(4.) These sort of folks don't know any

better.

(5.) He gambled and drank, and by

those means became poor.

4. Write a synopsis of "begin" in the

ist per. plu. indicative, potential, and sub-

junctive moods.

5. Give the general rule for the forma-

m of the plural of ''nouns, and five spe-

ll rules, illustrating each rule with three

Examples.
Second Grade.

fc I. (a.) Lee was an able officer.

*
{b.) The boy becomes a man.

(c.) Grant was appointed commander.

Parse the italicised words.

2 Correct—
(i.) Webster and Worcester's Diction-

ies.

(2.) Who do you see there }

30

(3.) Good scholars like you and I.

(4.) There ain't no such a man no-

wheres around here.

.
(5.) I meant to have gone on last Tues-

day.

3. Give the words corresponding to the

following definitions :

(i.) The separation of a sentence into

the parts or elements which compose it.

(2.) The process of constructing sen-

tences from their elements.

(3.) A combination of words expressing

a complete thought.

(4.) A word (or words) added to the

subject or predicate to modifiy its meaning.

(5.) The simple subject with its ad-

juncts.

3. Write a synopsis of the verb run, in

the indicative and potential moods, ist

pars, plural.

4. Punctuate the following sentences,

and give brief reasons for your punctua-

tion.

(i.) The large full round balloon rose

slowly in the air.

(2.) The elephant stunned by the ball

fell heavily to the ground.

(3.) The wound however was but slight.

(4.) Whitney the inventor of the cotton-

gin was a teacher.

5. Write five separate sentences about

the assemblage of school children at Wood-

ward's Gardens, and then combine them

into simple, compound, and complex sen-

tence.

Third Grade.

I . Tell the case of each noun and pro-

noun in the following sentences, and give

the number of the rule which applies to it.

(i.) The gray clouds floated high in

the air.

(2.) We, the members of this society,

have elected you president for the ensuing

term.

(3.) I have found that honesty is not

only the "best policy," but its own re-

^vard.
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(4.) Jane's mother is my aunt's cousin.

(5.) My little friend Harry at once be-

came a hero.

2. Write—
(i.) The pres. potential passive, ist prs.

singular of the verb do.

(i.) The past subjunctive active, third

prs. plural of the verb see.

(3.) The past perfect indicative active,

third prs. singular of the verb sing.

(4.) The future indicative passive, 2nd

prs. plural of the verb astonish.

(5.) The past perfect potential passive,

third person sing, of the verb disappoint.

3. Give the general rule and three spe-

cial rules for forming the plurals of nouns,

and illustrate each rule with four exam-

ples.

4. Name—
(i.) The personal pronoun of the ist

person plural, nominative case.

(2.) The interrogative pronoun in the

possessive case.

(3.) A relative pronoun in the objective

case.

Give a sentence illustrating each.

5. Write sentences containing the pos-

sessive, singular and plural (if any) of the

following nouns : Child, brother, ox, thief,

king.

6. Write sentences containing
—

(
I
.)
Two co-ordinate conjunctions.

(2.) A predicate adjective.

(3.) A predicate nominative.

(4.) A limiting adjective.

(5.) A conjunctive adverb.

BOOK NOTICES.

The Pacific Coast Series. First, Second,
Third, Fourth and Fifth Reader. Instructive

Reader. Pacific Coast»Speller. Revised Edi-

tion. San Francisco : A. L. Bancroft & Co.

This series of reading books, though out of

press for some years, is now for the first time

fairly before the teachers of California. And the

books will well repay examination. Not only is

the whole series constructed in accord with mod-
ern and approved methods of teaching reading,
but the matter presented, particularly in the

fourth and fifth readers, is of a character calcu-

lated to make children think.

In the first reader the lessons in actual reading
begin by the sentence method, the word method

being also used. Picture cards aid the process of

learning to read by the powerful aid of eye train-

ing, which runs through this and the next two

higher books. The new words introduced into

sentences are first learned on the picture cards.

Script lessons, a valuable feature of the entire

series, are begun in the lowest book.

The type in the first reader is large and clear.

The illustrations, though clean-looking and un-

blurred, are not attractive. The cuts were pro-

bably made six or eight years ago, since which
time there have been great improvements in en-

graving.
In the second reader, we find the general plan

and good features of the former book continued.
The lessons are well graded, evidently designed
to satisfy the taste and be within the comprehen-
sion of the children for whose use they are in-

tended.
In the third reader, the same general plan is

continued. In addition, we have frequent exer-

cises in pronunciation,
—lists of' commonly mis-

pronounced words, properly marked according to

Webster. Every twenty-five or thirty pages
there are word lessons, consisting of words pre-

viously used in the body of the book, marked
with the diacritical marks, and designed also for

spelling exercises. An exceedingly valuable

feature are a few simple lessons in the principles
of elocution which appear in the body of the

book as regular reading exercises. We wish
there were more of these lessons, so valuable are

they likely to be in the hands of competent
teachers.

In the fourth aud fifth readers we have a fur-

ther elaboration of the principles already devel-

oped. We are pleased to see the large propor-
tion of selections from modern writers, particu-

larly from recent American authors. The local

selections in particular,
—those treating of the

geography, history, aborigines of the Pacific

Coast,—are commendable and peculiarly appro-

priate for those of our youth who are born and
iDred here, and whose life and death will take

place on these shores. Both the fourth and fifth

readers, but more specially the latter, abound in

many fine selections, some appearing for the first

time in school text-books.

Readings from English History. By John
Richard Green, M. A., LL. D. New York:

Harper & Brothers. San Francisco: Payot,

Upham & Co.

John Richard Green ranks to-day with Froude
and Bancroft as one of the greatest living histor-

ians. His History of England is a remarkable

contribution to the literature of the last half of

the nineteenth century.
The book before us is to the highest class of

educational works in prose what American
Poems (reviewed elsewhere in this number of the

Journal) is to poetry. In addition to many
fine selections from Green's History of England,
these Readings include "The Battle of Tevrs-
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bury," by John Foster Kirk;
"

Raleigh and Vir-

ginia,"
" The Pilgrim Fathers," 'Wolfe at

(Quebec,"
** Bunker Hill," by George Bancroft ;

"The First and the Last Day's Fight with the

Armada," by John Loihrop Motley. There are

extracts likewise from Giblx)n, Freeman, Brooke,

Lingard, Palgrove, Church, Thierry, Miss Yonge,
Stanley, Scott, Kingsley, and others.

We believe this book will prove an adjunct of

the highest utility in our schools, to the teaching
of American as well as of English history.

Properly taught, history is the most fascinating
of all subjects. But what is usually given as his-

tory is really and "literally an old almanac." Such
selections as are given in this book—selections

chosen as the brightest, most eloquent descrip-
tive passages in monumental works—are calcu-

lated to throw a charm around the study which

properly belongs there. Teachers who are read-

ing up, in order to crystalize their knowledge of

English and American history, will find a rare

treasure here. Every great event in the growth
of civil and religious liberty, which is synony-
mous with the history of the Anglo-Saxon race,
is illustrated by some graphic pen painting which
will indelibly imprint it on the memory. We
very cordially recommend this book as just the

thing for the teacher's own use, as well as for the

school library.

Greek Lyric Poets. By Henry M. Tyler, Pro-

fessor of Greek and Latin in Smith College,
Massachusetts. Boston : Ginn & Heath.

This little book of about 200 pages contains

an admirable selection of gems from the more

prominent Greek lyric poets. It is intended to

introduce the student of Greek literature to the

every-day thought of the people as it was ex-

pressed in their common songs, and as such is a

decided acquisition to our college literature.

Among others, selections are taken from Tyr-
tceus, Solon, Xenophanes, Sappho, and An-
acreon. A brief biographical sketch precedes
the selections from each author. In an Histori-

cal Introduction the author traces the growth of

the Greek poetic art. We recommend the book
to the attention of all lovers of Greek poetry.

,
A New Method for the Study of English
Literature. By Louise Maertz. Chicago :

S. C. Griggs & Co. 1879..

It is delightful to know that in all our schools

for higher instruction the study of our own lit-

erature is receiving a share, at least, of the atten-

tion it so properly deserves. Not many years

ago the college-bred student was required to pore
for months and years over Latin and Greek, and
not at all over the worthiest of the English
writers. Now happily this is changed some
w hat, and in many of our best High schools and
universities the study of the masterpieces of

English occupies a prominence hitherto given
only to the ancient classics. In these institu-

tions it is considered as valuable an acquisition
for a student to be familiar with vigorous Eng-
lish and to be able to use it as it is to turn

ancient Latin or Greek into his own vernacular
in a stilted form. This book is intended to aid

the student of English literature by a series of

carefully prepared questions, both biographical
and critical. In order that the reader may have
some idea of the nature of the questions, we
append a few taken from page 34 : "Is the

•Faerie Queen' a simple allegory? Give the

plan of the poem. Is it complete ? What is

the moral tone of the Faerie Queen '? To which
of the religious parlies dividing England does

Spenser seem to incline ? What are the causes
of certam obscurities in his great poem ? Men-
tion the seven essential properties of style."

If the book is used according to the instruc-

tions of the author it cannot fail to be of sub-

j

stantial service.

The Child's Book OF Language. InFourNum-
I

bers. No. i.—Stories in Pictures. No. 2.—
Studies in Animals. No. 3.

— Studies in

! Plants. No. 4.— Studies in Words. By J. H.
I Stickney, Superintendent Boston Training

j

School. ISew York: D. Appleion & Co.

I

San Francisco : James T. White & Co., 728
I Montgomery Street, Agency, D. Appleton

j

&Co.

j This is a series of blanks, so well graded, so

naturally arranged and artistically illustrated,
that their very appearance is calculated to ac-

complish the end for which they are designed,—
the development of the powers of expression.
These blanks really solve the question

—how can

composition be made interesting ? They do even

more,—they make that ordinarily dry, because

entirely mistaught, subject, so fascinating that

pupils are apt to do too much rather than noth-

ing at all.

In fact, the chief characteristic of the whole
series is that it is provocative of effort on the

part of the child. In the first book, the pretty

pictures with the suggestive questions and hints

accompanying, incite the child not only to tell

all he knows, but stimulate the fancy, leading
the child to invent stories based on what he sees

and knows. This same plan is carried on in the

other blanks.

The only fault we find with this series is that

there is not enough of it. It is what we con-

sider the only kind of language teaching neces-

sary in our primary and grammar schools. With

eight such blanks, each containing three or four

times the matter in the little books before us,

the earnest and careful teacher can do three

times as much in teaching the proper use of the

English language as is now done by the co-called

teaching of grammar.

The Girls' High School Music Reader. For

High Schools and Normal Schools. By Julius

Eichberg. Boston : Ginn & Heath. Oak-
land : F. B. Ginn.

We have here the finest collection of choice

music ever issued from the press. None but an

accomplished musician or an eminent teacher of

music could ever have composed or arranged
such an ark-ay of classical songs. To those to

whom Prof. Eichberg's eminent, talents are un-

known, this book alone will prove a sufficient

introduction. There is one song in the book.

ft
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composed by Prof. Eichberg, and his daughter,
Miss Anna Eichberg, a national hymn, which
should be learned and sung in every American

public school—so grand and lofty and patriotic
are its strains.

We recommend this book to the notice of prin-

cipals of high schools throughout the coast,

American Poems. Longfellow, Whittier, Bry-
ant, Holmes, Lowell, and Emerson. With

Biographical Sketches and Notes. Boston :

Houghton, Osgood .
& Co. San Francisco :

Billings, Harbourne & Co. 1879.

We can, most appropriately, begin our brief re-

view of this valuable addition to our highest edu-
cational literature, by a few quotations from the

preface. The editor says: "This volume of
« American Poems ' has been prepared with spe-
cial reference to the interests of young people,
both at school and at home. * * * In mak-

ing the selections for this volume a very simple
principle has been followed. It was desired to

make the book an agreeable introduction to the

pleasures of poetry, and, by confining it to Amer-
ican poetry of the highest order, to give young
people in America the most natural acquaintance
with literature."

Teachers feel that there is no better, higher
work to be done in school than to inculcate a

love of study and a taste for the best literature.

The brief selections given in the best of our
school readers will scarcely accomplish these

results
;
in truth, they fail to give even a partial

conception of the style and beauties of their au-

thors.

One complete work by any writer, thoroughly
mastered by the student, is a more effective drill

in language, style, and a taste for more of the

same kind of mental nourishment, than all the

dainty tit-bits in which our text-books on reading
and elocution abound.

It is not necessary here and now to speak of

poetry as a means of mental culture and moral
elevation. Its influence has long been properly

appreciated and estimated.

The book before us, containing such chefs
(Tceuvre as Longfellow's "Evangeline," "The
Courtship of Miles Standish," etc.; Whittier's
" Snow-Bound," "Among the Hills," "Mabel
Martin," etc.; Bryant's "Sella and the Little

People of the Snow ;" Holmes's " Grandmother's

Story
" and " The School-Boy ;" Lowell's " The

Vision of Sir Launfall," "Agassiz," etc.; and
R. W. Emerson's "The Adirondacks," "Monad-
noc," etc.;

—is a work calculated to prove of the

greatest service in making our American youth
really familiar with that part of our literature

best worth reading. The editor of the book,

judging by the critical explanatory notes, ex-

pressed so clearly and simply and in such an in-

teresting style, must, at some period of his life,

have been a teacher, and an able one at that.

We recommend the book to those of our teach-

ers who read. It is a home book as well as a

work for schools. We can imagine no greater
intellectual enjoyment than an evening around
the fireside listening to "Evangeline," or "Snow-
Bound," or "The Vision of Sir Launfal."

McGuffey's Revised Readers. Cincinnati :

Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. San Francisco :

Payot, Upham & Co.

We were somewhat surprised at the beauty of
the Revised McGuflfey Readers, the excellence of
their contents.

We feel that this series deserves a careful ex-

amination and a critical review, so we defer ex-

tended comments until our December issue.

LITERARY NOTES.
Articles for Teachers iw the

November Magazines.

There is great improvement in the November maga
zines, and in none more than in the Atlantic. A finer

table of contents we have not seen for years. Among
the articles we can recommend as of unusual inter-

est :
— " Our Military, Past and Future "

;

" Irene the

Missionary," XXXIII -XXXV
; "English Women in

Recent Literature"; "Mysterious Disappearances;"
" The Prospect of a Moral Interregnum," by Goldwin
Smith

;

" The Waldenses of To-Day," by Geo. E. War-

ing, Jr.; "Assorted Americanisms," by Richard Grant

White
;
and "The Contributors' Club."

Harper''s is a beautiful number. Praise of this maga-
zine has become stereotyped. Among the paiticularly

noticeable articles are " The Old National Pike," by W-
H. Riding, with twelve illustrations by Pyle ;

" A Le-

gend of All-Hallow-Eve,"—A Story—with three illustra-

tions
;
"The Sparrow War," by Prof. W. H. Elliott, with

two illustrations
;
"The Mimicry of Nature," by J. C.

Beard, with fifteen illustrations by the author
; "The Cat-

tle Ranches of Colorado," by A. A. Hayes, Jr., with four-

teen illustrations by Rogers ;
and the three serials by

Black, Miss Mulock, and Blackmore.

Francis Parkman's article in opposition to giving the

ballot to woman, which appeared in the October number
of the North American Review, is to be replied to in the

November issue of that periodical by Thomas Wentworth

Higginson, Julia Ward Howe, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,

Wendell Phillips, and Lucy Stone. The discussion is

likely to be sharp, and a very complete presentation of

the pros and cons of the woman suffrage question.

We trust these serials are not to be carried on at the

same time. We believe the practice, now quite prevalent

even in first-class magazines, of carrying on two or three

serials at the same time, very pernicious.

In the way of fiction, one good serial, flanked by sev-

eral excellent short stories, is conducive to mental health
;

the present plan appears to us too stimulating, and tend-

ing to literary gout or mental indigestion.

Reports Received.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of School Re-

ports for 1878 and 1879, of the different States of the

Union and also of the thirty most important cities. These

Reports are all valuable inasmuch as they show the con-

dition and progress of education in the different sections

of our country. Many are especially important for able

essays and articles on educational subjects. We shall, in

future numbers, make selections from these Reports, and

make more particular mention.
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ASTRONOMY.

BY C. B. TOWLE.

'Principal of Vallejo High School.]

No. X.

li-:

During the greater part of the year, a

'aim light, called Zodiacal Light, is seen

the west after the twilight has disap-

red. The space covered by this light

somewhat triangular in shape, with its

rounded vertex far above the horizon, and

sometimes nearly at the zenith. The

base of this triangular-shaped space ex-

lends along the horizon. Whatever its

})osition. whether directly in the west, or

Iorth,

or south of that point, a line from

|e
vertex of the illuminated space, ex-

I

tended through the middle of its base,

will, at all times, pass through the center

of the sun. The Zodiacal Light (so

called because it always extends along

the Zodiac) appears brightest from an

hour and a half to two hours after sun-

set. It then exceeds the brightness of the

Milky Way, when that light is seen un-

der the most favorable circumstances. The
last glimmer of twilight disappears in this

latitude, 38** north, within an hour and a

half after sunset. The light of the moon
obscures the Zodiacal Light, as it does that

of the Milky Way, so that this light is not

visible.

To see this light most distinctly, it is

necessary to have a clear, cloudless even-

ing without any moon. At the proper

time, go out of doors, and looking toward

31
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the east for a few minutes, let the eyes ac-

commodate themselves to the dim, out-

door light. When the pupils have become

dilated as much as they will, turn to the

west, and the Zodiacal Light, like a faint

twilight, but distinct and clear, will be

seen extending about 50^ along the hori-

zon, and stretching far up toward the ze-

nith, or toward some point south of the

zenith.

The Zodiacal Light is visible in the

morning as well as in the evening. At

first, it appears as if the apex of the tri-

angle of light were pushing its way up
from below the horizon in the east. The

apex continues to rise higher and the base

to lengthen, the light being bright all the

time, until the morning twilight, by its

greater brilliancy, obscures this light as it

does that of the stars, and our eyes cannot

see it.

By some the Zodiacal Light was sup-

posed to be caused by meteoric bodies of

matter not very far from the earth. The

light of the sun reflected from such bodies

would, it was thought, be seen at the

Equator in the evenings and mornings

during all the year, and at certain dis-

tances north or south of the Equator,

when the sun was in the proper position

to have its light reflected to such parts.

The fact that this light was visible both

evening and morning, was taken as proof

that the reflecting matter extended en-

tirely around the earth. It was therefore

held by many that the earth was sur-

rounded by a ring, or belt, like those seen

about the planet Saturn.

This theoi-y for the Zodiacal Light,

though seemingly plausible, has been

abandoned. The theory now is, that the

sun is surrounded by a mass of meteoric

bodies extending millions of miles from

itsjurface ;
that this great mass is in shape

like that of two saucers placed brim to

brim, with the sun at the center.

It has been shown that meteoric bodies

as far from the sun as the earth is, move
about the sun twice as rapidly as the

earth. How great must be the velocity of

such bodies, when they are within a few

million miles of th.e sun ! A mass of

meteoric bodies extending in all direc-

tions from the sun, must very soon fall to

the sun's surface, unless their velocity is

so great that the centrifugal force will bal-

ance the centripetal. But a mass com-

posed of comparatively small bodies, such

as can move freely among themselves, if

caused to rotate rapidly, will assume the

shape of an oblate spheroid, that is, will

assume such a shape that the diameter in

line with its axis of rotation, will be much

shorter than the diameter at right-angles

to this axis.

Since the planets revolve about the sun

in the same direction as the sun revolves

on his axis, and nearly all of them within

the Zodiac, it would be proper to infer that

a mass of meteoric bodies surrounding the

sun, would revolve in the same direction,

and in the same plain. The intense light

of the sun shining upon these bodies,

would be reflected to us, and would pre-

sent to our vision the outer-part of the

double saucer-shaped mass, with its short-

est diameter nearly parallel to our hori-

zon. It would always be seen extending

along the Zodiac, and, at first, in the even-

ing, would have its apex at the greatest

hight above the horizon. Afterwards the

apex would sink towards the horizon, and

the width of the horizon would become

less as the sun sank farther below the

horizon. In the morning, the apex, or

outer rim of light, would appear first

above the horizon
;
and as the sun ap-

proached nearer to the horizon, the apex

would be pushed higher, and the base at

the horizon would lengthen, until the light

of the sun reflected and refracted by the

atmosphere, would become bright enough
to obscure it completely.

During the time of total eclipses of the
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sun, observers have noticed that the Cor-

ona, a band of light extending from the

east and west Hmbs of the sun, can be

traced so far as to make it probable that

the Corona is the inner part of the Zo-

diacal Light, or that the Zodiacal Light is

the outer extension of the Corona.

These observations made within the past

few years, have about proved the theory
that the Zodiacal Light is caused by a

mass of meteoric bodies surrounding the

sun. We may then, when seeing this

light, consider that w-e are looking at

myriads upon myriads of meteoric bodies,

which are moving with great velocity

around the sun, and which are gradually
drawn nearer to the sun, until they strike

his surface, and their inconceivably rapid

motion is changed to light and heat If

this is true, with what great interest may
we gaze at this faint Zodiacal Light, which

represents to us the enormous feeder of an

intensely heated globe eight hundred apd

fifty thousand miles in diameter ! We may
hope, that, as the inner meteors are en-

gulfed in the fiery atmosphere of the sun,

and others are crowding to take their

places, the supply in the universe at large

may not fail to furnish recruits on the

outside, which, in good time, may make
themselves useful by striking light and heat

out of the sun for our remote descendants.

Mercury.—Mercury is so near the sun

that it is seldom seen. If visible at all, it

is seen for only a few minutes soon after

sunset, or before sunrise. This planet is

small, but it is so near the sun that its

light is very brilliant. By finding in the

Almanac, or in any way, the time of Mer-

cury's greatest elongation, or greatest ap-

parent distance from the sun, and then ex-

amining the part of the zodiac near the

horizon at the proper time, this bright,

sparkling planet may be discovered, and

may perhaps be seen for several successive

days. . It is never more than 30*^ from the

sun.

Venus.—Venus is the brightest star we
see. It is the only star visible to the naked

eye from the surface of the earth when

the sun is up. It is never seen farther

fromi the sun than 48°. In this latitude,

Venus is either Evening or Morning Star,

and attains an altitude about equal to that of

the North Star. It is alternately Morning
Star for nine months, and Evening Star for

nine months, with an interim of a month,

during which it is too near the sun to be

visible. Through all the coming winter,

Venus will be a brilliant Morning Star.

Mars.—Mars may be known by its red

light. When in opposition to the sun,

Mars is far brighter than any fixed star
;

but when apparently near the sun, it is

about the size of the star Antares in Scor-

pio, and almost exactly like that star in

color. Mars passes once around the sun

in two years. Its average time, therefore,

in each constellation of the zodiac is two

months. Mars will be in Taurus in De-

cember and January, and in Gemini in

February and March, 1880.

Jupiter.
—

Jupiter is next to Venus in

brightness. He passes around the sun

once in twelve years, and is, therefore, an

average of one year in each constellation

of the zodiac. Jupiter is now in Aquarius ;

a year hence he will be in Pisces.

Saturn.—Saturn is the outermost planet

visible to the naked eye. (Under the most

favorable circumstances, Uranus is visible

to some persons, when its position is

known exactly. It is now in Leo Major.)

Saturn appears like a first-magnitude star.

This planet revolves about the sun in

thirty years. It average time in each

constellation of the zodiac is, therefore,

two and a half years. Saturn is now in

Pisces, not far from the Vernal Equinox.
A year or two hence, Saturn and Jupiter

will be very near together.

Pisces.—This constellation is composed
of the Northern Fish and the Western

Fish, connected by a cord extending from
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each Fish to the star El Rischa in the

neck of the Whale. The Fishes and the

cord are outlined by small stars, all of less

magnitude than El Rischa.

Pisces can be traced most easily in the

evenings of October, November, and De-

Icember.

Both Fishes are north of the

HtecHptic. The Vernal Equinox is now
^^etween the tail of the Western Fish and

the tail of the Whale. A line drawn

ihrough Alpheratz and AlgenJb, in the

Square of Pegasus, and continued as far

as these stars are apart, would very nearly

reach the position of the Vernal Equino.x.

The sun is at this point on the 21st of

March. From this point. Right Ascen-

sion, (R. A.) the longitude ot heavenly

I;

^^ bodies is measured.

^P When the giant Typhon frightened all

' the gods so' that they assumed the shape
of different animals to escape from his

wrath, Venus and Cupid became fishes.

Minerva, afterward, to celebrate the event,

placed two fishes in the heavens, and they

became the constellation Pisces.

Cetus.—Cetus is a Latin word, meaning

any sea-monster. This constellation is

one of the largest, being at least fifty de-

grees long. The head is plainly marked

by a pentagon, and the tail extends to the

river in Aquarius. The breast and paws
are marked by four stars that are nearly

in the shape of a square. The monster's

paws are in the River Po.

Cetus represents the sea-monster that

was killed by Perseus, when it was about

to destroy Andromeda. All the constella-

tions representing those who were con-

nected with the brave deeds of Perseus,

can be traced best in the evenings of Oc-

tober, November, and December.

River Po—Only a part of this constel-

lation is visible in this latitude. The

Northern Stream extends in an irregular

line from Cetus to the star Rigel in the

left foot of Orion. The Southern Stream

extends from Cetus to a point below our

b

horizon. Eridanus is the Latin name of

this constellation.

Phseton prevailed upon his father Phoe-

bus to allow him to drive the sun's chariot

for a day. The fiery celestial steeds ran

away wiih him, and were about to create

great havoc in heaven and on earth ;
but

Jupiter, seeing the danger, struck the rash

driver with a thunderbolt, and hurled him

headlong into the Po. Phaeton's sisters

mourned long for him, weeping tears

which became drops of amber. At length

Jupiter changed them to Poplars. The

constellation Eridanus was formed to com-

memorate the sad fate of Phaeton.

Ophiucus.—This constellation, also call-

ed Serpentarius, represents Esculapius

holding a serpent of great length. Escu-

lapius' head is near that of Hercules, and

his left foot is on the Scorpion. The Ser-

pent's head is near Corona Borealis, and

its tail extends to a point between Aquila
and Taurus Poniatowski. (See star maps
for June, July, and October.)

Esculapius was so successful as a physi-

cian that after his death he was worshiped

as the God of medicine. He was said

to be the son of Apollo by the nymph
Coronis- Chiron, the learned Centaur,

was his teacher. Pluto, the god of the

infernal regions, became alarmed for

fear P^sculapius would depopulate his

dominions. Even Jupiter was afraid

that Esculapius might make mankind im-

mortal, and that they would cease to show

proper respect for the gods. To prevent

these evils. Jupiter struck Esculapius with

a thunderbolt ;
and this great physician

disappeared from the earth to reappear in

the heavens, holding an enormous serpent,

the principal symbol of his occupation.

Corona Borealis.—The Northern

Crown is an ellipse formed of seven small

stars. Alphacca, the brightest, is of the

third magnitude.

Theseus, King of Athens, placed in the

celebrated Labyrinth of Crete, killed the
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moiibter ]\Iinotaur that was conrtnea there,

and that fed on human beings. Ariadne,

daughter of King Minos, being greatly in

love with Theseus, ga.-e him a ball of

thread, by the use of which he found his

way back out of the winding passages of

the Labyrinth. Theseus married Ariadne,

but deserted her at Naxos. Sometime

after the god Bacchus espoused Ariadne,

and, as a mark of his great love, presented

to her a crown of stars, which eventually

became the constellation Corona Borealis.

LOCAL HISTORY.

One of the most valuable and practical

of school exercises is an occasional talk on

the local history of the town, city, county,

and State in which your pupils live. The

following questions have been prepared

with reference to such conversations, or

they may be used as topics for the pupils

to read upon, and to collect materials for

writing. So many towns are celebrating

quarter-ceniury, half-century, centennial,

or bi-centennial birthdays, that it will in-

terest the people as well as the pupils :

HISTORICAL QUESTIONS.

1. Indian history, legends, battle-fields,

forts, trails, etc.

2. Name first white settler, when, where,

where from, reminiscences of journey, and

experience.

3. Early settlers following, by name if

possible ; when, where from, and occupa-

tion, giving first occupant of each lot or

early-settled farm, and, in a general way,
j

passing to the present.

4. Location of first land-grant or patent ;

by whom located, number of acres, and

incidents relating thereto.

5. First log, hewed-log, frame-house or

barn, and brick building erected.

6. First wheat sowed, ground cleared,

crops planted, orchards set out, superior

agricultural implements brought in, and

improved stock.

7. Survey of roads, surveyors.

8. Early marriages, births, and deaths,

grave-yards.

9. Early schools, school-houses, teach-

ers, surviving pupils.

10. First flour and lumber mills, build-

ers, tanneries, other manufactures at the

same point, later and at date.

1 1. Pioneer stores, trading- points, mode
of trade, and early merchants.

12. Post routes, postmasters, riders,

stages, mail-matter.

13. Canals, traffic, and travel, railroads.

14. Interesting matter from records.

15. Early residents of prominence hold-

ing local or higher offices.

16. Residents of notoriety; cause.

17. History in full of academy, sem-

inary, college, or other public institution,

giving location, by whom originated, erec-

tion and size of building, principals or

superintendents.

18. Newspapers, banks, manufactories
;

name officers, location, all matter showing

influence, prosperity, and local advan-

tage.

19. Leading agricultural interests, ma-

chinery, stock.

20. Statistics of production, health, edu-

cation, and population.

21. Military record of soldiers of 181 2,

of 1861-5, batdes, if killed, wounded, cap-

tured, or discharged.

22. Any incidents of general interest,

and authentic, other than enumerated.

Reminiscences should be briefly re-

corded
; writing clear and explicit, partic-

ularly in name and date. Avoid diffusive

style and its opposite
—

dry chronology of

fact. If not positive of statements, give

reason why.
—New EnglandJournal of Ed-

ucation.

Know as fully as possible the past history

of each one of your pupils.

Talk to your pupils in a natural tone of

voice.
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THE TEACHER WHO IS A
GROOVE- RUNNER.

[From Bkn. F. Taylor's "
^////////f';

I

I

The most useless of stupidities is the

teacher who is a groove-runner ;
who has

swallowed text -books without digesting

them, and feeds his pupils with the mor-

sels as old pigeons feed squabs, until, like

himself, they are all victims of mental dys-

pepsia, which is a curious synonym for

education. Children subjected to such

diet are as likely to get fat and strong as

so many grist-mill hoppers, that swallow

the grain without grinding the kernel.

Such teachers forget that one, like Judith's

sister
" Feeble-Mind

"
in Cooper's novel,

may have a prodigious memory. Who
has not known a fool who remembered

everything he heard and just as he heard

it, who could run up and down the mul-

tiplication-table like a cat upon a lad-

der, and rattle off rule after rule without

missing a word, and that was all there was

of it
—he was a fool still ? A good mem-

ory built into a well-made intellectual

structure is a noble blessing, but that

same memory with nothing to match it, is

like a garret without any house under it ;

a receptacle of odds and ends, that are

worth less than those papers that losers of

lost pocket-books are always advertising

for,
•'
of no value except to the owner."

Take English grammar under the man

of grooves. Learning to swim upon
kitchen tables, buying a kit of tools and

so setting up for carpenters, are all of a

piece with his grammar. Hear them de-

fining a prep'sition as
"
connecting words,

and showing the relation between them,"

when not one pupil in a hundred ever

finds out whether it is a blood relation or

a relation by marriage. Hear them parse :

"John strikes Charles.
'

John
'

is a noun,

masculine gender, third person, because

it's spoken of, sing'lar number, nom'native

case t'
*

strikes.' 'Strikes' is an irreg'lar.

active, trans'tive verb, strike, struck, strick-

en, indicative mode,, present tense, third

person singular, and 'grees with John.
Verb must 'gree with its nom'native case

'n' number and person.
'

Charles' is a

noun, masculine gender, sing'lar number,

third person, 'cause its spoken of, ob-

jective case, and governed by 'strikes.'

Active verbs govern the objective case—
please, sir, S'mantha and Joe is a-makin"

faces'." And all in the same breath!

What ardor ! What intellectual efibrt !

What grooves ! Meanwhile, grammars
mended, amended, and emended, multi-

ply. There are four things anybody can

do : teach a school, drive a horse, edit a

newspaper, and make a grammar. Mean-

while the same old high crimes and mis-

demeanors against the statutes are daily

committed. This comes of grooves and

the lack of a professorship of common
sense.

Take geography. The young lady tic.->ii

from school, who from a steamer's deck

was shown an island, arid who asked with

sweet simplicity, "Is there wa/er the other

side of it .''" had all the discovered islands

from the Archipelago to Madagascar ranged

in grooves and at her tongue's end.

"Didn't you know," said the father to his

son, who expressed great surprise at some

simple fact,
**
didn't you know it.'" "Oh,

no," replied the little fellow ;

"
1 learned

it a great while as^o, but I never kne7r it

before !'

Take arithmetic. Show a boy who has

finished the book, and can give chapter

and verse without winking, a pile of wood

and tell him to measure it, and ten to one

he is puzzled. And yet he can pile up
wood in the book, and gives you the cords

to a fraction, but then there i.sn't a .stick

of fuel to be measured, and that makes it

easier, because he can sit in his groove,

and keep a wood-yard. "So you have

completed arithmetic," said the late Pro-

fessor Page, of the State Normal School,
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to a new-come candidate for an advanced

position ;

"
please tell me how much thir-

teen and a half pounds of pork will cost

at eleven and a half cents a pound ?"

The price was chalked out in a twinkling.

''Good," said the professor, "now tell me
what it would cost if the pork were half

fat.?" The chalk lost its vivacity, the

youth faced the blackboard doubtingly,

and finally turning to the teacher with a

face all spider-webbed with the lines of

perplexity, and with a little touch of con-

tempt at the simplicity of the "sum,"

and, possibly, of himself, he said, "It

seems easy enough, but I don't know what

to do with the fatT That fellow was not

a fool, but a groove-runner. A little con-

dition was thrown in that he never saw in

the book, and that groove of his had never

been lubricated with fat pork.

WILD-CAT DISTRICT.

BY CHARLES M. DRAKE.

CHAPTER V.

TWO WAYS OF GOVERNMENT.

Happy the teacher who has the respect

and esteem of his pupils, but more happy
he who also possesses their confidence.

Sympathy is a seventh sense which opens
for us the hearts of those we meet, making
us see as they see—feel as they feel.

Many people think they should ignore

the complaints which children make of

their teachers, since they know that these

complaints are greatly due to some faults

of the children. This is unjust, and the

opportunity for showing the child why that

which had displeased him, had been done,

is lost. "Since no one else will take care

of you, take care of yourself the best way

you can," becomes the motto of the boy.

He dimly recognizes that the world is

against him. His peculiarities strike

sharply against the customs of the world,

and are beaten down unpityingly. In-

dividuality gradually becomes lost, and

the child grows up as one of the common

people.

Jacob Barnes, Jr. of Coyote, paid a

friendly visit to Thomas Jefferson Johnson
of Wildcat. It was the latter part of No-

vember, and in the afternoon, a shower of

rain had driven the boys to a covered hay-

stack for shelter. Here they stretched

themselves out at full length and listened

awhile to the delightful patter of the rain-

drops upon the shakes above their heads.

" Now if Mr. Dean were only here to

tell us a bear story, this would be splen-

did," said Thomas, as he worked his bare

feet down among the soft straw.

"
I do n't see what we want with a

school-teacher here," replied Jacob.
"

I

like Mr. Silver first-rate, but I 'd rather

have some other boy up here."

"Mr. Dean is better than any boy to

play with," retorted Thomas rather indig-

nantly.
" Last week, when he was going

by here, I called him up to help me fix

some traps that I couldn't make work.

He told me about fifty different kinds of

traps, and fixed mine so they worked

bully
—there ! I was n't going to say that

word any more. Mr. Dean says it meant

'brave,' about three hundred years ago,

but, like many other words, it got spoiled

by keeping it so long, and so we had

better throw it away. What does your

teacher do when'the boys swear .?"

"Oh ! he takes off some of our credits,

and sometimes keeps us in recess if the

word is a very bad one. He always pun-

ishes us some way. What does your

teacher do when a boy swears .?"

" He tells him that it is not a nice word,

and he do n't like to play with boys who

use such words. He makes a fellow feel

as if it were mean and low to swear and

use bad language."
" Mr. Silver asked Bob Woods, the other

day, where he learned all his bad words,

and he said,
' From my father, sir.' Mr.
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Silver said he could not punish Bob's

father, but that he would whip Bob if he

did n't quit swearing at school."

"Why didn't he do like Mr. Dean did

with Jerry Peters? Jerry told Mr. Dean
that his father used those words, and when

night came Mr. Dean took Jerry by the

hand and went down to Dr. Peters', and

says he,
'

Doctor, do you think a boy like

this should use such words as so and so ?'

'

No, indeed ! Mr. Dean,' says the Doctor.
*
If he talks like that, thrash him, sir !

thrash him !'
* But you see, Doctor, he

tells me that he hears them from his father,

and it looks wrong to whip him for doing
what his father does, so I thought I would

bring him to you.' The Doctor coughed
and spluttered around a bit and then said,

'See here, Jerry, we will both quit off

swearing. I did n't think you were copy-

ing my bad example. We will both quit.

Swearing is a d—d bad habit any way.'
"

" Do you have self-reporting in your
school?" inquired Jacob. "Mr. Silver

has all the scholars report their conduct

every day, and he puts it down in the reg-

ister. If they are perfect they say
'

five ;'

if pretty good,
'

four.' None of them ever

do say less than three."
" But lots of them say

*

five
' when they

are not five," says Thomas. "Our last

teacher tried that plan, and I think she

was in a fair way to make first-class liars

of all of us. She told at the institute how

successful she had been with that method,

and that her pupils were very conscientious

in their reports."
" But don't Mr. Dean have any reports ?

How do the parents know how the children

are getting along ?"

"Mr. Dean don't believe in' reports.

He says they make extra work without

sufficient benefits to pay for the work.

That they have a tendency to discourage

just that part of the school which need en-

couragement,—the idle and the dull. As

for the parents, if they are interested in

the children they will soon find out how

they are doing, and the school-room is

always open to visitors."

"Do you have to say
*

good morning
'

when you come into the school-house ?

Mr. Silver makes us all say
'

good-morn-

ing
'

to him."
" Mr. Dean do n't make us say it, but we

must always do so, because—because he

always says
*

good-morning' to us, I guess.

Mr. Dean's *

good-morning* always sounds

as if he said
'

I am glad to see you this

morning.'
"

"Do you have lessons on morals and

manners? We do,—twice a week. Some-

times Mr. Silver reads us a moral lesson,

or sometimes he talks to us. You ought

to have heard the lecture that he gave two

of the boys last week for lying. It smart-

ed, I can tell you."
"

I remember the only time I ever lied

to Mr. Dean," said Thomas. "Alpha
Black had bmken a window-sash all to

pieces and cut her hand, so she had to

go home to wrap it up. When Mr. Dean

came he asked me if I knew who broke

it, and I told him I did not. He did not

say anything more then, but when we

were walking home that night he threw

his arm over my shoulder and said very

quietly, "Thomas, who broke that win-

dow-sash?' 'Alpha Black, sir,' said I,

holding down my head. 'So I thought/

said Mr. Dean. 'Now Thomas, if you

want to keep my good opinion, always

tell me just what is so. If you do n't

want to tell me a thing say so. But re-

member it is always cowardly to lie.' He
said this, and a great deal more, so kindly

to me that I felt worse than if I had been

beaten half to death, and if Mr. Dean

staid here a thousand years I don't think

I could tell him another lie.
"

" Mr. Silver makes us study," said Jake.

"He gives us checks for idleness, and

sometimes fetches us up by him to study.

Why, Bob Woods was so idle, one day,
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that Mr. Silver set him on his lap. Did n't

Bob cry though 1 But Mr. Silver kept him

there till he had studied his lesson over

twice."

"Why, the boys like to sit by Mr. Dean

to study, and the little Browns would sit all

day and study if Mr. Dean would let them."
" How does he get them to study if he

do n't punish them," inquired Jake.

"You see, we like to do most of our

lessons. Arithmetic is just fun, and ge-

ography is so interesting. Mr. Dean

always has something nice to tell us about

the places in geography
—what the people

do there, and how they live. But I like

the odds-and-ends class the best."

" What kind of a study is odd-and-ends ?"

inquired Jacob.
"
Whv, you see," replied Thomas, "that

lots ot little questions come up in the

classes during the day that do not bear

much upon the lesson, and which it would

take some time to answer. When the

other classes are through Mr. Dean talks

about these things. Then he talks about

what we should eat and drink and wear,

and lots of other things."
" Mr. Silver keeps a quiet school," said

Jacob.
" He hardly lets a fellow wink.

When he came there the boys used to run

all about the room, and talk out loud and

ask questions of the teacher without rais-

ing their hands ; but now you can almost

hear a pin drop when there is no class re-

citing. The boys did n't like it at first, but

now they are rather proud of it 's being so

quiet."

"I don't believe ours is a very still

school," said Thomas. "The only time

I keep still is when I am not at work. I

like to hear the noise of other folks work-

ing on each side of me. It stirs me up,

and makes me work too. I used to long
for play-spells to come, but now I hardly

get to work, it seems to me, before Mr.

Dean strikes his little bell for recess."
" What you do at recess .^" asked Jacob.

" We play ball and base, and if the

weather is warm we sometimes go in

swimming at noon in the pond we have

fixed up. All our boys and girls can

swim. The girls use the pond Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and they can almost beat

the boys swimming."
"Mr. Silver punishes us when we run

away at noon and go in swimming."
"
Yes, but you see, we do n't run away,

and Mr. Dean goes along with us nearly

always. He makes us practice carrying

weights across the pond, so that we can

pull a fellow out when he is drowning.

Doesn't Mr. Silver play with the boys at

recess ?"

" No
;
he says it makes them too familiar,

and besides he doesn't have the time. He
most always has some pupils in for bad

lessons or bad conduct, and he tends to

them at recess time."
" Mr. Dean says he won't let bad boys

keep him in recess. He stays and shows

a fellow about his lesson sometimes, as a

favor, but not to punish him."
"

I should think school-teachers would

get out of patience," said Jacob. 1 'm

sure I could n't be so quiet as Mr. Silver

is, when a boy does a thing wrong, after

being told so many times."
"

I saw Mr. Dean get out of patience

once," said Thomas. "He was showing

Joe Bennet an example, after school, and

all the rest of the scholars were gone, ex-

cept me. He explained it over and over

again to Joe, but Joe could not get it. At

last Mr. Dean cried out, 'Joe Bennet, how

many teachers do you suppose would stay

here and show a boy the same thing over

and over for thirty times, without* getting

mad.?' Joe slipped his arm around the

teacher's neck, and looking up half crying,

said, softly,
'

Only one, Mr. Dean.' The

teacher's eyes filled with tears, and catching

Joe up in his arms he kissed him and said,

* We will try it again, Joe, a new way.' I

could n't see but what it was the same way.
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but Joe seemed to get it this time, and

since then he has learned real fast."
j

" The rain has stopped, so I guess I had
'

better go home. It seems to me, Tom,
as if you boys Uke to do those things Mr.

i

Silver uses for punishments."
" You see a punishment is in the having

to do it," said Thomas. ''You can drive
|

a boy or you can lead him. If you make

him tell the truth, make him study, make ,

him talk properly and politely, you don't

get the boy to like these things, and when
j

he does n't have to do them any longer I

its two to one that he won't do them.
|

Now I don't know that Mr. Dean has !

taught me so much this term, but I never '

liked to study before, and it seems to me '

that now I like to read and find out things, ,

that I am really farther ahead than if I

had been made to learn three times as

much and had n't liked it."

" But many of Mr. Silver's scholars

really like to study," said Jacob, "and

they have learned a great deal since he

has been there."

"It seems to me," replied Thomas,
"that it shows most to a teacher's credit

when he gets dull and lazy and careless

pupils interested in their work. Now
there was Eben Meeks that never learned

anything about arithmetic until the teacher

began to build his house, and he is so fond

of working at buildings that he ciphered

out examples by the wholesale about lum-

ber and shingles. Before he got through

he had learned more of compound num-

bers, fractions, and decimals that he would

have got out of books in five years."

"Who built the teacher's house.'" in-

quired Jacob.

"We did," proudly answered Thomas.

"Mr. Dean drew out the plans, and at

noon times we would work on the house.

We learned to make out bills of lumber,

and I guess most of the big boys think

they could build a house by themselves

if they had need for one."

"When Mr. Silver built his house he"

hired a carpenter and the boys were not

allowed to go near it during school time.

He has got a nice house and father's best

forty acres."
" But when the boys grow up ihc ones

here in Wild-cat will always feel as though

they had some interest in Mr. Dean's

house, and he says when he gets to keep-

ing house he wants us all to feel that we

have somewhere to go when we feel like

visiting. His things are coming ne.xt

week, and we are going to help him fix

them up, and then he is going to
'

keep

batch' for awhile."

THE KOBU DAIGAKKO. (IM-
PERIAL COLLEGE OF

ENGINEERING.)

BY PROF. M. M. SCOTT.

[Imperial University, Tokio, Japan.]

This College was established in 1872,

by order of the Minister of Public Works,

of whose department it is a subdivis-

ion or bureau. The purpose for which

the institution was organized was the edu-

cation of engineers to serve in the various

departments of public works. It may not

be out of place to mention here that all

internal improvements in Japan are car-

ried forward entirely under Government

control. In the construction of railroads

and telegraphs, and even in many trading

operations, the Government moves every-

thing. In the introduction of improved

methods of agriculture, and new methods

generally, a like condition prevails. How-

ever much this might be deprecated in

our country, I believe, for the present, at

least, it is the only plan possible in Japan.

As a rule individuals are poor, without ex-

perience in co-operation or the directing

of affairs, and in nearly every case thus

far, where companies have been formed,

even with a considerable amount of capi-
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'tal, failure and disaster have been the con-

sequence, for want of proper management.
In order to have matters directed with

skill and foresight, many foreigners have

been engaged in the various schemes of

the Government, at an enormous outlay

to the imperial treasury. The sooner

qualified Japanese can direct affairs, then,

the better ;
and with this end in view the

Engineering College was established.

The College is situated in a beautiful

location, in the southern portion of Tokio,

near the terminus of the Tokio and Yoko-

hama Railway. The buildings are in

nearly the form of a square ;
are of brick,

in the Gothic style of architecture, and if

constructed at an enormous cost, they are

an ornament to the city, and in strong

contrast to the mongrel, rickety buildings

of the Imperial University.

The principal of the College is Mr.

Henry Dyer, C. E., M. A., of the Uni-

versity of Glasgow, ably assisted by a

faculty of his fellow-countrymen. Mr.

Dyer, I believe, was a favorite pupil of

the distinguished physicist, Sir William

Thompson. Of his attainments this is

sufficient recommendation
;

and of his

good practical sense, his management of

the institution, and his somewhat volumin-

ous but excellent report for the first four

years of the College attest.

The course of training extends over six

years. The first two years are spent wholly
at college, and six months in the practice

of that particular branch which the stu-

dent may select. The next four years are

spent wholly in practical work.

It will thus be seen that the principal is

not an impracticable theorist, but believes

in a healthy alternation of study and the

application of it, which is more necessary

in Japan than even in our own country.

It is not necessary for a student to have

very high attainments to enter the College.

Beside his native language and history, he

must show a tolerable degree of proficiency

in English Grammar, Composition, Arith-

metic, Geography, Algebra, and Geom-

etry.

The students are of two kinds—I mean
in their relation to the colleges. Those

that are called Government Cadets, whose

expenses are paid by the College ;
and Pri-

vate Cadets, who pay their own expenses.

The poverty of the people is, as can be

seen, shown in their registration. I be-

lieve very few enter as Private Cadets.

In return for their education, as in the

Imperial University, the Government Ca-

dets bind themselves, with a property

surety, to pursue the prescribed course,

and to be at the Government's disposal

for seven years after graduation, at a fixed

salary, to be named, of course, by the

party to whom service is due. If the

Private Cadet leave before he finish his

course, in addition to the ten dollars per

month he has paid, he is to pay ten dollars

per month additional for the entire time

he has been at the College.

The course of study embraces all those

branches usually pursued in Europe and

America, and it is intended to fit young
men to be able to do and to direct all

kinds of individual operations in connec-

tion with the development of the re-

sources of Japan, The principal of the

College has had in view not only the pros-

pective, but the immediate increase of the

nation's wealth
;
the necessity of which is

more apparent to those living in this coun-

try than to people at home, who know

nothing of its present poverty.

The country is very rich in almost every

natural resource—coal, iron, copper, and

an almost endless capacity for agricultural

productions. To qualify young men for

these important duties, then, in the short-

est possible time is what, in the opinion of

all competent judges, is needed.

The branches of technical education pur-

sued are Civil Engineering, Mechanical

Engineering, Telegraphy, Architecture,
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Practical Chemistry, and Mining. In all

these branches, including, of course, the

higher mathematics, it is the testimony of

the entire body of professors (and they

are men competent to give an opinion)

that the students are equal in most re-

spects, and far surpass in others, the same

number of youths found in institutions at

home. This is most certainly flattering

testimony, considering the common cant

of
"
inferior race."

In connection with the College, and

supplementary to it, are the extensive

workshops situated at Akaban6, which are

intended to be the practical side of

the institution. In these works, after

pursuing his college course, and even dur-

ing the last two years of his theoretical

studies, the student can go for practical in-

struction ;
to take hold with his dainty

Samouri hands of the hammer, and learn

the most important lesson of his life,
—that

it is not degrading to earn his living by

the "sweat of his brow."

This last lesson, by the way, is a sore

one for the Japanese youth to learn. In

feudal times, until the revolution in 1848,

the Samouri or gentleman did nothing but

serve his lord in the capacity of soldier,

or civil servant, sit on his mats and read

the Chinese classics, and draw his rations

of rice. He was a soldier and scholar,

disdaining those who engaged in the com-

mon affairs of life, especially merchants

and those who did manual labor. Now
the consequence is, that he is poor and

proud. The sons of these old feudal gen-

try are the students now found in the

ngineering College, the Imperial Uni-

versity, and that so distinguish themselves

by their studiousness and their peerless

manners the world over. Be it said to

their credit that as a rule they accept the

new order of things with good-humored
stoicism. They are by nature and heredi-

tary culture good students. They hardly

yet think it just the thing to do

"
coolie

"
labor. If there be a desk to

move in the school -room, they wish to

call the kodzukai* The professor of civil

engineering in the University informed

me that he had some difficulty in getting

the students to carry a leveling instrument

and chain in the field, thev tliinkiiiL^ that a

kodzukdi ought to do it.

The practical training thai tiic work-

shops in connection with the Engineering

College gives the students, takes the

"starch out of them," so to speak. It

teaches practical manipulations. In this

connection I shall let the principal tell his

own story, in the fo'iowit^'i- r^ry sensible

language :

"If we had adopted ilie system which I

have described as existing to a large ex-

tent in England, we should simply have

trained a nation of imitators, with no

power for original design ;
on the other

hand, if we had taken the continental sys-

tem and taught our students the theory of

their work, and allowed them to pick up
the practical as they could, we would have

had men who were conceited of their book

knowledge and who were unable to apply

it, but whose conceit would have led them

to try all sorts of mad experiments to the

great loss of their employers, as I believe

that no amount of learning about things

gives a true idea of the things themselves,

without actual experience. It is rather

difficult to say whether a purely practical

or a purely theoretical education is most

to be avoided, but I am inclined to think

that in the present circumstances of Japan

the latter is the more dangerous, as ex-

perience has shown that a practical man

without science seldom makes such seri-

ous blunders as a scientific man without

practice. After a long familiarity with the

general behavior of materials under stress,

by a process more like instinct than rea-

son, the practical man can generally carry

into successful use his few well-founded

• Servant.
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attempts, whereas the efforts of the mere

student of principles, in ignorance of a

thousand Httle things which are necessary

for success, very often result in failure."'

Whether the views embodied in the

foregoing are correct or not, rests, of

course, with the principal of the College,

and those Japanese having authority ;
but

without doubt the scheme is the correct

one. In what has hitherto been a pa-

ternal Government, in which the peo-

ple have depended upon assistance from

some source or other, irresolution and

dependence have been the result. Any
scheme of education is, in my opinion,

an unsafe one, which does not have for

one of its chief objects the strengthening

of the self-dependent faculties in this

country. Unfortunately for Japan many
of the Japanese seem to have a decided

leaning towards theories. A magnificent

scheme on paper sounds to them some-

thing like an actual reality. They go

abroad and observe with astonishment

and admiration the fruits of four centuries

of study and toil, and return to Japan

thinking all that is necessary is to engage

some foreigner, at a high salary, let him

draw up a programme of the scheme, and

they will have similar results.

With all their merits as students, they

are much given to rambling. They much

prefer discussing a trivial abstract ques-

tion of morals, than to learn how to stop

a hole in a wall to prevent them from

catching cold. They are somewhat as

children usually are, and like big words.

Political economy, history of civilization,

philosophy of style, social evolution, or

any ic or ism of any kind has a dark and

indescribable charm to a Japanese youth.

This is wholly pardonable in them
;

but

for those foreigners who come to Japan to

gain a reputation by administering to such

an appetite, there is no excuse.

The Japanese ought to be, and are, if let

alone, satisfied with the results of scientific

investigation and discussion in other coun-

tries better conditioned to original research

than themselves, and he who would teach

them otherwise, is not their friend. What

Japan wants, for the present, is a number

of practical and economical directors of

affairs, who do not only theorize, but who
can take hold and build good roads through-

out the country, develop its mineral and

agricultural resources, etc. Any very high

standard of education is, under present cir-

cumstances, "caviare to the general."

A VISIT TO A FREE KIN-
DERGARTEN IN SAN

FRANCISCO.

The following extract is one of a series of

articles written by Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper,
and published in the Evening Bulletin.

These articles attracted a great deal of at-

tention, and they have since been repub-

lished in Eastern and European journals.

By request of many teachers we republish

one of these valuable and interesting pa-

pers.
—[Ed. School and Home Journal.]

Every true-hearted philanthropist would

find a new joy in visiting the kindergar-

ten recently established on Silver Street,

a few doors east of Third, on the north

side of the street. There will be no diffi-

culty in finding the place, as a modest

sign on the house indicates the exact lo-

cality. Two spacious, sunny rooms, with

a good southern exposure, are filled with

bright, interesting faces, all aglow with

kindling intelligence. It is a pity that

the wee, little toddlers, many of them only

three years old, could not be spared the

devious flight of stairs by securing rooms

on the first floor. However, the wise su-

pervision of the careful and conscientious

teacher ensures from accident, as was

evinced when the hour for dismissal came,

when the infantile columns filed down,

one by one, in regular order, each little

hand grasping the balustrade, as tne tiny

feet dropped down, step after step.
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Some forty or more little children, be-

tween the ages of three and six years, sit

on comfortable low benches, behind low

tables, the tops of which are marked off
;

like a checker-board, in squares about an '

inch in size. Miss Smith, their teacher*

flits hither and thither among these lit-

tle prattlers. She was evidently born to

be a kindergartner. And right here it is

to be noted that all the training in the

world will never make a successful kinder-

gartner, unless there is a natural endow-

ment in that direction. Love for chil-

dren, ingenuity, tact, discipline that comes

from tenderness and decision, and that in-

describable thing which we call magnet-

ism—all these are required to make a

successful and thoroughly competent edu-

cator in this line. The best of training,

after Froebel's methods, must be super-

added to all this plentitude of endowment.

THE PUPILS AT WORK.

At a recent visit to the institution, the

children were eagerly listening to a de-

scription and explanation of some pictures

upon the walls ; for, it must be remem-

bered, that the white walls are made gor-

geous with pictures, engravings, wood-cuts,

etchings, colored plates of animals, land-

scapes, trees, flowers, and samples of the

work done by the little midgets. Then

came a merry song, in which the trilling

voices mingled, as if,

"
all the day were

made of melody." And now "Josie," a

wee toddler of only three years, was sum-

moned to distribute the work - satchels.

josie was a curly- headed, rosy- cheeked,

roguish
- looking brunette, brim -full of

sprightliness that danced out of a pair of

black eyes which fairly twinkled with mis-

chief. But Josie knew her business well.

She took from Miss Smith, one by one,

the neatly folded paper satchels, each prop-

erly superscribed to the rightful owner, and

in a twinkling the satchel was carefully

adjusted in front of its proprietor, right

side up, and on a particular line, awaiting

the general order to begin work. When
all were supplied, the mandate came. In

a twinkling the little satchels were opened,
the various pieces of work were brought

out, and the deft little fingers were at their

several delightful tasks. One section was

engaged in weaving and interlacing papers

of contrasting shades into pretty mats,

which were to be presented to parents or

brothers and sisters as holiday gifts. An-

other section was at work upon card-board,

modeling in worsteds. Commencing with

the vertical and horizontal line they pass

on to squares, circles, triangles, and vari-

ous devices and figures, all of which de-

velop the constructive faculties of the

child. Still another section was at work

interlacing wooden slats, learning precis-

ion and accuracy in adjustment. All these

varied employments are calculated to make

these children quick to invent, contrive,

imitate, and construct. It is wonderful to

see the little three-year-old wrestle suc-

cessfully with thread and needle and form-

ulate a pattern on the dainty card-board

for "mamma." And how clean the little

fingers must have been, foi peck

nor a spot defiles the preiiy outline !

What a happy bee-hive is this kindergar-

ten. Every little face beams with joy.

There are no frowns, no cross words, no

severities.
*' Miss Kate," as the children

call their teacher, knows how to rule with

tenderness. It is a household of happi-

ness. The rafters of love make a home

of law. Hear the musical voices !

" Miss

Kate, please thread my needle.
' ** Miss

Kate, I've finished my mat ; can't I take

it home.'" "Miss Kate, won't you tell

us a story now ?"
"

Mis.<? Kate, can't we

sing a song .'" And " Miss Kate
"
has an

answer for each, and each is satisfied.

THE TEACHER AT WORK PLEASA.VT RE-

SULTS.

Miss Kate now shows the children a

beautiful leaf, explains to them how it

grew, shows them the delicate veins, the
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beautiful outline, the brilliant coloring.

Tells them how it helped to dress and

adorn the tree, as their garments serve to

cover and adorn them. The bright eyes

grow brighter, and the radiant faces more

radiant, until one little enthusiast out with,
" Oh ! INIiss Kate, let me kiss that pretty

leaf." This tells volumes for that young

hopeful, who less than three months ago

was the veriest little hoodlum to be found

in the city. When he first entered the

school he was always in an attitude of de-

fiance, as if every hand was against him.

The first gentle effort of Miss Kate to ad-

just Tommy to the new regime under

which he had come, was rewarded with a

clenched fist, a menacing gesture, and the

characteristic suggestion,
*' You jes' try to

boss me an' I'll put a head on ye." But

Miss Kate saw the diamond in the rough
in little Tommy, and to-day, among all

the group, there is not a more affection-

ate and promising pupil in the kindergar-

ten than the irrepressible Tommy. He
has a splendid head, and there is the stuff

in him out of which heroes are made.

THE CHILDREX AT PLAY.

Now the bell rings ! Paper satchels are

all packed and adjusted, nimble little

hands are picking them up, a pleasant
" thank you

"
rewards the brisk collector

as each little worker passes over her

satchel. The door leading into an adjacent

room is opened, and keeping time to the

lively music of a march played on the

piano by
" Miss Kate," forty delighted

children file out into a large air)- room

devoted to simple games and gymnastics.

The walls of this room are also covered

with pictures, which eager eyes follow

with undisguised delight. And now the

sport begins. "What shall we have first .'^"

asks Miss Kate. "The Farmer!" "The
Farmer !" is the eager response. And then

the little hands clasp each other and the

circle is formed. A song, clearly articu-

lated, set to a musical melody is sung by

all the children, and the descriptive words

are emphasized by appropriate gestures,

indicative of the different processes of

seed-sowing, harrowing, reaping, binding,

threshing, milking, baking, and eating.

It is easy to see how all this developes the

intelligence of the child. Every game
has its meaning, and it is calculated to

quicken the imagination and teach the

children to idealize. There is nothing of

boisterousness, and this play-work is thor-

oughly enjoyed, and not less by the chil-

dren than by the lookers-on. There is

no repression, there are no rebukes, no

penalties, and yet everything is orderly,

systematic, and inspiring. "What next.?"'

asks Miss Kate. "A story
— a story!"

echoes a score of voices. And such a

story as it is : Every eye is fixed on the

narrator
;
mouths are agape with aston-

ishment and interest
; looks of disappro-

bation for the wrong-doing narrated in the

story are plainly visible. Smiles of joy at

the final triumph of good over evil, show

unmistakably that the lesson of the les-

son has not been lost. Miss Kate cer-

tainly deserves the name of the champion

story-teller. The children evidently think

so, and are v.ociferous for another, and

still another. Then comes a pretty set

of exercises in simple gymnastics, accom-

panied with singing. The piano strikes

up, the children march back into the gen-

eral convening room, a few words of gen-

tle admonition and wise commendation,
and hats and bonnets are quietly distrib-

uted, and the infantile battalion file down

the stairs, out into the street, and are on

their way home
;
but not until every one

has had a parting clasp of Miss Kate's

hand, the reward of well-doing.

WHAT THE SCHOOL IS D0L\G.

And this is but a brief pen-picture of a

short visit to the kindergarten. Here are

upwards of forty children, from three to

six years of age, culled from among the

poorest classes, from out of the most un-
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fortunate homes. Only the neediest and

the most neglected children are permitted

to join the school, for the effort is a char-

itable one. Think of it I Forty children

brought under such genial, gentle, refining,

uplifting influences as these. Think of it I

Forty little children made happy ; taught to

love one another
; taught to respect each

other ; taught habits of neatness, order,

regularity, industry, and frugality ; taught

skill and dexterity of hand and muscle
;

taught grace and ease of motion ; taught

habits of observation and concentration ;

taught gentleness, consideration, and love

for each other and for all that God has

made. The results cannot be measured.

It is pleasant to note that the young ladies

from the high school are detailed as as-

sistants from time to time, and that they

are thus learning the admirable system

followed in the Silver Street kindergarten.

Let every lover of his kind visit this

praiseworthy movement in behalf of the

neglected children of our city.

THE SAN FRANCISCO
SCHOOLS.

From June 1878 to June 1879.

Superintendent Mann's report for the

past year has been completed, and ad-

vance sheets are now before us. Teach-

ers and the educational public generally

will be interested to learn what progress

has been made in San Francisco schools.

Mr. Mann begins his report :

"The schools of San Francisco have

completed a year of unusual interest and

significance. On the whole, they have

made substantial progress ; the results of

their year's work will compare favorably

with those ot any previous year ; yet they

have passed through a season of severe,

unprecedented trial. They have been

shaken to their foundations by astounding

revelations of fraudulent certificates, im-

peaching the competence of some teach-

ers and the personal and professional in-

tegrity of others.

"The cost of maintaining the schools

has been put to serious question. Allega-

gations of extravagant expenditure in

every direction have been made, and even

teachers' salaries have been threatened.
"

It cannot be denied that the agitation

upon these matters has been detrimental

to the best interests of the schools. •

"
During the past year our teachers have

been to an unavoidable extent deterred

from putting forth iheir unfettered ener-

gies because they have been anxious about

their reputations and their means of liv-

ing. For it seemed to them, wrought

upon as they were during the long in-

quiry into the 'question frauds,' that an

unsigned letter, or a bit of unfounded

hearsay testimony, or a lying, revengeful

witness, might in a single night destroy a

professional reputation which was the val-

ued product of laborious years. Or, the

Board of Education, mistaking the clamor

of politicians and the outcries of the op-

ponents of free public education for a

genuine expression of the popular will,

might reduce their present liberal and

honorable salaries below the point of re-

spectable living.
** Then there was the fear of a general

re-examination that would subject well-

earned and undisputed success to annoy-

ing and possibly unjust criticism, and the

greater fear that the schools could not for

years recover from the loss of public con-

fidence resulting from exposures of the
*

investigation.'
"

It is gratifying to feel, however, ;u> i

do sincerely, that in spite of these draw-

backs, the real work of the schools has not

been sensibly affected ; that the schools of

this city are better to-day than they were a

year ago ; that, on the whole, more good
than evil has resulted from the

'

investiga-

tion
'

;
and that the present administration

will leave the schools at such a point of
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excellence that they will need for their

ample prosperity only a continuance of

the liberal support and careful manage-
ment accorded to them by the people

and their officers during the past two

Under the head of Investigation of the

Question Frauds, Superintendent Mann

says :

"Fifteen teachers, including one prin-

cipal of a grammar school, were, in the

opinion of the investigating committee of

the Board of Education, implicated in the

purchase, sale, or use, of the advance cop-

ies of examination questions and dismissed

from the Department. Six others, against

whom the evidence was comparatively

slight, were ordered to be re-examined.

Of these, three have passed an excellent

examination, one has been dismissed, one

has resigned, and one is under suspension

until she shall pass an examination. Of

the seven hundred teachers in the De-

partment the vast majority were absolutely

unscathed. Out of the whole body hardly

more than five per cent, were even named

ia a protracted inquiry which took the

widest range and in which everything was

admitted as evidence that offered the

faintest promise of throwing light upon
the main question or any of its parts.

This result is highly creditable to the

great body of the teachers, and the re-

mote effect of the whole matter, after

its immediate disagreeable characteristics

have been forgotten, will be to intensify

the feeling of professional honor and to

render it more difficult than ever for im-

posters to enter the sacred calling."

After referring to the effect of the new

Constitution on our city school organiza-

tion, and advocating the
" Canadian plan

"

of granting teachers' certificates, Mr.

Mann advocates the system of competi-

tive examinations adopted by the present

Board of Education. He proposes, how-

ever, some modifications and changes in

the present plan, as follows :

* * * "At the same time it must

be admitted that some details of the pres-

ent plan can be improved. The Board

itself should not examine. First, because

the conduct of the examination makes too

heavy a draft upon the time of already

over -burdened Directors. Second, be-

cause it is unlikely that any succeeding

Board will have so many college gradu-

ates and experienced teachers among its

number qualified to examine. Third, be-

cause, the examiners are subjected to un-

pleasant pressure and criticism by the

friends of candidates. The '

competitive
'

examinations should be conducted by the

City Examining Board. This will ahvays

be composed of prominent teachers,

with a life-tenure of their places, and

measurably independent of political influ-

ences.
" While there can be no doubt that

some plan of competitive examination is

the best for admitting teachers into the De-

partment, there is some question whether

this test should be used in recommending
teachers for promotion. If all the teach-

ers in the Department had gained entrance

by this method, it would seem that promo-
tion should be the reward of meritorious

service only, and not be determined by

mere scholarship. But for many years

no so careful test has been applied ;
con-

sequently, the examiners have sometimes

been astounded at the ignorance of ordi-

nary branches displayed by teachers who

had the reputation of being fairly suc-

cessful, and who had many admiring and

zealous friends. I think that, for some

years to come, the observance of the rule

established by the present Teachers' Com-

mittee, including its application to cases

of promotion to the first positions in the

schools, will tend to improve the qualifi-

cations of all teachers desirous of advance-

ment, and to substitute the standard of
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merit for the standard of political or per-
sonal influence."

Mr. Mann advocates the appointment, by-

Superior Judges, or some other non-politi-
cal body, of a salaried

" Board of Over-

seers," to aid the Superintendent and dep-

uty, in all the duties now performed by
the Board of Education, with the excep-
tion of the financial management, build-

ing, and repairing. He concludes this

recommendation as follows :

"
I feel that right here, in the governing

power of the school system, is its weakest

point. That more disastrous results have

not followed from defective organization

must be attributed to the universal interest

felt by the people in the public schools and

the earnest watchfulness they have exer-

cised over those who had them in charge.
" The friends of our schools have now

an opportunity that will not occur again

for many years to remedy acknowledged
defects of organization, and, by incorpor-

ating in the new charter the essentials of

the plan above outlined, to take a step in

advance of the whole country, and to

place the schools finally and forever 'out

0/ politics!
"

Mr. Mann says in regard to the cost of

our schools :

"The Department expended during the

fiscal year the sum of $876,000. Of this

amount at least $60,000 was used for per-

manent improvements in school accom-

modations. An examination of the re-

ports of Eastern cities of corresponding
size shows that we expend about $100,000
more per year than they do. Our ex-

penses for buildings, repairs and supplies,

are not out of proportion to theirs for

similar purposes. Any candid inquirer

will convince himself by a few minutes'

investigation, that the main difference is

in the salaries paid to female teachers.

Public sentiment very properly will not

allow the reduction of salaries paid to wo-

men teachers in this city. Public senti-

ment should then be reasonable, and
should reconcile itself to a higher rate

of expenditure for schools than is in-

curred elsewhere. * *

" A very few would reduce the scope of

public education to the
'

beggarly elements

of knowledge,' and support at the public

expense only charity schools for the very

poor. These selfish worshipers of wealth,

these un-American defenders of caste,

would degrade public education from a

generous feast spread by the State before

all its children to a few crumbs con-

temptuously tossed to beggars' brats.

They are audacious enough to represent
this as the *

original idea
'

of public

schools. It has been shown again and

again that the New England States were

as careful to provide Universities and

'Grammar Schools'— /. e., schools in

which Latin and Greek were taught
—for

the whole people as they were to estab-

lish schools of a more rudimentary nature.

Their example has been everywhere fol-

lowed. Professor Huxley expresses the

almost universal sentiment when he says,
' No scheme of public schools is worthy of

regard that does not create an educational

ladder with one end in the gutter and the

other in the University.'

"If, then, the general feeling will not

permit any serious curtailment of the fair

proportions of our system of schools, nor

any reduction in the salaries paid to wo-

men, how shall a reduction of expense
which the same general feeling seems to

demand be brought about .'

"I. By extreme care in the formation

of new classes and the employment of

additional teachers.

"2. By reducing the cost of teaching

music, drawing, French, and German to

the lowest possible point.

"3. By consolidati-ng classes wherever

possible, and dismissing or transferrini,'

superfluous teachers.
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"4. By constant vigilance on the part of

the Committees on School-houses and

Sites and Furniture and Supplies.

"These points have been attended to

by the present Board, and consequently,

although the expenditure for the past year

was less by $110,000 than the amount

allowed by law, on account of the saving

effected by the two Committees above

named and by the Classification Commit-

tee, no reduction in salaries was made

necessary, and several new buildings were

erected.

"There should be provision for making
a special levy for school building purposes

each year. The amount needed varies

greatly in different years ;
it confuses cal-

culation by being added to current ex-

penses, and under the present arrange-

ment, since it is not a separate fund, it is

liable to be encroached upon for other

purposes.
" Additional economical expedients that

I have advocated from time to time, and

which I recommend to the careful con-

sideration of the next Board, are the fol-

lowing :

"
I. Let each of the forty principals who

do not teach classes be assigned to a class

and allowed the assistance of a pupil from

the normal class of the Girls' High School,

who would be glad to teach without pay.

The principal should be required to report

upon the proficiency in teaching of the

normal pupils sent to him, and the av-

erage of these reports should be entered

upon the diploma of graduation from the

normal class. This expedient, besides

furnishing a
'

training school,' which we

need very much, would effect a saving of

$25,000 per year.

"2. Let all the 'substituting' in pri-

mary classes be done by normal pupils

without pay, their proficiency to be re-

ported on as before. This would save

$10,000 per annum.
"

3. Abolish the distinctions in salaries

now made according to the grade of cer-

tificate held by the teacher, and according

to the sex of the class taught. Probable

saving, $15,000.
"

4. Allow teachers of French and Ger-

man primary classes five dollars per month

extra instead of ten dollars. This would

save $1,500 per annum.
"

5. Reduce the number of music teach-

ers from seven to four. Saving, $4,500

per annum.

"6. Rearrange the salary schedule on

the plan of naming a maximum for each

grade of service, said maximum to be

reached by equal annual increments to a

minimum amount during the first five

years' employment by the city.
" There is but little question that these

changes, involving an aggregate saving of

$100,000, could be made without detri-

ment to the schools, while some of them

would be positively advantageouii."

Under Salaries, Mr. Mann says :

"
It is said that our salaries were fixed

in 'flush times,' and that everything else

has since come down. To this it may be

replied that teachers' salaries have always

been relatively low, and the fall in other

things but gives them now their true pro-

portion. A reference to St. Louis and

Cincinnati seems to establish this position.

A principal of a grammar school in the

former city receives $2,250 per annum
;

in the latter, $2,100; in San Francisco,

$2,400. This seems to show that our

salaries are ten per cent, higher than

theirs. But are not the wages of daily

labor, rents, and charges for professional

service ten per cent, lower there than here ?

"Some persons who have not given

careful consideration to the matter think

that the coveted retrenchment of a quar-

ter of a million could be made entirely in

the salaries of those teachers who receive

more than one hundred dollars per month.

A reference to the table given under the
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head of Salaries in the Secretary's report,

will show that if every teacher's salary

dver one hundred dollars per month were

reduced to one hundred dollars per month,
the aggregate reduction would be compara-

tively trifling.

" The real sentiment of the people, how.

ever, cannot be inferred from the incon-

siderate utterances of a few headlong econ-

omists. Our schools are the pride and

glory of the city. They are carried in the

hearts of parents and patriotic citizens.

The people as a whole are generously in-

clined to them. They are not willing

that money should be wasted ; they will

approve all reasonable reforms ; but they

do not wish to deprive the schools of a

single dollar that is needed for their com-

plete and glorious success."

Mr. Mann also strongly urges the estab-

lishment of a City Normal School, speaks
of the importance of drawing, and closes

with an extract from a valuable address

delivered by John D. Philbrick at Wash-

ington in July. He concludes with the sen-

tence,
•* We believe that the first people is

that which has the first schools ;
if it is not the

first to-day, it will be the first to-morrow."

After Superintendent Mann's report, fol-

lows that of Deputy-Superintendent Dud-

ley C. Stone. This report abounds in

valuable suggestions on the San Francisco

course of study. We shall make copious
extracts in our January number.

Editorial Department.

On Closing Volume III.

With this number, end our labors for 1879.

It has been a busy, and in many respects a

hard year. Existing institutions have been

severely tried—none more so than our sys-

tem of public schools.

First, with the very opening of the year,

came the discovery of fraud in the obtaining

of teachers' certificates. The outcry, when
it became evident that a few per.sons had un-

lawfully secured certificates, was loud and

universal. To hear the uproar one might
almost imagine that some adequate cause ex-

isted therefor. Yet that part of the commu-

nity which ever knows anything, knew this

to be false. It is true, without the shadow

of a doubt, that not one hundred fraudulent

certificates are held in California; and none

were more astonished at the disclosures in

December and January last than the great

body of our teachers. In speaking confi-

dentially with teachers from all parts of the

State, we have been assured again and again
that such practices were never suspected.
And we have every reason to believe that

those only knew of, suspected, or hinted at

fraud who were themselves in some way
concerned therein.

The evil passions aroused by the discus-

sion of these frauds, were the primary cause

of that greatest blow to our system of com-

mon schools—the clause in the new State

Constitution relegating the examination of

teachers and the granting of certificates to

local Hoards.

Then followed the conflict leading to the

adoption of the new Constitution. In this

the public school system, like all other inter-

ests in the State, was involved.

There is no doubt that the discussions and

agitation incident to this period greatly in-

jured the schools. In many instances, the

impression that there was something wrong
in their organization or management, was

carefully fostered in order to gain adherents
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for the changes proposed in the new Consti-

tution. In anticipation of evil days, many
good teachers lost heart, and consented,

tacitly at least, to the reduction of their al-

ready meagre salaries.

And now, at the close of the year, there

is an apprehension, more or less general,

that certificates honestly obtained, earned by
faithful work and earnest study, by compli-

ance with all the forms and requirements of

the Constitution and the laws, may be abro-

gated at the will of the Legislature.

Amid all the turmoil of this year. The
Pacific School and Home Journal has

stood the firm, consistent, uncompromising
foe of every interest which in any way threat-

ened injury to our common schools.

If no other result has been attained by the

publication of this Journal, it has at least

awakened the teachers of the State to a real-

ization of the perils surrounding the common
school system, and united them in harmoni-

ous action for its defense.

With our State system of instruction

practically destroyed by section VII article

IX of the new Constitution, the work re-

quired of this Journal is more important
than ever before, and its value to teachers

is increased in a fifty-fold ratio.

As in the past, so will the Journal be in

the future. There is a great work, requiring
arduous effort and uncompromising determ-

ination, before us. To that work we address

ourselves for the coming year, in the confi-

dent expectation that every teacher and

friend of education will give us his active,

hearty support.

We trust every subscriber will favor us by

promptly renewing his subscription. We
hope, moreover, that he will take the slight

trouble to call the attention of his trustees to

the Journal, show them that the law per-

mits them to subscribe for it for the district

library, and induce them to send an order

for their subscription. In this way our list

may readily be doubled, and our usefulness

and power to benefit education and the pro-

fession of teaching increased in proportion.

The attention of our readers is called to our

prospectus for 1 880. No finer array of writers

ever before engaged to contribute to an edu-

cational journal, nor has a better list of sub-

jects ever been presented. It will be seen

that articles of every variety
—and all of the

best quality
—will find space in our columns.

The TECHNICS OF TEACHING is not to be

neglected; the highest culture is amply
provided for; science and general litera-

ture will combine to render our pages more
than ever attractive.

In closing this volume, we return heart-

felt thanks to the many friends of the Jour-
nal in the various parts of the State. It is

a source of great and lasting gratification to

us that the ablest, most cultivated teachers,

our noblest men and women, have shown
so deep an interest in this periodical.

We have no personal pride in this, as we
feel that their labors were actuated by the

higher motive of advancing the cause of

education rather than to aid and foster any
individual ambition.

Among others, we must thank by name

Prof. J. M. Guinn, of Los Angeles, one of

the foremost scholars and teachers of this

coast; Prof. C. B. Towle, of Vallejo, one of

our best high school principals ; Superintend-

ents Morse, of Siskiyou; Casterlin, of Hum-

boldt; Wood, of Butte; Steel, of Yuba;

McDonald, of Los Angeles; Bramlet, of

Fresno; Edsinger, of Amador; Gilson, of

Alameda; Darke, of San Luis Obispo;

Chipman, of Santa Clara; Graves, of Yuba;
—all painstaking, conscientious and efficient

superintendents
—Prof. J. B. McChesney,

principal of the Oakland High School, a

gentleman, a scholar, and an educator, who
has established in Oakland the finest high

school in California; Prof. William White,

of the Boys' High School in San Francisco,

who, as scholar and teacher, has no superior

and but few equals; Prof. W. W. Anderson,
of Santa Cruz, a gentleman who reflects

credit on the teaching profession of the

coast.

We thank, and our readers will join us

heartily, we are sure, Charles M. Drake, of

San DiegOjWhose keen satire and pungent wit

have so often lighted up our columns. Prof.

Geo. W. Minns, also, whose genial face and

kindly voice hundreds of California teach-

ers were recently dehghted to see and hear,

after his thirteen years' absence from our

State, has our thanks for useful and interest-
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ing contributions. Mrs. Aurelia Griffith,

one of our best primary teachers, and Mrs.

H. Solomons, a model primary teacher, have

done noble work in these pages to aid their

fellow-laborers, for which we are heartily

grateful.

We are pleased to acknowledge our obli-

gations also to Prot. Scott, of Tokio ; Rattan,

of San Francisco; Sill and Hilgard, of the

State University; Norton, of the Normal

School; Swett, of the Girls' High School;

Knowlton, of the Boys' High School; all of

whom it is sufficient to name.

Competitive Examinations.

This is the age of specialists. It is rec-

ognized in the learned professions as in the

skilled manual occupations, that an expert

only is competent to judge of the value of

trained effort, or to direct it accurately to

accomplish desired results.

,We have many examples, more or less re-

cent, of men of culture ignoring this princi-

ple in the treatment of educational ques-

tions. The results are what might be ex-

pected. They display a deplorable ignorance

of the details of school management, of edu-

cational axioms, and of the very aim of the

system itself. The metropolitan press, in

particular, has greatly retarded educational

progress in our State, by crude, illogical,

and often slovenly-expressed opinions on

school matters. Sensation being apparently

the end desired, first one cry and then another

has been iterated by the press. Too many
text-books ! they not long ago, exclaimed,

when the fact was that text books in all but

reading, history, geography, and perhaps

one other study, had been discarded for two

years.

More recently, cramming was the cry ;

pale, listless children, with monstrous heads

and dwarfed bodies. The truth is that a

more healthy looking, vigorous, live set of

children than attend the San Francisco

schools can not be found in any city in the

world.

Quite recently, one of the San Francisco

dailies, the Evening Bulletin^ whose am-

bition apparently is to be the deus ex ma-

china of education in this city, has taken up

the subject of competitive examinations for

teachers, and constituted itself an advocate

for the system.
We are not aware that the Bulletin edi-

tors have any special fitness to decide edu-

cational questions. That education is a

;

science and teaching an art based on that

I
science, all authorities agree. That there

is any reason to doubt the doctrine that ed-

ucators are the best judges of educational

methods, has not yet been satisfactorily

shown.

For more than a year a system of competi-

tive examinations has been tried for admis-

sion to and promotions in the San Fran-

cisco department. The almost unanimous

verdict of the best teachers in the depart-

ment is that the system is a complete fail-

ure. To every practical teacher, the reasons

are obvious. To others we will briefly state

the causes for this belief.

First—The same Board nominates the ap-

plicants, prepares the questions, examines

the candidates, and concludes by electing

one or more of their number. Dismissing
the charge (unfounded perhaps except in

the disappointment of unsucessful can-

didates) that the examinations have

been made " to fit" the qualifications

of the previously-selected favorite, it would

be more than human if a director's opinion

of his own nominee, did not influence his re-

ception and comprehension of that candi-

date's answers.

The second defect is even more fatal.

Mere scholarship is the least valuable of

the many qualities essential to the good
teacher. And those who have most closely

observed these competitive examinations,

doubt if they ascertain even the highest,

best type of scholarship. They really de-

termine but one thing : the capacity of the

memory for storing facts of which the mind

has no adequate conception.

One word more will dismiss the subject.

The Bulletin evidently is to be the cham-

pion of the system. But unfortunately for

the cause it advocates, a recent strong

editorial in its columns on the subject, is

based on wrong premises and the statements

in support thereof are untrue in fact.

Although by this means, a triumphant con-
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elusion is reached in favor of competitive

examinations, we believe the common sense

of the community will follow the lead of

those who are something more than amateur

educators.

Institute Notes.

Much valuable local matter is necessarily

omitted from this number of the Journal.
With our index for the present year and pro-

spectus for 1880, we find ourselves greatly

pressed for space.

Within the past four weeks a number of

interesting Institutes have been held in this

State. From Mariposa, Butte, Amador, Los

Angeles, Sutter, Stanislaus, and Colusa we

have reports, showing a large attendance of

teachers and unusual interest.

In Mariposa, where Prof. Knowltbn con-

ducted the exercises, he imbued not only the

teachers of the county but citizens as well

with much of his own enthusiasm and mag-
netic force.

In Amador County the editor of the Jour-
nal attended, and found an intelligent, ear-

nest,
" live

" set of teachers. The exercises,

both day and evening, were well attended,

and all appeared well satisfied.

Superintendent McDonald, of Los An-

geles, had the best Institute ever held in his

county. A large club of new subscribers

sent in their names to the Journal. A Com-

mittee on Resolutions reported a carefully

prepared law in regard to County Boards of

Education for the consideration of the Leg-

islature; and elected Prof. J. M. Guinn, of

Anaheim, to represent Los Angeles in the

State Teachers' Association.

^A/'eIl Done!

The position early assumed by this Journal
on the question of the extent of the certifi-

cate frauds, is fully sustained and justified by

Superintendent A. L. Mann of San P'rancis-

co, whose remarks on the subject in another

part of this number show him to be a critical

and honest observer, a friend of all good,

capable teachers, and an educator in the

broadest, most catholic use of the term.

Mr. Mann's term of office as city superin-

tendent of San Francisco expires this month.

Regarding his administration closely, we
must award him the palm of having

accomplished much good. In fact, from

the first day Mr. Mann entered on his public

duties, he has undoubtedly been actuated by
but one single motive—to serve the peo-

ple by the improvement of the schools. To
this end he has devoted all his energies and

all his ability. He has neither favored his

friends nor sought to conciliate his foes.

Expediency has never been consulted in any
of his acts. In the history of the school

administrations of San Francisco,Mr. Mann's

term will stand out not so much by reason of

radical changes made, or by virtue of bril-

liant improvements in methods of instruction

or course of study, but solely and simply as

being above all others an administration

where the schools were conducted for the

benefit of the children of San Francisco,

and in the interest of the taxpayers and pa-

rents. Mr. Mann's administration was es-

sentially an educator's—not a politician's
—

term of office
;
and so a teacher could estab-

lish a claim on him by virtue of his pro-

fession, where a politician would fail to

make the department an eleemosynary insti-

tution for the support of his poor relatives

or faithful adherents.

Mistakes have undoubtedly been made

during the past two years in the conduct of

the schools of San Francisco. But they

were mistakes of the head, not of the heart.

The most serious, perhaps, was the tinkering

with the course of study.

In the course adopted by Mr. Mann's ad-

ministration, we have gone back to the sys-

tem of twenty-five years ago, where the

natural sciences had no place and language
was everything. So it is here now. Sur-

prising as the statement may appear, so vital

a subject as physiology is not taught below

the high schools, and does not receive ade-

quate attention there. As for elementary

physics, an interesting and useful study, fit

for the higher grades of all grammar schools,

its study has been entirely abandoned.

On the whole, however, Mr. Mann's ad-

ministration has accomplished reforms, and

given such a progressive tendency to our

school management that it will prove more
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and more difficult in the future to undo the

good work effected by him and his Board.

We trust the incoming educational author-

ities, both State and city, will show their

good judgment by offering Mr. Mann some

educational position commensurate with his

scholarly training and professional ability.

In connection with the subject of fraud in

examination questions mentioned above, we
desire here to do somewhat tardy justice to

a gentleman of whom we spoke both harshly

and unjustly in our issue of January last.

We refer to Mr. Joseph O'Connor, principal

of the Washington Grammar School of this

city. In reviewing the testimony given be-

fore the Investigating Committee of the San

Francisco Board, we intimated that Mr.

O'Connor had displayed unnecessary offi-

ciousness, and was unreasonably prejudiced

against the State Board of Examination.

We are satisfied now, from what we have
seen of Mr. O'Connor's straightforward and
consistent action in the San Francisco City
Board of Examiners, of which he is a mem-
ber, as well as from a close scrutiny of his

personal and professional career in this State,
that while his judgment may have been falli-

ble, he was certainly actuated by motives

highly creditable to him both as a teacher

and as a man.
It gives us pleasure to say that the work

Mr. O'Connor has done as principal of the

evening schools, of the Washington Gram-
mar School, and as City Examiner, ranks

him as a scholar and as one of our foremost

educators. He is in every sense of the

word a professional teacher; and we hope
the incoming Board, ignoring all political

considerations, and having a due regard for

the well-being of the department, will re-

elect him to the City Examining Board, there-

by recognizing his ability and worth.

Changes and Improvements.

We are making every effort to have vol-

ume IV better than any of its predecessors.

We propose to discontinue the division of

our pages into columns, and adopt a full-page

measure. Each page will consequently be

smaller (both shorter and narrower), but in-

stead of 32 pages we shall furnish either 36

or 40 pages to each number of the Journal.
The intention is to publish about one-eighth

more matter than now.

Articles on educational matters are so-

licited. Correspondence on similar sub-

jects will be welcome. Greater care will be

taken than ever before with the several edi-

torial departments. The letter hereto ap-

pended from Hon. Frederick M. Campbell,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction-

elect speaks for itself :

San Francisco, Dec. 5th, 1879.
Albert Lyser, Editor and Proprietor

Pacific School and Home Journal,—
My Dear Sir : I am glad to testify to the

services your Journal has, for three

years, rendered to the cause of education in

this State. By way of indicating my appre-
ciation, I desire to make it the official
ORGAN of the Department of Public In-

struction over which I shall have the honor
to preside after the first of January next.

Will you allow me the use of sufficient

space in yaur valuable columns to publish
decisions of this Department, correspond-
ence on educational matters, etc'

Respectfully,
Fred. M. Campbell,

Supt. Schools.

Hon. F. M. Campbell, State Superin-
tendent-elect,

—Afy Dear Sir : Your letter

of the fifth is before me. I thank you heart-

ily for your complimentary remarks and
offer. A space in the Journal to be
called the Official Department, will be
at your disposal.

Yours very truly,
Albert Lyser.

This " Official Department
"

will make the

Journal of greater practical value than ever

to the mass of our teachers.

We close volume 1 1 1 with the conscious-

ness that the Journal has certainly been a

credit to the intellectual and professional

ability of the teachers of the coast. Yet the

volume to come will, we expect, excel it in

every particular.

Let teachers feel that they have a direct

interest in the character and success of this

Journal. We wish it to be an exponent of

what they are. Supported, as it already is,

by their voluntary contributions, it stands

forth before the world as an index of their

culture, their ability, and iheir devotion to

the cause of education.

The publication of the Journal has been

delayed nearly two weeks beyond the usual

time of issue, in order to get in the an-

nouncement of the meeting of the State

Association of Teachers. From our adver-

tising pages, our readers will see that the

annual meeting of the Association will be
held in this city, at Lincoln Hall, December

29th, 1879, ^' 9-3° ^' **•
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CORRESPONDENCE IN RE-
GARD TO THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS UNDER
THE NEW CON-

STITUTION.

The following correspondence relating

to the reorganization of the public schools

under the new Constitution has been pub-

lished by State Superintendent-elect Fred.

M. Campbell, and a copy sent by him to all

the County Superintendents-elect and Su-

pervisors throughout the State:

"Oakland, Cal., Nov. 21st, 1879.
" The following correspondence will ex-

plain itself, and will, I trust, excuse the

tardiness of my reply to numerous letters

of inquiry, and also any seeming neglect

on my part of the communications ad-

dressed to me upon the questions involved,

to all of which it is intended to serve as a

general answer.

"The subject-matter of the correspond-

ence seems to be of so much importance,
and to so materially affect our educational

interests, that its distribution has not been

confined to those who have written me

personally, but also includes all those who
are officially interested.

"In the reorganization of the Public

School Department under the new Consti-

tution, I trust that we shall all be wiUing to

proceed with thoughtful deliberation,
' mak-

ing haste slowly,' and thus laying deep and

strong the foundations of our educational

structure. Very respectfully,
" Fred. M. Campbell."

"Oakland, October 30th, 1879.
" Hox. Jo. Hamilton, Attorney- Gen-

eral, Sacramento, Cal.—Dear Sir.- I am
in receipt of a number of letters of inquiry

from County Superintendents and others as

to the time when County Superiijtendents-

elect are to take possession of their offices,

and also as to the proper construction of

section 7 of Article IX, of the new organic
law

; and, although not yet installed as a

State officer, I am desirous of showing a

proper respect to the officers writing to me,

by replying to their inquiry.

"While it is my opinion that County

Superintendents are to take their seats on

the first Monday in January, and, while it

seems to me that section 7 of Article IX
will require legislation to enforce it, I very

much desire the opinion of the Attorney-

General, and therefore beg leave to submit

to you the following questions, and respect-

fully ask for an early reply:
"
First—When do County Superintend-

ents-elect take office under the new Con-

stitution .? ,

"Second—Is not section 7 of Article IX
of the new Constitution one of those which

will require legislation to put it in opera-

tion
;
in other words, should Boards of

Supervisors and County Superintendents

proceed in the matter of issuing teachers'

certificates and selecting text-books before

the Legislature shall have assembled and

defined in what manner they shall organize

and act for that purpose .?

" Yours respectfully,

"Fred. M. Campbell,
"
Sup't of Public Instruction-elect."

" Office of Att'y-Gen., State of Cal. \
Sacramento, Nov. ist, 1879. f

" Hon. F. M. Campbell, Sup't Pub. In-

struction-elect—Dear Sir.- In reply to your
favor of the 30th ult., just received, I

answer that in my opinion County Super-

intendents take office on the first Monday
in January; that section 7 of Article IX,

of the new Constitution is not self-oper-

ative, but wifl require legislation to put it

into operation. I am, very truly, yours,
"
Jo. Hamilton,

•'

Attorney-General."

A similar communication, addressed to

Hon. A. L. Hart, Attorney-General-elect,

elicited the following :

"Colusa, Nov. 17th, 1879.
" Hon. Fred. M. Campbell—Dear Sir.-

In reply to your favor of the 31st ultimo,
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permit me to say that in my opinion not

only the County Superintendents, but the

Sheriffs, Clerks, District Attorneys, Assess-

ors, and members of Boards of Supervisors,

all take their positions on the first Monday
of January, 1880. The words of the Con-

stitution upon this subject are so plain that,

in my judgnient, the question is not a de-

batable one. The Constitution says :

" Election of the officers provided for by

the Constitution, except at the election of

1879, shall be held on the even numbered

years next before the expiration of their

respective terms. The terms of such offi-

cers, (viz : officers provided for by the Con-

stitution,) shall commence on the first

Monday after the first day of January next

succeeding their election. The officers

above named, including the County Super-

intendents, zx^ providedfor by the Constitu-

tion, while upon the legislature is placed

the duty of providing by appropriate legis-

lation the means and manner in which the

incumbents shall be elected. The com-

mencement of the terms of those officers

is therefore fixed by the Constitution, and

the Legislature has no power to pass any

law that will conflict with its provisions.

**As to section 7 of Article IX, I am
constrained to say that it is so ambiguous

as to render jt almost meaningless. One

would hardly accuse the Constitutional Con-

vention of a great State of being guilty of

intentionally making Boards of Supervisors

of a county a part of the board whose

power it is to choose text-books and ex-

amine teachers, to the exclusion of Super-

intendents elected for that purpose, and

yet the provision seems equally as suscep-

tible of that interpretation as of any other.

It is particularly desirable to all the citizens

of this State that the public school system

should be maintained at its present high

standard, and, for that purpose, that no

person should be permitted to teach in our

public schools until his qualifications have

been passed upon by those whose educa-

tion and occupation fit them for that duty.

The Constitution is so ambiguous upon this

subject, and the importance of the subject

so great, that I believe that the Legislature,

as one of its first acts under the new

regime, should provide for a uniform sys-

tem of County Boards of Education, in

conformity with said provision of the Con-

stitution. Any action under the provision

of said section 7, before at least a legisla-

tive interpretation of that section, may
lead to endless confusion and possibly liti-

gation. Yours, v»'rv rcsi.ectfully,

A. L. Hart."

"Oakland, October 31st, 1879.
" Dr. E. S. Carr, State Superintendent

of Public Instruction—Dear Sir.- I am

frequently asked by letter or otherwise :

"
First—At what time do Count)' Super-

intendents take their office ^

" Second—Does section 7 of Article IX

of the new Constitution require legislation

to enforce it ^

"
I. myself, think there can be no possi-

ble doubt that County Superintendents take

their office on the first Monday in January.

Also, that no action can be taken by

County Superintendents and Boards of

Supervisors in the matter of teachers' cer-

tificates or the selecting of text-books until

the Legislature shall meet and take action.

Will you kindly favor me with your

opinion upon these points, anil much

oblige,

"Yours truly,

"Fr?:i), M. CAMi'Bhi.i..

•' Depakimkm OF Public Instruction,)

Sacrame.vto, Nov. ist, 1879. )

" Hon. Fred. M. Campbell, Oakland—
Dear Sir.- In reply to your inquiries of

the 31st ult., I agree with you, in accord-

ance with the opinion of Attorney-General

Hamilton.
**

First— That County Superintendents

under the new Constitution will go into

office on the first Monday in Januar)' ;
and
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second—that section 7 of Article IX will

require legislation to render it operative.
" Yours truly,

"E. S. Carr, Supt. Pub. Instruction."

Bearing upon this subject the following
resolution was unanimously adopted by the

State Convention of County Supervisors,

which was in session in Oakland, Novem-
ber 2 1 St and 2 2d :

Resolved, That, since in the written opin-
ion of the Attorney-General and the At-

torney-General-elect, of the outgoing and

incoming State Superintendents, of Judge
Niles and others, section 7 of Article IX
is so indefinite as to require legislation to

enforce it ; therefore, it would be inexpe-
dient for action to be taken under it until

the Legislature has met and passed all

general laws relating to school matters that

are necessary, and shall have adjourned.

NEWS RECORD.
Foreign and Domestic.

Our record closes on Nov. 30th.

Meetings of sympathizers with the Irish anti-

renters were held at various points in England
and Ireland.

It is proposed to restore Grant, by Act of Con-

gress, to the position be held when he became
President in 1869.

During a gale on Lake Ontario, in November,
several vessels were lost and thirty-one persons
drowned, including three women and a girl.

Another tunnel explosion occurred near San

Jose recently, killing about thirty Chinamen and

wounding several others. Two white men were
also terribly burned.

Great excitement exists in Spain over the re-

newed insurrection in Cuba, which has assumed
an alarming aspect.

Dr. Henry Gibbons, of San Francisco, has been
named as one of the advisory counsel for the
American Health Association.

The Sultan has ordered the re-equipment of

the forts on the Dardanelles.

At Belfast, Ireland, 2,000 reelers have struck
for an advance in ^ages.

It is reported that American Fenians are offer"

ing money and arms to the Irish tenant farmers'

to encourage them to resist evictions.

The French Government proposes to renew its

diplomatic relations with Mexico.

The Sultan has appointed Baker Pasha to su-

perintend the reforms in the whole of Asia Minor.

The garrisons at important points in Ireland are
to be reinforced.

The reports of the richness of the Skagit
mines in Washington Territory are confirmed by
returning miners.

The death of Jean Charles Chenu, the French
naturalist and author, is announced.

Damaging floods recently occurred on the Ca-

nary Islands.

There was a general turning out of Irish Na-
tionalists in Pennsylvania one day in November
to take action regarding the state of affairs in

Ireland.

A general Indian uprising and war is predicted.

Thursday, Nov. 27th, was more than usually
observed throughou: the United States as a Na-
tional day of leligious Thanksgiving and prayer.

Beecher predicts the continuance of the pres-
ent business prosperity of this country for the

next twenty years.

President Hayes, in his next message, will

urge the subject of an American Inter-Oceanic

Ship Canal.

Severe gales and storms on the great Lakes
the past month have been destructive of many
vessels and lives.

The necrology of the part month includes the

demise of Major General Joseph Hooker, of the

U. S. Army ; Rear Admiral William Reynolds,
of the U. S. Navy ;

Hon. Zachariah Chandler,
of Michigan ;

and Prof. James Clark Maxwell,
writer and lecturer on Natural Science.

Personal.

Prof, (ieorgc W. Minns, formerly principal of

the San Francisco Boys' High School, also of

the State Normal School, and a frequent and val-

ued contributor to this Journal, recently from

the East, where he has for several years been

residing, and lecturing with much success, has

just completed a very fine course of lectures in

San Francisco on the "American Poets." We
can cheerfully recommend Prof. Minns to interior

literary societies and lecture bureaus desirous of

gcj;ting up winter lecture courses, as one who
will give complete satisfaction.

Our State School Superintendent, Prof. E. S.

Carr, has recently written and published an in-

teresting and valuable educational pamphlet on

"Child Culture."

When Longfellow visited Queen Victoria at

Windsor Castle, the servants crowded on the

stairways and in the lobbies to get a view of

him. On the Queen asking them next day why
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this compliment was paid to the poet, she was
told that they used to listen to Prince Albert

reading "Evangeline" to his children, and,

knowing the lines nearly by heart, they longed
to see the man who wrote them. The Queen is

fond of telling this story.

Details of a sad accident have been received

from Switzerland. Dr. Mosely, a young Boston

physician, having made, with a party of ac-

quaintances, a successful ascent of the Mat-
terhorn Mountain, was descending, when he lost

his foot-hold, and falling over a precipice, was

instantly killed. Dr. Mosely was the only
child of the Rev. W. O. Mosely, a retired Uni-

tarian clergyman of Boston. He had gone
through the severest medical course with high
honor, and had gratified his tastes in the inter-

val of his studies with mountain-climbing, hav-

ing spent more than eight years in Europe at

different times, and had previously ascended
Mont Blanc and all the rest of the Alpine peaks,
save the Matterhorn, which is all but a preci-

pice, and which he scaled at last at the cost of

his life. He was a member of the Alpine Club,
to which none but the most daring climbers are

admitted. The Matterhorn, one of the grandest

peaks in the world, is a mountain in the Pennine

Alps 14,835 feet high. It can be crossed at a

height of nearly 12,000 feet, through the Cervin

Pass. Many attempts have been made to ascend

to the top. Professor John Tyndall has twice

reached a great elevation
;
in 1862 he gained the

height of 13,970 feet. In 1865 a party of four

English gentlemen and four guides started from

Zermatl, and successfully accomplished the as-

cent, but in descending, the rope connecting the

party broke, and one of the guides and three of

the Englishmen, among them Lord Francis

Douglas, were thrown down a precipice 4,000
feet deep.

—Harper's Weekly.

Stanley, the explorer, is again in Africa, un-

der the auspices of the King of the Belgians,
who is anxious to open trade with the natives on

the great Congo River. About the middle of

July last he sailed from Gibraltar for the West
Coast of Africa in a steamer. A steamer laden

with goods has also been sent from Antwerp,
which will remain at the Congo till Stanley's
arrival. The steamer has on board two or three

steam-barges in sections, in which to ascend the

Congo, carrying these sections piece-meal around

the Gellala Falls. The King of the Belgians
has manifested great interest and great energy
in thus biiing the first to gain a foot-hold among
the natives.—Bazar.

Nearly seven hundred years ago—in 1180—a

Teuton named Wiitelsbach was created a baron

of the Holy Roman Empire, and granted the

barony of Bayern. The lineal descendants of

Witteisbach succeeded each other until, in 1879,

a Witteisbach is still holding a court in the lands

and halls of his fathers, under the style and title

of King of Bavaria. In 1880 the sixth centen-

nial anniversary of the house will be celebrated

by a jubilee at the Monastery of Schevern,

where the bodies of one hundred and twenty
male Wittelsbachs are crumbling to dust.

Educational.

The sum of $600,000 has been appropriated
in Texas to carry the school work through the
remainder of the year ; $300,000 had already
been distributed. San Antonio has the most
successful educational system of all the Texan
cities. The great need in that Slate is good
trained teachers.

Philadelphia spends $1,550,195 for schools

during 1879-80—she pays her teachers meanly.

.Missouri has 8,092 school-houses, or an ave-

rage of 71 to the county. The attendance upon
these schools amounts to 448,033. Her school

property is valued at $8,321,399, and her per-
manent school fund at $7,278,046.80. She has

49 colleges and seminaries, five normal schools,
and she spends annually $3,424,408.55, to pay
and maintain an army of teachers numbering
11,268.

Mr. Thomas Hughes has been dwelling in a
short public speech on the advantages of includ-

ing modern languages and science in the curri-

culum of public schools in England. Sir John
Lubbock has moved, in Parliament, to add nat-

ural science to the extra subjects taught in the

elementary schools.—X. /•'.. y.urtutl of EJuca-
tiott.

President Barnard recommends the admission

of women to the privileges of Columbia College, ,'

New York City, on equal terms with men, and
(

it is probable that such an arrangement will be '

made. Women have for several years been ad- /

mitied to the California University, and have
j

shown themselfes physically and intellectually \

as able to master the curriculum as men. In

the class of '79 there were four women, all rank-

ing high and one second in the class.

Superintendent Eliot of the Boston public
schools condemns school exhibitions as they are

too often conducted ; opposes street parades ;

and says that •• all the paraphernalia of rewards

and punishment*^, ranks, percentages, extras,

merits, checks, and the rest are among the chief

hindrances to moral and inttUectual life."

By the will of Judge Packer of Pennsylvania,

Lehigh University receives the magnificent sum
of $2,000,000. This makes it the most richly

endowed college in Pennsylvania, with the ex-

ception of Girard College, as well as one of

th::: richest in the Union. It is under Episcopal
influence and direction. By this endowment it

will now be able to place itself among the most

useful schools in the world. As our country

grows we need many such schools, especially
in the Central States and the West, but all over

our country we require more thorough schools of

medium grade, able to aflord firstclass facili-

ties for obtaining a good elementary education

to a multitude of young men who never in-

tend to pursue professional study. The great

desire of many benevolently disposed rich m^n
seems to be to found higher schools in which

professional courses shall be established, but
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while we need a certain number of these we
need a much larger number of schools like

Phillips Academy at Andover, or Welliston Sem-
inary at Easthampton. We fail to recall the
name of a really first-class academy, well en-
dowed west of the Hudson. As soon as a
school becomes a respectable academy it as-

sumes the name of university. Two or three

great universities will be all we shall really
need for a generation to come, while a thousand
well endowed academies will not meet the de-
mands of our times for the next twenty-five
years.

—Barnes'' Monthly.

Questions concernmg education are just now
occupying the attention of the world. If the
Church insists that to her is committed, de divino

jure, the training of the young, and the State
also insists with equal force that it is her special
prerogative, we are certain to have a very de-
cided conflict of opinions. Education in France
had remained almost exclusively in the hands of
the Roman Catholic Church. It is now pro-
posed, (I) that degrees shall only be conferred
after examinations conducted by the State ; (2)
that all higher schools shall be sustained by the

State, and be conducted by teachers who belong
to no religious organization not recognized as

legal by the State
; (3) that all schools shall ob-

tain a permission from the government to exist.

The law is especially aimed at the Jesuits.
In Germany the Falk laws have excited great

opposition. By them all public schools are

brought under the control ef the State ;
the

course of candidates for the ministry is obli-

gatory and under State supervision, and an ec-
clesiastical court can only exercise purely spir-
itual discipline. The Church aijd State is des-
tined to an entire divorce, sooner or later,

throughout the world. The conflict between
State and Church for control in educational mat-
ters is destined to be a fierce one, but the State
will come off victoriousi To the State belongs
the work of education in secular matters, to the
Church in spiritual. The line is destined to be
drawn very distinctly ; whether for the better or
worse remains to be seen- —Barnes'' Monthly.

Educational Diversions.

This is the time of year when the school marm
homeward flies, to mend old clothes and gobble
up mince-pies.

A fast school-teacher, who takes her regular
drive to the Cliff House, says "life is but a span—
of horses."

There is this di^rence between an American
and an Irishman. One gets drunk when a baby
is born, and the other when he dies.

The Sacramento Record-Union remarks that
" The people who amuse themselves on Sunday,
are precisely those who would go to church if

they staid at home." This is really too "bad for
a leading literary journal.

When President Elliot receives the new Chi-
nese teacher at Harvard he will quote from Sid-

ney Smith, and address him in Latin : Tu doces—
" Thou tea-chest."

A new patent school-slate has a rim cushioned
with rubber around the frame, so that when the

unruly youngster shies it at his fond teacher's

head, the slate will caroon against the intellectual

frontispiece, and rebound again toward the bel-

ligerant boy. No family should be without one .
—

Baltimore Every Saturday.

Will some of our readers who are spelling re-

formers translate the following for us ? It is the
excuse of a West Side mother for the absence of
her boy :

'* Plese sir he was seak and had the
bele ak."—Educational Weekly.

Somebody who appears to know how fashion-

able schools are managed says :
<< To educate

young ladies is to let them know all about the

ologies, the omenies, the ifics, the tics, and the
mistics

;
but nothing about the ings, such as

sewing, darning, washing, baking, and maki^tg
pudding.'^

A minister, who was superintendent of public
schools in a certain town in California, sent to

the high school a set of written questions for the

examination of the geometry class. Among these

questions were the following: "Are angels sus-

ceptible of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division ? Name and define the angels.'^

The principal, in reading the questions,

changed angels to angles/ so the class never
knew how near they came to being called upon
to settle some difficult questions in theology.

SCIENCE RECORD.
This Record is under the editorial charge

of Prof. J. B. McChesney, to whom all com-

munications in reference thereto must be

addressed.

At a meeting of the Academy of Sciences held

in San Francisco November 17th, Professor Da-

vidson gave an exceedingly interesting account

of the work done by the United States Coast

Geodetic Survey during the past summer. He

explained the method of surveying by triangula-

tion, particularly on the unusual length of the

base lines. By an Act of Congress a geodetic

survey is to be made across the continent on the

parallel of San Francisco, connecting the Atlan-

tic Coast Survey with that of the Pacific Coast,

This will serve to correct the work done on both

coasts, and also give a series of points that will

afford accurate information for the States through
or near which the survey is made. Stale and

county boundaries can thus be corrected and a

reliable standard of measurement given for the
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whole country. Already cities and headlands

in the Eastern States are found to be several

miles distant from where the most reliable maps
would locate them, and islands entirely wanting
where the maps place them. Professor David-

son also stated that the longest base line in

the world is eleven miles long, and is located

in Yolo county. By means of the heliograph
he was enabled to signal from Mount Lola 10 a

distance of 160 miles, and the signals were as

distinct as when the distance was but 70 miles.

This is the more remarkable when it is consid-

ered that the smoke was so dense that Lassen

Peak but 60 miles away was invisible. He had

been able to see by the unaided eye the reflec-

tion from a seven-inch mirror for a distance of

192 miles. All these results are worked out

with such extreme accuracy that in a measure-

ment of 133 miles there was a difference of but

3^ inches from that made by former surveys on

shorter lines. The Professor also give an inter-

esting account of the deflection of the plumb-
line at various places on this coast, which he

supposes is caused by a variation in the density

of the earth.

The following is Hersch's test for sewage con-

tamination, or the presence of putrescible organic

matter in water. Fill a clean pint bottle three-

quarters full with the water to be tested, and in

it dissolve half a teaspoonful of the finest sugar ;

then cork the bottle and set it in a warm place

for forty-eight hours. If, meanwhile, the water

becomes cloudy or milky, it is unht for domestic

u.se, but if it remains perfectly limpid it is prob-

bly safe to use.

Dr. Phipson has succeeded in obtaining from

organic substances present in fresh water a new

and interesting product which he has named

"characene." It is a kind of camphor, which

gives to the alg^ in general, and to the waters

in which they grow, that peculiar, marshy odor

which has hitherto been thought to be one of

the results of vegetable decomposition, but which

really arises from a substance produced by cer-

tain plants while they are alive and vigorous.

As yet, few of its properties have been definitely

ascertained.

A correspondent of the Druggists^ Circular

has discovered that oxalic acid is very destruc-

tive to the enamel of the granite iron ware.

Perhaps the knowledge may be of use to drug-

gists and others using it. Another objection is

that it scales off, leaving the iron exposed, which

colors some preparations.

THE PLANETS IN DECEMBER.

Mercury is badly situated for observation dur-

ing the first part of the month. He sets on the

2nd at 3:5$ p. M., and on the 12th nearly with

the sun. Ou the 22nd he rises at 7:8. He is

in his ascending node on the 5th, at his least

distance from the sun on the loth, in inferior

conjunction on the same day, near the moon on

the 13th, stationary among the stars on the 20ih,

and at his greatest elongation on the 30ih.

Venus is a morning star, rising on the 7th at

2:36 A. M., on the 17th at 2:50 a. m., and on the

27th at 3.13 A. M. She is at her greatest west-

ern elongation on the 4th, near the moon on the

loth, and at her lea-^t .livtin, .. fr, .m f».,. vnr. ,,n

the 13th.

Mars is visible during iiic lugm, sciuiig on

the 8th at 6:6 a. m., on the 18th at 5:21 a. m.,

and on the 28th at 4:52 a. M. He is stationary

among the stars on the i6th, and near the moon
on the 24th.

Jupiter is an evening star, setting on the 7th

at 11:25 P* ^i'* on the 17th at il P. M., and on

the 27th at 10:27 •' ^f H«' i*. n.-nr »h<' m>"m '>n

the l8th.

Saturn is an cvcnmg sun, seuing oil III'/ .•>iii

at 2:32 p. M., on the i8th at 1:58 P. M., and on

the 28th at 1:20 A. M. He is stationary among
the stars on the 13th, near the moon on the 21st,

and in quadrature with the sua on the last day of

the year.

MATHEMATICS.

This department is under the editorial

charge of Prof. Wm. White, to whom all

communlcn*''^"^ .,.i.f;.,rr thereto must be

addressed.

RLLfc i-UR ABBktVATING Ml i. i ii i.i. A i i.;.>.

Suppose it be required to multiply by

itself a number composed of fig^ures, each

equal to unitv
•

f-^- —^-r ' ii.iii by

II, III.

We say that tlie product will be 123,-

454,321.
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To obtain this we write the number of

figures contained in one of the factors,

and to the left and right ot this number
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Since-

-i)'or(J+9.7v^—9)'

There are eight values, then, of x and

eight of V ;
of which two in. each set are

imaginary. The second unknown quan-

tity is in reaHty V j- instead of y ;
—since

the signs of the root must be observed in

substituting its value in the original equa-
tions.

y

Solved by Miss L. Emma Temple,

Messrs. G. R. Bissell, J. F. Klenck, M.

D. Gage.

Mr. Klenck writes :

In reference to Problem 25, snbmitted

ii; the last number of your Journal, allow

me to deduce a formula for the solution of

problems relating to segments of circles.

In the accompanying figure let the ra-

dius AC or BC=r,

The area of the sector Al)l>(

•* " "
iriaagle ACH—T

"
segment ADB=-Seg.

"
angle ACB —C

" arcADB =A
And let the number 3.14 16 be designated

by Pi, and a right triangle by R. Now by

demonstrated and well known geometrical

principles
—

c, ra Pi r^ ^^ r.a
S=— . -- -C or —

2 2R 2

r«Sin CT=^
ra o- /2R <2 \

or — Sin I . \

2 \ Pi r /

Therefore,

Seg^-^rlj-.C-SinC) or,
2 V 2R /

But as the problem gives neither the an-

gle C nor the length of the arc subtended by

this angle, it cannot be solved.

In general from the area of a segment

and the radius of its circle the chord of

the segment cannot be determined. ^

Teach the value of time and its improve-

ment.

Teach the reasons for, and the value of,

good school order.
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Educational News.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY.

William Brechtel was elected to a position in

the Greenwich Cosmopolitan Grammar School

last month.

Catrina Murch has been placed on the regular

substitute list.

Tuesday morning, November nth, Mrs. Mary
W. Phelps, principal of the Noe and Temple
Street School, suddenly expired at her desk, of

heart disease, from which she had for several

years been suffering. Mrs. Phelps was a native

of Massachusetts, aged fifty-seven years, and was

highly esteemed in this city and Oakland, in

which places she has for many years been teach-

ing. She was a teacher of rare ability, and a

conscientious, noble woman.

The Commencement exercises of the Medical

department of the University of California were

held last month in Dashaway Hall, in the pres-

ence of a large audience. Prof. John Le Conte,

M. D., President of the University of California,

conferred the degrees on thirteen graduates.

The annual graduating exercises of the Med-

ical College of the Pacific took place on Thurs-

day evening, Nov. 6th, before a large audi-

ence. The following were awarded diplomas ;

Miss Catherine N. Post, Mrs. Emelie M. Law-

son, and Mrs. Mary Whitney, Albert S. Adler,

Charles B. Bishop, Royal F. Clark, William H.

Hswnmond, Henry H. Hart, Thomas J. Leiour-

neux, James L. Mayon, Samuel Newman, Ed-

ward S. O'Brien, Henry Read, Mervin L. Still-

wagon, and William E. Welden. Rev. Dr. Scott

presented the diplomas ;
Dr. Ellinwood delivered

the valedictory address
; C. B. Bishop, the actor,

read a poem,
" Arkansas Jackson," written by

Mrs. Lawson, and ex-Senator Sargent delivered

an address.

The legacies of the estate of Mr. B. Bishop,

lately deceased, include $ioo to the Calvary

Presbyterian Kindergarten in this city, and also

$ioo to the Calvary Mission School at Steiner

and Geary Streets.

Pauline S. Lighte has resigned the vice-prin-

cipalship of the Clement Grammar School.

Miss Eugenia Stone has been elected teacher

in the Tehama Street Primary School.

Miss Nellie McFarland has been reinstated as

teacher in the seventh grade of the Clement

Grammar School.

At the last meeting of the City Board of Ed-

ucation the following elections were made : For

the eighth grade, West End School, Mrs. Emily
Loud

;
for the seventh grade, South Cosmopoli-

tan Grammar, Henry Clarence
;

for regular sub-

stitute. Miss Maggie Sullivan. Transfers were

made of

Mr. K. P. Davidson, from Bernal Heights School

to Noe and Temple Streets principalship ;
Mr.

Prior, from South End School to Bernal Heights

School principalship.

The terms of three members of the City Board

of Examiners—Wilson, O'Connor, and Herbst—
have expired.

A new seventh-grade class in the South Cos-

mopolitan School has been created.

A new two-class building is to be constructed

on the lot at the corner of Haight and Gough

Streets, to relieve the pressure on the Hayes Val-

ley Grammar School.

School Director Mountain has been found guilty

by the Finance Committee of the Board of Super-

visors, of taking $200 for procuring a school-

teacher a situation. The Board of Education,

on this action of the Finance Committee, unani-

mously requested Mr, Mountain to resign. This

he did at the last meeting held by the present

Board
;
and Supt. Mann appointed Mr. Charles

G. Ewing in his place.

ALAMEDA COUNTY.

It is said that the State University land bound-

aries will be very much disturbed by the recent

decision of Judge McKee, in the case of Irving

vs. Cunningham, to recover ft portion of the

Rancho Peralta.

A fine school-house has been recenty completed
at Newark, on the line of the narrow gauge.

St. Joseph's Academy at Fifth and Oak streets

has been enlarged.

The California Horticulturist for November

throws out this excellent hint :
*' We recently

visited a school-room in Alameda county where

there were blossoming vines of maurandya in

pots by the windows, together with the yellow

and scarlet tropKolums and boxes of pansies,

while two hanging baskets of lobelias and coleus

made the room look much more pleasant than the

average school-room. It was confided to us in

strict confidence that the total cost of this flower
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display was twenty cents for pansy and lobelia

seed. The rest of the plants were raised from

cuttings, and the baskets were home-made."

At the University grounds, Berkeley, there are

.several plants of the New Cuzco corn, which has

been the subject of so much comment lately among
our farmers and horticulturists. The size and

substance of the stocks is wonderful, and they

have a very peculiar way of anchoring them-

selves to the ground by means of side roots

thrown out from the joints near the surface.

The color, size, and quality of the grains of

corn is remarkable, and it promises to be an

acquisition to the State. The seed has been

almost impossible to obtain. This is the corn

used by the Peruvians in preparing their tortil-

las .
— Horticulturist .

A fire at the University grounds, last month,

destroyed many of the ornamental trees.

The University of California has brought suit

in the Fourth District against John Forster, to

recover $1,824, alleged to be due on the loca-

tion of 2,280 acres of land in Los Angeles, on

which one dollar per acre has been paid.

The City Superintendent reports 3,745 children

attending the Oakland public schools.

SAN MATEO COUNTY.

Mr. E. R. Brooks, principal of the Half-Moon

school, has recently resigned
—the school fund

of the district becoming short, and Mr. Brooks

not wishing to displace other teachers. At the

time of his resignation he had three assistants

and over 180 pupils, who are said to be quite

proficient and w^l advanced. Mr. Brooks is

one of the best teachers in the county, and

holds a life-diploma.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

The San Jose Board of Education has elected

Mr. G. E. Lighthall principal of the Fourth Ward

school.

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY.

The Green Valley school gave an exhibition at

the Danville Grange Hall on November 21st, to

raise funds to purchase an organ for the school.

The County and City Boards of Examination

were in session last week.

Prof. E. C. Atkinson of the Sacramento Busi-

ness College, during a recent hunting trip to

uncan's Mills, Sonoma county, bagged ten

er. The Professor is evidently well qualified

o " teach the young idea how to shoot "
in more

senses than one.

«'

Sacramento has a city school election on the

first of December for a superintendent of city

schools aiul four school directors.

NAPA COUNTY.

Rev. Dr. W. J. Maclay, ^ ex-President of and

Professor in the University of the Pacific, died in

Napa City on the I3lh ult. At the time of his

death Mr. Maclay was a Republican Asscmbly-
man.elect from Napa, where he was engaged in

mercantile pursuits. Previous to his connection

with educational institutions he was a talented

and prominent exponent of theology. He was

a native of Pennsylvania, and aged fifty-three

years.

The Napa City Collegiate Institute gives semi-

monthly socials of literary and musical exer-

cises.

SOLANO COUNTY.

Vallejo teachers and pupils have been enjoying

a four weeks' vacation. There are thirteen teach-

ers holding private schools in the Vallejo public

school buildings at the present date, with an av-

erage daily attendance in all departments of 350

pupils. Mrs. Veeder has the largest number of

pupils in any of the departments. At the com-

mencement of the last term of the public school

the attendance was 1,026, showing that over a

third of the children are now availing themselves

of the private educational privileges on account of

the long winter vacation.

The following is the roll of honor of Pcna

school, Vacaville—O. J. Willis, teacher—for the

month past : Alice Connelly, 99 ;
Ida Stcigcr,

97 ; Frank Piatt, 97 ; Ralph Plait, 96 ; Matilda

Poiser, 96; Charles Stark, 95,

The residents and tax-payers in the vicinity of

White Sulphur Springs and the northern and

eastern portions of the Vallejo township, on the

Lake Chabot road, have petitioned for a new

school district. A Mr. Hunter proposes to do-

nate a building for a school-house, and the dis-

trict, which will be about four miles square, will

furnish seventy or eighty constant pupils.

The fall closing of schools throughout the in-

terior of Solano county has caused the return

home to Suisun of Miss Emma Keeney, from

near Bird's Landing ;
Miss Luella Gillespie,

from Rockville; and Miss Essa Smith, from

Montezuma.
SONOMA COUNTY.'

A new association, termed ** The Sonoma

County Liberal League," has been organized in
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Petaluma, one of its objects being the seculariza-

tion of the public schools.

Miss Rena Shattuck will shortly open a kin-

dergarten school in Petalumu.

SHASTA COUNTY.

Mr. A. McKillop has charge of the Gas Point

school, Shasta county. He is an excellent

teacher, and gives much satisfaction to parents.

The annual session of the Shasta County
Teachers' Institute occurred last month, com-

mencing on Monday, the 24th, and continuing

several days. Prof. Allen of the State Normal

School was present.

STANISLAUS COUNTY.

The teachers' institute of this county was con-

vened at Modesto on the 12th, 13th, and 14th

ult., by County Superintendent W. H. J. Robin-

son. Prof. O. S. Ingham, County Superintend-

ent of Alameda and associate editor of the

School Journal was present, and gives an ex-

cellent account of the high grade of the proceed-

ings and intelligence and interest of the teach-

ers, who sent a number of subscriptions to the

Journal, for which we return thanks.

Colonel Kelso, a well known public school-

teacher near Modesto, is preparmg for publica-

tion an original religious work, on which he has

been engaged for a quarter of a century collect-

ing data and facts.

LASSEN COUNTY.

Miss Lottie Raker has been appointed assistant

teacher of the Susanville schools.

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.

The San Bernardino County Teachers' Insti-

tute was in session from the Qth to the 15th of

last month. State Superintendent of Public In-

struction, Prof. E. S. Carr, was present, and took

part in the proceedings.

SAN DIEGO COUNTY.

San Luis Rey schools have closed to enable

teachers to go to farming and put in their winter

crops. So says a facetious conespondent from

there.

San Diego pupils recently damaged the win-

dows in the public school buildings to the amount

of eighteen dollars.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY.

The Los Angeles City School Board have

adopted plans for a new public school building.

The Los Angeles Teachers' Institute convened

at Los Angeles City Nov. 3rd-7th. One hun-

dred and thirty-three teachers were present.

This was one of the largest and most valuable

institutes ever held in the county. The opening
exercise was an address by Supt. McDonald upon
the growth, progress, and condition of the schools

of the county. The programme included class

exercises, talks on methods of teaching, and ad-

dresses on educational subjects. Some very val-

uable and interesting papers were read before

the institute, among which may be mentioned :

'School Government," by Mrs. A. C. Averil
;

"The Use and Abuse of Written examiaations,"

by Miss Hodgkins : "Teaching of Morals," by
H. D. Barrows

;
"Effects of School Life on the

Sight and Figure," by Dr. Kuhrts
;
"The

School- master in Fiction," by J. M. Guinn
; and

"High Schools: their Scope and Necessity," by
C. H. Kimball. Mr. W. H. Henderson gave an

able address on " Labor and Education ;" Mr.

James Martling one on " Phonetic Reform ;" and

G. C. Hall one on " Political Education." The

"Metric System was discussed by R. B. Warren

and J. N. Hewes. Evening lectures were de-

livered by Mr. Barbour, on " The Development
and Growth of Parliamentary Government in

England ;" by Prof. Allen, on " Our Schools

Under the New Constitution ;" and by Prof.

Carr, on " Woman's Sphere and Woman's

Work." There was quite an animated discus-

sion on "School Legislation."

The following resolutions were introduced by
Mr. J. M. Guinn, and were adopted by a unani-

mous vote :

The People of the State of California represented
in the Senate andAssembly do enact as follows:

1. The County Superintendent of each county
shall appoint a County Board of Education, sub-

ject to confirmation by the Board of Supervisors
of said county ;

said Board to correspond in

number to the number of Supervisors said county
is entitled to. Said Board shall be appointed
as heretofore provided for, at the first meeting of

the Board of Supervisors following the enactment
of ttiis law. That the County Superintendent of

Schools shall be ex-officio Chairman of said

Board of Education. Said members of the

Board shall hold office for a term of four years,
unless removed for cause.

2. No person shall be eligible to appointment
on said Board of Education unless he or she is

the holder of a certificate not lower than first

grade in full force and effect.

3. The duties of said Board of Education shall

be to examine teachers and grant certificates
;
to

select a series of text-books for the schools of

said county ; to revoke certificates for unprofss-
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sional conduct or for manifest unfitness for the

profession of teaching.

4. Any vacancy occurring in said Board of Ed-
ucation from death, removal, or resignation, shall

be filled by appointment by the Superintendent
of Schools, subject to confirmation by the Board
of Supervisors ;

said appointee shall fill the un-

expired term,

5. Said Board of Education shall hold only
two regular sessions yearly for the purpose of

the examination of teachers, commencing the

first Wednesday of June and December and con-

tinuing three days. The Superintendent shall

have power to call special sessions of said Board.

6. The members of said Board of Education

shall receive for their services a sum not exceed-

ing three dollars per day in addition to actual

traveling expenses for each session of the Board,

payable out of the unappropriated County School

Fund on the warrant of the County Superin-
tendent.

The following resolutions were presented by

McFadden, of the Committee of Resolutions,

and were adopted.

The school moneys opportioned to each county

shall be apportioned as follows: "To each

teacher employed, the school shall receive the

sum of five hundred dollars. And if any bal-

ance is left unappropriated it shall be appor-

tioded pro rata among the various schools upon

the average attendance of such school, said av-

erage to be obtained by the sworn annual report

of the teacher of the previous year."

Resolved^ That this Institute choose one dele-

gate to attend the meeting of the State Teach-

ers' Association as a representative of Los An-

geles county. And that the sum of fifty dollars

be raised to defray his expenses.

On motion of Mr. Burke, Mr Guinn was

unanimously elected representative to the State

Teachers' Association.

The Committee on Resolutions then presented

the following :

Resolved^ That we recommend to the consid-

eration of the State Teachers' Association to be

held in San Francisco, December 29th, the res-

olutions passed by this Institute relative to the

formation of County Boards of Education.

The teachers of the southern portion of Los

Angeles county met at Santa Ana Saturday, No-

vember 2 1 St, to form a Teachers' Association.

Mr. J. M. Guinn of Anaheim was chosen Presi-

dent, and Mr. E. A. Parker of Garden Grove

was elected Secretary. It was voted to call the

Asociation ** The Santa Ana Valley Teachers'

Association." The meetings will be held

monthly, alternating between Anaheim and

Santa Ana. There are thirty-six teachers en-

gaged in teaching within the bounds of the As-

sociation.

BUTTE COUNTY.

The teachers of Butte county convened at

Chico October 28th, and continued in session

four days. About seventy-five teachers were

present, the attendance being greater than at

any previous session held in this county. Mrs.

Jennie C. Carr rendered able assistance during
the first day and evening, but owing to pressing

engagements was compelled to leave on the sec-

ond morning. Other educators had been ex-

pected, but as they failed to appear, the Insti-

tute was left to its own resources. Meihotls of

Teaching, Our Schools under the New Constitu-

tion, and Text -Books were among the subjects

ably discussed by many of our leading teachers.

Supt. Wood presided throughout the session in

an able manner, and much interest was mani-

fested by the teachers, and also by the trustees

and patrons of the public schools of Chico and

vicinity. Among other resolutions the following

was adopted :

Whereasy We have a school system in Cali-

fornia that is looked upon as a model through-
out the United States ; therefore.

Resolved, That we earnestly pray the I>egis-
lature to make no changes therein further than
are necessary to niake it harmonize with the new
Constitution. Liu.iK Hasty, Sec.

NEVADA.

Prof. D. A. Ewing, principal of the Virginia

City High School, is just recovering from a six

weeks' attack of mountain and brain fever. He
has gone East for a temporary rest from school

work.

Prof. T. B. Janes, Superintendent of Schools

for Storey County, died at Reno on Nov. loth.

He had long been suffering from consumption,

and died as he was on his return home from Cal-

ifornia, where he had in vain sought climatic

relief. He was one of the oldest teachers in

Nevada, and hml made an i-fficicnt Countv Su-

perintendent.

Mills Van Wagciiencn, lormcrly prmcii);!! of

the Gold Hill schools, is practising law in

Globe, Arizona.

Sutro, Eureka, and i.,;. each new

school-houses ready for occupant;.

C. 8. Young, principal of the Gold Hill

schools, has been appointed Storey County Su-

perintendent of Schools for the unexpired term.

Mr. Young is among the foromost educators of

Nevada, and is a gentleman of considerable ad-

ministrative ability. He still retains charge of

the Gold Hill schools.
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If a school-ma'am of Virginia City marries,

her resignation is at once demanded.

The State Board of Education of Nevada met

on Monday, the ist of December, to consider the

question of a change of text-books. All the

leading publishing houses of the country were

represented, including Appleton & Co., Barnes

& Co., Bancroft & Co., and Van Antwerp, Bragg

&Co.
After considerable discussion the Board finally

adopted the Appleton Readers, in place of Shel-

don's, and postponed further action as regards
the other text-books.

Since the above was put in type, the following
note has been received from State Superintendent
D. R. Sessions of Nevada: "The State Board

of Education of Nevada to-day rescinded their

action as regards the adoption of Appleton's
Readers."

OREGON.

Miss Yocum, a Kittilas Valley school teacher,

has taken up a land claim, fenced it, built a

house, and raised this year, besides teaching

school, 612 bushels of grain. She says she does

not mean to marry until she can support a hus-

band.

BOOK NOTICES.

The New Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

G. & C. Merriam : Springfield, Mass. For

sale by all Booksellers.

We have on our table before us a copy of Web-
ster's Unabridged Dictionary, 1880, for revinu.

An educational contemporary calls this "the

biggest book in the world "
;
we may well add,

it is, next to the Bible, the most valuable.

Each of the fifteen subdivisions of the diction-

ary is in itself a considerable volume. The fol-

lowing enumeration of the contents of each

volume will give some idea, though scarcely an

adequate conception, of what is contained in

this work, justly termed a library in itself :

I. Memoir of Noah Webster, by Chauncey A.

Goodrich, LL.D.
II. Brief History of the English Language,

by Prof. James Hadley.
III. Principles of Pronunciation, with Web-

sterian Key, Diacritical Marks, and explanations;
and a list of over 1,200 Words differently pro-
nounced by eight different Lexicographers.

IV. Orthography, and Rules for Spelling
Certain Classes of Words, and a list of over

1,500 Words spelled in two or more ways.
V. A Vocabulary of over 118,600 Words and

Meanings—about 15,000 not found in any other

English Dictionary.
VI. Explanatory and Pronouncing Vocabulary

of the names of Noted Ficticious Persons and

Places. Including, also, familiar Pseudonyms,
Surnames bestowed upon eminent men, and such

analagous popular appellations as are often re-

ferred to in literature and conversation. This

occupies over Fifty Quarto Pages, but will prob-
ably be subjected to revision and enlargement in

the course of a few years.
VII. Pronouncing Vocabulary of over 4,000

Scripture Proper Names, to which is added over

1,200 from the Anglo-Catholic version.

VIII. Pronouncing Vocabulary of over 1,500
Greek and Latin Proper Names.

IX. Explanatory Index of over 400 Prefixes,

Terminations and Formative Syllables in Geo-

graphical Names, and these followed up by a

list of over 500 Geographical Names, with their

derivations and significations.

X. Pronouncing Vocabularies of about Ten
Thousand Modern Geographical Names.

XI. A New Biographical Dictionary of over

9,700 Names of Noteworthy Persons, Ancient
and Modern, including many now living, giving
the Name, Pronunciation, Nationality, Profession

and Date of each.

XII. Pronouncing Vocabulary of about 700
Common English Christian Names, with their

Derivations, Signification, Diminutives or Nick-

names, and their equivalents in several other

languages.
XIII. Twelve Large Quarto Pages of Quota-

tions, Words, Phrases, ProverbS; and Colloquial

Expressions from the Greek, Latin, and Modern

Languages, rendered into English.
XIV. Abbreviations and Contractions used in

Writing and Printing, followed by the Arbitrary

Signs used in Writing and Printing.
XV. A Classified Selection of Pictorial Illus-

trations, occupying 72 large quarto pages.
In what, it may be asked, does this edition of

Webster differ from those which have preceded
it?

First, there are over 4,600 new words and defi-

nitions. No other dictionary contains these

words
;
a greater portion of which have, by con-

stant use in newspapers and recently published
books, become permanently incorporated in the

language.
It is true, many of these words and their pecu-

liar uses are not desirable additions ; and we

question the wisdom of stamping them with

the manual of authority indicated by their ad-

mission to the greatest lexicon of the English

language. We presume, however, that the work
would not be regarded either as complete or sym-
metrical if even "Americanisms " were omitted.

The second valuable addition to this edition is

a "Biographical Dictionary" of over 9,700 ^j/
names of noted persons, ancient and modern, in-(A)^
eluding many now living. This feature will be ^J

found of the greatest service.

It is scarcely necessary to recommend this great
labor of American genius and American indus- •

try to the public. Every educated man and

woman, as well as every person who desires to

acquire an education, will find the Unabridged
a sine qua non.

It is said that Webster is already regarded in

England as the standard authority. When this

edition is introduced generally into that country,
as well as in our own, we believe it will be the

great means of bringing about a uniform use of

our language among English-speaking people.
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Milton's Paradise Lost—Books I and II.

With Introduction, Notes, and Diagrams. By
Homer B. Sprague, M.A., Ph.D., Head Mas-
ter of the Girls' High School, Boston. Pub-

lished by Ginn & Heath, Boston. Oakland,
Cal. : F. B. Ginn. pp. 156. Price 65 cts, ;

introduction, 45 cts.

This is a delightful edition of Milton, pre-

pared in the exquisite style, clear type, handsome
and strong binding for which Ginn and Heath
have established so enviable a reputation.
With what delight we should have welcomed

such an edition of Milton five and twenty years

ago ! This generation is fortunate, indeed !

Dr. Sprague, an educator who ranks among
the ablest of our day, not only in Massachusetts

but throughout the Union, has done excellent

work in his full and critical notes. Beauties are

pointed out in every line which before were hid-

den, and meanings that had not been suspected.
These notes show that it is well worth a year in

a high school course to master thoroughly a

great poem like Paradise Lost.

The mental discipline, the widening of the

mental horizon, the general culture, the intel-

lectual refinement, can not be obtained in any
other way. The student, after a drill of three

or four years on this and kindred works, finds the

end of school training secured, i. <r., intellectual

power and stamina.

Zell's Condensed Cyclopedia. Complete in

one volume. Edited by L. Colange, LL.D.

Philadelphia : T. Ellwood Zell, Davis & Co.

San Francisco : Ira G. Hoitt. 984 pp.; $8.00.

This is a standard work of first authority, and,

as its name indicates, contains a wonderful

amount of information, that can nowhere else be

found in such convenient form at so little cost.

Its scope is universal, and the articles are brief,

but well written, accurate, and remarkably com-

prehensive. The topics are printed in full-faced

type, making it easy to find what one wants

without loss of time. It gives, what no other

cyclopedia does, the phonetic pronunciation of

every term and proper name. The illustrations

—about seven hundred in number—and colored

maps are excellent, Its clearness, cheapness,
and convenience as a universal, ready-reference

book, make it one of the most popular works of

the kind ever published. We cordially recom-

mend it to every teacher and family on the coast.

It is just the work for district libraries, and will

be consulted ten times where larger works are

used once.

Recreations in Astrono;hy. By Henry White

Warren, D. D. New York: Harper & Bros.

San Francisco : Payot, Upham & Co.

This book is intended for the general reader,

as well as those who take up the subject from

the more purely scientific standpoint. Perhaps
the design of the author can be obtained best

from a paragraph in the Preface :

** This book has been written not only to re-

veal some of the highest eachievements of the

human mind, but also to let the heavens declare

the glory of the Divine Mind. In the author's

judgment there is no gulf that separates science
and religion, nor any conflict where they stand

together. And it is fervently hoped that any
one who comes to a better knowledge of God's
works through reading this book, may thereby
come to a more intimate knowledge of the

Worker."
We consider the chapters on Creative Progress,

Astronomical Instruments and Celestial Measure-

ments, as particularly interesting to the general
reader. This work is one of the Chautauqua
series on science.

German Grammar. i^> • i^i. Sheldon, Har.
vard University. Boston : Ginn & Heath.

It gives us great pleasure to call the attention

of students of the German language to Pro-

fessor Sheldon's German Grammar. It is ex-

actly what the beginner is in need of. In a

neatly gotten up little book printed in large,
clear type, the student will find all important
rules, exceptions, and idioms arranged under

proper headings, easily found, and sufficient to

lead him through the cliffs and rocks of the lan-

guage, and to encourage him to further work.
In the whole arrangement we easily recognize
the hand of an experienced teacher, and the -ilu-

dent may safely trust himself to his guidance.

First French Reading Lessons. By Alf. Hen-

nequin, M. A. Ann Arbor. 1879.

This book consists of a series of progressive

reading lessons, well and carefully selected from

the best authors, and excellently adapted to the

comprehension of the youthful student. Prose

is varied by poetry and extracts from plays, to

give the reader an acquaintance with different

authors and different styles of writing. {^)ues-

tions on grammar and text analysis are added to

every lesson for the guidance of the less experi-
enced teacher.

The author's a'lm is to furnish the student as

rapidly as possible with a sufficient French vo-

cabulary to enable him to read with ease, and
he has, in view of this object, prefixed to the

book forty-four pages of Word-Formation in the

French language, which will no doubt prove a

valuable aid in translating both from French

into English, and from English into French.

If the whole is equal to the advanced sheets

now before us, it will be a Reader which has not

been equalled.

One Hundred Choice Selections. Nos. 16

and 17. Philadelphia: P. Garrett & Co., 708
Chestnut Street. 30 cents.

We have received Nos. 16 and 17 of this series

of collections of prose and poetry. The selec-

tions are choice, embracing the most recent short

poems of all grades of American and English
writers. Teachers who want •'

something new "

for Friday afternoons or exhibitions, will find it

in these little books.

Princess Idleways. By Mrs. Hays. Harper
& Bros. Payot, Upham & Co., San Francisco.

This is a cliarming fairy tale.
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LITERARY NOTES.

The publishers of the N. V, School Journal desire to

distribute an extra edition of the Scholar''s Qotn/>anion.

Teachers can obtain a copy of the double number of the

Scholar's Companion free by sending their names to E.

L. Kellogg & Co., 17 Warren Street, New York. This is

the holiday edition, and is to be sent to 50,000 schools, to

be distributed to the meritorious scholars December 12th.

A new weekly magazine for children, Harper's Young
People, made its first appearance before the public in No-

vember. It is an eight-page sheet, with clear, handsome

type, on fine paper, and beautifully illustrated. The con-

tents are of a character calculated to interest the young
reader, and, as may readily be known, from the reputation

of the publishers, every paragraph is of the brightest and

purest description, It is a publication which will tend to

make our boys truly manly ;
and honest, noble women of

our girls.

We hope and believe this magazine will do much to

destroy that class of periodical literature which now exerts

so demoralizing an influence on our growth.

The December Harper is a right royal uumber. The
art of magazine—making has in this publication reached

unexampled perfection. This number contains among
others the following articles :

" The Fortunes of the Bona-

partes."—with seventeen illustrations;"
" The New York

Cooking School," by F. E. Fryatt—with six illustrations
;

•' The City of Atlanta," by Ernest Ingersoll
—with fifteen

illustrations; "The Palestine of To-Day," by Dr. J. E.

Hurst—with thirteen illustrations; "The Iron Pen,"—A
Poem—by H. W, Longfellow; "Sea-Drift from a New
England Port," by Lizzie W. Champney—with eleven

illustrations; "Blossoms"—A Poem—by Philip O. Sulli-

van—with one illustration
;

" London's Glory and Whit-

tington's Renown"—A Ballad—with five illustrations;

and the three serials,
" White Wings," by Black

;

" Young
Mrs. Jardine," by Miss Mulock; "Mary Anerley," by
Blackmore

; Harper and the Journal will hereafter be

sent from this office for $5 per year—Harper alone is $4

and the Journal is $2.

The Atlantic Monthly for 1880 will be more attractive

than ever before. Among other features, there are prom-
ised serial stories, by W, D. Howells, author of " The

Lady of the Aroostook," etc. ; Henry James Jr., author of

"The Europeans"; and T. B. Aldrich, author of "Pru-

dence Palfrey." Mr. Howell's story begins in January,
and will run for six or more months. The Contributor's

Club, which has proved so popular a feature, will be

remarkably full and varied. The contributors will include

Longfellow, Whittier, Holmes, Lowell, Mrs. Stowe, H
H

, Rose Terry Cooke, Miss Larcom, Miss Preston, Miss

Woolson, Miss Jewett, Mrs. Piatt, Warner, Waring, Nor

ton, Stedmanj Stoddard, Richard Grant White, Scudder

Mark Twain, DeForest, Bishop, and others.

The December number is very good, containing con

tributions from George W. Greene, Richard Grant White

Mark Twain, George E. Waring, and others.

The Popular Science Monthly for December is no bet

ter than the preceding numbers for the year; it cannot

well be, for they are, of their kind, perfect.

We shall be glad to send this typical journal of civiliza-

tion with the Journal for one year for $5.50. The price

of the Monthly alone is $5 and that of the Journal $2.

This December number contains articles, among others, by

Prof. E. B. Tylor on "Recent Anthropology"; by Wm.
Crookes on " Radiant Matter"

; by Joseph LeConte on
" The Genesis of Sex "

; by E. O. Vaile on "
Early Meth-

ods in Arithmetic "
;

"
Spencer's Data of Ethics," by Al-

exander Bain
; by Richard Proctor on "

Expected Meteoric

Display "; and by Prof. O. C. Marsh on "
History and

Methods of Paleontological Discovery."

Appleton's Journal for December contains " Memoirs
of Madame De Rfemusat," (Continued) ;

"Vivian the

Beauty," by Mrs. Annie Edwards, (Conclusion) ;
"Some

Aspects of Robert Burns"
;

" The Seamy Side," by Wal-
ter Besant and James Rice, (Chapters XXII and XXIII

;

"
Parliamentary (lovernment in America," by Horace

White;
" Charles James Mathews";

" Domestic Art," by
Eustace Balfour

;

"
Fragments : Dr. Hillebrand on Mod-

ern England ; George Eliot as a Godless Writer."

The constantly increasing circulation of Scribner's Mag-
azine, 103,000 copies of this December number are issued,

indicates the unvarying excellence of every number.

Only a few articles need be named as samples of the

whole. The opening paper, on "The Capitol of New
York," is contributed by Mr. Montgomery Schuyler, of

the World. "The John Hopkins University," by S. B.

Herrick;
"
Bayard Taylor," by E. C. Stedman

;
"Oddi-

ties of Paris," by J. D. Osborne; and the two serials,

Henry James' "Confidence" and Mr. Cable's "The
Grandissimes," are particularly worthy of note.

St. Nicholas for December, at date of writing, had not

been received. It is contemplated to make it the holiday

number, and it will consequently be rather late this month.

An extraordinarily beautiful number may be anticipated.

Lippincott's December number is in keeping with the

season, particularly bright and interesting. Among the

articles we have space to name few :
" Among the Bis-

cayans," by George L. Catlin—Illustrated
;

" Suiumerland

Sketches ; or, Rambles in the Backwoods of Mexico and

Central America," by Dr. Felix L. Oswald—handsomely

illustrated; "The City of the Simple deals with the im-

portant subject, The Proper Treatment of the Insane,"

by Helen Campbell; 'Aimee''— A Tale—by G. H.

Pierce; "English Coffee Palaces: A Glimpse at the

Coffee-houses recently established in England," by Wirt

Sikes; "Monsieur Le Charmant— A Story — by M.

Mather; "Foreign Education for Young Republicans:
Its Advantages and Disadvantages," by M. H. P.

;

" In

the Backwoods of Carolina : An Amusing Picture of

American Life Outside of the Usual Lines of Travel,"

by Louise Coffin Jones; "Three Days—A Poem—by Julia

C, R. Dorr;
"
Poisoning, and How to Treat It : An In-

teresting, Practical Paper on this Important Subject," by
Charles W. Dalles, M. D.

Since The North American Review has been changed
from a quarterly to a monthly, and has passed into the
hands of D. Appleton & Co., it possesses not three but
ten times its former interest and value. This December
number is an example. The number opens with the first

installment of a study by James Anthony Froude, the his-

torian, on " Romanism and the Irish Race in the United
States." Hon. Geo, S. Boutwell speaks of " Young Men in

Politics "
;
Prof. Bonamy Price raises the question,

" Is

Political Economy a Science"? Dr. George M. IBeard

compares tht physique of Englishmen and Americans,
and corrects many erroneous opinions on that subject
which have gained currency on both sides of thf- Atlan-
tic. Mr. Cuthbert Mills, in the first of a series of papers
on " The Permanence of Political Forces," breaks ground
fora very instructive philosophico-historical inquiry touch-

ing the political status of the United Sjates. The book re-

views are by Mr John R. G. Hassard. The Review is for

sale by all booksellers and newsdealers.



CHILDS' FATEirr FOLDING SCHOOL DESK

AWARDED

First Preiii

AT THE

CALIFORNIA

STATE FAIR
\

1878.

Do not fail to see this Desk before purchasing. It combines all that is requisite in a School Desks.
Its superiority over others are : ist—A Folding Lid, which is at all times under the control of the

pupil, without disturbance to others ; which, when closed and locked, makes a safe deposit for books,

saving in the loss of books alone the cost of desks in a few vears. A point of great importance It,

is noiseless, and will never get out of order. 2nd—Durability—Double-flanged castings are used
and the wood so joined to the iron as to make it impossible for them ever to get loose or shakey. 3d—

Beauty of design and comfort for children. 4th—Easily transported, set up ready for use. 5tn
—As

settees. When the lids are folded, the school room may be used for a lecture room with comfort.
I also manufacture a variety of Teachers' Desks, Settees, Blackboards, &c. Send for Catalogue and

Price List.

GEO. H. FULLER,
SS9-595 MINSION STREET. B. F.

WYMAN & FURMAN"
Dealers in

BOOKS AND STATIONERY,
Pictures and Picture Frames, Music and Artists' Material,

Also a Full Line of School Supplies always in stock. Prompt Attention given to a!' n.i... .,,.,„

Teachers, School Boards, kc.

J3^ Teachers are cordially invited to make our housk their stopping place while in lown.

WYMAN & FURMAN,
274 First Street, Opposite Music Hall.

EAKM:^ox, JfAlTHFUL. CABEWOllNTEACHER© !
WILL your pupils be tardy?
WILL they stay out ?

WILL they whiBper?
WILL parents be indifferent?

TTTTrVTTT "TV you promote Attendakck, Pdhctcality and Genekai- Intebkbt, to a standard never yet attaiiMd

TTTnTTT Ti you have a School practically Sklf-Govekned, and yourself freed from the greatest care of

W U UhV Bchool life?
tt, „f* oTraTifi*

T"p BO, and you are not too old to lbabn. send your address for particulars of my CREDIT UEWABD SYSTEM.
J.i It can do you no barm, and may be of great use. ^ _

E. H. BRADNER, Sacramento, Cal.

Plenty of good reading costs money, but why not get all others do for your money ?

HARPER'S MONTHLY $3.50. POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY, $4.50.
DEMOREST MAGAZINE 2.50. ST. NICHOLAS 2.75

400 Papers and Magazines Singly at Club Rates. Send for List. Reliability made satisfactory.
E. H. BRADNER, Sacramento, Cal.



iMcGUFFEY'S

REVISED READERS.
The long-continued popularity of McGdffey's Readers is sufficient evidence of the positive

merits of the books.

In revising them the aim has been to preserve unimpaired all the essential characteristics of

the series as received from the hands of the learned author, the late Dr. Wm. H. McGub^fey, D. D
LL.D., Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in the University of Virginia.

Among the advantages gained by the revision the following may be enumerated :

1. Adaptation to more modern methods of teaching reading— notably the Phonic

Method, the Word Method, or a union of these methods. The most familiar and popular system

of diacritic marks is brought into consistent use.

2. Every word used in the First, Second, and one-half of the Third Keader, when first intro- i//^
duced, is placed at the head of the lesson in which it occurs, to be learned before the lesson is'/

read. ^y^
3. Carefully engraved script lessons are introduced. J m

4. The gradation of the series, and of the different books of the series, has been carefully j^

adjusted to meet the requirem^;its of the schools of to-day. ^'^jT^

5. A substantial increase has been made in the amount of matter in the series. wxi^y W^^
6. The additional reading matter, and the substitution of new lessons when they seem«d man--

ifest improvements on those formerly used, has given opportunity for the introduction of selections

from the writings of the best modern American and English authors.

7. The illustrations, increased to double the number in former editions, were drawn and

engraved expressly for these Readers by the foremost artists in the country. Many of them will

serve admirably as the basis for oral lessons in language. No collection of engravings of equal
artistic merit has ever before been presented in a series of school text-books,

8. The typography, printing, and binding are materially improved in efficiency and attractive-

ness.

The credit for the revision is almost wholly due the many friends of McGuffey's Readers—
eminent teacher^i||,nd scholars—who have contributed suggestions and criticisms gained from their

daily work in the sch^jjol-room.

Sample Copy and

lE'RIOES - Exchange. Introduction.

McGuffey's Revised First Eclectic Reader 10 .12

McGuffey's Revised Second Eclectic Reader 15 .20

McGuffey's Revised Third Eclectic Reader 20 .30

McGuffey's Revised Fourth Eclectic Reader 25 .35

McGuffey's Revised Fifth Eclectic Reader. 40 .55

'*

McGuffey's New Eclectic Readers," as heretofore published, will be continued in publication.

Parties ordering will please specify if they wish McGuffey's Bevised Headers.

MkH ANTWERP, BRAGG & CO., Publishers,

^^""^^^^^Nv CINCINNATI AND NEW YOMK.
UNIVERklTY)
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